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Special thanks and congratulations are due to Justice
Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera and the Philippine Judicial
Academy, which she headed as Founding Chancellor for
some 13 years, for this publication in a single volume of
her thoughts and discourses on a range of subjects of
interest to lawyers, judges and the public at large.

The coverage is truly phenomenal.  From training for
judges to human rights, from gender sensitivity to science
and the law, from ADR to the environment, these are all
treated with characteristic depth, thoroughness and
eloquence.

On behalf of the Supreme Court and the Philippine
Judiciary, I express our sincerest gratitude to Justice
Herrera for her selfless and continuing service to our
people as Judge, Justice and Judicial Academician.  For
even today, she continues to help out in PHILJA as Co-
Chair of the Philippine Development Center–Project

Supreme Court of the Philippines
Manila
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Renato C. Corona
CHIEF JUSTICE

Foreword



Implementation Committee (PDC-PIC) tasked with
overseeing the making of a new training facility in
Tagaytay City and of the PHILJA Training Center (PTC) that
will run the facility.

I, therefore, urge all stakeholders of our Justice system
to avail of this singular opportunity to drink, as it were,
from this fountain of wisdom and learning offered in this
wonderful collection.

Again, congratulations to one and all for this splendid
publication.



The publication Perspectives in Judicial Education, a
selection of speeches and writings by Justice Ameurfina
Aguinaldo Melencio Herrera, captures her thoughts on
judicial education gleaned from being at the helm of the
Philippine Judicial Academy for 13 productive years.  It is
a rare chronicle of PHILJA’s journey in the development
of judicial education commencing with the painstaking
crafting of curricula and planning of training programs,
primarily for judges, and culminating in its well-deserved
recognition as a model for judicial institutions worldwide.

In her speeches, Justice Herrera traces the steps taken
by the committed women and men under her leadership
to promote judicial excellence.  She thanks the legal
luminaries who selflessly impart their expertise using the
latest tools and methodology in judicial education. She
speaks proudly of PHILJA’s programs that are consistently
rated as highly valuable and relevant to the fulfillment
of its mandate as the judiciary’s education arm.

Philippine Judicial Academy
Manila

FROM THE DESK OF:

Adolfo S, Azcuna
CHANCELLOR
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Straightforwardly and concisely, she commends those in
the audience who have chosen the path to public service,
particularly the judges who face the daunting task of
adjudication. To the judges, her message is clear – the
power of the bench demands not only integrity,
independence, and competence; it also requires sacrifice
of self, a deep sense of accountability, and a continuing
desire to excel in judicial performance. She inspires the
participants to rise above difficult work circumstances.
She challenges those in the judiciary, regardless of rank
or gender, to take to heart the learning opportunities
offered by the Academy.  On occasion, she makes her
listeners smile with her sense of humor while she reveals
the Academy’s countless concerns and its decisive
resolution of complexities in its programs.  She conveys
unwavering optimism that the Academy will continue to
be forward-looking as it keeps pace with the best judicial
institutions in the world.  Above all, her writings express
her deep love of country and her full support for a credible
and independent judiciary sensitive to the people’s needs.

Each of the speeches is a must-read, not only for the
historical data on the Philippine Judiciary and the
development of judicial education, but also for the
abundant wisdom that suffuses it.
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3Justice Ameurfina A.Melencio Herrera
PERSPECTIVES  IN  JUDICIAL  EDUCATION

Groundbreaking: Sowing the Seed∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Groundbreaking
Ceremony of the Philippine Judicial Academy Conference and Training
Center  held on November 23, 1998, at the Ridge Convention
Center, Tagaytay City.

Today’s groundbreaking ceremony reminds me of the parable of
the mustard seed. It is the smallest of all the seeds but when planted
and fully grown, it becomes one of the largest plants.

Similarly, today, we break ground and plant the seed of a PHILJA
Conference and Training Center. It will be a four-story building with
an area of approximately 18,000 square meters. It  will have all the
basic components of a training center: lodging, social, sports,
recreational, and support facilities; and meeting or conference
rooms, classrooms, and offices.

The design of the architectural plan for the building was
prepared by Architects M.V. Coscoluella and Associates.  The
consultants were the Development Academy of the Philippines led
by Mr. Antonio D. Kalaw, Jr., then the General Manager of DAP,
Tagaytay City; and Mr. Serafin Aquino, Chair of the Presidential
Commission on Tagaytay and Taal.

The growth of the idea has been quite exciting. In 1992, Chief
Justice Andres R. Narvasa created a committee to study the
feasibility of establishing a judicial academy. In 1993, the committee
submitted a  favorable recommendation. In March of 1996, the
court en banc established the Philippine Judicial Academy or PHILJA,
through Administrative order No. 35-96, PHILJA’s judicial charter.

It is the smallest of all the seeds
but when planted and fully grown

it becomes one of the largest plants.
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Barely two years after its creation, PHILJA gained congressional
recognition through the enactment of Republic Act No. 8557 on
February 26, 1998. That law institutionalized PHILJA and gave it its
legislative charter.

In the interim, or in 1995, President Fidel V. Ramos authorized
the transfer to the Supreme Court of the majority shareholdings of
the government in this sprawling 3.5 hectare-property, an ideal
setting for an educational institution like PHILJA. Its potential for
improvement and growth was again exciting.  It has become the
seat and campus of the Academy, to which I am singularly honored
and privileged to welcome you all.

The need to construct more adequate facilities was envisioned
even then.  Seed money of P75 million from the proceeds of the
sale of military camps, pursuant to Republic Act No. 7917, was
provided. Indeed, PHILJA needed more elbow room for the
accomplishment of its mandate,   that of formulating and
implementing “a continuing program of judicial education for
justices, judges, court personnel and lawyers.”

Space was limited and limiting, but making do with the blessing
in hand, PHILJA, in coordination with the University of the
Philippines Institute of Judicial Administration (UP-IJA), immediately
embarked on its training programs which were regularly conducted
for its target beneficiaries. Approximately seventy seminars have
been held in a span of  two and a half years. Modules are
concentrated on subjects and topics that have a direct bearing on
the judges’ respective duties and responsibilities. These are
discussed by recognized authorities in their respective fields.

 Thus, what started as a germ of an idea has evolved and
developed into reality.  Its growth has been nurtured by the
indispensable support of the Chief Justice, the Associate Justices
of the Court, the Board of Trustees, the Court Administrator,
the management of the Ridge Convention Center headed by
Atty. Luzviminda D. Puno, the Professorial Lecturers, the
members of the Judicial Reforms Committee, the UP-IJA, and I
must mention here, two of the original members of the ad hoc
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committee that recommended establishment of the Academy and
who, until the present, have been encouraging mainstays of PHILJA,
namely, Justice Ricardo C. Puno and Justice Alfredo L. Benipayo;
and lastly, the PHILJA officials and staff who have all served with
fidelity and dedication, and our many other supporters and friends.
To them all, we make of record our deep-felt appreciation.

I have just narrated PHILJA’s exciting yesterday and today. We
welcome you warmly and thank you for allowing us to share them
with you.

We look forward to more exciting prospects, particularly, the
growth of the seed sown today that will eventually be the PHILJA
Conference and Training Center, and that will, hopefully, be
graduating the seasoned judges and quality court personnel of
tomorrow.

We celebrate not only the construction of this infrastructure
but, more significantly, we welcome you to the future
monument that the Conference Center will be to the memory
of the Father of the Philippine Judicial Academy, none other
than our Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa.
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PHILJA: Its Purpose and What It Does∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Delivered before law students at the Seminar on The Philippine
Judicial Academy, Its Purpose and What It  Does  held on May 19,
2000,  at the Bantay Katarungan, No. 7, First Street, Acacia Lane,
Mandaluyong City.

Above all, PHILJA is committed
to the pursuit of Excellence,

the inculcation of Ethics,
and the Enhancement of a culture
of professionalism in the judiciary.

I.  INTRODUCTION

It is always a pleasure for me to speak about PHILJA. It all started
as a seed of an idea in 1992 when then Chief Justice Andres R.
Narvasa constituted a committee to study the advisability and
feasibility of establishing a judicial academy. It was concretized
in 1996 by an Administrative Order of the Supreme Court creating
the Academy and defining its powers and functions. It was
Institutionalized by Republic Act No. 8557 in 1998 giving
additional parameters and duties. In four years time, it has
become the institution that it was conceived to be, and the
Academy that you want me to speak to you about today.

II.  WHAT IS PHILJA?

PHILJA is the educational component of the Supreme Court just
as the Office of the Court Administrator is its administrative
arm.  In the organizational structure of the Court, PHILJA is
aligned with the Judicial and Bar Council, and the Office of the
Court Administrator.
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The Chief Justice spoke of full support for the Academy in his
Inaugural Speech for the Bantay Katarungan. PHILJA is a unit of the
Supreme Court under its supervision and control.  This is one of the
important features of our system of judicial education. By reason
of that structure, the programs of the Academy enjoy the patronage
and support of the Court. Participation of the judges is also
guaranteed.

PHILJA conducts its activities mainly at the Ridge Resort and
Convention Center, a 3.7 hectare facility located in Tagaytay City.
formerly owned by the Ridge Sports and Country Club Corporation,
which sequestered government shares were turned over to the
Supreme Court by President Fidel V. Ramos on July 19, 1995, for
the use of the Academy. Due to limited facilities, since the Ridge
can accommodate only 40 participants at a time, we plan to put up
another building on the site. This is one of the court’s main projects
to celebrate its centenary year–from June 2000 to June 2001.

Although officially located in Tagaytay, we have offices at the
Supreme Court in Manila. PHILJA programs are not confined at
Tagaytay. We also conduct seminars in other provinces and cities
nationwide.   Soon, PHILJA will be conducting regional seminars in
other provinces and cities. Also, PHILJA will be conducting regional
seminars in the different judicial regions in order to reach as broad
a clientele as possible.

III.  ITS PURPOSE

A. Administrative Order No. 13-96 of the Supreme Court,  dated
March 12, 1996, created PHILJA as a training institution for
justices, judges, court personnel and lawyers. It is charged
with the formulation and implementation of a continuing
program of judicial education for justices, judges, court
personnel and lawyers.

B. Republic Act No. 8557, dated February 26, 1998,
institutionalized PHILJA. The provisions of the two enactments
are substantially identical except that the law added to the
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original judicial mandate the training of “aspirants to judicial
posts.”

C. Pursuant to the two elements, the target groups of PHILJA’S
continuing judicial education programs, are:

1. Aspirants to the judiciary;
2. Newly appointed judges;
3. Judges who have served on the Bench for a given

number of years;
4. Court personnel; and
5. Officials and personnel of quasi-judicial bodies.

PHILJA’s vision is to bring about an independent, efficient,
effective, and credible judiciary that enjoys the confidence of
the people.

PHILJA’s mission is to formulate a continuing program of
quality education for judges and court personnel.

IV.  ITS ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The structural setup of the Academy is as follows:

A. The Board of Trustees is the governing body, with the Chief
Justice as ex officio Chairman. The Senior Associate Justice,
the Chancellor of the Academy, the Court Administrator,
the Presiding Justice of the Sandiganbayan, the President
of the Philippine Judges Association, the President of the
Philippine Association of Law Schools, and a representative
of the First Level Courts are members.

B. The Executive Officials are the Chancellor, the Vice
Chancellor, the Executive Secretary, and the Deputy
Executive Secretary.

C. For operational purposes, PHILJA is organized into three
offices:

1. The Academic Affairs Office drafts curricula and plans its
academic undertakings. It has laid down the Philosophy,
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Objectives, and Policies of the Academy.  It coordinates
with the members of the Academic Council and with the
Professorial Lecturers in the planning of programs and
courses.

2. The Research, Publications and Linkages Office
implements the directive in PHILJA’s legislative charter
to publish a PHILJA Judicial Journal.  Its first issue was
launched in February 2000.  It contained the lectures given
in the Third Appellate Justices’ Conference, one of the
major educational activities conducted by PHILJA for
Justices of the Court of Appeals.  This office also sends to
all judges a PHILJA Bulletin that provides thumbnail
information on new doctrines of the Supreme Court,
reproduces important administrative issuances, and
announces PHILJA activities.

The Chancellor supervises the Academic Office and the
Research, Publications, and Linkages Office.

3. The Administrative and Financial Management Office has
supervision over personnel and human resource affairs,
budget and financing, and coordinates with the other
offices of the Court and with other government agencies.

The Vice Chancellor heads this Office.

4. The Judicial Reforms Committee is one of the Special
Committees.  It proposes reforms to the Supreme Court
for its consideration and approval.  It is headed by an
Executive Director.  The Committee also produces the
PHILJA Updates, with the collaboration of CD Asia. These
consist of Supreme Court Decisions in administrative
cases, legislative enactments, and PHILJA lectures and
articles in electronic-digital format.  Although only a
small number of courts are equipped with computers
and can access electronic data, the Supreme Court has a
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continuing project to provide all courts nationwide with
computers.

The Chancellor chairs this Committee.

5. At present, we have 12 Curricular Departments covering
different areas of law, judicial education, court
management and performance standards, with at least
three members in each Department.  The Chairpersons
of the 12 academic departments are recognized authorities
in the various areas of law and judicial management.  The
needs of the Departments form the Academic Council,
which is chaired by the Chancellor.

V. PROGRAMS AND COURSES

A. For Judges

1. Orientation and Immersion Program for Newly
Appointed Judges – Every person appointed as judge
undertakes an Orientation Seminar-Workshop and an
Immersion Program, before the assumption of judicial
functions and the discharge of duties and
responsibilities. The objectives of the orientation
program are:

a. To prepare them for their assumption of office and
discharge of their duties;

b. To lead them to examine their value hierarchies and
clarify value systems;

c. To introduce them to the skills of adjudication, such
as writing logically coherent and legally sound
decisions; and

d. To provide them with knowledge or substantive and
remedial law that are of immediate practical
significance.
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2. The Immersion Program is held at the judges’ respective
stations under the supervision of their corresponding
Executive Judges.  This involves the following activities:

a.  Actual observation of court trials by sitting in with a
senior judge in the conduct of judicial proceedings;

b. Observation of the activities in the Office of the Clerk
of Court, including meetings with the different court
personnel, and a study of their functions and duties;

c. Inventory of all pending cases in the sala or branch to
which they are assigned;

d. A tour of the territory within the jurisdiction of his
court;

e. Familiarization with the various local governments
and other government agencies operating within
the territory covered by his court.

3. Judicial Career Enhancement (Enrichment) Program –
This program has three phases: Basic, Intermediate and
Advanced.  Judges who have been on the Bench for at
least three years discuss emerging issues and areas of
law, as well as fundamental philosophical
considerations. The program updates judges
professionally and apprises them of shifting paradigms
and new frames of reference in jurisprudence. We will
be conducting the first advanced JCEP course in Tagaytay
next week.

4. Seminar-Workshop for Executive Judges – This serves
primarily as a management training seminar for
Executive Judges, who are the mini-court administrators
in their respective areas. They are designated by the
Court every two years to provide a more effective and
efficient management of lower courts.
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The program focuses on Total Quality Management and
Trial Court Performance Standards. These are essential
because Executive Judges provide leadership and
coordinate the management of courts within their
administrative areas. They also implement policies
concerning court operations that have been laid down by
the Supreme Court. The Program also sharpens and
enhances appreciation of philosophical perspectives,
as well as social and economic contexts which merit
judicial consideration in rendering just decisions.

5. Special Courses and Programs are also conducted.  For
example, we have the Court of Appeals and
Sandiganbayan Discussion Sessions and Conference, the
Seminar on Election Laws, and the Seminar for Shari’a
Judges on Philippine Laws.

6. Programs on particular themes, such as on gender
sensitivity, women’s and children’s rights, protection
of the environment, and strengthening the legal
protection of children.

7. Programs for Quasi-Judicial Agencies – Pursuant to a
Supreme Court Resolution, PHILJA was mandated to
include in the scope of its activities, educational
programs for quasi-judicial bodies.  We started with the
Securities and Exchange Commission last year, to be
followed soon by a program for the Civil Service
Commission.

8. Pre-Judicature Program – We are launching this program
for aspirants to the judiciary on June 19-30 and July 17-
28 of this year.  This is pursuant to the mandate in
Republic Act No. 8557 that “only participants who have
completed the programs prescribed by the Academy
and have satisfactorily complied with all requirements
incident thereto may be appointed or promoted to any
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position or vacancy in the judiciary” (Section 10). The Pre-
Judicature Program is one of the activities to be launched
at the centenary celebration of the Supreme Court.

The objectives of this Program are:

a. To acquaint aspirants for judicial positions with the
Philippine Judiciary’s history, its traditions, and its
role in a constitutional democracy;

b. To introduce aspirants to standards of conduct,
norms of behavior, and value systems;

c. To update participants on developments in the different
areas of law;

d. To introduce participants to the skills demanded of a
judge; and

e. To enable PHILJA to determine the aptitude and
capabilities of those who aspire for judicial posts and
to make consequent recommendations.

B. For Judicial Personnel

The programs for judicial personnel include:

1. In-house seminar-workshop for Supreme Court, Court of
Appeals and Sandiganbayan attorneys

2. Seminar-Workshop for Clerks of Court

3. Seminar-Workshop for Legal Researchers

4. Seminar component of national conventions of clerks of
court, process servers, social workers, stenographers, and
sheriffs

5. six-month training sessions for court stenographers.

Pursuant to Administrative Circular Nos. 11-96  and  13-
96, dated October 10, 1996, and November 28, 1996,
respectively, PHILJA educational programs are integrated as
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components in conventions of Judges and Court personnel.
PHILJA envisions these national conventions as vehicles for
learning experiences and opportunities in addition to fostering
profession fellowship.

VI.  THE PHILJA PHILOSOPHY

PHILJA continues to adhere to the following philosophy:

A. The people are best served when the judiciary is
independent and its members are men and women of
proven competence, integrity, probity and independence.

B. PHILJA’s mission is to serve the judiciary; to make available the
opportunity for the development of judicial competence,
formation of constructive attitude and the cultivation of sound
values for members.

C. PHILJA believes that judicial education is an indispensable tool
for ensuring an effective, independent and credible judiciary.

VII.  THE PHILJA OBJECTIVES

A. To foster sound values and attitudes, expertise in
substantive and procedural law, and develop management
competence through  courses, seminars and symposia for
members of the judiciary and quasi-judicial bodies;

B. To contribute to available legal literature of scholarly and
practical significance to the members of the judiciary
through the publication of a Judicial Journal and Bulletin;

C. To integrate the Academy’s philosophy, principles and
objectives, and instructional programs in conventions,
seminars, and programs of associations of judges and court
personnel;

D. To conduct research to advance the frontiers of juridical
science and court technology;
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E. To develop and strengthen networking and partnership with
other institutions for the development and implementation of
programs for continuing judicial education.

VIII.  CONCLUSION

I trust that with all the foregoing, I have given you a bird’s-eye view
of What PHILJA is, Its Purpose, and What It Does to Accomplish
This Purpose, Its Programs and Courses, the Philosophy that it
adheres to, and the Objectives that it wants to achieve. We, at
PHILJA, like to think that PHILJA possesses an organizational culture
upholding such core values of honesty, efficiency, effectiveness,
creativity and responsibility that you, too, uphold. Above all, PHILJA
is committed to the pursuit of Excellence, the inculcation of Ethics,
and the Enhancement of a culture of professionalism in the
judiciary.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Executive Judges’ Judicial Education Training Seminar held on August
7, 2002, at the PHILJA Conference Room, SC Centennial Building,
Manila.

The Institutionalization
of Judicial Education∗∗∗∗∗

The Success Story

Before the creation of the Philippine Judicial Academy, first by an
administrative enactment of the Supreme Court in 1996 and then
by a statutory charter in 1998, there was no unified, coherent, and
systematic judicial education program. Various groups made
different courses and seminars available to judges: the University
of the Philippines Law Center (through its Institute of Judicial
Administration), the Integrated Bar of the Philippines, and non-
governmental organizations, both domestic and foreign.

Since its creation as a unit of the Supreme Court and acting by
its authority, the Philippine Judicial Academy has institutionalized
judicial education. Judges and judicial personnel now look to it as
the official provider of continuing education.

Not only has it prepared courses of study and programs of
continuing judicial education, the Academy has also made
available various publications.  Through its Judicial Reforms
Office, it has brought together experts in the various
departments of law who, responding to input received form

The judges . . . enthused about the
relevance of PHILJA’s programs

to the discharge of their judicial functions
and gave it a high approval rating

for the quality of its programs
as well as for their usefulness.
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judges and the different publics of the courts, have drafted revisions
to rules or administrative issuances all with the end in view of
allowing the Court to “pro-act,” i.e., to keep the administration of
justice abreast with the demands of the times and of local
circumstances.

The courses of study the Academy now makes available to
members of the Bench are now systematized.  There is periodic
and systematic evaluation, and the Academy tirelessly discovers
ways of rendering judicial education more responsive to the
needs of the competent, credible, expeditious, and fair
administration of justice.

Program Structure

The program for judges follows a succession of courses,
corresponding to different levels.

• The Pre-Judicature Program is a month-long program
divided into two different phases aimed at introducing
aspirants to the culture, ethics, and demands of judicial
office, as well as developments in substantive and
remedial law.

• The Orientation Program is compulsory for all who have
been appointed to the Bench. Without this program, a
judge may not assume the discharge of properly judicial
functions.  Key components of this program are sessions
on judicial ethics and values, judicial skills (including
reasoning and research), court and case management,
and mastery of procedure.

• The Judicial Career Enhancement Programs are offered
in three levels for judges who have served on the Bench
for some years. They are principally updating programs,
and likewise address PHILJA’s four areas of concern: the
cultivation of desirable attitudes, values, and patterns
of behavior; the grasp of underlying philosophy in law
and shifts in these philosophies; updates in substantive
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and remedial law; and honing of judicial skills in
administration, management, research, public and
human relations. This year, the Academy completes the
first round of regional seminars that have brought the
Career Enhancement Program to the various regions,
allowing PHILJA to reach out to all judges and all key
court personnel in every judicial region of the country.

• The special focus programs follow  the developments in
the structure and hierarchy of the courts, or the enactment
of new laws the courts are called upon to develop.  Thus,
PHILJA has trained the judges designated to preside over
corporate disputes and controversies, following a revision
in the country’s securities regulation law.

Teaching Plans and Teaching Tools

The following flow summarizes the construction of a teaching
plan.

• The Academic Office of PHILJA develops a program in
response to a need expressed either by the judges
themselves (in evaluation sessions conducted after each
program), or suggested by the professors of the
Academy.

• The plan is then submitted to the Academic Council,
composed of all Department Chairs and presided over
by the Chancellor and the Vice Chancellor, for
deliberation and approval.

• The Department Chairs then make suggestions as to
lecturers, session moderators, facilitators, or panelists.

• In more extensive programs,  consultation sessions are
held with prospective participants.

• On the basis of the inputs from the Academic Council
and from different consultation sessions with the
Department Chairs and prospective participants, the
session objectives are specified. In large measure, the
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session objectives are also set forth pursuant to the
educational philosophy of the Philippine Judicial
Academy.

• The program is implemented.

The following teaching tools and strategies have proven most
effective at the Philippine Judicial Academy.

• Lecture sessions followed by group work:  Participants are
divided into groups and assigned hypotheticals or cases to
discuss. A rapporteur is appointed from among the group.
The group’s consensus is presented, and the lecture or
session chair critiques the group’s position.

• Sessions in court technology have largely been hands-
on sessions. While seated in front of their monitors,
participants receive instructions from the session
directors and accomplish session objectives. The same
strategy has been used to orient family court judges to
such technological innovations as live-link television
and video-conferencing.

• Demonstration trials have also been used to enable the
judges to discern snags in their administration and
direction of court sessions, as well as to see to their
compliance with the rules of procedure.

• Sessions on values, judicial conduct, and attitudes have
depended on a combination of problem- and
hypothetical-solving, peer group critiquing, group
exercises in group dynamics and human relations, and
the use of self-assessment forms.  Participants have
also been exposed to different cases on judicial conduct.

• Despite varied opinions, the Philippine Judicial
Academy has adopted the system of administering
Written Evaluative Exercises at the end of most of its
programs to  determine how profitable the course was to
the judges, as well as to aid it in assessing the contribution
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the program has made to the judges’ growth in
understanding and to the enhancement of their
competencies.

Measurement of Impact

With assistance from the World Bank, the Philippine Judicial
Academy conducted an ‘’Impact of judicial Education and
Directions for Change Study’’ in 2000. It focused, particularly, in
subjecting PHILJA’s programs to a Context-Input-Process-
Product analysis.  It also constructed a conceptual framework
for judicial education with inputs from Judge Sandra Oxner and
the Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute, as well as other
sources.

It polled judges who participated in PHILJA’s programs. It
examined output as to program and session objectives, and
looked at PHILJA’s resources – principally human and
instructional resources.

1.      An analysis of faculty profile reveals a highly competent,
highly qualified and respected corps of professors and
lecturers, composed of incumbent and retired members
of the country’s highest courts and distinguished in the
academe.

2. The judges polled enthused about the relevance of
PHILJA’s programs to the discharge of their judicial
functions, and gave it a high approval rating for the
quality of its programs as well as for their usefulness.

3. The judges also ranked PHILJA’s courses according to
their relative weight and importance, strongly inclining
towards remedial law subjects and exhibiting the need
to be better convinced of the importance of subject
areas on social context issues, human rights and
international law, and legal philosophy.
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4.   The participants registered a strong approval rating for
judicial conduct and judicial values classes, and
expressed the need for such subjects and sessions.

5. Items related to case and court management identified for
the judges the snags in the expeditious disposition of cases,
and also gave the Academy the opportunity to determine
those areas that needed to be more emphasized in future
courses.

The Future

Already, we are planning a second round of regional Judicial
Career Enhancement Programs.  Profiting from the Impact Study
we had mentioned, as well as pursuant to a formulated
philosophy of judicial education, we intend to include  sessions
on:

• Indigenous peoples’ rights (native title cases);

• Law and economics, including such considerations as
the use of economic tools, the use of expert testimony,
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction;

• Clerks of Court as mediators; greater use of court-
diversion strategies and techniques;

• A study of new rules: the examination of child witnesses,
electronic evidence;

• A study of significant new laws: anti-money laundering
law, the law criminalizing plunder;

• A study of the Supreme Court’s circular on administrative
offenses committed by judges and corresponding
disciplinary measures;

• Developments in legal philosophy as suggested by
shifting standards on such issues as standing, underlying
principles of civil law, etc.;

• The justiciability of economic and social rights.
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The Impact of the Judicial Academy
on the Administration of Justice

vis-à-vis the Formation of Judges∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Delivered at the Human Rights Week Program held on December
10, 1997, at the Human Rights Center, Ateneo Law School, Makati
City.

Courses on judicial ethics
and discipline, and on work attitudes,

values and behavior, emphasize “integrity”
and “probity” and are aimed

at combating fractured values
and the national malady of corruption.

The Charter of the Philippine Judicial Academy mandates that it
plan, formulate, and implement a continuing program of judicial
education for justices, judges, court personnel, and lawyers. That
was embodied in Supreme Court Administrative Order No. 35-96
issued on March 12, 1996.

In creating the Academy, the PHILJA Charter took cognizance
of the Constitutional mandate that members of the judiciary be of
proven competence, integrity, probity, and independence and of
the Constitutional guarantee that all persons shall have the right to
a speedy disposition of cases before all judicial bodies.

Speaking as the PHILJA Charter does of judicial training, of the
qualifications of members of the Bench who compose and run the
justice system, and of the adjudication of cases by them, it is
apparent that PHILJA’s impact on the administration of justice and
the professional development of judges is direct and immediate.

That impact is felt through basic curriculum modules designed
to assist Judges enrich their knowledge, acquire and maintain skills,
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and meet society’s expectations. Basic offerings include legal
competence, comportment and behavior, management skills and
personal development, including rededication to public service and
the cause of justice. Seminar programs are logically arranged
according to themes for the day subject to the time preference of
lecturers. Topics are balanced to include the substantive, procedural,
administrative, and practical aspects of the profession of judging,
and are tailored to the varying educational needs of the new judge,
the judge in mid-career, and the very experienced jurist.  Legal topics
are also related to other disciplines.  Thus, even stress management
with group dynamics, to help judges avoid “burnout,” and effective
courtroom communication skills are interspersed.  Participants are
asked to assess the overall program and to rate the usefulness of
segments thereof.  Resource materials, handbooks, laws, manuals,
and the like are regularly provided.

Courses on judicial ethics and discipline, and on work attitudes,
values and behavior, emphasize “integrity” and “probity” and are
aimed at combating fractured values and the national malady of
corruption. In this regard, teaching is aimed not only at being
“informational” and instilling sensitivity to the highest ethical
standards, but also “transformational” so that core values may be
ingrained in the judges themselves and in their professional conduct.

“Competence” and “proficiency” are addressed through
updates on a variety of substantive and procedural law subjects as
well as on Supreme Court Decisions and Administrative Orders and
recent legislation.

References to the doctrines of separation of powers and checks
and balances drawn from Inspirational Messages of incumbent
Justices of the Supreme Court and from other lecturers, impart the
primacy of the constitutional mandate of judicial “independence”
balanced by public accountability.

Due process is also revisited, emphasizing the notion of fairness
and the need to safeguard the rights to life, liberty and property.
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Focus on case flow management and effective pre-trial and
trial aim to assist judges to observe the mandated periods in the
Constitution for the adjudication and disposition of cases and the
avoidance of trial slow-downs.1 These encourage active management
of the course and direction of trials, methodical calendaring of
cases, records management, minimum postponements, and close
supervision of court personnel. These need concerted attention
for they set the tone for the administration of justice and help shape
public perception of the courts.

The lectures on decision writing emphasize the Constitutional
mandate that decisions should state clearly and distinctly the facts
and the law on which they are based.2  Judges are advised to make
their decision, orders or resolutions brief and clear. They are also
encouraged to keep their own calendar of cases submitted for
decision and not to rely too heavily on court personnel.

The Open Forum after each lecture enables participants to
propound questions en consulta, seek confirmation of their judicial
acts, and exchange approaches and experiences.

Active participation in learning activities is encouraged through
workshops. Several groups are formed, with Chairmen and
Rapporteurs, to discuss specific topics and summarize the key points
at a plenary report-back session.  Varying learning methods are used
in panels, simulations, and discussion groups.

Participants are regularly given written assignments on assigned
topics to test their ability to assimilate and express themselves.
Assignments have included the preparation of decisions based on
hypothetical cases; drafting of Pre-trial Orders; exercises on the
imposition of penalties; and proposals for judicial reforms. Judges
are graded on their submissions. A lecture on English grammar for
judges is intended to upgrade their communication skills, both oral
and written, as this is essential in the performance of their judicial
responsibilities.

1. PHILIPPINE CONSTITUTION, Art. VIII, Sec. 15.
2. PHILIPPINE CONSTITUTION, Art. VIII, Sec. 14.
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Very briefly and specifically, the educational courses geared
towards the improvement of the performance and the quality of
judges, and thereby the administration of justice, include:

I.  THE ORIENTATION PROGRAM

The orientation process is crucial for new judges. The program is a
five-day resident familiarization course.  It equips the newly
appointed judges with substantive instruction on and the basic tools
of judgeship, covering such topics as the Life and Work of a Judge,
including relationship with the bar, the media and the public; Court
System and Case Management Techniques; Decision Writing; Legal
Updates including recent legislation pertinent to the Judiciary;
Judicial Discipline, as well as problem areas in various fields of law
that could be encountered in the course of judging.

II.  THE IMMERSION PROGRAM

After completion of the Orientation Program, the judge undergoes
an Immersion Program for one month before the assumption of
judicial duties. The program includes, among others, actual
observation of court trial by sitting with an experienced judge in
the conduct of proceedings; the observation of the activities in the
Office of the Clerk of Court; an inventory of all pending cases; and
meetings with court-related agencies. The Immersion Program is
under the supervision of the Executive Judge of the new judge’s
station who also acts as an advisor.

III.  THE JUDICIAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

For the experienced jurist, normally with at least three-years
experience, PHILJA offers a four-day resident Judicial Career
Enrichment Program with an in-depth study of emerging trends in
law such as Environmental Law, Intellectual Property Rights, and
Alternative Dispute Resolution, in addition to minimal offerings.  A
critique of decisions actually rendered by judges of the same level
is also included.
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IV.  THE EXECUTIVE JUDGES PROGRAM

Judicial Executive Programs for Executive Judges of Regional Trial
Courts and First Level Courts are also conducted. Executive Judges
are designated by the Supreme Court to act as such to assist it in
the efficient management of lower courts within their respective
administrative areas. Since it is a leadership-centered module,
strategies for team management and team leadership are stressed.

V.  PROGRAMS FOR SPECIAL COURTS

We will be designing programs for judges of Special Courts this
coming year. The new law establishing Family Courts in every
province and city with exclusive original jurisdiction over child and
family cases mandates that judges and personnel thereof be given
special training in handling cases falling within the jurisdiction of
those courts. Seminars will follow for judges of criminal courts,
judges handling intellectual property rights cases, and judges trying
forestry and environmental cases.

VI.  TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Total Quality Management is an original business concept which is
being adapted by our courts.  It is a management strategy which
stresses that it is the responsibility of the judge, as head, and all
court personnel, working as a team, to ensure the effective
administration and management of their respective courts.  It
encourages the formulation of a mission and vision that will be
their polestar as they deliver judicial services. It aims to bring about
a re-structured and service-oriented court system, with the
Presiding Judge down to the lowest employee made cognizant of
the need to improve the quality of judicial services individually and
collectively.
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VII.  PROGRAMS FOR COURT PERSONNEL

Court personnel have not been forgotten. We have designed
programs for clerks of court, legal researchers, social workers, and
sheriffs.

VIII.  APPELLATE JUSTICES’ CONFERENCE

We have just concluded a Conference for Appellate Court Justices
in the third week of November on “Appellate Court Administration.”
Taken up were such topics as ethical standards, decongestion of
appellate court dockets, appellate settlement conference, the new
law creating additional Divisions of the Court of Appeals as well as
the circuitization of that court.

IX.  PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF JUDGES

The beating suffered by the judiciary in approval ratings as surveyed
by the Social Weather Stations is disclosed frankly to participant
judges with no holds barred. While judges’ reactions varied from
incredulity, displeasure, and even distrust of the methodology used
in the survey, the need for a more positive public perception of the
Bench is appreciated.

X.  COURTS, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, AND CHILD ABUSE

With the proliferation of domestic violence and child abuse cases,
seminars on how to make the courts more child-friendly and more
effective in coping with the peculiar nature of those cases are given.
Gender sensitivity and children’s rights are thus sought to be
disseminated and protected.

XI.  COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

The advance in technology has had its share of attention. The
theoretical perspective and the practical application aspects in the
use of computers are regularly given and were even included in the
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Appellate Justices’ Conference. Funds permitting, the Supreme
Court will be providing courts throughout the country with their
own computers and possibly fax machines depending on
communications availability.

XII.  DIALOGUES

To address administrative needs, dialogues with Supreme Court
officials or the Office of the Court Administrator are arranged where
participants can secure information, voice their plaints, or clarify
doubts.

XIII.  THE 1997 RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

PHILJA-IJA travelled to different regions conducting one-day
seminars to acquaint judges, legal researchers, clerks of court and
branch clerks of court with the 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure.  A
separate seminar on the Rules was also given for Court of Appeals
and Sandiganbayan Justices and Court of Tax Appeals Judges.

Conclusion:

PHILJA leaves no stone unturned in fulfilling its mandate of providing
continuing quality and effective judicial education to maintain and
improve the career performance of the individual judges and the
judicial system as a whole.  Judicial education is now considered as
an indispensable partner in the administration of justice.  There is
every hope that with time, effort, and commitment, the people’s
regard for the courts as the citadels of truth and justice and as
guardians of people’s rights will increase.

I am heartened by the fact that the Human Rights Center of
the Ateneo Law School has expanded its interests to judicial
education, a handmaiden to the administration of justice.  Honest,
competent, and speedy administration of justice, without sacrificing
fairness, is the vision of judicial education and one of the surest
guarantees to attain full respect for fundamental rights and
freedoms.
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The Long and Anxious Years∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Message delivered at the Philippine Judicial Academy
Development Center, Inc. Unveiling Ceremony held on November
30, 2006, at PHILJA, Tagaytay City.

Finally, on that golden day
on December 18, 2005,

we received our Christmas present . . .
 from the Government of Japan–a grant

of P300 million, with no conditions attached,
to finance the Construction and Equipping of the
Philippine Judicial Academy Convention Center.

From conceptualization in 1995, to near-realization of a new and
more fitting educational institution in 2005, were 10 long and
anxious years.  We look back in time and reflect upon the defining
moments.

Justice Antonio T. Carpio has narrated the beginnings of the
project.  Allow me to pick it up from there and narrate briefly
how it has progressed in the interim.

Shortly after the assignment to the Supreme Court on July
19, 1995, for the use of a judicial academy, of 51 percent of the
government shareholdings in the Ridge Resort and Convention
Center (RRCC), a government-sequestered corporation, the
Court authorized the Chief Justice to assign one qualifying share
to each of nine officials of the Court who, if elected, would act
as interim directors.  They were so elected and thereafter the
interim Board managed the corporation.

Plans were soon laid down for the construction of a new building
considering that the original structures, having been designed for a
recreational club, had limited space and lacked the requirements
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for an academic institution. With high expectations, a
groundbreaking ceremony for a new building was held on November
23, 1998. In the interim, priority was given to solicitation of
donations of shares from listed stockholders and to the repair of
the dilapidated buildings.

The interim Board retained the personnel of the RRCC, and it
was business as usual, with facilities open to what was termed as
“walk-ins.”  The Academy also held its programs there whenever
possible.

However, labor problems were encountered with the existing
personnel and on February 19, 2002, the Court approved the
cessation of business operations of the RRCC as a resort and
convention center.  The Court then mandated that the operation
of the RRCC shall continue only in pursuit of the purposes of
judicial education as administered by the Philippine Judicial
Academy.  The Court then assigned all of its shares and required
the members of the Interim Board of Directors to assign their
shares as well to the Academy which, in turn, as the majority
shareholder, was directed to reorganize the Board of Directors.
That was accomplished, and a new Board has been serving since
then, for free.

One of the first tasks of the new Board was to change the
name of the RRCC to the Philippine Judicial Academy
Development Center  and as directed by the Court, to create a
government corporation vested with public interest. Both have
been accomplished.  At an annual stockholders meeting, the
name was changed.  Not long thereafter, the Department of
Finance certified the Philippine Judicial Academy Development
Center, Inc. (PDCI) as a government-owned and -controlled
corporation.

Also in the interim, we worked for the proper titling of the
property.  Now we have three  titles in the name of the PDCI
since we have subdivided the total area into three lots, and the
new building will be constructed in one of the vacant lots.  The lot
where the present facilities stand comprises the biggest area.
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With donated shares already obtained, the interim Board
continued to seek the magnanimity of the remaining
stockholders.

The Academy then started to use the facilities but found these
inadequate.  With only 20 dormitories available, we could only
accommodate 40 participants comfortably.  We tried to
accommodate three participants to a room but judges and court
personnel complained so we discontinued that practice.  Up to
now, when we have more than 50 participants, we have to house
them in other accommodations like the Development Academy of
the Philippines (DAP), the Days Hotel, or the Hotel Dominique.

Facilities were wanting but the land was spacious so bold strides
continued to be taken for the construction of a new building.  The
big problem was funding and the remaining BCDA funds have
become inadequate.

Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. then had the brilliant idea of
soliciting the assistance of development partners and so we
appealed to the NEDA for assistance.  The Chief Justice himself
joined us at the NEDA for a conference, to initiate work for the
project.   The Program Management Office (PMO) also lent its
able assistance and placed it under the Supreme Court’s Action
Plan for Judicial Reforms (APJR), led by Ms. Evelyn T. Dumdum,
upon previous authorization from the Court.

Our first application for P600 million to Japan’s General Grant
Aid Program (GGAP) was on July 28, 2000.  We stressed the pressing
need to improve judicial training to reinforce judicial reform efforts.
Negotiations continued to be held.  Things were practically at a
standstill until, on June 8, 2005, Minister Tetsuo Ishii of the Embassy
of Japan advised us that the source of funds would be shifted to
the National Project Grant Assistance (NPGA) project because the
General Grant Aid Program had been suspended.  We revised our
application although for the same amount of P600 million, and
coursed it through the Department of Finance stressing, among
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others, the need to improve the quality of judicial education and
training through an efficient and modern environment conducive
to learning.

The change proved to be a blessing as requirements were
somewhat eased; things started to move faster; we also had to
rush and work hard at submitting our revised technical proposals
within the limited time since we were told that the amount available
was only for P 300 million.   Finally, on that golden day on December
18, 2005, we received our Christmas present and Chief Justice
Davide’s retirement gift from the Government of Japan—a grant of
P300 million, with no conditions attached, to finance the
Construction and Equipping of the Philippine Judicial Academy
Convention Center.

In no time, the National Treasurer released the Notice of
Availability of Funds.  The Department of Budget and Management
released the Special Allotment Release Order (SARO) and the Notice
of Cash Allocation, all in record time.

It has taken the terms of three Chief Justices—Chief Justice
Andres R. Narvasa (1991-1998), Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide,
Jr. (1998-2005), and our incumbent Chief Justice Artemio V.
Panganiban, whose term was brief but eventful, to spell success.
They all believed in the vital role that continuing judicial
education plays in ensuring judicial independence,
competence, and efficiency.  We certainly miss the presence of
former Chief Justices Narvasa and Davide, Jr. today, including
that of President Fidel V. Ramos, because of their other previous
commitments.

It also saw the assignments of three  Japanese Ambassadors
to the Philippines, Ambassador Kojiro Tanaka, Ambassador Ara,
and our present Ambassador Ryuichiro Yamazaki, to see the
project through.

Today, we unveil the Foundation Stone Marker of the Philippine
Judicial Academy Development Center, and give due recognition in
lasting granite to the generosity of stockholders.
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This is, indeed, a defining event for the Japan-Philippines
Friendship year.  The generous assistance from the Japanese
Government is providing the wind in our sails.  The challenging
task of construction will soon be upon us.

On this treasured event, we bow our heads in prayer and in a
celebration of thanksgiving to our three Chief Justices, to the
Supreme Court, to Ambassador Yamazaki, to our many officials
and friends who, with parallel commitment, helped us bridge our
“interim” years.

Onward we will proceed to see the construction through, and
hopefully, in 2008, we will all be together again for the towering
event, the Inaugural blessing.  We now say goodbye to daydreaming,
and bid welcome to the reality that Ambassador Yamazaki will be
presenting.

For your gracious presence, for your meaningful participation
in our past, current, and future efforts, the Philippine Judicial
Academy salutes you all!
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A Glimpse of the Future ∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Presentation of
the Architectural Design of the PHILJA Development Center to His
Excellency Ambassador Yamazaki of Japan held  on September 11,
2007, at the Justices’ Lounge, Supreme Court.

. . . when we will have a facility conducive
to learning  and ambitiously, a “national

and an Asian regional center for
continuing legal and judicial education.”

Good fortune smiled on us in January of 1996 when the Supreme
Court received the P300 million bonanza from the Non-Project Grant
Assistance–Counter Value Fund (NPGA-CVF) of the Government of
Japan  for the construction and equipping of the Philippine Judicial
Academy Center in Tagaytay City.  We received that blessing through
the indispensable and relentless help of His Excellency, Ambassador
Ryuichiro Yamazaki and former Minister Hideaki Ishii of the
Japanese Embassy, during the incumbency of Chief Justice Artemio
V. Panganiban.  It is a unique financial grant with no strings attached.

Since receiving the grant, work has been in progress, slow
despite all efforts but moving step by step, as best as we can.
The past has been characterized by many frustrations due to
delays in procurement brought about by two failed biddings.
Administrative concerns have also contributed to delays.   For
having come to the rescue whenever we were faced with
emergency situations, we thank you most sincerely, Chief Justice
Reynato S. Puno.

The present sees the BAC-APJR going into negotiated
procurement of the Construction Management System (CMS),
with the prior approval of the Chief Justice.  Overall, however, we
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still find ourselves in the architectural and engineering Design Stage
and not in the Works Contractor Stage, which should have been, if
we had followed the ideal time frames we had laid down.

Notwithstanding, today, we are pleased to be able to present
the architectural concept design, prepared by our Consultant, TCGI,
the winning bidder in December of 2006.  It was finished around
June of 2007, and the PHILJA Board of Trustees, headed by Chief
Justice Puno, gave its imprimatur on July 24, 2007.

The future will see the approval of the final contract drawings
by the end of September 2007.  Two more services, namely, (1) the
Construction Management Services (CMS) and (2) the works
contractor, will be on board by the last quarter of 2007.  Barring
unexpected delays, construction is expected to begin by the first
quarter of 2008,  and, hopefully, with careful marshalling of available
resources, we shall be able to include furniture, fixtures, and
equipment.

We expect to move faster hereon and are looking ahead to the
PHILJA Development Center of the future when our judges and court
personnel participants will no longer have any cause to complain
that they are accommodated in two different sites during
educational programs; when we will have a facility conducive to
learning and ambitiously, a “national and an Asian regional center
for continuing legal and judicial education.”

All of you have been part of this formidable endeavor.  We are
truly appreciative.  I would like to make special mention of our
PHILJA Consultant, Engineer Salvador P. Castro, whose experience,
expertise, and generous concern have proved invaluable.  We thank
former Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa for having conceptualized
a judicial academy. We thank Justice Antonio T. Carpio, then the
Presidential Legal Counsel, for having surmounted the legal concerns
surrounding the donation by then President Fidel V. Ramos to the
Supreme Court in 1995, and for being our Legal Consultant for the
project.  We thank former Chief Justice Hilario Davide, Jr. for his
foresight to seek the assistance of the Japanese Government.  We
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thank former Chief Justice Panganiban for his continued interest in
seeing the project through.  We thank Chief Justice Puno for
continuing to nurture the success of the project.

Remarkably, four Chief Justices have been instrumental in
helping bring to fruition a vital component in the Judiciary’s
Action Plan for Judicial Reform (APJR).  We thank our work team,
the PDC-PIC Implementing Committee and its Secretariat, who meet
every week without fail, and the Technical Operating Group (TOG)
for attending to technical details.

We entreat you all to continue being the caring souls, to toil
with us as we push ahead with this endeavor to upgrade the
Academy’s physical resources in conformity with training
institution standards, and eventually to share with us the pride
of accomplishment for the sustainable future of quality judicial
education and for the enhancement of the Philippine judiciary.

Ambassador Ryuichiro Yamazaki, you have made a “long-
gestating” dream a reality.  We reiterate our most profound
gratitude to you and to the Japanese Government.
Unfortunately for us, we are confronted with the completion of
your tour of duty in the Philippines.  We will certainly miss
seeing your high-profile activities in many fields of endeavor
in the Philippines.  We will not say goodbye but we express the
hope that we can all look forward to your joining us again for
the inauguration of the completed PHILJA Development Center
in Tagaytay City in 2009.  Until then, minasama, domo arigato
gozaimasita.

Thank you all for your encouraging presence.  Maraming
salamat po sa inyong lahat lalo na sa inyong paglilingkod.  Thank
you for taking with us a glimpse of the future of the PHILJA
Development Center in Tagaytay City.
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The Philippine Judicial Academy:
Looking Forward
Forward-Looking∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Delivered at the Ninth Lecture of The Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide,
Jr. Distinguished  Lecture Series, The Commitment to Judicial Education
– A Presentation held on September 29, 2005, at the San Beda College,
Mendiola, Manila.

We have looked at the past.
We are building on the present.

We now look to the future.
We like to think that we are not only looking forward;

We are also forward-looking.

I.  A STRENGTHENED JUDICIAL ACADEMY

We envision a strengthened Judicial Academy. Actually, capacity
building of the Academy is one of the goals of the Action Program
for Judicial Reform (APJR). Borrowing from the words of Justice
Ricardo C. Puno, Sr., we stand on the “solid basis” of enabling
charters – an administrative charter and a legislative charter,
neither supersedes the other.

We may seek the amendment of our legislative charter,
guided by the experience we have gained through the years.
We will pursue the implementation of the Academy’s Revised
Organizational Structure and Administrative Setup already
approved by the Court and by the Department of Budget and
Management (DBM).
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II.  LOOKING FORWARD TO AN E-ACADEMY

A.  Distance Education

We are looking forward to an e-Academy. It is the vision of
Chief Justice Hilario G.  Davide, Jr.  for PHILJA.  Specifically, we look
forward to two  Distance Education Modules:

1. On the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003 (RA No. 9208);
and

2. The Violence Against Women and Their Children Act (RA
No. 9262).

We are also looking forward to two additional e-Learning
Modules:

1. The Outline on Custodial Investigation and Confessions
by Justice Oscar M. Herrera, Sr., and

2. The Developing Jurisprudence in Civil Law by Justice
Jose C. Vitug,

both of them in partnership with The Asia Foundation (TAF).

Also in the works is the World Trade Organization (WTO) e-
Learning Program sponsored by the Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI) and the Board of Investments (BOI). We expect
PHILJA to be allotted some slots for e-Learner scholars.

We are further looking forward to the development of skills-
based learning videos to improve the handling of judicial
proceedings involving child sexual abuse or exploitation cases,
including child sensitivity in court, talking to a child witness,
and the like. We will pilot their use in three areas, all in
partnership with the Government of the United Kingdom.

B. Direction of Distance Education and e-Education

We are resolutely moving towards Distance Education and e-
Education. We stress, however, that the face-to-face encounter
between professors and participants in judicial education
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remains valuable. There need be no fear of a complete replacement
by an e-Academy. Rather, all deliveries will allow us to reach farther,
go faster, and cover more ground. Distance education will make
available to judges and court personnel, at their pace, what our
regular programs may be unable to take up.

We will acquire a new kind of literacy by continuing to avail of
video-conferencing facilities, making full use of the Court’s e-library
and trying to grow with the digital age.

III.  SPECIAL FOCUS PROGRAMS

We will continue with Special Focus Programs concentrating on
various novel and interesting topics.

On the Environment, we will produce a CD training manual
with an interactive training module to be used as a teaching
aid. We will be gathering and integrating data of environmental
cases to strengthen the basis for recommending the creation of
“Green Benches” as envisioned by Senior Associate Justice
Reynato S. Puno.

On Agrarian Justice, we aim to increase sensitivity to the
plight of vulnerable sectors of agrarian society, viz., marginal
farmers and landless agricultural workers, and likewise address
potential conflict between the agrarian justice system and the
civil and criminal justice system.

We will continue the nationwide awareness campaign on
the New Code of Judicial Conduct for the Philippine Judiciary
and the Code of Conduct for Court Personnel. We are now
working on the Annotated Codes of Conduct in collaboration
with the University of the Philippines–Institute of Judicial
Administration (UP-IJA) and the American Bar Association–Asia Law
Initiative (ABA-Asia).

The Marginalized Sectors will not be left out. We will continue
to give protection to women and children through the training of
Family Court Judges. We will likewise push for Family Mediation by
training mediators with good family background to assure credibility
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and competence. We have developed the module for it in British
Columbia, Canada, in partnership with the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA) and the National Judicial Institute (NJI).
These modules will be utilized in advanced family law seminars.

We will continue to strengthen the Shari’a Justice System under
the Action Program for Judicial Reform (APJR) for the benefit of
Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) in the Autonomous Region for
Muslim Mindanao (ARMM). There will be no letup in the training
and continuing professional education of Shari’a court judges and
personnel. Thereby, we trust that we will be contributing to the
overarching goal of realizing peace and development in Muslim
Mindanao. We will continue to collaborate with the Mindanao
Economic Development Council (MEDCo), the United Nations
Development Programme and the SC-Program Management Office.

IV.  MEDIATION

A. Expanded Approach to Mediation

We will look into an expanded approach to Mediation by utilizing
indigenous methods of settling controversies in resolving
disputes among parties; by studying the concept and procedure
of the Agama Arbitration Council as a mode of settling disputes
in the ARMM; and now that we are opening the Third JURIS
Model Court site in Baguio City, by studying the methods of
dispute resolution in the Cordillera Autonomous Region (CAR).

B.  Enhancing the Mediation Program

We will focus on the Organizational and Financial Study of the
Philippine Mediation Center (PMC) through the Center for
Public Resources Management (CPRM) and TAF. Our goal will
be to establish an efficient, effective, and financially viable
mediation system and expand the Mediation/Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) program nationwide. We will be working on the
integration of the Mediation curriculum to arrive at a uniform design
for all courses – Court-Annexed Mediation (CAM), JURIS, and
Appellate Court Mediation (ACM).
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C.  Pursuing the JURIS Project

We shall definitely pursue the Judicial Reform Initiatives Support
(JURIS) Project in line with our commitment.  In collaboration with
the CIDA and the NJI, we will be establishing two additional model
court sites in Baguio City in Luzon and in Cagayan de Oro City in
Mindanao.  We will continue the partnership with CIDA and NJI in
the areas of skills-based Judicial Education and Mediation/ADR
Strengthening, particularly on Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR).

V.  THE CORPS OF PROFESSORS

We have been selective of membership because we realize
that the Academy teaches in the name of and by authority of
the Supreme Court of the land. An Academy grows stronger in
that its Corps of Professors grows stronger. We will continue to
diligently search for those who share our vision and who can
expertly and competently teach and commit themselves to the
cause of a judiciary strengthened through judicial education.

We will continue to forge links with domestic institutions
and foreign judicial education centers. This will give us the
advantage of local and international best practices. It will alert
us to alternatives and options. We will seek cooperative
ventures but will see to it that at all times it shall be the
Academy’s mandate and philosophy of judicial education that
shall prevail.

VI.  CERTAINTIES

We will keep open the channels of consultation with our judges
and court personnel. We will continue re-designing our
programs, re-inventing the Academy to be able to deliver
relevant and useful judicial education. We trust that the members
of the Bench we serve will welcome an ever-broadening horizon,
not only of the immediately practical.
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We know fully well that judges always ask for training in
procedure. However, the challenges of the 21st century demand
not only functionaries, but true scientists and philosophers of law.
This is what our judges should be. There must be hospitality for
courses that for now may appear esoteric, too theoretical, or hardly
applicable, but are of value even if only for liberal education.

VII.  WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

The real challenge many times in life is not discovering the new, but
maintaining the advantage, keeping the faith, and guarding the
hearth. As programs progress, as curricula take definite shape, as
courses attain permanence and stability, we must guard against the
corrosive effects of routine, and the decadence of unimaginative
repetition.

VIII.  PHILJA DEVELOPMENT CENTER IN TAGAYTAY CITY

To date, 192 shares have been donated to the Supreme Court,
giving it two-thirds ownership. We will continue soliciting donations.
All donors will be formally acknowledged in a proper granite
structure when we are able to construct the new building. We thank
them profusely for their generous donation.

Chief Justice Davide has called it the “Light at the End of the
Tunnel.” The light may still be blinking but we expect it to be a steady
green light soon. The Department of Finance (DOF) has indorsed to
His Excellency, the Ambassador of Japan, the funding for the
construction and equipping of the PHILJA Development Center in
Tagaytay City under the Japanese Government’s Non-Project Grant
Assistance–Counter Value Fund Project (NPGA-CVF). However, the
total amount has yet to be determined.

IX. PLANS FOR TOMORROW ARE READY TODAY

Tomorrow will see us continuing to equip judges with the juridical
competence needed to lend specificity to the law by the
jurisprudence they enunciate.
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Tomorrow’s trend is towards modernization, continuing
refinement and improvement of academic programs including the
teaching methodology, and continuing to keep in touch with
international best practices in line with the Academy’s
philosophy of judicial education.

Today, as well as tomorrow, we will continue to express our
sincerest appreciation to all and sundry who have been one with
us in providing a hospitable environment for the growth, enrichment
and sustainability of judicial education, which is the supporting
thread running through all judicial reforms.

Through you, with you, and for the judiciary, the Philippine
Judicial Academy’s plans for Tomorrow are ready Today.
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PHILJA Professors: Realizing the Vision∗

∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Second
Plenary Assembly of the PHILJA Corps of Professors held on October
1, 2002, at the Pearl Manila Hotel, Manila.

Once more, we are happy to greet the Professors of the Philippine
Judicial Academy, you whose challenging role it is to make of the
Academy’s vision a reality.

It was two years ago when we first met.  We have gone,
thankfully, a long way since.  Our judges and court personnel
are unanimous in acknowledging the contribution that we, as
an academic institution, have made to their professional and
even personal lives.  Indeed, the enhancement of knowledge
and understanding, of skills and competencies, is always
rewarding.

Our programs have attained a desirable degree of stability,
while remaining sensitive and responsive to the felt and
expressed needs of the judicial officials and personnel we
serve.  We have developed, we would like to believe,
reasonably reliable systems and mechanisms by which to
conceptualize, deliver, and implement academic programs that
do not only suit the preferences of the Academy’s clientele,
but also the vision of judicial enhancement and reform
articulated by the Supreme Court and, in particular, the Chief
Justice.

Indeed, we view judicial education now in the light of an
openness to sustainable judicial reform.  As Judge Sandra Oxner, an

Crucial to the endeavors
 of the Academy is its philosophy
and concept of judicial education.
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outstanding leader in judicial education, has always emphasized,
judicial education is the foundation of judicial reform, and that
reform means change.

Today then, we will first listen to presentations aimed at
contributing to our competencies as educators.  There is no
disputing the fact that education is in itself already a particularly
difficult enterprise, and professional education, more so.  The
difficulty trebles when we remember that lawyers and judges
are among the most difficult people in the world to teach!

Crucial to the endeavors of the Academy is its philosophy
and concept of judicial education.  It is this that we shall look at
with renewed focus today, and with the benefit of international
best practices.  I do think it important, however, to invite us all
to remember that the task, burden, and challenge of articulating
a philosophy and embodying it in our programs is ours.  Judicial
independence must start with the independence that is
consequent to the academic freedom that every educational forum
can rightfully make a claim on.  We are grateful for the support and
insight we receive from our foreign and local partners and
associates, but we cannot abdicate the responsibility for our
concept and actualization of judicial education.

I take this opportunity to thank you all for the many lectures
delivered, the many activities devised and monitored, the
scholarly papers drafted and submitted.  I thank you for your
consecration to the cause of a judiciary strengthened,
revitalized, and improved by judicial education of the highest
caliber and dedication.  I am confident that today’s Plenary
Assembly will result in judicial reform leadership and a
strengthened judicial academy, true to its philosophy that
judicial education is an indispensable tool for ensuring an
effective, independent, and credible judiciary.
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∗ Message delivered at the Presentation and Appreciation
Ceremony relative to the Government of Japan Non-Project Grant
Assistance–Counter Value Fund (NPGA-CVF) for the Construction
and Equipping of the Philippine Judicial Academy Development
Center, Tagaytay City, held on January 26, 2006, at the Session
Hall, Supreme Court, Manila.

Our Boundless Appreciation∗∗∗∗∗

First and foremost, on behalf of the Philippine Judicial Academy,
we thank you all for your valued presence this afternoon as the
Academy marks a milestone in the annals of judicial education.

We feel jubilant because we have come to the end of a 10-
year journey.  Since 1995, after the turnover by the Philippine
Government to the Supreme Court of the 3.7 hectare facility in
Tagaytay City, and during the tenure of Chief Justice Andres R.
Narvasa, we had already dreamed of improving the present facilities
originally intended for a recreation club.  We needed a more fitting
structure conformably to training institution standards.

In fact, optimistically, we had laid the cornerstone in 1998.  It
has since remained in suspended animation. What the transition
Board of Directors was able to accomplish was the repair and return
of the facilities to usable condition through advances from the
Court and utilizing part of the Bases Conversion Development funds
allocated for the purpose.

In June 2000, Chief Justice Davide then had the brilliant idea of
having the Academy apply for a JICA grant under Japan’s General
Aid Program (GAP).

Ultimately, it will have a multiplier effect
in that the entire country will benefit from the efficient

and effective delivery of justice
resulting from quality judicial education.
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On April 5, 2004, the Embassy of Japan, through Minister
Tetsuya Ishii, informed PHILJA that the Government of Japan had
suspended the General Aid Program (GAP) under which the PHILJA
application was being undertaken.  He then advised us to pursue
the same under the Japanese Government’s Non-Project Grant
Assistance– Counter Value Fund (NPGA-CVF) to be coursed through
the Department of Finance (DOF).  On June 8, 2005, the Academy
submitted its application for a P600 million grant assistance to the
Department of Finance, which the Department reduced to P427
million and ultimately to P300 million.

We submitted a revised application to conform to the approved
amount.  The Department of Finance endorsed it to the Embassy
of Japan and on December 18, 2005, His Excellency Ambassador
Ryuichiro Yamazaki, conveyed the wonderful news of the
Government of Japan’s approval. The National Treasurer had
released the Notice of Availability of Funds.  The Department of
Budget and Management will soon release the Special Allotment
Release Order (SARO) and the Notice of Cash Allocation.  We have
opened an account with the Land Bank of the Philippines in the
name of the Supreme Court and PHILJA.

It was an uphill climb from the time that we dared to dream in
1995.    Success has spanned the official tenure of three Chief
Justices, who each played vital roles in the evolution and
promotion of the project:  Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa (1991
to 1998); Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. (November 30, 1998
to December 20, 2005); and our incumbent Chief Justice Artemio
V. Panganiban.

Thus, our boundless appreciation goes to: Chief Justice
Andres R. Narvasa for his foresight in looking for a site for a
judicial academy; to President Fidel V. Ramos, who authorized
the transfer of the shares of a government-sequestered
corporation to the Supreme Court, at no cost, for the use of a
judicial academy; to Supreme Court Justice Antonio T. Carpio,
then the Presidential Legal Counsel, for tackling the legal
ramifications of the transfer; to Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr.,
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for this lasting legacy to the cause of judicial education, and for his
Action Plan for Judicial Reform which received the whole-hearted
cooperation of the international community; to Chief Justice
Artemio V. Panganiban, for his full support even prior to his
appointment as Chief Justice and for keeping diplomatic channels
alive; to Secretary Margarito B. Teves of the Department of Finance
for his favorable endorsement of our application; to His Excellency
Ambassador Ryuichiro Yamazaki for successfully working for  the
approval of the Government of Japan; to National Treasurer Omar
T. Cruz for promptly issuing the Notice of Fund Availability; and to
Secretary Romulo L. Neri who will soon release the SARO and Notice
of Cash Allocation, thereby completing the indispensable steps for
commencing implementation.

I must also make mention of the PHILJA Board of Trustees for
the guiding hand they extended throughout the life of the project;
of the transition Board of Directors of the Ridge Sports and Country
Club Corporation for initiating the campaign for share donations;
of the Board of Directors of the PHILJA Development Center, a
government-owned and -controlled corporation that took over in
October 2000, for running the Center, serving without
compensation, and seeing us through knotty legal issues; of the
Program Management Office, through Ms. Evelyn T. Dumdum, for
its liaison work and efficient collaboration; and of the PHILJA
officials and staff headed by Judge Priscila S. Agana, then the
Executive Secretary, for putting together the original application
of P600M to the Department of Finance.

We must also make special mention of the civic-spirited souls,
our magnanimous 171 donors, thus far, who donated their shares
in the former private Ridge Sports and Country Club Corporation
(RSCCC) to the Supreme Court for use of the Academy.  Their names,
appearing in an  “insert” in your programs will be prominently
engraved in the new PHILJA Development Center building.  Through
their gesture, the Supreme Court has obtained a two-thirds control
of the government-owned and -controlled private corporation now
known as the PHILJA Development Center, Inc.
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The magnanimity and goodwill all around with which the
Academy, the education arm of the Supreme Court, has been
blessed will enable it to continue pursuing excellence in judicial
education and training through the provision of an efficient and
modern environment conducive to learning.  Justices, judges,
lawyer-aspirants to judicial posts, and court personnel will be direct
beneficiaries.  We likewise envision the new Center to be a regional
training center, as well as a venue for international and regional
conferences on legal and judicial education. The new Center will
be an additional landmark in booming Tagaytay City.  The project is
also expected to generate additional jobs of professionals and
support manpower.  Ultimately, it will have a multiplier effect in
that the entire country will benefit from the efficient and effective
delivery of justice resulting from quality judicial education.

With your help, which we earnestly entreat, I daresay All
Systems Go.

Subarashii Taishi-Kan o toushite, watashitashi no yume o
kanaete kudasatta, Nippon Seifu ni kansha moushiagemasu.
Hontoo ni, domo arigato gozaimashta.

Maraming Maraming Salamat po.
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* Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the 14th Orientation
Seminar-Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges held on March 13-
17, 2000, in Tagaytay City.

A New Kind of a Judge∗∗∗∗∗

We need a new kind of a judge
who is a symbol of authority

and not of authoritarianism in the courtroom;
 . . . who will exhibit no bias or prejudice;

and who will advance no cause
except the cause of justice.

I specially greet, welcome, and heartily congratulate our newly
appointed Judges:  seven RTC Judges; four MTCCs; three MTCs;
and the one and only MCTC, and likewise welcome and
congratulate our eight promoted judges.

There has been a disturbing number of vacancies in the
Bench, a high 30-40 percent vacancy rate in the trial courts. We
are doubly happy, therefore, to welcome all of you to the fold
knowing that vacancies in our courts have been a contributing
factor to congested dockets and delays In the adjudication of
cases. We are also hopeful that it is not only the physical
vacancies that you fill but that you can all make a difference in
the dispensation of justice.

This is an Orientation Program.  It is prescribed by various
administrative issuances of our Supreme Court which, by
constitutional mandate, has administrative supervision over all
courts and their personnel.  It aims to prepare you to assume
your office and to discharge your duties.  It leads you to clarify
your value systems, at the same time that it introduces you to
the skills of adjudication.  It walks you through those aspects of
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substantive and remedial law that are of immediate practical
significance.  All these are essential, for the times call for a new
kind of a Judge.

We need a new kind of a judge who is a symbol of authority and
not of authoritarianism in the courtroom; who will not give vent to
anger but will keep one’s cool; who will exhibit no bias or prejudice;
and who will advance no cause except the cause of justice.

We need a new kind of a judge who is a moral role model
because of the higher standard of personal behavior expected; who
realizes that one’s official personality cannot be divorced from one’s
person;  who keeps in mind that he is a public servant first and
foremost,  a judge who observes a lifestyle that comports with what
one can only afford without “having to keep up with the Joneses.”

We need a new kind of a judge who is an impartial adjudicator;
who, in any given case, celebrated or not, finds the facts, determines
all sides of an issue, applies the law, and renders judgment with
discernment; who speaks the truth simply and clearly and dispenses
justice with an open mind and heart.

We need a new kind of a judge whose competence as a manager
enhances the quality of the litigation process; a judge who works
with the staff in an environment of teamwork and who stresses the
need for quality relations and quality output; a Judge who will not
only be a “passive umpire” but will be “service-oriented,” rendering
quality judicial service to all and sundry who knock at the doors of
the Court.

Concomitantly, we need a new kind of a judge who believes in
judicious self-management including time and stress management;
and who is also committed to total case management because,
unless the court actively controls the progress of cases, the caseload
will control the courts.

We need a new kind of a judge who realizes that a judicial
position is a signal privilege and that it deserves one’s optimum
effort to do the best job possible in every case presented.
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We need a new kind of a judge who joins the Bench to serve the
community and to uphold society’s basic values and not because of
the perks and security that it brings; a judge who does not bemoan
the inadequacy of facilities, the dearth of books, the shortage of
personnel, or the lack of funds. We need a new kind of a judge who
believes in self-help, makes do with the tools at hand for the time
being, and “lights a candle instead of cursing the darkness.”

We need a new kind of a judge who considers judicial career as
a way of life and not merely a means of making a living; who regards
it as a priceless possession that should be loved and nurtured through
the years through dint of hard work, continued judicial education,
coupled with self-directed learning, values enhancement and
personal development; a judge who balances the competing
precepts of judicial independence and public accountability; a judge
who will leave, as a legacy, public confidence in the court as an
institution.

And speaking of values, the story is told of a pupil who went to
a teacher and said: Good teacher, teach us about Life and Love.
“My dear,” the teacher replied,  “I do not teach them because they
are unteachable. I live them. “

Sana naman, you will live by a disciplined work ethic and a
balanced sense of values throughout your judicial life.  Sana naman,
we may find in all of you that kind of a New Judge.
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* Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the 25th

Orientation Seminar-Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges held on
September 16-20, 2002, in Tagaytay City.

The Personality of a Judge∗∗∗∗∗

On behalf of the Philippine Judicial Academy, I would like to
welcome you to the judicial community and to our PHILJA campus
here in Tagaytay City.

I specially greet, welcome, and congratulate our 10 newly
appointed judges, three promoted judges, and two judges who have
been laterally transferred.

You have joined us in these times. Under the leadership of our
Chief Justice, we have reached the golden age of reform in our
judiciary. The Action Program for Judicial Reform (APJR) is now being
implemented with a vision of a judiciary that is independent,
effective, efficient, and worthy of public trust.

You also come at a time when you are needed greatly.  Statistics
show that there is a 30 percent vacancy in our trial courts. This
partially accounts for the perennial program of distended court
dockets.  We, therefore, rejoice with the addition of warm and
capable bodies that will actively assist in the effective administration
of justice; and we stress “effective.”

This orientation program aims to make you aware of your
adjudicative and administrative responsibilities specified in the
Code of Judicial Conduct; to update you on recent laws and

. . . selfless service is the cornerstone
of judgeship. Gratification will lie
in having judged independently

and having served honestly, loyally,
and with dedication.
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jurisprudence and keep you attuned to emerging developments; to
enhance your attitudes, values, and work ethic; and to upgrade your
skills in such fields as legal reasoning, decision writing, and
management. The importance of the program is emphasized by the
fact that new judges have to undertake this Orientation Program in
addition to the Immersion Program in your respective stations. These
are to equip you with the necessary competencies and capabilities
in the discharge of your functions.  Your competence and your
integrity are our paramount concerns. This is the Academy’s
teaching function. But you, too, have your own learning function.
The quest for knowledge is an endless task and it is up to you,
individually, to continue acquiring the basic components of judicial
competence. The judgments that you render will be based on your
mental process, on your own appreciation and understanding of
the law and their applicability to certain sets of facts, and on your
own judicial discretion.

Let us also remember that judges now are also being judged.
We trust that you are joining us with a high motivation – to serve
our people through the dispensation of justice. The work is exacting.
It requires dedication and assiduousness. It poses physical and
intellectual challenges and the need to stretch one’s knowledge. It
calls for adaptability to change. It is, therefore, up to the individual
judge to devise a management system that will enable one to cope
not only with the work, but also with the stress that accompanies
it. The rewards are not monetary. I am sure that you would not
have applied for a judicial position if you were materially motivated.
Rather, selfless service is the cornerstone of judgeship. Gratification
will lie in having judged independently and having served honestly,
loyally, and with dedication.

Rest assured that the Academy is here to assist you. We have
several publications such as the quarterly PHILJA Bulletin which
contains, among others, doctrinal reminders and recent rulings of
the Supreme Court.  We also have our monthly publication called
the “Fax/Electronic Alerts” to help you avoid the pitfalls that you
are liable to fall prey to. These are included in your handouts.  If
you have any suggestions, let us know.
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The Academy wishes you well and trusts that when we see you
again for judicial career enhancement programs, you will not have
been faced with administrative cases due to gross ignorance of the
law, dereliction of duty, misconduct unbecoming of a good judge,
and the like.  We look forward to see you being considered as
candidates for the judicial excellence awards, which will soon be
institutionalized as a yearly event.

We are confident that all of you will unceasingly work to possess
the relevant knowledge and skills and the lofty qualities of heart
and character, and to develop into good judges with the right sense
of justice in its real meaning.  This type of judges are the mainstay
and pride of the judicial system.  It is this tribe that we would want
increased. As it has often been said, “There is no guarantee of justice
but the personality of the judge.”

Once again, therefore, our warm greetings, a hearty welcome,
and sincerest congratulations.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the 35th Orientation Seminar-
Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges held on February 21-March
4, 2005, at the PHILJA Development Center, Tagaytay City.

On Becoming a Judge∗∗∗∗∗

We heartily congratulate our participants from different court
levels and from all over the country on your appointment, and
welcome you warmly to the Philippine Judicial Academy.

We are certainly pleased to have you join us because you
have answered the call to public service.  You also fill partly the
34 percent vacancies in the Courts,  one of the reasons for the
overall 800,000 case backlog such that RTCs each have an average
load of 464 cases, and MeTC and first level courts, 695 cases.

The 17 judges among you who have been promoted or
laterally transferred, perhaps, could reflect on your experiences
and share your reflections with the newly appointed ones.  For
our judges where we have Mediation Center Units, namely, in
Metro Manila, Cebu and Davao, we urge you to implement
faithfully the Mediation Program to help reduce the judicial
overload.  With a yearly case disposal rate of 65 percent, 35
percent is added,  thus, the urgent need to divert cases from
the mainstream through mediation.

As you will note in your program, the Academy aims to
develop your judicial person; hone your judicial skills; and
enhance your judicial learning.  This is a comprehensive approach
to the basics that you will need in the discharge of the task of
judging, including how you can prevent burnout to yourselves.  You

Being a Judge is both satisfying and frustrating,
both challenging and fulfilling.

It is a true call to service above self.
It calls for  our very best . . . .
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may not be keen on some of the topics offered for now, but as you
mature into the system, you will find them useful and be glad that
you have received from the Academy at least the fundamentals.  In
the words of Justice Artemio V. Panganiban, “Know everything about
something and something about everything.”  We urge you,
therefore, to listen, learn, and imbibe.  This is your intellectual
orientation.  Your one-month Immersion Program is your hands-
on training.

One of the handouts that you will receive is the Update on
Administrative Cases Against Judges and Court Personnel.
Please note the typology of cases filed and the heavy penalties
imposed.  The course content of this Orientation Program is
thus designed to assist you preventively overcome possible
entanglements.  For example: (1) the charges of Gross Ignorance
of the Law, Simple Negligence, and Gross Inefficiency are
addressed  by the Judicial Learning component; (2) those of
Gross Violation of the Code of Judicial Conduct, Grave
Misconduct, Misconduct, Oppression, and Abuse of Authority,
by the Judicial Person aspect; and those of Undue Delay in
Rendering Decisions and Inefficiency, by the Judicial Skills
segment.

It is a cause for wonder in the Academy that, despite all the
incessant educational programs given, both regular and special,
there are still  administrative cases filed against our judges and
court personnel.  The plausible explanation is that the Academy
gives you the know-how; but the application of principles and
the use of judgment are in your hands.  Enhancing your own
capacity as time goes by is your individual responsibility.

We exhort you, then, for your own sake, to take this course
to heart.  Remember that you are decision makers now, no
longer advocates, and that your pronouncements affect people.
Your decisions deserve all the skill and care that you can muster.
The manner in which you express them will be a reflection of
your personal competence and reputation.
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Another handout is a copy of the speech of Justice  Panganiban
entitled Judging the Judges, delivered before the Bantay Katarungan
or Sentinels of Justice. It is excellent material to guide and inspire
you.  It spells out the qualities that all judges must possess which
he calls the four  “Ins”: integrity, independence, industry, and
intelligence. To these I would add accountability. You are
accountable to God, to conscience, to people, and to your own
self.  Live these attributes.  They will help you no end in your daily
tasks, even if and when the going gets tough, and even if and when
you have to balance delicate issues.

Your Honors:  Being a Judge is both satisfying and frustrating,
both challenging and fulfilling.  It is a true call to service above
self.  It calls for  our very best, and we are confident that you will all
exert that very best.

Magdasal, Magsikap, Magpakasipag, at Magmalasakit.
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Performance, Accountability,
and Judicial Independence∗∗∗∗∗

* Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the 18th Orientation
Seminar-Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges held on June 18-22,
2001, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

You join us at a time when you are much needed. Statistics
show that there is a 30 percent vacancy in our trial courts.  It is
one of the reasons why the judiciary labors under a heavy
caseload. Over the years, the entry of new cases has increased
rather than decreased. We, therefore, need more warm bodies
in order to operationalize completely the judicial structure and
reduce the caseload.

We trust that you are joining us with a high motivation – to
serve our people through the dispensation of justice. The work
is exacting. It requires dedication and assiduousness. It poses
physical and intellectual challenges and the need to stretch
one’s knowledge. It calls for adaptability to change.

The Academy, with due authorization from the Supreme
Court, has embarked on court-referred mediation. This process
involves a neutral and trained professional bringing litigants
together and endeavoring to assist them in the satisfactory
settlement of their disputes.  The ultimate decision belongs to
the courts.  Some resistance has been encountered among our
judges who state that this is adding still another level to the judicial

For the courts to function effectively
they must enjoy public trust and confidence.

In the final analysis,
it is accountability to our God

and to our conscience.
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process.  This is an example of inflexibility and resistance to change.
We must broaden our outlook and think of alternative modes of
dispute resolution, one of them being mediation, if we want to
dispose of cases faster than to have those cases finish us instead.

You also come at an exciting time,  the golden age of  reform in
the judiciary under the hands-on leadership of our Chief Justice.  It
is now realized that an effective judiciary is essential for economic
development;  thus, we witness a global effort at judicial reform.

The key words are Performance, Accountability, and Judicial
Independence.

Performance obviously means that we discharge our duties
efficiently; that we abide by trial court performance standards;
that we are not averse to accomplishing forms and inventories
even if cumbersome and tedious; that we decide cases within
the reglementary period with deliberate speed.  It means
managing our cases effectively by what you will learn as case
flow management.  It translates to operational efficiency.

Judges are now expected not only to be adjudicators, but
also effective team managers of their respective courts.  They
are expected to be on the lookout for dilatory tactics and abuse
of procedures that aim to protract litigation.

Accountability poses more of a problem.  Accountability to
whom?  To our constituents, of course.  And who are our
constituents?  The public at large.  For the courts to function
effectively they must enjoy public trust and confidence.  In the
final analysis, it is accountability to our God and to our
conscience. Take this to heart and you avoid the ugliness that
doing otherwise would bring to yourself, your children, and to
the institution as a whole.

There can be an enigma here when we speak of judicial
independence. Judicial independence is, as you know, a non-
negotiable judicial function.  But how does it square with
accountability? Are they incompatible? Are they antithetical, each
to the other?
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They are not and need not be.

Judicial independence is enshrined in our Constitution. It means
the impartial settlement of disputes without external interference,
be it from the executive, the legislative, the pressure groups, or
even the media.  It also means fiscal autonomy.

And yet, the Bench must also be fully accountable to the public,
particularly, with respect to the decision making process that must
be open and transparent.  It means compliance with the rule of
law and the code of judicial conduct.

Perform efficiently and effectively, be impartial in your
judgments, hold yourselves accountable to your constituency,
and all should go well.

With these thoughts, we welcome you warmly to this
Orientation Seminar and Workshop that aims to prepare you to
assume your office, intellectually, pragmatically, and with the
right attitude.  The Academy congratulates you all, the 30 newly
appointed and the 11 promoted, for this window of opportunity
for service opened to you.  We wish you all Godspeed.
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* Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Conference on Values and Professional Development, in collaboration
with the Values for Development Foundation, Inc., held on September
9-10, 2004, at the PHINMA Training Center,  Tagaytay City.

From Values-free
to Values-driven Professionals∗∗∗∗∗

It is my pleasure to welcome you all to this first invitational
conference on Values and Professional Development.  The
Philippine Judicial Academy is  privileged to initiate these
discussions in tandem with the Values for Development
Foundation, Inc. headed by Mr. Jose Cuisia, Jr.  We are honored
to have been chosen as their pioneer collaborator.  Working
with them was purposeful, sharing as we do the same concerns
– to broaden horizons and to deepen convictions regarding
ethical values.

The conference is actually a pilot course that brings together
an inter-disciplinary group of around 40 selected professionals—
judges, law professors, businessmen, law practitioners, and civic
leaders—to reflect on values and work attitudes and their social
and ethical dimensions.  Participants have been selected for
their competence and integrity.  We all hope that the conference
will promote a frank exchange of views that will result in positive
action, action into habit, and habit into commitment.

. . . we could say that we suffer not only
from financial crisis,

but also from an erosion of moral,
social, and cultural values
and probably even  the loss

of time-tested  virtues.
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The topic is not entirely new to the Academy.  Since its
establishment, it  has always considered the development of
the judicial person, through the formation of constructive
attitudes and sound values, as an essential part of judicial education.
This is, of course, in addition to the Academy’s emphasis on equipping
our judges with judicial knowledge and judicial skills.  The Academy’s
philosophy has always been that the people are best served when
the Judiciary is not only independent but that its members are men
and women of proven competence, integrity, and probity.

It is a given that values, together with competence, hold primacy
in the exercise of one’s profession.  And yet, this is far from evident
in our society today.  We have enough laws on ethics and
accountability and yet there prevails an environment of public
skepticism and cynicism.  There is dearth of credibility. There is lack
of trust for the other.  So much so, that we could say that we suffer
not only from financial crisis, but also from an erosion of moral,
social, and cultural values and probably even  the loss of time-tested
virtues.

The struggle is on for the restoration of genuine values.  There
is need for men and women in our professions to move from values-
free attitudes to values-driven mindsets.  The ultimate goal of values
promotion is to mold the person into a social citizen.  This is our
excuse for being in this two-day activity – to form the nucleus of
professionals that will accept the responsibility for an inner
transformation or revaluation in thinking and in being, and who will
be effective catalysts for desirable social change.

Let us then emerge from this conference as enriched men and
women with finer values and high social ideals as our rudder for
professional development, all in the national interest and for the
common good.
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* Welcome Remarks, Statement of Purpose, and Orientation delivered
at the 34th Orientation Seminar-Workshop for Newly Appointed
Judges held on November 29-December 10, 2004, at the PHILJA
Development Center, Tagaytay City.

A Call for Socially Sensitized Judges∗∗∗∗∗

Welcome to the campus of the Philippine Judicial Academy.
Welcome to cool and exhilarating Tagaytay City.  Above all,
Welcome to the Judiciary.  You reduce the 25-30 percent vacancy
in the courts nationwide and are, therefore, thrice welcome.

On behalf of the Academy, allow me also to congratulate you
heartily not so much for your well-deserved appointment but more
so for your acceptance of an office which plays a key role in society
and for your willingness to take on its duties and responsibilities.

For those who may not yet be fully aware, PHILJA is the
education arm of the Supreme Court.  It is tasked to formulate
and implement an integrated, institutionalized, and continuing
program of judicial education for Justices, judges, court
personnel, and aspirants to judicial posts.  Its slogan is the pursuit
of excellence in the judiciary.

And why judicial education? Because it is the key to
independence and impartiality and the fulcrum of judicial reform in
which the entire judiciary is actively involved.

. . .  justice is best administered in a social context
and must be responsive to that social context.

That translates into a working knowledge of human rights,
the relevance of international law in the resolution of disputes,
the protection of the vulnerable sectors, and responsiveness to

changes in society without sacrificing judicial functions.
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The program concentrates first on your Judicial Person.  We
would like to inculcate in you the necessary values, work ethic,
attitudes, and behavior in and out of court.  A judge’s role is to
administer justice in accordance with law; to uphold judicial
independence, both individual and institutional; and at the same
time hold himself or herself accountable to the public for the
manner in which he or she administers justice.

You are both an adjudicator and administrator.  In this respect,
the role of the judge has changed.  We will thus help you with the
principles of total quality management.  We will give you the
principles of human relations to guide you in the organization of
your staff into a cohesive and working team.  We will also run you
through a media management guide.  And to reckon with the stress
and to prevent burnouts, we will give you guidelines on wellness.

The role of the judge will also be discussed in a wider context.
Justice Reynato S. Puno, Justice Jose C. Vitug, and I were in Ottawa,
Canada, earlier this month for the international conference on
judicial training, which emphasized that social context  education is
the new wave in judicial education.  It means that justice is best
administered in a social context and must be responsive to that
social context.  That translates into a working knowledge of human
rights, the relevance of international law in the resolution of
disputes, the protection of the vulnerable sectors, and
responsiveness to changes in society without sacrificing judicial
functions.  In other words, the call is for socially sensitized judges.

Secondly, we will focus on developing your Judicial Skills and
providing you with the necessary tools to help you undertake  your
core functions, namely, presiding over your court, arriving at your
decisions, and writing your judgments succinctly by adhering to the
essentials which are:  filtering the facts, deriving the issues, applying
the law, and arriving at the conclusion or relief.

The conduct of trial will of course interest you and includes the
proper perspectives as well as the legal and psychological
dimensions.  It will also be good to remember that when you
hold trial, you are also on trial.
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Thirdly, we emphasize Judicial Learning.  Here, we update you
on emerging trends in law and jurisprudence, give you basic
fundamentals in principal areas of law and, more importantly, in
legal philosophy, legal reasoning, and judicial logic.  These were
aimed to guide you in resolving conflicts since there are nuances in
each case that make one different from the other.

We will also introduce you to Alternative Dispute Resolution,
particularly court-annexed mediation, as a promising solution to
clogged dockets.  The proper resolution of environmental disputes
is another new field to explore if we are to save our planet earth.

You will thus see that the orientation approach is holistic.  The
program has been well planned and conceptualized.  The next steps
are all up to you – to imbibe, to learn, and to apply.

Necessarily, the program is intensive.  You will experience
tiredness.  There may be reiteration of some topics.  But what is
wrong with revisiting them, human memory being what it is.
Whether one or the other you will eventually find that in the
performance of your tasks, everything will be worth your while.

The Written Evaluative Exercises (WEE) are just as important
as they provide the data base with which to gauge your
performance, your chances of promotion, and your possible
candidacy for judicial excellence.

So much for the meat of the program.  Let me take you briefly
to the nitty gritty but nonetheless important considerations.
The instructions are in your program.  There are also House Rules
to be observed.  They are posted in your rooms.  We expect
compliance in order to avoid uncomfortable and compromising
situations.  Our experienced Secretariat will help you as best as
they can.  They have invariably garnered high ratings in all our
educational programs.

The Supreme Court, concerned about your health, has
provided a doctor and a nurse to attend to your health needs.
You are free to consult.
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We are doing our part.  We will expect you to do yours.  You are
the architects of your own own judicial fate.  The atmosphere of
your court is in your hands.  Yours is the sole responsibility for
decision making.   Enjoy learning.  Enjoy being a judge.  The task is
demanding but it is also satisfying.

Our heartfelt congratulations again.  The Academy wishes you
success and happiness in your new judicial career!
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* Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the 36th Orientation
Seminar-Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges held on July 11-22,
2005, at the PHILJA Development Center, Tagaytay City.

Gearing Up for Judicial Life∗∗∗∗∗

On behalf of the Academy, I welcome you warmly to this 36th
Orientation Seminar-Workshop.  It is always a great pleasure to
welcome our new Judges.  First, because you have accepted the
call to judicial service.  Second, because you fill partially the 30
percent vacancy existing in our courts today and thus hold great
promise to lessen our heavy court dockets and promote access
to justice, one of the principal thrusts of Chief Justice Davide,
Jr.’s reform agenda.  Third, because it always feels good to be
able to congratulate you personally and warmly on your well-
deserved appointments.

Congratulations to our nine RTC Judges, one of whom will be in
Tagaytay City.  Congratulations to our two  MeTC Judges, our two
MTCC Judges, our four Municipal Trial Court Judges, and our two
Municipal Trial Court Judges.

Congratulations also to our nine promoted judges and our three
laterally transferred judges.

Allow me to state that judicial life is more demanding than it
used to be.  There is a heavy workload and  issues are more complex.
You now have to reckon with public and media criticism.  We are
confident, however, that you will all be assets to the Judiciary.

What the public wants is a judgment
long enough to do the job

and not much longer.

Australian Judge
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This 36th Orientation Seminar will be different from the previous
ones in that the Academic Affairs Office is starting to restructure
the program towards more interactive and participative sessions.
As to subject matter, and following global trend in judicial education,
our judges must be more responsive to social context issues.  This
translates into a working knowledge of human rights and the
relevance of international law in the resolution of disputes; the
protection of  vulnerable sectors; and responsiveness to changes in
society without sacrificing judicial functions.  In other words, the
call is for socially sensitized judges.

The Orientation Program is also geared towards your acquiring
adjudication skills, and among them, writing coherent, legally sound
and persuasive decisions.  Professor James Raymond, a New York
Professor who lectured to our judges about two years ago said that
the “first page of the decision says it all.”  In other words, be concise
but thorough.  Produce good judgments despite tight timelines.  An
Australian judge had also observed:  “What the public wants is a
judgment long enough to do the job and not much longer.”

Computer skills are also included in your program.  Being all
young and, I assume, computer-literate, you must be familiar
with the benefits of drafting and editing on a computer.  The
computer will always save you time. You can also use your
computer to take notes during trial. Good bench notes always
help in writing timely judgments.

The Academy will help you re-examine your value
hierarchies and resolve personal issues of conflict.   You must
inculcate in yourselves the necessary values, work ethic,
attitudes, and behavior in and out of court.   A judge’s role is to
administer justice in accordance with the law; to uphold judicial
independence, both individual and institutional; and at the same
time to hold yourselves  accountable to the public for the manner
in which you administer justice.

In other words, we want you to be that kind of a judge who
is competent, efficient, and effective, worthy of public trust and
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confidence, and who pursues professional growth in the service of
the judiciary.

We trust that when you shall have finished this orientation
program you will have imbibed the philosophy of the Academy
that people are best served when the Judiciary is independent and
its members are men and women of proven competence, integrity,
probity, and independence.

And finally, I would like to mention also that through the Supreme
Court’s Court-Annexed Mediation Program, which is implemented
by the Academy, cases are diverted out of the court system through
mediation.  The program is already in place in Metro Manila, Metro
Cebu, Davao, Cagayan de Oro, General Santos City, and for the JURIS
Project, in the City of San Fernando, and in Bacolod City.  But even if
mediation has not yet reached your areas of jurisdiction, we request
that your courts collect the mediation fund, as mandated by revised
Rule 141 of the Rules of Court, so that, in a common effort, we can
expand mediation nationwide.  Once Mediation Center Units are
established in your areas, please give your full support.

Again, congratulations,  and welcome to the Institution and to
the Academy!
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* Opening Remarks delivered at the 43rd Orientation Seminar-
Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges on November 22-30, 2006,
at the PHILJA Development Center, Tagaytay City.

Bridging the Transition
from Bar to Bench∗∗∗∗∗

You are here today as the new generation of judges who will dispense
justice and implement the rule of law in our country.  You are helping
reduce the vacancies in the judiciary and will surely assist in
declogging the dockets of the courts. You are wanted, you are
needed, and we thank you for your commitment.

This orientation program is only the first of many programs
designed to ensure that your judicial careers will be productive
and fulfilling.  It likewise aims to help you bridge the transition
from Bar to Bench or from positions that you had previously
occupied.

The Academy has always had a tri-holistic approach in our
orientation programs as it focuses on (1) the Judicial Person, (2)
Judicial Knowledge, and (3) Judicial Skills.  This is the underlying
philosophy.

Judging is not only matching laws
and facts and rendering decisions.

Awareness of the expectations
that society has of the judiciary

 is just as important.
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I. THE JUDICIAL PERSON

Judges are individuals, with traits and characteristics which they  bring
with them to work. The high office of a magistrate, however,
demands stricter standards and more restraints appropriate to the
exalted position.  The transformation from private practice, or from
other legal work that you may have been engaged in, will involve
immense changes.  You will be exposed daily to sharp differences,
disputes, and argumentation; you will experience the loneliness of
a judicial office to some degree; you will find that life in the courts
can be stressful considering the workload and the accompanying
judicial responsibility. This orientation program, therefore, will
inform you of and instill in you  the values, standards, and judicial
conduct  required of you, in and out of court.

II.  JUDICIAL KNOWLEDGE

We have been asked regarding the difference between the
subjects taught in law schools and the substantive and procedural
topics included in our programs.  The difference is that they are
taught from the perspective of the bench, from the point of
view of judging.

The story goes that there was a little boy being made to take a
shower by his mom.  He asked,  “How come there is a hot knob for
hot water and a cold knob for cold water but NOT one for “just
right.”  You could find yourselves in the same situation. We refresh
you on the law; we furnish you updated jurisprudence; we present
to you conflicts of opinion; but there is that area where you will
have to exercise your own discernment, your own discretion, and
your own judgment.  No strict rule can be applied in every
conceivable situation.  It is in your choice of that judgment, based
upon reason and the law, that makes you a competent judge.

Equally important to the work of a judge is understanding the
dynamics of all the sectors which influence the way justice is
dispensed.  Judging is not only matching laws and facts and rendering
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decisions.  Awareness of the expectations that society has of the
judiciary is just as important.  You will have to address matters
neglected in the past – human rights, civil liberties, social context
issues, gender sensitivity and, of late, the judicial philosophy
espoused by our Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban that the
“safeguarding of liberty and the nurturing of prosperity” are judicial
concerns.

III.  JUDICIAL SKILLS

In this information age, advances in technology permeate all aspects
of contemporary society.  Technology-driven initiatives of the
Supreme Court are paving the way for greater efficiency in the
delivery of justice.  It has distributed computers nationwide.  It has
facilitated the purchase of computers to make them more
affordable.  It has introduced the e-library that is a boon to research.
Its judgments are now being published electronically.  We cannot,
therefore, overemphasize the need to improve the skills required
to discharge the duties of your judicial office.

Time was when the Academy encountered resistance to the
Academy’s trainings on the hands-on use of the computer.  Times
have changed.  The electric typewriter has long been buried.   Those
who resisted and were left by the wayside are now trying to catch
up.  That is also the reason why the Academy has embarked on
distance education, on e-learning, on e-delivery, and on video-
conferencing.

Administratively, you as the judge should manage your sala and
manage it well.   Gone are the days when the belief was that this
was inconsistent with a judicial office. You will lead a team of
persons with different capabilities and temperaments.  Your
effectiveness as judges will not just depend on your decisions,
but on how you manage your courts and your dockets, and on
how you can lessen the gap between the fast inflow of cases and
the rate of your case disposition.
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IV.  BELIEF IN JUDICIAL EDUCATION

Lastly, we urge you to believe in judicial education and the merits
of lifelong learning.  Attendance at PHILJA’s educational programs
is part of the  process of learning.  A cultural change is necessary –
a genuine acceptance of the need to learn well beyond this
orientation program.  Contrary to some mindsets, providing an
appropriate time for learning is just as important as providing the
time for hearing cases and writing judgments.

 The Academy wishes you all the success and satisfaction in your
judicial careers.
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* Closing Remarks delivered at the 19th Orientation Seminar-Workshop
for Newly Appointed Judges on July 30-August 3, 2001, at the
Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Assessing Judicial Performance∗∗∗∗∗

I am pleased to be here with you even if only on the last day of
your orientation seminar.  I know that the program has been
intense but I trust that it has achieved its learning objectives.

The paramount objective is the pursuit of excellence in the
judiciary.  It is attuned to the philosophy that the people are
best served when the Judiciary is independent and its men and
women are of proven competence, integrity, probity, and
independence.

The achievement of excellence starts with the formation of a
constructive attitude and the cultivation of sound values.  You must
have read recently of a Judge who was admonished by the Court
because he had allowed his wife to be highly visible in his court.  I
think you will agree with me that there need not have been any
issue of conflict of values in this regard.  It is basically common
sense,  and that we should have plenty of, if we are to avoid the
pitfalls that we can easily fall into.

Harmony should be the order of the day
within the confines of your respective courts,

or even among fellow judges.
This is where the effectiveness

of your leadership will be put to  test.
For leadership carries with it both accountability

for one’s behavior and responsibility
to discharge judicial tasks.
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The difficulty could be a matter of attitude. It could be the so-
called black robe syndrome.  By being judges, we should banish from
our thoughts that we are gods.  We are leaders, yes, but we are
workers, too.  We are bosses, yes, but we are also public servants
mandated to render public service.  We are judges, yes, but we are
not infallible either.  And let us all remember that a definitive
judgment of humankind awaits us all.

I was heartened to know that we have three judges who, in
spite of the fact that they did not have to attend this Orientation
activity, nevertheless opted to do so.  This is an example of a
constructive attitude.  The desire to learn and to improve oneself is
a continuing process.

Next to sound values and attitudes, we trust that you shall have
honed yourselves in substantive and procedural law that are of
immediate practical significance.  Your lecturers were among the
best in their field.  The pointers that you have derived from them,
added to your basic knowledge, are essential as you go about the
daily tasks of judging.  A working knowledge of these principles could
also diminish the certiorari cases that carry with them the sanctions
of either suspension or fine.

The next learning objective was to develop in you the essential
skills expected of a judge, particularly, the writing of coherent and
just decisions.  Once you have acquired the basic criteria, you can
then develop the art and, in fact, your own style.  It is said that
when we read the per curiam decisions of the highest court of the
land, we can tell, from the writing style, who among the Justices
wrote the ponencia.

Management competence is another skill to be desired.  Gone
are the days when you could leave this function to your Clerks or
Branch Clerks of Court. They are there to help you, yes,  but you are
also there to monitor and supervise.  Judges and court personnel
have had to face administrative charges because of deficient
management of their courts.  On this point, it is important to
remember that running your court requires teamwork, with everyone
working towards the same goal  –  the efficient delivery of justice.
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Harmony should be the order of the day within the confines of your
respective courts, or even among fellow judges.  This is where the
effectiveness of your leadership will be put to  test.  For leadership
carries with it both accountability for one’s behavior and
responsibility to discharge judicial tasks.  These, in turn, are the keys
to curbing corruption.

By way of updates, we have included in the curriculum the
Rules of Electronic Evidence, effective on August 1, 2001.  Because
of their novelty, all of us have to bone up on them.  They also address
the latest developments in technology.  They show the foresight of
the Supreme Court in keeping up with the e-age, fostering
organizational learning, and giving the judiciary the tools with which
to cope with rapid changes.  And very soon, whether we like it or
not, we will be entering the bio-age.  That, too, we will soon have
to confront.

There is no time to stand by the wayside or be at a standstill.
We have to be on stream.  Otherwise, life and progress will just
pass us by.

We are hopeful that the seeds of knowledge and experience
that PHILJA has sown in this orientation seminar-workshop have
fallen on rich soil and will bear plentiful fruit by way of enhancing
the performance of our judges in their individual and collective
delivery of justice.

Recent surveys show that public perception of the Judiciary
is at an all-time high.  We have high hopes that you will work hard
to sustain this hard-earned achievement, that you will do nothing
to desecrate it  but, on the contrary, even enhance it.  Independence,
integrity, efficacy in giving justice, and eradication of graft and
corruption within our own ranks are underlying dimensions that our
people rate when assessing judicial performance.

You can face your new job and its challenges with the
confidence that this orientation program has given you, and
with the determination to do your level best. More cannot be
demanded of any man or woman.
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The Blessings of Judicial Education∗∗∗∗∗·····

* Opening Remarks delivered at the 44th Orientation Seminar-
Workshop for Newly Appointed Judges held on January 31-
February 8, 2007, at the PHILJA Development Center, Tagaytay
City.

It is always heartening to see our new, young, and idealistic
Judges.  We congratulate and welcome you to the third great
institution of the government.  We trust that you will all enjoy
being judges and being immersed in its spirit of service and
collegiality.  The role of the judge is more arduous today with
the volume of work greater and cases more complex, but judicial
education is around to help you meet the expectations from
both the profession and the public.

The Academy unrelentingly refines its offerings.  For example,
for this morning’s topic on Levelling Of Expectations and Sharing of
Concerns, we are happy to have with us RTC Judge Rowena San
Pedro from Pasig City, and MeTC Judge Maria Filomena Singh, the
Executive Judge of Quezon City, who will share with you their own
experiences in the field.

Our orientation program has been designed with a healthy
balance of lectures, workshops, and practical skills development
to cover a rounded treatment of your judicial tasks.  The workshops
provide you with ample opportunity to be creative  and to interact
with your fellow participants.  For,  as John Dewey had occasion to
remark:  “I hear and I forget.  I see and I remember.  I do and I
understand.”

Let us always keep in mind that judicial education
plays an important role in enhancing

judicial independence by expanding the pool
of knowledge and experience available to a judge.
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We have also seen to it that the program is delivered by the
best and the brightest of lecturers who possess the unique
combination of theory, knowledge, practice, and experience.

One of the principal problems encountered by our judges is the
number of administrative cases being filed against them for Gross
Ignorance of the Law and the heavy fines imposed by the Supreme
Court when found substantiated.  It is for this reason that we
prescribe this orientation seminar-workshop not only as your rite
of passage to the Bench, but also to give you updates and emerging
issues since it is assumed that you are already well-grounded on
the basics.  It is also for this reason that we hold our career
enhancement programs for incumbent judges.  Although some have
critiqued these as merely R&R activities, we wonder how that can
be justified when we look at the heavy course contents.

The amazing attitude sometimes is that participants say that
they do not need some of the subject offerings.  For example,
they could  not see the relevance of human rights, of social
context and gender issues, of computer training, of Ethics, and
of ADR, which is of recent vintage.

But, slowly, everyone is beginning to realize the importance
of human rights to a just society.  Now they see the need for
social context issues as these can affect the impact of your own
pronouncements.  Now they see the need for gender sensitivity
in order to attain good governance.  Now they see the
importance of computer training not only for the physical
preparation of opinions but also for research, especially now
that the Supreme Court has its e-library.

And now they also see the advantages of ADR, namely,
Court-Annexed-Mediation (CAM); Appellate Court Mediation
(ACM); and Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR), as being of
assistance in the declogging of court dockets.

Of course, all these go hand-in-hand with subjects on
substantive and procedural matters that are always a given and
which participants always request.
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Let us always keep in mind that judicial education plays an
important role in enhancing judicial independence by
expanding the pool of knowledge and experience available to
a judge.  The capacity to take into account a diversity of perspectives
strengthens judicial reasoning and decision making.

You will also have to take Written Evaluative Exercises at the
end of the seminar.  Many frown on these, too, but again, think of
it as a form of self-improvement.  Your grades are also entered in
the database of the Academy for record purposes and for tracking
your respective performance.

But since “all work and no play make Jack a dull boy,” you have
recreational facilities available.  You will have your socials where
you can sing and dance, and let go and discover your hidden talents,
but with moderation always.  We will ask you to select among
yourselves those whom you want to be in charge to map out plans
for a delightful evening of camaraderie.  Please inform our Team
Leader of your selections.

Just remember – the seminar rules are spelled out in your
program.  The House Rules are posted elsewhere.  Abide by
them, and we foresee no difficulties.

We are confident that you will not be wanting in so far as
judicial  performance standards are concerned. We may be small
pegs in the wheels of justice, but it is for us, individually and
collectively, to make that wheel run smoothly and well.

Lastly, when you make your Commitment to Justice at the
Closing Ceremonies, let it not be just a meaningless ritual.  Let it be
as solemn as your Lawyer’s Oath.
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* Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the First
Pre-Judicature Program held on June 19-30, 2000, at the Court of
Appeals Auditorium, Court of Appeals, Manila.

Commencing the Pre-Judicature Program∗∗∗∗∗

At last, the Philippine Judicial Academy is able to comply
completely with both its statutory and administrative mandates.
The Pre-Judicature program for aspirants to judicial positions
was the last curricular program that remained to be
implemented, and we commence it today, as part of the
centenary celebration of the Supreme Court.  You are its first
students, and I certainly wish to welcome you and congratulate
you all.

Mr. Justice Ricardo C. Puno, who chairs this program, will
explain to you the nature and the goals of the Pre-Judicature
Program. What I will do is to introduce PHILJA to you.

For some time, it was thought that membership in the
Philippine Bar was sufficient to enable a judge to be competent,
efficient and effective. Persuasions have changed, quite
fortunately, for throughout the world, judicial education is
recognized as a pillar of judicial reform.  Even before PHILJA,
there were attempts at judicial education. Noteworthy among
these were the measures instituted by then Minister of Justice
Ricardo C. Puno to enhance the selection process for prosecutors
and for judges by administering examinations designed to
measure aptitude for the prosecution service and for the
judiciary.  Then, too, for some time, the Institute of Judicial

Judicial education in this jurisdiction
. . . is mandatory, and its end is the very same end

as with all other judicial reform measures:
the emergence of a more credible,

more accessible and more efficient judiciary.
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Administration of the University of the Philippines, under the
stewardship of now Associate Dean Myrna S. Feliciano of the UP
College of Law, responded at the instance of the Court to the need
for judicial education.

In 1996, the Supreme Court issued an Administrative Order that
created the Philippine Judicial Academy as one of its component
offices.  In most other jurisdictions, judicial education is an initiative
either of educational institutions  such as leading law schools or of
judges’ organizations. The Philippines is unique in that the Philippine
Judicial Academy is a component of the Supreme Court and acts by
its authority. Two years later, Congress enacted Republic Act 8557,
thus granting the Academy statutory existence and personality.

Judicial education in this jurisdiction then is not optional. It is
mandatory, and its end is the very same end as with all other judicial
reform measures: the emergence of a more credible, more
accessible, and more efficient judiciary.

The professors of the Academy are judiciously chosen. None
applied for the position. They were nominated on the strength
of their distinction as justices and judges, professors and
authors, litigation lawyers, and academicians alike. Their
credentials were perused by the Board of Trustees of the
Academy, chaired by the Chief Justice himself. Their
appointments issued from the High Court itself.

The Academy has a department each for constitutional law,
civil law, criminal law, ethics and judicial conduct, remedial law,
commercial law, jurisprudence and legal philosophy,
international law and human rights, legal method and research,
court management, and court technology.  As the clusters of
disciplinary concerns will readily show, PHILJA aims at providing
knowledge, cultivating desirable values and fostering honorable
conduct, as well as honing the skills of members of the Bench.
We address ourselves to nothing less than the three domains of
education: cognition, affection, and behavior.  Truly then, the
Philippine Judicial Academy is the education arm of the
Philippine Judiciary.
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For some time now, we have oriented newly appointed judges
and offered judges who have served on the Bench for some years a
judicial career enhancement program, aside from attending to the
educational needs of court personnel, as well as the hearing or
presiding officers of quasi-judicial bodies.

Today, we are happy to open PHILJA’s doors to you. Welcome
to this historic activity, compañeros and compañeras.

As Chancellor, then, of the Philippine Judicial Academy, I formally
declare open the first phase of the First Pre-Judicature Program of
the Supreme Court of the Philippines, pursuant to Section 10 of
Republic Act No. 8557.
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* Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Tenth
Pre-Judicature Program held on August 8-19, 2005, at the Training
Center, Centennial Building, Supreme Court.

TTTTThe Pre-Judicature Programhe Pre-Judicature Programhe Pre-Judicature Programhe Pre-Judicature Programhe Pre-Judicature Program:::::
A Liberal EducationA Liberal EducationA Liberal EducationA Liberal EducationA Liberal Education∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is happy to welcome you all to its
10th Pre-Judicature Program on this eighth day of the eighth month
of the year.  It should be a lucky day.

The program is called pre-judicature because it aims to groom
and prepare you all for a career on the Bench and for public service.
It has dual benefits:  (1) Completing the requirements and passing
the course satisfactorily entitles you to a nomination to the Judicial
and Bar Council; and (2) It is MCLE-compliant so you earn MCLE
credits at the same time.

This pre-judicature program fulfills the heavy legislative
command that “only participants who have completed the
programs prescribed by the Academy and have satisfactorily
complied with all the requirements incident thereto may be
appointed or promoted to any position or vacancy in the
Judiciary.” It is for this reason that the course content is carefully
planned, designed, and delivered; for it forms part of the system
of appointment to the Bench; and it is involved in the
recommendatory authority of the Judicial and Bar Council and even

All subjects are approachedAll subjects are approachedAll subjects are approachedAll subjects are approachedAll subjects are approached
from a judicial perspectivefrom a judicial perspectivefrom a judicial perspectivefrom a judicial perspectivefrom a judicial perspective
and are not meant to repeatand are not meant to repeatand are not meant to repeatand are not meant to repeatand are not meant to repeat

what we have learned from law school . . . .what we have learned from law school . . . .what we have learned from law school . . . .what we have learned from law school . . . .what we have learned from law school . . . .
It goes as far as to include the philosophyIt goes as far as to include the philosophyIt goes as far as to include the philosophyIt goes as far as to include the philosophyIt goes as far as to include the philosophy

behind judicial attitudes,behind judicial attitudes,behind judicial attitudes,behind judicial attitudes,behind judicial attitudes,
as well as logical reasoning.as well as logical reasoning.as well as logical reasoning.as well as logical reasoning.as well as logical reasoning.
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in the presidential prerogative of appointment.  It is for this reason
that the Academy gives Written Evaluative Exercises at the end of
the program as one of the best ways to test “satisfactory
completion.”

The course is comprehensive.  It is balanced.  It is forward-
looking.  It is different.  It is exciting.  It is updating.  All subjects
are approached from a judicial perspective and are not meant
to repeat what we have learned from law school or from Bar
review.  It goes as far as to include the philosophy  behind judicial
attitudes, as well as logical reasoning.  In other words, it is meant to
be a liberal education.

One of your first topics would be on Mediation and Arbitration,
which constitute the wave of the future.  These Alternative Modes
of Dispute Resolution (ADR) aim to decongest court dockets.  They
aim for a paradigm shift from combative litigation to collaboration.
They aim to convert the practice of law into a healing profession,
not just an adversarial confrontation.  Lawyers are urged to “drop
their combative role in adjudication and view the new role in
mediation as a collaborator with other counsel in working together
toward the common goal of helping clients resolve their differences
to their mutual advantage.”  We trust that you will take back with
you this  shift in your private practice and in your respective positions
in the meantime that you have not joined the Bench.

You will also have an update on the world of e-commerce, on
the e-commerce  legal framework, and on electronic evidence.
Know that we are one of the first countries that passed an e-
commerce law, Republic Act No. 8792, complete with its IRR.  Know
and understand anti-money laundering and our success in having
been de-listed from non-complying countries.  Know of the law on
anti-human trafficking and the need to prevent our country from
dropping to “Tier 3” for failing to comply with international
standards.

Neither is one’s persona forgotten. Attitudes, values, and
conduct are highlighted.  Judges and lawyers, as officers of the court,
must bear the common traits of competence and integrity.
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In a nutshell, knowledge, skills, personal upliftment—all these
you have in this Pre-Judicature Program.

We thus assure you that the Pre-Judicature course will be worth
your while.  Enjoy learning the basic, the substantive, the procedural,
the latest developments be it in human rights, in social context, or
in gender sensitivity.  They will all serve you in good stead.  For
knowledge is power and no one can take it away from you.

And in all these, let us remember – the plans we have made in
our minds and in our hearts must be governed by the Lord’s purpose
in each and everyone of us.
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∗ Inspirational Message delivered at the Third Regional Seminar
for Judges, Clerks of Court, Branch Clerks of Court, Legal
Researchers and Sheriffs of the Regional Trial Courts and First
Level Courts of Region X held on December 14-15, 2000, at the
Balanghai Hotel and Convention Center, Mazawa, Butuan City,
Agusan del Norte.

Building Capacities∗∗∗∗∗

The law evolved and courts emerged
because humankind believed that

disputes and controversies
could – and should – be resolved

peaceably and rationally.

Our brief time together for the Third Regional Seminar held for
the 10th Judicial Region comes to an end today.  We at PHILJA
have no pretensions at having been able to solve all of your
problems.  We trust, however, that this program has convinced
you of our resolve to assist you in your vocation of making justice
under a regime of law a reality in Southern Philippines.  This
demands nothing less than your best!

These past days, we talked about laws, rules, procedures, and
techniques.  But it is always good to have a macro perspective for,
in the ultimate analysis, it is the people we serve, and these are
aspirations for justice with which we must reckon.  It is so easy to
allow ourselves to be lost in a web of legalese and a maze of intricate
jurisprudence.  It is more difficult to discern human hope and
frustration, anticipation and disappointment in each pleading filed
by litigants, in each resolution rendered by a judge, and in each
judgment that awaits execution.

The law evolved and courts emerged because humankind
believed that disputes and controversies could – and should –
be resolved peaceably and rationally. It is then nothing less than
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confidence in the intelligence of man, and of course his goodwill,
as well as a desire to preserve and enhance his humanity, that spurs
the evolution of courts as a strategy for the resolution of disputes.
In the measure that our courts settle controversies and dispose of
contentious issues in accordance with society’s norms of fairness
and with justice as enshrined in its laws, they remove the dreaded
scenario of one man being a wolf unto another.  There is after all
no greater threat to man than human irrationality itself!

I wish to encourage you, therefore, to take the judiciary  one
step farther. For too long have we been characterized as that passive
branch of government that merely awaits developments, often
pernicious, to arise before it acts.  After all, it is true that courts are
expressly invoked. There is so much more, however, to what we
can be and what we can do.  Every well-written and persuasively
argued decision is instructive. It is meant to be.  This is why the
Constitution requires that all decisions state the law and the facts
on which the disposition rests.  We, therefore, educate society in
the ways of the law and foster adherence to and respect for it.
This, we can endeavor to do with judgments that are competently
researched, that have ferreted out the facts that state the law and
draw the consequences expertly, and that are expressed in lucid
and instructive language.

Our very deportment and conduct, our choice of values as judges
and court employees must also set the pace for society. As it is,
there is more than enough cynicism and suspicion of government.
It is not possible to hold the citizenry to the observance of law
when there is distrust of the people and the offices tasked with its
implementation.  Suspicion of the motives of politicians serving in
the Executive and Legislative branches is troublesome enough, but
suspicion of the judiciary can be very destructive.  When courts
cannot be trusted to dispose of disputes fairly and equitably, then
the door is kept ajar for the incursions of irrationality, social discord,
and community decadence. For the dream of Camelot to last, we
who sit – not at the Round Table – but on the Bench, and around it,
must conduct ourselves in a manner beyond reproach or reproof.
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We fully realize that in these difficult times, the issue of
adequate remuneration must necessarily surface in relation to
any evaluation of the conduct of judges and of judicial
employees.  The Supreme Court is doing what it can to address
the situation, including moving for the exemption of the Judiciary
from the operative provisions of the Salary Standardization Law
and devising systems that allow for the payment of individual
incentives.

The Christmas season that is dawning upon us, however,
invites us to the beauty and joy that are offered to the simple
of heart.  The most meaningful, most lasting, and most
wonderful things in life cannot be reflected in payroll entries.
Life’s most precious gifts do not come in checks and pay
envelopes. Antoine de St. Exupery, the author of The Little Prince,
put it very beautifully in his charming parable when he wrote:
“What is essential is invisible to the eye!’’ or “The best things in
life are free.”   If the great and good God deigned to be among
us in the simplicity of a child, in the home of a carpenter, then
there must be something salutary about the simplicity that
allows us to rejoice in the transcendent values that we so often
overlook.

There can hardly be anything more worthy of a lifetime
commitment than the cause of justice.  After all, the Messiah
did promise that he would inaugurate a Kingdom of Justice and
an Eternal Era of Peace. You who sit on the Bench and who serve
as key officers of the court are privileged in this respect.  For it
is not everyone who can give his fellowmen a foretaste of the
promise of the Kingdom that God himself has established.

PHILJA wishes you all the joys of this Blessed Season, and
the promise of a New Year.  We wish you the strength to continue
serving our nation through the faithful and just application of
the law.  We wish you too, the satisfaction of those who
faithfully serve God and fellowmen and the harvests of the
Spirit that they who unselfishly live are privileged to reap!
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Judicial Career Development
Program for Regional Trial Court Judges held on July 1-4, 1997,
at the Ridge Convention Center, Tagaytay City.

Judicial Career Development Program
for RTC Judges∗∗∗∗∗

In the PHILJA calendar, this is the 25th educational activity and the
first Judicial Career Development Program (JCDP) for Regional Trial
Court Judges.

We selected you as participants based on the following criteria:
(1) representation per judicial region taking into account the number
of courts therein; thus, the National Capital Judicial Region (NCJR)
has the biggest representation of 15; (2) your years of experience
on the Bench considering that the JCDP has a more advanced  course
content; excluded therefore, are the retirable judges and the newly
appointed; and (3) your non-attendance in previous  activities of
the JCDP under the Institute of Judicial Administration (IJA). The
reason is that we would want every judge to enjoy the benefits of
a training program at least once and to avoid, as much as possible,
a situation where one judge has attended several seminars while
another one has not been able to do so at all. Under preparation is
a database so we can monitor the overall attendance of judges.

You will notice in your programs that there is a theme for the
day. These themes categorize broadly the choice of subjects and
the objectives sought to be attained, namely, the Enhancement of
Judicial Skills, Revisiting Problem Areas encountered in the course
of judging, and Emerging Trends.  The slight deviations in the themes
are mainly due to the availability of lecturers.

 For, in truth and in fact,
the real source of judicial power

is the respect and trust of our people.
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We are offering the subjects under Emerging Trends for the first
time, conscious that demands of society are in a constant state of
flux. It is hoped that Alternative Dispute Resolution and more
frequent recourse to the Modes of Discovery can help speed up
the disposition of cases as, in fact, they are meant to do.  There are
new provisions in the 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure that directly
compel resort to these modes of discovery; for example, the
provisions of Interrogatories and Request for Admission (Section
1, Rule 125; Section 1, Rule 26).  Court-referred mediation is also
an innovative concept that bears looking into.

The commercial law subject on Intellectual Property Rights and
their adjudication find relevance because of the new Intellectual
Property Code and the strong possibility that related cases may
arise in your Courts.  The innovation in the format is because we
have asked Judge Reynaldo Daway, who has acquired thorough
familiarity with the subject, to be a discussant in addition to being
the lecturer.

Environmental Laws and the Courts also promises to be a new
and interesting field in the interest of saving our planet Earth.

Domestic Violence and the Courts will, we hope, increase the
sensitivity of judges in handling this relatively new but increasing
breed of cases that is now a global concern.  Secretary Lina Laigo
of the Department of Social Welfare and Development and our
Court Administrator Justice Benipayo have zeroed in on the need
to facilitate the trial and disposition of criminal cases involving
youthful offenders and child victims. Like PHILJA, they agree that
efforts should be exerted to make our judges and court personnel
child-sensitive and child-friendly.

In your kit, you will find some suggestions given by Executive
Judges of the Regional Trial Courts in their seminar last September
1996, on ‘’How to make the Courts More Child-Friendly.’’  You may
get pointers from these and add your own.

Another new topic is Emotional Quotient. We are all familiar
with the term Intelligence Quotient or IQ.  This time we are
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introduced to Emotional Quotient or EQ.  It is claimed that emotions
and values may take one farther than just brain power.  Controversial
though it may be, it will lead to a new and exciting adventure.

Capping the seminar will be a Judicial Clinic on Court
Management Problems that will bring you within dialogue distance
to our Court Administrator and his Deputies and Assistants.  We
suggest that you think of your questions beforehand in order to
make the dialogue interesting and fruitful.

For your written assignment,  we will give you exercises in
applying penalties, which could prove complicated in view of the
Heinous Crimes Law but at the same time could make Criminal Law
that much more interesting.

Also in the program is a Computerized Legal Research activity
that will take you into the realm of current technology as far as
feasible in keeping with our limited resources.

Challenges abound in the profession of judging.  PHILJA and IJA
are ready to assist you grapple with them in the exercise of your
awesome judicial power.  We will try to hone your judicial skills in
appreciating evidence and in writing decisions.  We will try to enrich
your knowledge of law and of jurisprudence that continues to
evolve.

Program development is an ongoing process.  Let us know the
programs you want, the difficulties or problems that you may have
specially those that impact on your work load and performance.
So that together, you, in the trial arena, and we, in the educational
field, can forge a partnership that, hopefully, can and will make a
difference—a difference in the way our Courts dispense justice and
a difference in the respect that our judicial system will earn from
litigants, lawyers, and the public alike.  For, in truth and in fact, the
real source of judicial power is the respect and trust of our people.

In the name of that partnership, we wish you all an absorbing,
fulfilling, and continuing judicial education experience.
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∗ Delivered at the Seminar-Workshop for Executive Judges of
Metropolitan Trial Courts and Municipal Trial Courts in Cities held on
October 22-25, 1996, in Tagaytay City.

Dealing with Public Disenchantment∗∗∗∗∗

Welcome to upland Tagaytay and to the Philippine Judicial
Academy. This will be your home and college for the next few
days, so adapt yourselves and settle down for what we hope
will be a rewarding educational experience.

The fact that this is the first time a training program is held
for Executive Judges of the MeTCs and MTCCs exclusively has
not detracted from the importance of your positions. As MeTC
and MTCC Judges, you have close and direct contact with our
people even before other judges do. As Executive Judges, you
play an even more crucial role. You have been designated on
the basis of your administrative qualifications and management
abilities.  You assist the Supreme Court in the effective and
efficient management of the branches of the courts within your
areas of administrative responsibility. The thrust of this seminar,
therefore, is towards enhancing both your proficiency and
management know-how.

An important function that will require your early attention is
the Immersion Program for newly appointed judges within your
respective jurisdictions. Only recently, President Ramos appointed
seven Municipal Trial Court Judges and six Municipal Circuit Trial
Court Judges in Cities. Your involvement will be to assist those new
judges embark on their judicial career. They do not begin to hear
cases until after they have undergone that Immersion Program
under your supervision.

You will find the substantive aspect of your educational
activities quite varied. The topics have been selected with a view

Unless the courts actively
control the pace of litigation

 from commencement to disposition,
the caseload will control the courts.
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to re-emphasizing your role and responsibilities, bolstering your
capacity for leadership, broadening your perspectives, ironing out
problem areas in jurisdiction in the light of recent legislation, and,
in general, addressing your needs and concerns as best as feasible.

A new topic is Total Quality Management, or total case
management. Unless the courts actively control the pace of
litigation from commencement to disposition, the caseload will
control the courts. Reducing caseloads and promptly disposing
of cases is an efficacious way of restoring public and litigants’
confidence in the courts.

As you are all aware, in the recent past, we have not been
spared from “judicial bashing.” Even a former Justice of the
Supreme Court speaks in his columns of “The Inept Justice System”
and “Psychotic Judges.” It is, therefore, apropos to know of the
public perceptions on judges gathered from poll surveys. The results
will be given by no less than the President of a leading social research
organization that has been tasked to monitor the state of the judicial
system. We may not agree with the findings, but it will do no harm
to listen. If the survey results are negative and correct, then let us
try and counteract them. If incorrect, let us prove it by our
actuations and performance.

Whichever the reaction, it behooves us all to do something
about the public disenchantment with the court environment. Court
operational improvement programs will be futile if the judges and
the personnel who man the courts are themselves found wanting.
Teaching Seminars may be held, legislative and judicial reforms may
be introduced, but the common denominator is Us. The key to
arresting the serious erosion of respect for our Court system lies
squarely in our individual and collective efforts.

May I, therefore, ask that after this seminar, you echo and re-
echo what you have learned and assimilated for the greater good
of the greater number, giving it a multiplier effect. Sharing your
knowledge with the rest of our judicial brethren is an omnipresent
task. The effort is ours.

With these remarks, I wish you all an enlightening, stimulating,
and fruitful academic exercise.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Court of Appeals Discussion
Session held on August 30-31, 1999, at the Session Hall of the
Court of Appeals, Manila.

Facing the Millennium Challenge∗∗∗∗∗

Before I go to my assigned task, the Closing Remarks,  let
me share that Presiding Justice Elbinias mentioned
yesterday that you are now reviewing the RIRCA.

In that connection, PHILJA would like to present,
through our Presiding Justice Elbinias, a copy of a
Management Study of the Court of Appeals.

This was part of the Supreme Court-United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) Project on Technical
Assistance to the Philippine Judiciary on Justice and
Development, which the Committee on the Management
Study of the Judiciary presented to the Supreme Court last
May 1999.

It was the product of a four-month effort by a
subcommittee headed by Justice Ricardo Puno,  a former
member of this Court; former Presiding Justice Arturo Buena
and Justice Delilah Vidallon-Magtolis, as members; and
retired Justices Gloria Paras and Lourdes Jaguros as
Resource Persons.

We trust that this Management Study may be of help
as you consider the RIRCA.

The Philippine Judicial Academy is happy, indeed, to have initiated
the first of these Discussion Sessions for the Court of Appeals.  We
are delighted, too, to have been able to celebrate with you another
first—hearing for the first time the Judiciary Hymn.  We hope to
celebrate another first when our much sought-after composer,
Presiding Justice Jesus Elbinias, composes the PHILJA Hymn.

While past Appellate Justices Conferences have dwelt on a
wider range of concerns, this time we have customized the topics
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to your expanded jurisdiction, as suggested by Presiding Justice
Elbinias himself.

Undoubtedly, the caseload of this Court has ballooned. We trust
that with the discussions these past two days, those new
jurisdictional waters will no longer appear as formidable.

But just as you are getting your bearings, another added
task looms.  Justice Artemio V. Panganiban mentioned it
yesterday. Under consideration by the Supreme Court is a
proposal that Regional Trial Court decisions imposing the death
penalty, reclusion perpetua or life imprisonment, may undergo
an additional level of review by the Court of Appeals.  The
reason for this is to ensure utmost circumspection before the
imposition of the supreme penalties and, perhaps, eliminate
the recent scenario where the executive department finds need
to review final decisions of the Supreme Court in death penalty
cases.

With the pressing and expanded role of the Court of Appeals,
retired Court of Appeals Justice Oscar M. Herrera, Sr., who
lectured two weeks ago before Regional Trial Court Executive
Judges, quipped that with burgeoning caseloads, perhaps our lower
court judges may no longer wish to be promoted to the Court of
Appeals.

You may, perhaps, have noted that the new format of the
program has included objectives not only for the program proper
but also for each discussion session.  The methodology was derived
from the Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute Program at
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, echoed to us by our PHILJA
representatives to that program, Fr. Ranhilio C. Aquino, a PHILJA
full-time Professor, and Atty. Edwin Sandoval, our Deputy Executive
Secretary. Judging from the discussions, it is to your credit and that
of our resource persons that those objectives have all been met.

The discussions were engaging, animated, interactive, candid
and free.  They were conducted on a high level and spoke well of a
common determination to enhance knowledge in the pursuit of
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excellence.  We can all look forward to future discussion sessions
with some jump-off points gathered from this two-day intellectual
exercise.

You really have been deluged with a fresh crop of cases.  It is a
“new challenge,” as Chief Justice Hilario G.  Davide, Jr. had put it.
But over and above that is the indubitable recognition given your
ability to cope with the expanded workload, both quantitatively
and qualitatively.

As the PHILJA Chancellor, I have reaped praises for its
accomplishments.  The fact, however, is that all these are the
fruit of the labors of many other men and women, a
distinguished Faculty, and a dedicated PHILJA Family, who have
moved in unison to achieve a common objective. For my part, I
only exert myself to give in the same measure such as I have
been privileged to receive and continue to receive.

The Philippine Judicial Academy continues to stand ready
to assist you along the lines of our mandated task, fully
cognizant that the “challenge of the new millennium looms larger
than ever for your Court.”
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Third Appellate
Justices Conference held on January 28-30, 1999, at the Session
Hall of the Court of Appeals, Manila.

Exploring Avenues for Growth∗∗∗∗∗

PHILJA is happy to be here with all of you again in this impressive
session hall.

We were here with you last November 1997,  for the Second
Appellate Justices Conference on the theme “Appellate Justice
Administration.”

This time, our third conference will confront the challenges
of what we might call “cases explosion” brought about by the
increase in quasi-judicial agencies wherefrom appeals are now
elevated to the Appellate Court, and with judicial review of the
National Labor Relations Commission (NLRC) and Ombudsman
decisions in administrative disciplinary cases, transferred only
last September 1998, to the Court of Appeals and into your
competent hands – St. Martin Funeral Homes v. NLRC, September
16, 1998; and Fabian v. Desierto, September 16, 1998.

Contrasted with 1997, however, there is quite a difference
in the overall environment.  In 1997, the Judiciary was faced
with worrisome negative public perception.  The prospects are
brighter this brand-new year, with more positive surveys of the
Courts and their personnel.

We can thus focus on more proactive and substantive
considerations.

. . . bring out fresh approaches and directions;
. . . meet the needs of the expanded coverage

of the Appellate Court’s power of judicial review;
. . . enhance judicial perspectives in the appellate level.
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Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., in one of his early policy
statements, blueprinted the broad parameters for PHILJA.
These are:

1. For PHILJA to vigorously implement its goals and programs
on continuing judicial education on  a broader basis; and

2. To refine PHILJA’s total quality management system and
identify and measure key performance areas.

PHILJA  will implement these directives and push for a
dynamic program of continuing quality education in all
jurisdictional levels.

On the short term, PHILJA will continue formulating and
implementing training modules for all Courts, focusing not only on
the substantive and procedural aspects which are generally a given,
but also on emerging trends in law and jurisprudence to keep all
concerned abreast of relevant issues and developments.

We will try and focus on management aspects and
administrative procedures to correct dysfunctions and remedy
capability gaps in collaboration with the SC-UNDP project’s
laudable effort to provide technical assistance to the Judiciary
within the broader perspective of  sustainable human development.

PHILJA has started to develop a curriculum for aspirants to the
Bench pursuant to Section 12 of Republic Act No. 8557.  PHILJA is
fully aware of its awesome responsibility under said law which
provides that, once it is completely organized, “only participants
who have completed the programs prescribed by the Academy and
have satisfactorily complied with all the requirements incident
thereto may be appointed or promoted to any position or vacancy
in the Judiciary.”

PHILJA intends to explore avenues for growth such as: to inform
and update our judges and their courts of the ABCs of and latest
developments in information technology; to pilot video-
conferencing in our courts for victims of child abuse consistent with
the constitutional proscription on right of confrontation; and to
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conduct research on the feasibility of electronic filing starting,
perhaps, with our higher courts.

On the long term, PHILJA will aim to develop master’s degree
programs in, perhaps, Judicial Administration or  Judicial Studies,
for which purpose an amendment to Republic Act No. 8557, the
law which institutionalized PHILJA, will be necessary.  This will also
require the expansion of our physical facilities in Tagaytay. The
cornerstone of the building has been laid and we look forward to
its completion.

For the realization of these projects and programs, we seek
your invaluable assistance.

We thank you all for the encouraging support you have given
to PHILJA,  and trust that the symbiotic relationship will be sustained.
We thank Justices Romeo J. Callejo, Sr.  and Hilarion L. Aquino for
ably spearheading the Organizing Committee for this Conference.
We thank the Justices who are our Panelists and Moderators for
their interest in challenging themselves and enhancing their judicial
skills. We thank our lecturers for sharing their time, experience,
and insights to help attain the objectives of this educational
endeavor.  We express our gratitude to our Chief Justice for setting
the tone for this conference and advance our appreciation to Justice
Josue N. Bellosillo for his Inspirational Message  at the close of the
Conference.

With these thoughts, allow me then to formally open and
welcome you warmly to the Third Appellate Justices
Conference. May it bring out fresh approaches and directions;
may it adequately  meet the needs of the expanded coverage
of the Appellate Court’s power of judicial review; and may it
significantly enhance judicial perspectives in the appellate level.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Fourth Regional
Seminar for Judges, Clerks of Court, Branch Clerks of Court, Legal
Researchers and Sheriffs of the Regional Trial Courts and First Level
Courts of Region III  held on January 31-February 2, 2001, at the
Crown Peak Garden Hotel, Subic, Olongapo City.

A Strong and Steadfast Judiciary∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is happy to be here in
Olongapo City for the first regional judicial seminar after the
suspense, the excitement, and the euphoria of yet one more
tumultuous, yet bloodless turnover of government in our
history. While some foreign commentators take a dim view of
what is now popularly referred to as EDSA II, we are proud that
there were no human casualties,  and prouder still  that neither
our Constitution nor the rule of law were casualties! If at all,
those who took part in the latest “affair to remember” went to
great lengths to comply with the requirements of the law and
to remain within the parameters ordained by the Constitution.

At a time when the Executive Branch of government was in
crisis and the Legislature was equally sorely tried, people, with
good reason and with inspiring confidence, looked to the
judiciary and to the Supreme Court in particular to hold firm the
rudder of the rule of law as we maintained our course through
the choppy waters of a unique yet peaceful political passage.

Our nation believes in the rule of law, and has made a
fundamental option for it. This lesson stands out with utmost
clarity. You, ladies and gentlemen of our first and second level
trial courts, provide either the unshakeable foundation upon
which may be built public confidence in our justice system or the
shifting sand upon which is wrecked the trust of nation.  So much
trust is reposed in you and the stakes are awfully high!

We are all asked to lead.
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This is the principal reason why PHILJA now conducts regional
judicial seminars. Considering the urgency of the task to aid judges
and key court officials in the efficient, credible, and competent
dispensation of justice, regional seminars afford the Academy the
opportunity to meet you in the very region of your daily chores and
challenges.

This seminar is many things.  It is a career enhancement
program. At plenary sessions, judges from different stations
will have a chance to exchange experiences and insights with
each other and with other court personnel. At parallel sessions,
the needs particular to each session will be addressed. This
seminar also deals with the perennial problem of court
management and offers the combined genius of Total Quality
Management and Trial Court Performance Standards. You will
recall that it was this offering of the two current trends in court
management that the Chief Justice expressly called for in the Davide
Watch.

We are specially proud of the fact that true to our basic
persuasion about judicial education, we deal with three main
concerns: the acquisition of relevant knowledge and
information, the cultivation of trustworthy and respectable
behavior and the enhancement of desirable values, and finally,
the development of skills essential to the efficient and prompt
administration of justice.

As our nation endeavors to take more determined efforts
towards recovery in all its dimensions, the judicial branch of
government cannot just trudge along. It must lead! We are all
asked to lead.

We would like to thank Executive Judge Eliodoro Ubiadas
and  all the Executive Judges  for assisting the Academy in  this
undertaking.

We now declare this Fourth Regional Seminar open.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the First Judicial Career
Enhancement Program (Advanced Course) for First and Second
Level Trial Court Judges held on May 23-26, 2000, at Tagaytay City.

Judicial Career Enhancement Program:
An Advanced Course∗∗∗∗∗

Congratulations on being the first participants to the Advanced
Course of the Judicial Career Enhancement Program. The program
also marks a significant step in the evolution of PHILJA educational
programs.

With this seminar, PHILJA has offered to our judges  all three
levels of the Judicial Career Enhancement Program.  You will notice
that the subjects with which you will concern yourselves will take
you beyond the issues that are routinely submitted to you for
resolution. There will be sessions, this time, on ecology and the
law, the enforcement of treaties and conventions, bugging questions
on the conflict of laws, the intriguing if highly complex issue of
e-commerce, and a very interesting exchange with key personages
in the Philippine business sector. You will also notice that our
advanced program is designed to allow our judges to respond
meaningfully to contemporary developments.

All of you have attended PHILJA’s basic courses: the Orientation
Program that initiated you to the tasks of the Bench, and the basic

The Chief Justice, being a doer,
is the personification

 of leadership by example.
You, too, can be creative leaders
and doers in your own respective

spheres of influence.
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levels of the Judicial Career Enhancement Program. Responding to
the demands of sound professional education, we have made our
learning sessions more interactive. There will still be lectures, but
these will be not only open forums but also study and discussion of
hypotheticals and cases as well as video-viewing. We hope you will
appreciate these changes and that such changes will be helpful to
you.

As directed by law, there will be a written evaluative exercise.
This gives both the participant and the Academy the opportunity to
evaluate the efficacy of the entire program and its sessions. I wish
to remind you, too, to the provisions of Republic Act No. 8557 that
require the successful completion of PHILJA’s requirements for
promotion to the Bench, effective on January 1, 2001.

On the last day, Director Livingston Armytage of the Centre for
Judicial Studies of Australia will address you on the topic of judicial
education. On an advanced level like this, you are expected to be
our partners in the task of judicial education. Indeed, as PHILJA
takes its first steps into such ventures as distance education and
regionalized training, we look forward to your partnership.

Gone are the days when judges adhere merely to their task of
adjudication.  They are now expected to be managers of their own
court, seeing to their efficient functioning, and working at team
building with their own personnel.

The big backlog of cases that you have to handle also calls for
greater utilization of alternative modes of dispute resolution, or
ADR. We often hear the lament that judges have not been utilizing
the mechanism of pre-trial to expedite the disposition of cases. It
is time to disprove that observation by hands-on application of the
techniques and procedures of ADR and emphasizing the role that
courts can play towards fostering its use.

Recently, we had pilot courts in Mandaluyong and Valenzuela
Cities that experimented with court-referred mediation. They
achieved a 38 percent level of success.  However, in a general forum
with judges, clerks of court, and some members of the Bar, the judges
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present were apprehensive that this would only add another layer
to their tasks.  We suggest that we try it if the end result is to hasten
the disposition of cases that, after all, is the common denominator,
the judges can undertake mediation themselves, if they wish, as
long as the ultimate objective is achieved.

The Chief Justice, being a doer, is the personification of
leadership by example. You, too, can be creative leaders and doers
in your own respective spheres of influence.

Developments in the judicial field are exciting, particularly, in
the field of judicial reforms.  The Chief Justice is spearheading this
very actively through the World Bank–Judicial Reforms Project Grant
(WB-JRP), and before that, the Supreme Court–United Nations
Development Programme, that has already come up with a
Blueprint of Action. The Chief Justice has reiterated in unmistakable
terms that reforms shall be uncompromisingly pursued.

PHILJA has been among those in the forefront of these judicial
reforms project. We have received many of your suggestions. To
those who have responded to our questionnaire, we thank you for
your assistance. We ask those who have not yet done so to take
time out and to answer.  Judicial reform should be a cooperative
endeavor among all stakeholders in order to succeed.

Currently, PHILJA is undertaking the Impact Study of Judicial
Education to find out how the program of continuing judicial
education has impacted on our judges, our court personnel, and
the Courts, in general, within the three-year period, from 1996 when
PHILJA started up to 1999. This is pursuant to the policy of the
Academy to review its curricula and programs every three years to
determine their relevance and effectiveness.

Considering your experience on the Bench, we invite you to
join us in the major effort to introduce the reforms necessary in
our judicial system to make it honest, efficient, effective, creative,
responsible, and responsive. We are confident that you are strongly
committed to these values, and that you are imbued with the
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needed motivation to bring about a stronger judicial culture attuned
to legal and judicial developments.

As we now declare this Advanced Course open, congratulations
again. You were chosen from among many for this distinct program.
That makes you a truly special.
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∗ Inspirational Message at the Second Regional Judicial Career
Enhancement Program for Region X held on May 21-24, 2002, at
the Dynasty Hotel, Cagayan de Oro City.

For a Climate of Trust and Respect∗∗∗∗∗

We bring to a close the Second Regional Judicial Career
Enhancement Program, Level 2. Once more we have been able
to bring the Academy and the Office of the Court Administrator
closer to our judges and court personnel.

Level 2 is a more advanced course. From the former basic topics
on substantive and procedural law and jurisprudence, the focus is
now on effective administrative management, enhanced
performance, and receptiveness to change and to reform. The
objective remains the same, however—the enrichment of your
knowledge and the enhancement of your career growth.

Complementing this new approach is the Court Administration
Management, along with Total Quality Management (TQM) and Trial
Court Performance Standards (TCPS) to which you have already
been introduced and have ably responded. These aim to get
everyone together as a team, lessen internal friction and bring about
a more professional perspective and a more participative
management of your respective courts.

We trust that these new offerings will help bring about an
efficient and effective Judiciary with court dockets considerably
declogged and, hopefully, with administrative cases against judges
and court personnel a thing of the past.

We are a formidable institution
though we wield neither purse nor sword.
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With continuing judicial education, skillful administrative and
court management, enhanced performance of courts, and a
willingness to change and reform, the future of our judicial system
should loom bright.

I invite you all to add luster to your years in the Judiciary.  Avoid
any action or conduct that will tarnish its image. We are
approximately 29,000 strong throughout the country. We are a
formidable institution though we wield neither purse nor
sword. Together we drive the wheels of justice. Let us eliminate
all weak links and make each cog of the wheel as strong as the
other.

This is an uphill climb. Sacrifice is demanded, self-discipline is a
must. But with true dedication and proper motivation there is no
reason why we cannot build an empowered judicial team. Let us
use our respective talents for the effectiveness of the whole.

Rewards may not come in material form. We shall reap them
by way of personal satisfaction and fulfillment, in direct
proportion to the value of the service that we individually and
collectively render.

We have accumulated knowledge and acquired skills these
last four days. We have our marching orders for our respective
roles. Let us carry them out, each on his own, as doers and as
achievers, realizing the potential  in each of us. Let us be results-
oriented. We may have the expertise and the skills, but failure
will still result if there is conflict among us, if there is a lack of
leadership, and if there is a shortage of involvement and
commitment of each team member.

Finally, let us not ask what the Judiciary can do for us, nor
what returns it can give us. Rather, let us ask what we can do for
the Judiciary as we rely on our own strengths and overcome our
weaknesses. The ultimate goal is to create a climate of mutual
respect from within and of trust and confidence from without.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Fourth
Regional Judicial Career Enhancement Program (Level 2) for Judges,
Clerks of Court, Branch Clerks of Court, Interpreters, and Docket Clerks
of the Regional Trial Courts and First Level Courts of Region III
held on July 30-August 2, 2002, at the Crown Peak Garden Hotel,
Subic, Olongapo City.

A Crusade Against Corruption∗∗∗∗∗

I am happy to be with all of you for this Fourth Regional Career
Enhancement Program.  Region III has such a big group of judges,
branch clerks of court, interpreters, and docket clerks of the
Regional Trial Courts and First Level Courts that we had to divide
you in two batches.  We welcome you as the first batch.

This program is Level 2. This means that you have graduated
from the purely basic and theoretical to the more performance-
directed, more training-oriented, more intellectual and less
mechanical approach, as in the exercise of judicial discretion.

Rather than require your presence in our Tagaytay campus
or in Manila, the Academy has reached out to you in a centrally
accessible venue.

We have come to bring continuing judicial education to
assist you in the deciding disputes; to update you on legal trends
and jurisprudence; to inculcate in you sound values and
attitudes; to develop your management competence; and to
foster professional fellowship.

Let our footprints
be seen side by side

towards a common goal
of achieving Judicial Credibility

through a fair, just, and irreproachable
dispensation of justice.
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Mounting judicial education programs is just half the battle won.
For the task of judicial education to be complete, your cooperation
as eager learners is indispensable.

While the Supreme Court makes attendance to these programs
mandatory, the willingness to learn must come from all of you,
voluntarily, individually, and collectively.  The Academy thanks you
all for exhibiting the readiness and commitment to improve
yourselves.

Of late, we were astounded by the statement of United States
Ambassador Francis J. Ricciardone, Jr. who had claimed that the
country was losing the economic race in Asia due to perceptions of
widespread corruption especially in the judiciary.

This brings me back to 1996, shortly after the establishment of
the Academy.  The Social Weather Stations (SWS) survey that year
on “Monitoring the State of the Judiciary” reported on this gloomy
scenario within the ranks of the judiciary.  I had hoped that we had
left this behind us as we rode on the crest of Chief Justice Hilario G.
Davide, Jr.’s reputation for competence, impartiality, and integrity.
But, again, the obnoxious term is rearing its ugly head.  Sadly, it
seems that we are back to square one.

May I then appeal to you, and exhort you, and even challenge
you, to again reverse this perception.  A growing discontent among
our people with the judiciary is reported.  Many well-meaning NGOs
are vocal about it.  The term “judicial corruption” is spoken matter-
of-factly.  It is time that we erase this from everyone’s vocabulary.
In all of its programs, the Academy has adhered to its philosophy
to imbue judges and court personnel with sound values and
attitudes, the necessary work ethic, that irreproachable conduct
and deportment that will ensure our courts to be credible arbiters
and our court personnel model public servants.  Let us not equate
money with success.  What counts most about that success is how
we achieve it.
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Our capable secretariat will be handing you the PHILJA Fax/
Electronic Alerts.  These are intended to assist you in reducing or,
better still, eliminating administrative cases against you, particularly
where graft and corruption, inefficiency, avoidable delays, and gross
ignorance of the law are the charges.  Take time to read them and
to imbibe the rulings in the decisions cited.  These will give you
valuable pointers to help you avoid the pitfalls you may encounter.

Let this program be not just an intellectual exercise.  Let it be
the enhancement of values and attitudes, of individual work ethic,
and of deportment in and out of court.  We launch a Crusade
Against Corruption in the judiciary.  Let our footprints be seen side
by side towards a common goal of achieving Judicial Credibility
through a fair, just, and irreproachable  dispensation of justice.  We
shall do it.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose at the Seventh Regional
Judicial Career Enhancement Program (Level 2) for Judges, Clerks of
Court, Branch Clerks of Court, Interpreters, and Docket Clerks of the
Regional Trial Courts and First Level Courts of Region I held on October
28-30, 2002, at the CAP Building, Vigan, Ilocos Sur.

Harvesting Judicial Credibility∗∗∗∗∗

The Academy is pleased to be with you all – our Judges, Clerks of
Court, Branch Clerks of Court, Interpreters, and Docket Clerks of
the Regional Trial Courts and First Level Courts of Region I – for
this Seventh  Regional Judicial Career Enhancement Program.

Because of diminishing resources affecting the entire economy,
the prospects of future regionals are uncertain.  Let us make the
most, therefore, of the present program, profiting and learning from
it as much as we possibly can.

It is good to be in Vigan, a first for me and for many of us. It
feels safe to be in peaceful Vigan, free from bomb alerts.  It is
meaningful to be in Vigan, famous for its antiques, its Burnayan
jars, and for its preservation of its historical heritage.  It is
enchanting to be in Vigan, where it seems that time has froze.
It is for us to cherish the few days that we will be here,
treasuring the presence of the past and making this program
truly memorable – in imbibing knowledge, in interacting with
our peers, and in first experiences.

The Vigan program is unique because of our special guest, a
distinguished and internationally known judicial educator who is as
gracious as she is intellectually equipped,  Judge Sandra Oxner.  We
are privileged with the presence, for the first time, of a visiting

. . . a judge must be just and known to be just;
a judge must be beyond reproach
and observed to be irreproachable.
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dignitary at a Judicial Career Enhancement Program.  Judge Oxner
is the President of the Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute
(CJEI) based in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.  Many of us, I am sure,
will also welcome hearing of that lovely place on the eastern part
of Canada.  Ten of our faculty were there successively in the last
four years to attend the Institute’s three-week intensive program
on judicial education.  In fact,  Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., a
patron of the Institute, and two of our lecturers in this seminar
were there last June for the Institute’s latest program.  In a little
while, we will be privileged to listen to Judge Oxner and her views
on a vital topic “Judicial Impartiality.” Closely related to her topic is
judicial independence and to what it is often linked – judicial
accountability.  They are principles that are essential to the
discharge of our judicial tasks.  Basically, judicial independence,
insofar as it is within our control, means the impartial settlement
of disputes without external interference—free from the executive
and legislative, free from other external forces, free from pressure
groups, free from the political process, and even free from media.

Judicial accountability, on the other hand, means compliance
with the rule of law; adherence to the Code of Judicial Conduct;
and the rendition of  decisions, without fear or favor, and only in
accordance with law and the dictates of conscience.

Ever conscious of the delicate balance between judicial
independence and judicial accountability, there is every reason
to attain judicial credibility.  And that means that a judge must
be fair and perceived to be fair; a judge must be just and known
to be just; a judge must be beyond reproach and observed to be
irreproachable.

These are the few thoughts that I would like to plant in this
rich field of judges and court personnel, and from which we are
anxious to harvest action.  Having planted action, we would
like to harvest habit.  Having planted habit, let us endeavor to
harvest character.  Having planted character, let us harvest
judicial credibility.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Forum on White Collar Crimes for
Court of Appeals Justices, Sandiganbayan Justices and Regional Trial
Court Judges held on November 24, 1999, at the Court of Appeals
Session Hall, Manila.

1. Judge Ong is from the Municipal Court of California, Long Beach
Judicial District, U.S.A.

White Collar Crimes∗∗∗∗∗

It is said that opportunity sometimes knocks very softly.
However, in the case of this afternoon’s lecture, opportunity to
hear Judge Tomson P. Ong1 speak on “White Collar Crimes”
knocked loudly. PHILJA listened and seized the opportunity to
organize this forum for our Justices, judges, court lawyers, and
others interested, so that Judge Ong could share his expertise
in the subject with us.

Judge Ong’s lecture is not foreign to our local setting. We
have had our own share of financial scams. Some have found
their way into the judgments of our courts.  The case of the
Overseas Bank, circa 1985, and the innocent depositors and
creditors who suffered because of the irregularities committed
by its own owners and directors, immediately comes to mind.
We have heard of the acronym “DOSRI,” which stands for
Directors, Officers, Stockholders, and Related Interest, who are
prohibited under our banking rules to secure loans from their
own bank especially with the use of dummies. Other business
executives and private individuals, in various capacities and
utilizing clever and sophisticated techniques, have also figured
prominently in bank and institutional anomalies to such an extent

Crime, it is sad to admit,
catches up with civilization.
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that the person responsible have had to flee from the country, some
of them being members of the fair sex. Their schemes have
produced a telling impact on our financial institutions and have
added to our economic woes.

The lecture this afternoon, therefore, finds relevance in the
light of some of the financial crises that we have experienced. It
has also raised awareness of the “red flags” of fraud. And more so,
since it also treats of prevention, detection, prosecution, and
forfeiture.  The various points raised in the lecture proper and in
the open forum can be persuasive in the institution of reforms,
specially judicial reforms, if need be, this being one of the main
concerns of the Philippine Judicial Academy.

Crime, it is sad to admit, catches up with civilization. As things
are, it is not ruffians on the streets who can do most severe
economic harm but highly-schooled, highly-skilled men and women
in plush offices armed with success and influence. White collar
crime, after all, covers the entire gamut of non-violent acts against
business establishments and even against government agencies
tasked with the collection of taxes and duties. It can take simple
forms like falsification, kickbacks, trader theft and embezzlement,
or more complex schemes such as fraud through the use of
electronic media.

All discourse on crime and punishment will seem at first blush
to be odious. However, criminal law and penal theory point in the
direction of the aspirations of a people for an ideal society. In fact,
the acts and omissions proscribed by a community speaks of its
level of sophistication. Its sensitivity and responsiveness to
wrongdoing, visited particularly on the vulnerable, are at the same
time its commitment to their protection and defense. White-collar
crimes do not strike only at economic empires. They victimize even
the lowly earners who, through lives of frugality, are able to entrust
to banking institutions savings that allow them and their children
some modest measure of security.

It belongs to the mandate of the Philippine Judicial Academy
to empower our judges to cope with new challenges to the justice
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system. The turn of the millennium contributes, without a doubt,
to feelings of uncertainty and unease, for there is so much that is
confusingly new that we all must cope with.

We are grateful that Judge Tomson P. Ong has made his meeting
with us a part of his stint as a Fulbright-Sycip Distinguished Lecturer.
We are likewise grateful to the Philippine-American Educational
Foundation for allowing us the opportunity to learn from him. The
gratitude of the Academy goes in a special manner to Attorney Ivan
John E. Uy, Director of the Management Information Systems Office
of the Supreme Court and Chair of our Department of Court
Technology, for having proposed this session with Judge Ong. We
are grateful to the Presiding Justices of the Court of Appeals and
the Sandiganbayan for their support; to United States Ambassador
Thomas C. Hubbard, Consul General John Caulfield and other
Counselors and Attachés for their presence; and to all of you
who have interest in PHILJA’s endeavors and have come to share
this afternoon’s intellectual exercise.

Ours at PHILJA is the vision of excellence in the judiciary. We
are grateful that you are one with us. Today has been an opportunity
to learn, and I am quite sure there will be real opportunities to apply
the knowledge gained.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Seminar on the 2000 Rules of
Criminal Procedure for Judges and Clerks of Court of Manila held on
December 1, 2000, at the Session Hall of the City Council, City Hall,
Manila.

On the Revised Rules
on Criminal Procedure∗∗∗∗∗

The Academy is, indeed, happy to have been able to accommodate
the request of Atty. Raymund Tan, President of the Regional Trial
Court (RTC) Clerks of Court of Manila, to hold this Seminar on the
Revised Rules on Criminal Procedure for RTC and MTC Judges and
Clerks of Court in the City of Manila, even on short notice. We are
also happy that our lecturer, Justice Oscar M. Herrera, Sr., Chair of
PHILJA’s Department of Remedial Law, could also make it
considering the demands on his time as a much sought-after lecturer.

It is significant that we are holding this seminar on the very day
of the effectivity of the Rules.

Of course, PHILJA has already included this topic in the recently
concluded convention seminars and the latest regional seminar in
Tagbilaran City, Bohol, but we do accommodate special requests,
whenever possible.

In 1997, it was Civil Procedure. In 2000, it will not only be
Criminal Procedure, but also corporate adjudication and family court
special rules. You know what all this means: more rules to learn,
more seminars to attend! But revisions in procedural norms and

. . . that procedure alone does not
achieve the law’s ideal – justice.
It is basic to legal philosophy

that adjective law serve the ends
of substantive law, not otherwise.
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the adoption of new ones signal a healthy development in the
evolution of the judiciary.  They indicate a sensitivity to the changing
demands made upon the courts in the administration of justice.
Rather than bemoan new rules then, we should welcome them as
an indicator of the dynamism of the judiciary. It is about time our
branch of government shed its image of being merely “reactive.”
When we initiate change such as revising rules of practice and
procedure or formulating new ones, we lead the way towards the
more rational resolution of disputes and controversies through the
court system.

Criminal procedure is a particularly sensitive area of remedial
law, for there are two values, not always easily reconcilable, that
we must control. On the one hand, we wish crime to be dealt with
decisively by the courts, for this is part of the instructive or didactic
role of the court system. On the other hand, there are certain rights,
liberties and guarantees which we all hold dear that the accused
enjoy,  that must be upheld and at all times safeguarded. While on
the one hand, we would not want to see the often tedious and
painstaking task of law enforcers dumped into the dustbin because
of procedural flaws, we neither welcome the prospect of
transgressing constitutionally and procedurally enshrined rights to
secure the conviction of those we perceive to be guilty.

On this note, I would like to address a frequently misunderstood
point of procedural law. Several media practitioners refer to
procedural requirements as “technicalities” attaching to this a tone
of depreciation. Unfortunately, sometimes, even judges, lawyers
and court personnel who ought to display a more respectful attitude
towards procedure, lapse into the same attitude. Procedural
requirements are technical, to be sure, if by that one means a
set of steps to get things done. That is precisely what they are
written to achieve. But they are not, for that reason, unimportant
or unsubstantial. The new rules on warrants either for arrests or
for searches and seizures is a good example. They are technical,
but they are not “mere technicalities” for they embody the values
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our justice system upholds: the effective proscription of
wrongdoing, together with the unyielding respect of individual rights
and liberties.

Having said that, I must also hasten to add that procedure alone
does not achieve the law’s ideal – justice. It is basic to legal
philosophy that adjective law serve the ends of substantive law,
not otherwise. It is because substantive rights and obligations must
be enforced, that adjective law is crafted as a means of securing
such enforcement. While it behooves a judge and a court official
then to attain mastery of procedural law, this should always be with
the end in view of seeing to the administration of justice!

I congratulate the association of clerks of court of Manila who
asked PHILJA to conduct today’s seminar.  I thank the judges for
their attendance, although I see only a few so far. This seminar is
but one more manifestation of our abiding concern at the PHILJA
that our judges and court personnel discharge their duties efficiently,
competently and credibly, confident in the assurance that they have
the support of all the resources that we can offer them.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Administrative Adjudication
Seminar held on July 31, 2000, at the City Garden Hotel, Ermita,
Manila.

Administrative Adjudication∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy welcomes you warmly to this
Administrative Adjudication Seminar for 17 quasi-judicial agencies.

By its administrative and statutory charters, PHILJA is tasked
with continuing professional education of judges and court
personnel. A Resolution of the Supreme Court,  issued on July 7,
1999, added one more assignment to the Academy: to attend to
the skills and competency enhancement programs of quasi-judicial
officers of government.

Not too long after the Court promulgated its resolution, our
Academic Office, headed by Fr. Ranhilio C. Aquino, wrote different
government agencies vested by law with adjudicative functions.
The response was overwhelming as it was heart-warming. I take
this opportunity to thank you all for the trust you repose in PHILJA.
Every office we wrote asked for a training program for its members
and hearing officers. We will eventually do so, but we also had to
devise a program that would attend to common concerns
immediately. Hence, this one-day “Administrative Adjudication
Seminar.”

. . . it is imperative that judges
and presiding and hearing officers
ferret out the facts of the case deftly,

research on the relevant law competently,
and write convincingly and credibly.
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Our professors  and lecturers will take  you through discussions
of administrative due process and ethics and of needed reminders
in remedial law, and also address the skills necessary for the
discharge of your duties such as case analysis and decision and
resolution writing.

The range of subjects reflects PHILJA’s interests.  We think of
the Academy’s commitment in terms of formation, for the
cultivation of desirable values and the enhancement of conduct
that fosters trust in the justice system, which is one of PHILJA’s
primordial concerns.  PHILJA also attends to the need for
information, for on several occasions, participants to our programs
have assured us that sessions on substantive and procedural laws
have been most helpful to them.  PHILJA also attends to skills
development, for it is imperative that judges and presiding and
hearing officers ferret out the facts of the case deftly, research on
the relevant law competently, and write convincingly and credibly.

The emergence of administrative tribunals and quasi-judicial
bodies is a phenomenon of modern law.  Before this period, courts
of law were quite adequate, and they alone resolved disputes.  But
the regulatory authority of the State has had to keep up with the
pace of an increasingly complex  society. Laws and regulations have
increased a hundred-fold, and not without justification, for in every
aspect of human behavior, in every form of human endeavor, in
every dimension of human relations, the demands of rationality,
social order and fairness are made and have to be met. Laws and
rules address this.

Administrative and quasi-judicial bodies considering their
expertise in their respective fields,  have grown to such an
importance, that rulings abound holding that their factual findings
are entitled great weight, even by appellate tribunals.

The courts of law constitute the “integrated judicial system”
of our country. But with them, the administrative bodies and quasi-
judicial tribunals of government compose the “total judicial system.”
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It is not too difficult to identify your links with the judicial system:
the duty to resolve disputes on the basis of the facts adduced and
the law that controls; the duty to apply the law; and the duty to
serve the precepts of fairness and justice.

This then is why the Supreme Court has seen fit to assure itself,
through PHILJA’s programs, of the competence and capability of
those who sit on our quasi-judicial tribunal and adjudicative boards.
This, too, is the reason that we start today what we hope will be a
series of cooperative ventures with you.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Seminar
on the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002 held on
November 5, 2002, at the Pearl Manila Hotel, Taft Avenue, Manila.

Comprehensive Dangerous
Drugs Act of 2002∗∗∗∗∗

The Academy is pleased to hold today this Seminar on the
Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002, more so because six
judges themselves, on behalf of their colleagues, had conveyed to
us the need thereof.  The Academy was only too glad to respond.

This seminar aims to highlight the features of the new Drugs
Law, including its procedural aspects.  It will point out
differences between the old and the new.  We have purposely
made it interdisciplinary in order to afford our judges an
appreciation of the law enforcement and medical perspectives.
A more in-depth approach will carry us into a logical analysis of
the law and the policy considerations behind the law.

There is also a new thrust in this program in that the
Academy would want to equip you, our participants, to be
judicial distance educators who will echo the course content of
this day’s seminar.  The time of distance education is at hand
and we would like you to be part of this exciting development.
Fr. Ranhilio C. Aquino, Head of the Academic Affairs Office, will
guide you through this session.

We need to address
the deteriorating public order

and security to attain our goal
of economic recovery.
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In your program, we have quoted excerpts from the ponencia
of Justice Reynato S. Puno in People v. Doria, promulgated on
January 22, 1999. This leading case calls for extra vigilance in
deciding drug cases.  It gives us the objective test in buy-bust
operations, popularly used by drugs law enforcers, which should
be viewed in relation to the presumption, juris tantum, of regularity
in the performance of official duty by law enforcement agents.  The
case also reminds all that the common defense of “frame-up”
requires careful consideration.  The same case differentiates
between entrapment and instigation, an understanding of which is
essential to the protection of the constitutionally guaranteed rights
of an individual.

The significance of the comprehensive nature of this new Act
cannot be underestimated.  We need to address the deteriorating
public order and security to attain our goal of economic recovery.
The money that lingers in this underground activity, in fact, already
a business, has taken its toll.  It is one of the largest income-
generating sources for criminal syndicates,  not to mention the fact
that it leads its victims to a degree of self-destruction.  Instances
of hostility and violent behavior, which have been committed by
people under the influence of drugs, are only too well known.  The
breakdown of families and the anguish caused by the drug addiction
of some of its members, are not uncommon.  Indeed, the drug
hazard has become a social ill, statistics showing that there are 3.4
million drug users in the country, or a little over 4 percent of our
population.

It behooves us all, therefore, to help combat this serious malady.
There must be a unified endeavor from the Bar and the Bench, as
vital sectors of society, to join hands in helping eradicate this real
and immensely destructive menace to health, productivity, and
security.

Judicial power must be capable of dealing with the issues posed
by drug cases.  We have to address the problem of delay in their
resolution.  In fact, as far back as August 1, 2000, the Supreme Court
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had designated you as Special Courts to exclusively try and hear
cases involving violations of the Drugs Act.  The same resolution
requires that drugs cases undergo mandatory continuous trial; that
they be terminated within 60 days from commencement of the trial;
and that judgment be rendered within 30 days from submission for
decision.  What is more, no postponements or continuance shall
be allowed.  These are stringent requirements that drugs courts
have to comply with.  That is the reason why the Academy includes
the management of stress, time management, and case flow
management in our educational programs to help you cope with
the demands of judging.

To aggravate the pressure, the new Drugs Law and its
Implementing Rules and Regulations provide only 15 days, not
30, from the submission of cases for decision, within which to
decide cases.

It would be interesting to determine the level of
compliance with these time frames and the impact of your
special courts in the disposition of drugs cases.  Perhaps it would
also be worthwhile to look into how your expertise in the
handling of drugs cases has assisted in the eradication of the
alarming dangers of drug trafficking and drug addiction and as a
result, how the judiciary as a sector of society has assisted in
combating this destructive social disease.

We trust that this seminar will provide you the enlightenment
that you seek and guide you through the problems that you will
encounter in the implementation of the Comprehensive Dangerous
Drugs Act.  Let us all help in the declassification of our country as a
narco-state.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Launching and Demonstration
of the e-Learning Pilot Project for the Judiciary (Modules on
Electronic Evidence and Psychological Incapacity)  held on
December 1, 2004, at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Roxas Boulevard,
Pasay City.

Embarking on Distance Education∗∗∗∗∗

On behalf of the Philippine Judicial Academy, the education arm of
the Supreme Court, we bid you all a pleasant afternoon and a very
warm welcome.  Welcome to the first online e-learning module of
the Academy.

We thank you all for being part of this pioneering effort at
adopting the latest technology for learning.  In particular, we
express our sincerest appreciation to the United States Agency
for International Development, represented here by Mr. Daryl
Veal, and The Asia Foundation, through its Country
Representative, Dr. Steven Rood, for joining us in converting
the challenge of e-technology into an accomplishment.

We also thank our Chief Justice for his leadership and his
openness to keep in step with the rapid growth of technology,
all in the interest of his holistic action plan for judicial reforms
that has garnered regional and international interest and attention.

The challenge to explore the wonders of e-technology is what
brings us together this afternoon.  This is part of a continuous effort
in a country that is archipelagic in nature, to deliver judicial
education closer, faster, and more efficiently to our judges and court
personnel through a cost-effective and interactive medium, without

We are shifting from
“teacher-controlled” learning

 to “learner-controlled” learning.
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sacrificing quality and without the constraints of time and space.
We are migrating from the traditional confines of a physical
classroom to learning in a virtual classroom.  We are shifting from
“teacher-controlled” learning to “learner-controlled” learning.  This
does not mean, however, that we are discarding the conventional
mode of education.  The keyword is “complementarity.”

Thanks to our development partners, we have had the good
fortune of collaborating with the Singapore Network Services
(Crimson Logic) who were responsible for creating for us an
online learning test portal.  They have created and integrated
into an online format the Academy’s existing learning materials
and resources and loaded the content to a learning management
system.

 The two e-learning packages that the Academy has developed
are on Rules on Electronic Evidence and on Psychological Incapacity.
They include modular and interactive devices.  The PHILJA Academic
Council selected these topics and reviewed the module contents.
As we know, psychological incapacity, as a ground for declaration
of nullity of marriage cases, has defied precise definition and has
been the subject of  varying interpretations.  In respect of Electronic
Evidence, with more and more commercial transactions done
electronically, there is need for awareness of the application of
the Rules on Electronic Evidence in legal and judicial  proceedings.

 The module on Psychological Incapacity also includes, as a
unique feature, a Jurisprudential Growth or Timeline that traces
the development of jurisprudence on the subject.  While the
module on the Rules on Electronic Evidence ends uniquely with
a crossword puzzle.

The modules will be made available online from today,
December 1 to January 31, 2005.  The Academy will be monitoring
the project online, through assigned mentors, to track the progress
of participants, to generate feedback, and thereafter to determine
whether this mode would be a good learning tool for judges.
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One hundred five participants, family court judges and
commercial court judges nationwide, with internet-ready
computers, have been selected for this pilot project. They are given
a password, a User ID no. and an e-mail address which will enable
them to communicate with their respective mentors.  They can
communicate their questions directly via e-mail to the designated
mentors for each subject.  In case of technical difficulty, they can
address their problems or queries directly to the Crimson Logic
Emergency Hotline.  In addition, they are provided with an e-
Learning kit that includes an Internet Guide, an Internet pre-paid
card, a mouse pad, and a memo pad, for their use and as  mementos
of this significant project.

There are two computers at the side of the room for those of
you who may be interested to try out the module, first-hand.
Technicians from Crimson Logic will be there to help you.

The e-learning software has been developed.  In the next
few months we will focus on the human factor.  And if the project
proves its worth, the Academy will work on other learning
modules that our judges can avail of at their convenience.

It is a truly exciting development and we thank you all for
joining us in this innovative, interesting, and promising
e-learning experimental project.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Fulbright-Sycip Panel Discussion
on Grave Abuse of Discretion in the Context of Separation of Powers
held on February 23, 2006, at the Hyatt Hotel, Manila, in
cooperation with the United States Agency for International
Development and The Asia Foundation, through the auspices of the
Fulbright-Sycip Distinguished Lecturing Program.

Grave Abuse of Discretion∗∗∗∗∗

On behalf of PHILJA, the Program Management Office (PMO), the
United States Agency for International Development, and The Asia
Foundation, allow me to greet all of you a pleasant afternoon and
bid you welcome to this Panel Discussion on the topic Grave Abuse
of Discretion in the Context of Separation of Powers.  It is a topic
that always arouses keen interest.

We welcome this afternoon’s Resource Speaker from abroad,
Dr. John Sheehan Baker, a Fulbright-Sycip Lecturer and a professor
of constitutional law at the Louisiana State University’s Paul Herbert
Law Center.  He has authored a number of books and has written
articles on human rights and constitutionalism.

We welcome our illustrious panelists: Justice Reynato S. Puno,
our senior Associate Justice and outstanding constitutionalist, and
Justice Adolfo S. Azcuna, himself an eminent jurist.

We are heartened by the enthusiastic response of the invitees
to the activity. We welcome the distinguished audience composed
of Honorable Justices of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeals,
Sandiganbayan and Court of Tax Appeals, and selected judges of
the Regional Trial Courts of Metro Manila.

. . . alongside administrative
supervision of all courts,

the training of judges
is the Court’s responsibility.
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We would also like to take this opportunity to thank the USAID
and TAF for their assistance in this endeavor, and the Fulbright-Sycip
Distinguished Lecturing Program under which auspices Dr. Baker has
been brought to us.

For the information of our Resource Speaker, the Philippine
Judicial Academy is the education arm of the Supreme Court.  Its
mandate is to provide an institutionalized, integrated, and continuing
system of judicial education for justices, judges, court personnel
and lawyers aspiring for judicial posts.  This is so because alongside
administrative supervision of all courts, the training of judges is the
Court’s responsibility.

The term “grave abuse of discretion” is enshrined no less in
Section 1, Article VIII of the Philippine Constitution.  It has given
the Judiciary the power to decide issues involving grave abuse
of discretion amounting to lack or excess of jurisdiction on the
part of any branch or instrumentality of the government.  This
provision was borne out of history.  It was a reaction to our
experience during the martial law years, in the words of former
Chief Justice Roberto Concepcion who authored the provision.
The Supreme Court has construed this to mean not just a power
or authority but a constitutional duty.  It has been considered as
an expanded certiorari power and an “activist mandate.”

The Supreme Court has thus nullified laws passed by Congress
or executive orders issued by the Executive.  In the process, it has
been the recipient of brickbats from several sources. To the Supreme
Court, however, it has no choice but to decide all legitimate issues
on grave abuse of discretion.

In contrast, in the United States, the power of judicial review is
only impliedly granted to the US Supreme Court and is discretionary
in nature.    There is no express conferment on US judges of such a
power or duty.  Many other Supreme Courts are neither given that
power.

Of course, the doctrine of separation of powers imposes upon
the courts a proper restraint.  It enjoins upon each department a
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proper respect for the acts of other departments.  However, with
judicial power as defined in the Constitution, it is well within the
power of the Court to determine whether the executive or legislative
has gravely abused its discretion.

Is there basis, therefore, for the apprehension that judicial
tyranny has been institutionalized by the definition of judicial power
in the 1987 Constitution as claimed by some constitutionalists?

And so today promises to be a really interesting discussion.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Training Needs Assessment Seminar-Workshop held on August
4-5, 2003, at the Manila Pavilion, Manila.

Training Needs Assessment∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is pleased to welcome you to the
first batch of the Training Needs Assessment (TNA) Seminar-
Workshop in Manila, and to be able to publicly acknowledge
this significant partnership with the Asian Development Bank,
through Atty. Elsie Araneta, its Senior Counsel; The Asia Foundation,
through Atty. Carolyn Mercado, its Senior Program Officer; and the
Program Management Office of the Supreme Court, through its
Program Director, Ms. Evelyn T. Dumdum.

It was ADB and TAF which conceived this program under the
ADB-TA Program for Strengthening the Independence of the
Judiciary and Defining Its Accountability.  This program is also
under the umbrella of the Action Plan for Judicial Reform (APJR)
that was launched by Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. when
he took over the helm of the judicial branch of government.

The ADB-TA Program is also aimed at supporting PHILJA’s
initiatives in further developing its current judicial education
and training programs, enhancing capacity building for the
Academy, meaning to say the design, the planning, and the delivery
of educational programs.  As you know, PHILJA is the continuing
judicial education arm of the Supreme Court and is in constant
search for ways and means of improving and refining its educational

. . . we will look into the education
and training needs of judges,

which results will be incorporated
 in the education planning process

and programming of PHILJA.
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programs for the greater good of justices, judges, court personnel,
and lawyers aiming for the Bench.

All these are pursuant to PHILJA’s philosophy that continuing
judicial education is at the heart of fostering excellence in the
judiciary, especially in the new millennium where we must
perforce keep pace with the demand for rapid changes and
sustainable human development.

This, therefore, is what brings us together for these two days –
Training Needs Assessment (TNA).  We are told that it is “a process
of gathering and analyzing information which identifies problems
and opportunities that can be addressed through education and
training for performance enhancement.”  It is intended to give the
judicial education provider, or PHILJA, an understanding of the
deficiencies in knowledge, skills, abilities, and competencies, or
KSAC.  It is meant to help the Academy evaluate the education and
training needs of judges and other court personnel and at the same
time orient the Academy’s own lawyers and training specialists on
the process and conduct of the same.

It should be clarified, however, that the term need is something
that is job-related and that training or education is focused on
performance.  It omits consideration of personal “wants.”  It is
neither a want nor a desire.  It is a gap between “what is” and
“what ought to be.”  It focuses on group assessment rather than
individual needs assessment.  These are important distinctions.

In essence, therefore, we will look into the education and
training needs of judges, which results will be incorporated in the
education planning process and programming of PHILJA.  We stress
that the general objective is “to conduct a prospective assessment
to identify existing and future problems and opportunities of
individual and system performance and anticipate how education
might help address them.”

At the end of the day, we should be able to identify what is the
“ideal” judge, and what the “ideal” judge should know.  We will
identify what should be taught and to whom, when, how, and why.
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We should also be able to identify the learning preferences of our
judges.

Our particular TNA program, therefore, is geared at two things:

1. Doing an actual training needs assessment of judges to find
out what their needs are; and

2. Orienting PHILJA’s own lawyers and training specialists on
the processes and conduct of a TNA.

In other words, it is bifurcated.  PHILJA will focus on its training
specialists, while our judges-participants will be the subjects
of TNA.

We can all look forward then to a fruitful learning
experience.  I ask you all for your unstinting cooperation.  We
must all work for a judiciary that is competent, efficient, worthy
of the trust and confidence of our people, through continuing
quality judicial education.

Let us recall Alvin Toffler’s foresight when he said that “the
illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read and
write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.”

The Manila TNA Seminar-Workshop is formally open.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Plenary Assembly of the Corps
of Professors on Judicial Education and Judicial Learning held on
March 16, 2005, at Le Salon, Hyatt Hotel, Manila.

Corps of Professors:
Plenary on Judicial Education

and Judicial Learning∗∗∗∗∗

We are particularly happy to welcome Mr. George Thomson,
Executive Director, National Judicial Institute of Canada (NJI),
and Ms. Brettel Dawson, Academic Director, also of NJI.  They
planed in last Monday, the 14th, to be with us today.

The National Judicial Institute is our partner in the execution
of the Agreement between the Canadian and Philippine
Governments, entered into in 2002, whose goal is to contribute to
Philippine efforts to improve the quality of judicial services and
access to justice, and to support selected elements of the Supreme
Court’s Action Plan for Judicial Reform.

These elements are broken down into:

1. Strengthening the capacity of the Academy to plan, design,
and deliver educational capacity building programs for
judges and court personnel building for the Philippine
Judicial Academy;

2. ADR strengthening, relating primarily to court-based and
court-annexed mediation and other forms of ADR; and

3. Reform Advocacy, the component pertaining to the ALGs.

But to discern what our judges need,
to define our philosophy of judicial education
and to pursue it, to deliver it in ways helpful

to our judges – only we can do this and we must.
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This Corps of Professors Assembly is part of the judicial
education component.

Present here are the Chairs and Members of the Academic
Departments and our Professorial Lecturers.  Together, they
form the entire regular professorial corps of the Academy.  They
are appointed by the Supreme Court on a full-time basis or on a
part-time basis.  The Professorial Lecturers are likewise appointed
by the Supreme Court but they are called upon when necessary to
teach.

The Corps of Professors consists of incumbent and retired
justices of the country’s appellate courts, outstanding judges
of trial courts, and nationally acknowledged academics in the field
of law.

It was not too long ago that matters that we now take for
granted, such as curricula and design for each program, called for
arduous work, and plenty of conjecture. The very tasks of the
academic and administrative officials of the Academy were far
from clearly defined and the patience and understanding of all were
subject to severe tests.

Together, however, we have prevailed, and the Academy, we
are grateful to recall, enjoys widespread respect and admiration,
credibility and esteem.  Programs are delivered at a regular, in fact,
increasing and sometimes dizzying pace.  But we have not only
increased our courses.  We also take pride in and treasure the
approval and appreciation of the judges and court personnel who
constitute the clientele of the Academy.  And the effort to improve,
we must never allow to slacken.

Today, the professors and lecturers of the Academy assemble
for what has become an annual activity – the assembly of the Corps
of Professors.  We have also had in-house Professorial Competency
Programs, one via tele-conferencing,  which apprise participants
of the principles of professional and adult education towards
efficiency in the delivery of judicial education.
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This year we have asked our partners at the NJI to join us so
that together, with the best of our experiences as a common
resource, we may plan effectively on supporting the reform
endeavor of the Supreme Court by an even more responsive judicial
education.

It is important to be clear about what our friends from the NJI
can do for us, and what we must do for ourselves.  They have a
wealth of experience in judicial education.  We ask them to allow
us to draw from it.  They have expertise in adult and professional
education.  We entreat permission to profit from it.  They have
invented and innovated.  We request to avail of  their reservoir of
creativity.  But to discern what our judges need, to define our
philosophy of judicial education and to pursue it, to deliver it in
ways helpful to our judges – only we can do this and must.

There will then be two parts to this day’s activities.  Our friends
from Canada will share their experience in judicial education
drawing attention to the marked advantage of participatory
methods of delivery of judicial education and to the practicality of
skills-based education.  All of us will subsequently be called upon
to make use of this learning and to apply ourselves to proposing a
program of education that is particularly ours, purposely judicial,
and truly responsive to the exigencies and particularities of the
Philippine setting.

A teacher does not always receive sufficient material
recompense for the investment of mind and spirit.  But the judicial
educator holds the distinction of enjoying the trust of the Supreme
Court, the confidence of the judiciary, and the assurance that
through relevant lectures, thoughtfully planned and skillfully
directed, and fruitful discussions, he makes what often seems to
be the abstract ideal of justice real for every litigant who
approaches the Bench and prays for it.

With the presence of our partners, Mr. George Thomson and
Ms. Brettel Dawson, we are confident that we will have a fruitful
exchange of views that will include enhancing professorial and
instructional strategies as well as engaging ourselves with
international best practices.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Opening of the San Beda Graduate
School of Law held on June 19, 2004, at San Beda College, Mendiola,
Manila.

PPPPPHILJA and the San Beda
Graduate School of Law:

A Consortium∗∗∗∗∗

I felicitate San Beda College and its Rector-President, Fr. Anscar
Chupungco, O.S.B., for having taken this venerable institution
to greater heights with the opening of a Graduate School in
Law. A graduate school is always a mark of the maturity of any
educational institution, for what graduate education offers is a
level of education characterized by philosophical depth and
scientific rigor.

It gives us real pleasure at the Philippine Judicial Academy,
the organ of the Supreme Court of the Philippines for the
continuing education of judges and court officials and personnel,
to partner with San Beda College. It is the very first educational
institution with which the Academy has entered into a formal
consortium, through an agreement receiving nothing less than
the Supreme Court’s stamp of approval in a formal en banc
Resolution. Thus has the High Court recognized the excellence
of San Beda College, particularly in the field of legal education.

Because of this partnership between the Academy and San
Beda College, our judges and court officials now have a chance
to earn a coveted Master of Laws degree, with virtually half of their
academic units credited from courses attended at the Philippine
Judicial Academy. The consortium agreement expressly provides

It is said that a learner gets only
as much from an educational institution

as he is willing to put in.
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that professors of the judicial program, while invited by San Beda
College, must meet with the approval of the Philippine Judicial
Academy.  This guarantees that you who earn your graduate degrees
here have only the best and most competent of professors and
lecturers.

I invite your attention to the fact that all lecturers on your list
are members of the Corps of Professors of the Philippine Judicial
Academy, all appointed by the Supreme Court. All must meet either
of two criteria: they must either be outstanding jurists who have
distinguished themselves by their careers on the Bench, or noted
academics particularly in the field of law and jurisprudence.

The Philippine Judicial Academy steers itself by the motto:
Excellence through Judicial Education. Quite clearly, the
Benedictine motto gives it Divine Depth and Dimension: That
in all things God may be glorified. Not only then do we strive
after excellence through the advanced legal education that
takes place here. We also pray that all our endeavors give glory
to God and build his Kingdom.

It is said that a learner gets only as much from an educational
institution as he is willing to put in. Professionals all, you have
nevertheless opted to pursue a more demanding course of
study. We are thus assured that you will put in very much of
yourselves in your studies towards a Master’s degree in Law.
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* Message delivered at the Judge-to-Judge Dialogue on the Power
of the Judge: Taking Control of the Courtroom held on August 2,
2007, at the Traders Hotel, Roxas Boulevard, Pasay City.

The Power of the Judge:
Taking Control of the Courtroom∗∗∗∗∗

The judge’s function at any trial
is to be the directing and controlling mind
at the trial and not a mere functionary,

to preserve order and lend ceremonial dignity
to the proceedings.

Initially, may I state that PHILJA is happy to welcome publicly
Mr. Scott Ciment, Country Director of the American Bar
Association–Rule of Law Initiative.  Collaboration has been good
with the past Country Directors, Mr. Paul J. Simonett and Ms.
Teresa Cannady, and we are confident that it will continue to be
so.

PHILJA is also relieved that today’s Judge-to-Judge Dialogue
is being held with us since the topic The Power of the Judge:
Taking Control of the Courtroom is a component of judicial
education.  In fact, it has always been included in both its core
programs and some special focus activities, although in more specific
terms such as Court Management and Case Flow Management.
What is important henceforth, is that duplication or overlapping in
all programs involving judicial education is avoided pursuant to
Administrative Circular No. 57-2003 dated November 11, 2003,
entitled  Delineating the Training Functions of the Philippine Judicial
Academy, the Office of the Court Administrator, the Employee

 Justice Angelina Gutierrez
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Training and Development Division, Office of  Administrative Services,
the Program Management Office, the Court of Appeals, the
Sandiganbayan, and the Court of Tax Appeals.

 I am afraid that our Executive Judges, who are our participants
in today’s dialogue, may find some duplication with the seminars
we held for them recently.  Where there is overlapping, perhaps
today’s discussions could serve as refreshers considering that
specific requests have come from the judges themselves. Future
programs will have to be re-studied.

When I was still a Court of First Instance Judge in the late 1960s,
we had discussions on whether the judge should have anything to
do with court management.  There were many of us who believed
that administrative matters were best left to the clerks of court.
Time and experience, however, have supported the affirmative of
the proposition and now there is no longer any dissent.

The judge should control trials.  It should not be left to the
lawyers much less to the litigants.  Management is the order of
the day. In fact, we have included time management in our courses,
but we have yet to include weight management.

It is most logical, therefore, that our session presenter as well
as our discussant for court management are our Deputy Court
Administrator and Assistant Court Administrator, respectively.  In
fact, that is the reason why PHILJA’s Department of Court
Management has always been headed by our Court Administrator.

We have introduced a slight change, however, in that we have
requested an incumbent trial court judge from Cavite Province,
whose reputation as a good court manager has spread far and wide,
to share his experience in the field with us.  And since Court
procedures are an inevitable part of court management, we have
chosen incumbent and experienced magistrates and expert lecturers
from appellate courts as our discussants.  The open forums
scheduled after presentations should also make for good sharing of
perspectives and deriving of lessons.
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Hopefully, to reach more of our judges and court personnel, we
will look again into the possibility of video conferences.  The Court
has the equipment.  It is for us to try and improve on their actual
application and implementation.

In every democracy, judiciaries are expected to work efficiently
and effectively.  With judges in control of trials and ably managing
their courts, we can all be confident that this goal will be achieved.
Judges will thus be true to their Commitment to the Cause of Justice,
made after each orientation program, that they “shall preside over
all sessions of the Court with zeal to grant redress to those who are
wronged and to bind the wounds of those injured by inequity, malice
and greed.”  They have also committed “to turn the wheels of justice
swiftly without, however, leaving the track of due process.”

Let me close with this reminder from Justice Angelina Gutierrez,
an incumbent Justice of the Supreme Court, when she spoke at a
Moot Court presentation in one of PHILJA’s orientation programs:
“The judge’s function at any trial is to be the directing and controlling
mind at the trial and not a mere functionary, to preserve order and
lend ceremonial dignity to the proceedings.  A judge’s duty is to
ensure fair trial.”

All the foregoing said, I am confident that we can all look forward
to a one-day seminar on a topic of great importance to a judge’s
performance, to a credible judicial institution, to a working
democracy, and to public trust and confidence.
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* Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Case
Flow Management Orientation and Training Seminar held on
December 3-4, 2002, at The Pearl Manila Hotel, Taft Avenue and
General Luna Street, Manila.

Case Flow Management∗∗∗∗∗

True to its vision of improving the administration of justice in
the country, the Philippine Judicial Academy embarks today on
another dynamic pilot project. We hope that it can revolutionize
the flow and management of court cases from start to finish,
and fine-tune our courts for a fair, transparent, and effective
court administration.  It is another forward leap towards a reform
initiative that is doable, implementable, sustainable, and
important to a democratic environment in contrast with one that is
autocratic.

This novel long-term program is parallel to our ongoing efforts
in mediation that PHILJA started two years ago.  Mediation is now
in place.  Mediation Center units have been established in Metro
Manila, Cebu and Davao.  We are ready to train more mediators so
we can spread the benefits of mediation nationwide.  Even now,
we have been receiving requests for the extension of the mediation
process in different courts in the country, the latest request coming
from Cagayan de Oro City.

DCA Zenaida N. Elepaño and I were challenged by Case Flow

The Organizing Committee
is keenly aware of its limitations

to revise existing procedures.
It is also conscious of the difficulties

of implementing a new system in busy courts
with ongoing daily obligations.
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Management (CFM) or Case Tracking and Management since two
years ago.  But it is only now that we are able to bring it to fruition,
thanks to the indispensable assistance of The Asia Foundation (TAF)
and Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., through the Program
Management Office.  In the process, we have looked into
international best practices and have adapted them to our local
needs and priorities.

This project is also an output of the Training Program on “Court
and Case Flow Management” held in Japan on June 3-24, 2002, under
the auspices of the Asian Development Bank–Technical Assistance
(ADB-TA) facility.  It is a project headed by Ms. Elsie Araneta of the
ADB Legal Counsel Office, who we are privileged to have with us
this morning.  Many of the participants in that Japan activity are
playing key roles in this endeavor.

We start this CFM project with caution, deliberately refraining
from embarking on overly ambitious initiatives.  The Organizing
Committee is keenly aware of its limitations to revise existing
procedures. It is also conscious of the difficulties of implementing
a new system in busy courts with ongoing daily obligations.  Case
Flow Management has been conceived, therefore, to be a parallel
activity, within the parameters of existing laws, rules and circulars.

We are only too aware that one of the problems plaguing the
administration of justice is the congestion of court dockets and the
long-lamented period it takes for a case to be decided.  While we
cannot actively prevent the increase and movement of population;
or the increase in the number of laws and a corresponding increase
in rights, obligations, and judicial remedies; or the lack of courts
and lawyers engaged in litigation; we can do something to maximize
judicial output and monitor dockets.  This is an area where we can
be the principal actors. We can be our own producers, our own
playwrights, our own directors.

Specifically, we envisage proactive courts: monitoring and
scheduling cases to expedite case disposition within specified
time periods; using computerized information to document needed
reports and data inputs; reducing opportunities for corruption and
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ensuring accountability; identifying languishing cases and judges;
pinpointing  obsolete, inefficient or redundant procedures that cause
delay; streamlining repetitive tasks; continuously looking into how
to correct improper record management and poor time
management; and facilitating appellate review.  And beyond the
confines of court management, we aim to ultimately enhance
fairness, transparency, and accountability in our judicial system.

The macro objective is to bring about a significant organizational
change and operational benefits and introduce coherent case
management.  That is the reason for the interdisciplinary character
of this seminar with both RTCs and First Level Courts and all key
court personnel involved.  Workshops will validate the draft
guidelines and forms, refine them in consultation with one another,
and make adjustments as necessary, to the end that we arrive at a
consensus work plan.

Let us anticipate that, like mediation, we can replicate the
system nationwide.  The project should not stop at the pilots.
We have a time frame of two years from January 2003, to
effectuate individualized case management.  PHILJA remains
committed to work for future resources that will sustain this
significant reform measure and improve the administration of
justice and the integrity of our judicial system.

Let the motto be:  “Control Cases, or else, they control us.”

As of today, the courts of Pasay City assume the lead role. To
your credit,  the committee has selected you for this pioneer
undertaking because you have shown leadership, a potential for
achievement, the ability to overcome the inevitable resistance to
change, and the necessary commitment.  Congratulations.

With these few thoughts, it is my privilege to declare this Training
and Orientation Seminar on Case Flow Management open.
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* Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Criminal
Courts Management Program (roundtable discussion) held on
August 15-16, 2002, at the Pan Pacific Hotel, Manila, in
collaboration with the U.S. Department of Justice, Criminal Division,
Office of Overseas Prosecutorial Development Assistance and
Training.

On Criminal Court Management∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy and the Office of the Court
Administrator of the Supreme Court welcome this opportunity
to collaborate with the Office of Overseas Prosecutorial
Development Assistance and Training (OPDAT) of the United
States Department of Justice, Criminal Division, in this Criminal
Courts Management Program.

When the Philippine Judicial Academy conceptualized its
educational philosophy, it took cognizance of the fact that a
judge must not only decide cases and rule on disputes.  A judge
must also manage his court, and supervise its personnel.  While law
school prepares our judges with the knowledge of the law, it does
not prepare them for the demands of management and
administration.

Thus, in its curricula and programs, the Academy has had lectures
and workshops on Court and Case Flow Management.  But this is
the first time that we will focus on a criminal courts management
program.  Our judges-participants, therefore, are those assigned to
handle heinous crimes cases and those with a heavy load of criminal

While law school prepares our judges
with the knowledge of the law,

it does not prepare them for the demands
of management and administration.
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cases.  On the managerial level, the Office of the Court Administrator
is ably represented by two of its top officials and by its officers in
the supervisory and management levels.

We are only too aware that unnecessary delay in the processing
of cases in courts diminishes the attainment of justice.  It also
increases the costs of litigation.  Evidence can be lost; witnesses
can change their minds; and public trust and confidence in the justice
system suffers.

It gives us great satisfaction then that through our reliable
partner, USAID-AGILE, the Academy can make available to our judges
the experience of our American counterparts at managing the affairs
of courts in criminal cases.  It is one of those welcome opportunities
to compare our management processes in the Philippines with
American judicial experience. I am sure we all look forward to
profiting from this comparison and learning approaches, perhaps
still untried in this jurisdiction but already put to good use by our
American colleagues.

The Academy has made every effort to see to the conjunction
of foreign models with the rules that are controlling on our domestic
courts.  I need not belabor the fact that for any proposal to be
feasible, it must be made within the parameters of the rules by which
we must abide.  Our American guests have consulted with our local
experts, all of them professors of the Academy.  Many of them will
join our sessions as reactors.  We are confident that they will link
what we can only anticipate to be exciting proposals with the
requirements of domestic law and rules.

I wish to thank the USAID-AGILE for assisting the Academy in
this program, and for its steadfast support in  other undertakings as
well.  The Academy and USAID-AGILE are firm in the conviction that
attaining the goal of development in no mean measure depends on
the resoluteness with which crime is dealt with, and the certainty
with which wrongdoing is punished and the legal order vindicated.
This, ultimately, is the vision that inspires this seminar.

I wish to welcome our American guests, Judge Ronald Lew, US
District Judge in the Central District of California, and US District
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Court Executive Sherry Carter, and to thank them for coming all the
way from the States to spearhead this program.  I wish to welcome
our participants and to assure you that the Academy will not spare
anything to make all resources available so that you may, with
competence and exemplary efficiency, make less elusive than it has
seemed, the realization of the vision of a progressive society that
strictly adheres to the rule of law.

We trust that pointers can be derived for an effective
management of heavy criminal case loads, as well as provide the
motivation for our judges to monitor every case on the docket; and
maintain time standards not only in criminal cases but also in civil
cases and domestic relations cases.
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* Welcome and Opening Remarks delivered at the Evaluation
Workshop on the Use of Live-Link Television held on February 28,
2003, at the Lotus Garden, Padre Faura St., Manila.

Live-Link Television
in the Courts∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy has had a long and close
association with live-link television, originally termed as closed circuit
television or video-conferencing.

It all started with a country report of a UN Needs Assessment
Mission in 1997 finding that there was “need to undertake a
comprehensive reform of the system of administration of
juvenile justice,” particularly with respect to child-indifferent
rules of procedure and the lack of training on child rights among
Philippine judges.  We then addressed these concerns, along with
judicial education in the juvenile justice system. We looked into the
perceived intimidating atmosphere of a courtroom, particularly of
court proceedings for child victims, which could be as traumatizing
as their victimization.

We started with the basics through a study of the impact of the
constitutional provision that requires face-to-face confrontation
between the accuser and the accused.  We even took our cause to
the Judicial Colloquium in Vienna, Austria, on October 27, 1999,
where we presented our proposals, video-conferencing among them,
and their justification.  After an in-depth study of local and foreign
jurisprudence, as well as legal ramifications, the Research Group of

This evaluation workshop . . .
is... vital to our common effort

to give special protection to our children
in our own sphere of influence—the courts.
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the Judicial Reforms Office produced  a video, with instant actors,
depicting the use of video-conferencing and recommending the
adoption of rules for the purpose. Participants in our various
seminars have validated those rules.

We then submitted our recommendation to the Supreme Court
for the adoption of a Rule on the Examination of a Child Witness
that included the use of video-conferencing and video-
teleconferencing of testimony.  Before long, the Court promulgated
the first landmark Rule on Examination of a Child Witness, effective
on December 15, 2000, with  acknowledgement of PHILJA’s study
and recommendation which “proved helpful to the Committee as a
reference document.”  Among others, the Rule provides for live-
link television testimony in criminal cases so that the child avoids
face-to-face confrontation with the accused.

Our appreciation goes to the UNICEF for its forward-looking
approach:  in pioneering with PHILJA in this new field and risking the
non-approval of the recommended rules; and in subsequently
providing the necessary equipment in our facility in Tagaytay, where
it installed the first-ever video-conferencing equipment used to this
day for training purposes.  Since then the UNICEF has installed live-
link television in eight Family Courts around the country led by
proactive Judges and justified by the density of cases they handle.

This evaluation workshop involving courts with this equipment
is, thus, vital to our common effort to give special protection to our
children in our own sphere of influence—the courts.  We are anxious
to learn of your  experiences in the use of this modern technology,
your problems, your solutions, and the impact of its use on cases in
our Family Courts.  How can we maximize its use?  Are our courts
more responsive now to the special needs of children?  Has its use
made any difference? Where do we go from here?  The Rule is in
our books, indeed, but what about its implementation and
effectivity?

You will be in good hands for the rest of the day under the
leadership of Professor Sedfrey M. Candelaria and Professor Alberto
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T. Muyot who are strongly committed themselves and dedicated to
our common objective to strengthen the judicial protection of
children to safeguard their rights and to see to their welfare.

Opportunities like this do not come just by chance.  Let us make
full use of what UNICEF has made available to us.  Let us stay live
on Live-Link Television.
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* Welcome and Opening Remarks delivered at the Workshop on
Electronic Raffling of Cases held on September 13, 2006, at the
Supreme Court Training Room, Ground Floor, Centennial Building.

Electronic Raffling of Cases∗∗∗∗∗

Warm greetings to all on this Case Flow Management Workshop
on the Electronic Raffling of Cases.

Since the advent of ICT, or Information and Communications
Technology, I have noted that the letter “E” has attained steady
prominence.  We have heard of e-commerce; of e-library, of e-
learning; of e-payment; of the delivery of e-government services;
of e-economy; even of the e-Asean task force; and now the new
“E” or e-raffling.

The system of raffling cases has always been done in order to
ensure fairness in the distribution of cases within the courts.  That
was so when I was  a Court of First Instance Judge in “19-forgotten.”
It is still practiced today.  In my era, it was done “bingo style.”  We
had a basket in the shape of a wine glass, with numbered bingo
chips inside.  The numbers were then drawn one by one to
correspond to the number of cases that had to be distributed. I
understand that the procedure is still being used in the Supreme
Court, with modifications, and with separate committees for en banc
and division cases, composed of  designated justices themselves.

The lower courts have resorted to the use of roulette because
of the anomalies said to have accompanied the practice. Separate
raffles are held for cases handled by regular courts and those under
the special courts to protect the credibility of the exercise.  But
whichever the method, old-fashioned or  modern, all procedures
have always been zealously safeguarded by committees in the lower
courts headed by Executive Judges.

Rightly so, because there should be no occasion for doubt in
the mind of the people as to the impartiality of the proceedings
taking place inside our courtrooms.    That is the reason why raffling
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is always done  transparently, in open court, in the presence of
lawyers and litigants, and with due notice and posting.

Today, we are being introduced to a state-of-the art procedure
of raffling that will be a component of Enhanced Case Flow
Management.  The novelty of it alone is exciting.  Its implementation
will even be more challenging.

E-raffling is coming to the courts; it will no longer be the exclusive
domain of electronic raffles of private enterprises that determine
the winners in their promotional enterprises.  But with this big
difference – not only a few winners will be chosen, with the
administration of justice as the overall  winner.

It is my privilege then to welcome you all to this novel
undertaking, a brainchild of Justice Antonio T. Carpio, the Chair
of the Computerization and Library Committee of the Supreme
Court.

To one and all,  goodbye to manual raffling!  Thrice welcome
to the new e-knowledge, particularly, e-raffling!
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∗ Lecture delivered at the Eighth National Convention-Seminar and
General Meeting of the Philippine Women Judges Association held
on March 12-13, 1999, at the Fiesta Pavilion, Manila Hotel.

1. Administrative Order No. 35-96, dated March 12, 1996.

2. An Act Establishing the Philippine Judicial Academy, Defining Its
Powers and Functions, Appropriating Funds Therefor, and for
Other Purposes, Republic Act No. 8557, enacted on February 26,
1998.

PHILJA and Judicial Reform∗∗∗∗∗

The original charter of the Philippine Judicial Academy1 mandated
that it formulate and implement a “continuing program of judicial
education for justices, judges, court personnel and lawyers.”  Its
legislative charter added “aspirants to judicial posts”2 as
beneficiaries of its programs.

You may thus rightly wonder – how is it that PHILJA, basically a
training institution, is now also immersed in judicial reform?

PHILJA’s involvement began on July 14, 1997, when the Supreme
Court, speaking through Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa, directed
the PHILJA Chancellor to “conduct an in-depth examination of our
present legal and judicial system for the purpose of upgrading,
improving and reforming it to meet the changes in and challenges
of the new millennium.”

In fact, as the education arm of the Court, PHILJA would have
had to address this concern, sooner or later, for judicial education
is a tool of judicial reform which, in turn, is a permanent
commitment of the judiciary, particularly, of the Supreme Court.
As it is, with the proposals it has submitted and yet to submit, PHILJA
is turning out to be the “seed bed” of ideas for judicial reform.

. . . let us light the judicial trail
for the new millennium

with the positive judicial reforms of today.
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Additionally, PHILJA’s ongoing participation, as Chair, in the
management study component of the SC-UNDP project is a principal
contribution of the Academy to judicial reform.

Judicial Reforms Committee – Going back to historical origins,
it was in November 1997 that PHILJA created the Judicial Reforms
Committee broken down into two groups, the Consultants Group
and the Research Group.  The Consultants Group has a membership
of 10, composed of retired Justices of the Supreme Court, the Court
of Appeals, and prominent members of the academe.  The Research
Group has 11 members drawn from the Court of Appeals, the
academe, and prominent members of the Bar.  Both groups submit
proposals for judicial reforms to the Supreme Court; however, the
proposals from the research component are presented to the
Consultants Group for endorsement prior to submission to the
Supreme Court.

The proposals submitted by the Reforms Committee have
followed, more or less, the lineup of the hierarchy of the Courts.
Thus:

I.  SUPREME COURT

A. Elimination of Labor Cases

For the Supreme Court, we proposed the elimination of labor cases
from the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.3

While we had proposed the enactment of legislation, the
Supreme Court decided in the case of St. Martin Funeral Home v.
National Labor Relations Commission, September 16, 1998, that
appellate review over cases decided by the National Labor
Relations Commission aptly belongs to the Court of Appeals.

3. Recommendation No. C-2, January 22, 1998.
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B.  Case Flow Management

We also proposed reforms for Case Flow Management in the
Supreme Court including guidelines in the unloading of cases;4 but
since this belongs exclusively to that tribunal, I will not discuss it at
length.

C.  Publication and Information Office

Another proposal was “To Place under the Office of the Chief Justice
the Public Information Office Created in the Office of the Court
Administrator.”5 The objective is to have a more authoritative
handling of “the public relations of the judiciary, including the
maintenance of the lines of communication between the media
and the judiciary, the conduct of outreach programs to educate
the public on the workings of the judicial system, and the preparation
of summaries of important decisions to help reporters covering the
Supreme Court.”

Another basis for the proposal was that, hopefully, more could
be done to defend the judiciary at all levels from the unfounded
criticisms leveled against it.

II.  COURT OF APPEALS

A. Orientation Session

The Reforms Committee had suggested and, in fact, had already
conducted, a “Briefing or Orientation Session for Newly Appointed
Justices of the Court Appeals.”6

The rationale for this proposal was to assist the new Appellate
Justices bridge the transition from either the practice of law, or
from the lower courts, or from the prosecution service, or from

4. Recommendation No. C-3, January 29, 1998.

5. Recommendation No. C-6, September 3, 1998.

6. Recommendation No. R-4, December 7, 1998.
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other offices, to the Court of Appeals; and to acquaint them with
the collegial setup of an Appellate Court, the respective functions
of its different offices, the flow of cases from filing to eventual
disposition, the intermediate steps during the process, as well as
the rights and privileges of a Court of Appeals Justice.

B.  Revised Internal Rules

In June 1998, the Reforms Committee forwarded to the Court of
Appeals its suggestions on (1) Revised Internal Rules of the Court
of Appeals, or RIRCA, and (2) decongesting the docket and improving
the case flow in said Appellate Court.7

As our Lady Appellate Justices know, these were taken up at
their deliberations last January 30, 1998.  Whether they are to be
adopted eventually is really up to that Court and its magistrates.
What is important is that the process has been started and,
hopefully, will produce such changes as the Appellate Court may
wish to introduce to upgrade its systems and procedures.

C.  Jurisdiction Over Pure Questions of Law

Another proposal is the expansion of the jurisdiction of the Court
of Appeals to allow its taking cognizance of cases involving pure
questions of law by petition for review in accordance with Rule
42.8   This will require an amendment of Section 9(3) of BP Blg. 129,
as amended, and Section 2, subsection [c[ of the 1997 Rules of
Civil Procedure.

The above coincides with Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr.’s
proposal in his recent speech “Leading the Philippine Judiciary
Toward the Third Millenium” to limit the Supreme Court’s judicial
tasks to cases involving constitutional issues of transcendental
importance.

7. June 19, 1998.

8. Recommendation No. C-9, January 29, 1999.
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III. SANDIGANBAYAN

No reforms have, as yet, been proposed for this anti-graft tribunal.
However, in the SC-UNDP Committee on Management Study of the
Judiciary, the Sandiganbayan’s organizational structure and
administrative management procedures are also presently under
study.

IV. COURT OF TAX APPEALS

Similarly, no specific reforms have been proposed for the Court of
Tax Appeals although we are also presently looking into its
organizational structure and administrative management
procedures.

V.  REGIONAL TRIAL COURTS

A. Uniform and Simplified Orders

A recent proposal submitted to the Supreme Court in November
1998, is that of “Adopting Uniform and Simplified Orders for Trial
Courts.”9  It was suggested that this be undertaken on an
experimental basis and covers Orders (1) granting or denying
motions which can be heard ex parte by the trial courts and,
therefore, are addressed to their sound discretion; and (2) granting
or denying contested motions.  From time to time, simplified forms
will continue to be submitted to the Supreme Court for approval.

The reason for these simplified orders is to speed up their
issuances and expedite trial.

B.  Electronic Updates

As of May 1998, we had also proposed, and the Court had approved,
the project on “PHILJA Updates in Electronic Format.”10  This is being

9. Recommendation No. C-8, November 5, 1998.

10. Recommendation No. R-2, May 22, 1998.
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tested in 99 pilot courts  provided with computers and actually
dovetails with Chief Justice Davide’s objective, expressed in a Policy
Statement, to “maximize available court technology and adopt new
and appropriate forms of technology.”  The Updates include recent
laws, Supreme Court Circulars and Orders, Administrative
Proceedings Against Judges and Court Personnel, and selected
lectures given during PHILJA seminars.  Training programs in the
use and operation of the electronic Updates were given to court
personnel and some judges who also chose to attend.

We are now evaluating the efficacy of this type of presentation.
In the meantime, we are preparing the Updates in printed form so
that we may be able to reach more judges and court personnel
nationwide.  This will initially cover a simplified presentation of
new rulings laid down by the Supreme Court En Banc so that our
judges may be duly apprised of them at the earliest possible time.

C.  Feedback and Reactions

Our proposals for reforms, however, are not one-way.  For feedback,
and to elicit opinions and reactions , we had asked our Regional
Trial Court judges to submit their own suggestions for judicial reforms
in a Judicial Career Development Program held for them.  These
proposals are then evaluated by the Judicial Reforms Committee.

VI.  FIRST LEVEL COURTS (METC, MCTC, MTC, MTCC)

A. Simplified Orders

These courts could also make use of the simplified Orders, if
approved by the Supreme Court.

B.  Batas Pambansa Blg. 22 Cases

A big problem confronting First Level Courts is the proliferation of
BP Blg. 22 cases.  We understand that some of these courts have
as many as 2000 cases each.  The imposition of filing fees in BP Blg.
22 cases under a recent Supreme Court Circular has not significantly
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reduced the number.  Courts continue to be utilized as collection
agencies.

Under study are (1) the decriminalization of these cases; (2)
the creation of small claims courts; and (3) the possible adoption
of the Revised Rule of Summary Procedure for BP Blg. 22 cases.
This latter proposal tallies with Justice Josue Bellosillo’s suggestion
in his speech “To Do Justice for All x x x and by All,” to formulate
guidelines on fast-tracking certain types of cases from filing to
disposal within a reasonable time frame without affecting vested
rights.

C.  Feedback and Reactions

In one of the Judicial Career Development Programs for first level
courts, the judges also submitted their own proposals for reforms,
which are then studied by the Judicial Reforms Committee.

VII. SPECIFIC PROPOSALS

A. Constitutional Reforms

1. Electoral Tribunals

We proposed to reform the composition of the Senate and House
of Representatives Electoral Tribunals.11

The 1935 Constitution provided for an electoral tribunal in each
house of Congress composed of nine members, three of whom
were Justices of the Supreme Court designated by the Chief Justice,
and the remaining six were members of the Senate or the House of
Representatives, as the case may be, who were chosen by each
House, three upon nomination of the majority and three upon
nomination of the party having the second largest number of votes
therein.

The 1987 Constitution changed the composition of the electoral
tribunals and introduced the multi-party system. So that, now, the

11. Recommendation No. C-4, March 23, 1998.
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members of the Senate or the House, as the case may be, are
chosen on the basis of proportional representation from the
political parties and the parties or organizations registered under
the party-list system represented therein. Equal representation of
the political parties has been done away with. As it turns out,
therefore, as was our experience as a former Chairman of the
House of Representatives Electoral Tribunal, a majority party whose
members in the House overwhelmingly outnumber the members
from the minority parties, can control the disposition of election
contests in the tribunal.

We, therefore, recommended that Section 17, Article VI of the
1987 Constitution be amended by restoring the equilibrium in the
voting strengths of the majority party and the Justices in the
electoral tribunals that existed under the 1935 Constitution by
limiting their memberships to only three each. The remaining three
seats reserved for the minority parties should be filled on the basis
of proportional representation, in deference to the multi-party
system enshrined in the 1987 Constitution. Thus, a more just
disposition of electoral disputes in the Tribunals is ensured. The
ruling party would not be able to arbitrarily control and dictate the
decisions of the Tribunal and, in the event of a stalemate between
the majority and minority parties, the Justices would have the
deciding votes and may cast them in accordance with the merits of
the case, devoid of partisan or political considerations.

2. Judicial and Bar Council

We also proposed reforms to some constitutional provisions on
the Judicial and Bar Council (JBC).12

a. Membership

We believe that the membership provided for in Section 8(1),
Article VIII of the 1987 Constitution, is not totally free from
politics with the Secretary of Justice (an alter ego of the
President of the Philippines, a politician) and a representative

12. Recommendation No. C-5, July 6, 1998.
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of the Congress (an avowed politician), as members.  We thus
proposed that the Secretary of Justice and the representative
from each House of Congress be not Members of the JBC but
Consultants.  We believed it also advisable that representation
come from each House of Congress rather than the present
setup where a member from each House alternates in sitting in
the Council due to a defect in the wording of the provision.  If
both of them sit at the same time, they are, peculiarly enough,
entitled to only one-half vote each.

b. Nominees

Further, in regard to the list of nominees submitted by the JBC
to the President, the present constitutional provision requires
at least three nominees for every vacancy.  A problem arises
when there are not enough nominees to the vacant positions,
especially in outlying areas.  As a result, many vacancies exist
because there are no takers.

We proposed, therefore, that where there are not enough
nominees to a vacant position, the Chief Justice must certify
to the non-availability of enough nominees and that a lesser
number of nominees, or even if only one, be allowed to be
submitted by the Council.

c. Aspirants

We also believe that instead of aspirants to judicial posts
applying for the position, the initiatory step shall be the
recommendation for nomination from the Bench or Bar or motu
proprio from the JBC, specially when the vacancies to be filled
are in the higher courts.

d.  Completion of PHILJA Programs

As regards the nominees for appointment to the first and
second level courts, we proposed that they first complete the
programs prescribed by PHILJA and comply with all the
requirements incident thereto, pursuant to Section 1(b) of
Republic Act No. 8857, in order to qualify for nomination by
the JBC.
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e. Consulta to the Supreme Court

We even went further to propose that the nominees of the JBC
be submitted en consulta to the Supreme Court En Banc before
the names are submitted to the President.  This may allay the
misconception regarding the possible influence of politics in
the selection of nominees for judicial posts.

The foregoing proposals are, we believe, in line with the
expressed objective of the Chief Justice in his speech entitled
“Leading the Philippine Judiciary and the Legal Profession
Towards the Third Millenium,” to insulate the selection process
and appointments to the judiciary from political patronage.

B. Proposed Reforms in the Philippine Juvenile Justice System

These reforms were proposed to ensure compatibility with
international standards set by the Convention on the Rights of the
Child and Other Agreements.  These covered:

1. Advocacy of the doctrine of “Best Interests of the Child”
in handling of child cases;

2. Re-examination and reformulation of Rules of Procedure
to especially address the needs of child advocacy within
the justice system;

3. Effective caseflow management and case monitoring not
only to shorten the life of a child case and hasten its exit
from the justice system but also to facilitate data gathering,
analysis and evaluation necessary to provide an accurate
picture of system response and outcome;

4. Active participation in and coordination with government
agencies and non-government organizations for the
development of diversion programs for child offenders as
an alternative to the justice system;

5. Establishment and upgrading of youth detention centers
and holding rooms adjacent to or near child and family
courtrooms; and
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6. Extensive training in dealing with child and youth cases
through judicial education of judges and court personnel
involved in the juvenile justice system.

a. Tele-Video Conferencing

Currently under study is the adoption of tele-video conferencing
or short-circuit television, whichever  would be more feasible,
in taking the testimony of child-victims to prevent a traumatic
experience for the child and to protect the child’s psychological
well-being.  Before its adoption, it will, of course, be necessary
to hurdle the constitutional prescription of confrontation of
witnesses and due process and determine the most viable and
economical technological equipment for the purpose.  Taped
investigative interviews and their admissibility, for which
amendment to rules on evidence will be necessary, are also
being looked into.

C. Values Education

Nor have we forgotten the importance of Values Education as an
element in judicial reform.  It is included in practically all educational
programs, be they for judges or court personnel.  Core values are
stressed to strengthen ethical principles and moral values in order
to assist judges and court personnel to avoid, as much as possible,
pitfalls in the exercise of their functions.

D. Management

Speaking of management, we have our Total Quality Management
Program, or TQM, which basically encourages the courts to work
as a team from the Presiding Judge down to the last employee,
thereby bringing about a participatory rather than a hierarchical
method management.  When Chief Justice Davide was appointed,
he received specific requests for TQM from some judges for which
reason, in his Policy Statement also termed “Davide Watch,” he
directed PHILJA to refine its TQM system and to identify and measure
key performance areas.
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A companion program is the Trial Court Performance Standards
and Measurements Seminar introduced by the Office of the Court
Administrator with two such seminars already conducted.  Our
judges have found the program very effective in gauging their
judicial performance and measuring their progress.

E. Others

1. Mandatory Mediation

Under study is a “Proposal to Pilot-test the Efficacy of Court-
Referred Mediation as Part of Pre-Trial and Tap the Services of
Retired Judges to Assist the Trial Courts.”  We recommend therein
that the Supreme Court, on a test basis, adopt a system of mandatory
mediation and make it mandatory for litigants to undergo mediation
or conciliation proceedings at the pre-trial stage of the proceedings
in any of the following cases:

a. BP Blg. 22 and collection cases;

b. Forcible entry and detainer cases;

c. Disputes involving juvenile and domestic relations;

d. Consumer disputes; and

e. Disputes among relatives.

Again, this coincides with Chief Justice Davide’s proposal in his
Policy Statement to promote alternative modes of dispute
resolution, and Justice Josue N. Bellosillo’s suggestion in his speech
entitled “To Do Justice for All x x x and by All” to use effective
caseflow management procedures, which include extensive
employment of discovery methods and pre-trial techniques.

2. Article 243, Revised Penal Code

Our Proposal No. C-7 recommended the expansion of the coverage
and increase of the penalty for violation of Article 243 of the
Revised Penal Code.  This provision serves to enhance the
independence of the judiciary but has been consigned to limbo.  It
penalizes any executive officer who shall address any order or
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suggestion to any judicial authority with respect to any case or
business coming within the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of
justice.

Aiming for an effective deterrent, we proposed that the
coverage of Article 243 be expanded to include any “public officer”
and not just an “executive officer,” and the increase of the penalty
for violation of the law from “arresto mayor and a fine not exceeding
Five Hundred Pesos (P500)” to “prision correccional and a fine of
Fifty Thousand Pesos (P50,000).”

3. Amendment of Rule 14, 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure

Our Proposal No. R-3 recommended the amendment of Sections
1, 3, 4, and 7 of Rule 14 of the 1997 Rules of Procedure by
prescribing:

a. That issuance of summons shall be within five working days
from the filing of the complaint;13

b. That the server shall serve the summons within five working
days from the date of receipt thereof;14

c. That after completion of the service, the server shall have
five working days within which to serve a copy of the return
to the plaintiff’s counsel, and return the summons to the
clerk of court who issued it;15 and

d. For substituted service, service shall be affected within 15
working days from the return of unserved summons.16

The rationale for this is that the service of summons plays a
vital and indispensable role in the whole judicial process for it is
then that jurisdiction over the defendants and other principal
parties of a case is obtained.  Thus, measures to ensure the fast,
certain and convenient service summons should be adopted.

13. Sec. 1.

14. Sec. 3.

15. Sec. 4.

16. Sec. 7.
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VIII.  SC-UNDP Project

As initiated earlier, we are presently collaborating with the SC-UNDP
project in its Management Study of the Judiciary as approved by
the Supreme Court in AM No. 98-7-03-SC on November 24, 1998.
For this purpose, we have created five Panels starting from the
Supreme Court down the line to the First Level Courts to study the
organizational structure and administrative management
procedures of the courts, e.g., identifying dysfunctions and
capability gaps, as well as overlapping of functions.  The purposes
for the study are:

1. to manage the administrative processes with maximum
efficiency and effectiveness without interfering in the
adjudication of cases;

2. to create a new environment in the administration of
courts where good management practices can thrive to
enhance judicial decision making;

3. to strengthen the judicial system so that it can quickly and
easily adapt to changing circumstances and confront future
changes, e.g., increase in population, increase in cases filed,
complexity of the rules of procedure and the cases filed;
and

4. to develop at least a one-year, three-year and five-year
development plan for the courts “to keep them in tune with
the times.”

PHILJA is also actively involved in major focus areas of the SC-
UNDP Project, namely (1) Continuing Legal Education; (2) Law,
Justice and Economics; and (3) Local Governance and the Judicial
System.  Depending on developments, we may eventually see these
subjects in PHILJA’s educational modules.

We hope to be able to come up with our recommendations on
the Management Study this month, although the period given us of
three months within which to do so is actually much too short.
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In connection with this Management Study, we sincerely thank
those of you who were interviewed by the Panels, served as
Resource Persons, or responded to questionnaires.

IX.  CONCLUSION

Summing up – PHILJA participates in ongoing multi-sectoral projects
for judicial reform in four ways:

1. Through the ongoing education of judges towards a more
competent and enlightened administration of justice;

2. Through a values-education program as well as the
enhancement of managerial skills towards a more
participative, pro-active and responsive court-system;

3. Through a series of proposals formulated by the Judicial
Reforms Committee within the Academy; and

4. Through direct and active involvement in the SC-UNDP
Project on the Management Study of the Judiciary.

With the first two ways, in particular, PHILJA not only proposes
reforms but brings them about through the education and formation
of judges and court personnel.  Our seminars and courses not only
provide us with splendid opportunities to interact will all of you,
but also serve as learning forums for sharing experiences, insights,
suggestions and problems.  These, in turn, allow PHILJA to make
more pragmatic suggestions towards judicial reform.

PHILJA will continue to be alert to clues and suggestions
towards judicial reform.  It will continue to be the clearing house
for proposals that it actively elicits from different sectors of society,
particularly from members of the Bench, the Bar and the public.

As a parting thought – let us light the judicial trail for the new
millennium with the positive judicial reforms of today.
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∗ Lecture delivered at the Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa Centennial
Lecture Series held on October 9, 1998, at the Supreme Court Session
Hall, Manila.

Legal and Judicial Education Reforms
and the Narvasa Court∗∗∗∗∗

I. INTRODUCTION

I consider it a signal honor to be included in the array of seasoned
lecturers in these series of Centennial Lectures in honor of our
revered Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa.

I stand before you, however, with a great deal of trepidation
and a deep feeling of inadequacy because I know that I am
more of a student than a teacher and lecturer.

Nonetheless, I summoned the courage to accept the
assignment from Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., Chairman of the
Organizing Committee, in humble effort to project the
initiatives, strategies, and accomplishments of the Narvasa Court
in the field of legal and judicial education reforms.

In this discussion, legal education will refer to lawyer
education as distinguished from judicial or judge education,
although it is very common to refer to legal education for judges.
There is no question, however, that both aspects go hand-in-
hand as the quality of legal education directly affects and influences
the quality of the judiciary.

It is the vision, the leadership,
the logistical support

and the judicial will of the Narvasa Court
that has made the reforms
and innovations possible.
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A. Heightened Interest in Reform Measures

There has been an impressive and increasing interest in legal and
judicial reforms not only within the system, where we can expect
it, but also by governments, international organizations, legal NGOs,
as well as other sectors of society.  In fact, we can even say that
there has been an explosion of activity in the field.  We may,
perhaps, attribute that interest to the fact that said reforms are
called for not only for the enhancement of the quality of justice
through professional competence but also because they can be
powerful tools for changing and shaping the judicial system.  In fact,
judicial education has been referred to as an “agent of leadership
and change.”1

Concrete proof of the interest in legal and judicial education
reforms of an international organization is the very recent one-
year project of the Narvasa Court and the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) for technical assistance to
the Philippine Judiciary on Justice and Development.  The
project aims to improve the quality of justice in the Philippines
by strengthening and enhancing the various reform measures
which have already been and will continue to be undertaken
by the Court.  Broadly, the legal and judicial reforms envisaged
are aimed at attaining what is referred to as sustainable human
development.  Specifically, it may include, among others, the training
of lawyers who aspire to become members of the Bench.  Associate
Justice Josue N. Bellosillo is the Special Representative of the Court
for the joint project and provides the general policy directions.

II.  LEGAL EDUCATION REFORMS

A. The Courts and the Criminal Justice System

Dean Roscoe Pound had occasion to observe years ago that a cause
of public dissatisfaction with the courts was public ignorance of
the workings of the judicial branch.  Indeed, we have all been

1. Livingston Armytage, LLM Hons.
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witnesses to the public negativity about the courts, according to a
survey by the Social Weather Stations in October 1996.

With vision and foresight, Chief Justice Narvasa had addressed
this problem in his handbook on “THE COURTS and the Criminal
Justice System,” first published in 1996 and translated since into
Pilipino and Visayan.  The handbook is an outreach effort to
communicate with the public in a simplified, effective and
systematic manner.  It treats of the four-level hierarchy of the court
system; the remedies available from the courts; the stages in
criminal proceedings with graphical diagrams for easier
comprehension; the differences between civil actions and criminal
actions; the other powers and functions of the court other than
adjudication such as disciplinary power and the rule-making power;
the flow of appeals; and the expanded or total court system in the
Philippines.

The primer even preceded the Narvasa Court-UNDP project that
stresses the need for enhancing communication between the
judiciary and the citizenry.  It is truly a significant contribution and
a lasting legacy of Chief Justice Narvasa to the legal system, to
judicial administration, and to legal and judicial education reforms.

B.  Assessment of the Law School Curriculum

The joint Narvasa Court and UNDP project contemplates the re-
assessment of the curriculum of law schools to prepare lawyers
to handle basic sector cases and to include social reform laws in
said curriculum.  It may also advocate that law practitioners be
required to undergo regular updating and orientation towards
those goals to keep them abreast with new realities.

C.  The Court Committee on Legal Education

The Narvasa Court completed the composition of the
Committee on Legal Education in an en banc resolution, dated
October 18, 1994, by designating Justice Florenz D. Regalado as
Chairman, and Associate Justices Flerida Ruth P. Romero and
Jose C. Vitug as members.  As with the pre-Narvasa Court, the
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Committee acted on all matters brought to the Court on legal
education, particularly, the approval of applications for clinical
legal education.

But even before 1994, the Narvasa Court had approved the
legal assistance programs of the following schools:  (1) the San
Sebastian College of Law on August 4, 1992 (Bar Matter No. 561);
(2) the Faculty of Civil Law of the University of Santo Tomas on
May 13, 1993 (Bar Matter No. 644); and (3) the College of Law of
the Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila on July 2, 1993 (Bar Matter
No. 667).  The foregoing approvals of the Court were conditioned
upon the consistent observance of the provisions of Rule 138-A of
the Rules of Court, specially in appearances and participation of
students in proceedings before the judicial, quasi-judicial and
administrative bodies contemplated in and authorized by the said
Rule.

These accreditations by the Narvasa Court served to enhance
both the student practice of law and the free legal assistance to
persons who would otherwise be unable to engage the services of
a lawyer.  This is a matter also being stressed by the SC-UNDP
Project in the pursuit of its objective to ensure access to justice by
the disadvantaged sectors and obtain equal justice under the law.

D. The Integrated Bar of the Philippines and Continuing Legal
Education

Of late, what could be a momentous step in legal education reform,
pending consideration by the Court, are the “Proposed Rules on
Minimum Continuing Legal Education for Active Members of the
Integrated Bar of the Philippines” adopted by the Integrated Bar of the
Philippines (IBP) Board of Governors and submitted to the Narvasa
Court for its approval by the IBP National President on June 29, 1998.
Capsulized, the said Proposed Rules would require:

1. The completion of 36 hours of approved continuing legal
education activities every three years by practicing attorneys
(2.1).
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2. The subjects to be covered in the continuing legal activities
would include, among others, (a) legal ethics and/or law
practice management; education in alternative dispute
resolution, and negotiation techniques (2.1.1); (b)
enhancement of trial and pre-trial skills, including discovery
methods (2.1.3); and (c) study of law, substantive and
procedural laws and new cases handed down by the
Supreme Court (2.1.4).

3. The categories of credit are: (a) participatory credit such
as attending approved education activities like lectures,
panel discussion, and the like, and speaking in approved
educational activities (4.1.1; 4.1.2); (b) self-study credit,
like viewing of videotapes of approved activities or
preparing, as an author or co-author, written materials
published or accepted for publication (4.1); and (c) in-
house education studies (4.1.4; 7.1.5).

4. Exempted from the continuing legal education
requirement are retired judges, officers and elected
officials of the Republic of the Philippines, full-time
professors at law schools accredited by the Supreme
Court, and full-time employees of the Republic of the
Philippines acting within the scope of their employment
(6.1-6.1.4).

5. Failure to complete the education requirement within
the compliance period or extension thereof or to
provide attestation of compliance among others, would
constitute non-compliance and enrolment as “an
inactive member of the IBP (who) will not be permitted
to practice law until such time as adequate proof of
compliance is received by the IBP” (13.2).  The process
of enrolment as inactive member is considered as
administrative in nature (4.2).

6. A Standing Committee on Minimum Continuing Legal
Education composed of five members to be appointed
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by the IBP Board of Governors (16.1) will take charge of
administering the continuing legal education program.

The Proposed IBP Rules await action by the Court.

III.  JUDICIAL EDUCATION REFORMS

It is in the area of Judicial Education Reforms that the Narvasa
Court has made significant impact, particularly, in the establishment
of the Philippine Judicial Academy.  Chief Justice Narvasa himself
said in his Inspirational Message to Legal Researchers attending a
PHILJA-IJA Seminar Workshop on August 28, 1998:

I must say that of the many initiatives and projects undertaken
during my tenure as Chief Justice, nothing has given me greater
satisfaction and sense of fulfilment than the establishment of
the Philippine Judicial Academy.

As the cornerstone of judicial education reforms of the
Narvasa Court, therefore, allow me to dwell at length into the
Academy’s history, its goals and its educational programs.

On October 8, 1992, Chief Justice Narvasa, with his usual
vision and foresight, issued Administrative Order No. 169-92
creating a committee to formulate recommendations and
objectives for the establishment of Judicial Academy.

On March 2, 1993, the committee submitted its proposed
draft of the Administrative Order creating the Philippine Judicial
Academy.  The draft was a collation of the individual ideas,
combined experiences and empirical orientations of the
committee members.

On July 19, 1995, President Fidel V. Ramos authorized the
transfer to the Narvasa Court of the majority shareholdings of
the government in the Ridge Sports and Country Club Corporation
in Tagaytay City consisting of about 3.5 hectares for the purpose
of establishing a Judicial Academy.  It was a dream fulfilled.  The
said property is now the seat and campus of the Academy.
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On August 29, 1995, the Court En Banc issued a Resolution
authorizing the assignment of qualifying shares of stock to
specified court officials and the election of interim directors
and officers to run and manage the Center.

On March 12, 1996, in Administrative Order No. 35-96, the
Narvasa Court formally established the Philippine Judicial Academy
or PHILJA.  It is a unit of the Supreme Court and is specifically
charged “with the formulation and implementation of an
institutionalized, integrated, professionalized and continuing system
of judicial education for Justices, judges, court personnel and
lawyers.”2 It has taken over all existing programs for orientation,
career development and continuing judicial education heretofore
undertaken by the Court through the Office of the Court
Administrator.  It coordinates with the Institute of Judicial
Administration of the University of the Philippines (IJA) whenever
necessary and appropriate.  As it is, almost all PHILJA training
activities have been undertaken in coordination with the IJA, which
has given unstinting support.

On the same date, March 12, 1996, Chief Justice Narvasa
appointed the late lamented Justice Irene R. Cortes and yours
truly as Vice Chancellor and Chancellor, respectively.

PHILJA is governed by a Board of Trustees chaired by the
Chief Justice.  It has three executive officials, Chancellor, Vice
Chancellor, and Executive Secretary.

In two separate circulars, the Narvasa Court directed the
inclusion of PHILJA education programs in conventions of
judges3 and court personnel.4

Barely two years after its establishment, or on February 22,
1998, PHILJA gained congressional recognition through the

2. Second Whereas; Sec. 1, Ibid.

3. Administrative Circular No. 11-96, dated October 10, 1996.

4. Administrative Circulars No. 13-96, dated November 28, 1996.
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enactment of Republic Act No. 8557.  This law gave PHILJA a
legislative charter and institutionalized it as a “training
institution for Justices, judges, court personnel, lawyers and
aspirants for judicial posts.”5  Republic Act No. 8557 retains the
same original PHILJA Charter, but broadened its functions by
providing that as soon as PHILJA shall have been fully organized,
“only participants who have completed the programs prescribed
by the Academy and have satisfactorily complied with all the
requirements incident thereto may be appointed or promoted
to any position or vacancy in the judiciary.” We have Senate
President Marcelo B. Fernan to thank, for the passage of this
legislation.

In this connection, the Narvasa Court-UNDP project also speaks
of the training of lawyers who aspire to become members of the
Bench, with the system in Japan eyed as a possible model.

To the credit of the Narvasa Court, with the blessings of
President Fidel V. Ramos and aware of the very limited facilities in
the Ridge Resort and Convention Center, Chief Justice Narvasa has
made possible the inclusion in the budget of an appropriation for
the construction of another PHILJA training center at the same site
with more adequate facilities.

Chief Justice Narvasa, indeed, deserves to be known as the
Father of the Philippine Judicial Academy.

IV.  JUDICIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In the formulation of its judicial education curriculum and programs,
PHILJA, as the education arm of the Supreme Court, is guided by
the following criteria: (1) the goal of judicial education, which is, to
enhance the quality of justice by raising the professional

5. An Act Establishing the Philippine Judicial Academy, Defining Its
Powers and Functions, Appropriating Funds Therefor, and for Other
Purposes, Republic Act No. 8557, Sec. 3.
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competence of judges; and (2) the constitutional mandate that
“members of the judiciary must be of proven competence, integrity,
probity and independence, and assures all persons the right to a
speedy disposition of their cases before the judicial bodies.”  The
portfolio of programs thus includes:

A.  Hierarchical Programs

1.  Orientation and Immersion Programs

Newly appointed judges, including first level court judges
(Metropolitan Trial Courts [MeTC], Municipal Trial Courts in Cities
[MTCC], Municipal Trial Courts [MTC], Shari’a Circuit Trial Courts
(SCTC), Shari’a Circuit Courts [SCC]), promoted to the second
level or Regional Trial Courts, are required to undergo an
Orientation Seminar before their assumption of judicial
functions.  The first level judicial education will assist them in
bridging the transition from Bar to Bench.6 The program is a
five-day resident familiarization course aimed to equip them
with the basic tools of judgeship: work aptitudes and work
ethics; courtroom semantics; communication techniques, and
handling relationships with the Bar and the public; inform them
of Supreme Court administrative circulars and orders, including
latest jurisprudence.

Seven Orientation Programs have been held to date.

The new judge also undergoes an Immersion Program at his
station.7 The  program is under the supervision of the respective
Executive Judges, or in the case of RTC judges assigned to single
sala stations, the nearest RTC Executive Judge.  The new judge
does not hear cases until after the program is completed.  The
program includes actual observation of court trial sitting with
an experienced judge; observation of the activities in the Office of

6. Administrative Circular No. 6, dated October 11, 1988.

7. Administrative Circular No. 6, as amended by Administrative
Circular No. 12-96, dated November 19, 1996, and Administrative
Circular No. 6-98, dated July 29, 1998.
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the Clerk of Court; preparation of an inventory of cases, meetings
with court-related agencies and, in general, familiarizing them with
their new roles as dispensers of justice in their respective territorial
areas and as court managers in their own courts.  After completion,
the executive judges concerned submit Certificates of Completion
to the Supreme Court.

2. Judicial Career Development Program

The Judicial Career Development Program (JCDP) is the second
level of judicial education.8 It is a career enhancement seminar
for the experienced jurist, normally with at least three years
experience and who is not nearing retirement.  The program
updates them on emerging trends in law, including advances in
technology and research; makes a critique of decisions and
orders actually rendered by judges of the same level; avails of
creative teaching techniques including mock trial scenarios,
audiovisual presentations and realistic hypothetical cases.

The Court of Tax Appeals was included in one JCDP for
Regional Trial Court Judges.9

To date, four Judicial Career Development Programs for
Judges of the first and second level have been conducted.

3. Executive Judges’ Seminar

Programs for Executive Judges focus on judges designated by
the Supreme Court to act as such to assist it in the efficient
management of lower courts within their respective
administrative areas.  Since it is a leadership-centered module,
strategies for team management and team leadership are
stressed.  They are also briefed on how to conduct Immersion
Programs for newly appointed judges.  These are, of course, in
addition to basic course offerings.

So far, five Executive Judges’ Programs have been given.

8. Administrative Circular No. 6, dated October 11, 1988.

9. PHILJA 63 JCDP R[2] ’98.
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4.  Programs for Special Courts

Although not yet fully implemented, training will be given to trial
judges assigned to Branches designated as special courts.  These
could be criminal courts, courts handling intellectual property rights
(IPR), or forestry and environmental cases.  With the new law
establishing Family Courts in every province and city, with exclusive
original jurisdiction over child and family cases, judges and personnel
thereof will be given training in handling cases within their special
jurisdiction.

5. Appellate Justices’ Conference

For the first time, the Court of Appeals Justices held their own
conferences, beginning with the first  held on August 29, 1997,
with visiting US Judge Clifford D. Wallace of the Ninth US Circuit
Court of Appeals as speakers. In this program, our Court of
Appeals Justices exchanged views and information on the
intricacies of the appellate justice system and on strategies for
improvement.

The second conference, held on November 18-20, 1997,  was
more of an information-sharing and a discussion of common
problems besetting the appellate court participated in by the
Justices themselves.  Instead of the usual lecture format, the
panel discussion type was adopted with each Justice designated
as a panelist to discuss a specific topic or issue.

A third activity is slated soon.

6. Programs for Court Personnel

Court personnel receive their share of attention.  We have
designed programs for clerks of court, legal researchers, social
workers, and sheriffs, tailored to their respective needs.  For
legal researchers, e.g., they are re-oriented on their respective
functions and responsibilities, given problems to solve through
library research and a theoretical problem which requires them
to submit a Memorandum of Law.  For clerks of court, records
management and dynamics of Judges-Court Personnel
Interaction are discussed.  Sheriffs are refreshed on the nature and
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functions of their office, their limitations and liabilities, their role
in the administration of justice, and guidelines for the execution of
judgments.  These are in addition to basic topics, such as ethics for
court personnel, relationships with the Bar and the public,
workshops on problems with judges, court personnel and lawyers,
and the like.

Eleven Seminars for court personnel of different levels have
been conducted.

7. Convention-Seminars for Judges and Court Personnel

With the inclusion of PHILJA training programs in convention-
seminars for Judges and Court Personnel held in different judicial
regions, PHILJA has been able to reach many more judges and court
employees than would otherwise have been possible using only the
limited facilities of the Tagaytay Ridge Convention Center.  In 1997,
specially with the Special Focus Programs, by actual count, PHILJA
ministered to the training needs of 3,237 Justices and judges and
5,316 court personnel, although it is likely that there were double
participations, depending on the type of program attended.

To date, six such convention-seminars for Judges of the first
and second level courts have been held, and 10 for court
personnel.

B. General Format of Training Programs

A Curriculum Committee, composed of authorities in their
respective areas of expertise, collaborate and plan effective
and efficient course offerings.  A full-time faculty has yet to be
formed.

The lecture format is usually availed of.  Topics are carefully
chosen to include the theoretical and practical aspects of judicial
work.  Subjects on ethics, values, and work attitudes are
indispensable in every program.  Lectures are followed by lively
open forums where the participants propound questions borne out
of their work experiences.
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When the negative public perception of judges was released
by the Social Weather Stations, Inc., in 1996, its officials were invited
to present the results frankly and professionally to judges and court
personnel.  Reactors from the Bench, the Bar and the media were
also invited.  Judges’ reactions to the survey results varied from
disbelief, indignation and challenged even the methodology used.
Nonetheless, everyone appreciated the need to strive for a more
positive public perception of the Bench.

To familiarize judges and court personnel with advances in
computer technology, the theoretical perspective and the
practical application aspects are regularly given.  It was included
as a topic in the Appellate Justices’ Conference.  The Narvasa
Court continues to address the judges’ need for computer
technology skills as funding becomes available.

Additional delivery mechanisms include workshops for
increased interaction and maximum participation;
demonstration trials with accompanying lectures on trial
techniques, case management, pre-trial, and judging; written
assignments, such as writing of decisions and pre-trial orders;
suggestions to improve the public perception of judges and
proposals for judicial reforms.  Participants are graded for their
work.  Lastly, dialogues are held between participants and
pertinent officials to help judges address their administrative
needs and problems ranging from court personnel, financial
matters, requisition of supplies, materials, books and practically
anything and everything that they need clarification on.  Thus,
PHILJA Seminars serve not only as sources of information but
also as communication links.

Handouts consisting of the Handbook on The Courts and the
Criminal Justice System, latest pertinent laws, court decisions, and
relevant Supreme  Court Circulars affecting judges and personnel
are invariably given.  Lecturers are also requested to give their
outlines and/or texts of their lecture in advance as a facilitating
factor.
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The individual evaluations made by the participants after every
training program guide the planners in the design of future courses
and in determining whether what has been taught has been caught.

C.  Special Focus

PHILJA focused on special areas of concern:

1. The Seminars on the 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure

One-day seminars on the 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure were
conducted nationwide in order to acquaint Justices of the Court
of Appeals and Sandiganbayan, judges of the Court of Tax of
Appeals, trial judges, clerks of court, division/branch clerks of
court, and court attorneys with the salient features of these
Rules promulgated by the Narvasa Court on April 8, 1997, and
made effective beginning July 1, 1997.  Lecturers and Resource
Persons in these one-day seminars were the members of the
Revision of the Rules of Court Committee themselves.  The
Seminars were conducted not only in the National Capital
Judicial Region but in other strategic areas in the different
regions, notably in the cities of Dagupan, Naga, Iloilo, Cagayan
de Oro and Davao.

The series covered nine seminars.

2. Seminars on Election Laws

A series of seminars on Election Laws was held beginning March
6, 1998, to March 30, 1998, in Manila and in different regions of
the country.  They were held to prepare our Regional Trial Court
Judges for the many election cases that were expected to be
filed arising from the May 11, 1998 elections and to update them
on the party-list system which was to be implemented for the first
time.

Four such seminars were held.

3.  Courts, Domestic Violence and Child Abuse

With the proliferation of domestic violence and child abuse cases,
seminars on how to make our courts more gender-sensitive, more
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child-sensitive, and more effective in coping with the peculiar nature
of those cases are held.

Last May 14-15, 1998, PHILJA and the Ateneo Human Rights
Center, with funding provided by “Save the Children Fund-UK,”
jointly sponsored a Workshop on Strengthening the Legal Protection
for Children.  Republic Act No. 8557 authorizes PHILJA to enter into
consortium agreements like this with other educational and training
institutions for the development,  continuing development, and
implementation of programs for career development and
continuing judicial education.  Participants were a cross-section of
judges, prosecutors, social workers, police, public attorneys,
physicians, psychologists and psychiatrists.  It was PHILJA’s first
multi-disciplinary approach in the conduct of seminars.  In that
Seminar, a survey on tele-video conferencing was also conducted
to determine whether such a technology could be adopted by the
courts in cases involving children, the stage of the case at which it
could best be utilized, and the possible issues or problems that may
arise from its use.

4. Training for Family Court Judges

Pursuant to Republic Act No. 8369 or the “Family Courts Act of
1997” which provides that its judges and court personnel are to
undergo training and must have the experience and
demonstrated ability in dealing with child and family cases, the
Narvasa Court has authorized the holding and implementation
of a Training-the-Trainors Program.  This is geared towards the
learning of methods to determine the training needs of judges
and personnel insofar as child and family laws and procedures
are concerned, the preparation of course curricula, and designs
and materials according to the requirements of the Family
Courts Act.

The concept has struck a responsive chord with the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights, which is now working on a
training-the-trainers program involving youthful offenders.  A joint
activity involving all pillars of the criminal justice system may likely
be undertaken  in the near future.
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5. Joint Educational Programs

On September 25, 1998, PHILJA cooperated with the Credit Card
Association of the Philippines in its “Seminar on the Access
Devices Regulation Act of 1998” or Republic Act No. 8484, to
introduce judges to new tools of trade and commerce such as
credit/charge cards and ATM cards, to discuss the salient features
of the law, and to update them on commercial law concepts.

In the planning stage is a joint activity with another group
on “Y2K” or the “millennium bug,” to apprise judges of the facts
and to enable them to cope with the legal questions that are
bound to arise from this dreaded global concern.

D. Management and Performance Assessment Programs

1.  Total Quality Management for Trial Courts

To strengthen the managerial capabilities of judges and improve
the quality of the delivery of basic judicial services to our
people, a series of Seminar-Workshops on Total Quality
Management (TQM) for Trial Court Judges and Court Personnel
was launched in Davao City in 1996.  TQM focuses on a
management strategy which emphasizes teamwork and a
participatory, rather than hierarchical, method of management
and personnel administration.

During these seminars, participants are instructed on how to
organize TQM teams upon their return to their respective courts
with the Presiding Judge as Team Leader and all court personnel as
members.  They are then expected to formulate their long-term
vision, their mission, and their shared values; identify problems and
propose solutions; and devise strategies for the improvement of
their respective Courts.  A system of periodic reporting is likewise
encouraged whereby TQM teams regularly inform PHILJA of the
progress of their efforts as well as problems or difficulties
encountered and resolved.  Thereby, the TQM Seminar does not
become an end in itself, but one which sets into motion a series of
activities that hopes to address strengths, weaknesses, and defects
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in the judicial machinery at the basic unit, which is the trial court.
The expectation is that TQM may prove to be an important vehicle
for ushering in a new concept of quality service in our trial courts
and leave our court users more satisfied with the justice system.

The Narvasa Court-UNDP project also speaks of the need for
TQM in all levels of the judiciary including the Supreme Court, in
order to enhance administrative processes.

Eleven TQM Seminars in different parts of the country have
been undertaken for judges and court personnel alike.

2. Seminar-Workshop on Trial Court Performance Standards
(TCPS)

This was a novel project of the Office of the Court Administrator,
PHILJA and IJA held last August 12-14, 1998, at Tagaytay City.  It is
patterned after a similar program by the Institute for Court
Management in Virginia, USA.  The program is designed to
develop a common language of describing, classifying, and
measuring the performance of trial courts, as well as create a
mechanism for court self-evaluation in order to improve the
administration of justice on the basis of universally accepted
performance standards.  Five key performance areas, by which
judges can measure their performance, were stressed, namely,
(1) Access to Justice, (2) Expedition and Timeliness, (3) Equality,
Fairness and Integrity, (4) Independence and Accountability,
and (5) Public Trust and Confidence.  The seminar ends with a
specific commitment by the participants to enhance their
performance as judges through self-evaluation.

V.  THE JUDICIAL REFORMS COMMITTEE

Ever conscious of the need for institutional reforms, the Narvasa
Court, on July 14, 1997, directed PHILJA to undertake an in-depth
examination of the present legal and judicial system for the purpose
of “upgrading, improving and performing it to meet the changes
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and challenges of the new millennium.” This was upon the
suggestion of Associate Justice Artemio V. Panganiban.  The directive
led to the creation of PHILJA of a Judicial Reforms Committee in
the latter part of 1997.  For practical purposes, the Committee was
divided into two groups – the Consultants’ Group composed of
retired Justices of the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, and
other legal authorities from the academe; and the Research Group
with a diverse membership, which provides technical support to
the Consultants’ Group but without prejudice to the submission of
its own recommendations.  Proposals for reform submitted  so far
have included:

1. Elimination of Labor Cases from the Original Jurisdiction
of the Supreme Court;

2. Proposed Reforms for Case Flow Management in the
Supreme Court;

3. Proposed Constitutional Reforms in the Composition
of the Senate and the House of Representatives Electoral
Tribunals;

4. Proposed Reforms to Some Constitutional Provisions
on the Judicial and Bar Council;

5. Proposal for Reforms in the Philippine Juvenile Justice
System;

6. Proposal to Provide “PHILJA Updates in Electronic
Format”;

7. Proposal to Place under the Office of the Chief Justice the
Publication and Information Office Created in the Office
of the Court Administrator; and

8. Suggested Reforms in the Revised Internal Rules of the
Court of Appeals (RIRCA),

which will be taken up in that Court’s conference next year.

These proposals are under advisement by the Court.
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VI. PHILJA UPDATES IN ELECTRONIC FORMAT

Cognizant of the need to provide judges and court personnel with
quick access to updated legal and other pertinent information, the
Narvasa Court approved the “PHILJA Updates in Electronic Format”
on June 1, 1998.  This is an electronic research system, the use of
which is subject to the terms of copyright.  Initially, the “Updates”
will include the following materials:

1. 1991-1998 laws;

2. selected 1997 administrative proceedings against judges
and court personnel;

3. selected 1996-1998 Supreme Court Circulars,
Administrative Orders and Resolutions; and

4. selected PHILJA lectures.

Other relevant and useful information, like summaries of
Supreme Court Decisions, will be included as the process
matures.  The initial distributions, starting this month, shall
cover 99 pilot courts in the National Capital Judicial Region,
which are equipped with the requisite minimum computer
hardware equipment.  The PHILJA Updates will be loaded into
the hard disk units of those computers.  In cases where hard
disk loading cannot be immediately accomplished, the PHILJA
Updates will be stored in diskettes and delivered to the Courts
in that form.  Training sessions for designated users on the efficient
use of the system, with a training manual provided, are now ongoing.
PHILJA’s partner in this experimental endeavor is CD Asia, Inc.,
headed by its President, Atty. Emmanuel L. Caparas.  They have
graciously agreed to shoulder production and installation costs.

VII. CONCLUSION

It is the vision, the leadership, the logistical support and the
judicial will of the Narvasa Court that has made the foregoing
reforms and innovations possible.
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The Narvasa Court may be nearing the end of its voyage and
reaching shore.  But, as Coleridge has said “like a lantern on the
stern of a ship, which illuminates the waves that are behind
us,” the Narvasa Court has charted for us the course to continue
for legal and judicial education reforms.
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∗ Welcome and Opening Remarks delivered at the First Supreme Court
Centenary Lecture Series held on July 11, 2000, at  the Session Hall,
Supreme Court, Manila.

A Hundred Years of Judicial Wisdom∗∗∗∗∗

On June 11, 2001, a century shall have passed since Act No. 136 of
the Second Philippine Commission ended the provision phase of
the Philippine Judiciary in the wake of the United States military
occupation of the Philippines.  A new era dawned.  The Supreme
Court of the Philippines was enacted into existence.

Chosen to preside over it was a Filipino who had sat as member
of the Audiencia Territorial  and was respected by all, Filipino and
foreigner alike.  He was Secretary of Foreign Affairs, and then
Secretary of Justice in  the Revolutionary Government headed by
General Emilio Aguinaldo.  His expertise in law was beyond question,
and while most lawyers of the time, until the recent past, would
only cite an authority like Manresa with utmost deference, Mr. Chief
Justice Cayetano L. Arellano had no hesitation about taking issue
with him on some finer points of law.

Since that day, the Supreme Court of the Philippines, at the apex
of the country’s judicial hierarchy, has championed the Constitution
and its guarantees.  Before it stood the mighty and the lowly alike,
to be reminded that ours has been, and will be, a government of
laws and not of men!  With judicial perspective, it has brought the
power of judicial analysis to bear on issues, both quotidian and
recondite, so that only what the law provides and equity concedes,

. . . Supreme Court of the Philippines,
at the apex of the country’s judicial hierarchy,

has championed the Constitution and its guarantees.
Before it stood the mighty and the lowly alike,
to be reminded that ours has been, and will be,

a government of laws and not of men!
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as it is discerned by the incisive and perspicacious minds of its black-
robed justices, may prevail.  Batas at bayan, magpakailanman.

Like any human institution, however, the Court has had its own
share of light and shadow.  It has been chastened by adversity and
criticism.  Human foibles and the fickleness of public regard have
tested its mettle.  Yet like gold emerging from the refiner’s furnace,
the Philippine Supreme Court has risen from the crucible of crises
not unscathed but purified and ennobled.

Today, we start the Centenary Lecture Series that is one of the
key activities of our Centenary Celebration.  Acknowledged
authorities and leading jurists will address us on different themes,
some general in focus, others more particular.  A common intent,
however, runs through them all:  that we may all better appreciate
the traditions of the Court, and the singular service it renders to
our people.  For even the discussions of foreign jurists will provide
us with the global perspective within which the Supreme Court must
chart the course of its own future.

One feature of this project is the involvement of law schools
headed by their law deans.  While the older generations reminisce
and reflect, it is to the young that traditions are handed down.  The
future of the Philippine Judiciary is, without doubt, among those
who now attend law school as students.  To them, the Supreme
Court must not only be the oracle of doctrine and of jurisprudence.
It must be a dynamic institution that, struggling with vicissitude both
from without as from within, must continue to be for all the polestar
of a regime of law and of justice.

I thank you all for your presence this afternoon.  I hope we will
all continue marking this centenary year by gathering once a month,
like a family does.  We shall sit by the fire, as the wise of our judicial
village tell us stories that are woven into our identity, and open our
eyes to the wonders that, for now, we can only imagine as those
who have seen them fire our imagination and spur our vision.

With these thoughts, I welcome you all very warmly.  Let us
now sit by the fire and listen to the first story of a hundred years.
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∗ Delivered at the Forum on Academe Meets Government on Judicial
Reforms held on January 20, 2005, Bulwagang Claro M. Recto,
Faculty Center, University of the Philippines, Quezon City.

Academe Meets the Government
on Judicial Reforms∗∗∗∗∗

To speak of judicial reform in the Philippines is to speak of the
vision and mission of Chief Justice Hilario G, Davide, Jr., and of
his Action Plan for Judicial Reform (APJR).

We are the first country in the Asian region to come up with
a comprehensive judicial reform program.  It was fraught with
challenges and issues.  For one, it is never easy to institute
judicial reforms.  For another, the judiciary as an institution is
normally conservative.  Moreover, it is human nature to
interpose resistance to change.

However, with the Chief Justice and the entire court taking
the lead in pursuing, synchronizing and sustaining the various
reforms already instituted, the reform initiatives, so ably
discussed by the Chief Justice, are   proving to be a great success.
So much so, that our judicial reform efforts have gained the
attention of the international community, of other judiciaries,
and of judicial education institutions.

We invite the academe to include training
in negotiation and conciliation skills

in their curriculum . . . .
The direct benefit of this training

would support extrajudicial dispute resolution,
thereby lightening the court workload,

ensuring faster disposition of cases,
and making for cost-effectiveness.
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We are currently enjoying financial and other forms of
assistance from several bilateral and multilateral development
partners to implement the different components of the APJR.  We
are in the website of the World Bank, cited for best practices in the
institution of judicial reforms.  Justices and judges from different
ASEAN regions visit the Philippines to look into our judicial reform
initiatives.  In fact, as the Chief Justice had mentioned, presently,
we have a delegation here with us of Justices and judges from the
Supreme People’s Court and the Provincial People’s Court of the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam to learn from our judicial system and
the judicial reforms that we have instituted.  The delegation is
particularly interested in the mediation system that we have
installed.  In March 2005, the Chief Justice and some Justices from
Laos will, in their turn, be here for a study tour.

The Chief Justice, through Mrs. Evelyn T. Dumdum, Director of
the Program Management Office, in charge of the implementation
of the reform agenda, has discussed the broad expanse of the
judicial reform program. It will not be helpful for me to repeat them.
Suffice it for me to focus on one of the areas selected for judicial
reforms that the Chief mentioned in his paper, which is case
congestion and delay.  As he said, it comes under the APJR Reform
Area of Judicial Systems and Procedures. The issue is of great import
as it reflects on the efficiency and effectiveness of the
administration of justice.

The Philippine Judicial Academy, as the education arm of the
Supreme Court, has addressed this problem through court-annexed
mediation.  The Academy is the component unit of the Supreme
Court for this purpose.  Although strictly speaking it does not belong
to the realm of training, which is PHILJA’s principal mandate, it is in
keeping with the directive of the Court in 1997 that the Academy
conduct an in-depth study of the present judicial system for the
purpose of reforming it to meet the changes in and challenges of
the new millennium.

Since we instituted it in 2001, it has evolved into three
components:
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(1) Court-Annexed Mediation (CAM);

(2) Appellate Court Mediation (ACM); and

(3) Justice Reform Initiatives Support Project (JURIS).

To elaborate on what the Chief Justice had mentioned, in court-
annexed mediation, the judge refers a mediatable case to the
Mediation Center Unit at the commencement of the pre-trial.  A
neutral third party, the mediator, takes over, facilitates
communication and negotiation between parties and assists
them to reach a voluntary agreement to settle their disputes.
The agreement is then sent to the court for approval.  Success rate
has been 80-84 percent.

So successful was court-annexed mediation that we decided
to try it in the Court of Appeals to take care of cases pending
before the Appellate Court.  This met with strong misgivings
because there is already one winning party in appealed cases.
With the cooperation of the Court of Appeals, however, we
pilot-tested it and the success rate was 67 percent.

The Justice Reform Initiatives Support Project (JURIS), is
another component mentioned by the Chief Justice.  It
advocates an enhanced pre-trial procedure and introduces a
new concept – the Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR) and the
two-judge system. If mediation fails, the case goes back to the
pre-trial judge who then becomes a conciliator, a neutral
evaluator, and even a mediator.  If the parties still reject
mediation, the case will go to another judge for trial. Success
rate is 87 percent. JURIS is a joint Canadian-Philippine project
and we have had Canadian Justices and academicians come over
from Canada to teach and to mentor.  Study tours to Canada,
composed of Philippine judges, PHILJA faculty members, and
lawyers have also been arranged.

Just to clarify – there are two aspects to mediation in
general: the first is court-annexed mediation, which is the
system implemented by the Supreme Court through PHILJA.
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The other is private mediation, pursuant to Republic Act No. 9285,
which is undertaken before a case reaches the courts, and which is
outside the court system.

We invite you all to join us in the practice of court-annexed
mediation.  We invite the academe to include training in
negotiation and conciliation skills in their curriculum.  In fact,
we have already had extensive consultations with the academe
on other aspects of our reform efforts.  We invite the
Prosecution Service and the Public Attorney’s Office both under
the Department of Justice, and other departments of
government, to avail of the different modes of ADR.  The direct
benefit of this training would support extrajudicial dispute
resolution, thereby lightening the court workload, ensuring
faster disposition of cases, and making for cost-effectiveness.
The indirect benefit would be to bring mediation and
conciliation skills to the family and community. Join us all and
be mediators yourselves.  Join us as peacemakers so that we
could contribute to the growth of a less litigious and a more
caring society.

I rest my case, and thank you for your kind attention.
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∗ Keynote Address delivered at the Multi-Stakeholders Forum on the
Alternative Law Groups–Justice Reform Initiatives Support Project held
on February 20, 2004, at the Hotel Intercontinental Manila, Makati
City.

Justice Reform Agenda
for the Poor and Marginalized∗∗∗∗∗

Introduction

The Philippine Judicial Academy congratulates the Alternative
Law Groups (ALG) for this Multi-Stakeholders’ Forum on ‘’The
Justice Reform Agenda for the Poor and Marginalized Groups.’’

The Academy is glad to have ALG as its partner in the JURIS
Program, which stands for Justice Reform Initiatives Support
Program.  This is a bilateral five-year activity of the Canadian and
Philippine Government which aims, among others, to bring about
‘’a strengthened and gender-responsive justice system that is more
accessible to the poor and marginalized.’’

It is apropos at this point for ALG, Inc. and PHILJA to sincerely
thank the Canadian Government through CIDA and NJI for
providing the critical resources to get this project off the ground
and going for the past five years.

Considering the timeliness of this Forum for both the court
and the stakeholders in the justice system in the light of the
growing demand for judicial reforms, we look forward to the ALG

The judicial system plays
a significant role in promoting

the interest of the less-privileged members
of our society through the effective use of the law

and the judicial process.
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Plan of Action for Y2004, to your consolidated reaction to the
Supreme Court’s Action Plan  for Judicial Reform, and to the output
of this Forum – your Justice Reform Agenda for the Poor and
Marginalized Groups.

We are happy that the ALG has raised the awareness of
marginalized groups of the existing court system in the country
and of the APJR and that you have actively engaged them in
discussions about justice reforms and their contribution to the
system.  Support in this effort from stakeholders and partners like
you, from other branches of government, from the entire judiciary,
as well as from the wider public are all essential, if we are to see
the Supreme Court ‘s judicial reform vision transformed into reality.

We appreciate your desire to contribute to the Philippine
Judiciary’s efforts to improve the quality of judicial services
and people’s access to justice, and to promote its role in good
governance and adherence to the rule of law,  Access to a
judiciary that is efficient and trustworthy is critical in enabling
the poor and disadvantaged groups to participate in national
development.  An effective judicial system is also the key to
sustained and equitable development.

We commend you, too, for lawyering for the public interest.
You are, indeed, dedicated souls deserving of emulation for
your patient efforts at pushing for alternative ways of living the
life of the law ‘’reflective of a social consensus.’’ Thus, you have
thrown full support for the cause of the poor and disadvantaged
sectors: labor groups (formal, informal, and migrant workers),
women, children, urban poor, environment, peasants/farmers, and
fisherfolks.

This is true to the constitutional mandate that ‘’all persons
are guaranteed free access to the courts and quasi-judicial
bodies and they cannot be denied adequate legal assistance by
reason of poverty.”
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A Principal Component of APJR – Access to Justice

One of the principal components of the APJR is “Access to Justice
by the Poor.’’  This component seeks to (1) promote physical access
to the courts as well as speedy and fair adjudication of cases for
all; (2) protect the poor from abuses of those who claim to influence
judicial decisions by strengthening the integrity of the judicial system;
and (3) improve the affordability of judicial services to the poor.

An interesting development in this regard is the effort of the
Philippine Judicial Academy to raise awareness, through social
context education, of judicial behavior and attitude towards litigants
in need of special protection and attention, such as those belonging
to the vulnerable sectors.

Court-Annexed Mediation and Judicial Settlement Conference

In line herewith, and to help solve the long-standing problem
of congestion of court dockets and delays in the disposition of
cases,  PHILJA and the NJI, under the aegis of JURIS, are working
on a Faculty Development Program on Court-Annexed
Mediation and a Judicial Settlement Conference. It is a novel
approach to ADR at the Pre-trial and Trial stages of litigation
and is intended for the use of the JURIS ADR Model Courts
Project.  The common thread in the planning, design, and
delivery of this educational program is not only to strengthen
ADR but also to improve access to justice by the poor and
marginalized.

For example, under study is the matter of Mediation Fees
where pro bono mediation services will be requested of our
Mediators.  In fact, mediators in many of our Mediation Center
Units in Metro Manila, Cebu City, and Davao City are already
practicing this on their own.  Further, our courts will also be
asked to give these cases their deserved priority. This is one
way of providing access to and maximizing various forms od
judicial dispute resolutions.  It is one way of empowering poor and
marginalized groups to make use of these judicial services.
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The ALG Network and PHILJA

The ALG Network can play a great role in complementing the efforts
of the Judiciary in realizing its access to justice program.  The ALG
can serve as agent for change through its advocacy for the various
sectors in need of special attention and legal assistance. On a
number of occasions, some ALG members have successfully tested
social issues before the courts. These test cases were useful
opportunities for the courts to make pronouncements responsive
to the needs of some grassroots communities or sectors.

The observation made by the ALG in its Justice Reform Program
is well taken, that is, judicial reform, particularly addressed to
vulnerable sectors, must be viewed within the bigger context of
the causes of social injustice that perpetuate marginalization of
these sectors.  We can take note of the ALG assumption that
‘’judicial reform cannot be isolated from the larger context of social
reform.’’

There is much to be learned from the experiences of the
various members of the ALG on how to empower basic sectors
and grassroots communities through law reform, education,
and advocacy before the courts and other quasi-judicial bodies.
Chief Justice Davide himself once recognized their catalytic role
in the judicial process when he declared, a few years ago at an
ALG conference in the U.P. College of Law, that the ALG should
not just be the alternative, but rather, the ideal mainstream
law practice.

PHILJA, for its part, has been conducting trainings for quasi-
judicial bodies with jurisdiction over cases affecting basic
sectors, including farmers and workers. Perhaps, we could
enhance the curriculum for these trainings by designing sessions
which will take into account the ALG’s concerns in the resolution of
cases of the basic sectors.

On another aspect of PHILJA’s partnership with ALG under the
JURIS PROJECT, we can find more constructive ways of
addressing cases of basic sectors before regular courts through
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, which I had mentioned
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earlier.  We are hopeful that the project will provide the building
blocks for increased sensitivity of the judges, court personnel, and
other actors in the judicial system toward these sectors.

Role of the Judicial System
Role of the Bench and Bar

The judicial system plays a significant role in promoting the interest
of the less-privileged members of our society through the effective
use of the law and the judicial process. These are novel issues on
law and development commonly affecting marginalized sectors,
people’s organizations, and non- government organizations.

The alarming trend of economic underdevelopment and the
corresponding ‘’basic human needs’’ requirement widely desired by
the majority of our citizens demand more creative means of
affording access to resources by marginalized groups.  The legal
profession and the judiciary must effectively respond to the
challenge of assuming a character apart from being perceived,
according to one writer, to be a ‘’part of an official superstructure
which sanctioned distributive injustice, social stratification, class
interest, and the peripheralization of an impoverished people.’’

Admittedly, the new role, which the Philippine Bench and Bar
are being invited to take, would require new approaches toward
legal education, dispute settlement, and legal services for the
underprivileged in this country on account of the emergence of
novel legal issues and new actors (e.g., people’s organizations and
non-government organizations) in the judicial process. It may be
suggested that lawyers, judges and the legislature examine at least
the following areas of concern requiring immediate attention: (1)
legal means of enforcing a broad range of economic, social, and
cultural rights; (2) legal implications of the constitutional recognition
afforded people’s organizations and non-governmental
organizations; and (3) a concept of alternative law and legal services
for grassroots communities.
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Enforcement of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights

One of the distinguishing features of the 1987 Constitution is the
broad range of economic, social, and cultural rights guaranteed to
all Filipinos. The urgency of promoting these rights is evidenced by
a constitutional mandate on Congress

to give the highest priority to the enhancement of measures
that protect and enhance the right of all people to human
dignity; reduce social, economic and political inequalities;
and remove cultural inequities.1

Specific provisions guarantee protection to labor-farmers
and farm workers; fisherfolk; urban and rural poor dwellers; the
underprivileged, sick, elderly, and the disabled, as well as children
and women. Elsewhere in the Constitution, indigenous Filipinos in
the Cordilleras and Muslim Mindanao have been granted autonomy
on account of their distinctive historical and cultural heritage. The
rights of indigenous cultural communities to their ancestral lands
are also recognized.

Unlike the civil and political rights embodied mostly in Article
III of the Constitution, the so-called ‘’social justice rights,’’ just
enumerated, need implementing legislation for effective
enforcement by the courts. In recent years, through the social
reform agenda, these rights have been given some focus by
government. As a matter of fact, some implementing legislations
on ‘’social justice rights’’ have reached the courts by way of test
case litigations. Courts could assume an ‘’activist role’’ by giving
greater emphasis on these rights. To this date, there has been a
tendency for the courts to treat some of the ‘’social justice rights’’
as not justiciable or merely programmatic in nature. Perhaps, a
clarification of the value of human rights standard-setting as a
creative technique in judicial interpretation today, could provide
some of the judges with clearer guidelines on how to promote these
rights through the judicial process. That is the reason why PHILJA
has always included a human rights component in various curricula.

1.  PHILIPPINE CONSTITUTION, Art. 13, Sec. 1.
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Another avenue open to the Supreme Court, as suggested by
former Chief Justice Fernan, is the use of its power to promulgate
rules concerning the protection and enforcement of constitutional
rights. The development of rules for the effective enforcement of
economic, social and cultural rights should be among the priorities
of the High Court if it is to be responsive to the needs of the
underprivileged. Court orders or issuances which could facilitate
immediate access to basic needs and services guaranteed by the
Constitution may be convenient legal tools for this purpose.

Participation of Grassroots Communities
People’s Organizations and Non-Government Organizations

Indeed, in line with the avowed purpose of making the
Philippines a truly democratic state, participation by grassroots
communities in national policy-making has been encouraged,
through the process of affording constitutional recognition in
favor of institutions which represent their interest in
consultation processes or which stimulate their capacity to be
self-reliant in the pursuit of genuine development.

The proliferation of people’s organizations and non-
government organizations dealing with various sectoral
concerns has encouraged some members of the legal
profession to inquire into the implications of this development
in the practice of law today.  Having viewed these organizations
as crucial vehicles for participatory democracy and economic
growth, ‘’development lawyers’’ now recognize the need to
equip these organizations with the knowledge of basic legal
concepts and administrative or court procedures.  The experience
of communities confirms the growing demand for familiarity with
the rudiments of legal and judicial processes in order to generate a
holistic approach to their tasks.

Paralegal Workers

It may be pointed out, too, that the increasing number of paralegal
workers from the ranks of people’s organizations and non-
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government organizations should encourage innovative judicial
reforms aimed at facilitating access to the system by these paralegal
workers.  Legal representation of grassroots communities in some
fora through properly trained paralegal volunteers, for instance,
may be one way of avoiding overdependence upon lawyers and
encourage, instead, some form of legal self-reliance.  The Supreme
Court could probably initiate a study on the institutionalization of
paralegal volunteers and explore ways of popularizing law and the
judicial process. In this field, perhaps, the ALG could also play an
important role.

Conclusion

As you go through your activities today and assess your
challenges, I assume that there shall be more options for you to
discover and more strategies to try. It is your coming together in
this Forum that will bring about your collective will for the
protection of the interests of the marginalized to become a
permanent component of public interest. In pursuit of this goal,
and ensuring that every step shall be within the parameters of what
is legal and proper, it is my hope:

• That you will continue to test the limits of traditional
interpretation of the laws or jurisprudential
boundaries so that they will open up new grounds
that will give better protection to the marginalized;

• That you will see new approaches to constitutional
and statutory construction so that public interest
can gain larger domain vis-à-vis the constricting
claims of private interest; and

• That you will make outmoded the conservative ways
of law practice by ensuring that the protection of
public interest dominates the thinking of every lawyer
and that provides a stable legal anchor to the
empowerment of the poor and the marginalized.
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Thereby you will give true meaning to alternative lawyering as
Social Justice Litigation or Public Interest Litigation, defined as the
practice of lawyers seeking to precipitate change through court
orders that reform legal rules, enforce existing laws,  and articulate
public norms.  The law is thus used both as a tool and a target for
change.
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Judicial Education: An Essential
and Distinct Component

of Judicial Reform∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Delivered at the Second Asia Pacific Judicial Reform Forum (APJR)
Roundtable Discussion held on May 29, 2007, hosted by the Federal
Court of Malaysia and held at the Marriot Putrajaya Hotel, Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.

I.  BACKGROUND

One of the main objectives of the Action Program for Judicial
Reform (APJRF) is “to improve the administration of justice as a
means of strengthening the rule of law and access to justice for
all peoples across the Asia Pacific.”  For this purpose, practical
tools for judicial reform are envisaged, one of which is to
collectively develop a Judicial Reform Handbook.  The topics
suggested for inclusion are:

• Access to Justice

• Case Management (e.g., backlog reduction)

• Judicial independence

• Court and judicial administration (good practice models)

• Alternative Dispute Resolution

• Financial Management

• Skills development: judges & court staff (e.g., judgment
writing)

. . . judicial education is more than
the infusion  of additional knowledge,

but the introduction as well of new paradigms
and formation.
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• Codes of Conduct

• Use of technology

• Developing and implementing judicial reform

It will be noted that Judicial Education is not included in the
proposed 10 chapters.  We propose that it should be so included as
it is an essential and distinct component of judicial reform.  The
training of judges is essential for institutional change and
development.  Moreover, education and training  are important
to make reforms last and benefit society.

To quote Judge Sandra E. Oxner, President of the
Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute (CJEI), judicial
education is the foundation of judicial reform; its objectives
are identical to those of judicial education.  She has summed
up these objectives in the acronym “ICEE” that is,

I for both the reality and the perception of impartiality to
attract the confidence of the community the judiciary
serves, and independence;

C for competency or the adequate level of legal knowledge,
both substantive and procedural;

E for efficiency, which includes efficient judicial courtroom
management, case flow and process efficiency, reform of
rules and procedures to narrow the issues early and
encourage timely settlements, court-annexed and free-
standing mediation and other Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) practices; and

E for effectiveness, which describes several aspects of judicial
effectiveness, like judicial predictability and collective
judicial responsibility.

Significantly, the foregoing are identical to the topics listed for the
proposed handbook except for three items, namely the “use of
technology,” “financial management,” and “developing and
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implementing judicial reform,” which, after all, are already included
in many judicial education programs.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Initial Diagnostic Study in the Philippines

Interestingly, one of the initial diagnostic studies undertaken when
the Philippine APJR was in the process of conceptualization was
the Institutional Assessment of the Philippine Judicial Academy by
the World Bank in 2000.  Having been favorable, capacity building
for the Philippine Judicial Academy, as the education arm of the
Philippine Supreme Court, was included in the APJR; and continuing
professional development, or judicial education, was made a
central part of our reform agenda.

B. Aim of Judicial Reform

Indeed, the aim of judicial reform is for a more credible,
competent, and independent judiciary, as well as a more
satisfactory resolution of disputes.  Judicial reform ultimately aims
to enhance independence and increase efficiency, equity, and access
to the legal system. Reform is not only an alternative way of doing
things, but of thinking things.

C. Judicial Education as a Key Factor

Judicial education is a key factor in achieving these goals –
education that is more than the infusion of additional
knowledge, but the introduction as well of new paradigms and
formation.

D. Attainment of Credibility and Independence

Judicial education aims for the formation of appropriate judicial
attitude and the fostering of judicial conduct.  Courts must be fair
and perceived to be fair; to be just and known to be just; to be
beyond reproach and observed to be irreproachable.
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E. Attainment of Competence

Judicial Education upgrades the judges’ knowledge of laws and
jurisprudence and, as importantly, of their purpose and design, from
the perspective of one who must give shape and meaning to those
changes.  At bottom, what judicial education must seek to achieve
is a guarantee of the rightness and justness of a judge’s decisions,
resolutions and orders.  Competence refers not only to providing
basic legal information but also:

a. Ensuring that judges understand new laws that define a shift
in philosophy such as a change of perspective from paper-
based culture to digital culture;

b. Teaching a judge a new intellectual approach as in the
judicial exercise of discretion, domestic application of
human rights norms, or in developing schools of
jurisprudential thinking such as “Law and Economics”;
and

c. Inspiring behavioral change to provide an impartial and
accountable Bench rising to social expectations.

III.  JUDICIAL EDUCATION IN THE PHILIPPINES

In the Philippines, the formation that PHILJA offers covers:

The Judicial Person

• Ethics – the Code of Judicial Ethics

• Conduct in and out of court

• Values and Social Context

Judicial Knowledge

• New laws and their implementing rules

• Jurisprudence

• Design and purpose underlying changes in the law
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Judicial Skills

• Research and Writing

• Fact-finding and Logic

• Court Management.

It is to be noted that, as above outlined, the scope of Judicial
Education already encompasses all five topics singled out for
the Judicial Reform Handbook, namely, Case Management;
Judicial independence; Court and Judicial Administration; Skills
Development for judges and court staff, e.g., judgment writing; and
Codes of Conduct.

A. On Case Management

Since 2004, PHILJA had pilot-tested Case Flow Management for
backlog reduction and for better tracking of cases from inception
to completion.  The experiment was successful and the Supreme
Court, through Justice Antonio T. Carpio, has embarked on an
enhanced case flow system.  In other words, it was Judicial
Education, through PHILJA, that started it: PHILJA will also continue
to lead the technical working group for Enhanced Case Flow
Management.

B. On Judicial Independence

We have always emphasized this in values education programs.
We distinguish between the personal dimension, meaning the
delivery of justice in a responsive and impartial manner, and
the institutional dimension, which is independence from
political power.

C. On Court and Judicial Administration

Judicial Education, through PHILJA, continues to train our Executive
Judges and Vice Executive Judges in the art of court and judicial
administration, particularly, in the field of management.  These
judges are the extension of the Office of the Court Administrator
in managing the level of our trial courts.
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D. On Skills Management

In the Philippines, a reform that we have recently introduced is the
increased use of skills-based delivery which we find particularly
useful for the cultivation of skills.  We are aware of the need to
consider the principles of adult education, experiential learning and
ability-based learning.  We are also paying attention to the
behavioral change of the individual. In addition to the lecture
method, therefore, we have introduced role plays, exercises, solving
hypotheticals, and workshops, among others.  This, of course, means
familiarity of the faculty with the new method.

E. On Codes of Conduct

We firmly believe that real justice must be ethically rooted,
otherwise it will not be worthy of public trust.  We must imbue
judges with values, work ethics, conduct and deportment that
allow our courts to be  credible arbiters and forums for the
orderly and rational resolution of disputes. We have had
seminars all over our 13 judicial regions in the country to
disseminate awareness and knowledge of our New Code of
Judicial Conduct for the Philippine Judiciary and the Code of
Conduct for Court Personnel.  Through Judicial Education, we
now have an Annotated New Code of Judicial Conduct for the
Philippine Judiciary.  These Codes were patterned after the
Bangalore Draft of the Code of Judicial Conduct intended to be
the Universal Declaration of Judicial Standards applicable in all
judiciaries.

The Bangalore Draft is founded upon a “universal
recognition that a competent, independent and impartial
judiciary is essential if the courts are to fulfill their role in upholding
constitutionalism and the rule of law.”

 And although the topics listed below are not included in the
above, they have in fact been addressed by judicial education, thus:
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1. Re:  Use of Technology

The shift towards computer technology has long been felt
particularly in today’s Internet-speed world.  Early on, it formed
an integral part of training programs in the Philippines.  In 1996,
a year after PHILJA was established, judges showed a lot of
hesitation to learn.  There was resistance to change.  There
was a generational problem. Hands-on training was for them a
no-no.  With time, however, and with the introduction by the
Supreme Court of the Philippines of its  electronic judicial library,
of PHILJA’s e-learning courses to complement the delivery of
trainings, of PHILJA’s video conferences, and of PHILJA’s skills-
based video modules on improving judicial proceedings in child
sexual abuse cases, the mindset has changed.  We are trying to
grow with the digital age. We will continue to invest in
technology to make education resources more accessible
and to facilitate judicial education management processes.

2. Re: Alternative Dispute Resolution

This has been a major component of the Philippines’ APJR.
For its introduction, its implementation, and its
sustainability, our Supreme Court has designated its judicial
education arm, PHILJA, to train mediators, prescribe procedural
guidelines, including the establishment of mediation center
units nationwide.  Since 2000 when we pilot-tested it, ADR has
since expanded to Court-Annexed Mediation (CAM), Appellate
Court Mediation (ACM), Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR) as
practiced in Canada, and very soon, to Court-Annexed
Arbitration.  In other words, judicial education was instrumental
in introducing and implementing this major component of
judicial reform – to bring about a trustworthy dispute resolution
mechanism other than litigation.

3. Re: Access to Justice

This has also been in the forefront of PHILJA’s judicial education
programs.  It also refers to competent and credible courts and
judgments and demands effective case management. We firmly
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believe that justice must be accessible to the poor and not just
to the mighty.  In fact, CAM is geared towards ensuring
inexpensive and efficient justice to citizens.   Through ADR, the
vulnerable and the marginalized have better access to our
courts.  Through ADR, statistics have shown that we have
reduced the backlog of our trial and appellate courts.

4. Re:  Financial Management

We have realized that administrative and financial management
autonomy is worth pursuing to facilitate the delivery of
trainings.  A key ingredient to any judicial reform program is
the necessary budget.  That is also true of Judicial Education.
Resources from the legislative branch of government are
needed.  On the implementation side, PHILJA’s Orientation
Programs for Newly Appointed Judges and its Regional Judicial
Career Enhancement Programs for incumbent judges include
topics on the systematic collection of fees, particularly for court
personnel in charge.  Presenters for this topic are drawn from
the Office of the Court Administrator.

IV.  CONCLUSION

In a nutshell, judicial education is the common supporting
thread that runs through all judicial reform efforts. It is about
the transmission of distinctive legal knowledge and
transmission of unique skills. Effective professional education
for judges and court staff should be given priority in legal reform
projects. We can effect the transformation of justice systems
through judicial education.  Judicial education is an essential
feature of strong and healthy judicial institutions.

V.  PROPOSAL

We thus propose that the APJRF include Judicial Education/
Development in its judicial reform efforts and be the medium for
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establishing the proper structures for the delivery of judicial
education; for forming strategic partnerships; and for facilitating
judicial education and information-sharing on the subject, including
its challenges, issues, and constraints.  In fact, originally, APJRF
included judicial education when it wrote:

APJRF – brings together senior judiciaries of Asian-Pacific
countries under the umbrella of commitment to undertake
significant judicial reform by providing practical assistance
in priority areas including expedition of cases, judicial
education/development, judicial independence and access to
justice.

Respectfully submitted.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Presentation of the  Judicial Reform
Index for the Philippines 2006 Analysis Report by the ABA-Asia Law
Institute held on September 21, 2006, at the Pan Pacific Hotel,
Manila.

A Harvest of Excellence—
The Judicial Reform Index

for the Philippines 2006 Analysis Report∗∗∗∗∗

It is my honor and privilege to represent Chief Justice Artemio V.
Panganiban and the Court this afternoon.  All of them would have
been here for this memorable occasion were it not for the oral
argument that they are now hearing en banc regarding the
controversy between the Senate and the Presidential Commission
on Good Government (PCGG). As we know these hearings normally
last till late in the evening.

Unfortunately for you, therefore, you will not be hearing from
the real “McCoys.”  But orders are orders, so, please bear with me.

On behalf of the Supreme Court, we accept the Judicial Reform
Index (JRI) Report for the Philippines presented by the ABA-Asia
Law Institute led by our active Ms. Teresa Cannady, herself a lawyer.
The Report was prepared by retired Judge Evelyn Lance of the State
of Hawaii who was here last March 2006, conducting interviews,
examining records, making in-depth analysis, and going about
discharging her tremendous responsibility.

Launching the JRI holds no promise
unless we concomitantly launch

a fresh resolve to craft a judicial system
that responds to our common dream

for a just society.
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With me to accept the Judicial Reform Index are Court of
Appeals Presiding Justice Ruben T. Reyes, Sandiganbayan Presiding
Justice Teresita J. Leonardo-De Castro, and Court of Tax Appeals
Presiding Justice Ernesto D. Acosta.

With this acceptance, we likewise launch the Judicial Reform
Index acronymed the JRI.

It is one more endeavor of the Court at self-examination that
proceeds in a systematic and empirically trustworthy manner. To
be sure, this is not the first time we had taken a critical look at
ourselves and at our commitment to serve the nation in the judiciary.
There have been serious studies in the past – usually made possible
by the assistance of development partners – attested to by the
tomes that various organizations have been asked to produce.

We launch another study today, and I hope that with it comes
a renewed fervor for excellence in the judiciary.  Major strengths
as well as weaknesses have been presented. Correlations with a
cross-section of factors have been either  “Positive,” “Neutral,” or
“Negative.” It means that we, who already serve in the Philippine
Judiciary, must be prepared to take a critical look at processes,
procedures, attitudes, even mindsets, so that zeal and enthusiasm
do not yield to the corrosive effects of habit and routine!

To be sure, not everything in the JRI would meet with
wholehearted approval as shown during the Question and Answer
period. The Supreme Court will yet have to peruse the JRI in its
entirety.  But, definitely, it would do well for all concerned to go
through the thorough and constructive report, conduct an analysis
of its discussions objectively, correct factual inaccuracies, if any,
all in a spirit of self assessment and with a view to improvement.

We are the first country in Asia, I understand, that has agreed
to this neutral assessment of the impact of our judicial reforms.
That makes us a leader, in the words of Mr. Jon Lindborg.  It also
speaks of the seriousness with which the Philippines is undertaking
this gigantic effort in collaboration with our development partners.
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The business of justice is serious business and no effort is ever
too much to ensure that it is delivered and administered
competently, fairly and effectively.  Judicial reform does not
necessarily suggest an admission of failure or decadence; it is the
commitment to be better, always. Ensuring  progress towards
judicial reform always poses challenges.

 This afternoon, we renew our commitment to the Supreme
Court’s efforts at reform and will continue to pursue progress
towards a judiciary that is accountable, effective and
independent.  Launching the JRI holds no promise unless we
concomitantly launch a fresh resolve to craft a judicial system
that responds to our common dream for a just society.

We thank the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) and the American Bar Association-Asia
(ABA-Asia) Law Initiative who have helped the Supreme Court
bring this latest initiative to fruition, even as I urge us all, who
work for the Judiciary, to nurture what today we sow so that
there may be for our nation the promise of a harvest of judicial
excellence.
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Presentation of the MCLE Rules∗∗∗∗∗

∗ Delivered on behalf of the Supreme Court Committee on Legal
Education before the Supreme Court en banc held on August 21,
2000, at the Supreme Court Session Hall, Manila.

May it please the Honorable Court:

On behalf of the Supreme Court Committee on Legal
Education, chaired by our distinguished Chairman, Mr. Justice
Jose C. Vitug, it is my honor and privilege to present to the
Court, for its consideration, the Final Draft of the Rules on
Mandatory Continuing Legal Education (MCLE) for Members of
the Integrated Bar of the Philippines (IBP).  It is definitely with
a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment that the Vitug
Committee presents them today.

The sentiment inspiring these Rules is a profound respect
for the legal profession, and a recognition of the nobility and
the dignity of its calling.  True, surveys show that many do not
trust lawyers, and it is probably time that we stop being amused
with the usual quip about “lawyers are liars,” and instead, start
addressing seriously the problem of credibility.  It remains true,
however, that the lawyer is so unlike other professionals in the
demands made of him and the expectations society has of him.

Quite obviously, the lawyer’s effective discharge of this duty
depends on his familiarity with the law.  But because laws must
keep abreast with the ever increasing pace of social, cultural, and

What is called for, rather, is for every lawyer
to be renewed in that faith and vision,

in that awe and esteem that made him elect to be a lawyer,
and that has made membership in the Philippine Bar

a distinction and privilege.
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technological change, and because jurisprudence becomes more
recondite, the diploma of a law school is no longer sufficient
guarantee that the lawyer is prepared to serve as adequately as he
ought to.  Continuing legal education must thus be mandatory, and
not merely an option!

It may be alleged that not every lawyer is involved in litigation.
That may well be true, and the committee that drafted these rules
was well aware of the ambit of law practice.  Nonetheless, it has
to be recognized that the lawyer is so valuable to society that
different circumstances call on his expertise:  be it government,
business or academe, to name a few.  Whoever may be in need of
his services, it will always be because of his knowledge of the law
and his grasp of the intricacies of jurisprudence.  To be remiss in
the obligation of keeping abreast with developments in the law
would be to allow the ancient and noble profession of law to lapse
into obsolescence!

These Rules also fulfill some of the purposes behind the
integration of the Bar that was effected in 1973, namely, to “(6)
encourage and foster legal education,” and to enable the legal
profession to “(10) Devise and maintain a program of continuing
legal education for practicing attorneys in order to elevate the
standards of the profession throughout the country.”1

It is for this reason that the Philippine Judicial Academy, to
which the Court referred the then IBP Proposed MCLE Rules for
study and comment, endorsed the general concept favorably.
PHILJA’s Comment was a collation of ideas from then Associate
Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., from the Professorial Lecturers
Committee, and from the Judicial Reforms Committee.

For a bird’s-eye view, there are 15 Rules all together.  The most
salient one requires the completion of at least 36 hours of
continuing legal education activities by IBP members every three

1. In the Matter of the Integration of the Bar of the Philippines,
January 9, 1973, 49 SCRA 22.
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years.  The number of minimum hours to be devoted to specific
topics are specified, including at least six hours to legal ethics; four
hours to trial and pre-trial skills; five hours to Alternative Dispute
Resolution, nine hours to updates on substantive and procedural
laws; four hours to legal writing and oral advocacy; and two hours
to international law and international conventions.  For flexibility,
six hours would be devoted to such subjects as may be prescribed
by the MCLE Committee.  There are consequences for non-
compliance with MCLE requirements.  Exemptions from compliance
are also provided for.

Continuing legal education programs shall be offered by
approved providers with adequate professional experience and
subject to certain standards.  In-house education activities may
be allowed.

A Committee on Mandatory Continuing Legal Education shall
administer the MCLE Programs.  It shall be composed of a retired
Justice of the Supreme Court as Chair, and four members
nominated by the IBP, the Philippine Judicial Academy, a law center
designated by the Court, and  associations of law schools and/or
law professors, respectively.  The members shall be appointed by
the Supreme Court for a term of three years.

The MCLE Committee shall be constituted within two months
from the approval of the Rules by the Court En Banc.  Compliance
by the members begins not later than three months from the
constitution of the MCLE Committee.

These Rules are also a fitting contribution to the strong thrust
for legal and judicial reforms articulated in the SC-UNDP
Blueprint of Action and in the Davide Watch.  Their formulation
invites attention to the difference between continuing legal
education and continuing judicial education, for as a matter of
policy and sound educational programming, they are distinct.
They are related, however, and work in tandem.  As an example,
the inclusion of Alternative Dispute Resolution among the MCLE
topics for continuing legal education will bolster the ongoing
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PHILJA project on court-referred mediation, directed at helping cure
the chronic congestion of trial court dockets.  For, there can be no
question that for mediation to succeed, the collaborative effort of
Bench and Bar is needed.

A word of warning, however, against the intentions of the
unscrupulous who intend to profit financially from the
requirement that will soon be made of IBP members.  Just as there
are law schools that surreptitiously operate with neither qualified
faculty nor adequate facilities, so it may very well be the case that
the profiteers may cash in on the scheme of providing for continuing
legal education.  While we have written into the Rules the safeguards
that we think will protect the integrity of the entire process, it still
behooves us all to be vigilant, so that this most promising and
essential endeavor is not stymied.

That the final draft of the Rules has been completed is also
significant in another respect.  It is an achievement fittingly included
among the commemorative activities celebrating the centenary of
the Supreme Court, now in full swing, and ultimately reaching its
climax on June 11, 2001.  The Rules thus become also a page in
Supreme Court history.

The IBP deserves commendation for having taken a giant step
in institutionalizing MCLE.  It symbolizes a commitment by the Bar
to maintain a high degree of professionalism and expertise
throughout a lifetime of law.  The critical factor for success will lie
in the recognition by its members that MCLE is by no means an
unwelcome imposition but rather a vehicle for professional
enhancement.  The practical and efficacious administration of the
program itself is just as crucial.  The massive endeavour is just about
to begin.

There is every reason to be hopeful about these draft Rules,
and what they promise for the legal profession.  It must be
pointed out, however, that there is yet another concern that
must be addressed that these Rules do not adequately cover.
While continuing legal education can, in reasonable measure,
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assure familiarity with developments in the law and expertise with
jurisprudence, something else is called for so that the public may
look up to the Bar with high regard, respect, and admiration.  To
achieve this end, no academic program, no training scheme – no
matter how expertly planned – will be sufficient.  What is called
for, rather, is for every lawyer to be renewed in that faith and vision,
in that awe and esteem that made him elect to be a lawyer, and
that has made membership in the Philippine Bar a distinction and
privilege.

With these thoughts, if Your Honors please, the Committee on
Legal Education, headed by our esteemed Chairman Mr. Justice Jose
C. Vitug, respectfully presents for the Court’s consideration,
through Atty. Luzviminda D. Puno, the Clerk of Court, the Final Draft
of the Rules on Mandatory Continuing Legal Education for Members
of the IBP, this 21st day of August 2000, in the Supreme Court’s
Centenary Year.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the First Australasian
Judicial Educators Forum (AJEF) held on  February 11-14, 2003, at
the New World Renaissance Hotel, Makati City.

Globalization of Judicial Education∗∗∗∗∗

Beginning today and in the next three days, we take the high
road to Judicial Education, with the spotlight on the Australasia
region.

It was not without trepidation that we embarked on this
venture.  But we did want to learn of the experiences in judicial
education of other countries just as we wanted to share our
own with them.  Then, too, there is now the novel concept of
globalization of judicial education and what better step than to
start with our own Australasian region.  With increased
technology and communication, globalization, and even
regionalization, can widen educational possibilities among
countries, more so because of the many successful methods
and models of judicial education that countries all around the
can choose from.

Globalization of judicial education was first conceived by
the International Organization for Judicial Training (IOJT) formed
in Israel in March of 2002.  It is for this reason that three of the
members of its Executive Committee have joined us in this
Forum to invite judicial institutions in Australasia to join them
in its primary objective to globalize judicial education.  The
Philippines is already a member.  It was also honored with
election to the position of Vice President for Australasia as

. . .  judicial education is “a supporting thread
running through all components

of judicial reform.”
Judge Sandra Oxner
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well as being a member of the founding body of the IOJT, with voting
powers in the General Assembly.

Judiciaries of late have been besieged by calls to re-engineer
themselves, not because there is something wrong with them but
because of the rapidity of  change in the world and the challenges
generated.  The Judiciary has been asked to institute reforms and
to make judges aware of the importance of the reality and
perception of judicial performance in the economic life of the
country.  What better means to achieve this than through judicial
education, that Mr. Livingston Armytage has characterized as an
“agent of change,” and by Judge Sandra Oxner’s observation that
judicial education is “a supporting thread running through all
components of judicial reform.”  Besides, no matter the legal system
to which a country belongs, there is commonality to many problems
and remedial solutions.

It is our hope then that at the end of this four-day Forum we
will be able to institutionalize, through the adoption of a Charter
for the Australasian region, a vibrant organization for the exchange
of information and resources on judicial education.  The principal
purpose would be to improve the quality of judicial education in
Australasia and to keep abreast with  developments in judicial
education not only in the region, but worldwide.  While cognizant
of international best practices, it is hoped that the Forum will
attempt to craft a distinctively Australasian theoretical framework
for judicial education, responsive to the challenges distinctive to
the region.

With these few thoughts, we welcome you all most warmly.
We thank our delegates from Australasia for their encouraging
response.  All of you have done us honor.   We miss the other
Australasian member countries which, unfortunately, could not
make it this time, but we trust will be able to do so the next
time around.

It is now my privilege to declare the First Australasia Judicial
Educators Conference open.
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∗ Delivered at the Formal Signing Ceremony of the Consortium
Agreement Between the Philippine Judicial Academy and the San
Beda College held on August 11, 2004, at the Session Hall, Supreme
Court.

The Consortium Agreement
between the San Beda College

and the Philippine Judicial Academy∗∗∗∗∗

We celebrate several significant very firsts this afternoon:  the very
first formal consortium agreement of the Philippine Judicial
Academy with an educational institution; the very first time
that the San Beda College opens a Graduate School in Law;  the
very first Dean of the Graduate School of Law,  Fr. Ranhilio C.
Aquino, who also heads the Academic Affairs Office and the
Department of Jurisprudence and Legal Philosophy of the
Academy; the very first time that our judges can aim for a master’s
course even as they discharge their duties on the Bench; and
above all, the very first time that the Supreme Court has given
its stamp of approval to an agreement such as the one we have
signed this afternoon.

We felicitate San Beda College through its Rector–President,
Reverend  Anscar Chupungco, for this landmark achievement
considering that a graduate school is always a mark of the
maturity of any educational institution, for what it offers is a
level of education characterized by philosophical depth.

We sincerely thank the Supreme Court, through Chief Justice
Hilario G. Davide, Jr., Justice Reynato S. Puno, and Justice Romeo

The Academy steers itself by the motto:
Excellence through Judicial Education.

Quite clearly, the Benedictine motto gives
it Divine Depth and Dimension:

That in all things God may be glorified.
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J. Callejo, Sr., for the Court’s official imprimatur to this consortium
agreement through a formal en banc Resolution.  We specially
express to them our deepest appreciation for witnessing this
auspicious event.

It gives us real pleasure at the Academy, as the organ of the
Supreme Court for the continuing education of justices, judges,
court officials and personnel, to partner with the San Beda College.
Because of this partnership, our judges and court officials, even as
they discharge their judicial tasks, are given a chance at earning a
coveted Master of Laws degree, with virtually half of their academic
units credited from courses attended at the Academy, particularly,
the Pre-Judicature Program and the Regional Judicial Career
Enhancement Programs.

As of the current semester, the Chancellor of the Academy has
endorsed eight Regional Trial Court Judges and one  Municipal Trial
Court Judge from Sibulan, Negros Oriental, for the Master of Laws
Judiciary Program.  Of the eight Regional Trial Court Judges, two
are from Makati City, two from Pasig City, two from Pasay City,
one from Roxas City, and one from Daet, Camarines Norte.   They
have completed two rounds of the Regional Career Enhancement
Program with a rating of  Very Satisfactory.  They are credited with
15 units which is one-half of the academic requirements for the
degree.  The remaining half and the thesis must be accomplished
with the San Beda College Graduate School of Law.

A unique feature of the agreement is that professors of the
judicial program, while invited by the San Beda College, must
meet with the approval of the Academy.  This guarantees that
judges and court personnel who earn graduate degrees are
assured of only the best and most competent of professors and
lecturers.

The Academy steers itself by the motto:  Excellence through
Judicial Education.  Quite clearly, the Benedictine motto gives it
Divine Depth and Dimension:  That in all things God may be glorified.
Not only then do we strive after excellence through the advanced
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legal education that will be derived.  We also pray that all our
endeavors give glory to our God.

We look forward to a lasting partnership, in the interest of
higher legal  education and professional advancement of
members of the Bench, through this consortium agreement
between the Philippine Judicial Academy and the San Beda Graduate
School in Law.

 Thank you again Chief Justice Davide, Justice Puno, and Justice
Callejo, and to one and all, for sharing with us this very first occasion
of its kind.
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∗ Statement of Purpose and Program Orientation delivered at the
National Forum on Liberty and Prosperity held on  August 24-25,
2006, at the Centennial Hall, Manila Hotel, Manila.

The National Forum
on Liberty and Prosperity∗∗∗∗∗

I.  BACKGROUND

It all started on December 21 of last year soon after the
assumption into office of Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban.
He launched his twin visions of a reformed judiciary and a
revitalized legal profession that should ultimately achieve the
two lofty goals of safeguarding the liberty and nurturing the
prosperity of our people.  This constitutes the core of his judicial
philosophy – the nexus between political liberty and economic
prosperity.  He based this on the premise that unless founded
upon the people’s enjoyment of freedom and democracy, the
economic progress and prosperity of a country cannot reach
their full potential.

He quoted the Constitutional provision mandating the
distribution of income and wealth, specifically Article II, Section
9, on State Policies which provides:

The State shall promote a just and dynamic social order that
will ensure the prosperity and independence of the nation and
free the people from poverty through policies that provide
adequate social services, promote full employment, a rising
standard of living, and an improved quality of life for all.

How can we all come closer to fulfilling
the lofty intent of safeguarding the rights

and liberties of our people
and helping them attain prosperity as well?
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The Chief Justice has thus, from the outset, impressed upon
the courts their constitutional mandate to protect and nurture not
only the people’s liberty but also their prosperity.  He has related
these concepts to the functioning of the judiciary in the hope of
“igniting and inspiring discussions” in support of his judicial
philosophy, which to him is a judicial imperative.

II.  THE FOUR-PRONGED APPROACH

Discussions have been truly ignited and inspired leading to a four-
pronged approach: a Roundtable Discussion for the judiciary held
in Cebu on April 12,  2006; the National Academic Forum at the
Abbot Hall in San Beda College on  July 20, 2006;  today’s National
Forum; and as climax, the Global Forum on October 18-20, 2006.

The National Forum, however, has a more expanded
participation.  We are branching out from the judiciary and academe
to the Bar, the legislative and executive branches of government,
the business community, the private sector, the media, the
marginalized groups and the cultural minorities in the firm belief
that they can play vital roles in the espousal of Liberty and Prosperity.
The chosen theme for the Forum, therefore, is Safeguarding Liberty
and Nurturing Prosperity.

It is also important to note that we speak of the twin concepts
of liberty and prosperity.  Heretofore, we knew of the concept of
liberty separately from the concept of prosperity.  It took Chief
Justice Panganiban to awaken us to the twin concepts and to make
that nexus.  We took it for granted or never thought of it that way.
It is a new judicial philosophy.  And in this forum, it is our task to
propagate the vision and mission and expand them beyond the
confines of the judiciary.

We will hear from Chief Justice Panganiban himself as he
keynotes this national gathering.  He will surely expound, in his
characteristically eloquent, profound, and state-of-the art
presentation, on his judicial philosophy and brainchild – the twin
beacons of liberty and prosperity, as the formula for economic
success.
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III.  PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The National Forum Program Objectives are to:

1. Create awareness among legislative, executive and judicial
officials of government as well as the different sectors of
society of the need for Liberty and Prosperity; (for, as the
Chief Justice had stated, safeguarding liberty is known to
the judiciary, but nurturing prosperity is something new).

2. Understand and relate Liberty and Prosperity to the
imperatives of government and society;

3. Propose specific measures to strengthen, promote, and
spearhead Liberty and Prosperity.

IV.  PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The Program has thus been structured in pursuit of those
objectives.  What is more, it is also MCLE-compliant for the
lawyers who are attending this two-day forum.

For today, the First Day, we will start with the Theories of Judicial
Review in the Philippines at 1:30 p.m., to be expounded on by our
authority on Constitutional Law, the Reverend Father Joaquin G.
Bernas. The power of judicial review has been viewed as having
been expanded by Article VIII, Section 1, of the Constitution on the
Judicial Department, and Chief Justice Panganiban has also laid down
his two standards of judicial review with specific reference to Liberty
and Prosperity.1

1. Standards of Judicial Review

1. In cases involving liberty, the scales of justice should weigh heavily
against the government and in favor of the poor, the oppressed,
the marginalized, the dispossessed and the weak x x x.

2. In conflicts affecting policies on prosperity, economics and
development, deference must be accorded the political branches,
namely, the Presidency and Congress. x x x
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The objectives of this first session are:

(1) To provide a framework for discussions on Liberty and
Prosperity; and

(2) To provide selected relevant decisions.

For, indeed, recent decisions of the Supreme Court (for example,
those on the World Trade Agreement and on the Philippine
Mining Act) show the role that courts can play in contributing to
economic growth.  For and in defense of liberty, we need only
mention the recent landmark decisions on Executive Order No. 464;
on CPR and BP Blg. 880; and on PP No. 1017. It is also a given that
the integrity and stability of judicial decisions are vital to a positive
economic environment.

This first session will be followed by three Panel Discussions
for the two-day forum, whose commonality of purpose will be:

1. To examine Liberty and Prosperity from different
perspectives; and

2. To provide specific instances or illustrations bearing on
the subject matter.

These Panels will delve on the following subtopics:

First  Panel Discussion – Nurturing Prosperity for our People,
the Panel to be chaired by the Honorable Justice Conchita
C. Carpio Morales  of the Supreme Court, and Chair of the
Court’s Protocol Committee. The Panelists are:

1. Honorable Jovito R. Salonga, former President of the
Senate, Chairman Emeritus of Kilosbayan, and
Chairman, Bantay Katarungan;

2. National Treasurer Omar T. Cruz;

3. The Honorable Justice Jose C. Vitug, retired Supreme Court
Justice and Professorial Lecturer of the Philippine Judicial
Academy;
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4. Professor Jose V. Abueva, former President of the
University of the Philippines, and now President of
Kalayaan College; and

5. Professor Dante B. Canlas, of the School of Economics,
also of the University of the Philippines.

A “Q & A” portion will follow the Discussion and thereafter
a Synthesis.

Synthesizer:

Professor Cesar L. Villanueva, Chair of the Commercial Law
Department of the Philippine Judicial Academy, and Dean
of the Ateneo de Manila University School of Law, will give
the Synthesis of this Discussion.

Moderator:

The Moderator for the First Day Panel Discussion will be Dean
Mariano F. Magsalin of the Arellano University School of Law.

Second Day Panel Discussion

The First Panel Discussion in the morning of the  second day,
starting at 9 a.m., will touch on one of the main topics
Safeguarding the Liberty of our People.  This time, we will have
two sub-panels:

1. Panel A on “Voices from Affected Constituencies”; and

2. Panel B on “Voices from the Branches of Government.”

 Honorable Supreme Court Justice Angelina P. Sandoval
Gutierrez will chair Panel A. She is also Co-Chair of the Global
Forum Committee and Chair of the Knowledge Sharing
Committee.

The members of Panel A are the Honorable Avelino J. Cruz,
Jr., Secretary of National Defense; Professor Randolf S. David
of the College of Social Sciences and Philosophy, UP, and noted
columnist; Attorney Ricardo V. Puno, Vice President of ABS-
CBN and of “Viewpoint” fame; and Ms. Victoria Tauli Corpuz,
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Chairperson of the United Nations Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues.

Chairing Panel B on the Second Day on Voices from the
Branches of Government will be Honorable Romeo J. Callejo,
Sr., Justice of the Supreme Court and Chair of the SC Committee
on Legal Education and Bar Matters.

As Panelist for the Judiciary, we will hear from the
Honorable Reynato S. Puno, Senior Justice of the Supreme
Court.  The Panelist for the Executive Branch is the
Honorable Romulo L. Neri, Director General of NEDA. For
the Legislative Branch, we have the Honorable Edgardo J.
Angara from the Senate and the Honorable Francis G.
Escudero, Minority Floor Leader of the House of
Representatives.

We will have only one Synthesizer for Panels A and B on
Safeguarding the Liberty of our People, the Honorable Teresita
Dy-Liacco Flores, Executive Justice of the Court of Appeals,
Cagayan de Oro City.

At the Third Panel Discussion on the Second Day on Access to
Justice to Implement Liberty and Prosperity, we will hear of the
Experiences of the Bench, the Bar, the business sector, the
private sector, the marginalized, and the cultural minorities.

Chairing this Panel is the Honorable Justice Leonardo A.
Quisumbing, incumbent Justice of the Supreme Court.

Representing the different sectors are:  for the Bench,
Honorable  Marissa Macaraig-Guillen of the Regional Trial
Court, Makati City; for the Bar, Attorney Rita Linda V. Jimeno,
former President of the Philippine Bar Association;   for the
Business Sector, the Honorable Armando M. Tetangco, Governor
of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas; for the private sector,
Attorney Miguel B. Varela, Chairman Emeritus of the PCCI and
Chairman of the Employers Confederation of the Philippines;
and for the cultural minorities and the marginalized, Professor
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Pacifico A. Agabin, Chair of the Constitutional Law Department
of the Philippine Judicial Academy and Dean of the Lyceum
College of Law.

Our Moderator for the Second Day is Dean Andres D.
Bautista of the Far Eastern University Institute of Law.

The Honorable Teresita Leonardo-de Castro, Presiding
Justice of the Sandiganbayan, and Co-Chair of the
Committee on National Forum, will cap the Forum with her
Closing Remarks.

As we can see, all speakers are renowned in their respective
fields, and we can all look forward to hearing from erudite
panelists and analysts, and expectedly, to a stimulating and
enlightening discussion.

There are some Challenging Questions that may be asked.
How can a balance be achieved between constitutional
parameters, state power, economic development, civil and
political rights, social and economic rights, and human rights?
Is there an issue regarding the nation’s economic interests as
against people’s rights?  Is there a lop-sided emphasis on
political rights and a subordination of economic concerns that
needs to be addressed?  In spurring economic development,
are the poor being harmed?  How can we help keep the profile
of the marginalized, and the poor and the oppressed, in both
our political and economic radar screens? Is access to formal
justice really beyond the reach of most of the marginalized
groups and cultural minorities? Is charter change a route to
economic development? How can the promise of liberty and
prosperity, which is Chief Justice Panganiban’s formula for economic
success, be best achieved?  How can we all come closer to fulfilling
the lofty intent of safeguarding the rights and liberties of our people
and helping them attain prosperity as well?

These are some of the interesting questions that could be
answered in this forum.  Our Panel Chairmen will be presenting
Resolutions adopted by their respective Panels as derived from the
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deliberations during the Panel Discussions. Thereby we translate
into concrete endeavors the objectives of this Forum.

Advance special thanks to all our Chairpersons, Speakers,
Panelists, Moderators, and Synthesizers, for having honored us with
their acceptance; and to all our participants and guests, for joining
us in this National Forum on a novel and intriguing topic:  the nexus
between Liberty and Prosperity.
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∗ Delivered at the Signing Ceremony of the Memorandum of
Agreement between the Metrobank Foundation, Inc. and the
Philippine Judicial Academy held on December 9, 2002, at the
Centennial Building, Supreme Court, Manila.

Acceptance of the
Metrobank Foundation Donation∗∗∗∗∗

On behalf of the Academy, It is with deep honor that I accept this
generous endowment from the Metrobank Foundation, sponsoring
two Professorial Chairs in various fields of Law for the Philippine
Judicial Academy.

Making the whole judiciary worthy of public trust and
confidence, as envisioned in the Davide Watch, is a noble, yet
daunting, undertaking.  The Academy has always set its sights on
this vision.  Its philosophy has always been that the people are best
served when the Judiciary is independent and its members are men
and women of proven competence, integrity, probity, and
independence.  It is that independence, coupled with accountability,
which the Academy continually seeks to safeguard.

Judicial education is an indispensable tool in attaining these
attributes. The task of institutionalizing continuing judicial
education, by law, rests upon the shoulders of the Academy,
described by Chief Justice Davide as the “Supreme Court’s
implementing arm and the nation’s watchdog in the pursuit of
excellence in the judiciary.”

We look forward to the partnership
with the Foundation that believes,
in line with its corporate culture,
that continuing judicial education

is at the heart of fostering
excellence in the judiciary.
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The PHILJA’s Academic Affairs Office is responsible for  PHILJA’s
designing of curricula and implementing academic undertakings. In
turn, these programs are submitted to the Academic Council for
Approval.  The chairpersons of the 12 academic  departments are
recognized authorities in various areas of law and jurisprudence.
Together with approximately 50 Professorial Lecturers, they
compose the Corps of Professors among whom the Academy draws
its faculty for our different educational offerings.

It is for the benefit and enhancement of the Corps of Professors
that we are signing the Memorandum of Agreement today.

As stated in the Memorandum, the creation of the Professorial
Chairs aims to provide assistance to the Academy to develop and
enhance its programs in Judicial Education by encouraging its corps
of professors to author and publish treatises that introduce
innovative concepts and approaches in designated areas of law
which will, ultimately, promote competence, excellence, and
efficiency in the Philippine Justice System.  The PHILJA Corps of
Professors is only too happy to accept the challenge.

Today, therefore, we commence a partnership with the
Metrobank Foundation in pursuit of continuing quality judicial
education.  With this endowment of Professorial Chairs, the
Foundation aligns itself with the Action Plan for Judicial Reform,
the centerpiece of the stewardship of the Chief Justice.  The
endowment today specifically enables the Metrobank Foundation
to address, with determination, the components of human resource
development and capacity building, thus contributing to the
strengthening of the country’s judicial system.

We look forward to the partnership with the Foundation that
believes, in line with its corporate culture, that continuing judicial
education is at the heart of fostering excellence in the judiciary.
The Foundation and the Academy are one in the mission to strive
for, inspire, and honor Excellence.

Again, on behalf of the Academy, I extend our deepest gratitude
and heartfelt appreciation to the Metrobank Foundation
represented here today by its President, Mr. Placido Mapa.  PHILJA
assures the Chief Justice and the Foundation of its commitment to
the realization of the spirit and the purpose of this endowment.
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∗ Delivered at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Asia Pacific Forum
of National Human Rights Institutions held on September 9-10,
1999, at the Traders Hotel, Roxas Boulevard, Pasay City.

PHILJA: Committed to Human Rights∗∗∗∗∗

Warm Greetings from the Philippine Judicial Academy, the education
arm of the Supreme Court of the Philippines.

Thank you for this invitation to the Fourth Annual Meeting of
the Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions which
will discuss the “Role of National Institutions in the Protection and
Promotion of Human Rights” and, particularly, the “Role of National
Human Rights Institutions in the Protection and Promotion of the
Human Rights of Children.”

A Report of a United Nations–Commission on Human Rights
(UN-CHR) Needs Assessment Mission to the Philippines in 1997,
which looked into the implementation of the Convention of the
Rights of the Child to determine compatibility with the international
standards set by the Convention, stressed the “need to undertake
a comprehensive reform of the system of administration of juvenile
justice” in the Philippines. It also advocated a more child-friendly
justice system.

Apropos thereto, on February 18, 1998, PHILJA’s Judicial
Reforms Committee, through its Research Group, submitted to the
Supreme Court its Proposals for Reform in the Philippine Judicial
System. One of those proposals addressed the needs of child
advocacy within the justice system. Of special concern was to
conceive a method of eliciting a child’s testimony  without inducing

PHILJA is committed to human rights
in the sense that it is committed to the Rule of Law.
 . . .Its courses are  structured  to give human rights

the emphasis they deserve.
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trauma. We researched on the feasibility of the new video-
conferencing technology and its admissibility in court. A primary
obstacle was the provision in the Philippine Constitution requiring
that an accused must meet his witnesses face to face. Of course,
the requirements of due process must likewise be met.

To this end, and fully aware that the Philippines has treaty
obligations arising from its accession to the Convention on the Rights
of the Child, the Academy constituted a subcommittee that studied
the problem. The committee gave a favorable recommendation
and proposed further amendments to our Rules on Evidence that
would accommodate the special needs of minors who appear in
court either as witnesses or the accused. The proposed rules would
allow video-conferencing of the testimony of  a child witness to
spare her the ordeal of having to face her assailant in open court
while keeping intact all the rights, both substantive and procedural,
of the accused.

The physical setup envisages a suitable room linked to the
courtroom by closed circuit television and other necessary
electronic and communications facilities. Such equipment allows
the judge and the accused, as well as the public unless excluded, to
observe the child-witness and to communicate with counsel, should
the latter be in the same room as the child, or with the court-
appointed psychologist, if there is one.  All dialogues during the
trial are transmitted through microphones, video-cameras and TV
monitors. In other words, the child witness is in a separate room
with her mother or guardian, a social worker, a court psychologist,
if any, and the two lawyers examining her; while the judge, the
accused, and the public, unless excluded, are in the courtroom. They
can see and hear one another, however, through all the equipment
in place.

Additionally, consonant with the psychological finding that it is
necessary to spare the child from repeated questioning on a
traumatic experience, we will be proposing rules for the videotaping
of a child’s interview in the early stages of investigation, as well as
for the adoption of rules on deposition. Similarly, there is a proposed
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rule that will allow psychologists and psychiatrists to pose questions
to the child-witness because lawyers and judges may not always
be familiar with the manner of questioning best suited to the child.

Thanks to the common concern and cooperation shown by
different institutions, agencies and persons, led by the Philippine
Commission on Human Rights headed by Hon. Aurora N. Recina,
our capable Chairperson, PHILJA has just completed the filming of
a video-taped presentation that will apply the proposed rules. It is
a pilot project aimed at evolving a child-sensitive Philippine judicial
system and at strengthening the legal protection of children. It is
also in anticipation of the full implementation of our Family Courts
Act.  It is an explicit thrust and not a generalized approach.

In the latter part of this month, we will be holding a
consultation-workshop, with the kind assistance principally of
UNICEF and other partners, so that judges, court workers, law
enforcers, prosecutors, non-government agencies – in other words,
a multi-disciplinary composition – may be introduced to those rules
and may discuss and comment on them. The refined rules will then
be submitted to the  Supreme Court for approval.

This novel approach to children’s testimony in Philippine courts
is, indeed, a challenge to the implementation of the Convention on
the Rights of the Child.  We are exerting all efforts to meet that
challenge.

The Academy has also taken the stand that such concerns as
gender sensitivity and strengthening the legal protection for children
are human rights concerns, and it is as such that the Academy has
addressed those issues.

On the broader spectrum, allow me to mention that PHILJA’s
academic programs are administered by curricular departments, in
accordance with the areas of study and concern that constitute
the Academy’s course. One of these is the Department on
International Law and Human Rights presently chaired by Dr.
Purificacion V. Quisumbing, our foremost exponent of human rights.
She is a member of the Philippine Bar and a doctorate holder in
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public law. She was Director of the United Nations Human Rights
Center in New York before she joined the Academy. Through her
department, programs of PHILJA, as a matter of academic policy,
address human rights issues and concerns.  Judges and court
officers, therefore, are apprised not only of Philippine laws
guaranteeing human rights and providing redress, but are also
introduced to international covenants and documents to which the
Philippines is a party. So much so that, in almost all courses offered
by the Academy to judges, at least one session is devoted to human
rights and themes on social context issues. This ex profeso
treatment of human rights has not only instilled in participants the
importance of the topic; it has also given them the opportunity to
establish the connection between the international commitment
of the Republic to human rights as well as its constitutional policy
and the day-to-day administration of justice.

In the formulation of our academic courses, the Academy is
also privileged to have in its Faculty Fr. Ranhilio C. Aquino, Head of
our Academic Affairs Office and Chair of the Department of
Jurisprudence and Legal Philosophy. He holds a doctorate in
jurisprudence and another doctorate in philosophy. He sees to it
that in all our academic offerings, the philosophy and the objectives
of the Academy are adhered to religiously.

Through this forum, and with concerted effort, we are hopeful
that we can look forward to the creation of a culture of children’s
rights, and the elevation of the handling of child cases to both a
science and an art.

Concluding, I would like to state that PHILJA is committed to
human rights in the sense that it is committed to the Rule of Law.
Its offices are constituted as to allow for particular attention to
human rights. Its courses are so structured as to give human rights
the emphasis they deserve. In short, it is institutionally committed
to  the understanding, enhancement, and enforcement of human
rights as children’s rights, and children’s rights as human rights.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Philippine Judiciary Workshop on
Realizing Economic, Social and Cultural Rights held on September
12-14, 2001, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Philippine Judiciary Workshop
on Realizing Economic, Social,

and Cultural Rights∗∗∗∗∗

Notwithstanding the pall of gloom over the whole world today due
to the heart-rending tragedies in New York and Washington, D.C., it
is my distinct privilege to greet you all a very pleasant good morning,
and to welcome you very warmly to the Philippine Judicial Academy.

This is a historic activity, being our first workshop on Economic,
Social, and Cultural Rights. For this, we must thank the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), headed by Mr. Terence
Jones, and the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights, represented here by its Regional Adviser for Asia and the
Pacific Region, former Chief Justice Bhagwati of India, for their
invaluable assistance and cooperation. Their active involvement
and that of Dr. Clarence Dias, President of the International Center
for Law in Development, provided us with incentive and
encouragement.

I must make mention, too, of our very own Dr. Purificacion V.
Quisumbing, our Project Director, and Ms. Amparo Tomas, the UNDP
Programme Officer, who designed the distinctive and innovative
program, in consultation with Prof. Virginia B. Dandan, Dean of the

No argument is needed
to establish the truth of the proposition

that economic and social rights
are the necessary ingredients for social progress

and development.
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U.P. College of Fine Arts and Chairperson of the International
Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. It is her
beautiful painting entitled “Purple Earth and Skies” that adorns the
picturesque cover page of our program.

Acknowledgement is also due our high-caliber Chairpersons,
Lecturers, Resource Persons, Rapporteurs, and Facilitators, for
lending us their expertise in order to make our next three days an
unforgettable learning experience.

And to all our participants, specially our three lady Justices of
the Court of Appeals led by its Presiding Justice, the Honorable Ma.
Alicia Austria-Martinez, and our hand-picked trial court judges from
the National Capital Judicial Region, Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao,
many thanks as well for joining us in the challenging field of
economic, social and cultural rights.

In many ways the international legal order was never the same
again after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights on December
10, 1948. Not that this seminal document announced doctrines
never before heard, for in it will be found the central, the humane,
and humanizing precepts of Christianity and of other religions, and
of civilization’s greatest teachers of moral living. With its
promulgation, however, nations and peoples had a succinct
summary of the rights and freedoms that henceforth legal and
juridical order would safeguard and hold inviolate. Although clearly
at first a non-binding proclamation of the signatory states, its ideals
and values, its prescriptions and proscriptions have found their way
into treaty law and into customary law, some of them attaining
even the status of the peremptory norms of international law.

The International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights, and
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, are the progeny of the
Declaration, and although they may have the same status on paper,
and all human rights are generally indivisible, yet, civil and political
rights have received considerably more attention in this jurisdiction,
and in other jurisdictions as well, than economic, social, and cultural
rights.
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Indeed, law school has drilled into us the intricate jurisprudence
that has sprung from our Bill of Rights that resonates with the
prescriptions and injunctions of the Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. But the rather novel provisions of the Philippine Constitution
of 1987 that embody the State’s concern with economic, social and
cultural rights as well do not seem to have been met with equal
enthusiasm and interest.

We have heard of civil and political rights advocates but not
specifically of economic and social rights advocates. But should
not the right to shelter, right to health, right to food, right to
education, right to environment, be given as much attention
and meaning? These rights belong to a different category of
rights altogether because they concern nothing less than self-
preservation and self-perpetuation. This is specially so when
we think of the plight of the world’s poorest countries, where
civil and political rights may be quite beside the point, according
to their national leaders. In fact, the gains in civil and political
rights may even be lost in case economic and social rights are
lost. Now, it is realized that economic, social and cultural rights
have a crucial bearing on the exercise of civil and political rights,
and vice versa.

We also hear of tensions between dynamic elements:
globalization and individualization, globalization and
sovereignty, individual liberty and communitarian values,
individual rights and the rights of society and the common good,
and what Justice Reynato S. Puno of our Supreme Court has
insightfully referred to as the “esoterics of living and the
esoterics of liberty.”

There is very good reason, therefore, for this Judiciary
Workshop. The past has had its shortfalls. The present is now
focusing on awareness and consciousness. The future can
eventually lead to a progressive realization of the justiciability
and enforceability of economic, social, and cultural rights.
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No argument is needed to establish the truth of the proposition
that economic and social rights are the necessary ingredients for
social progress and development. Besides a democratically elected
government and laws that are substantively and procedurally fair
and administered by competent and credible courts, what else does
human development presuppose? This Judiciary Workshop will
answer that question by highlighting economic, social, and cultural
rights (ESCR); and the relationship of interdependence and
correlation between ESCR, the right to development, and respect
for civil and political rights.

We, members of the judiciary, must ceaselessly advocate the
rule of law because we desire what the Preamble of our
Constitution holds forth to be the fruit of adherence to law: a
regime of justice, peace, and love. Hardly anyone else enunciated
the relation between peace and social development with more
brevity and unparalleled clarity than Pope Paul VI when he declared:
“Development is the new name of peace!”

A warm Welcome then to what could well be a conference on
human development. A warmer Welcome to an assembly for peace!
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∗ Delivered at the 12th Biennial Convention of the Daughters of Mary
Immaculate International on the theme “The DMI Onwards to the
Millennium” held on May 6, 2000, at the Crown Peak Hotel, Upper
Subic Bay, Olongapo City.

New Concept of Delivering Justice∗∗∗∗∗

It is more than modesty that makes me reticent about the rather
presumptuous title to my discussion on “New Concept of Justice
for Prisoners, Their Families, and Their Victims.” For what I will
endeavor to share with you today is neither my new concept,
nor a concept newly formed. What I propose to take up is a few,
fairly recent ideas on prisoners and the evolving concepts and
demands of justice for them.

One of the primary endeavors in any country is the delivery
of criminal justice.

I.  RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE

The criminal justice system is by nature retributive and punitive.
Thus, we have what is termed as Retributive Justice. It is the
classic model used to justify prison terms to punish the culprit
for his offense to society. This is his “just dessert.” Bring down
on him the full power and authority of the law. In this concept,
justice means applying the rules, establishing guilt, and
prescribing penalties. Punishment serves the interests of the
State.  Thus, fines are paid to the State, not to the victims.
Punishment is supposed to possess the value of awakening the

More elemental than any precept
of justice is the respect we owe

every other human person,
prisoner or not.
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feeling of guilt in the guilty persons. Punishment is the necessary
mechanism through which equality is to be achieved.

With time, society has realized that the existing system of justice
is flawed and that new ways of “doing justice” should be explored
and developed. And so it is that other major contemporary theories
of justice have evolved with a more humanist approach of sharing
responsibility.

II.  RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

While the concept of retribution focuses on an event of the past,
that is, the crime committed, restorative justice is prospective in
outlook.  It is concerned more with the restoration of relationships,
or of establishing social equality in relationships that will cover
individuals, groups, and communities. It is concerned with addressing
wrong. It takes place outside a courtroom, without two contending
lawyers and a judge. It zeroes in on how to deal with the aftermath
of the offense and its implications for the future. Crime is
considered more as an injury to the victim than to the government.
It realizes that one of the major injuries of the wrongdoer is
alienation or isolation from the community as a result of the
wrongdoing.

The restorative process seeks to empower wrongdoers to take
responsibility and be accountable for their actions. The restorative
perspective makes it clear that it is not only the victim but also
both the wrongdoer and the community who are injured by the
wrongdoing. This is because every crime, in some measure, shatters
the relation between society and both the offender and the victim.
Both wrongdoer and victim must, therefore, be included in attempts
at restoration. To do justice by this vision, is to seek out ways by
which both offender and victim can be reintegrated into society
and thus benefit from community life. Reintegration is a primordial
concern of restorative justice.
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As for the community itself, it should realize that it must
reintegrate its members because disintegration and fragmentation
weaken the community.

III.  CORRECTIVE JUSTICE

This recognizes the intangible aspect of the harm resulting from
the actions of the wrongdoer. Notwithstanding, it aims to
prepare the offenders for their eventual return to the mainstream
of society and not to undermine the inmate’s personal dignity. It is
not confined to interference with the material possessions of the
victim. It focuses on the particular right of the victim. It aims to
correct the injustice done.

IV.  VICTIMS’ RIGHTS

For, indeed, justice should also be given the victims. The common
perception is that more emphasis is placed on the rights of the
accused. Have the accused been accorded due process? Have their
constitutional rights been preserved, before, during, and after trial?
Such guarantees seem to exist more for the criminal perpetrators
than for victims. It is time that we address the power imbalance.
The victims, too, deserve consideration. They, too, have rights. They,
too, should be afforded the opportunity to participate in the legal
process for they are central to that process. Because of the hurt,
the harm, the injury, both physical and otherwise, that has been
caused, mediation between the victim and the offender should,
perhaps, be addressed so that we could “even the scales” between
victim and wrongdoer.

A new concept in the United Sates is the “Victim and Witness
Notification Program.” This program establishes procedures to be
followed when responding to victims’ and witnesses’ requests for
notification regarding the release of an inmate or any other release-
related activity.
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This is a way of protecting victims’ and witnesses’ rights. Victims
and witnesses are notified, upon their request, of the inmate’s
present location, the inmate’s parole eligibility and date of the
parole hearing (if applicable), the inmate’s death, escape, and
eventual release date. For these are matters of interest to victims
and witnesses. Perhaps, if this program had already been in place,
the Manero incident would not have occurred.

There is also an innovative measure in what is termed as the
Victim Impact Program. The program objectives are to stress to
offenders their personal responsibility and consequences for their
criminal behavior, while emphasizing the victim’s perspective.
Victims of crime relate to offenders the effects of criminal behavior
that impact and alter their lives. The primary purpose is to change
inmate behavior through increased awareness. Whether such an
approach would succeed, given our local culture, in educating
inmates of the consequences of their criminal actions and in their
developing a sense of empathy toward crime victims, is to be seen.

Another innovative measure adopted, also in the United States,
is the Inmate Financial Responsibility Program. This is intended to
assist in the collection of fines and restitution ordered by the court
in its judgments. All inmates required to pay fines, special
assessments, or restitution are required to develop a financial plan
to meet these obligations. These may include court costs. Inmates
can meet their obligations gradually, by contributing money earned
from prison work assignments or other means. In many court
judgments, the accused are sentenced to pay damages. Very often,
these remain unpaid. This would be one way therefore, of making
inmates aware of their responsibilities to their  victims.

V.  RESTITUTION

The relatively new concept of restitution ordinarily involves
the payment of money or rendering of service to the victim to
redress the loss inflicted.  It is an alternative to traditional
sentences, such as fines, probation or imprisonment. Unlike fines,
these payments go to the victim rather than to the treasury. It would
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have the effect of the offender expressing guilt and increasing his
self-respect and a sense of accomplishment. Restitution could also
take the form of community service, or working at jobs to raise
money to repay the victims.  In fact, in some areas, restitution has
been substituted for probation.

VI.  FAMILIES OF PRISONERS

Where those imprisoned are the family breadwinners, a caring
society would do well to remember their families.  Justice to
them recognizes that they also need help, attention, and
rehabilitation.

A Memorandum of the Bureau of Corrections, issued on
September 1, 1996, allows conjugal visits during Christmas and the
New Year seasons. A maximum of two children is also allowed to
accompany the visiting parent.

For juvenile offenders who are confined in some institution,
visits of parents and friends who desire to exert a moral
influence over those detained is, at all reasonable times,
permitted under proper regulations. This, too, is justice for
them.

It is gratifying to note that the Pope John Paul II Foundation
for Prisoners’ Welfare has been created to look after the welfare
and development of members of prison society including ex-
prisoners and their families. Their aim is to uplift the prisoners and
to help them become better-skilled, self-reliant, and law-abiding
citizens, and eventually to make them assets to their families and
to society.

VII.  THE SECOND PLENARY COUNCIL OF THE PHILIPPINES

To its credit, the Second Plenary Council of the Philippines (PCP II)
has an express section on prisoners under the heading: “A Renewed
Evangelization.” Section No. 235 reads:
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The Church has two overriding considerations in her special
concern for prisoners. The first is based on the attitude of
the Lord towards those who have strayed from the right path.
He sought them out and aided them, reconciling them with
his Father. Secondly, Jesus underlined assistance to prisoners
as one of the works of love that is a mark of discipleship: ‘I
was  x x x in prison and you visited me x x x whatever you did
for one of these least brothers of mine, you did for me.

The Lord’s attitude towards the errant is normative on us all.
PCP II reminds us that “he sought them out and aided them,
reconciling them with his Father.” To seek anyone out is to affirm
his fundamental worth and dignity. To recognize this in each
one, including those adjudged offenders, is a basic obligation,
an elementary precept of justice. But “seeking out” is no mere
intellectual concession. It means an active concern and
solicitude for the prisoner. Rather than merely responding to a
cry for help, it seeks opportunities to be of help. Often the
circumstances of prison make it virtually impossible for
prisoners’ cries for help to reach us. This makes it all the more
urgent a commitment for us to seek them out and to reach out.

You will not fail to observe that without meaning to
attenuate the offense nor its gravity, the overriding concern is
for the person who happens to be an offender. The bright orange
prison attire, the formidably high concrete walls, the cold,
unyielding bars are all part of the harsh reality of prison life.
But he who is called “prisoner” and many times identified only
by number is, in fact, a human person, created in God’s image
and likeness, redeemed by the Son of God, and destined, as we all
are, for the fullness of life. If the prosecution and trial were fair, as
they should be, then the sentence is likewise in conformity with the
prescription of law, but none of this detracts from the worth and
value of the human person who the offender is.

More elemental than any precept of justice is the respect we
owe every other human person, prisoner or not.
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Where there is crime, this has to be acknowledged and
addressed. Giving the prisoner then the space within which to grow
out of his immaturity and selfishness is not the same thing as
indifference towards crime. It is, however, recognizing the greatness
of personhood, the enormity of crime notwithstanding.

What I, therefore, advocate is an encounter with the prisoner
as a person, to provide him with the room to grow, and this basically
means continuing to believe in the spark of goodness in us all that
no malice or perversity can ever completely smother. Through
charity that does not condescend, assistance that does not create
dependence, and empowerment that is not oblivious of offense,
the offender takes responsibility for his offense, seeks out ways to
repair the damage both to the victim and to society, and continues
to strive towards the fullest measure of personhood of which he
or she is capable.

VII.  CONCLUSION

With these thoughts, may I say that I am, indeed, glad that the
“Daughters of Mary Immaculate International” have seen fit to
focus on a “New Concept of Justice for Prisoners, Their Families,
and Their Victims.” It is sensitivity in the right direction as you
push “Onwards to the New Millenium.” Yours is a dynamic
institution, and I heartily congratulate you all, for your
apostolate, and for your forward-looking agenda for the future.
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∗ Highlights of the Workshop Proceedings delivered at the Philippine
Judiciary Workshop on Realizing Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights conducted by PHILJA, in cooperation with the Office of the
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, held on September 12-
14, 2001, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Enforcing Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights∗∗∗∗∗

This is the first Judiciary Workshop undertaken by the Philippine
Judicial Academy on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the
first time that the topic is introduced to Philippine Judges. We
understand that it is also the first in Asia, and that there is every
intention to replicate it in other jurisdictions using the format and
training materials introduced in this Workshop.

PHILJA undertook this activity with the assistance of the UNDP
and in cooperation with the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights. PHILJA was fortunate to have had the guidance and close
collaboration of former Chief Justice P.N. Bhagwati of India and
Regional Adviser for the Asia and Pacific Region, as well as Dr.
Clarence Dias, President of the International Center for Law and
Development. They participated actively in all sessions contributing
greatly to their substantive portion. Dean Virgina B. Dandan,
Chairperson of the International Committee on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, added to the wealth of information shared with
the participating judges.

Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., authorized the attendance
of three Justices from the Court of Appeals, led  by its recently
appointed Presiding Justice; and of judges: 15 from the National
Capital Judicial Region, 13 from Luzon, 10 from the Visayas, and 10
from Mindanao.

Central to the Workshop was a human rights approach to
development tied with the key role of the judiciary in achieving this
new approach to promote and protect human rights. A given was
that all human rights are indivisible, and of equal importance for
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human dignity, and that economic, social, and cultural rights are of
crucial relevance for the effective exercise of civil and political
rights, and vice versa.

Admittedly, more attention has been given in the past to civil
and political rights, on the one hand, than to economic, social and
cultural rights on the other. It has been realized, however, that not
only are they indivisible but that they need and complement each
other.

If we consider as a success indicator the enhancement of the
participants’ conceptual and practical understanding and ability to
address economic, social, and cultural rights, and willingness to
apply them in the work of judging, the workshop would be rated a
real success. Reacting to the practical exercises with hypotheticals
given on the second day, Chief Justice Bhagwati complimented the
participating judges highly when he said that they could be
considered as among the best in Asia.

The Workshop started with basics – an understanding of the
substance, process and applicability of international norms on
economic, social and cultural rights, particularly, the International
Covenant of ESCR (IESCR) and the jurisprudence emanating from
the International Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights. An overview of the UN Human Rights System was also given.

I.   JUSTICIABILITY

The Workshop met the issue of justiciability of economic, social,
and cultural rights squarely.

Fr. Joaquin Bernas, S.J., summarized the requisites for
justiciability of ESCR as:

1. a demandable legal right;

2. a violation of that right; and

3. a person injured, except if the matter happens to be one
of transcendental importance.
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Chief Justice Bhagwati stressed that India has a Bill of Rights
and a Declaration of Policies, which are not necessarily per se
enforceable, but that its Supreme Court has interpreted the
constitutional “right to life” to cover even food, housing, health,
and environment. This, he said, emphasizes the creative, and the
activist function of a judge, guided by social justice and human rights.

Fr. Ranhilio C. Aquino, for his part, explained that the matter of
“justiciability” limits the reach of judicial power but at the same
time enhances judicial power, because to determine justiciability is
part of judicial power. He cited the Supreme Court Decision in
Harvey v. Defensor Santiago, which resorted to the Declaration of
Principles in the Philippine Constitution in the absence of a specific
law on pedophilia.

II.  ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY IN THE APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS AND THE CONSTITUTION:

EXPERIENCES IN INDIA AND IN THE PHILIPPINES

In discussing the experience in India, Chief Justice P.N. Bhagwati
mentioned that through judicial creativeness and judicial activism,
India has been able to bring Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
within the fold of Human Rights. He mentioned, among others, the
cases of (1) Sonia Gandhi, which held that the right to travel cannot
be curtailed; (2) the “women’s shelter case,” brought by two
professors, where the Supreme Court of India ordered the
improvement of the abominable conditions in the protective home;
and (3) the “blinding case” brought by an NGO, where the Supreme
Court ordered that the people blinded by the police should be sent
to a school for the blind.

He concluded by saying that the judiciary must be fearless in
the discharge of its functions; build up jurisprudence by
incorporating human rights norms that have received broad
acceptance by the international community; and that human rights
should be meaningful to people and to the vulnerable in society.
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Thus, the Supreme Court of India has been referred to, not so much
as such, but as the Supreme Court for Indians.

In expounding on ESCR in Philippine Courts, Justice Leonardo
A. Quisumbing started with Article II of the Philippine Constitution
on the Declaration of Principles and State Policies, Section 2 of
which “adopts the generally accepted principle of international law
as part of the law of the land.” He stressed that human rights are
inherently ours simply because we are human.

Justice Quisumbing cited the early case of Villaviciencio v.
Lukban penned by Justice George A. Malcolm which upheld the
freedom of locomotion and granted the writ of habeas corpus;
although in Rubi v. Mindoro, Justice Malcolm sustained an ordinance
aimed at a cultural minority. He also cited, the cases of (1) Asuncion
v. MeTC which fined a judge Ten Thousand Pesos (P10,000) for having
violated human rights; (2) Mejoff v. Director of Prisons, which held
that the right to liberty applies to Filipino citizens and foreigners
alike; (3) Borovsky which quoted the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, even if the ink thereon had hardly dried, and its universal
application to all, including “un borracho”; and (4) Hilao v. Marcos,
which granted damages for wrongful death against the family of a
former Head of State.

He also stressed the rule-making power of the Philippine
Supreme Court and its impact on the protection and enforcement
of constitutional rights.

He, however, also cited early cases where the provisions of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights were not applied in a case
involving the validity of the Retail Trade Nationalization Law.1

In closing, he stressed that under the Davide Watch, the judiciary
remains vigilant in order that fundamental freedoms and human
rights are protected and promoted; and that “in our time, positive
guarantees of ESCR (as much if not more than political and civil

1. Lao Ichong v. Hernandez, G.R. No. L-7995, May 31, 1957.
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rights) could no longer be ignored or left unrealized. The hour is
late x x x,” he emphasized.

A. Judicial Application Session

This touched on a comparative examination of international
experiences in developing national jurisprudence on economic,
social and cultural rights covering the European Court, the Inter-
American Court, including the experiences from India and South
Africa. The speakers were Chief Justice Bhagwati, and Dr. Clarence
Dias who brought his thorough knowledge and expertise to bear
and discoursed breezily from one court to another.

B.  Administrative and Judicial Application Session

This traced the development of Administrative Law relative to ESCR
with the objective of reviewing administrative remedies in agencies
where relief against violation of ESC rights is possible. Again, there
was an examination of experiences of India and of the Philippines
on the issue.

Dean Pacifico Agabin stressed the need for the judiciary to shift
technique in so far as Human Rights are concerned. He cited the
Workmen’s Compensation Act as i llustrative of how an
administrative process has been used as an instrument not only for
redesigning the economic system but also to effect a shift in
decisional technique from the judicial passive method to the
administrative active method. He mentioned that while civil and
political rights require only restraint on the part of the State,
ECOSOC rights are programmatic requiring a law and the
establishment of administrative agencies.

Chief Justice Bhagwati advanced a novel concept when he
recommended that legal aid be considered as a basic human right.
He also mentioned the three A’s that are necessary, namely,
awareness, assertiveness, and availability of resources.

He also mentioned that the principle behind administrative law
is natural justice and that no one should be condemned unless given
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an opportunity to be heard; that one must keep an open mind
because “to err is human, but to perpetuate an error is no heroism.”
He further emphasized that discretion by administrative agencies
must not be unfettered and unregulated because it is a ruthless
tyrant, referring to Shakespeare’s Macbeth and the line that it should
be “curbed, cabined and confined.”

C. Access to Justice: Transparency, Accountability and
Affordability

Professor Marvic MVF Leonen spoke of the Alternative Law Groups
and various concepts of justice; the challenges they face; the
consideration of law practice as empowering and not simply as a
trade or business; the formulation of judicial and extrajudicial
reforms. He has also recommended a continuing systematic and
institutionalized dialogue between the Bar and basic sectors. So
also did he ask for the reinterpretation of processes that effectively
remove judicial redress to marginalized sectors and communities.
He went further to suggest the review of Bar subjects including the
elimination of Taxation and the inclusion of Agrarian Reform,
Environmental Law, Feminist Jurisprudence and Urban Poor Laws.
He then asked for opening consciousness to alternative law groups
and accommodating social issues so that courts are not lured to
the “slot machine” process of deciding cases.

Chief Justice Bhagwati spoke of the Indian experience along
parallel lines. He related that after the stark native poverty in some
areas of his country and seeing so many deprived of access to justice
for long years, it led him to a change of thinking and providing access
to justice to this poor specimen of humanity.

Accordingly he worked to provide them with legal aid and the
formation of a commission for the purpose to be more dynamic.
He advocated Preventive Legal Aid Program that will not be confined
to litigation alone. The components of this program were alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms; legal aid clinics in universities;
paralegal training; public involvement and research. The whole
process was revolutionized, he said. He even brought people’s
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courts to resolve disputes in different rural areas, with the help of
many others.

He then spoke of the need for transparency: how judges
behave, their conduct in and out of the courtroom, since all these
affect the people’s perception of the administration of justice.

Accountability is also very important, he said – accountability
to conscience and the law, to the people of the country whom we
are expected to serve, and not to government.

He also raised the problems of media who sometimes overstep
limits with unfounded allegations. Truth, he said, is no defense for
contempt of court.

D.  Rights, Obligations and Remedies: International and Domestic
Experiences

On this topic, Chief Justice Bhagwati invoked social action litigation,
reiterating that poor people lack resources to approach the courts.
He mentioned that locus standi stands in the way of people’s
approach to courts, and that we should give way to a larger doctrine.
The problem would be how to get the evidence since NGOs have
limited resources. Social action litigation is a national remedy in
India, he added. It has spread to Bangladesh, Nepal, and other
countries as well.

He also spoke of public interest litigation in public interest cases
brought by public-spirited individuals. Judicial aberrations exist, he
warned, but the strategy should not be discarded for those reasons
alone where there is violation of basic rights.

Dean Virginia B. Dandan vented her frustration since, despite
seven years of work, the draft Optional Protocol on ESCR has not
yet been adopted because of lack of appreciation by the States.

Atty. Rene Sarmiento advanced the view that the judiciary
should not be merely passive and a mere adjudicator of clashing
claims but that it should be innovative. Judicial activism, he said,
can be an important strategy to overcome all forms of oppression
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and of exploitation which is unjustifiable in any model of social
development.

He suggested the adoption of the ley de amparo, which is a
versatile instrument covering habeas corpus, injunction, declaratory
judgment, and even appeal.

E. Non-Discrimination and Participation: Gender and Children
Issues

This session focused on the examination of administrative and
judicial processes in the light of basic principles of human rights
including state responsibility under CEDAW and CRC, specially
considering that the latter contains all kinds of rights including the
right to participation, through its guiding concept on “the best
interests of the child.” ESCR is also very strong in CRC, Dr. Dias
stated.

Professor Myrna S. Feliciano, a sought-after speaker on Women
and Children, discoursed on the subject and the imbalance in the
participation of women and children. She stressed the limitation
of their ability to participate in or benefit from development, with
poverty exacerbating gender disparities. She also spoke on job
discrimination, citing leading cases, and violence against women.
She emphasized that legal, social and economic rights provide an
enabling environment in which women and men can participate
productively in society, attain a basic quality of life and take
advantage of the new opportunities that development affords.
Gains have been achieved, she said, but women still encounter de
facto practices that give rise to hardships.

Dr. Dias pointed out that the right to participation is a most
fundamental human right and is key to the realization of several
other human rights. He cited that the human right to participation
is crucial to any human rights-based approach to sustainable human
development, and that the CEDAW contains the most detailed
provisions of the right to participation. The judiciary, he said, can
help promote, protect, and fulfill the right to participation. He
challenged all to total commitment to the right to participation.
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F.  Social Action Litigation

There was a change in schedule for the last session. The participants
were divided into three teams:

1. the Social Action Team;

2. the Domestic Remedy Team; and

3. the International Remedy/Relief Team.

They were given three hypothetical problems to solve. The solutions
were reported by rapporteurs and critiqued by Resource Persons,
all of whom congratulated the teams for their outputs. The reports
showed a working knowledge of basic rights, and the remedies to
seek from the Philippine Commission on Human Rights or
administrative agencies, or the Courts.

III.  CONCLUSION

In this Judiciary Workshop, we weretoured through the landscapes
of Civil and Political Rights, Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
the experiences in India and the Philippines, and in European
countries as well.

It has been a hectic three-day activity but we trust that it has
been found fruitful and fulfilling, specially in the realization of rights
through development.

We reiterate our appreciation to the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), through Mr. Terence Jones, its
able representative here with us tonight; the Office of the High
Commissioner of Human Rights; former Chief Justice Bhagwati, Dr.
Clarence Dias, Dean Dandan, all experts in Human Rights, for having
guided us notwithstanding the intense schedule. I just hope that
they did not feel “exploited.”

We thank Chief Justice Davide for coming over to inspire us all,
for his indispensable support and specially for having given his
blessings to this landmark undertaking.
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The first step in training has been undertaken by PHILJA. The
next step will be at the Court of Appeals, with the permission of its
Presiding Justice. And hopefully, we will be able to take the seminars
to different judicial regions. Of course, a great deal will also depend
on the evaluations still to be submitted.

The role of the judges is clear, whether in the Philippines, in
India, and in other countries as well –  to call on their inner resources
of mind and spirit to achieve a judiciary that is independent,
efficient, effective, and protective of liberties and of citizens’ rights.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the National Workshop on the Role
of Judges, Prosecutors and Public Defense Attorneys on the Prevention
of Torture held on September 25-27, 2002, at the Marco Polo Hotel,
Davao City.

Respect for Fundamental Rights
and Freedoms∗∗∗∗∗

This is our third National Workshop on the Role of Judges,
Prosecutors, and Public Defense Attorneys in fostering universal
respect for fundamental rights and freedoms, with focus on
torture.

After this activity, the University of the Philippines–Institute of
Human Rights, the Philippine Judicial Academy (PHILJA), the
Department of Justice (DOJ), and the Embassy of the United
Kingdom, shall have traveled from north to south and covered
the three major geographical areas—Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao.

The subject is relatively new to our participants.  But if only to
bring to the fore the issue of torture and the realization that it still
persists in the country, sad to say, in this civilized day and age; and
in spite of our being signatories to international treaties, these
national workshops shall have been worth their while.

As far as the judiciary is concerned, it is heartening to note that
it has been vigilant in holding that evidence procured through force
shall be inadmissible in evidence.

The perspectives in Luzon and Visayas will most probably differ
from those in Mindanao.  That makes this third workshop all the
more interesting, particularly, since our list of participants includes
judges from troubled areas like Siasi, Sulu, and Bongao, Tawi-Tawi.
For example, when participants in Cebu were asked whether there
was a “culture of torture,” the answer was almost nil.  It would be
interesting to find out what the answer would be in this region.
There is unanimity, however, in the belief that a “culture of impunity”
exists, and to which we must put an end.
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Another question posed in past workshops was, would the
definition of “torture” be confined to agents of the state  who
employ it to extract confession, information, and the like?  Or,
should it extend to other individuals as well and even to rebels
or other terrorists?

One thing is certain – a contemporary development has defined
torture  as a crime against humanity in the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court.  It has also characterized torture as
an independent crime.

Another interesting question is, would you accept the doctrine
of extra-territoriality, i.e., if torture were committed within the
territorial jurisdiction of the Philippines.  Would you agree to have
the civil or criminal action filed in the country of origin of the victim?
Or would you first exhaust administrative remedies within the
affected country?

These then are the vistas open to all of us in this workshop.
The topic is in consonance with the Philippine Judicial
Academy’s philosophy of judicial education, which is to
broaden the horizons of legal and judicial education and not to
confine them strictly to law and jurisprudence.

There are also pending bills in Congress defining torture and
penalizing acts of commission.  How would these relate to the
pending Bills on Anti-Terrorism and other human rights, including
press freedom?

Challenges abound.  The fight for human rights is unrelenting.
There is also the matter of due process of law that has to be
observed.  We cannot close our eyes to the truism that the
promotion and protection of human rights is the responsibility of
all.  The realization has dawned that there is need for a human
rights approach to development if it is to be sustainable.

To our participants, the challenge is hurled.  More than just the
prevention of torture, would you advocate absolute prohibition?
Would you criminalize acts of torture?  Would you subject it to the
statute of limitations?  The answers will be yours to provide so
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that all involved in the criminal justice system, judges, prosecutors,
public attorneys, law enforcers, and even the community, may
impact substantially in the safeguarding of our citizens from torture.
We trust that this third national workshop will further fulfill this
goal.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the National Workshop on the Role
of Judges, Prosecutors and Public Defense Attorneys on the Prevention
of Torture, in cooperation with the Embassy of the United Kingdom,
the University of the Philippines-Institute of Human Rights,
University of the Philippines-Law Center, and the Department of
Justice held on August 21-23, 2002, at the Waterfront Hotel, Lahug,
Cebu City.

The Prevention of Torture∗∗∗∗∗

As in the first National Workshop, allow me to open this event
by relating a historical snippet about our host city.

Cebu’s rich history dates back to pre-Spanish times. The
Portuguese explorer Fernao Magalhaes, anglicized as Ferdinand
Magellan,  set foot on this trading port formerly known as Sugbu
on April 7, 1521, and planted the Santa Cruz.  While Sugbu’s
ruler, Rajah Humabon, welcomed the Spaniards and allowed
himself and his subjects to be converted to Christianity  –  his
wife Humamai was even given an image of the Holy Child, the
Sto. Nino – the other chieftains were not as accommodating.
Twenty days after berthing in Sugbu, Magellan and his men
were vanquished by Lapu-Lapu, chieftain of Mactan, in a
lopsided battle that sealed Lapu-Lapu’s place in our country’s
Hall of Fame.  It is a fitting honor, for as the historian Lina Quimat
wrote in her book Glimpses in History of Early Cebu, the original
name of Mactan was Mat-an, or “with eyes.”  Indeed, Lapu-Lapu
had eyes that saw through the grand colonization design of the
foreigners and he had the will to do something about it.  The
result, as the saying goes, is now part of our history.  After all,
freedom and all its positive imports can be achieved and

. . . a tool to break a victim’s will and humanity,
its baneful effects going beyond the physical
and entering the realm of the psychosocial.
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sustained by simply opening one’s eyes and peering beyond the veil
of normalcy.

I am certain that, like in the first workshop held at Subic last
month, the next few days will open our eyes, as well as our minds,
to one of the harshest realities in our midst.  One might think that
in this so-called “civilized” times, basic human rights are virtually
ensured everywhere.  As our distinguished lineup of speakers will
tell you, this is not so.  And torture, which is the main theme of this
collective exercise, is just one form of human rights violation that
persists to this day.

In this three-day workshop, you will see the many repulsive
faces of torture as it is practiced in the Philippines and in other
countries. There are many forms of torture, some of which you
may have heard or read about.  You will hear it in this workshop.
You will learn that it is a tool to break a victim’s will and humanity,
its baneful effects going beyond the physical and entering the realm
of the psychosocial.

Some of our distinguished speakers will remind you of the moral
and legal bases for making torture illegal as derived from our
Constitution and our Bill of Rights.  These constitutional provisions
are in keeping with international conventions and treaties that
condemn torture and make governments responsible for preventing
or stamping out its practice.

At the first workshop, we observed that the issues tackled
were mainly the concern of the prosecutors, public defenders,
and law enforcers.  Yet, we cannot ignore the role played by the
courts in this regard.  We, too, must, at the very least, be aware
that torture still persists and that we must work for its
prevention, if not eradication, as it is a fundamental violation of
human rights and an offense to human dignity.

The Supreme Court, in particular, is the final arena for the
protection of individuals in conflict with the law whenever there
is a claim that torture has been employed in the course of
criminal investigation.
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In the 1997 Robbery with Homicide case of People v. Bonola,
et al., for instance, the accused-appellant was allegedly arrested
by the police, handcuffed, and taken to the municipal hall where he
was mauled and forced to admit his participation in the crime.  From
there, he was transferred to another police station where he was
again tortured.  Finally, he confessed when he could no longer take
the maltreatment.  The statement was not read to him when he
signed it, and he was made to believe that it was for the purpose of
transferring him to the provincial jail and expediting the termination
of the case against him.  Mr. Justice Reynato S. Puno, speaking for
the Court En Banc, reversed the conviction and death sentence of
the accused-appellant because his extrajudicial confession was
secured in violation of his constitutional rights, among other
grounds.

In the more recent case of People v. Muleta, decided on June
25, 1999, by Mr. Justice Artemio V. Panganiban, the Court once again
demonstrated its vigilance in protecting the rights of an accused
when there are indications that his confession was obtained with
the use of force.  Here, the accused-appellant claimed that on the
day he was arrested for allegedly raping and slaying his own niece:

he was tortured; that aside from boxing and kicking him, (the
police) brought (him) to a secluded place; that he was
blindfolded; that he was told to lie down on his back; his feet
were tied and water was poured on his nose; that he was
forced to sign a document which he was not able to read; that
he was forced to sign the document because he (could) no
longer bear the torture; that he did not have a lawyer at that
time.

The confession in this case was not admitted in evidence and the
Court accordingly acquitted the accused for insufficiency of
evidence.

By disallowing confessions obtained through duress and/or
without the benefit of counsel, what the Court seeks to avoid is
“the evil of extorting from the very mouth of the person undergoing
interrogation for the commission of an offense, the very evidence
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with which to prosecute and thereafter convict him.”  Our judges
participating in this seminar would do well to keep this principle in
mind.

And yet, it is strange, indeed, if newspaper reports are accurate,
that a Canadian appellate court should deny the request of the
Philippine Government for the extradition of Rodolfo Pacificador,
a prime suspect in the assassination of former Antique Governor
Evelio Javier in 1986, on the ground that the Philippine justice system
failed to respect the fundamental rights of the accused in the Javier
case, who were subjected to torture and harassment while in
custody.

There is need, therefore, for a concerted effort to disprove
this indictment against the Philippine judicial system.  Torture
cases should be open to investigation, and those who
perpetrate it brought to justice.  It would also be worthwhile to
look deeper into issues affecting women, children, refugees,
and other vulnerable groups that fall prey to discrimination
and abuse.  On the other hand, our civilian and law enforcers could
use some training in handling their cases, augmented by courses on
values formation.

With these thoughts, I welcome you all to this Second National
Workshop on the Prevention of Torture.  We express our sincere
appreciation to the Embassy of the United Kingdom for underwriting
this series of workshops in cooperation with the University of the
Philippines–Institute of Human Rights, the Philippine Judicial
Academy (PHILJA), and the Department of Justice (DOJ).  As I had
stated at the outset, participation in this activity will surely open
the eyes of all to the existence of a harsh reality in civilized societies.
In the end, it is the people whom we all serve that will benefit from
the knowledge that we acquire and the proposals that we will
advance during this three-day workshop.
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∗ Message delivered at the Symposium on the Challenge of Terrorism
and the Defense of Human Rights, in collaboration with the
Commission on Human Rights, held on December 9, 2002, at the
Garden Plaza Hotel, Manila.

The Challenge of Terrorism
and Defense of Human Rights∗∗∗∗∗

The September 11 attacks in New York and Washington, D.C. in
2001, the deadliest terrorist attack in history, has highlighted
the debate on whether security measures adopted thereafter
should come at the cost of sacrificing human rights.

The actions taken to respond to security challenges have
given rise to grave human rights concerns.  Can basic human
rights be legitimately sacrificed in the name of collective
security?  What are the human rights implications of security
policies that have been adopted – for example, the extreme
secrecy of investigations; the establishment of special military
commissions; the refusal to grant “prisoner of war” status; the
adoption of the Canadian Anti-Terrorism Act in December; and
our own Anti-Terrorism Bills that would allow warrantless
arrests and relax restrictions on wiretapping and secrecy rules
on bank deposits.

We were in Ottawa, Canada, in June 2002, for the Conference
on Bio-Terrorism and the Courts and, already, concerns were
expressed by Canadians themselves that some of the provisions
of the Act undermined the right to a fair trial.  Our own human
rights advocates have themselves listed the risks attendant to the
anti-terrorism bills filed in the Senate.

. . .human rights, along with
democracy and social justice,

are one of the best prophylactics
against terrorism.
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These are some of the main concerns that bring us together as
we observe National Human Rights Week and relevantly focus on
Terrorism and Human Rights.

We like to believe with UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, that
“human rights, along with democracy and social justice, are one of
the best prophylactics against terrorism.”

The Constitution entrusts to the Commission on Human Rights
(CHR)  the important office of educating Philippine society on
human rights, advocating their recognition and enforcement,
investigating violations, and bringing the agencies and
instrumentalities of government to respect and to implement
them.  The efforts of the Commission, however, would be for
naught were the courts indifferent to the issue of human rights.
After all, it is teaching as old as the case in Marbury v. Madison
that it is for the courts, and no other branch or office of
government, to determine where rights lie and to do so with
finality.

It is not the first time, of course, that the nation observes
National Human Rights Week.  This year’s observance, however,
is particularly auspicious because members of the Judiciary,
led by Justices of the second highest court, and the Commission
on Human Rights, jointly listen to presentations, discuss issues
and propose solutions to the most pressing problems and
challenges.  The Philippine Judicial Academy, with the
Commission on Human Rights as its partner, is happy to have
been able to bring Justices, Judges, and Human Rights
Commissioners and Directors together for the first time in a
symposium that we look forward to with high hopes and with
great expectations!

PHILJA, in partnership with the Commission on Human
Rights, has proposed for discussion today “The Challenge of
Terrorism and the Defense of Human Rights.”  There is hardly a
way of overstating the theme’s relevance.  Saber-rattling, the
jitters that come in the wake of mindless and devastating
terrorists’ attacks, rumors of war, and heightened rhetoric,
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pervade our volatile atmosphere.  The temptation is great to speak
of human rights only in hushed tones, and then only with reticence.
It is concededly difficult to be equally vigilant over human rights
while using iron fists on terrorism and terrorists!  It remains,
however, moral and juridical wisdom that there are rights so
sacrosanct that nothing can justify their violation or disregard!  In
fact, it is commitment to the Rule of Law and to the rights that
belong to men and women as human persons that confers on us
the moral ascendancy to scorn terrorism, to condemn it, and to
deal with it as the laws allow us to!

Where do we strike the balance?  We are aware of the
accusation that human rights advocates are defending
“terrorists”; and that they are perceived as defending the views
or actions of individuals or organizations, rather than their
fundamental rights.

The Greek sage, Aristotle, long ago taught that the good is
to be found in the middle of extremes.  But the middle – the
point of tension between extremes – is often difficult to discern,
and harder even to abide by.  In the constitutional scheme of
things, it is the courts that often must determine where the
balance lies and to rule in accordance with what they discern.

This is what today’s symposium is about.  There is nothing
more dangerous than a simplistic reduction of what is complex,
for terrorism is an immensely complex issue, made yet more
complex by our uncompromising commitment to human rights.
That is why I did open my remarks by expressing high hopes for
this symposium.

On the occasion of National Human Rights Week, PHILJA is
privileged to make this symposium its contribution to the assiduous,
ongoing, if sometimes difficult and painful search for answers to a
most pressing and urgent concern of our times.

With sights on the future, we look forward to a continuing
partnership between the Philippine Judicial Academy and the
Commission on Human Rights.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Interdisciplinary
Seminar on Sex Trafficking, under the auspices of the Philippine
Judicial Academy, WomenLEAD, the Commission on Human Rights,
the Mandatory Continuing Legal Education Committee, and The
Asia Foundation, held on March 13-14, 2003, at PHILJA, Tagaytay
City.

Addressing Sex Trafficking∗∗∗∗∗

It seems incredible that the slave trade we knew existed in
ancient civilizations is still with us and has alarmingly become
the baneful contemporary social issue of sex trafficking.  This,
notwithstanding the condemnation by International Law of
slavery and slave-related practices.  The tragic part of it all is
that this pernicious practice exists and persists in the
Philippines, which is also reported to be a “source, transit, and
destination country for internationally trafficked persons.”

We have been dealing with this issue openly for years and
for this we congratulate the National Commission on the Role
of Filipino Women and all our women advocacy groups, including
Women’s Legal Education, Advocacy and Defense Foundation,
Inc. (WomenLEAD), for their perseverance in confronting the
problem.

Pending now in both the House and the Senate are Bills on
Anti-Trafficking in Persons.  We will be fortunate to hear
tomorrow from the author of the House Bill herself,
Congresswoman Bellaflor Angara Castillo.

We are here concerned
with the dignity, integrity, and worth

of our women and girl-children,
as well as the welfare

of the family and the community.
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This interdisciplinary seminar is, therefore, timely, not only as
our contribution to Women’s Month, but also so that we may
address the need for a comprehensive and effective Anti-
Trafficking in Persons Law.  Sex trafficking must not only be defined
and criminalized.  Penalties under relevant laws should also be
increased.  The pernicious results of harm to our women and girl-
children, unwanted pregnancy, STDs, and AIDS, as well as the
undermining of the social, political and economic fabric of the nation
are only too well known.  In addition, comprehensive programs for
the rehabilitation of sex victims should be provided.  Truth to tell,
customers should be considered equally as criminal as prostitutes.
The men should also be held accountable.

Statistics show that sex trafficking, including the marketing of
children, is growing at an alarming rate.  It is a moneymaker.  Criminal
syndicates and individual procurers have discovered that it is a
lucrative business to move bodies across borders, which is a low
risk venture compared to drug trafficking.  It is said to be a shadow
market valued at US$7 billion annually.  Traffickers all make money
to the detriment of their victims who are given only measly
amounts.  Although exact figures are unavailable, it is estimated
that over 1 million  women and girls are trafficked for sexual
exploitation each year.

Globalization and migration have compounded the problem.
With open borders between countries, women migrate to seek
employment elsewhere only to suffer an ignominious fate.  Our
own women are lured elsewhere as “mail order brides.”  Computer
technology also allows money gained through trafficking in women
to be transferred and laundered with minimum chance of detection.

In our own home grounds, poverty and lack of employment
opportunities  are pinpointed to be root causes,  and so is the
erosion of traditional family values.  Working abroad is availed
of as a solution to impoverishment and low income.  We export
our women as domestic helpers, entertainers, or factory
workers.  While working in foreign lands, some are pressured
into selling their bodies in order to survive.  Even locally, in the
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absence of income-earning opportunities, women from poor and
far-flung provinces have been lured to prostitution in their quest
for a decent life.  We have de facto legislation, too, that legalizes
prostitution when we give licenses to “commercial sex workers”
and “guest relations officers.”

The sex victims are women and girl-children from poor families
with little or no education.  They lack awareness of their legal rights
or of channels for seeking redress.  They are vulnerable to sex
exploitation. The low regard for women persists.  They are
considered as sex objects, as commodities.

We are here concerned with the dignity, integrity, and worth of
our women and girl-children, as well as the welfare of the family
and the community.  Bartering of women and girls in the sex trade
must be curbed.   Discrimination and violence against women must
be eliminated.  The Philippines must cease to be a trafficking hot
spot.

We are here to increase our level of understanding of trafficking
of both women and children.  We are here to address this crime
against humanity and a matter of pressing international concern.
We are here to look into the problem in the context of our existing
specific laws and of international human rights standards.  We meet
to discuss the prevention of trafficking through the legal and criminal
system and the prosecution and enforcement against traffickers.
Complacency of government and law enforcement officials must
be addressed.  We are assembled to listen to survivors’ and to
lawyers’ experiences.  We are here to protect the most vulnerable
and marginalized key targets—our women and girl-children.  We
are here to address weak law enforcement and even exploitation
by corrupt law enforcers and officials.  We are here to exchange
views on the handling of cases of sex trafficking.

We welcome you all to this multi-disciplinary endeavor.  May
we all derive a learning experience that will be of productive
benefit to our own respective fields, and yet part of an
integrated whole.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the National Inter-
Disciplinary Seminar on Trafficking in Persons under the auspices of
PHILJA, WomenLEAD, Department of Justice, and the College of Law,
Silliman University, with support from The Asia Foundation, held
on June 24-25, 2004, at the South Sea Resort Hotel, Batayan,
Dumaguete City.

Trafficking in Persons:
Confronting Issues∗∗∗∗∗

The success of the advocacy for women’s rights has been
impressive.  Women’s Legal Education, Advocacy and Defense
Foundation, Inc. (WomenLEAD) deserves congratulations for
the active and effective role that it has played in this regard.

It is to the credit of all those involved in the movement
that, in addition to other legislation, we now have not only
Republic Act No. 9208 that defines and punishes the crime of
person trafficking but also RA No. 9262 that defines and punishes
crimes of violence against women and children.  These are laws
that enforce within the domestic legal system rights and
guarantees of vulnerable sectors enshrined in and guaranteed
by key international human rights covenants and treaties such
as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on
the Rights of the Child, and the United Nations Protocol on the
Trafficking of Persons.

They also constitute significant developments in domestic
law insofar as they provide protection against certain detestable
acts of exploitation and abuse heretofore unpunished and
unpunishable.

RA No. 9208
deals with the issue

of trafficking from a balanced approach.
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Notable in RA No. 9208 is the fact that it deals with the issue
of trafficking from a balanced approach.  It deals not only with
human rights measures to protect and restore human dignity to
victims of abuse, but also effective law enforcement mechanisms
to apprehend and prosecute traffickers.

For the second time around, the PHILJA and WomenLEAD, in
cooperation with the Department of Justice (DOJ), and the College
of Law of Siliman University, with the assistance of The Asia
Foundation (TAF), sponsor again a multi-disciplinary seminar in an
effort to increase awareness of trafficking and to understand better
this phenomenon, which is really a complex and multifaceted
problem.  We are here to discuss issues, concerns and areas for
effective partnerships in relation thereto.  All of us judges,
prosecutors, court social workers, and law enforcers are in strategic
positions to confront the problem of trafficking in our respective
areas of responsibility.

One expressed concern in dealing with victims of rape, domestic
violence, human trafficking, and the like is the manner in which
judges and prosecutors treat the victim so that the victim is not
further injured in the judicial process.  That is why the learning
module for this seminar-workshop includes role plays that would
impart the skill of effective communication with the victim in court
and depict, as well, appropriate and inappropriate behavior of the
judge and the prosecutor in dealing with this type of cases.

Investigative processes should also be addressed.  The strengths
and weaknesses in the conduct, speech, and frames of mind of all
actors should be looked into.   This should be accompanied by a
sensitive understanding of the behavior of survivors in order to
ensure a rounded approach and so that they, too, could be
adequately protected.  In other words, it is not only taking action
against the trafficker that should be our concern but also such steps
as may be needed to protect and assist trafficked persons.

This seminar, however, is only one of the means to an end.
Follow-throughs are essential.  Full and speedy implementation
of RA No. 9208 and its IRR is necessary.  Compliance with
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minimum international criteria to curb human trafficking is essential
so that we do not drop to the so-called “Tier 3” or the the level
where a country fails to conform with international standards.  The
U.S. only recently declared that the Philippines has a worsening
human trafficking situation.

We should continue to expose trafficking as a heinous violation
of women’s and children’s rights.  Hand in hand with strengthening
the criminal justice response to trafficking is the need for increased
awareness, as well as effective cooperation at a national and
international level.  Our efforts, too, must support and protect
victims and witnesses who provide evidence necessary for the
prosecution of syndicates and ringleaders behind the proliferation
of trafficking in women and children that result in their economic,
sexual and physical exploitation.

Welcome, therefore, to what we hope will be our common
cause and resolve to strengthen our collective and individual
efforts to prevent and combat trafficking in persons as well as
to protect and assist victims of trafficking, with full respect for
their human rights.  God bless us all.
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∗ Remarks delivered  at the Book Launch of  Dr. Prof. Hans Koechler’s
Global Justice or Global Revenge, sponsored by the H. Koechler
Political and Philosophical Society, held on June 14, 2004, at the
University of the Philippines–Asian Center, Diliman, Quezon City.

Global Justice or Global Revenge∗∗∗∗∗

We are happy to welcome again Dr. Prof. Hans Koechler to the
Philippines.

The Supreme Court and the Philippine Judicial Academy were
privileged to hear Dr. Koechler’s thought-provoking lecture during
the Supreme Court Centenary Lecture Series last March 12, 2002,
on the topic The United Nations, International Rule of Law and
Terrorism.  We thank Dr. Fatemah Balbin, Chairperson and President
of the Foundation for Social Justice, for making that lecture possible.

Ever since September 11, 2001, the world has not been the
same.  Terrorism has changed the outlook of humanity towards
the concept of justice as well as revenge.  With this paradigm shift
came new concepts of international law, especially in the area of
international criminal justice.  Recently, the United States of America
has been taken to task for its adamant refusal to ratify the treaty
on the creation of the International Criminal Court.  Lately, the
United States has been pilloried for its treatment of the Iraqui
prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison arising from violations of the Geneva
Convention on the treatment of prisoners of war.  Indeed, Prof.
Koechler’s subtitle “International Criminal Justice at the Crossroads”
says it all.  We now have the newly proclaimed doctrine of

Terrorism has changed the outlook
of humanity towards the concept

of justice as well as revenge.
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“preventive war,” as well as the principle of “universal jurisdiction”
and its reasonable and responsible exercise by national courts.

Terrorism, like “justice,” defies definition.  The term is so
emotionally charged that even the best minds in the English-speaking
countries cannot agree on a common definition.  Indeed, the
aphorism, “one man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter”
illustrates the difficulty of arriving at a common meaning, and this
has been a vexing problem in international criminal justice.

Some prominent social scientists have viewed the various
terrorist acts in our midst as part of a conflict between cultures or
civilizations.  In other words, we lawyers cannot view terrorist acts
from the prism of criminal law alone; otherwise we cannot delve
into the roots of the problem of distinguishing “justice” from
“revenge.”   Prof. Samuel Huntington, a university professor at
Harvard, had called it “the clash of civilizations,” that is, the conflict
between the civilization of the West versus the civilization of Islam.
He attributes this to the resurgence of Islamic consciousness and
identity among Muslim peoples everywhere, including the
Philippines.  This is in response to globalization and modernization,
and has engulfed ever larger parts of the globe.

If we define “civilization” as the anthropologists would have it,
that is, that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art,
morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by
man as a member of society, then we can see why it is so difficult
to distinguish justice from revenge in the international context.
Sometimes, revenge is equated with justice, depending on one’s
perspective, but the big question is, who dealt the first blow of
terrorism?

The book of Prof. Koechler points out to jurists the quandary in
attempting to distinguish justice from revenge.  Mankind has been
trying to define “justice” for the last 2,000 years, but so far it has
not succeeded on a satisfactory definition except on a case-to-
case basis.  Revenge may be sweet, but justice is the ideal.
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The evolution of the concept of international criminal justice
shows that humanity is still searching for an acceptable definition
of justice, and trying to determine who should mete out justice on
a global scale.  The book of Prof. Koechler will be a lantern which
will guide jurists and lawyers in understanding the meaning of justice
and revenge in the context of international law.  Reading it would
be a challenge to reflect.
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∗ Keynote Address delivered at the Seminar on Anti-Trafficking in
Persons (RA No. 9208 and Its Implementing Rules and Regulations)
held on September 3-4, 2004, at the Orchid Garden Suites, Malate,
Manila.

Anti-Trafficking in Persons∗∗∗∗∗

Two laws recently passed by Congress attest to the growing
consciousness of our legislative department to gender and child
sensitivity.   These are the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003
(RA No. 9208) and The Anti-Violence Against Women and Children
Act of 2004 (RA No. 9262).

These are laws that enforce, within the domestic legal
system, rights and guarantees of vulnerable sectors enshrined
in and guaranteed by key international human rights covenants
and treaties such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, and the United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children.

They also constitute significant developments in domestic
law insofar as they provide protection against certain detestable
acts of exploitation and abuse heretofore unpunished and
unpunishable.

In this seminar, we are particularly concerned with the law
against Trafficking in Persons.  The wake-up call is the latest US
State Department’s report that Filipino women are trafficked
for sexual exploitation to Asia, the Middle East, Europe and

It cannot be emphasized enough
that the trafficking of women and children

is a crime against humanity.
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North America.  The report also includes sexual exploitation and
trafficking of children within the Philippines as a growing concern;
and the downgrading and listing in the Tier 2 Watch List category
of the Philippines this year due to the government’s failure to
provide evidence of increasing efforts to combat severe forms of
trafficking, particularly, the weak implementation of the new Anti-
Trafficking Law.

This seminar, therefore, is welcome in that it aims to enhance
awareness among judges and prosecutors of the provisions of the
Anti-Trafficking Act of 2003, and improve the handling of cases of
trafficking in persons.  It is also significant that the partners in this
endeavor are the Department of Justice (DOJ), the POPLAW of the
University of the Philippines-Law Center; the Courts Pillar of the
National Police Commission (NAPOLCOM) Technical Committee on
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (TCCPCJ), under the
sponsorship of the Solidarity Center Trade Union Congress of the
Philippines (TUCP).

The significance of the seminar is further shown by the fact
that this seminar is attended by judges and prosecutors coming
from different courts and prosecution offices of the National
Capital Region (NCR), as well as by selected officials from the
Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA), National Bureau of
Investigation (NBI), Bureau of Immigration (BOI), Public
Attorney’s Office (PAO), and the Ombudsman.  This emphasizes
the expanse of the offices involved in the implementation of
the Act and, therefore, the need for collaboration among them.

Indeed, the law  is so comprehensive that the institutional
mechanisms for the support and protection of trafficked persons
are in place, with the procedures and guidelines for the
implementation of the Act spelled out. These are supplemented
by the Rules and Regulations already issued by the Inter-Agency
Council against Trafficking (IACAT).

The Act already clearly gives the coverage of trafficking;
the means that it employs; and the purpose that trafficking
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aims to achieve. I shall not belabor these matters as they will surely
be covered by the panel of lecturers.  It is for me only to give some
salient observations:

1. There is no need for a transnational act to make the offense
indictable, as the law clearly says “within or across national
borders.”

2. Prostitution, which is included under the definition of
“exploitation,” need not involve sexual intercourse.
Lascivious conduct in exchange for money, profit, or any
other consideration is sufficient.

3. Sexual exploitation is now defined as subjecting a
person to prostitution or production of pornographic
material as a result of threat, deception, abuse of
authority or moral ascendancy, debt bondage or
deception.

4. The law introduces a new term – “debt bondage,”
meaning, the pledging by the debtor of personal
services when the length and nature of the services is
not clearly defined, or when the value of the services
as reasonably assessed is not applied towards the
liquidation of the debt.  It has been introduced within
the concept of forced labor and slavery as including the
extraction of work or services by debt bondage  or
deception.

5. Accepting the services of a son of a debtor without any
clearly stipulated length of service or the nature thereof
is within the coverage.

6. Passing a housemaid off to one’s creditor without any
provision as to length and nature of services, as well as
withholding of the salaries of a domestic helper for the
supposed payment of transportation and placement
even after the reasonable value thereof has been rendered,
is also covered.
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7. There is also such a thing as qualified trafficking when a
child is recruited, transferred, harbored or received for
the purpose of exploitation.

Tying up the provisions of the Act with the UN Protocol, we will
note  that:

1. There is trafficking “with or without the victim’s consent
or knowledge;1  in other words, the consent of the
victim is immaterial.  However, without the element of
purpose, trafficking is meaningless.  Intention must be
proved.

2. This conforms to Article 3,b of the UN Protocol to
Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,
Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the UN
Convention  Against Transnational Organized Crime,
which provides that “the consent of the victim of
trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set
forth x x x shall be irrelevant where any means set forth
x x x have been used;”

3. The prostitute herself (himself) is not punished under
the law.  Therefore, the provisions of the Revised Penal
Code penalizing prostitution remain, except that the
prostitute who is a trafficked person is considered a
victim and cannot be prosecuted for prostitution;

4. Since the Act considers trafficking as a criminal offense,
the government can pursue the case even if the victims
are not willing to file it themselves.

This brings up the question of mail-order bride matching.
Would this be punishable?  This would depend on whether the
matching is for purposes of prostitution.

As we then analyze the provisions of the Anti-Trafficking
Act, let us remember that trafficking in persons is a global issue.

1. Sec. 3(a).
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It has caught the attention of the United Nations and other
institutions, both government and non-government.  Sadly, lack
of economic opportunities here at home compels our women
to search for better work prospects abroad, making them
vulnerable to trafficking syndicates.

Trafficking in persons has been described as “pervasive” and
“lucrative.” It is a moneymaker.  There is a shadow market valued
at US$7 billion annually.  It is a low-risk venture compared to drug
trafficking.  Syndicates who indulge in them have power, money,
and even political or state connections.  There is, therefore, need
for concerted and committed effort on the part of governments
and international authorities to understand the nature of trafficking
in order to address it.

This seminar is a step in the right direction.  It provides a venue
for the sharing of experiences and exchange of information. Section
35 of Article 9 clearly mandates that frontline agencies, such as
those represented in this seminar, must undergo training to enhance
their knowledge and skills.

 We hope the seminar results in preventing the Philippines from
dropping to Tier 3 category, or the level at which a country fails to
conform to minimum international criteria against human
trafficking.  Instead, all efforts should be exerted to elevate it to
Tier 1 classification or a country that is in full and strict compliance
with minimum international standards against human trafficking.
We trust, as well, that the representatives of the agencies here
present can effectively discuss their respective roles and
responsibilities as envisioned in the law and its Implementing Rules
and Regulations, share their experiences in combating trafficking,
and develop common systems and procedures.  Prevention,
investigation, and prosecution must all be strengthened.  The multi-
disciplinary approach to combating the problem is best.  The
development of a reporting and information gathering system, as
well as a referral system, must be initiated.  Each agency must study
ways and means to effectuate its role.
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The Department of Social Welfare and Development’s (DSWD)
recent step in going down to the barangay level to boost the
campaign against child trafficking is well taken. The Department
has noted that a high percentage of child trafficking is noted in areas
frequented by tourists and impoverished communities and is taking
action to counteract it.  Local officials must be brought on board
and apprised of the presence of people victimizing children.
Coordinated implementation is crucial.  Prompt apprehension and
prosecution of traffickers is called for. Effective criminal justice
response to human trafficking is essential.

The DOJ could identify problem areas in the law.  Trafficking is
a continuing crime and where a case is to be filed is important.  The
crime is also transnational in nature.  Further, it may also be
necessary to determine under which law to prosecute given
the many related laws.   Where the trafficked victim is a child, it
may be better to prosecute under RA No. 7610 since the latter
law is specially crafted for children.  Additionally, issues and
concerns in enforcing and prosecuting cases under the anti-
trafficking law should be studied.  For example, should the law
be amended to include a provision on presumption of trafficking
considering the difficulty presently being encountered in
prosecuting cases of anti-trafficking?

The Coast Guard could be of assistance.  Mechanisms should
be put in place to prevent and detect traffickers at the ports of
origin.  We must effectively address internal trafficking because
it serves as a springboard for trafficking across national borders.

Facilitating services for victims of trafficking must also be
effectively addressed.  Considering them as outcasts of society
is not a way to combat the problem.  Preventive, protective,
and rehabilitative programs for them should be established
and implemented so that they could be reintegrated into the
mainstream of society.  Similarly, we must support and protect
victims and witnesses who provide the evidence with which to
prosecute syndicates and ring leaders.
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From the macro viewpoint, hand in hand with viewing human
trafficking as a rights–based violation and giving attention as well
to the application of and observance of human rights standards to
protect the victims, is the need for effective law enforcement
mechanisms in order to apprehend and prosecute traffickers.  It
cannot be emphasized enough that the trafficking of women and
children is a crime against humanity.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Multi-
Sectoral and Skills-Building Seminar-Workshop on Human Rights
Issues: Extrajudicial Killings and Enforced Disappearances held on
February 28-29, 2008, at the Oasis Hotel, Clarkville Compound,
Clark Perimeter Road, Angeles City, Pampanga.

Combating Extralegal Killings
and Enforced Disappearances∗∗∗∗∗

Today, the seminar-workshops on Extralegal Killings, on the Writ of
Amparo, and on the Writ of Habeas Data graduate from special
focus programs to one of the core programs of the Academy.
Starting with the Third Judicial Region, we hope to have at least a
year-long series on the subjects for our judges nationwide in skills-
building formats, aimed to assist them in addressing the spate of
extralegal killings and enforced disappearances. These seminar-
workshops are now considered as part of PHILJA’s career
enhancement program.

For enabling us to jumpstart the series, we deeply thank the
Australian Government and Australian Agency for International
Development (Aus-AID), represented here today by Mr. Matthew
Harrison, Third Secretary of the Australian Embassy.  Both the Writs
of Amparo and Habeas Data are a “boon to democracy and good
governance.” They are novel to our judges and even to our
educators, hence, the skills-building methodologies to complement
the more traditional approaches. These will include open fora, panel
discussions, and problem solving workshops to make sessions more
interactive. It will, therefore, not just be an educating experience
but more of a learning experience,  a learning by doing.

The seminars will likewise have multi-sectoral participation as
the occurrences deserve the highest concern of all stakeholders in
the criminal justice system, from prevention, investigation,
prosecution, and judging to enforcement. This approach will also
help bring about a more synergistic response to the problem, and
can more effectively combat the impunity that has characterized
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this phenomenon in our country.  Already, we have noted a dramatic
drop in extralegal killings in 2007, an indicator of initial success. We
will continue to build on this development and we trust that with
our combined efforts, the problem in our country shall have been
solved.

Statistics of the OCA-CMO, as of January 2008, show 10 Amparo
petitions pending in the Court of Appeals, and four  pending cases
in the Regional Trial Courts of Quezon City, Calamba City, and Iloilo
City. The DOJ’s Task Force on Extrajudicial Killings also reports 20
EJK cases (usually murder) now in the prosecutors’ offices
throughout the country, with 66 cases now pending in court.

We are tackling the novel writs not only as rules per se but also
in relation to Human Rights. Actually, Human Rights is not alien to
the Academy because since its inception, it has included topics on
human rights, as well as on economic, social and political rights,
either in its stand-alone programs or as part of its career
enhancement programs.

May we then bid you all a very warm Welcome to a seminar-
workshop curriculum that has been carefully designed by the
best minds there are. Your concentration on the lessons at hand
in order to derive the best possible outcome from the session
objectives, is expected. Your commitment to protecting the life,
liberty, security and privacy of our peoples, and their right to
truth, is enjoined. Your resolve to settle with dispatch, criminal
cases related to extralegal killings and disappearance before you,
armed with lessons learned from these educational programs and
supplemented by your own creative measures and lifelong learning
attitudes, is desired, considering that these cases involve the most
brazen violations of human rights.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
International Conference on the International Criminal Court  held
on September 25-26, 2008, at Ballrooms 1 and 2, Renaissance
Makati City Hotel, Makati Avenue, Makati City.

The International Criminal Court∗∗∗∗∗

Greetings of Peace and a very warm Welcome to Chief Justice
Reynato S. Puno, Senate President Manuel Villar, Jr., the Justices
of the Supreme Court, Appellate Courts and Trial Courts,
incumbent and retired, their Excellencies of the Diplomatic
Corps,  representatives from the three branches of government
and other non-government institutions, our international
resource persons, our guest speakers, and our participants
including members of the Bar, academe, law associations, civil
society, the military, the media, and students from different
universities.  We greet you all as advocates of universal rights,
human security, and good governance for all nations.

As Chancellor of the Philippine Judicial Academy, the
education arm of the Supreme Court of the Philippines, we
welcome this opportunity to host this International Conference
on the International Criminal Court (ICC), in partnership with
the Italian Embassy through His Excellency, Ambassador Rubens
Anna Fedele, the Italian Ambassador to the Philippines.

With the assistance of our international resource persons,
this conference is a knowledge sharing activity.  We will try and
tackle the relevance of the ICC in the context of global, regional,
and national situations. We will disseminate awareness of its:

. . . for the first time, a permanent court
is to be responsible for ensuring

at world level that the crimes which appall
the conscience of mankind

will not remain unpunished.
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1. key features;

2. role in the protection of human rights;

3. operations;

4. complementarity with national courts; and

5. mechanisms for implementation.

In celebrating the World Day for International Justice last July
17, 2008, we emphasized the need to provide awareness among all
peoples that justice is to be rendered to everyone irrespective of
status, gender and faith. It is also this need for awareness that has
brought us together in this Conference.

As a backgrounder, the ICC was established by the Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court, so-called because it was
adopted in Rome, Italy, on July 17, 1998.  It was set up in 2002 as
the world’s first permanent war crimes court, in relationship with
the United Nations system. It sits in The Hague. Its jurisdiction is
limited “to the most serious crimes of concern to the international
community as a whole,” these being genocide, crimes against
humanity, war crimes and the crime of aggression which, however,
still has to be defined.  The ICC is complementary to national
criminal jurisdictions.

When it was established, the former President of France, Hon.
Jacques Chirac, congratulated then Secretary General of the United
Nations, Mr. Koffi Anan, by stating that:

the creation of the International Criminal Court constitutes a
turning point in world history:  for the first time, a permanent
court is to be responsible for ensuring at world level that the
crimes which appall the conscience of mankind will not remain
unpunished.

Actually, the year 2008 marks the 10th anniversary of the
adoption of the Rome Statute.  This Conference, therefore, is
timely.  We also understand that in 2009, a review conference
on the Statute will be convened where state parties will
deliberate and decide on possible changes in the provisions of
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the treaty, foremost of which is the definition of aggression, a highly
controversial keyword, and other substantial issues.   Perhaps, the
outputs from this International Conference could furnish useful
material for the 2009 review conference.

Eight years have passed since the Philippines  signed the Rome
Treaty on December 28, 2000.  Of the more than 30 countries in
the Asia and Pacific region, only 13 have so far ratified the treaty; 7
of these are in Asia, namely, Cambodia, Timor Leste, Afghanistan,
Korea, Mongolia, Tajikistan and just recently on July 17, Japan.  We
have invited Cambodia, Korea, and Japan to this Conference and
we thank them for being here to give us their insights. Thailand,
Bangladesh, and the Philippines have signed the treaty but have
not yet ratified the same.

The query then is: should countries be part of the movement
for international justice, through the first permanent international
tribunal, the ICC, which has jurisdiction over crimes against
humanity?  This two-day academic exercise will hopefully bring out
the pros and cons of the issue; the misgivings of some states to
ratify the treaty; as well as such issues as the alleged “susceptibility
of processes before the ICC to be used for harassment; the apparent
subservience of the ICC to the Security Council that can cause the
deferment of prosecution of cases; the ambiguous relation between
the ICC and the UN itself, and the concrete application of the
principle of complementarity.”

We will also be hearing about the International Criminal Tribunal
for former Yugoslavia that has contributed greatly to the
development of jurisprudence on such knotty issues as “command
responsibility.”

While the ICC has been investigating Uganda, the Central African
Republic, and the Democratic Republic of Congo,  a recent case
has attracted world attention.  It is the ICC’s first case involving a
sitting head-of-state, President Omar Hassan al-Bashir of Sudan.
It is to be recalled that the 1998 Rome Statute establishing the ICC
removed head-of-state immunity for crimes of atrocity.  President
al-Bashir has been indicted by the Chief ICC Prosecutor, Luis Moreno
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Ocampo, on July 14, of charges of genocide, war crimes, and crimes
against humanity  committed in Darfur in Sudan in the last five years,
that the UN says has claimed 300,000 lives and has driven 2.5 million
people from their homes.

The ICC Prosecutor, Mr. Ocampo, has also asked the ICC for a
warrant of arrest against President al Bashir, but which the
prosecutor says may take months for the court to decide.  We
had also invited Mr. Ocampo to attend this conference but,
unfortunately, his duties prevented him from coming.

This is an unprecedented case that has caught the world’s
attention. It would be interesting to learn more about it and to
follow its progress.

Indeed, we are witnessing the unfolding of unprecedented
events.  We are living in historic times for the ever-growing
global community of nations.

May we then thank you again for your valued attendance,
and we wish one and all a productive dialogue in pursuit of the
end of Peace on a global, regional and national level, the Peace
that was meant to be.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Gender Sensitivity Seminar for the
Philippine Judiciary, under the sponsorship of the Philippine Judicial
Academy, the University of the Philippines–IJA, the HASIK and the
FES, held on June 7-9, 1999, at the Sulo Hotel, Quezon City.

Gender Sensitivity and Gender Equality∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is happy, indeed, that another first
has been successfully concluded. This is the first time that PHILJA,
in partnership with the Institute of Judicial Administration (IJA), the
“Harnessing Self-Reliant Initiatives and Knowledge” (HASIK)
Movement, and the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES), conducts a
seminar that deals directly with the issue of gender sensitivity.

Actually, it was HASIK that initiated the idea, in line with one of
its objectives to mainstream gender-sensitive policies and programs.
Thereafter, collaboration among the three sponsoring organizations
came easily. PHILJA, after all, concerns itself not only with the
schooling of judges in law and procedure but also with the
appreciation and cultivation of desirable knowledge, values, and
attitudes in all members of the Bench.

Gender sensitivity is certainly more than being concerned
merely with “politically correct” language. It has to do more
importantly with a perspective that allows one to think of and
deal with others who belong to a different sex with the regard,
respect, and consideration due them. It is certainly not fair that
women and the way they think, deal with issues, and process
events should also be merely incidental considerations.
Humankind had to reach a certain level of maturity to realize this,

We must help the world community
liberate those women still suffering
 from gender–based discrimination,

 violence, and maltreatment.
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but it is a fact that till now, many of the laws and regulations that
govern social relations were crafted by men with men in mind or
without women in mind! Much the same can be said of prevailing
social structures.

There is a relation between gender sensitivity and gender
equality.  Both are fundamentally issues of human rights. It is
violative of human rights for women to be discriminated against
because they are women. We must help the world community
liberate those women still suffering from gender–based
discrimination, violence, and maltreatment. It is likewise a
violation of women’s rights that because they are women they
should be trivialized and ignored. Because these twin issues are
human rights issues, these are concerns directly of judges and the
courts. These are also concerns that should permeate their attitudes
and find expression in their resolution of legal controversies.

But it is not only from the perspective of human rights that
gender issues should be considered. There is the broader aspect
of human development, of which two indices are “gender-
related development” and “gender-empowerment.” A country’s
human progress is also measured by “gender inequities.” In the
mainstream is a Philippine Plan for Gender Responsive
Development. So it must be, for the Philippines  should continue to
strive to rank high in the global order of countries measured by the
mentioned indices of human development.

We trust therefore that this Seminar has aroused sensitivity to
gender issues not only in the human rights context but also from
the perspective of human development. The human development
progress in our country must continue to be gender-sensitized and
discrepancies in human progress between genders must continue
to be addressed. The devastating effects of poverty extend to all
individuals in society: men, women and children. Visible employment
opportunities and property interests must be available to all,
including the elderly and disabled, regardless of gender. To be
cognizant of these considerations should be a continuing effort in
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the evolution of a communitarian society like ours. To this end, the
Philippine Judicial Academy stands committed.

To all who had a hand in contextualizing this seminar, my
congratulations.

To all our participants, privileged with their selections, we trust
that you found this introduction to gender sensitivity enlightening
and challenging.

May God bless all our efforts.
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∗ Delivered at The Ninth Centenary Lecture in the Supreme Court
Centenary Lecture Series held on May 17, 2001, at the Supreme
Court Session Hall, Manila.

1. As of March 31, 2001, Statistical Reports Division, Court
Management Office, OCA.

Feminine Grace, the High Court,
and Jurisprudence∗∗∗∗∗

I.  INTRODUCTION

Feminine Grace comprises 19.45 percent of the Philippine
judicial roster, broken down as follows:

Supreme Court 3  out of 15, or 20 percent

Court of Appeals 12 out of 51, or 23.5 percent

Sandiganbayan 3 out of 15, or 20 percent

Regional Trial Courts 122 out of 755, or 16.6 percent

1st Level Courts 154 out of 644, or 23.9 percent

Shari’a District Courts 0  out of 1, or 0 percent

Shari’a Circuit Courts 0  out of 19, or 0 percent

Total 276 out of 1,419, or 19.45 percent1

In the one hundred years of the Supreme Court itself, out
of 147 Justices, eight women have made it to the Court, but not
one has been privileged to sit at its helm.

Feminine Grace, the High Court, and Jurisprudence – why
the juxtaposition?  What has been the contribution of feminine
grace to the fortunes of the judiciary as well as to jurisprudence?
Does it make a difference that a magistrate is a woman?  Should
it?  Conventional wisdom would seem to suggest that a jurist is
a jurist, gender being an irrelevant fortuity to the dispensation
of justice.

Assessments on these points would have been more fittingly
made by an incumbent lady Justice of the Court.   But the task to
memorialize the role of women judges is also mine, they say, for
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being the second woman justice elevated to the Court, the second
most senior among the women judges, and the Founder and First
President of the Philippine Women Judges Association.

Whether the credentials are valid or not, it is an honor, indeed,
to have been selected to lecture on the subject.  And since Justice
Artemio V. Panganiban, Chair of the Centenary Celebrations
Committee, additionally reminded me that I owe it to our women
judges, I dedicate this effort to them, to the women’s cause, and to
the centenary of our Supreme Court.

We thank Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr., for having said in
his Keynote Address entitled “Women Judges Moving On” before
the Philippine Women Judges Association, last March 2, 2001, that
“verily, lady justices and judges are gems for the historic event.”

II.  A BIT OF HISTORY

The historical fact is that women on the High Court are relatively a
recent phenomenon.  Justice Cecilia Muñoz-Palma reached our
Supreme Court earlier than did Justice Sandra Day O’Connor of the
United States Supreme Court.  By the time the “Brethren’s First
Sister” was appointed, we already had two lady Justices in our
Supreme Court, Justice Irene Cortes and myself.

And yet it is only in the last thirty years that women have sat
on our High Court – always outnumbered by their gentlemen
colleagues!  This is not true of the judiciary only, of course, for it
has taken women considerable time and effort to assert their
rightful place in other fields of human endeavor.

Women judges started coming into the scene
only during the Commonwealth period.  In 1935,
Natividad Almeda Lopez broke the barrier as the
first woman to be appointed to the Municipal
Court of Manila.  That was even before Filipino
women won the right of suffrage in 1937.  She
was also the first judge of the Juvenile and
Domestic Relations Court, and the first to grace
the Court of Appeals from which court she
retired in 1962.  Other lady Judges and Justices
followed in slow succession.

Judge Natividad
Almeda Lopez
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III.  PERFORMANCE

Women judges take on the same kind of assignments given their
male counterparts in the trial courts and appellate courts.

I recall that just before the declaration of Martial Law, judges
of the Court of the First Instance of Manila were asked to perform
night duty because of the spate of bombings occurring around
Manila.  Judge Hilarion Jarencio, our Executive Judge, kindly
offered to exempt me from emergency duty.  I respectfully
declined for I thought it unfair to be so exempted only because
of gender.

As the years went by, the innate capacity for management
of women judges was recognized.  Many of them were
designated by the Supreme Court as Executive Judges and Vice
Executive Judges in the Regional Trial Courts, the Metropolitan
Trial Courts, and the Municipal Trial Courts for Cities.  Opinion
gathered from the former Judicial Planning Development
Implementation Office (JPDIO) showed that, on the whole,
women judges showed competence, efficiency, and
innovativeness in the performance of administrative functions.

Recognition awards from the Foundation for Judicial
Excellence have added to the women judges’ accomplishments.
We have had seven awardees from the Regional Trial Courts;
four from the Metropolitan Trial Courts (MeTC); and three from
the Municipal Trial Courts in Cities (MTCC), or  14  in all.  They
have been singled out for their diligence, competence, and
moral integrity.

Statistics from the Office of the Court Administrator (OCA)
also show that women judges’ performance compares favorably
with their male counterparts, which includes their case
disposition.  They are carrying on, true to the tradition of Filipino
women who have always assumed responsibility and have
performed capably, most of them balancing their duties as wife
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and mother at some point in their judicial career.  Individually, and
as members of the Philippine Women Judges Association (PWJA),
they are committed to do their share to upgrade the administration
of justice not by word alone, but by deed.

Lady Justices in the Court of Appeals have also served in various
capacities aside from adjudicative functions.  They have been
assigned by the Supreme Court as Investigating Justices in
administrative cases filed against lower court judges.  They have
ably served as Chairmen of Divisions and as Presiding Justices.  We
have had four women Presiding Justices across the years.

In the Supreme Court, Justice Irene Cortes had occasion to state
that women members take on exactly the same  assignments given
their male counterparts. They consider issues and write ponencias
on all kinds of controversies including landmark decisions in
constitutional law.  They have also taken other tasks: as chair of a
Court Division, a Senate or House of Representatives Electoral
Tribunal, the Committee on Bar Examinations, the computerization
committee as well as other committees tasked to work on crucial
topics like the Rules of Judicial Conduct and the Code of Professional
Responsibility.

In one hundred years of the Court’s history, feminine grace
has not had the extraordinary honor of being at the helm.
Women judges have come quite close but the vagaries of fortune
have destined otherwise.  Upon the installation of the
revolutionary government in 1986, all Justices of the Supreme
Court were asked to resign.  Reorganization of the Judiciary
came swiftly.  In the appointments that followed, the Senior
Associate Justices before the reorganization and who would
have been logical candidates for the topmost position, lost their
ranks.  The opportunity for women judges to have the
uniqueness and the novelty of one of their own at the helm of
the Philippine Judiciary was lost.  Would it have made a
difference otherwise?  The answer belongs to the realm of
contemporary history.
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IV.  LADY JUSTICES OF  THE SUPREME COURT

Let us now focus on the lady Justices of the Supreme Court.  We
will also touch on the content analysis of their decisions, separate
opinions, or resolutions, but always remembering that although with
a known ponente, these are the products of the collective wisdom
of the Court.

A.  Madame Justice Cecilia Muñoz-Palma
Shortly after Justice Cecilia Muñoz Palma was
appointed to the Supreme Court on October
29, 1973, almost every journalist and reporter
queued up to  interview her.  Magazines bore
her picture on their covers, pages, and essays
on her life and career ran several pages.  She
was, after all, the first lady justice of the

Philippine Supreme Court, and among the very first in the world.
Her five-year stint on the High Court, as well as the important
positions entrusted to her after her retirement leave no doubt that
her appointment was definitely more than a mere concession to
femininity.  It was her privilege – as well as her burden – to be on
the Court during the confusing times of the Martial Law years.
Hardly had she been on it for a year when the late Senator Benigno
Aquino, Jr. came before the Court on a petition for the writ of habeas
corpus.  Likewise petitioners were then Senator Jose W. Diokno and
other well-known personalities of the opposition at the time.
Aquino v. Enrile, G.R. No. 35546 (September 17, 1974), would later
on be known as one of the Martial Law cases.  There is something
very odd about these cases, for there was no majority opinion,
although there was a judgment.  The petitions for habeas corpus
were denied, but the justices who concurred in this result reached
the conclusion by different reasoned paths.  Chief Justice Querube
Makalintal, who presided over the Court at the time, expressly
disclaimed authorship of the majority opinion and made it quite
clear that there was none.  The result was that each justice wrote
a separate opinion, some of considerable length.
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The Justices of the High Court had to reckon with the stance of
petitioner Jose Diokno.  His petition had, strictly speaking, become
moot and academic.  He had been ordered released from detention
before the Supreme Court could rule on his petition. In his Motion
to withdraw his petition, however, he bluntly informed the Court
that as it had been reconstituted under the Constitution of 1973
and its members had taken their oaths of office to uphold a
constitution he questioned, he no longer had faith in the Court.
The Justices of the High Court, at that time, were not about to let
the aspersion of doubt pass without comment, if not censure.  A
good number of the members of the Court wrote lengthily on this
point.  Justice Muñoz-Palma was for granting the Motion to
withdraw the petition, and found no trouble with petitioner Diokno’s
confession of skepticism towards the Court.  Wrote Justice Muñoz-
Palma with utmost judicial equanimity:

I shall explain why I voted to grant the motion. I believe that
a petition for habeas corpus basically involves the life and
liberty of the petitioner, and, if for reasons of his own — the
wisdom and/or correctness of which are best left to him to
determine — he desires to withdraw the same and leave his
present condition of indefinite detention as it is, such is his
right which I, as a fellow-human being and as a magistrate
of the law, should not deny him. My distinguished colleagues
who opted to deny said “Motion to Withdraw,” argue mainly
that to grant the motion of petitioner Diokno is for the Court
to accept the truth of his allegations and deny itself the
opportunity to act on and resolve the basic issues raised in
the petition for habeas corpus which issues are of “utmost
public importance” and “involve the very life and existence
of the present Government under the new Constitution.”
x x x What concerns this writer most is that the thrust of
Diokno’s motion to withdraw is his belief that he “cannot
reasonably expect either right or reason, law or justice” from
this Court, it being a new Court under the new Constitution,
a different Court from the Supreme Court to which he
originally applied for his release.  In plain and simple
language, petitioner Diokno is bereft of faith in this Court
and prefers that his fate be left undecided; who are we then
to impose our will on him and force him to litigate under a
cloud of distrust where his life and liberty are inextricably
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involved? Just as love is an emotion which springs
spontaneously from the heart and never coerced into
existence, so also is faith, trust, born and nurtured in freedom
and never under compulsion. Thus, to deny petitioner
Diokno’s motion is to compel him to have faith in this Court;
can we do so when faith has to be earned, and cannot be
forced into being? Hence, my vote.

In a very gentle, yet persuasive and well-argued manner, Justice
Muñoz-Palma was instructing her colleagues that the Court had to
be worthy of faith, and had to discharge its constitutionally
apportioned tasks in such wise as to earn the trust and confidence
of the citizens.

While some of the members of the Court were not too inclined
to retain the posture the Court had taken in the earlier case of
Lansang v. Garcia, which had held that the Court had jurisdiction to
inquire into the factual basis of the suspension of the privilege of
the writ of habeas corpus, Justice Muñoz-Palma called it “the better
rule,” and refused her concurrence with any reversion to the
doctrines of Baker and Montenegro that would confine such
questions within the inviolable turf of executive determination.

The public respondents had argued that the declaration of
martial law entailed the suspension of the privilege of the writ
of habeas corpus.  After all, the very same conditions the
Constitution demanded for the suspension of the privilege
were the conditions for the declaration of martial law.   Justice
Muñoz-Palma would not be persuaded.  The writ, which she
categorized as a “writ of liberty” could not be suspended “by
implication.”  She read the Constitution to offer the President,
as Commander-in-Chief, three courses of action: call out the
armed forces; suspend the privilege of the writ; and declare
martial law.  If there were three possibilities, then choosing
one did not entail another.

After an honorable retirement from the Supreme Court,
Justice Cecilia Muñoz Palma took center stage as President of
the Constitutional Commission of 1986.  It is not difficult to see
that two of the doctrines she tenaciously maintained – the
justiciability of the factual basis for the declaration of martial
law, and the separateness of the suspension of the privilege of the
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writ of habeas corpus and of martial law – eventually found their
way into the fundamental law of the land.  Among other guarantees
provided for, Section 18 of Article VII of the Constitution announces:

The Supreme Court may review, in an appropriate proceeding,
filed by any citizen, the sufficiency of the factual basis of the
proclamation of martial law, or the suspension of the privilege
of the writ or the extension thereof, and must promulgate its
decision within thirty days from its filing.

A state of martial law does not suspend the operation of the
Constitution, nor supplant the functioning of the civil courts or
legislative assemblies, nor authorize the conferment of jurisdiction
on military courts and agencies over civilians, where civil courts
are able to function, nor automatically suspend the privilege of
the writ.

Yet a second time, the beleaguered Senator Benigno
Aquino, Jr. sought relief from the Supreme Court.  He contested
the jurisdiction of a military commission over him, a civilian,
without a war in progress.  He complained that being tried by a
military commission was a denial of his right to due process.
Once more, however, the Court was faced with a petitioner
who subsequently sought leave to withdraw his petition.
Senator Aquino, it seemed, had given up on the courts, and was
consigning himself to the mercy of his Creator.

In Aquino v. Military Commission No. 2, G.R. No. 37364 (May
9, 1975), Justice Muñoz-Palma had the occasion to affirm her
position that it was the petitioner’s prerogative to withdraw
his petition, whatever his motives might be.  In sentences barely
concealing her sympathy for the petitioner, she wrote:

From a letter of Benigno Aquino, Jr. of April 14, 1975,
addressed to his wife, children, relatives, and friends
submitted to the Court and now part of the record of the
case xxx  I am convinced that petitioner no longer desires to
seek redress or relief from this Court. He would rather make
of his plight (his continued detention from September 23,
1972, in a military camp and trial before a Military
Commission for crimes allegedly committed before the
proclamation of Martial Law) a matter of conscience between
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himself and the President of the Republic, and offer his life
for what he believes is a rightful cause. Who am I to stand
on the way of this man who offers himself in supreme sacrifice,
and is ready to consign his fate to his Maker, for his country
and his people?

Hers was definitely a minority position – but it was certainly a
prophetic and courageous stance she took.

She voted to grant the petition for prohibition, for “the
gruesome specter of one, a hundred, a thousand civilian Filipinos
being dragged by the mighty arm of the military before its own
created and manned tribunals, commissions, for offenses, real
or imaginary, and tried and sentenced without the constitutional
safeguards attendant to a trial by civil courts” was nightmarish
for her.  She was writing – and so she did make clear – not only
for the case then before the Bench but for posterity.  It was not
accolades she was after, but the intransigent defense of
fundamental, civic rights!

Justice Muñoz-Palma had very firm beliefs about certain
issues, but she was by no means bigoted.  She conceded that
there were factual reasons in support of the declaration of
martial law.  She also conceded that then President Marcos may
have been committed to the Rule of Law – but that did not
guarantee that future leaders, with the military at their beck
and call – would be as willing to submit to the precepts of the
law and to the commands and the writs of the courts.

Always gentle, but steadfast and uncompromising in the
things that mattered, Justice Muñoz-Palma is not one who shies
away from confronting issues that demand confrontation.
When she ran for a seat in the Batasang Pambansa in the
opposition ticket shortly after the assassination of the late
Senator Benigno Aquino, Jr., allusions were repeatedly made
in campaign sorties of the opposition to the gruesome scene at
the tarmac of the Manila International Airport.  When
administration candidates endeavored to deflect attention from
the incident by calling on the opposition to focus on
“performance,” Madame Justice Muñoz-Palma quickly and
sharply retorted: “But the assassination of Senator Aquino while
in military custody is certainly a case of non-performance!”
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B.  Madame Justice Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera
It was from an earlier Macapagal that she
received her first appointment to the Bench.
President Diosdado Macapagal appointed her in
1965 to preside over the Court of First Instance
in Baler, Aurora, Quezon.  At that time, it took all
of nine hours to reach Baler; so it was nine hours
twice a week: early Monday morning to Quezon

and then Saturday mornings back to Manila.  In 1973, she had the
privilege of serving on the Court of Appeals and six years thereafter,
at 57, she was appointed Associate Justice of the High Court.

In the Supreme Court, she chaired the Bar Examinations
Committee, the first lady member of the Court to do so; the
next year, she was asked to preside over the examinations again.
It was the second time around, in 1981, that her decision to
resign the Chairmanship of the Committee and return the
honorarium caused a stir of a magnitude she could never have
anticipated nor intended.  The facts are, she believes, still well
known.  She was convinced, under the circumstances, that the
unauthorized review and the premature disclosure of
examination results indicated that, without her wanting it,
things had gone out of hand.  Popularity and popular acceptance
had never appealed to her, and it was never her intention to
cause any of her colleagues embarrassment, much less pain.
On the other hand, she was not about to risk the credibility of
the Bar Examination itself, nor maintain the silence of conspiracy
after she had discovered that the goings-on had clearly run
contrary to established policy.  The records and the reports of
the time will bear her out: she accused no one, laid the blame
on no one’s doorstep, much less did she impute malice to
anyone.  She resigned because she firmly believed – as she still
does now, several years later – that it was the most decent
thing for her to do, as some events had transpired that had
obviously put matters beyond her control.

Several years later, this time as a retired Justice, she would be
asked to chair a Committee composed of esteemed, retired
members of the Court, Mr. Justice Jose Feria and Mr. Justice
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Camilo Quiason, and created in the wake of a serious attack both
on the credibility of the Bar Examinations as well as on the
impartiality of a member of the Court.  This time, she could play a
more positive, prospective role: making a contribution towards the
reform of the Bar Examinations and of its administration.

She retired as Chairperson of the Second Division.  She had
been on the Court through eight Chief Justices, from the late
Chief Justice Fred Ruiz Castro to Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa,
Jr.  Soon, thereafter, she was asked to lead the Philippine Judicial
Academy through its infancy.  Till now, the relaxed pace and
blessed tranquility that seem to be the perks of one’s golden
years have eluded her, but she has no regrets continuing to
serve the Judiciary in a field that is novel and challenging
although, at times, frustrating.

Van Dorn v. Romillo, G.R. No. 68470 (October 8, 1985) is one
of her ponencias that has found its way to almost every
hornbook on “Persons and Family Relations” as well as treatises
in Private International Law.  It is also an opinion that has been
cited in subsequent decisions on related themes.  At the time,
the First Division of the Court decided the case; the Civil Code,
not the Family Code, controlled marriages and marriage
incidents.  She respectfully submits, however, that even with
the enactment of the Family Code, what was taught in Van Dorn is
still controlling jurisprudence.

A Filipina, married to a foreigner, had sued for and obtained
divorce from her American husband in Nevada.  Returning to
the Philippines, her ex-husband, arguing that the Nevada
divorce had no effect on his marriage to his Filipina wife under
Philippine laws, sought to continue to manage the conjugal
property.  The Court ruled against him.  Writing for the Court,
she argued that under the laws of his own country that
determined his personal status, he was already divorced, and hence,
no longer the husband of his former Filipina partner.  As such, he no
longer had any right to manage the conjugal property.  She must
admit that it was a gut-conviction of the unfairness of allowing one
who had been party to the divorce proceedings, who had agreed to
the divorce, and who had not contested it to assert his right to
manage the conjugal property and to disclaim the efficacy of the
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divorce to which he had been an active, consenting party!  In effect,
the Court held that a foreign divorce could, under certain
circumstances, have juridical effects in the Philippines, particularly
when, by the national law of a foreigner, his status is altered by the
divorce decree.

The Family Code has not brought with it the obsolescence of
this doctrine.  True, Article 26 of the Family Code, as amended,
allows the Filipino spouse to re-marry when his or her foreign
spouse obtains a divorce decree allowing the foreigner to re-
marry.  The operative premise is, of course,  if it is the foreigner
who sues for and obtains the decree of divorce.  The doctrine of
Van Dorn remains unaffected, however, because the issue there
was whether or not a foreigner against whom a Filipina had
obtained a divorce decree, could continue to manage conjugal
property even if he participated in the divorce proceedings,
consented to divorce and did not oppose it.

Nolasco v. Pano, G.R. No. 69803 (October 8, 1985) was a Pre-
EDSA case, but it raised issues that would be resolutely dealt
with in the Constitution that would be crafted in the aftermath
of the awe-inspiring, national defining moment that was EDSA.
In issue was the validity of search warrants issued in connection
with the widely reported M/V Karagatan arms cache landing.
The petitioners came to Court asking us to void the search
warrants, and the Court acceded.  Among other observations,
she pointed out that the questions asked by the issuing judge
were not the searching questions at all that the Constitution
had made a condition precedent to the issuance of a search
warrant.   She also pointed out that there was no particularity as
regards the objects to be seized.  Clearly, when the enumeration
of items that are the object of the search is so broad that almost
anything at all can fall under the categories, one is faced with
the terrible specter of a general warrant, and this, our laws
frown on.  The Court enjoined the respondent judge from
admitting the evidence obtained from the search done on the
basis of the fatally defective warrant.

Many commentators have characterized her juridical
inclination as “conservative.”  She will not contest that
characterization.  True, she has always been wary of taking the
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Court too far afield especially when the provisions of the law are
clear and when settled principles are relevant.   In Garcia v. The
Board of Investments, G.R. No. 92024 (November 9, 1990), she
dissented, and in a very brief opinion, she explained that as the
case involved passing on the wisdom, feasibility, reasonableness
and practicability of the transfer and capitalization of the Bataan
Petrochemical Plant, the matter was not within the province of
judicial inquiry and review.

She has not been unwilling, however, to break new ground,
particularly when this was necessary to safeguard core personal
and social values.  In Harvey v. Defensor-Santiago, G.R. No. 82544
(June 28, 1988), two American nationals and a Dutch, by way of
a Petition for a Writ of Habeas Corpus, assailed their
apprehension and detention by virtue of Mission Orders issued
by then Commissioner Miriam Defensor Santiago.  There were,
as yet, no laws defining and penalizing the crime of pedophilia,
or perverse acts of child abuse.  RA No. 7610 was yet a long way
off!  She reasoned for the Court that while pedophilia  was not,
at the time, punished by our statutes, it was nevertheless
offensive to public morals and violative of the declared policy of
the State to promote and protect the physical, moral, spiritual,
and social well-being of our youth.  Absent a statute, she sought
anchorage in a clear Constitutional provision.  The Court ruled
that since the Commissioner of Immigration and Deportation
had acted in the interests of the State, the Court was not going
to void her orders.

In the twin cases of Galman v. Pamaran and People v.
Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 71208-09 and G.R. No. 71212-13 (August
30, 1985), she dissented from the majority opinion that ruled to
exclude from the evidence introduced before the
Sandiganbayan the testimonies of the accused before the
Agrava Board.  The majority had reasoned out that since the
accused testified before the Board without invoking their right
against self-incrimination, their testimonies before the Board
could not be used to incriminate them before the
Sandiganbayan.  She thought otherwise.  She believed that the
accused testified before the Agrava Board not as accused, but as
mere witnesses.  In the criminal case, they were not being asked
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self-incriminatory questions, and she was unwilling to make their
testimonies before the Agrava Board a shield against their
prosecution, or a bar to evidence against them.  At the time, she
wrote:

While the right against self-incrimination is indubitably one
of the most fundamental of human rights, Section 5 of PD
1886 should be construed so as to effect a practical and
beneficent purpose and not in such a manner as to hinder or
obstruct the administration of criminal justice.

C.  Madame Justice Irene R. Cortes

and on jurisprudence.  She was soft-spoken and always unassuming,
but when she spoke, everyone listened, for her words issued not
only from a keen intellect, but from an honest conscience and a
noble spirit.  She also possessed a good sense of humor and till
now we still refer to the “peanut order” that she had naughtily
coined referring to the principle of seniority practiced in the Court.

Even before she donned the robes of a Justice of the Supreme
Court, Justice Cortes was already a jurist to contend with.  An honor
graduate of the University of the Philippines- College of Law, she
went on to earn a Master of Laws degree from the University of
Michigan, and ten years later, in 1966, a Doctor of Jurisprudential
Science degree from the same prestigious university, with a doctoral
dissertation on the powers of the president – an area of
specialization in juridical science that would lend the weight of
academic authority to a decision she would write for the Supreme
Court several years later.  She was one who would never flaunt her
academic credentials, however, and certainly not one to announce
the prestigious institutions which she attended for different courses,
yet her scholarship and perspicacity always shone through in what
she wrote and taught.

She left our midst much too early on October
29, 1996, when we were still in the
organizational stages of the Philippine Judicial
Academy.  She left as quietly as she had lived
with her intellectual endowments, but not
without her indelible imprints in the academe
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Her academic career at the University of the Philippines
commenced with an Assistant Professorship in 1954, but talent
always stands out, and in 1970, she became Dean of the College.
At the time she was appointed to the Supreme Court, she was
the holder of the Albino Z. SyCip Professorial Chair in Law and a
Member of the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of
Discrimination Against Women.

The right of the public to information on matters of public
concern was the issue in Legaspi v. Civil Service Commission,
G.R. No. 72119 (May 29, 1987).  The petitioner came to Court
asking that mandamus be issued against the Civil Service
Commission to compel it to disclose the eligibility of appointees
whose qualifications he doubted.  The Commission was not too
sure that the petitioner had the standing and the right to make
such a demand.  Justice Cortes, writing for the Court, laid to rest
once and for all the question as to the status of the
constitutional provision on the right of the public to information,
on matters of public concern.  The Court, through her, held the
provision to be self-executory.  There was no need for ancillary
statutory enactment to give it effect.  In matters that had to do
with public welfare, a citizen had the right to information, and
where this was withheld, the Constitution itself provided him
with cause of action.

She reiterated her stand for the right to information in
Valmonte v. Belmonte, G.R. No. 74930 (February 13, 1989).  In
this case, media personalities claimed their right as citizens to
information from the Government Service Insurance System
(GSIS) on those who had secured clean loans from it, guaranteed
by Madame Imelda R. Marcos.  GSIS resisted, claiming that the
privacy of its transactions with its clients did not allow such a
disclosure.  The Supreme Court would not be persuaded, and
Justice Cortes, writing for the Court, taught that mandamus
would issue to compel the GSIS to yield the sought-for
information.  Significantly, however, Justice Cortes also squarely
confronted the elusive concept of a “matter of public concern.”
She argued that because of the public nature of the funds that
could be loaned out by the GSIS, information as to the manner
in which these funds were loaned and had been managed is a matter
of public concern.
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Justice Cortes, of course, is best remembered for her ponencia
in Marcos v. Manglapus, G.R. No. 88211 (September 15, 1989).  It
was only expected that the Court en banc would ask her to pen the
majority opinion.  Not only did she specialize in Constitutional Law,
she had written precisely on the powers of the president for her
doctoral degree – and that was precisely what was in issue in this
case.  With characteristic precision, Justice Cortes severed the
question on the right to travel from the right to return to one’s own
country.  Under international covenants, as well as under the Bill of
Rights, the right to travel and the right to return to one’s country
are distinctly treated.  Thus did she reject a facile resolution of the
difficult question before the Court by recourse to American
precedents on the right to travel.  She then enunciated the core
issue to be one of presidential power.  Did the President have the
right to prohibit the return of a citizen to his country?  Justice Cortes
first turned to the Constitution and observed that it vested
“executive power” on the President – leaving this concept, however,
undefined.  Was executive power then to be construed as limited
to the specific powers dealt with by the various sections of Article
VII of the Constitution?  If this were so, then the traditional canons
of constitutional and statutory interpretation would not allow the
assertion of any power not included in the enumeration.  She then
went on to reason that if the Constitution apportioned legislative
power to the Legislature, executive power to the Executive, and
judicial power to the Supreme Court and to the other courts
constituting the judiciary, the grant of such powers to each branch
must have been plenary.  To the Executive then the Constitution
has conferred all of executive power.  She then rejected the
common statement of the power of the President as “the power
to execute laws” since, she reasoned, as both head of government
and head of state, he/she possessed all the powers appurtenant to
such offices.

Put otherwise, unless proscribed by the Constitution, the
President wields all the powers traditionally and commonly
wielded by one who is both head of government and head of
state.  That is to say that Article VII does not enumerate an
exclusive list of the powers of the President.  Thus there are
“residual powers” that the President may exercise as protector of
the general welfare of the people.  There having been no showing
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that the President acted capriciously and whimsically in banning
the return of the petitioners, the Court ruled that it was not going
to disturb the exercise of presidential power.

There were very strong voices of dissent, however, and from
very distinguished members of the Court.  I, however, concurred in
Justice Cortes’ disquisition and thought it unnecessary to write a
separate opinion.  I recall that after the decision was released, I
received an anonymous letter reminding me that it was President
Marcos who had appointed me to the Court of Appeals and to the
Supreme Court.  Little did they know that, as Chief Justice
Teehankee had occasion to state, appointments become functus
officio once extended.  Authority of the appointing power expires.
The appointee must discharge the duties of the position as he or
she may see fit.  Doing so is not a manifestation of ingratitude.

There is one prefatory statement in the ponencia that is hardly
adverted to whenever this decision is cited.  Justice Cortes wrote:

This case is unique. It should not create a precedent, for the
case of a dictator forced out of office and into exile after
causing twenty years of political, economic and social havoc
in the country and who, within the short space of three years
seeks to return, is in a class by itself. (Emphasis mine)

I wonder if legal scholars will be willing to treat Marcos v.
Manglapus as pro hac vice, but it does seem to me that what is
articulated therein is controlling jurisprudence on the extent
of the powers of the President!

It has been asked several times whether or not having a
pure academic on the High Court – or in any court for that matter
– is a good idea after all.  Having sat with Justice Cortes in the
Supreme Court and having learned from her in many ways, I
have no hesitation in affirming the value of appointing an
academic to the High Court.  When an academic has the breadth
of vision and the boldness in thought of Justice Cortes, then
what one gets through such an academic is a whiff of fresh air that
can spur paradigm shifts.
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D.  Madame Justice Carolina C. Griño Aquino

The January 24, 1951 issue, of the Manila Times
carried the following report entitled: “423
Examinees Pass Bar Tests: Woman Cops First;
UP Student Second:”

The Supreme Court this noon registered
the biggest mortality in the history of the

local bar examinations as 893 flunked out of 1,316
candidates in the last bar tests.  Thirty-two percent passed
the examinations.

For the third time since liberation, a woman, Carolina C.
Griño, a special examinee, topped the 423 successful candidates
with an average of 92.05 percent.

The topnotcher that year, Carolina C. Griño, did not carry
the name of a school in the list of successful examinees.  Rather,
after her name was written the letters “Sp.” for, as reported,
she was a “special examinee.”  At that time, she was special in a
technical sense: She had finished the first two years of law
school at the Colegio de San Agustin at Iloilo.  Encouraged by
her law dean, Felipe Ysmael, however, she moved to the
University of the Philippines at Diliman for the last two years of
law school.  Ironically, it was not a regular graduate of any of the
renowned institutions that made it to the very top of the
barristers that year, but a “special student.”  She was marked
out, however, to be “special” in the history of the judiciary, for
a more significant reason, later in her career.  Her professor in
Transportation and Admiralty Law, Ramon C. Aquino, won her
hand.  He went on to become Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, the very same High Court to which she would be promoted
as Associate Justice after her husband’s retirement.  It is not
often in the world that a husband and a wife have been
privileged to sit in the highest court of the land – but of course,
this was no ordinary couple!

The published collection of Justice Aquino’s ponencias is entitled
“A Life in the Law.”  It is a most apt and accurate title.  Of law
practice, she had more than sufficient exposure.  She started as an
Assistant Attorney at the Claro M. Recto Law Office in 1951 and
from 1964 to 1971, she was with the SyCip, Salazar, Luna, Manalo
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and Feliciano Law Offices, starting as Assistant Attorney and rising
to be a junior partner of the firm.  She was District Judge of the
Court of First Instance in 1971, and eight years after was promoted
to the Court of Appeals.  She became Presiding Justice  of the second
highest court of the land in 1987, a position she relinquished one
year later upon her appointment to the Supreme Court.

Her first ponencia for the Court en banc was Pajaro v.
Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 82001 (April 15, 1988), a case that
should be referred to more often as it enunciates an important
rule in the hierarchy of Courts.  In many respects, the
Sandiganbayan has been considered collateral with the Court
of Appeals.  But there are limits to this categorization.

The facts are themselves interesting.  The petitioner was
charged before the Sandiganbayan with the violation of R.A.
3019, the law penalizing graft and corrupt practices.  It was
alleged that to the damage and prejudice of the government,
he had accepted and agreed to the promissory note of a movie
company that had obliged itself to pay its delinquent taxes for
a lesser rate of interest and within a period not fixed by the
Local Tax Code.  The same complainant who initiated the charges
against the petitioner, however, brought a special civil action
against City officials asking that the promissory note be
annulled, and asking that the taxes due the government from
the movie company be collected immediately.  The lower Court,
and thereafter the Court of Appeals, ruled that the promissory
note was not defective, and that there was nothing illegal about
it, for there was nothing to preclude the collection of whatever
balance might still be due the government.  On the basis of this
finding of the Court of Appeals, the Tanodbayan moved the
Sandiganbayan to dismiss the criminal case against the
petitioner, but the Sandiganbayan refused.  The Supreme Court
ordered the Sandiganbayan to dismiss the case and, through
Justice Aquino, laid down the rule as regards the relation
between the Court of Appeals and the Sandiganbayan:

To continue the prosecution of the petitioner despite the Court of
Appeals’ finding that his acceptance of McAdore’s promissory
note was not illegal and did not unduly benefit McAdore, nor
did it cause damage and prejudice to the City Government
of Dagupan would, in effect, diminish the authority and
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jurisdiction of the second highest court of the land, and
denigrate the binding force of its final judgment.

x x x x

In view of the findings of the Court of Appeals (citation
omitted), the prosecution of petitioner in the Sandiganbayan
should be discontinued for the Sandiganbayan may not
review, revise, or reverse the findings of the Court of Appeals
in relation to which the Sandiganbayan, a special court with
special and limited jurisdiction, is inferior.

This ponencia carried with it the unqualified concurrence of all
the other members of the Court, I, among them.  Because of Mr.
Justice Sarmiento’s association with one of the law firms
representing one of the parties, he had recused himself.

Members of the judiciary will also gratefully remember her
for having penned In re: Application for Retirement Under RA
No. 910 of Associate Justice Ramon B. Britanico of the
Intermediate Appellate Court, A.M. No. 6484-Ret. (May 15,
1989).  At 59, Justice Britanico, in compliance with Proclamation
No. 1 following the establishment of a Revolutionary
Government in the wake of EDSA I, tendered his courtesy
resignation.  President Corazon C. Aquino accepted his
resignation.  He had served the government for over 32 years,
and ten years of these were with the Judiciary.  He prayed the
Court to allow him the benefits granted by RA No. 910.

The Court, through Justice Aquino, conceded him the benefits
he prayed for.  He fell under the category, the Court ruled, of those
who “resign by reason of their incapacity to discharge the duties of
their office.”   The High Court reiterated the doctrine that a “courtesy
resignation” is not, in fact, a resignation but a submission to the
will of the appointing authority.  It also refused to identify a
“courtesy resignation” with a voluntary resignation.  Since there is
no age requirement for one who resigns by reason of incapacity to
discharge his office to be able to benefit from the provisions of the
law, Justice Aquino wrote that Justice Britanico was eligible to
receive the benefits granted by RA No. 910.  Following the founding
of a revolutionary government – albeit born of a peaceful, bloodless
and precedent-setting struggle – this ponencia was itself bold and
precedent-setting.  It effectively held that benefits that vest on a
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person under a former regime need not be voided because of a
change of regime, no matter how revolutionary.  It also lent a
protective, legal category to a situation brought about by a political
maneuver, and so strengthened the position of those who serve in
the judiciary.

Ebralinag v. Division Superintendent of Schools of Cebu, G.R.
No. 96770 (March 1, 1993), received mixed reviews.  Earlier, in
Gerona v. Secretary of Education, 106 Phil. 2 (1959), the Supreme
Court refused to exempt a student from the obligation to salute
the flag and to render it honor on the grounds of religious
conviction.  The Court held that the flag was not an image, but a
symbol of the Republic of the Philippines, and being a Jehovah’s
Witness did not provide anyone with legal excuse to not salute
it.  The Court thought it was time to review the doctrine.  Through
Justice Aquino, the Court held that on account of the exulted
rank of religious freedom in our hierarchy of liberties – “for it
involves the relationship of man to his Creator” – and there be
no showing that refusal to salute the flag would visit a serious
threat to public safety, the expulsion of Jehovah’s Witnesses
on the ground of their refusal to participate in flag ceremonies
was not justified.  The dangers feared in Gerona, Justice Aquino
observed, had not come to pass, and their refusal to participate
in flag ceremonies was not disruptive of the reverence others
of a different persuasion showed the symbol of the country.
While the abandonment of Gerona is remembered in the
Ebralinag case, a gem – not only of juridical thought but of
historical insight – is to be found in the closing words of the
ponencia:

Before we close this decision, it is appropriate to recall the
Japanese occupation of our country in 1942-1944, when every
Filipino, regardless of religious persuasion, in fear of the invader,
saluted the Japanese flag and bowed before every Japanese
soldier.  Perhaps, if petitioner had lived through that dark period
of our history, they would not quibble now about saluting the
Philippine flag.  For when liberation came in 1944 and our own
flag was proudly hoisted aloft again, it was a beautiful sight to
behold that made our hearts pound with pride and joy over
the newly-regained freedom and sovereignty of our nation.
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Although the Court upholds in this decision the petitioners’
right under our Constitution to refuse to salute the Philippine
flag on account of their religious beliefs, we hope,
nevertheless, that another foreign invasion of our country
will not be necessary in order for our countrymen to
appreciate and cherish the Philippine flag.

Another of Justice Aquino’s landmark ponencias was Bondoc v.
Pineda, G.R. No. 97710 (September 26, 1991), a case in which I was
involved as Chair of the House of Representatives Electoral Tribunal.
On the day a judgment of the Tribunal was to be promulgated, the
Secretary General of the House of Representatives gave the Tribunal
notice that the House was withdrawing the nomination and
rescinding the election of one of the members of the Tribunal from
the dominant political party who had, however, cast his vote in favor
of the protestant, who came from the opposite party.  Clearly, it
was an attempt on the part of the dominant political party to thwart
a decision of the Tribunal unfavorable to one of its members – and
it was going to do this by attempting to change the composition of
the Tribunal.

Mr. Justice Isagani A. Cruz, Mr. Justice Florentino P. Feliciano and I,
then composing the judicial component of the tribunal, staged a virtual
walk-out, since we were distressed that the tribunal’s independence
was about to be seriously impaired.  Before the Supreme Court, the
protestant questioned the maneuvers of the dominant party.  Justice
Aquino put the issue with succinct clarity:

Is the House of Representatives empowered by the
Constitution to interfere with the disposition of an election
contest of the House Electoral Tribunal through the ruse of
‘reorganizing’ the representation in the tribunal of the
majority party?

Arguing from the Constitutional provision that made the
Electoral Tribunals the “sole judge” of contests relating to the
election of senators or of representatives, Justice Aquino, for
the Court, argued that the Electoral Tribunal was “created to
function as a non-partisan court x x x a non-political body in a sea of
politicians.”  To discharge its duty as sole judge, it had to be
independent.  If its membership could be altered so as to alter the
judgments it rendered, it could not be independent.
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The Court then annulled the resolution of the House
withdrawing the nomination and rescinding the election of the
representative who had incurred the ire of his party-mates.
The Court went further.  Since the decision of the House of
Representatives Electoral Tribunal had already been
inordinately delayed, the Court declared that  “in the interest of
justice,” the Electoral Tribunal’s decision was “duly
promulgated.”

It is by reason of the circumstances of this case that the
Judicial Reforms Office of the Philippine Judicial Academy has
batted for the amendment of the provision on proportional
representation found in Article VI, Section 7, of the 1987
Constitution, and to provide instead for a return to equal
representation mandated in the 1935 Constitution.  Thereby,
no party or coalition of parties can dominate the legislative
component in the Tribunal.

E.  Madame Justice Flerida Ruth P. Romero
Justice Romero introduces herself best when, of
the primary duty of a judge – arriving at a
judgment – she writes:

Early in my term as Justice, I came to realize
that the purported via dolorosa trodden by
judges in arriving at a decision need be
neither agonizing nor unduly prolonged

if one has erected a solid foundation of moral values and
ethical guidelines through the years.  Resolutely applied, one
can, resisting pressures and temptations, cut the Gordian
knot of indecision.

Thus does Justice Flery, to her friends, unabashedly profess the
relevance of moral values and ethical standards to the task of
applying the law and resolving controversies.  There is nothing to
be found of that apparently fashionable posture of being wary of
the intrusion of morals into the province of the law.  Once more,
Justice Romero puts it in as direct a manner as possible:

When I release a decision as ponente or a separate opinion
as dissenter, the litigants, no less than the public, can be
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assured that it has passed through the exacting prism of
intellectual, emotional and moral rumination.

Hers then has been the confidence born not of intellectual
arrogance, but of wholeness, succinctly called “integrity.”

She was conscripted from the ranks of academe—in large
measure, because of her formidable stature as an academic—and
it was as an academic that her contribution to the Supreme Court
and to Philippine jurisprudence has been invaluable.    After only
three years as a member of the Philippine Bar, she attended graduate
school at the Indiana University School of Law where she earned a
Master of Laws degree in 1955 and an LL.D. (honoris causa) in May
2001.  From 1964 to 1985, she was a law professor at the University
of the Philippines where eager students sat at her feet to be taught
by a real guru in Civil Law and Labor Relations law, her two areas of
particular expertise.   From 1979 to 1985, she was Director of the
University of the Philippines Law Center where she, with others,
launched an innovative program: Popularizing the Law.  She wanted
Filipinos at the grassroots and even high school students to know
the law, to be familiar with their rights, and to be apprised about
the remedies available to them as they seek redress of grievances.

She has always had a fondness for labor law and for labor issues.
On November 8, 1972, she was appointed the First Labor Arbitrator
under PD No. 21. As a retired justice, she would be asked by the
International Labor Organization to be judge of its Administrative
Tribunal in July 2001.

As the country buckled down to the task of writing a
constitution that would enshrine the ideals that the nation had
so gallantly stood for at EDSA, there was need for a Secretary-
General of the Constitutional Commission whose task was
“legislation of the highest order” – rewriting the fundamental
law of the land.  For the first time in Philippine history, a woman
was at the helm of government.  She had chosen a woman to
chair the Commission, Madame Justice Cecilia Muñoz Palma,
and she chose another woman to be its Secretary General,
Madame Justice, then Professor, Flerida Ruth P. Romero.   There
was, of course, a more compelling denominator than gender: They
were – intellectually and morally – eminently qualified!
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De Santos v. Angeles, G.R. No. 105619 (December 12, 1995),
had to do with the Civil Code’s convoluted classification of
children, and the issue in this case was whether or not natural
children by legal fiction could be legitimized.  She first accounted
for this strange category:  It was a fiction resorted to so that
children born of a marriage void ab initio could have a
classification that would equate them with acknowledged
natural children, since the latter category applied to illegitimate
children “conceived or born of marriages which are void from
the beginning.”   Would the subsequent marriage of such a child’s
parents, of whose bigamous union he is born, operate to
legitimize such a child?

Justice Romero observed that the Civil Code was very keen on
classifying children vis-à-vis their parents.  She inferred that it was
the intent of the law to differentiate the substantive rights accruing
to one class as against others.  “Natural children by legal fiction” are
conceived and born out of illicit relations; and the spirit as well as
the tradition of Spanish Civil Law was unwilling to confer the
benefits of legitimation to children born of those unions on which
it frowned.

Although later on reversed by the Court en banc, Justice
Romero’s ponencia in Dans v. People of the Philippines, G.R. No.
127073 (January 29, 1998), and Marcos v. Sandiganbayan, G.R.
No. 126995 (January 29, 1998), cannot be passed over in silence
for they remain samples of Justice Romero’s incisiveness and
her courage and steadfastness in the face of might and
influence.  She commenced the opinion with words that could
very well have been Kahlil Gibran’s own.

A man’s signature, even if merely a flourish or even if
indecipherable, may signify authority, agreement,
acknowledgment and ownership. As indelible as his fingerprints,
dental records or DNA genetic map, it denotes trust and honor.
But the same trust and honor may be tainted by polluted
intentions, as when signing is done in bad faith, or to perpetrate
a fraud, to deceive others, or to commit a crime. The petitions at
bar will illustrate how one’s John Hancock can bring a man, or a
woman for that matter, to ruin.
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Justice Romero was beyond the pettiness of the vengeful – and
the very same party whose plea she could reject in one case, she
had no trouble favoring in another.  While, in this case, she affirmed
the conviction of Madame Imelda Romualdez Marcos, she had
earlier voted to affirm Ms. Marcos’ victory at the polls in 1995.  In
Romualdez-Marcos v. COMELEC, G.R. No. 119976 (September 18,
1995), she wrote a separate opinion, voting in favor of Ms. Marcos,
because she wanted to underscore the applicability of the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW).  In the spirit of the Convention, Justice
Romero would not concede that a widow was bound to the
domicile of her departed husband, or that upon his demise, she
reverted to her domicile of origin.  In exercising her liberty, she
may opt to re-establish her domicile of origin, or adopt a new one.
Hers was a stirring call to her colleagues on the Court:

As the world draws the curtain on the Fourth World Conference
of Women in Beijing, let this Court now be the first to respond
to its clarion call that “Women’s Rights are Human Rights” and
that “all obstacles to women’s full participation in decision-
making at all levels, including the family, should be removed.”
Having been herself a Member of the Philippine Delegation in
the International Women’s Year Conference in Mexico in 1975,
this writer is only too keenly aware of the unremitting struggle
being waged by women the world over, Filipino women not
excluded, to be accepted as equals of men and to tear down the
walls of discrimination that hold them back from their places
under the sun.

People v. Naparan, G.R.No. 98443 (August 30, 1993) reviewed
the conviction of the accused for illegal recruitment on a large scale.
It is a unique Romero ponencia, for while the body is written in
English, its penultimate portion, prior to the dispositive portion, is
written in Filipino.  Sounding the warning bell against illegal
recruiters and articulating the sympathy of the Court for their
hapless victims, Justice Romero wrote:

Totoong napakarami na ang ating kaawa-awang kababayan
na napagsamantalahan na ngayon. Nakalulungkot na kahit
na magbabala ang pamahalaan at ang mga opisinang
kinauukulan, hind rin dinidinig ng mga nais na mapabuti ang
kalagayan nila sa buhay sa pamamagitan ng pangingibang
bayan.
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Napapanahon nang iparating sa mga salarin na iyan
na hindi pahihintulutan ng pamahalaan ang gayong
malawakang panloloko sa mga maralita na masasabing ang
kasalanan lamang ay “naghangad ng kagitna, isang salop
ang nawala.” Kami ay maasahang magpataw ng akma at
nauukol na parusa na pagkabilanggo habang buhay at
multa sa halagang Isang Daang Libong Piso (P100,000.00)
sa katulad ng nasasakdal sa kasong itong nakasalang sa
Kataastaasang Hukuman ngayon. Umaasa kaming ito ay
magsisilbing halimbawa sa mga walang awa nating
kababayan na patuloy ang gawang panlilinlang sa kanilang
kapwa Pilipino.

To Justice Romero can be attributed the present rule that a rape
victim, when the accused is found guilty beyond reasonable doubt, is
entitled to a Fifty Thousand Peso (P50,000) indemnity, without need
for her to prove her suffering – as the suffering and anguish of any
person violated by a dastardly act of rape should be obvious!

V.  THE INCUMBENT LADY JUSTICES

The time has not yet come to speak of our incumbent lady
justices in the same manner that we have of those before them
whose feminine presence has graced the Supreme Court.  They
must be given every opportunity to add their own lines, write
their own pages to that ongoing journal that is the history of
the Court, and to enrich its tradition with their presence, their
suasion and their insight.  An account of feminine grace on the
High Court would, however, be incomplete were we to leave
out all reference to them.

A.  Madame Justice Minerva Gonzaga Reyes

Justice Gonzaga-Reyes brought with her
impressive academic distinctions.  She was a
Bachelor of Laws, University of the
Philippines, Magna Cum Laude, in 1954.  She
is one of the six with that great honor
emblazoned after their LL.B.s, the other two
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being Justice Florentino P. Feliciano and Justice Teodoro R. Padilla,
both of whom also made it to the Supreme Court.

When asked which aspects of her academic background and
professional experience have served her in good stead, Justice
Minerva Gonzaga Reyes referred to her years with the
Department of Justice, besides, of course, her stint in the Court
of Appeals.  As a law student, she joined the Department of
Justice and clerked there.  Diligence and innate brilliance
propelled her to the highest echelons of the Department: Chief
State Counsel, Deputy Minister of Justice and then Acting
Minister of Justice in 1986.   She was in the Court of Appeals for
13 years before her promotion to the Supreme Court.  She left
that court without any case backlog.  Her colleagues in the
appellate court remember her for her incisive mind, friendly
disposition, and unassailable integrity.

With the elections just over and our courts readying for the
expected influx of election contests and protests, Jaafar v.
Commission on Elections, G.R. No. 134188 (March 15, 1999) and
Recabo v. Commission on Elections, G.R. No. 134293 (June 21,
1999), both penned by Justice Reyes, should be of timely
interest.  In some ways, Jaafar predated the famous Gore-Bush
controversy over automated elections – and the failure of
technology – that would be laid at the doorstep of the United
States Supreme Court.  In the local case, the Commission had
ordered a manual recount after it was alleged that the automated
system failed.  The petitioner sought to have the Commission’s
order nullified, but noting prematurity in the petition, the Court
declined.  In Recabo on the other hand, in issue was the evidentiary
value of “certificate of votes” and the “certified list of winning
candidates.”  The Court, speaking through Justice Reyes, held that
while these could be evidence of tampering, falsification and other
forms of fraud, they did not constitute conclusive evidence of the
results of an election in the same way that election returns did.

Agbay v. Deputy Ombudsman for the Military, G.R. No. 134503
(July 2, 1999) addressed two important issues: First, in view of the
civilian character of the Philippine National Police, was it legal for
the Deputy Ombudsman for the Military to take cognizance of cases
against them?  Second, to forestall liability under Article 125 of the
Revised Penal Code – Delay in the Delivery of Detained Persons to
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the Proper Judicial Authorities – was delivery to the first level trial court
that had authority to conduct preliminary investigation alone suffice?
The Court taught, through Justice Reyes, that even conceding the
categorically civilian character of the Philippine National Police, there
was nothing repugnant about assigning cases involving police officers
to the Deputy Ombudsman for the Military – himself a civilian.  As
regards the propriety of delivery of a detained person to a first level
trial court, Justice Reyes characterized as central the authority of the
court to release from commitment, or to commit.  Since the first level
trial court had authority to do that, delivery of the detained person to
the first level trial court obviated any liability under Article 125 of the
Revised Penal Code.

B.  Madame Justice Consuelo Ynares Santiago

This is Justice Consuelo Ynares Santiago’s 28th

year in the judiciary.  For thirteen years,
starting in 1973, she was judge of the
Municipal Trial Court at Cainta, Malabon,
Caloocan and Pasig.  That was a long time,
indeed, presumably brought about by one of
her decisions in that court acquitting

Alejandro Roces who was accused of violation of Section 178,
Article 16 of the l978 Election Code for having boycotted the
elections.  She then became Regional Trial Court Judge for four
years before her promotion in 1990 to the Court of Appeals
which was home to her for eight years.  On April 6, 1999, she
was elevated to the Supreme Court and is now on her third
year.

Though relatively new on the Court, some of her ponencias
have drawn considerable attention and commentary.  In People
v. Webb, G.R. No. 132577 (August 17, 1999), in issue was the
deposition-taking of more witnesses for Hubert Webb.  While
most remedial law experts were alert to whatever the Court
would hold on the matter of allowing depositions in criminal
cases, she wrote for the Court that whatever more would be
affirmed or corroborated through the depositions was already
before the trial court.  Being merely corroborative and
cumulative, deposition-taking could be dispensed with.  Some
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would have preferred her to address the sticking point of remedial
law squarely, but Justice Santiago did not see the need to do so, as
her overriding concern was the expeditious disposition of the case.
Quite significantly, the 2000 revisions to the Rules of Criminal
Procedure did not incorporate what some hoped would have been
the more progressive attitude towards depositions in criminal cases.

The issue in People v. Jalosjos, G.R. Nos. 132875-76 (February
3, 2000) was whether or not Congressman Romeo Jalosjos,
convicted for rape, could be allowed to attend the sessions and
the committee hearings of the Legislature.  It had been argued
that to deny him the opportunity to so participate would deprive
the people who had elected him of representation.  The Court
brushed aside the contention and refused to grant the jailed
representative’s Motion.  To grant it, Justice Santiago wrote,
would be to make of him virtually a free man and to render
nugatory the sentence imposed on him.

Of late, Liang v. People, G.R. No. 125865 (January 28, 2000),
caused quite a stir.  The petitioner, a foreigner, had defamed a
Filipina co-employee at the Asian Development Bank.  He
sought to ward off criminal prosecution by claiming immunity
under the agreement between the Bank and the Philippine
government.  Through Justice Santiago, the Court ruled that as
immunity could be claimed only for one’s official acts, and
defaming another could never be an official act, the petitioner
was not entitled to immunity.  Laying down an important rule
for Public International Law vis-à-vis domestic courts, Justice
Santiago maintained that courts were not bound by declarations
of the political branches of government – such as the Executive,
through the Department of Foreign Affairs – that a party before
it was entitled to immunity.  As expected, the Bank flexed its
muscle in an attempt to protect its official, at one time even
raising the possibility that it would withdraw from the
Philippines.  This did not in any way intimidate the Court, and
when the petitioner moved it to reconsider its verdict, once
more, through Justice Santiago, the Court denied his claim to
immunity with finality.

Chief Justice Davide had occasion to say that Justices Minnie
Reyes and Elo Santiago were a “formidable duo” in the Court.
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C.  Madame Justice Angelina Sandoval Gutierrez

That “duo” has now become a “trio.”

A pianist on the High Court – that is one apt
way of introducing Madame Justice Angelina
Sandoval Gutierrez.  She finished her Music
Teachers Course in piano.  But she was called to
produce harmony, not only on the keyboard, but

in human affairs, and her law degree from the Faculty of Civil Law
of the University of Santo Tomas prepared her for this.  Her career
in the judiciary commenced in 1983 with her appointment as Judge
of the Metropolitan Trial Court of Manila.  Three years later, she
was a Regional Trial Court Judge.  Five years later, she was on the
Court of Appeals, and after having been an appellate court justice
for nine years, she was named to the Supreme Court on December
22, 2000.

With the excitement of the newest member of the Court, she
recalls the immense gratification it gave her when the Court en
banc approved her first ponencia unanimously.  She finds comfort,
solace and warmth in the company of her colleagues, she says,
“during luncheon, after an en banc session.”

In Republic of the Philippines v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 142476
(March 20, 2001), the Court was asked to direct the Sandiganbayan
to deposit the proceeds held in escrow realized from the sale of an
airplane erroneously sequestered.  The Court ordered the
Sandiganbayan to release the fund held in escrow.  Although,
however, the District Court of Texas had found the Republic of the
Philippines liable for the erroneous act of the Presidential
Commission on Good Government (PCGG) in sequestering and selling
the aircraft, the Supreme Court through Justice Gutierrez held that
in so doing, the PCGG had exceeded its authority, and therefore its
acts could not be imputed to the Republic of the Philippines against
which, there was no cause of action.

Once more, an election case recently decided by the Supreme
Court through Justice Gutierrez should be of particular interest these
days.  Gementiza v. Commission on Elections, G.R. No. 140884
(March 6, 2001), asked whether or not a protestee could, as in civil
and criminal cases, file a Demurrer to Evidence after the protestant
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had presented his evidence.  Reasoning from the nature of election
protests, which demand expeditious and speedy resolution, the
Court held through a ponencia of Justice Gutierrez that such a
procedural maneuver was impermissible.

Justices Gonzaga-Reyes, Ynares-Santiago, and Sandoval-
Gutierrez are the three incumbent members of the Supreme
Court.  This is the second time in the Supreme Court’s centennial
history that three lady Justices are serving at the same time in the
Court.

VI.  CONCLUSION

Is there a gender perspective in deciding cases?  This question,
which I asked the lady members of the High Court, both retired
and incumbent, elicited different responses.   While two were
very direct in saying there was none at all, one was equally
certain that “it is inevitable that there be a gender perspective in
deciding cases.”

I submit that the fact that a magistrate is a woman is more
than mere fortuity.  One appreciates the evidence and renders
a verdict as a woman, although it is, concededly, exceedingly
more difficult to isolate the femininity that goes into
appreciation of evidence and arriving at a decision.

As regards gender being an issue, it should be a non-issue
when one deals with eligibility for membership in the judiciary
– and particularly a seat on the High Court.

Quite significantly, none of the lady justices of the High Court
ever had to deal with discrimination against them, or unfavorable
bias.  None of them had ever to prove her worth, and to measure
up to standards imposed on them.  Except for the courtesies that
are extended ladies, their views were listened to and discussed
with seriousness, not because they were women but because they
were juridically sound.  This augurs well for the future of women in
this exulted Bench.

It is important that a woman magistrate on the High Court sit
as a woman, for this can be her contribution to the judiciary and to
jurisprudence.  But it is also important that she be listened to, that
her views go into shaping legal and judicial policy and form, that
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her vote be assiduously considered and zealously guarded, not
because she is a woman, but because she is a magistrate, a guardian
of the law, and a guarantor of its protection and its liberties.

The symbol of justice is often shown as a woman blindfolded
and holding the scales of justice.  Women judges are living in
that image.

In addressing the Philippine Women Judges Association,
former Chief Justice Marcelo B. Fernan pointedly stated:

The nobility of our efforts brings home the truth that it was not a
trick of accident or a twist of whim, neither was it a turn of
masculine idealism nor pure symbolic license that justice assumed
the form and visage of a woman – justitia.

Justitia – with eyes blindfolded, her hands holding the scales of
justice aloft endures, to remind us all that in human society,
women above all, have the capacity to see the affairs of
humankind, not with the eyes of men or women, but with the
heart and mind of a human being who knows that justice, the
law, as well as rights, freedom and dignity, are beyond the
limitations of gender – they belong to all.  Justitia has her best
children in the Philippine Women Judges Association.

As a parting thought, and speaking for feminine grace in
the Judiciary, I pray with them:

Let God’s power shine in our strengths;

Let God’s power assist us in our inadequacies;

Let God be the security of our lives.

I submit.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Symposium and Workshop on
Gender Sensitivity for Supreme Court Lawyers held on March 28,
2006, at the Old Session Hall, Supreme Court.

Answering the Call to
Gender Responsiveness and Sensitiveness∗∗∗∗∗

It is said that all good things must come to an end.  This Symposium-
Workshop on Gender Sensitivity is one such good thing.  We are
closing it after what, we hope, has been a fruitful and enjoyable
day of learning.

Naipatupad natin ang ating tatlong layunin at paksa –
Kamalayan, Katarungan at Kababaihan.

Kamalayan, or awareness.  Never before have we been so
aware of women’s rights.  It was here in the Philippines when
Senator Hillary Clinton Kennedy proclaimed to the world that
women’s rights are human rights.  We have seen the idea grow
and, as Chair Alfredo F. Tadiar is wont to say, there is nothing
more exciting than to see the development of an idea whose
time has come.

Feminine grace in the judiciary now numbers five to nine  men
in the Supreme Court; a total of 11 in the history of the Court.  In
the Court of Appeals, we have presently 18 women to 47  men; in
the Sandiganbayan, three women to 11 men; in the Court of Tax
Appeals, two women to four men; in the lower courts, 378 women
in proportion to 1,076 men.  As of December 2005, there were 28
lady justices to 71 male justices in the country.  Women judges now
constitute 28 percent of the entire judiciary.  The percentage has

 Through gender equality and empowerment
in the judiciary’s policies, programs, and activities,

we have been working for and providing efficient
and accessible justice to all.
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really risen since my time.  What is more, there are 1,186 females
to 840 male Clerks of Court nationwide. That is woman power!

Our gentlemen friends have been kidding us that very soon, the
tide may change and we may need instead a movement for “men’s
lib.”  They kid us also by saying that women are more logical than
men and that women’s minds are cleaner.  Why?  Because women
change them more often.  But kidding aside, we would like to believe
that women’s liberation is men’s liberation, as well.

For all the advances that our kababaihan have made, we pay
tribute to our many pioneers who had seen the need for a concerted
movement. I must mention here our own Justice Irene R. Cortes
who advocated it early on during her time both in the academe and
in the Supreme Court, not to speak of our present-day champions:
Dr. Purificacion Quisumbing, Prof. Myrna S. Feliciano, DCA Zenaida
N. Elepaño, and Professor Amparita Sta. Maria.  And, indeed, we
can consider ourselves doubly fortunate that the Committee on
Gender Responsiveness in the Judiciary (CGRJ) is headed by eminent
advocates – Madam Justice Alice Austria Martinez, as Chair, and
our esteemed Justice Adolfo S. Azcuna, as Co-Chair.

On the part of the Philippine Judicial Academy, Gender and
Development (GAD), gender equality and empowerment, have
been in the mainstream.    We started as far back as 1999, with a
“Gender Sensitivity” Seminar for the Philippine Judiciary and
with then Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. as our Keynote
Speaker.  We are further enhancing our commitment in all our
core programs – the Pre-Judicature Programs, our Orientation
Programs for newly appointed judges, our Regional Judicial
Career Enhancement Programs (RJCEPs), and our Regional Multi-
Sectoral Seminar-Workshops on Juvenile and Domestic Relations
Justice.  We have addressed the reported lack of sensitivity of
courts, even of Family Courts, on gender issues.  We have
embarked on capacity enhancement training for Family Court
Judges and personnel, inclusive of the handling of child abuse
cases.  Gender and Social Context are included in our Judicial
Education modules designed in collaboration with the National
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Judicial Institute of Canada.  We participate in the activities of the
Committee on Gender Responsiveness in the Judiciary through the
subcommittee on Training and Capability Building, headed by none
other than Chair Purificacion V. Quisumbing of the Commission on
Human Rights.

And I think we can all pardonably pat ourselves on the back
because through all our concerted and cooperative efforts, we also
have been achieving our second objective – Katarungan.  Through
gender equality and empowerment in the judiciary’s policies,
programs, and activities, we have been working for and providing
efficient and accessible justice to all.  We have also injected Love
because the other name of love is justice, i.e., giving it the rightful
place and the rightful recognition.

We now look ahead.  We must pursue the Judiciary’s Strategic
Gender and Development Plan.  We must move on individually and
collectively.  We need only do our individual work well.  That will
reflect in our overall endeavor.  We must continue to strive for
credibility, strengthened by integrity and probity. Industry is a must.
Dishonesty is a no-no.  Principled performance, selfless service, and
a culture of excellence are the desiderata.   Indifference, indolence,
and so-so performance are no-nos.

As Supreme Court Attorneys, you are a potent force for
leadership.  In our common quest for a reformed and
transformed judiciary, as enunciated by Chief Justice Davide
and Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban, you can all make the
transforming difference in sustained service and untarnished
loyalty to our institution, the judiciary.

In all these, let us also thank our gentlemen partners, led here
by its sole representative, Justice Adolfo S. Azcuna.  As the
respected Co-Chair of the Committee on Gender Responsiveness
in the Judiciary (CGRJ), he is our leader in the promotion of “gender
fair language,” already embodied in his magnum opus, entitled Style
of Writing.  Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban, himself, in his
Message during the launch of the e-payments system, and during
the tribute to him of the voluntary Bar Associations, was its eloquent
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advocate.  We know that our Filipino men are with us with gallantry
and gladness of heart.   They are our genuine partners as we all
move forward to the attainment of our common objective of a
male/female “complementarity” in ensuring successful judicial
reforms and governance.

Advancement, Pag-unlad, thy name is Woman!  Kaya’t
ipagmalaki natin at itaguyod ang ating ikatlong paksa at layunin –
ang Kababaihan!
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Seminar-Workshop on CEDAW,
Gender Sensitivity and the Courts held on September 28, 2006, at the
Training Center, Centennial Building, Supreme Court, Manila.

Gender Learning∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is happy to conduct this second
training program on Gender Responsiveness and Sensitivity,
this time focusing on the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and the
Courts. We are undertaking this in collaboration with the
Supreme Court’s Committee on Gender Responsiveness in the
Judiciary (CGRJ) led by Justice Ma. Alicia Austria Martinez,
particularly, its subcommittee on Training and Capacity Building, and
the Ateneo Human Rights Center (AHRC), here represented by
Professor Amparita Sta. Maria.  A big thank you is in order to the
United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) for
partnering with all of us in this endeavor.

Slowly but surely, CEDAW is fulfilling its objective of eliminating
discrimination against women.

Let me give you some gender-specific data.  The “Manpower”
Profile in the Judiciary shows that, in the work force, the female
predominate the male population in the Supreme Court.  It is only
in the first level positions, i.e., those with salary grades 1-10, that
the male outnumber the female.

. . . in the last five years
the Supreme Court has paved the way
for a judicial system that is sensitive

and responsive to gender equality
and empowerment in all its policies,

programs and activities.
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In the Court of Appeals, the male population is 39 percent as
against 72 percent female.

In the Court of Tax Appeals, the percentage is 53 percent female
personnel compared to 47 percent male employees.  As in the
Supreme Court, male employees predominantly occupy first level
positions.

On the third level, however, the male predominate in the
proportion of 10 to five.

In the lower courts, the female also predominate the male
population.  But in the third level, meaning those with salary grades
26-30, the male outnumber the female at 72 percent.

It is only in the Sandiganbayan, with a workforce of 341, where
the proportion is different, that is, 45 percent female, and 55 percent
male. And, on the third level, there are eight female as against 12
male.

With these hard facts, one wonders whether we can still refer
in general to a manpower profile.  Following the recent
Administrative Circular No. 82-2006 of the Court entitled Use of
Non-Sexist Language in All Official Documents, Communications
and Issuances, this should now be changed to a gender-sensitive
terminology.

I have also been informed that in the U.P. College of Law,
the percentage now is 70 percent female and 30 percent male.
However, recent statistics show that there are more men than
women in our population of 86 million Filipinos.

Women are also featured prominently in the international
scene.  The most recent is in the latest Time Magazine issue on
The Princess Wars in Japan, featuring the younger Princess Kiko
giving birth to a baby boy on September 6, 2006,  thus ensuring
the survival of the Japanese imperial line.  Otherwise, the
question was whether a female could ascend to the imperial
throne, which some would label as discriminatory against
women.
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In the national scene, Nicole’s rape case, which has assumed
prominence, can be viewed within the context of Violence
Against Women proscribed by CEDAW, bringing to the fore the
double victimization of women in rape cases, and posing the
general questions of whether the victim is being discriminated
against and whether injustice is present.

These are all interesting facets that underscore the need for a
training program such as this.  Let us be sensitive to the international
order based on equity and justice.  Let us join the agenda for
determined action espoused by the Committee on Gender
Responsiveness and Sensitivity.  Let us learn and make use of gender-
specific data.

Some would ask, perhaps, and many do, what is to gain from
all these?  It is to be cognizant of the international bill of rights for
women, which is often used to describe CEDAW.  It is to integrate a
gender perspective in our respective areas of work in the courts.  It
is to realize that in the last five years the Supreme Court has paved
the way for a judicial system that is sensitive and responsive to
gender equality and empowerment in all its policies, programs and
activities. It is not with the intent of the female predominating over
the male but in a spirit of complimentarity in capacitating human
resources.

With these few thoughts, let me say “happy gender learning,”
and  maraming salamat po sa inyong pakikinig.
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∗ Inspirational Message delivered at the Seminar-Workshop on
CEDAW, Gender Sensitivity and the Courts held on January 25-26,
2007, at the Training Center, Centennial Building, Supreme Court,
Padre Faura Street, Ermita, Manila.

Continuing Empowerment∗∗∗∗∗

We bring to a close this seminar-workshop on CEDAW, Gender
Sensitivity and the Courts.  It was good to hear the animated
delivery of your case presentations. Our expectation is that the
workshop has brought about an exchange of ideas that will result
in a better understanding of issues on gender sensitivity, and a
more informed judgment.

We also trust that these two days have increased your
awareness and deepened your understanding of women’s rights
under the CEDAW, of the difference between gender and sex,
and of the nuances of gender sensitivity, gender bias, and
gender equality.

The case studies are a new methodology that we have been
introducing to make the course more participative, more skills-
based, more practical, and definitely more thought-provoking.
We trust that the last two days have been an enjoyable learning
experience.

The 1987 Constitution recognizes as a policy that the State
recognizes the role of women in nation building and shall ensure
the fundamental equality before the law of women and men.
This series of gender sensitivity training of judges and court
personnel, therefore, is not only pursuant to our task as a

. . . male and female complementarity in governance
will put teeth in our common efforts to eliminate all forms

of gender bias and inequality, particularly in the judiciary,
with the entire nation as the beneficiary.
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subcommittee in the Supreme Court’s Committee on Gender
Responsiveness but also to bring fruition to what is
constitutionally mandated.

Brought to the fore are the significant strides that have been
made towards the advancement of gender equality.  Since the
passage of CEDAW, great progress has been made to promote
women’s empowerment in many countries.

Muslim feminists are slowly rising in Europe.  Recently, Pakistan
and Bangladesh have had female Prime Ministers.  New Zealand
has had a female Prime Minister aside from the fact that a large
number of parliamentary seats are occupied by women.  Curiously,
Russia has the most women CEOs.  In the United States, a lady
Senator will vie for the Presidency soon.  It has a female Secretary
of State, a female Undersecretary of State visiting with us now, and
a lady Ambassador to the Philippines.

Here at home, we can be proud of the fact that we are the only
Asian country in the gender-sensitive list of the World Economic
Forum.  In Makati, its City Council has adopted a Gender and
Development Code. We can lay claim to two female Presidents.
There is also a continuing trend of feminization of our overseas
employment.

In the judiciary, the number of female judges is on a steady
rise.  In law schools, there is a predominance of female
students.  The Supreme Court has five female justices out of 15.
Hopefully, one more may be added, as one lady candidate for
the existing vacancy garnered 12 votes from the Supreme Court
itself matching those of a male candidate.  In the Court of
Appeals, 19 out of 69 justices are women.  In the Sandiganbayan,
three of the 15 justices are women.  In the Court of Tax Appeals,
two out of six justices are female.  Twenty-three Chiefs of
Offices in the Court are female as against only seven male.  Female
Clerks of Court dominate the field in the lower courts.  Most notably,
aside from increasing in numbers as leaders, women also figure
prominently in other fields in varying levels of success.
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Let us remember, however, that numbers are not the only things
that matter.  What is important is that those chosen are themselves
deserving based on their ability, training and experience.  As women,
we should always remember that while we are partners in making
both ends meet in the family, our principal function is to lay good
family foundations anchored on sound values formation,  realizing
that the family is the foundation of the nation.  Our skills at personal
management will be tested on how we can walk the tight rope,
balancing all these interests with skill, courage, and commitment.

Much remains to be done to attain sustainable development
and social progress utilizing a gender-friendly approach and
accommodating gender strengths and weaknesses.  As leading
lawyers in the Court you are in a strong position to integrate a
gender perspective in your respective work stations.  The
resulting male and female complementarity in governance will
put teeth in our common efforts to eliminate all forms of gender
bias and inequality, particularly in the judiciary, with the entire
nation as the beneficiary.

The Academy, in partnership with the Committee on
Gender Responsiveness in the Judiciary, the Ateneo Human
Rights Center (AHRC), and the United Nations Development
Fund for Women (UNIFEM), is privileged to lend a guiding hand
as you play a critical role in the achievement of our goals for a
gender-sensitive judiciary.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Seminar on
Capability Building for Rape Case Management held on November
19-22, 2002, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Capacity Building
for Rape Case Management∗

On behalf of the Philippine Judicial Academy, I bid you all a very
warm welcome to our campus here in Tagaytay City.

I specially greet and welcome our Metro Manila Judges, the
Public Attorneys, Prosecutors, Social Workers, Police Officers
and Medico-Legal Officers present here today.  This composition
attests to the multidisciplinary character of this activity aimed
at interaction and coordinated effort in “rape case
management.”

When I was still incumbent with the Court many years back,
Justice Irene Cortes and I noted that there were many rape
cases being elevated for automatic review.  I have not kept
track of the figures in the Supreme Court since then.  However,
reports disclose that in the last 10 years, there has been a
tremendous increase in the number of reported cases of rape
and other sexual abuses, even against young girls.  The problem
seems to have become systemic.  Cases are no longer isolated
incidents.

 The advocates for women’s causes, like the Women’s Legal
Bureau, have taken up the cudgels; and they can now celebrate the
triumphs that sustained advocacy has achieved along the way.

This multidisciplinary training program aims . . .
to focus on the interrelated functions

of the pillars in the criminal justice system,
with specific reference to investigation,
prosecution, trial, and judgment . . . .
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In reference to Rape, and through their efforts, landmark
legislation has been enacted. Republic Act No. 8353, the Anti-
Rape Law of 1997, has reclassified the statutory context of the
crime of rape from violation of chastity to violation of the person.
The result is that a complaint of rape need not be filed by the victim.
Where the mother of a rape victim should refuse to prosecute, the
grandparents, the guardian, or the State, may.

This was followed by Republic Act No. 8505, the Rape Victim
Assistance and Protection Act of 1998, with its “rape shield”
provision where evidence of the complainant’s sexual conduct
is not admitted unless the court finds the same material and
relevant.

Another important change is that no longer is it required that
in all instances there be resistance on the part of the victim.  The
victim may give her consent, and yet, conviction may follow,
provided fraudulent machination or grave abuse of authority is
established.

It has also been reported of late, that a new Bill has been
filed by Senator Robert Jaworski expanding the coverage of the
existing law protecting rape victims and victims of battery,
harassment, and other sexual or physical abuse.  The measure
further seeks to establish a Trauma Center in every province
that will serve as temporary shelter to victims, until such time
that they shall have regained their self-esteem.

Inch by inch and step by step, therefore, strides have been
achieved and all those responsible deserve sincere
commendation.

Rape is one of the most serious crimes against women and
children.  It is a violation of women’s and children’s rights.  Its
effects are not only physical but also psychological, social,
medical, political, and cultural.  There is need for understanding
and sensitivity so that victims may not be unduly traumatized due
to insensitive handling of rape cases, and to enable them to
maintain their dignity and self-respect.  On the other side of the
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coin,  there is need as well to learn techniques in identifying false
claims.

This multidisciplinary training program aims to recognize and
appreciate the gravity of the problem of rape; to gain a critical
understanding of relevant legislation;  to overcome the indifference
of society to the plight of victims; to learn to appreciate and
evaluate the evidence presented; to focus on the interrelated
functions of the pillars in the criminal justice system, with specific
reference to investigation, prosecution, trial, and judgment; and,
overall, to aim for a more holistic perspective in resolving rape
cases.

A full schedule is ahead of you in the next four days.  Lectures,
discussions, supplemented by workshops and case studies, will be
used as tools for learning.  Although there is still much to learn, rest
assured that we, in PHILJA, will continue to work for the
improvement of the administration of justice in rape cases.  PHILJA
writers had preliminarily done so in the preparation of the
multidisciplinary training manual entitled “Addressing Rape in the
Legal System,” also spearheaded by the Women’s Legal Bureau.

Everything augurs well for a productive activity.  Thank you for
your attention, and let us pray for God’s continued blessings and
guidance.
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∗ Inspirational Message delivered at the Seventh National
Convention-Seminar of the Philippine Women Judges Association
(PWJA) held on March 12-14, 1998, at the Fiesta Pavilion, Manila
Hotel.

1. Sincere appreciation is extended to Atty. Marian S. Carpina of the
Office of the Court Administrator and to Atty. Tessie L. Gatmaitan,
Clerk of Court of the Court of Appeals.

Philippine Women Judges Association:
A Story of Achievement∗∗∗∗∗

Time has gifted the Philippine Women Judges Association (PWJA)
with 10 active years. It was on September 5, 1987, on the last day
of the First Asian Women Judges’ Conference held in Manila, that
the PWJA was organized with its own mission and vision. Its mission
was to provide women judges with a vehicle for their common
upliftment and for continuing judicial education. Its vision was to
make its own unique contribution to the dispensation of justice.

Both mission and vision are as clear today as they were when
we articulated them years ago.

We have grown quantitatively since then. The scoreboard over
the years, as gathered from the Office of the Court Administrator
and the Clerk of Court of the Court of Appeals,1 shows that:

In 1987, the number of women Judges in different judicial levels
was 169. In 1997, we counted 270 or an increase of 101.

We have had five lady Justices in the Supreme Court, one of
them an incumbent, and we are striving to have more.

In the Court of Appeals, women Justices numbered six in 1987
compared to 15 in 1997. Ten of the 21 chaired Divisions in that
Court, with five of them still incumbent Chairpersons. Since 1979,
three were elevated to Presiding Justices.

In the Regional Trial Court Level, we numbered 80 in 1987, and
110 in 1997, or an increase of 30.
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In the First Level Trial Courts, we were 81 strong in 1987, and
162 in 1997, or double the original number.

In 1987, the percentage of women judges to male judges was
9.20 percent. In 1997, the proportion increased to 17.4 percent, or
almost double.

We are also now represented in the Sandiganbayan with three
members. We have, as yet, no representation in the Court of Tax
Appeals and the Shari’a District and Circuit Courts.

Qualitatively and performance-wise, we too, have made our
presence felt.

In the Supreme Court, one of us chaired a Division therein and
the House of Representatives Electoral Tribunal. Three of us were
members either of the House of Representatives Electoral Tribunal
or the Senate Electoral Tribunal. Three of us have chaired the
Committee on Bar Examinations and other committees besides,
on varied assignments. One of us headed both the committees on
the Code of Professional Responsibility and the Code of Judicial
Conduct.

Women Executive Judges and Vice Executive Judges have
swelled in number. The biggest number was between 1987 to
1998 when we had 38 all over the country, compared to 14 in
1983 to 1987. I would like to think that, more and more, the
administrative capabilities of our members are being recognized
by the Supreme Court.

Awards in Judicial Excellence in different categories were
given to 12 women judges, or 29.63 percent of the total who
have won the distinction.

Our national convention-seminars have been held regularly
with a balanced mix of judicial education programs as well as
social and cultural activities.

Nor did we neglect international conferences.  We hosted the
highly successful 1996 International Conference of Women Judges
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in Manila; while our representatives ably spoke for us at different
international meetings abroad.

Our members have penned decisions that merited public
commendation; not that we seek it, but that it gives apt
recognition to work well done.

Our financial position is stable through careful husbanding
of resources.

Our unity is assured through a feeling of sisterhood and a
consultative approach to problems.

But, as in life, some rain must fall. We have lost several of
our dearest colleagues, and we can only take solace in the
thought that we had shared with them individual and collective
memories that we shall cherish for all time.

Nor have we been spared from pitfalls. As of December 31,
1997, 71 administrative cases had been filed against women
judges, representing 13.10 percent of the total complaints filed.
The charges ran from ignorance of the law; delay in making
decisions; violations of the Code of Judicial Conduct and others.
Sanctions imposed ranged from admonition, reprimand, fine,
and the dismissal of six from our ranks.

Unfortunately, these are the barbs of fortune that we have
to charge to experience and to credit to the lessons that we can
derive from them.

But what is noteworthy is that the PWJA is a story of
achievement brought about by dint of hard work through
individual and united effort, with everyone unselfishly giving
of herself, her time, and her dedication. For the blessings that
we have received and the opportunities that have come our
way, let us keep our lines open to God with prayers of heartfelt
thanksgiving.

Truly, our PWJA deserves a pat on the back. But we cannot sit
on our laurels. We have to prepare and meet the challenges of the
millennium.
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A particular challenge is the continuity of judicial reforms. In
this effort, there can be no standstill. The Philippine Judicial
Academy has a Judicial Reforms Committee tasked to propose
continuing judicial reforms to the Supreme Court. That
committee welcomes your suggestions. Reforms can cover a
varied area: the justice system itself; the operational
requirements of courts; docket congestion, the solution to
which, up to now, seems to elude us; case flow management;
alleged corruption; ethics and discipline; judicial education; court
technology; rendition of quality service by all courts; and last but
not the least, the improvement of negative public perception of
courts.

I am confident that, with continuing and foresighted reforms,
we have the potential and the capability to reverse, in our own
individual and collective ways, the negative general public
perception of the justice delivery system of which we all form an
indelible part.

The bottomline: let us be what we are; let us do what we have
to do; let us be best in what we are and in what we do; and let us
reflect these in our actions, individually and collectively, through
the PWJA. For eventually and decisively, these will be mirrored in a
better public image of all our courts.
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CEDAW and the Philippine
Municipal Law∗

Philippine Accession

One year after the U.N. General Assembly adopted the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women (CEDAW) in 1979, the Philippines became a
signatory thereto, and in 1981, in accordance with the provisions
of its Constitution, ratified it.

Article 2(a) of the Convention obligates state-parties “to
embody the principle of equality of men and women in their
national constitutions or other appropriate legislation.’’   When
the Constitutional Commission drafted the new Constitution,
one of the commissioners proposed a section that would
provide for a “self-implementing provision that would itself
repeal all discriminatory and antifeminist laws in the Civil Code
and in the Revised Penal Code.’’1   What was eventually adopted
was a provision that echoes the basic concern of CEDAW.  Thus
the fundamental law provides:

SEC. 14. The State recognizes the role of women in nation-
building, and shall ensure the fundamental equality before the
law of women and men.

Then there was enacted the Family Code which provisions
are not only consistent with, but in several respects, reflective
of the spirit of the Convention. Part IV, Article 16, of CEDAW
directs states to take measures to ensure women “the same
rights and responsibilities during marriage and its dissolution.’’

∗ Inspirational Message delivered at the Seminar-Workshop on
CEDAW, Gender Sensitivity and the Courts held on October 5-6,
2006, at the Justices’ Lounge, Centennial Building, Court of
Appeals, Manila.

1. Bernas, The Intent of the 1986 Constitution Writers, 1995 Ed., pp.
124-125).
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Conformably hereto, the Family Code provides, among other things,
that “the husband and wife shall fix the domicile,’’2  that “spouses
are jointly responsible for the support of the family,”3 that “the
management of the household shall be right and duty of both
spouses.’’4  CEDAW also obliges State-parties to ensure that women
in families have the same rights as men to choose “a profession
and an occupation.’’5  The Family Code provides that “either spouse
may exercise any legitimate profession, occupation, business or
activity without consent of the other.’’6

Fulfilling CEDAW Commitments

In his ponencia in Philippine Telegraph and Telephone Company
v. National Labor Relations Commission,7 Justice Florenz
Regalado calls attention to the fact that the laws corrective of
gender inequality were enacted “largely due to our country’s
commitment as a signatory to the United Nations Convention
on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against
Women.’’

Justice Flerida Romero provides a useful introduction to
the most important of these corrective laws, highlighting their
seminal provisions.8

Republic Act No. 7192 is also known as the “Women in
Developing and Nation Building Act.” Among its many
groundbreaking provisions is that which guarantees that “in all

2. FAMILY CODE, Art. 69.

3. Id. Art. 70.

4. Id. Art. 71.

5. CEDAW, Part IV, Art. 16.1.g.

6. FAMILY CODE, Art. 73.

7. 272 SCRA 602-603 (1997).

8. Romero, “Empowerment of Filipino Women: Legal Issues and
Concerns” in Flerida Ruth P. Romero: A Life Justly Lived, 145-157.
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contractual situations where married men have the capacity to act,
married women shall have equal rights.” Likewise novel was the
provision that accorded women equal opportunities for
appointment, admission, training, and commission in such
institutions as the Philippine Military Academy and the Philippine
National Police that used to be the exclusive preserve of men.

Republic Act No. 7877 is the “Anti-Sexual Harassment Act of
1995’’ that protects women (in fact even men) from sexual
harassment both in the work place and in educational settings.
It penalizes anyone with moral ascendancy who exploits his or
her position of moral superiority to solicit favors or who makes
the work place or the school an intolerable environment of
sexual advances.

Republic Act No. 8353 is the new “Anti-Rape Law.’’  It
classifies rape is a crime no longer against chastity but against
persons.  The legal significance of this re-classification is that
even when the complaining party (the offended party) desists
from prosecuting the case, the State is not thereby precluded
from pursuing it against the offender. Furthermore, as a public
crime, any person may procedurally institute proceedings
against the offended party.  Significantly, acts of sodomy which
did not enter the definition of the crime under the old law now
count as rape.

Republic Act No. 8369 is “the Family Courts Act of 1997.’’
Aside from creating courts that adjudicate domestic relations
and that try the cases of youthful offenders, the law sets up yet
more protective measures for women and children.

Cases

De la Cruz v. Concepcion,9 was an administrative case filed
against a Regional Trial Court judge who, the complainant
alleged, had unjustly acquitted the accused in a case of acts of

9. 235 SCRA 597 (1994).
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lasciviousness. The complaining witnesses in the criminal case were
girl-members of a school volleyball team.  They alleged that their
coach, the accused, had stroked their private parts.  Charged with
the offense of acts of lasciviousness, the accused interposed the
defense that he was merely complying with guidelines from the
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports that obliged coaches to
ascertain the age of players joining the competition by using the
presence of pubic hair as one index, among others.   On the basis
of this defense, the respondent judge acquitted the accused.  The
Supreme Court exonerated the respondent judge of the charge
against him.

Clearly, the laws then in place did not provide adequate
protection of vulnerable women, schoolgirls in particular, from
the lecherous and opportunistic advances of their superiors.
The later laws that we had introduced have remedied this
situation.

Villegas v. Subido10 was the case of a well-intentioned
attempt on the part of the Civil Service Commission to protect
women.  Noting that women had been hired as street-
sweepers, Commissioner Subido of the Civil Service
Commission found the practice abhorrent and contrary to the
policy of respecting women and therefore sparing them form
such forms of labor as street-sweeping.  He therefore directed
the withholding of the pay due such street-sweepers to avoid
the problem of collecting from the wage-earners the monies
paid them.  The Court sustained a lower court’s order forbidding
the enforcement of such a directive, holding that it had no legal
basis to stand on other than a perception by the Commissioner
of what constituted “policy.’’

The Commissioner’s intention was noble; safeguarding the
dignity of women. Curiously, however, the result was
discriminatory against them.  The problem was clear.  There

10. 109 SCRA 1 (1981).
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were no determinate legal standards by which to judge which acts
were legitimately protective of women and those that were
discriminatory. Significantly, CEDAW addresses these matters.
Under Article 4, Section 2, measures aimed at the protection of
maternity are not discriminatory.   In the workplace, however, under
Article 11, Section 1(b), women are entitled to the same
employment opportunities as men, subject to the same criteria.
Article 11, Section 1(f), allows for special provisions protective of
health and safety, particularly the function of reproduction.   Article
XIII, Section14,  of the Constitution of 1987 reflects ethos and the
sentiments of CEDAW.

SEC. 14. The state shall protect working women by providing
safe and healthful working conditions, taking into account their
maternal functions, and such facilities and opportunities that
will enhance their welfare and enable them to realize their full
potential in the service of the nation.

Shauf v. Court of Appeals11  involved a discrimination case
filed by a Filipina against American army officers then
administering Clark Air Base, an American base in the
Philippines. Although eminently qualified for the position of
Guidance Counselor, a position for which she had applied after
its impending vacancy had become known, she was not
appointed to the position. She argued that she was
discriminated against by reason of gender and race. The
Philippine Supreme Court noted that the Constitution expressly
provided a guarantee against the discrimination of women in
Article XIII, Section 3. it ruled though that Shauf had no reason
to ask for unpaid wages as she never had any vested rights to
the position which she sought.  It did agree though that she was
entitled to moral damages. It held, in fact, that the petitioner
had been discriminated against.  The undersigned reporter
chaired the Division of the Court that promulgated this
judgment.

11. 191 SCRA 713 (1990).
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Romualdez-Marcos v. Commission on Elections12  had to do with
a petition to unseat Imelda Marcos, widow of former President
Ferdinand Marcos, from the congressional seat to which she had
been elected on the basis of lack of residence.  In issue was her
domicile for, although born in Leyte, she had moved to Manila when
she got married and held various elective and appointive posts, all
of which indicated that she was no longer domiciled in Leyte.
Agreeing with the majority of the Court that she remained domiciled
in Leyte and was therefore eligible to sit as congresswoman, Justice
Romero expressly called attention to CEDAW, and in resolving the
issue of what the effect of Romualdez-Marcos’ marriage to her
husband was, she held that Ms. Marcos’ domicile did not cease to
be Leyte by the mere fact of her marriage, and much less could it
have been otherwise on the assumption that her husband wished
her to have a different domicile even after her death.  The separate
opinion found directly relevant Part IV, Article 15, Section 4 of
CEDAW that upholds a woman’s rights to choose residence and
domicile.

In Philippine Telegraph and Telephone Company v. National
Labor Relations Commission,13 in issue was a communication
company’s policy of turning away married women.  As
employees, the Supreme Court refused to disturb a judgment
of the National Labor Relations Commission that declared the
company’s policy discriminatory and unjust.  In so doing, it
expressly invoked CEDAW.  Of the Convention, the Court said:
‘’Corrective labor and social laws on gender inequality have
emerged with no more frequency in the years since the Labor
Code was enacted on May 1, 1974, as Presidential Decree No.
422, largely due to our country’s commitment as signatory to
the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All forms
of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).’’ Article 11,
Section2(a) of CEDAW is of course directly relevant:  It proscribes
the termination of employment on the basis of marital status.

12. 248 SCRA 300 (1995).

13. 272 SCRA 596 (1997).
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Conclusion

The Philippines has not only acceded to the Convention on the
Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women.  Its
Constitution and many of its principal laws reflect its concerns,
embody its principles and give effect, in the domestic legal
system, to its directives and injunctions.

Ultimately, of course, as with all law, the Convention will bring
about the desired change in the measure that our judges imbibe its
spirit, share its fundamental philosophy, and allow its provisions to
shape their juridical frameworks.  The Convention and the local
laws enacted pursuant to its terms must find life, as indeed in some
measure they already have, in judicial decisions that adjudicate
rights and grant redress according to the tenor and intendment of
the Convention.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Seminar on Strengthening the
Legal Protection of Children held on May 14-15, 1998, at the Ridge
Convention Center, Tagaytay City.

Child Protection: A Concerted Effort∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy and the Ateneo Human Rights
Center take pleasure in welcoming you to this Seminar on
Strengthening the Legal Protection of Children. We are grateful to
“Save the Children Fund–U.K.” for their invaluable support to this
cooperative endeavor, the first of a series, which we hope to be
able to replicate in the Visayas and Mindanao.

The UNICEF and our government child-welfare officials report
that child abuse cases have risen over the years with a large number
of them focused on sexual abuse. The number of child prostitutes
in the Philippines, running to about 60,000 now, is also horrifying.
This is not to mention rising statistics on victims of pedophilia, acts
of lasciviousness, rape, incest, child labor, trafficking, and drug
dependence. The brutality of these statistics stare us in the face.

There is real need, therefore, for concerted effort on the part
of all concerned with the juvenile justice system.

Does justice remain beyond the reach of child abuse victims?
How many cases filed in court have resulted in conviction for
the perpetrators? Do we find inadequacies in our child protection
laws despite such landmark legislation as the Child and Youth

All must train to attain the proper sensitivity,
to gain the necessary perspective,

to allot the proper attention
and priority to children’s needs,

and to make our courts less stereotyped,
less accusatory, and less intimidating
 for the child witness or child victim.
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Welfare Code (PD No. 603 [1974]) and the Special Protection of
Children Against Child Abuse Exploitation and Discrimination Act
(RA No. 7610 [1992])?

Are all sectors concerned meeting the criterion “best interest”
of the individual child? Are we assured of “reasonable efforts” being
exerted by the proper agencies in appropriate cases? Is there
sensitivity in the handling of child abuse cases by the court, the
prosecutor, and the lawyer?

We see a bright opening in the re-creation of Family Courts
throughout the Philippines. Child and Family cases will now be
concentrated in specialized courts with PHILJA surely pursuing
its mandate to conduct training programs for judges and
personnel of these courts.

But courts are only one component of the juvenile justice
system, part of this interdisciplinary setting including judges,
prosecutors, lawyers, social workers, the police, the NBI,
physicians, psychologists, and pertinent non-governmental
organizations. All must network in giving our children the
needed protection. All must train to attain the proper
sensitivity, to gain the necessary perspective, to allot the proper
attention and priority to children’s needs, and to make our
courts less stereotyped, less accusatory, and less intimidating
for the child witness or child victim.

Serious consideration should also be given to the pros and
cons of video-recorded investigative interviews of child victims
and witnesses in criminal proceedings, taking into account
evidentiary and constitutional issues. Relaxation of rules on
evidence, e.g., hearsay and circumstantial evidence, to free them
from legal technicalities which hamper arrival at the truth, also
deserve attention.

Diversion programs for child offenders as an alternative to the
justice system should be looked into. Not all such cases need
undergo the formal adjudicatory process.
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Those are two of the proposals submitted by the Judicial
Reforms Committee of PHILJA to the Supreme Court as some of
the measures to “ensure compatibility with international
standards set by the Convention on the Rights of the Child and Other
Agreements.”

And so we are gathered here to exchange insights and
experiences with one another; to give totality to the effort to
prevent, to fight, to protect, and to rescue our children from child
abuse. We are here to devise meaningful strategies and establish
rapport to achieve the goal. Overall, we are here to improve the
effectiveness of our juvenile justice and child protection systems
to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

There is no time to lose. Let us start here and now.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Third Seminar-
Workshop on Strengthening the Legal Protection of Children held on
April 22-23, 1999, at the Insular Country Hotel Davao, Davao City.

The Science and Art
of Protecting Children∗∗∗∗∗

We welcome you warmly to the Mindanao segment of our
continuing quest to strengthen the legal protection of children.
We initiated it in Luzon, replicated it in the Visayas. We are
following it up in picturesque Davao City.

The interdisciplinary composition of our selected
participants follows the flow of the process in the Juvenile
Justice System and emphasizes not only the need for
interaction, collaboration, and respect among us, the
components of that System, but also for the adoption of
improved standards of treating child cases by all stakeholders
and policy makers.

To stress the need for upgrading, I need mention only the
1977 Report of the UN-CHR Needs Assessment Mission to the
Philippines, which looked into our implementation of the
Convention of the Right of  the Child to determine compatibility
with the international standards set by the Convention. That
Report stressed the “need to undertake a comprehensive
reform of the system of administration of juvenile justice.”

In this seminar-workshop, therefore, let us try and focus on
some affirmative actions and best practices to upgrade that
system.  Thus, and although by no means exhaustive:

Only child-sensitive and trained officers,
who will show respect for the child’s well-being,

could be assigned to man the Children
and Youth  Relation Section (CYRS).
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1. The Law Enforcers

a. Only child-sensitive and trained officers, who will show
respect for the child’s well-being, could be assigned to man
the Children and Youth  Relation Section (CYRS);

b. In interviewing children, they could communicate with them
in a language that the child is most comfortable with,
avoiding repetitive questioning, and seeking the assistance
of social workers whenever necessary; and

c. They should keep an adequate recording and reporting
system of cases involving children as these are primary
sources of information.

2. The Prosecutors, lawyers in private practice, PAO and Legal Aid
lawyers, who are all ably represented in this program, could

a. collaborate and cooperate with law enforcers and
members of other disciplines, like the medical and
psychological professionals taking part in this workshop,
in gathering and preserving evidence;

b. adopt sensitive interrogation techniques and strive to
limit investigative interviews  to the minimum
necessary;

c. encourage the availment  of the witness protection
program, fully aware of the reluctance of many to
expose offenders for reasons of their own; and

d. effectively assist the Courts in determining what case
should be diverted and which should undergo the
judicial process.

3. The Judges

a. must continually endeavor to strike a proper balance
between the constitutional rights of an accused and the
best interests of the child;
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b. must look into our existing rules of procedure and the
relaxation of the rules on evidence to free them from
legal technicalities which hinder arrival at the truth;

c. must study existing jurisprudence to assess how courts,
prosecutors, and defense lawyers  have shown
sensitivity to gender and child issues, and to derive
lessons from their experience;

d. must be forward-looking and support the use of tele-video
conferencing in courts to prevent undue trauma of child
witnesses;

e. should ensure effective case flow management techniques
and avail of monitoring strategies in order to shorten the
life of a child case in court and hasten its exit from the
justice system; and

f. should facilitate data gathering, analysis, and the evaluation
necessary to provide an accurate picture of system
response and outcome.

4. The Penal or Correctional Component could

a. continuously seek to meet the long-felt need for separate
corrections or rehabilitation centers for youth offenders,
segregating the girls from the boys and separating light
offenders from serious offenders; and

b. study alternatives to detention, specially those that could
furnish individualized treatment for abused or neglected
children and even perpetrators, but at the same time  in
the latter case, making the child aware of accountability
for the offense in order to foster restorative justice.

5. The Community at Large, although an informal component,

a. could cooperate with the investigators, law enforcers, and
prosecutors when they have knowledge of facts relevant
to a particular crime, and could agree to give evidence
against offenders;
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b. could ask the assistance of private institutions and civic
organizations in alternative rehabilitation programs for
children, other than institutionalization or probation, such
as community-service hours carried out at a public or
private community agency; and

c. could also seek to involve the family in the rehabilitation
of minors.

6. Media – Since we have representatives of the media with us,
we would like to

(a) appeal for responsible media coverage of child abuse
cases and for the delicate balancing of the child’s need
for confidentiality and media’s dual role of reporting
the news and educating the public; and

(b) to ask them to respect the privacy of children, and to
realize that the recovery and rehabilitation of children,
who are victims of child abuse, is a long-time process.

Overall, let us look forward to the creation of a culture of
respect for children’s rights, involving the children themselves
in all matters affecting their present and future concerns not
only for their own welfare but also for society’s interests.

Hopefully, concrete proposals for new directions in the
functions and procedures of the Juvenile Justice System would
emerge from this forum. With personal will and professional
acts of faith, let us elevate the handling of child cases to both a
science and an art.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the  Domestic Violence and the
Courts held on March 7, 2000, at the Court of Appeals Conference
Room, Manila.

Domestic Violence and the Courts∗∗∗∗∗

We are delighted to have with us again Judge Tomson P. Ong, a
Fulbright Distinguished Lecturer.  Last November 24, 1999, in a
session before Court of Appeals Justices, Sandiganbayan
Justices, and selected Regional Trial Court Judges, he lectured
on a novel topic “White Collar Crimes.” That he is speaking now
on a totally unrelated topic, “Domestic Violence,” attests to his
versatility, indeed.

We thank the Philippine American Educational Foundation,
through its Executive Director, Mr. Alexander A. Calatan, for
informing us of Judge Ong’s availability.

“Domestic Violence” is one of the most insidious forms of
violence against women and is a topic most apropos for our
Family Court Judges from the NCJR, Judicial Regions III and IV,
and selected Prosecutors and PAO lawyers, our participants this
afternoon. We can not deny that all sectors of the criminal justice
system need to treat domestic violence as a serious problem.

For Judge Ong’s information, it was on February 1, 2000,
that our Supreme Court designated the Regional Trial Courts to
act, temporarily, as Family Courts created by Republic Act No.
8369 or the Family Courts Act, passed in 1997. This law
established a Family Court in every province and city with exclusive

Legislatively, preventive and protective laws
to combat domestic violence against women

have been passed, showing heightened sensitivity
to gender-related issues and adherence

to international instruments.
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original jurisdiction over child and family cases, including cases of
domestic violence against women. Section 5(k) of the law has
defined domestic violence against women as acts of gender-based
violence that result, or are likely to result in physical abuse such as
battering, threats, and coercion which violate a woman’s
personhood, integrity, and freedom of movement. We, of course,
are also aware that Article 2 of CEDAW defines violence against
women to include physical, sexual, and psychological violence.

The setup of our Family Courts is similar to that of a unified
Family Court in the United States. Our Supreme Court, through
PHILJA, mandated by the Family Courts Act, will soon embark
on a training program specifically for Family Court Judges starting
on the third week of March and continuing on a regional basis
until we shall have reached nationwide our Family Court Judges,
their Clerks of Court, and Court Social Workers.

Legislatively, preventive and protective laws to combat
domestic violence against women have been passed, showing
heightened sensitivity to gender-related issues and adherence
to international instruments. To cite a few examples:

The Family Code, signed into law in 1988, has made repeated
violence and sexual infidelity as grounds for legal separation.

Republic Act No. 7877, or the Anti-Sexual Harassment Act,
passed in 1995, declared sexual harassment unlawful in the
work and education environment. The Philippines was the first
Asian country to enact a law against sexual harassment. But
even before the enactment of that law, our Supreme Court has
been a trend setter in ruling liberally in favor of victims of sexual
harassment, having dismissed judges for acts of sexual
harassment, with forfeiture of all retirement benefits and leave
credits and with prejudice to re-employment in any branch of
the government.

The Anti-Rape Law (RA No. 8353) passed on September 30,
1997, has classified rape as a crime against persons. The crime
rape, therefore, can now be prosecuted by the State. That law
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has also given recognition to marital rape.  With higher forms of
penalties imposed by the legislative branch, the jurisprudential
path on the civil aspect has followed suit in the form of higher
indemnities for rape victims. These significant shifts have
largely been the work of avid advocates of women’s rights
catapulted as human rights.

But the problem of domestic violence persists. Our Department
of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) has listed about 1,700
cases of physically abused and battered women that it had tried to
help in 1999 alone. This is not to speak of unreported cases that
usually occur within the confines of homes, and the innate hesitation
of victims to reveal the nature of the offense or identify the
individuals normally involved, and who choose to suffer in silence.

Domestic violence has become a universal scourge.  It would
be interesting to compare practices around the world that deal
with the critical problem.  We are confident that Judge Ong will
give us fresh perspectives on strategies to curb and handle
domestic violence cases, with sensitivity and responsiveness
to the plight of victims of domestic abuse.

And so, to all our participants and to Judge Ong, we bid you
all a warm welcome, and look forward to the views of Judge
Ong.
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∗ Opening Remarks  delivered at the Training Program for Family
Court Judges held on March 21-24, 2000, at the Development
Academy of the Philippines, Tagaytay City.

Administration of Effective
Family Courts∗∗∗∗∗

We greet and welcome His Excellency Alan Collins, Her Britannic
Majesty’s Ambassador to the Philippines, and thank him and
the British Government for this cooperative endeavor with the
Supreme Court through the Philippine Judicial Academy, the
First Training Program for Family Court Judges. The families and
children to whom these courts will minister will always be
grateful for your generosity and concern.

We greet and welcome Judge Peter Copley, a Circuit Judge
of the United Kingdom, who has travelled all the way from his
homeland  to dialogue, to interact, and to discuss our respective
best judicial practices.

We greet and welcome Mr. Neale Jagoe, Second Secretary
of the British Embassy, who facilitated and expedited this
program through our Court Administrator, Justice Alfredo L.
Benipayo and Assistant Court Administrator Antonio H. Dujua,
Head of the PHILJA Department of Special Areas of Concern.

We greet and welcome our participants who will preside
over our Family Courts, and other officials who have expressed
keen interest in this undertaking, who recognize the need to
strengthen the family as a basic social institution and the need
to protect the rights and promote the welfare of children.

With creativity, a profound understanding of the law,
and a keen sensitivity to human nature,

you can make of your courts agents
for nourishing and nurturing family lives . . . .
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It is, indeed, a cause for jubilation that Family Courts are back
in the judicial mainstream pursuant to the Family Courts Act of 1997
(RA No. 8369), largely the work of avid advocates of women’s and
children’s rights and its author, Justice Leonor Ines Luciano, who
will also be one of our lecturers.

To implement Section 17 of said Act, the Supreme Court, in its
Resolution of February 1, 2000 (A.M. No. 99-11-07), designated
certain branches of the Regional Trial Courts as Family Courts,
effective on March 1, 2000.  These designated Family Courts are to
exclusively try and decide the cases subject of Section 5 of the same
Act. They are special courts with jurisdiction conferred on them by
law limited to child and family cases, although they also possess
implied powers that will enable them to function as socio-legal
courts. They  shall act until Family Courts shall have been actually
established in every province and city in accordance with Section 3
of the Family Courts Act.

Thus it is, that the judges sitting in those branches designated
as Family Courts are with us for this Training Program, 69 strong,
and all of them ready, willing and able.

Training is specifically provided for by Section 15(b) of the Family
Courts Act requiring that “the Presiding Judge, as well as the court
personnel of the Family Courts, shall undergo training, and must
have the experience and demonstrated ability in dealing with child
and family cases.” It is the Supreme Court that is tasked by law “to
provide a continuing education program on child and family laws,
procedure and other related disciplines to judges and personnel of
such courts.” As the education arm of the Supreme Court, the
training aspect falls squarely on PHILJA.

Thus, this first training program, which significance will be
highlighted by the Chief Justice in his Inspirational Message at the
close of this activity.

And now, some special thoughts for our special Family Court
Judges:
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The family is an institution rightly regarded with respect and
reverence. For good reason has “sanctuary” – primarily a religious
metaphor  –  described the home. Through the conjugal society of
husband and wife, a child is born, reared, and initiated into the larger
community. Through the family, society’s cherished values are
passed on to the next generation. Through the home, our drooping
spirits and weary bodies are revived to take on life and its
challenges.

Unfortunately, family relations sometimes spawn the most
rancorous and acrimonious of disputes. It is part, perhaps, of
the dark mystery of iniquity that sacred relations and sacred
trusts occasion oppression, exploitation, and injury of the most
despicable kind.

It is this harsh reality that makes family courts central and
indispensable instrumentalities of justice. It is this very same
reality that makes great demands on the wisdom, the
understanding, the perseverance and the fairness of family
court judges. As designated judges of these revived family
courts, the Supreme Court has handed on to you a tremendous
challenge: to apply not only your knowledge of the law, but
your understanding of the human heart and mind as well, to
the resolution of cases so distinct and so unique as those over
which your courts will have cognizance.

We, at PHILJA, entertain no illusions that this four-day affair
will equip you completely with the knowledge and the skills
your new designations demand of you. We have, however,
endeavored to structure a program that will introduce you to
the vast, if interesting and challenging, area of law that you will
oversee and apply. We seek, through the different sessions of
this seminar, to introduce you to the gamut of challenges you
will face including the assortment of very human, often
emotional situations that will call on your knowledge, your
wisdom, and your virtue.

We project that this seminar will be the start of regional
encounters not only with you but with other personnel of your
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courts, so that the Family Court may be constituted as an effective
team that is undaunted by the problems, often complex, of
domestic and juvenile justice. We plan to make these regional
programs multidisciplinary to include representation from the five
pillars of the criminal justice system, resources permitting. We will
also introduce refinements after continuing assessment and
evaluation.

PHILJA proposes to you a more positive perspective. Of course,
our Constitution defines judicial power in terms of the resolution
of disputes, but you need not be mere arbiters and umpires of family
squabbles. With creativity, a profound understanding of the law,
and a keen sensitivity to human nature, you can make of your courts
agents for nourishing and nurturing family lives based on mutual
respect for rights and the faithful discharge not only of the duties
imposed by law but those exacted from us by reason and natural
justice. A family court, PHILJA proposes, should be in essence, a
champion of the family cause.

Also entrusted to you will be the juveniles who either seek
redress from the law for injuries done them, or run afoul of it.
In whichever manner they may appear before you, let us keep
in mind that the maturity and worth of any society are measured
by its solicitude for its most vulnerable members, children being
among the most vulnerable.

The nation’s attention will be riveted on our family courts.
When you succeed, you will enhance faith and confidence in
our judicial system. When you betray the trust given you, you
fail not only the Philippine Judiciary but also the families,
particularly the children, that count on you for the vindication
of their rights.

You were, however, all carefully chosen by the Supreme Court,
and PHILJA endeavors to prepare you to be equal to the challenge.
Add to this your own goodwill and your personal commitment to
the cause of justice and there should be no reason why we cannot
bring about an expeditious, effective, efficient, and responsive
administration of domestic and juvenile justice.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Training of Trainers
for a Comprehensive Justice System for Children, Youth, and Families
held on October 11-14, 2000, at the Philippine Judicial Academy,
Tagaytay City.

Pushing Further
the Frontiers of Children’s Rights∗∗∗∗∗

As night follows day, the Work Plan for our UNICEF- and Royal
Netherlands Embassy-assisted Projects is pushing through as
scheduled, thanks to the competent leadership of our Project
Director, Dr. Purificacion V. Quisumbing.

On her behalf, the UNICEF, the Royal Netherlands Embassy,
PHILJA, and our various working committees, all welcome you
warmly to this phase of that Work Plan –  the Training of Trainers
Seminar-Workshop for a Comprehensive Justice System for
Children, Youth and Families. We aim to establish a pool of
national speakers who can be available for further regional
advocacy activities and develop a training manual, as well as
much-needed training materials.

Allow me to take you back to 1998 when then Chief
Justice Andres R. Narvasa, Jr. endorsed to PHILJA a UN-
Commission on Human Rights (UN-CHR) Needs Assessment
Study calling attention, among others, to:

1. Child-indifferent rules of procedure; and

2. The lack of training on child rights among our judges.

With respect to the first, the Judicial Reforms Committee
of the Academy addressed these concerns and submitted some
proposals to the Court. Among them were:

1. that exclusionary rules of evidence must be relaxed to
free the presentation of evidence from legal
technicalities which hinder or prevent arrival at the
truth;
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2. that if a child has to appear in court, the method of eliciting
his testimony must not induce trauma; and

3. that the admissibility of a child’s video-taped testimony
must be seriously considered.

DCA Zenaida N. Elepaño, as our Resource Person, helped us
formulate these proposals.

Thereafter, we formally proposed to the Supreme Court
amendments to the Rules of Court, and pressed for video-
conferencing of the testimony of a child and for video-taped
depositions by a child witness. To be able to propose these
amendments, PHILJA had to hurdle the seemingly
insurmountable constitutional problem prescribing the right
of confrontation between an accused and a witness. In fact, the
Supreme Court will yet have to consider this facet definitively
when it deliberates on the Proposed Rules. We owe the studies
to Fr. Ranhilio C. Aquino, Head of PHILJA’s Academic Office.

We are happy to report to this assembly that just last week,
the Supreme Court Revision of the Rules of Court Committee,
chaired by Justice Reynato S. Puno, submitted to the Supreme
Court, in record time, the Proposed Rules on Examination of a
Child Witness, for the Court’s approval. When approved, it will
be a major contribution of the judiciary toward “pushing further
the frontiers of children’s rights.”

The Rules embody many of PHILJA’s suggestions including
allowing video-conferencing now called “live-link television”
testimony. This may be utilized only if there is substantial
likelihood that the child would suffer trauma from testifying in
the presence of the accused. Where the equipment is
unavailable, other devices may be used such as screens, one-
way mirrors, and other devices to avoid face-to-face
confrontation with the accused.

The Rules also contain radical changes in some rules on
procedure and evidence. They also allow deposition by video
tape, which shall be admissible in evidence in lieu of the child witness
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testimony at the trial, under certain conditions. Another major
innovation in the Rules is the change made on the admissibility of
hearsay testimony of a child abuse victim, with safeguards
prescribed. In-depth investigative interviews by multi-disciplinary
teams will also be admissible provided there is proof of the
unavailability of the child witness. The privacy and safety of the
child witness are likewise safeguarded.

Among the other changes in procedure and evidence are that:

1. A child is presumed to be a qualified witness.
2. Appointment of special persons to assist a child witness in

and out of the courtroom is allowed.

3. The child is allowed to testify in narrative form.
4. Leading questions are allowed in all stages of the

examination of a child.

5. The use of anatomically-correct dolls is allowed.

6. A comfortable courtroom environment is encouraged.

Notable is the fact that three of the Committee members are
our active collaborators in child advocacy: DCA  Zenaida N. Elepaño,
Prof. Myrna S. Feliciano, and Judge Rosalina L. Pison.

All our determined and collaborative efforts, therefore, are
meeting with success and we cannot but feel elated. Our studies
are producing the desired results. To all who assisted us in this
endeavor, directly or indirectly, present or absent, we express
our heartfelt appreciation.

We specially thank the UNICEF for having joined us, even
early on, in taking what I might call a “calculated risk,” as there
was no predicting which way the wind would blow insofar as
videoconferencing and the rules we had proposed were
concerned. We just earnestly believed in the justness and
validity of our common cause for the well-being of the family and
the protection of children.

Great things have happened to our training programs for Family
Courts because of UNICEF.  The video-conferencing equipment
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before you, for example, was provided by UNICEF. It has also
installed one in a Family Court Branch in Quezon City. Very soon,
UNICEF will be providing such other equipment in Cebu City and
Davao City for the use of selected family courts.

Also, you must have read in the papers of a very recent
decision of the Supreme Court (G.R. No. 135987, September 29,
2000) penned by Justice Artemio V. Panganiban, adopting the
“battered wife syndrome” as a form of self-defense. Remanded
to the Regional Trial Court was the case of a death convict so
she could be evaluated by psychological experts if she had been
suffering from the battered wife syndrome when she killed
her husband in 1995. For bringing that novel defense before
the Supreme Court in that case, we congratulate Attorney
Katrina Legarda, another ardent advocate of women’s and
children’s rights. Now, it is part of Philippine jurisprudence.
This is another success story of determined efforts to bring
about desired changes in strengthening legal protection of
women and children.

Those are the success news.

However, last October 5, we were appalled by the reported
rape of a nine-year old girl by a 13-year old boy. A Quezon City
Court found the boy guilty and rightfully suspended the 12-
year jail sentence on the offender. That boy was also found to
have threatened to beat up the young girl. Are delinquents
getting younger? How can a child of such tender years commit
such an offense? Was that 13-year old boy witness to acts of
violence and sex such that his thoughts were shaped by what
he saw? Where has society failed? What can we do to prevent
delinquency?

Having had our measure of both bad news and good news,
there can be only one conclusion—there can be no letup in our
collective initiatives to extend a solicitous hand to children, women,
and families who, being vulnerable, need most the protection and
guarantees of the law. Your presence in this Training of Trainers
Program is a strong assurance toward these efforts.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Second Regional
Multi-Sectoral Seminar on Juvenile and Domestic Relations Justice
(NCJR South) held on November 7-10, 2000, at the Philippine
Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Encompassing the Pillars
of the Justice System∗∗∗∗∗

On behalf of the Supreme Court and the Philippine Judicial
Academy, I extend warm Greetings.

To our partners in this Second Regional Multi-sectoral
Seminar on Juvenile and Domestic Relations Justice:  the
UNICEF, represented here by Mr. Leopoldo M. Moselina, Chief
of the Child Protection Program; and Ms. Elsa da Costa,
Counsellor and Deputy Chief of Mission of the Royal Netherlands
Embassy;

To our Professor Sedfrey Candelaria, whom we thank for
monitoring this activity on behalf of Dr. Quisumbing who is on leave.

To our Moderator of the Day, ACA Jose P. Perez, Assistant Court
Administrator, who often helps  set the tone for our various
seminars;

To our Deputy Executive Secretary, Attorney Edwin R.
Sandoval, who will orient us on the mechanics of this seminar;

To all our multi-sectoral participants, whose presence and
resolve are meaningful and encouraging; and

This should be, for the well-being
of the family and the protection of children

should be common cause to the courts,
the prosecution, the police, the social workers,

and the community.
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To our co-workers in PHILJA, who are always ready, willing, and
able to discharge their respective tasks.

Some time back, after the Supreme court singled out the courts
that would sit as Family Courts, the Philippine Judicial Academy, or
PHILJA, promptly went on to fulfill its mandate to prepare the
designated judges for their roles. We have gone beyond the Family
Courts; we are encompassing the pillars of the juvenile justice
system.

This should be, for the well-being of the family and the
protection of children should be common cause to the courts, the
prosecution, the police, the social workers, and the community.  And
none can hardly have a cause more worthy than the family—that
cradle of human life, that seat of cherished values, and that
elemental community upon which rests the entire society.

I wish to advance the proposition that a Family Court is more
than just one more court of law, distinct only by the subjects
and the subject matter to which it must attend. I submit that
the Family Court is a special entity in our judicial system
because it is drawn into that unit of society where personal
communion and the objective structures of law combine. Verily
then, something distinct is required of a Family Court Judge
and all who are engaged in domestic juvenile justice. They must
bring the law to bear on the most intimate of human relations,
even as they allow the intimacy of conjugal and domestic bonds
to mold and shape the concrete application of the law. I find
support for this thesis, which today I advance, in the fact that
the Supreme Court has, besides organizing Family Courts, seen
fit to craft special rules of procedure to govern them.

Domestic and juvenile justice relations, which shall concern
us in the coming days of the seminar, does not step into the
scene only to cope with the dysfunctional, to punish infraction,
or to resolve disputes. These it must do, but the involvement
of the police, the prosecutors, the social workers, and other
vital representatives of the public sector makes it abundantly
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clear that we should get our act together so that our families could
be what they ought to be but which, quite regrettably, have been
the opposite in a good number of cases.

It clearly will not do to content ourselves with seeing to it that
spouses do not harm each other.  More challenging is the vision of
instilling in all a lived realization of the fundamental equality of
men and women, and of husband and wife; an enlightened
appreciation of this domestic partnership; and a profound respect
for each other’s dignity.

It is not simply our goal to keep children from being neglected
or abused. It is more important that we lead all of society to see in
children God’s gift of hope and promise to the world,  while we
shield them from harm with the protective mantle of the law.

To our partners, the UNICEF and the Royal Netherlands
Embassy, go our sincerest thanks and appreciation. Much
impetus has been given our training programs through your
unstinted help.

With you all, I share the wish that we go forth from this multi-
sectoral seminar with a continued resolve to provide a domestic
and juvenile justice environment with a deeper appreciation for
the family and a stronger determination to uphold it; as well as a
range of a justice system for our children, caring not only for those
who are in trouble with the law but also for those who look to the
five pillars for assistance in other ways.

Political turmoil may beset us.

Typhoons may ravage us.

But we shall go about our objective placidly and concentrate
on establishing a well-coordinated juvenile and domestic
relations justice system.
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∗ Inspirational Message delivered at the Awareness Seminar on
Court-Appointed Special Advocate/Guardian Ad Litem held on
November 21, 2000, at the Ateneo Professional Schools, Rockwell
Drive, Rockwell Center, Makati City.

More in Law and Before the Courts∗∗∗∗∗

Actually, as I see it, there is really no need for an Inspirational
Message. Your presence here alone, seeking awareness and
recognition of the novel concept of Court-Appointed Special
Advocate (CASA), is an inspiration in itself.  Allow me, thus –

Today, we have planted thoughts;

Together, we are harvesting feelings.

Today, we have planted feelings;

Together, we expect to harvest action.

Today, we have planted action;

Together we shall hopefully harvest habit.

Today, we shall have planted habit;

Together we hope to harvest destiny –

The destiny of children within the protective mantle of community
volunteerism, of courts, and of the law.

Because law has been fixed in codes and administered by
institutions, it has become impersonal and seemingly detached
from the lived experiences – the anguish and the joys, the
frustrations and the successes  of persons in flesh and blood.
And yet, every pleading filed, every document before the court
represents a human person wounded by life’s arrow invoking
the protective mantle of the law and praying for the succor of
the courts.   This is especially true of Family Courts.  Every
encounter with our courts, I submit, must be a humanizing
experience for the litigants, and even for the judge himself.

Today, all of us who are committed to the cause of a more
humane and humanizing judiciary are brought a significant step
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closer to the realization of this vision. For this, we are thankful to
the Adhikain Para sa Karapatang Pambata (AKAP) of the Ateneo
Human Rights Center, Ateneo Law School, the Assisi Development
Foundation, and particularly the support of UNICEF that has been
the constant partner of the Philippine Judicial Academy in our work
on family courts. The concept of a Court-Appointed Special
Advocate has been introduced and discussed. We have also heard
the experience other jurisdictions have had with this feature of
juvenile and domestic relations courts. There is no committed jurist,
no dedicated servant of the law who can remain indifferent to such
a promising prospect. This, after all, is the way of all human learning,
and this is the way of all growth. If the judiciary in the Philippines is
to serve, then it must learn, and it must grow.

The Court-Appointed Special Advocate can be a convincing
representative of the Philippine Judiciary’s active concern for
children in their helplessness and indigence. One of our Filipino
presidents left us the oft-repeated principle that “those who
have less in life must have more in law.” While we have always
thought this to apply primarily to the underprivileged and the
disadvantaged classes of Philippine society, there will hardly
be any doubt that children, too, have in fact less in life. No
matter the opulent circumstances of birth, a child is needy and
helpless. Court records adequately testify to the fact that many
times, a child is often the principal victim of the immaturity of
parents and of unresolved domestic tensions. As we study the
possibility of adopting in this jurisdiction the office of Court-
Appointed Special Advocate, we are also exploring ways to afford
the child, especially from the dysfunctional home, more in law,
and before the courts!

I also find quite challenging the fact that in the United States,
community volunteers serve as Court-Appointed Special
Advocates. This fact alone makes the office distinct. Regrettably, in
many courts, there is a serious problem of motivation among court
officials and personnel. I have constantly maintained the view that
in filling positions, academic credentials and work experience, which
often constitute the controlling criteria, are not sufficient.
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Motivation and attitude,  admittedly difficult to measure and
determine, if at all possible,  are the more crucial considerations.
Tapping the resources and the goodwill of the volunteers goes a
long way toward solving this problem. Not only is the matter of
remuneration dealt with, for I do not think that a “volunteer”
volunteers in expectation of a handsome remuneration; but more
significantly, the court is assured of the interest, dedication, and
commitment of a volunteer advocate.

A Family Court, we have maintained, is not supposed to be only
a reactive institution. It must not only wait to deal with dysfunctional
family relations or, even worse, punish violators of children’s rights.
It is one of the institutions that must promote functional and
constructive domestic relations through a faithful application of
the intendment and the spirit of the law. As far as I understand the
proposal, the Special Advocates will not only be a court functionary,
but is meant to truly be a friend of the child!

Today’s activity has been an interdisciplinary encounter. This
fact alone augurs well for the Philippine judiciary, and for family
courts in particular. In the past, only judicial and legal luminaries
took part in forums like this. But if the Family Court is to be effective,
in fact, any court for that matter,  it must be prepared to deal with
the entire gamut of psychological and social factors that make every
human person an interesting, if daunting, divine masterpiece! Our
judges must not only know the law; they must know the often
meandering ways of the human heart and the recondite working of
the human mind. The judges must therefore constantly dialogue
with psychologists, sociologists, behaviorists, and anthropologists.
This, we have done today.

A credible and competent court is not merely one that delivers
a judgment promptly and correctly. It must also be a court that has
a human face; that lays a healing hand on life’s many ills, insofar as
the law allows it to; and that has a human voice to counsel all to
walk the ways of justice and of peace. You who organized and took
part in this seminar today give us  reason to be all certain that we
are well on the way towards the emergence of a new generation
of humane and humanizing courts!
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∗ Welcome Remarks delivered at the Court-Appointed Special
Advocate/Guardian ad Litem (CASA/GAL) Volunteers’ Training
(Visayas Region) held on September 2-4, 2001, at the Sarabia Manor
Hotel and Convention Center, Iloilo City.

CASA/GAL –
The Voice and Friend of the Child∗∗∗∗∗

I am delighted to be able to join you, no matter how briefly, in
this Court-Appointed Special Advocate / Guardian ad Litem
(CASA/GAL) Volunteers’ Training Program, this time in the
Visayas Region. I missed the first one in Manila last July.

I have every reason to think that the CASA/GAL program is
well on track since we held our Awareness Program in
November of 2000. As it is, there is every indication that, at the
steady pace we are going, we will hit our target to have Family
Courts utilize CASA/GAL  come Year 2002.

I commend Family Court Judge Nimfa C. Vilches for
introducing the concept to our shores and for advocating its
recognition. I was given some literature on it when I visited the
unified Family Court in Maryland so I know that pushing it
requires conviction and commitment.

I must also congratulate the organizers, the trainers, and all
the staff of the participating groups for their dedication and
attention to design and detail. I would particularly like to
mention Dr. Purificacion V. Quisumbing and Professor Sedfrey
M. Candelaria who are following through  this pioneering project
to successful completion.

But all this progress would not be achieved without our
constant partners: the UNICEF, the Assisi Development
Foundation, and the AKAP Ateneo Human Rights Center. In fact,
AKAP, true to its objectives, has always been at the forefront of
successful movements for the special protection of children.
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The work is halfway done; however, once we have enough
volunteers, the crucial stages of management, implementation, and
sustainability will necessarily follow.

One gratifying factor is that the CASA/GAL program is another
eloquent proof of further compliance by the Philippines with the
UN Declaration on the Rights of the Child and of the judiciary’s
concern for helpless and indigent children.

We welcome and thank our volunteer advocates who have
come for training.  You have been selected to play a crucial role
in protecting the abused, neglected, and abandoned child; in
focusing on the needs of each child individually; and in
providing strong assurance that the well-being of a child at risk
will be upheld.

It will be a crusading work; a well-nigh apostolic work, but
it will be rewarding in that our little ones, needy and helpless,
shall have found their voice in you.

You will be part of child advocacy at its best – in the courts,
in the community, and in the citizenry of the future. You will be
pioneers in giving life to the explicit provisions on guardians ad
litem in the Rule on Examination of a Child Witness explicitly
appointed to protect the best interests of the child. You will be
brought in contact with exciting state-of-the-art live-link
television testimony in criminal cases where the child is either
a victim or a witness. You will be introduced to screens, one-
way mirrors, and other devices that will shield a child witness
from the accused. You will be asked to be present in the taking
of video-taped depositions. In fact, even confidential records,
and court records that are under protective orders, can be at
your disposal. In brief, you will be playing an active part in a
case and monitoring it to completion.

In your task of promoting the best interests of the child, we
trust that your participation will translate into fewer
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continuances of court cases and shorter time spent by a child in
the court system. In that respect, too, you will impact creditably
in the quality of our child justice system.

As we warmly welcome you, therefore, we wish you Godspeed
and congratulate you heartily for your spirit of volunteerism and
your desire to be truly a friend of the child.
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∗ Inspirational Message given at the Seventh and Eighth Regional
Multi-Sectoral Seminar on Juvenile and Domestic Relations Justice
(Western and Central Mindanao and Northern and Southeastern
Mindanao) held on September 3-October 3, 2001, at the Marco
Polo Hotel, Davao City.

Strengthening Common Bonds
and Goals∗∗∗∗∗

Common bonds and goals have brought us together for the
Seventh and Eighth Regional Multi-Sectoral Seminar on Juvenile
and Domestic Relations Justice, covering the regions of Western
and Central Mindanao, and Northern and Southeastern
Mindanao.

This being the last seminar in the series, we can take pride
in having carried our message throughout the land and having
refined our program formats as we went along. The expansive
coverage from north to south and from east to west explains
tacitly why the Academy cannot confine its activities to its main
campus in Tagaytay City.

The scenario these days is quite a contrast to what it was in
1997 when a United Nations–Commission on Human Rights (UN-
CHR) Needs Assessment Mission reported that there was a
“need to undertake a comprehensive reform of the system of
administration of juvenile justice.”

Since then, PHILJA and you, our partners, friends and advocates
all, individuals and institutions alike, have worked unrelentingly to
institute the needed reforms.

We have set our sights
on common goals for a comprehensive

and restorative justice system
in our family courts.
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The Research Group of the PHILJA Judicial Reforms Committee
focused on one of its proposals for reforms in making the
courtroom less intimidating to a child witness. We explored the
possibility of videoconferencing, fully cognizant that a
comprehensive study would be needed to overcome the
constitutional question of whether or not the proposal would
be consistent with the confrontation and due process clauses
of our Bill of Rights. We broached the proposal in Vienna, Austria,
in 1999, before the UN-sponsored Judicial Colloquium on the
“Application of Human Rights Law at the Domestic Level.” There,
we presented a paper on “Proposed Amendments to the Philippine
Rules of Court or Proposed Integration with the Rules for Family
Courts on Videoconferencing, and on the Convention on the Rights
of the Child.”

The imaginative, creative, and constructive endeavor met with
eventual success with the promulgation by the Supreme Court of
the Rule on the Examination of the Child Witness.

We went around the country, too, conducting seminar-
workshops on Strengthening the Legal Protection of Children,
in collaboration with the Ateneo Human Rights Center (AHRC)
and Adhikain Para sa Karapatang Pambata (AKAP). Training
Programs for Family Court Judges and Social Welfare Officers
followed suit, in cooperation with the British Embassy in Manila.

Of late, the concept of CASA/GAL, or Court-Appointed
Special Advocates/Guardian Ad Litem, has been introduced into
our awareness through the initiative of Judge Nimfa C. Vilches.
Dissemination of its objectives throughout the country is being
undertaken actively in collaboration with the UNICEF, the Assisi
Foundation, and AHRC-AKAP.

We now have these seminar-workshops on Juvenile and
Domestic Relations Justice, in “natural” partnership with the
UNICEF, in the form of multi-sectoral seminars, with full
involvement of judges, prosecutors, Public Attorney’s Office
(PAO) lawyers, the Philippine National Police (PNP), the Bureau of
Jail Management and Penology (BJMP), court social workers, and
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the community. This has resulted in a healthy interaction and
teamwork among the key players in the pillars of the juvenile justice
system.

It is also in these PHILJA-UNICEF seminars that we have focused
our attention on Restorative Justice as an alternative concept to
corrections. Its foremost exponent, Rey Dean Salvosa, has
expounded on the subject most creditably. I am happy to note that,
having talked about it and its application to prisoners in another
forum, it has been extended to juvenile justice practice. It is in this
setting where I now propose that we also explore and develop the
victim-offender mediation angle  specially because PHILJA will be
the mediation component of the Supreme Court.

Next on the drawing board is an initiative for the use of forensic
DNA analysis in combating child abuse, in establishing culpability,
and in proving paternity. This, again, will be a pioneering effort.
Judge Nimfa C. Vilches has utilized it in her court and the issue has
been elevated to the Supreme Court. We can all look forward to an
exciting linkage between science and law in this respect, and also
as provided for in the Family Code.

Another intriguing prospect is the examination and study
proposed by The Advisory Board Foundation in Washington,
D.C., and the PGH Child Protection Unit of the University of the
Philippines–College of Medicine, spearheaded by Dr.
Bernadette J. Madrid, on the “Mandatory Death Penalty for
Familial Child Rape Perpetrators.” The empirical data that has
been collected gives us pause and food for thought. While
originally meant for physicians, it would be interesting to open
it to a professional exchange. Dr. Purificacion V. Quisumbing,
our foremost Human Rights expert and Chair of PHILJA’s
Department of International Law and Human Rights, has
informed me that this will be included soon in our blueprint for
action.

In all these, we also see the unwavering hand of our activist
Supreme Court led by the Chief Justice. We have eagerly joined his
bandwagon of judicial reform to bring about our common vision of
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family courts, effectively protecting the sanctity of family life and
strengthening the family as a basic autonomous social institution.
The effort has expanded to the world of children, their protection,
and the promotion of their physical, spiritual, intellectual, social,
and, we might add, their judicial well-being. The added significance
to all these is that we give life and meaning to the Declaration of
State Policies in our Constitution.

We can justifiably assert that we have traveled far in improving
the juvenile justice system since the 1997 UN Report. Now, in year
2001, the Philippine judicial system is  internationally known and
respected for being progressive and enlightened in the care of the
nation’s families and children.

We have built bonds, founded on need and anchored in
commitment, among the five pillars of the juvenile justice
system. We have set our sights on common goals for a
comprehensive and restorative justice system in our family
courts. We are challenged now to strengthen these common
bonds and goals and to follow through with plans of action. I am
confident that we will all be equal to the challenge.
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∗ Delivered at the Inaugural Conference of the Child Protection Unit
Network held on April 11, 2002, at the Pacific Ballroom, Pan Pacific
Hotel, Manila.

Networking for Children∗∗∗∗∗

It was with keen interest that I witnessed the beginnings and
watched the progress of the University of the Philippines–
Philippine General Hospital–Child Protection Unit (UP-PGH-
CPU). Opening its doors to children in peril was something really
novel five years ago.

I had always felt that our organizations were moving in parallel
directions—CPU, in the field of protection of abused children; and
the Philippine Judicial Academy, in making the courts more child-
friendly through judicial education. It was in the training programs
and in the impact survey of these activities that we found symbiotic
collaboration.

For example, in the study of the PHILJA draft rules pertaining
to video conferencing for submission to the Supreme Court,
CPU joined us in the effort. With the invaluable support of
UNICEF, together we pioneered in the possible use of video
conferencing; although I must admit that CPU was ahead in the
use of the one-way mirror for interviews of children. And who would
ever have thought that the collaboration between CPU and PHILJA
would find concrete expression in a recent landmark decision of
the Supreme Court in People  v. Valentin Baring, Jr., G.R. No. 137933,
January 28, 2002, which clarified the interpretation of medico-legal
examination findings in child-abuse cases.

Simultaneously, it is pushing
 for socially responsible media coverage

of child abuse cases, and the delicate balance
that must be achieved between the need

for public awareness and confidentiality.
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In partnership, we have yet to work for a one-stop video-taped
investigation process that will prevent repetitive interviews and
minimize trauma of children. We are also undertaking a study on
the impact of the death penalty in the reporting of familial rape
cases. As we continue with our advocacy, I am certain that more
opportunities for collaboration will surface.

A progressive attitude and adequate resources are responsible
for CPU’s accomplishments. For these, the abiding concern and the
magnanimity of the Advisory Board Foundation, headed by Mr. David
Bradley, must be cited. I am glad to see the Foundation’s
representatives at this conference:  Mr. Cliff Butler, its Executive
Director, and my daughter, Vicky, its Managing Director. They
travelled all the way from the States to be with us. It is unfortunate
that Mr. Bradley’s health did not allow his   presence at this inaugural
ceremony. He would have been happy to see for himself the
progress of the organization that he had brilliantly conceived and
that he continues to support and nurture.

On this occasion, therefore, the Academy commends the PGH-
CPU.  Its blueprint of action is clear and in the right direction. The
network that it seeks to inaugurate today is a perfect example. Its
progressive outlook was noticeable early on.  In addition to the
medical aspects, it foresaw that protection of children would need
the involvement of their families and the community as well. In no
time at all, it embarked on a novel research project, “The Physician’s
Guide to National Laws Governing Child Abuse”; and in our folders
is another publication entitled “Child Maltreatment, Medico-Legal
Terminology and Interpretation of Medical Findings.”
Simultaneously, it is pushing for socially responsible media
coverage of child abuse cases, and the delicate balance that
must be achieved between the need for public awareness and
confidentiality.  After this afternoon’s panel discussion, we have
the added component of how to work with media.

Progress has been achieved since we began. A more child-
friendly environment is now evident. Awareness is high. Reportage
by media has improved with more sensitivity and understanding.
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Court decisions exhibit concern for children. Family courts have
been established for the protection of families and children.
Children in conflict with the law are afforded special treatment in
our judicial system. All trial judges are enjoined to act with dispatch
on all cases involving children. Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr.
spoke this morning of Supreme Court Circulars and recently
promulgated Rules pertinent to the judiciary’s role in the protection
of children. Most welcome is his assurances of cooperation in this
common task.

Today, therefore, we trust that we will continue to join hands
to give life to the truism that children’s rights are human rights.
Today, through the network that CPU foresightedly seeks to
establish, we hope to gain more adherents to the cause. Today, we
can pledge to continue to strive for excellence in working for the
best interests of the child within our respective spheres of influence.
I am confident that both CPU and PHILJA will continue to move
along parallel lines in a determined pursuit of the realization of
children’s rights.

My congratulations to the PGH-CPU for launching this network
that holds every promise of success and recognition. More power,
and God Bless!
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∗ Lecture delivered at the Child Protection Unit Network Second
Annual Conference held on November 10, 2003, at the Pan Pacific
Hotel, Adriatico Street, Manila.

1. Others that may be  cited:  (a) The Child and Youth Welfare Code;
(b) The Family Code; and ( c) RA No. 7610 and related laws.

2. PHILIPPINE CONSTITUTION, Art. VII, Sec. 21.

Child Protection:
The Medico-Legal Partnership∗∗∗∗∗

It is always a pleasure to touch base with the medical profession
just as it is a distinct honor to have been asked by the Child
Protection Unit Network (CPU-Net) to give the Hilario G. Davide,
Jr. Lecture cum the Keynote Address.

I have entitled this presentation as Child Protection in the
Philippines – The Medico-Legal Partnership using as a framework1

the following foundational concepts:

Section 3, Article XV of our Constitution provides that:

the State shall defend the right of children to assistance,
including proper care and nutrition, and special protection
from all forms of neglect, abuse, cruelty, exploitation, and
other conditions prejudicial to their development.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), ratified by the
Philippines in July 1990, and, therefore, with the force and effect
of law,2 sets as the primary guidelines the best interests of the child,

Law relies on medicine to explain the cause
of a particular behavior so that

the courts may adjudicate properly and justly . . . .
In many court trials, it is the expert testimonies
of physicians relative to their clinical findings

that can make or break the case.
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the right of the child to protection against all forms of abuse, and
the right to opinion.

It has also been rightly said that the kind of society one lives in
is mirrored in the lives of its children.

These key principles suffice to stress that the matter of child
rights is a structured responsibility of both government and society.
They emphasize the need for continuing to spread the mantle of
protection over our children, safeguarding their rights, and seeing
to their welfare.

How has the Philippines fared – as a country, as a people?  How
have we done as professionals, each in one’s own field?

It was a country report of a UN Needs Assessment Mission in
1997 that prompted the Philippine Judicial Academy to consider
child protection as one of its priorities.  The finding of that UN
Mission, even seven years after the ratification of the CRC, was
that there was “need to undertake a comprehensive reform of the
system of administration of juvenile justice,” particularly, with
respect to child-indifferent rules of procedure and the lack of
training on child rights among Philippine judges.

 Organized only a year before that, or in 1996, PHILJA resolved
to confront the issue.  The Academy pioneered in the rules for the
use of video-conferencing, in order to do away with the intimidating
atmosphere of a regular courtroom and of court proceedings for
child-abuse victims, which could be as traumatizing to them as their
victimization.  In the process, we hurdled the constitutional
requirement of confrontation of witnesses face to face and
thereafter submitted our recommendations to the Supreme Court.
Since then, different Rules of Procedure protecting our children,
starting from the Rule on Examination of a Child Witness,3 have
been adopted by the Court.  Live-link television has been installed
in some of our family courts, with the assistance of UNICEF. Also

3. Other Supreme Court Rules include:  Rule on Juveniles in Conflict
with the Law (April 15, 2002); Rule on Commitment of Children
(April 15, 2002).
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with UNICEF, we had worked on the Juvenile Justice Training Manual
for Judges.

Factually, UNICEF has been greatly instrumental in increasing
public awareness of the rights and needs of children.  Through
initiatives in different fields – education, health, the judiciary,
the prosecution service, law enforcement, and social welfare –
it spearheaded half a century of struggle for the lives of children to
be taken seriously.  And for that, it truly deserves commendation.
We also express our deep appreciation for UNICEF’s  invaluable
assistance to PHILJA’s own advocacy for children in the form of
continuing judicial education for family courts, judges, social workers
and court personnel.

It is interesting to note that, shortly after the establishment of
the Academy in 1996, the Child Protection Unit (CPU) came into
being in 1997, as the first multidisciplinary unit of its kind in the
country providing “sustainable comprehensive services for abused
children and their families.”  The CPU team is made up of doctors,
nurses, social workers and mental health professionals.  It received
full support from the then Advisory Board Foundation, a
Washington, D.C.–based private organization, headed by Mr. David
Bradley, who was a Fulbright scholar in the Philippines in the 1960s.
His foresight made him take up the mission to protect child–abuse
victims in the Philippines.  We are fortunate that he chose the
Philippines as the recipient of this magnanimity.  To this day, he
continues to lend his invaluable assistance.

CPU started from modest beginnings.  From an inconspicuous
unit in the PGH, it has grown fast and achieved much in a relatively
short period of time.  Realizing the need for formal networking, it
continues to establish multidisciplinary child protection units in
various health institutions in the country.  Its approach, which is
utilized in this conference,  is four-pronged:  Intervention in the
service of abused children; Prevention in the service of all children;
Effective governance through a national network; and Training and
Research. We congratulate PGH-CPU for its well-conceived agenda
and continuing commitment to the cause of child protection.
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As you will note, PHILJA and CPU share the same principal
objective for the advancement of child protection.  It was
inevitable, therefore, that collaboration between PHILJA and
the CPU would follow.  Becoming increasingly aware of the problem
of child abuse in the Philippines, CPU focused on the health
profession;   PHILJA worked on the legal and judicial perspectives.
With CPU, child protection has become a required health service.
PHILJA, in turn, includes child sensitivity in its training programs.
Incidentally, we discarded the term “child-friendly” because this
impacts adversely on the indispensable quality of impartiality of
the Bench.   CPU stresses clinical excellence;  PHILJA stresses judicial
excellence.  CPU stresses continuing medical education in the field
of child protection;  PHILJA focuses on continuing judicial education
on child sensitivity. CPU is building its network throughout the
country; PHILJA has its own built-in network in 13 judicial regions.
When PHILJA started with technological innovations through live-
link television, CPU had already pioneered with its system of screens
and one-way mirrors. Both are pushing for video-taped disclosure
interviews.  With other discipline and other stakeholders in the
justice system, both CPU and PHILJA are working towards a child-
protection system that works.  And as the program proclaims, the
advocacy is “catching fire.”

Allow me to cite two specific instances of the PHILJA and
CPU.

You will recall that in 1997, the new Rape Law, Republic Act
No. 8353, imposed the death penalty in rape cases “when the
victim is under 18 years of age, and the offender is a parent,
ascendant, step-parent, guardian, relative by consanguinity or
affinity within the third civil degree, or the common-law spouse of
the parent of the victim.”

Based on its clinical experience, the CPU presented a medical
perspective on the Mandatory Death Penalty for Perpetrators of
Incestuous Rape and posed the following questions:  Is there need
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to reexamine the imposition of capital punishment for familial child
rape? Do child-victims  desist filing and reporting cases because of
the possible imposition of the death penalty on a family member
who is a breadwinner?  From the sociological viewpoint, does the
mandatory death penalty add stress to the family unit?  Is
attachment to the family stronger than the desire for justice? Are
child-abuse victims further traumatized at the specter of the
imposition of the death penalty? Is the emotional burden on the
child too overwhelming?   These questions give us pause.  Perhaps,
you too would like to mull them over.   As for PHILJA, the subject
matter is presently under study by its Research Group in view of
the provisions of existing laws.

The second instance.  With Dr. Madrid, CPU Director, as a
member of the Research Group of the Judicial Reforms Office
of the Academy, we have submitted to the Supreme Court our
Recommendation No. R-11 containing “Proposed Guidelines
where Child Abuse Victim Desists, Recants, or Impeaches the
Child’s Own testimony, or is Unable to Testify in Court.”  This
move was prompted by the experience of Family Court Judges
that there have been many instances when child rape victims
retracted their testimonies or desisted from testifying when
family members are implicated.   Also noticed by the CPU was the
decline in reportage of this type of cases.  The rationale for the
recommendation to the Supreme Court, therefore, is the need for
innovative ways of applying evidentiary rules that would promote
the best interests of the child while at the same time ensure respect
for the rights of the accused.  That recommendation is presently
under study by the Revision of the Rules of Court Committee of
the Supreme Court.

In connection with recantation by child-victims, a case in point
is People v. Agbayani (G.R. No. 122770, January 16, 1998).  In that
case, the trial Judge pronounced the 14-year old girl victim in direct
contempt of court for having recanted her testimony.  The trial
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judge reasoned out that her “intentional falsehood” was “offensive
to its dignity and a blatant disrespect to the Court, and actually
degrading to the administration of justice.” Strict rules of evidence
applicable to adults were thus applied.  In hindsight, a child-sensitive
court would have looked into the reasons behind the child’s
behavior.  Could the reason for recantation have been due to the
likelihood that the death penalty could be imposed on the erring
family member?  Was the recantation a manifestation of what has
been termed as the “child abuse accommodation syndrome”?

Prospects for future partnerships are just as bright.

It has been reported that there is an increasing shortage of
transplantable organs and tissues by reason of which there is
an increasing number of these organs and tissues being donated
annually by minors.  Is the time ripe to explore the Philippine
situation and determine whether the problem is already with
us?  Should organ or tissue donations by minors be permitted
at all in our jurisdiction? Do we need legislation to determine
the medical risks involved and to safely regulate these
donations in order to protect the physiological and
psychological health of minors? Should judicial approval a priori
be required?  What judicial standards would promote the
welfare and the best interests of donating minors?  Is there
existing jurisprudence on the subject? What is the extent of
parental authority in these cases?  Does existing legislation on
child abuse and neglect sufficiently address the issue? Cutting
across all these is the consideration of the constitutional rights
of minors.

Recently, child abuse has also taken on other forms.  Drug
traffickers have creatively resorted to using children as drug
couriers to lessen chances of detection and in order to cut risks,
and sometimes at the instigation of parents in order to augment
family coffers.   Again, there is need to protect our children
from drug abuse and drug traffickers.
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We had earlier asked:  How have we fared in child protection?
With increasing awareness of the problem of child abuse in the
Philippines, the facts and figures show that of 32  million children
(below 18 years of age) constituting nearly 45 percent of the total
Philippine 1998 population, 17,000 were abused (DSWD and PNP
statistics, 1999); 60,000 were prostituted (EPCAT 1996), with the
Philippines as the fourth country with the most number of
prostituted children (Intersect, December 1995); 1.5 M are living
on the streets (DSWD, 1998); while 5 million are child laborers
(UNICEF, 1995). Figures have been rounded off.

This is hardly the picture that we would like to project for the
Philippines.  Medico-legal partnership is paving the way in addressing
part of the appalling figures.

Law relies on medicine to explain the cause of a particular
behavior so that the courts may adjudicate properly and justly.
Medicine, through child psychiatrists, provides mental health
screening to determine whether a child, under certain
circumstances, would be exposed to severe psychological
injury.  Medicine also assists in providing therapy not only for
the child victim but also for family members. In many court
trials, it is the expert testimonies of physicians relative to their
clinical findings that can make or break the case. Law also relies on
medicine when it comes to assist the child and his family to cope
with the emotional effects of crime and other criminal or non-
criminal proceedings in which the child is involved.

While we speak of medico-legal partnership, we trust that this
will expand  to include other disciplines and that it could be the
prototype for other working relationships with them.  Increased
protection for children should make use of multidisciplinary tools
and concepts – to determine strategies to overcome the problems
of familial child rape; to arrive at a wider infrastructure for child
protection; and to ensure interdisciplinary information exchange.
It was this interdisciplinary approach that was applied in the recent
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“Protocol for Investigative Interviews in Child-Friendly Studios” that
requires a multidisciplinary presence when interviewing a child-
victim or child-witness.

Moreover, there should be a quick response to crisis situations,
and for this we need interaction and coordination among the justice
system, the social and the health agencies and services, the
community, and other relevant institutions.

The process should not stop at protection alone.  The
integration of intervention and prevention is important.  A
prevention policy should include all young people, not just the
victims or the offenders.  In interacting with offenders, we should
also develop in them a sense of responsibility towards society for
we must also safeguard the safety and welfare of the general
public.   Physical and mental health care, together with counseling
of the child, the family, and the perpetrator himself, should be
considered.  There must be a holistic rather than an eclectic
approach to the management of child abuse cases; otherwise the
cycle continues.

The phenomenon of child abuse should also be viewed within
the context of the family, the community, and the society.  Why
the high incidence of incestuous rape?   From 1998 to 2000, an
average of 46 percent of sexual abuse cases had familial
perpetrators.  From 1998 to 2000, fathers were the most common
physical abusers, accounting for 35 percent of physical abuse.
These prompt us to ask:  Do we have a male-dominated base of
authority and power within the family and Philippine society?
Is the hierarchical setup of the family, where obedience to
parental authority is stressed, conducive to the incidence of
inter- and intra-family violence?  What is the perceived role of
children in the family? Perpetrators of sexual abuse view
children as their property without individual rights.  Even the
Supreme Court has recognized that the duty of obedience to
parents is deeply ingrained in Filipino children (P v. Adora, G.R.
No. 116528, July 14, 1997).
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Such factors as economic displacement and disruption of the
family unit will also have to be considered.   The records show that
perpetrators and victims come mostly from the lower classes
suggesting economic vulnerability and low educational background.

The psychological aspect must also be addressed to determine
the severe psychological stress that abuse may have caused the
child victim.  That is why our recommendation for the Guidelines,
in the event of recantation, is the referral of the child to a duly
accredited psychologist/psychiatrist for the conduct of an
appropriate psychological or psychiatric evaluation to determine
the cause of the child’s refusal to give testimony.  Has the child
suffered from such a severe psychological injury that he now refuses
to testify?

With CPU-Net as a model, let us institutionalize the medico-
legal partnership as an essential factor in the effective delivery
of justice for child victims and broaden it to other disciplines.

The common outcomes should be Truth and Justice.  Arriving
at the truth is the goal of science, law, and the other disciplines.
Justice must be achieved for all of the citizenry, children
included.

Our aspirational ideal should be that children have their
own rights, and not only because they happen to be among the
most vulnerable or because they are humanity’s most precious
resource.  We must think of them as possessing their individual
rights: survival rights, which are often threatened when the
perpetrator of the incest happens to be the breadwinner of the
family; development rights, referring to the child’s needs to go
beyond the medical or the legal, and considering the child’s
social, educational, spiritual and other needs in order to achieve
his full potential; protection rights, the right to protection by
law, by parents, by society, including respect for the dignity of
the child; and lastly, participation rights, the most novel of
children’s rights, must also be considered.
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Overall, the State must act as parens patriae for the protection
of children’s  rights and for the promotion of their social,
educational, spiritual, and moral well-being, among other needs.
Recognition should be given to a child’s unique individuality and
evolving capacity.  To ensure that a child’s rights are protected, we
all have to be partners in child advocacy.  While we protect them,
let us also empower them with a sense of responsibility towards
society.  In this way, the advocacy for child protection would be
more encompassing and meaningful.

May I now leave you with these thoughts and wish you all a
successful setting of future directions and the full flowering of
partnerships between law and medicine, and among other
disciplines, as well.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Third Regional Multi-Sectoral
Seminar Workshop on Juvenile and Domestic Relations Justice
(Advanced Level) held on September 7-9, 2005, at the CSB Hotel,
Arellano Avenue cor. Estrada St., Malate, Manila.

Enhancing the Capability
of Family Courts∗∗∗∗∗

I am happy and privileged to open this Advanced Level of the Third
Regional Multi-Sectoral Seminar Workshop on Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Justice.

The term reminds me of the erstwhile Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Court (JDRC) which was abolished by the Judiciary
Reorganization Act of 1980, or Batas Pambansa Bilang 129, as
amended, but reinstated in 1997 and now denominated  as Family
Courts.  I was also occasionally a substitute judge in the JDRC of
Manila, when I was still assigned at the Court of First Instance of
Lucena, Quezon Province.  Even then we proudly considered JDRCs
as special courts requiring special attitudes and specialized skills.
In fact, the Family Courts Act of 1997 provides that Family Court
judges must have the experience and demonstrated ability in dealing
with child and family cases.  Not any judge can be a Family Court
Judge.  So when you are burdened with the workload, just remember
that you are “special.”

More so today, when our designated Family Court Judges have
to reckon with increasingly new international covenants and

Family Court Judges
are natural mediators,

considering the very nature
of the cases they handle

and the innate skills
that Family Court Judges have.
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protocols, new laws, new rules, and fast-developing jurisprudence
involving family, women, and children.

So much so that the Research Group of PHILJA is seriously
thinking of recommending the separation of Family Courts and
Juvenile Courts.  Family Courts will have jurisdiction over family
matters, plus Probate, which will have jurisdiction over wills,
administrations and guardianships;  while   Juvenile Courts will
have jurisdiction over all matters involving children.  This move
will, we believe, assist our overburdened designated Family
Court Judges.  We would welcome your thoughts in this regard.

There is another item that the Research Group is working
on which has to do with Republic Act No. 9255, the Act Allowing
Illegitimate Children to Use the Surname of Their Father, which is
included as one of the subjects in your workshop.  There are
debates in the Research Group as to whether there should be a
court proceeding in the implementation of said Act such that
instead of the Local Civil Registrar simply making an annotation
on the child’s birth certificate that the child is authorized to use
the surname of the illegitimate father, the maternal surname
of the child in the birth certificate can already be changed or
amended to that of the illegitimate father through a court
proceeding.  Perhaps, you could also make an in-depth study
on this point in your workshop.

This workshop, being an advanced level, includes the topic
Family Mediation in addition to the other updated
presentations.  The consensus is that Family Court Judges are
natural mediators, considering the very nature of the cases they
handle and the innate skills that Family Court Judges have.  Child
support, custody, and visitation lend themselves to mediation.
There are some cases, however, that are ineligible for mediation
such as those with a long history of repetitive violence, child abuse,
and serious injury by one party to the other.  We trust that with
knowledge acquired from this seminar you will be able to expand
the use of family mediation elements in your courts.
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These then are the mind-openers that I would like to leave with
you.  The Academy knows only too well the responsibility heaped
upon your shoulders specially in the greater context of
strengthening the solidarity of the Filipino family as the foundation
of the nation, the attainment of which you are all called upon to
play a proactive role.  To play that distinctive role in fulfillment of
its mandate in the Family Courts Act, the Academy is ready to assist
you by way of seminar-workshops like this, by special focus
programs, or by roundtable discussions, the latest of which was on
Anti-Trafficking in Persons we held on August 25, 2005, in
collaboration with the United States Embassy.

For having made this seminar-workshop possible, let us sincerely
thank, with a round of applause, our sustaining partners in this
endeavor:  the UNICEF, the USAID, TAF, and our conduit, the Adhikain
Para sa Karapatang Pambata–Ateneo Human Rights Center (AKAP-
AHRC).

May you reap all the educational dividends that you expect
from this seminar, and God Bless.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Launching and
Demonstration of the Video Training Modules on Improving Judicial
Proceedings Involving Child Sexual Abuse/Exploitation Cases held on
March 16,  2006, at the Justices’ Lounge, Supreme Court, Manila.

Child Sensitivity in the Judiciary∗∗∗∗∗

Welcome to the Launching and Demonstration of the Video Training
Modules on Improving Judicial Proceedings Involving Child Sexual
Abuse/Exploitation Cases.

This pioneering project is held in partnership with the British
Embassy in Manila and the Child Protection Unit Network (CPU-
Net), a society of Child Protection Specialists and Child
Protection Units of the Philippines.  It is also on their behalf
that I am privileged to extend to you a warm welcome.

We thank the Government of the United Kingdom through
Her Majesty’s Ambassador Peter Beckingham, and Ms. Nicole
Cadwallader, the Second Secretary for Economic and Global
Issues, for making this project possible.

It was a country report of a UN Needs Assessment Mission
in 1997 that prompted the Philippine Judicial Academy (PHILJA)
to consider Child Protection as one of its priorities.  The finding
of that UN Mission, seven years after ratification by our
Government of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC),
was that there was a “need to undertake a comprehensive
reform of the system of administration of juvenile justice,”
particularly, with respect to child-indifferent rules of procedure
and the lack of training on child rights among Philippine judges.

The Academy immediately embarked on reform measures
to remedy that deficiency and reverse that image.  We held
training programs on child rights taking into consideration the
primary consideration of the best interests of the child as
enunciated in the CRC to which the Philippines is a signatory.
As far back as May and November 1998, we had held Seminars
on Strengthening the Legal Protection of Children in our campus
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in Tagaytay City for NCJR participants, and in Cebu, for participants
from the Visayas.  Significantly, those activities were conducted
with the support of the Save the Children Fund-UK.  So, it is not
really the first time that we work with our British friends.  In fact,
we had another project in collaboration with the British Embassy –
the Seminar on the use of Forensic Technology in the Justice System
in March 2005.  For all this support, many thanks, Mr. Ambassador.

In October 1999, in a Judicial Colloquium on the Application of
International Human Rights Law at the Domestic Level held in
Vienna, Austria, we had stressed that the confusing and
intimidating atmosphere of a regular courtroom and regular
court proceedings can be as traumatic to children as their being
victims.  We then proposed an amendment to the Rules of Court,
recommending  the use of video conferencing or closed-circuit
television as a protective measure.  We were happy that the
Rule on Examination of a Child Witness, effective on  December
15, 2000, provided for live-link television, which serves the same
purpose.

In the same Colloquium in Vienna, we had also proposed
that a child witness may give answers through or with the help of
drawings, representative objects, or other devices.  We were happy
that the same Rule provides for testimonial aids, such as
anatomically correct dolls.

We had also proposed in the same Colloquium that the child
witness be examined through a suitable child facilitator, also a
requirement in the Court Rule on Examination of a Child
Witness.

The six Video Training Modules that we are launching today
reflect the same dream of an ideal court environment for
children. Their distinctive feature is being skills-based and tailored
to adult learning styles.  As tools for this pioneering project, they
aim to enhance the skills of judges and other court personnel in the
handling of child victims or child witnesses during judicial
proceedings. The effective utilization of this new teaching
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methodology, guided by the sensitivity of concerned judges and
personnel to a child’s developmental level both physical and
emotional, is greatly desired.

Yesterday, before the Philippine Women Judges Association, the
Chief Justice spoke eloquently on Engendering the Judiciary.  This
afternoon, we will focus on Child Sensitivity in the Judiciary.  What
is more, we have forged partnerships as  essential in the effective
delivery of justice for child victims, child witnesses, and also for
children in conflict with the law.  With proper and sustained
implementation of the project, the judicial system down the line
will benefit from the improved handling of cases and successful
prosecution of child sex offenders.  The main beneficiary is the child
who, with the correct approach and treatment, will be an effective
and reliable witness for the truth.

Welcome once again and thank you for the honor of your
presence.  May I now invite you to a toast to the strengthening
of child protection, to understanding the language of a child,
and to continuing efforts in the administration of juvenile justice
reforms.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Capacity Enhancement Training
for Family Court Judges and Personnel in Handling Child Abuse Cases
held on April 21-23,  2006, at the Hotel Dominique, Tagaytay City,
in cooperation with the CPU-Net and the British Embassy.

Enhancing Capacities of Judges
and Personnel

in Handling Child Abuse Cases∗∗∗∗∗

Let me congratulate the participants of this three-day Capacity
Enhancement Training for Family Court Judges and Personnel in
Handling Child Abuse Cases for your performance in this
afternoon’s  role-play presentations.  Professionally produced
videos they are not, but the candid and inspired portrayals are
already Exhibit A of your enhanced capabilities.  We see the
promise of your developing more sensitive and effective ways
of handling child witnesses when you go back to your respective
courts.  We could tell that you enjoyed playing while learning
and loving what you had learned.

Congratulations are in order, too, for being the second wave
of selected participants to avail of the recently launched video
training modules as learning tools for this project, and its new
technology – skills-based education.

I feel proud and elated to inform you that, through Prof.
Sedfrey M. Candelaria, we demonstrated two of the video-
training modules to our Canadian partners in the JURIS project
who remarked in writing:

Many an offender or perpetrator
of crimes against children

are able to elude punishment
 because of the insensitive handling

of a child witness.
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the approach seems to be a shining beacon of the skills design
process and what can be achieved.  He gathered a research
and development team assisted by an education process
expert, developed scenarios (trigger videos) based on real
cases, sequenced active learning activities focused on skills,
developed a pool of well-prepared trainers, and is
recalibrating the program based on feedback.

Once again, we thank the Child Protection Unit Network (CPU-
Net) and the British Embassy for their unqualified support.  We offer
roses as well to the key movers, Atty. Katrina Legarda, Dr. Bernadette
J. Madrid, and Prof. Myrna S. Feliciano, among others who could
not be with us this afternoon.

As I had stated during the launch of the video modules, the
main beneficiary of this project and this training, in particular,
is the child who must face proceedings before the court. The
delicate handling of a child witness in ascertaining the truth
cannot be overemphasized.  Many an offender or perpetrator
of crimes against children are able to elude punishment because
of the insensitive handling of a child witness.

While medical and legal institutions have begun a series of
initiatives to address the child abuse problem, a study made in
2002 by the Ateneo Human Rights Center (AHRC) showed the
insensitivity by the courts of the child’s developmental level as
well as his or her cognitive abilities during court proceedings.
The development of a competency training program for those
directly involved in such court proceedings is one of PHILJA’s
strategies to address this negative finding.

In 1992, the passage of Republic Act No. 7610, the Philippine
Law on Child Abuse, clearly defined the instances of child abuse
and the resulting two waves of destruction.  The first wave
comes in the form of physical effects such as physical injuries,
transmission of sexually transmitted diseases, or unwanted
pregnancies.  The second wave emphasizes the adverse effects
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on the mental health of abused children.  The proper management
of judicial proceedings in family courts to help control the damage
inflicted upon the child victim is another reason for this
enhancement program.

We acknowledge that even before the inception of this training
program, many of our judges and court personnel have undertaken
steps to attain a more friendly and comfortable court environment
in order to effectively elicit from a child witness testimonies to the
truth.  We commend their efforts and assure them of our support
to further enhance their capacities.  Let our common dream be an
ideal court environment for children before the courts.

With that said, a pleasant afternoon to you all for your evident
positive outputs.  Congratulations again, and thank you for your
kind attention.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Competency Enhancement Training
for Family Court and Single Sala Court Judges and Personnel in
Handling Child Abuse Cases held on October 28-30, 2008, at the
Sulo Hotel, Quezon City.

Quality Training
in Handling Child Abuse Cases∗∗∗∗∗

PHILJA and CPU-Net are pleased to hold this Competency
Enhancement Training (CET) for Family Courts and for Single Sala
Court Judges and Personnel in Handling Child Abuse Cases.  The
single sala court judges themselves have requested to participate
as they also actively handle family court cases and those involving
children.

The activity’s aims are two-fold: to improve the competencies
of judges and personnel of family courts and single salas on how to
handle sexual abuse and commercial sexual exploitation cases, and
to become familiar with tested methods and approaches that draw
out effective testimony of children during court proceedings.

Actually, the final field-testing of CET was concluded in
December 2007.  However, we continue to sustain the activity,
whenever possible, by conducting standard training programs
in the different regions that we have not as yet reached, since
we have thus far covered only 33 percent of the total number of
family courts.

For a little bit of history – Republic Act 8369, or the Family
Courts Act of 1997, established Family Courts and gave them
exclusive original jurisdiction over child and family cases.
Pending its actual establishment in 1996, when PHILJA  had just been
organized, 96 family courts were designated with about 1152
personnel. Before long, we came to know of the UN Human Rights
Council report that our courts were insensitive to children.
Responding to the United Nation’s critique, we slowly undertook
measures which eventually led to the fruitful partnership between
the PHILJA and CPU-Net.
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Since then we had  institutionalized a three-day competency
program focused on sensitizing trainees in the handling of a
child witness. The result was a skills-based program that is
intensive, interactive, comprehensive, and holistic.

DSWD Statistics reveal that child abuse cases comprise many
of our cases in the family courts. In 2000, out of the 7,684 child
abuse cases, 57 percent referred to those sexually abused; 17
percent to those physically abused; and 26 percent to those
neglected. Of those sexually abused, the crime of rape
constituted 51.25 percent of the cases.

It would also interest you to know that this CET training is
fast becoming a model in training programs precisely because
of its interactive, comprehensive, holistic, and skills-based
approach.

One will learn from its interactive approach where you can
communicate directly with our faculty experts and your fellow
participants in problem-solving activities during the workshops
and in plenary meetings where you will apply what you have
learned.

You will find that working together with judges, prosecutors,
public attorneys, social workers, and interpreters could be a
fruitful experience.

Learn, too, from CET’s comprehensiveness, where you will
be made fully aware of the principles surrounding child abuse
as well as their social and legal implications.

Learn, as well, from its holistic approach, where you will
become more sensitive to the issues involved; where you will
learn the Rule on Examination of a Child Witness; where you will
learn how to communicate better with a child witness; and where
you will learn, as well, to observe proper court decorum.

Learn from its skills-based methodology, where you will acquire
the necessary tools from the workshops and role–plays in handling
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child-abuse cases in your respective courts.  As adult learners, we
know that you would want to immediately apply what you have
learned.

Learn from the six interesting module videos on related subjects
which were produced through a grant from the British Embassy in
Manila, and for which PHILJA and CPU Net will always be grateful.
As trigger material these will reinforce what you will have learned
from the lectures. These use a graphic, practical, and easily
understandable approach to determine, for example, just what is a
child–insensitive court. I had mentioned earlier that this is one of
the principal critiques by the Human Rights Council regarding our
designated Family Courts.

We invite you all to be lifelong learners with demonstrated
ability in dealing with child and family cases. We wish you, therefore,
a productive three-day learning activity.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Presentation of the Project
Evaluation Report on Improving Judicial Proceedings Involving Child
Sexual Abuse/Exploitation Cases held on January 11, 2007, at the
Justices’ Lounge, 7th Floor, New Supreme Court Building, Supreme
Court, Manila.

It Takes a Village∗∗∗∗∗

I find my task this afternoon a most pleasant one because I see
here present familiar faces and staunch allies  in the speedy,
efficient, and effective delivery of justice, particularly in cases
involving child abuse.

Welcome all to the presentation of the Impact Study Results
of the Competency Enhancement Training (CET) for Family Court
Judges and Court Personnel in Handling Child Abuse Cases. This
project was made possible through PHILJA’s collaboration with
the Child Protection Unit Network (CPU-Net) headed by its
Director Bernadette J. Madrid and its Legal Adviser, Atty. Katrina
Legarda; with the generous assistance of the Government of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain, through the British
Embassy, represented by Her Majesty’s Ambassador, His Excellency
Peter Beckingham.

Our initial encounter on this project was at last year’s launch
of the video modules on child abuse cases.  These modules
would serve invaluable as training tools in the succeeding
Competency Enhancement Training (CET) of judges and
personnel of 96 designated family courts and 150 single sala courts
nationwide.

. . . that it is not only the judge
who could change a child’s life.

Everyone in the court plays
a role to make a child whole again.
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Needless to say, the conduct of such training was of extreme
importance. Due to the public’s increased awareness of their rights
and knowing that the courts afford protection of these rights, the
public is turning more and more to the courts for redress of their
grievances. Correspondingly, reports of child abuse cases have also
increased. The challenge to the family courts was to make the
courtroom a comfortable and welcoming venue for the child
witness, rather than intimidating; the judge and the court personnel
friendly and encouraging, rather than terrorizing; because the child’s
testimony bears heavily in the search for truth. Increasing the court’s
sensitivity to the child witness thus loomed paramount particularly
in the light of a UNICEF report in 1988 that Philippine courts were
not child–friendly. The importance of the support of court personnel
for the judges in the just rendering of decisions is unquestionable.

The CET program was a welcome strategy.  As the report that
will be presented today will show, the results have been significantly
favorable and encourages more of the same for other family courts
in the country.

While the acquisition of competency skills is a priority, the
awareness of each one’s individual and complementary roles in the
judicial process is as important. A CET participant drove home this
point when he or she said, and I quote in part: ‘’Yes! The training
encouraged me that I can do more and x x x can make a difference.
Now I know that it is not only the judge who could change a child’s
life. Everyone in the court plays a role to make a child whole again.’’

That comment brought to mind the South African saying  ‘’It
takes a village to educate the child’’ often quoted by former First
Lady and now Senator Hillary Clinton, and which concept she used
in her recently published book on cooperative endeavors for
children with the title ‘’It Takes A Village.’’  She was referring of
course to the necessary collaborative efforts of everyone in
providing the child the skills and knowledge to survive in this world.
Not one could take the credit for a child’s success, nor singly be
blamed for a child’s failure. Each one involved has a hand in shaping
or destroying a child’s present or future.
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On a parallel analogy, I would believe the same holds true with
the child’s situation in the court. The court is tasked to make whole
again the child who is hurting, thus, ensuring the delivery of justice.
Allow me to paraphrase the said African saying in reference to our
work in the judiciary, particularly in the handling of child witnesses,
thus, “It takes everyone in the courtroom to see that justice is
served.”

May we together continue to pick up the challenge.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Roundtable
Discussion with Circuit Judge Judith Kreeger of Miami, Florida,
U.S.A.,  held on August 30, 2006, at the Justices’ Lounge, Supreme
Court.

ADR and Ethical Issues
in Family Law∗∗∗∗∗

We are all happy to welcome Circuit Judge Judith L. Kreeger, a
colleague from Miami, Florida, popularly known as the “Magic
City.”  We know Miami to be a world-renowned center where, it
is said, people can work, live, and play while enjoying a high
quality of life and good weather desired by many throughout
the year.

We are happy to inform Judge Kreeger, as the Presiding
Judge assigned to the Family Division in her jurisdiction, that
our Family Courts in the Philippines are very active and efficient,
notwithstanding the absence of duly constituted Family Courts
due to lack of a Congressional budget. Our Family Courts, which
have been designated by the Supreme Court, have been
performing remarkably well and have been equal to the tasks;
and have kept pace with all the new developments, with all the
new laws affecting women and children, and with all the
Implementing Rules and Regulations promulgated by our
Supreme Court.

The Philippine Judicial Academy, as the education arm of
the Supreme Court, has also been in the forefront when it comes

Ethics, of course, has always been
a primordial consideration addressed

by our Code of Conduct Programs
for the Judiciary and for court personnel,

and also throughout our judicial regions . . . .
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to training programs for Family Courts.  Actually, under the law, the
Supreme Court is mandated to conduct these programs, and the
Court is accomplishing this through the Academy.   This was specially
so, after a UN mission in 1998 reported that Philippine courts were
not child-friendly.  Since “child friendliness” was misinterpreted by
some as affecting the impartiality of the courts, we have since
converted it to “child sensitivity.”  We trust that, since then,
impressions, perceptions, and opinions have changed radically.

Since developments in fields within the jurisdiction of Family
Courts  continue to come thick and fast, and there is no stopping
progress, we always welcome new ideas, fresh inputs, practical
suggestions, and sharing of experiences.

Family Mediation has occupied our attention for the past two
years. We have had the wonderful opportunity of sending
representatives to Family Mediation Conferences in Canada led by
Professor Sedfrey Candelaria who heads PHILJA’s Department of
Special Areas of Concern.  They have since implemented the lessons
learned in training programs that the Academy has been conducting
throughout the country, particularly, in the five Regional Multi-
Sectoral Seminar-Workshops on Juvenile and Domestic Relations
Justice (Advanced Level), in partnership with UNICEF.  It would be
interesting to have a comparative view of the Philippine, Canadian,
and American models of Family Mediation.

Diversion proceedings involving juveniles in conflict with the
law (JICL) are now being actively implemented and have been
reported to be successful in redirecting juveniles to be more
responsible members of the family and of the community.

Ethics, of course, has always been a primordial consideration
addressed by our Code of Conduct Programs for the Judiciary and
for court personnel, and also throughout our judicial regions, with
the assistance of the World Bank.  For lawyers, it is addressed by
the MCLE Office.

This roundtable discussion is multi-sectoral in nature. We also
welcome representatives from the DSWD, the NAPOLCOM, the
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Department of Justice, the Public Attorney’s Office, the Child
Protection Unit and, of course, our Family Court Judges.  With your
presence, we can expect an enlightening and interesting discussion.

It is in this spirit and in the light of these considerations that we
again welcome warmly our honored guest Circuit Judge Judith
Kreeger. We look forward to a free-wheeling roundtable discussion
with her;  all towards our common goal to fulfill a promise of justice
for women, children, and families throughout the world.

Thank you, and Mabuhay to our honored guest, Judge Kreeger.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the National Conference on Court-
Annexed/Referred ADR Mechanisms held on November 27-28,
2006, at the Century Park Hotel, Manila.

ADR Mechanisms:
Strengthening and Forward-Planning∗∗∗∗∗

I.  INTRODUCTION

First of all, let me thank you for participating in this National
Conference on Court-Annexed/Court-Referred Alternative Dispute
Resolution Mechanisms, the first gathering of its kind.   Your presence
alone speaks eloquently of our common resolve to make the
Supreme Court–selected ADR mechanisms work.

The introduction of mediation into our judicial system was not
without its birth pains.  Resistance was encountered.  The so-called
intervention into judicial processes was unwelcome.  But that was
to be expected as with any movement for change.

Slowly but surely, step by step, starting with pilot testing, and
with dogged determination believing in the worthiness of our cause,
we carried on, sparked by the Supreme Court’s Administrative Order
establishing the Philippine Mediation Center, making the Academy
the component unit of the Court for court-referred ADR
mechanisms, and establishing the Philippine Mediation Center under

We are committed to a strengthened
ADR  program—organizationally,
process-wise, and financially . . . .

a key contribution of the
Philippine Judicial Academy

to the delivery of quick, inexpensive,
and effective justice.
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the direction and management of PHILJA.  Mediation also became
one of the principal components of the Action Plan for Judicial
Reform (APJR).

The success story, as well as the problems encountered along
the way, has been well expounded by the previous speakers.  What
now of the future?  How do we strengthen Court-Annexed/Referred
ADR mechanisms towards greater performance, higher efficiency,
and more tangible impact?  The recommendations that follow have
been derived from experience, from lessons learned, and from
challenges faced.

II.  THE CHALLENGE  OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

A. Organizing the Philippine Mediation Center

1. The Governing Board

We propose that the power and authority of the Center be vested
in and exercised by a Governing Board composed of the PHILJA
Chancellor as Chairperson; the Court Administrator, the Vice
Chancellor, the Head of the Judicial Reforms Office, the Chair of
the ADR Department, as ex officio members; a representative of
the Mediators; and another member to be appointed by the
Supreme Court, upon recommendation of the Chancellor and the
Board of Trustees.  They shall serve for two  years subject to renewal
upon approval by the Board of Trustees and the Supreme Court.
They shall serve without compensation but shall be entitled to
reasonable expense allowances when attending meetings.

2. The Executive Officials

These shall be an Executive Director and a Deputy Director to be
appointed by the Supreme Court, upon recommendation by the
Governing Board, for a term of two years without prejudice to
subsequent reappointment.  The Executive Officials and Center Staff
shall be responsible for the operations of the Mediation Center
and its units.
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3. The Center Staff

The Center shall have its own staff, employees, and plantilla to be
determined by the Governing Board and approved by the PHILJA
Board of Trustees and the Supreme Court.  They shall receive such
compensation as shall be determined by the Governing Board upon
approval of the Supreme Court.

4. The CPRM Submission

In connection with the PMC’s organizational restructuring, the
Organizational and Financial Study of the PMC done by the Center
for Public Resources Management (CPRM) commissioned by the
USAID-TAF for the purpose, and which was formally presented to
the Chief Justice earlier in the program, will be subjected to
consultation.

5. Institutionalization through legislation

We will study the possibility of institutionalizing Mediation Centers
through legislation, with budgetary appropriations for  their
operation, maintenance, and improvement in order to make their
services accessible to more people.

6. Expansion of Mediation  Centers

We envision a speedy institutionalization of mediation centers
nationwide.  Priority will be given to areas that have requested the
opening of such centers soonest and that are providing initial
facilities.

7. The Grievance Mechanism

The Grievance Committee will continue to address complaints
against Mediators, with possibly a change in committee
composition, a revision of the term of office, a limitation of the
period of suspension, and the incorporation of penalties under the
Revised Penal Code and the Civil Service Commission.  These
matters, among others, will be deliberated on during the workshop
tomorrow.
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B. Appeals Court Mediation (ACM)

1. Opening of new Centers

New Appeals Court Mediation Centers will be opened in Cebu City
and in Cagayan de Oro City where there are appellate court
extensions.

C. JURIS - Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR)

1. Opening of new JDR Sites

The JURIS DMC has already made a basic decision to spread JDR to
Metro Manila, first in the City of Makati.

III.  TARGETING HUMAN RESOURCE EMPOWERMENT

A. In Court-Annexed Mediation

1. Staffing of Mediation Centers

The staffing pattern of the units will be reviewed.  Adequate and
competent staff will be hired in all Mediation Centers to
professionalize them and ensure their effective performance.

2. Skills and Competencies of Mediators

(a)  We will require additional qualifications.

(b) We will improve the quality and skills of mediators through
regular refresher courses, advanced courses, close
monitoring, and supervision.

(c) Aside from skills, we will stress training on their Code of
Conduct as well as Filipino Family Values and Culture.

(d) We propose to promote specialization among mediators,
such as in family disputes, in tort cases, in BP Blg. 22 cases,
in the environment, and such others deemed necessary.
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B. In Appeals Court Mediation

1. Training of new mediators

Extensive training of new mediators for future centers will be
conducted.    A Training the Trainers Program has already been
conducted, and trainers are ready for future training activities.

C. In JURIS–JDR

1. Training of judges and lawyers in JDR

Judges and lawyers will be trained in JDR.  Judges will be advised to
prepare for JDR proceedings because unless they study the basic
pleadings, they will not be able to make a neutral evaluation of the
cases submitted to them for JDR.  It would also be best for lawyers
to be acquainted with the JDR process.

2. Capacity Building for Judges

Training for them is not confined to basic training but includes a
mentoring program in addition to the development of judge trainers
for peer-to-peer training.

IV.   DYNAMIC APPROACH TO SYSTEMS PLANNING

A. In Court-Annexed Mediation

1. Amending and streamlining guidelines

Amending and streamlining of implementing rules and guidelines
governing CAM will be resorted to in order to respond to a variety
of concerns.

2. Expansion of Coverage of Mediatable Cases

With the success thus far attained, expansion of the coverage of
mediatable cases will be considered.

Cases outside the listed coverage may be mediated if parties
are willing and the case is referred by the judge.
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3. Formalization of work processes

This will be attended to, including the preparation of Manuals for
the guidance of Mediation Centers.

B. In Appeals Court Mediation

1. Improvement of existing systems

Improvement and streamlining of existing systems, operations and
procedures for improved efficiency and stronger system of
operation.

2. Mandatory mediation

Consideration of immediate and mandatory mediation instead of
the two-step process presently being observed.

3. Introduction of JDR in ACM

As intimated by Chief Justice Lance Flinch of British Columbia,
Canada, at the Global Forum on Liberty and Prosperity, JDR may be
considered for Appellate Court Mediation (ACM).

C. In JURIS–JDR

Mainstreaming of the JDR Process

The revised Guidelines recently approved by the Court will be the
basis for expansion of JDR in the country.  The new features include
the inclusion of single sala courts in JDR.  They also provide for the
archiving of criminal cases whose settlement of the civil aspect has
gone beyond the one-year period.  These guidelines were produced
through discussion and pilot testing in the JURIS sites.

D. Re: Enhanced Case Flow Management System (CFM)

We have seen to it that Mediation is included in the Enhanced Case
Flow Management System that puts cases in trial courts within a
tracking system, like fast track, and standard track. There was a
tendency to skip mediation when CFM was being pilot tested in
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Pasay City, as cases became off-track.  This translates into the need
of informing our mediators of this development and the time
frames within which mediation will have to be conducted depending
on the track under which a particular case falls.

E. Strengthening Networking

1. Modernization scheme

We will try and computerize all Mediation Centers, which, in fact,
has been started.  We will also computerize amenable aspects of
the mediation process to create uniformity and reduce costs.

2. ADR Website

This is now in the works and will be established with funding from
JURIS. It will be linked to the Supreme Court and PHILJA websites.

3.  ADR Database

This is a user-friendly tool at the level of the PMC unit that will
assist the staff in the scheduling of mediators and in tracking their
caseloads; in monitoring the settlement and acceptance rates in
the various courts and in the PMC unit as a whole; and in statistics
gathering.  The system can also generate gender- disaggregated data
on the users and the implementers of the system (female litigants,
female mediators, and female judges).

F. Commonalities

1. Integrated Curriculum

This will involve the adoption and faithful implementation of
uniform curricula to govern trainings in Court-Annexed Mediation,
Appeals Court Mediation, and Judicial Dispute Resolution.  JURIS is
supplementing this through the introduction of gender and social
context modules that will serve to enhance the competence of
mediators in these skill areas.
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2. Proactive Participation

We address entreaties to:

a) OCA, for oneness in directional thrusts, and continued
cooperation;

b) Executive Judges, for assistance pursuant to Supreme Court
Guidelines;

c) Presiding Judges, for acceptance of ADR mechanisms; for
assistance in ADR implementation; and for increased
referral of cases to mediation;

d) Clerks of Court and Cash Clerks, for faithful collection of
the Mediation Fund, pursuant to Rule 141;

e) Local Government Units, to provide Centers with the
necessary space, facilities, and equipment conducive to an
efficient and effective mediation process.

3. Settlement Period

With the approval of the Supreme Court, we plan to conduct the
settlement period once a year to help reduce court dockets.

4. Independent review

We will seek periodic, independent review to ensure that the Court-
adopted ADR mechanisms will remain viable and will provide
significant benefits to the courts and the public.

5. Collaboration

We will continue linkages with (a) development partners whose
invaluable assistance has contributed greatly to the success of the
Supreme Court’s APJR in ADR; and (b) local government units and
officials for their assistance in establishing Mediation Centers and
in providing them support personnel.

6. Fitting Recognitions

Due recognitions will be given regularly to deserving Mediation
Centers and personalities for their noteworthy contributions to the
success of ADR mechanisms.
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7. Conferences

We will endeavor to conduct regularly national or regional
gatherings of mediators and stakeholders for the sharing of
experiences, improvement of processes, and consultations.

V.   TOWARDS FINANCIAL VIABILITY

A. The Mediation Fund

This will be the principal source of funding for all Mediation projects.
It is important that collection be sustained as prescribed in Rule
141, section 9.  For this vital need, we earnestly enlist the assistance
of the OCA, the Judges, and the Clerks of Court.

B. The Operating Budget

For Court-Annexed Mediation and Appellate Court Mediation, their
budgets will be sourced from the Mediation Fund, and as approved
by the Supreme Court.

With the JURIS Project ending in 2008, there will be need to
sustain the JURIS sites, with its own allocation of funds.

C. Mediators’ Fees and Fee Structure

1. Sound and effective policies

We will address soonest the need to create sound and effective
policies on mediators’ fees, these being crucial issues, and one of
the workshop subjects for the conference.

2. Payment of Mediators’ Fees

This will continue to be done through the ATM pursuant to the MOA
between PHILJA and the Land Bank, with prior authorization from
the Supreme Court.
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VI.  SCHOLASTIC INNOVATIONS

A. Training for Law Professors

We propose that they be trained in mediation.

B. More ADR subjects

We will encourage law schools to offer more ADR subjects such as
negotiation, negotiating skills, mediation, etc., and to motivate
students to resolve disputes by first availing of negotiation and
mediation before opting for litigation.

C. More practical subjects

We will ask law schools to offer practical subjects such as on
negotiating contracts, on collective bargaining agreements, and on
role-playing through mock mediation proceedings.  We already do
this in our training programs.

D. Changes in Bar examinations

After study, we may request the Supreme Court to introduce  Bar
examination reforms to de-emphasize litigation and promote ADR
instead.

E. Inclusion of subjects in MCLE Programs

We will endeavor to persuade ADR lawyers in MCLE programs to
teach, as well,  negotiation, negotiating skills, and the role of lawyers
in Court-Annexed Mediation so that lawyers can take advantage of
CAM to facilitate settlement of cases for the benefit of clients.

F. Preparation by lawyers for CAM, ACM, and JDR

We will urge lawyers to teach their clients to negotiate, and also to
prepare options for their clients to forge settlements in mediation
proceedings.
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VII.  INTRODUCING COURT-ANNEXED ARBITRATION

A. Pilot-testing

We are introducing and pilot-testing Court-Annexed Arbitration as
an additional ADR mechanism to divert cases from the courts and
to reduce court dockets.

B. Formulation of Guidelines

Under the leadership of Chair Alfredo F. Tadiar, plans are underway
for the pilot-testing of Court-Annexed Arbitration.  The proposed
Guidelines will be discussed at one of the workshops.  The system
will be complementary to Court-Annexed Mediation and Judicial
Dispute Resolution.

C. Submission of draft decisions

Included as a practical proposal is the submission of draft decisions
by each party, instead of memoranda, after the conduct of arbitral
proceedings.

Change of PMC name

Once institutionalized, the Mediation Center Units established in
designated places will be named Philippine Center for Mediation
and Arbitration (PCMA).

 VIII.  FINAL THOUGHTS

We are committed to a strengthened ADR program—
organizationally, process-wise, and financially.  It will continue to
be a key contribution of the Philippine Judicial Academy to the
delivery of quick, inexpensive, and effective justice.

To reiterate, we shall see to the utilization of available resources
– financial, physical, and human – with care and efficiency.

Your help and understanding are necessary to bring about the
successful implementation of the steps to improve the ADR system
in our courts.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Mediation
Conference and Workshop held on March 21, 2001, at the Manila
Hotel, Manila.

Introducing Court-Referred Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

Today, we are highly honored and extremely privileged to have with
us Her Excellency Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, as we introduce to our
courts for the first time a settlement mechanism,  court-referred
mediation.  We are profoundly grateful to the President for this
manifest support for our pioneering efforts. We express the hope
that, perhaps, the spirit and concept of mediation would also gain
acceptance in other echelons of government.

The presence of our Chief Justice, who is here with us as
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Philippine Judicial
Academy, gives this novel undertaking renewed impetus. For it
is under his Watch, and his visionary leadership, that the
Philippine Judicial Academy has undertaken this meaningful
judicial reform project.

Let me clarify, at the outset, that mediation does not, in any
way, denigrate the ability of our Judges to resolve disputes nor
impinge on their prerogative to manage cases in their  courts.  In
fact, they select the cases that are referred  to volunteer mediators
for settlement conferences pursuant to prescribed guidelines of
the Supreme Court.  They will guide these conferences along and
provide sanctions if needed.

. . . mediation does not, in any way,
denigrate the ability of our Judges

to resolve disputes nor impinge
on their prerogative to manage

cases in their  courts.
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The Judiciary, being fully cognizant of the problem of burdened
court dockets, has been exploring ways and means to combat the
same;  thus, this innovative project.  The purpose is three-fold: (1)
to improve access to justice; (2) to provide litigants with quick and
fair processes for the resolution of their disputes through mediation;
and (3) to assist the courts in declogging their dockets.

The pilot projects on mediation that PHILJA has conducted in
selected pilot courts in the National Capital Judicial Region, in Cebu,
and in Davao, have proved successful. We are now ready to launch
it over a bigger area.  ADR, more specifically court-referred
mediation, is a priority project in the Action Program for Judicial
Reform. It is also one of the highlights of the Centenary Celebrations
of the Supreme Court which is desirous to test its efficacy as an
alternative mode to resolve disputes filed in court.

This Mediation and Conference Workshop is geared towards
increasing public awareness and acceptance of Mediation and
needs the cooperation not only of the judges but also of the
litigants,  the lawyers, the community, and the stakeholders in
the administration of justice.  The workshops will provide a
consultative and collaborative approach in gathering inputs for
the development of policy recommendations to the Supreme
Court. The goal is a broad-based consensus towards building
this judicial reform initiative.

This workshop is also preparatory to Settlement Weeks
which will take place from March 26 to April 6.  Designated
courts will refer court cases, selected pursuant to the Supreme
Court Amended Guidelines, to trained and selected volunteer
mediators. They have undergone basic seminar-workshops,
internship programs, and refresher courses under the principal
tutelage of our Mediation Consultant, Ms. Annabelle T. Abaya,
and the able guidance of Dean Eduardo delos Angeles, Chair of
the PHILJA subcommittee on ADR.

Thence, we will move towards the launching of the Philippine
Mediation Center on April 6.  The Center is the culminating step to
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ensure the sustainability of the project. It will continue to promote
mediation as an alternative to lengthy and costly litigation.

For helping  to put the eight-month project together, we publicly
acknowledge the invaluable support of our partners in judicial
reform and our donor friends, principally for the Mediation Center:
the USAID, The Asia Foundation, AGILE, PHIL-EXPORT-TAPS, and the
Asian Institute of Management.

Please join me in giving profuse thanks to President Macapagal
Arroyo for having joined us today as we take this giant step towards
a significant and hopefully  effective judicial reform initiative. Let
us all give her a warm round of applause.  And to all of you, a very
big hand for your equally gracious and encouraging presence.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Orientation of
Judges on Mediation held on October 20, 2000, at the Supreme
Court Annex Building, Manila.

Orienting the Judges on Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

Today, we welcome you to our “Orientation Program on
Mediation for Judges and Court Personnel,” specially designed
for you, our selected Judges. The program for court personnel
will be held separately.

When I was in Washington, D.C., last June 2000, for the
“Global Conference on Comprehensive Legal and Judicial
Development” sponsored by the World Bank, one of the topics
was “What Alternatives Exist for Dispute Resolution x x x?”

One of the absolute “givens” was that no court could handle
all cases through the trial process alone. The reason is simple –
more cases are filed than can be disposed of. So it is that one of
the techniques conceived was Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR). Mediation is one form of ADR. We are interested,
particularly, in what we refer to as court-annexed or court-
referred mediation. This orientation program will introduce you
to the background, as well as the theoretical and practical
aspects, of mediation.

Ms. Annabelle Abaya, an expert and our trainor/consultant,
is here with us to direct this training program, to acquaint you
with the Internship Program, and to prepare you for the launch of
Settlement Week  as approved by the Supreme Court for 2001.

. . . no court could handle all cases
through the trial process alone.

The reason is simple –more cases are filed
than can be disposed of.
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Settlement Week is a term describing a period of time, usually
a week or longer, when the courts suspend all trials and other non-
emergency matters to allow judges and volunteer mediators to
mediate numerous cases at settlement conferences.  We may call
it the “intense approach” to mediation.

Why “Settlement Week”? Because the experience has been that
a substantial number of cases can be disposed of during a one-
week period.

Preparatory to Settlement Week, the Supreme Court will require
the courts to select cases that lend themselves to mediation. These
cases should be at the pre-trial stage when, under the Rules of Court,
courts are enjoined to consider the possibility of submission to
alternative modes of dispute resolution. Guidelines on the selection
of the types of cases will be given as, in fact, they were when we
experimented with mediation at the pilot courts of Mandaluyong
City and Valenzuela City. Cases that lend themselves to settlement
and simple management procedures, such as collection cases, are
usually selected. As a rule, there are few legal issues raised in this
type of cases.

Judges will necessarily play a key role during Settlement Week.
The cases that you refer to mediators should be those  ready for
mediation. Notification to parties and counsel will need to be sent.
We have trained some mediators and will train many more, even
those who are non-attorneys. They will assist the judges who
themselves should be aware of the process in order that the project
will succeed. You should be ready to nurse the cases along as
mediation progresses, imposing sanctions if need be.

While the training of mediators is in progress, it is important
that those trained undergo internship programs or on-the-job
training. This practicum aspect is done in your courts. These
Internships will give the mediation trainees the opportunity to
handle actual court cases in the very situs where mediation is held.
Your courts have been singled out as “internship courts.”
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At the conclusion of Settlement Week, the parties, the lawyers,
and the mediator will be asked to complete  evaluation forms which
results will be used by the trainers to further evaluate the process
and to adjust future training and planning programs. We will then
report to the Chief Justice at the conclusion of these events.

It is our expectation that Settlement Week will also result in  a
successful partnership between the Bench and the Bar in resolving
cases; in creating a synergy that will have positive ramifications
over a long period of time; and in their becoming vocal advocates
of mediation with substantial influence for the acceptance of
mediation by the legal society. We also hope that the first
Settlement Week, if successful, will be replicated in succeeding
years, at least over a three-year period.

Settlement Week has proven to be very successful in the
District of Columbia.  It disposed of over 400 cases annually in
the three years during which it was tried with settlement rates
between 45 percent and 50 percent. Our own pilot test matched
those numbers. Judging from that result and with the
cooperation of everyone, there is every expectation that the
process will dispose of a significant number of cases and that court-
annexed mediation in our country will be another success story.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Refresher Course and
Accreditation Ceremony for Metro Manila Mediators held on
November 9, 2001, at the Court of Appeals Auditorium, Court of
Appeals, Manila.

Building Capability for Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

PHILJA’s Mediation initiatives in implementing its Initial
Mediation Project underwent a gradual step process in the last
two years. It was significant that the pace never flagged. The
completion of one step only served to propel the next.

We started with our seminar-workshop for Prospective
Mediators in June 1999, at Subic, Olongapo City.   We then
studied the necessary guidelines for the implementation of
mediation proceedings and submitted them to the Supreme
Court for approval.  In November 1999, the Court issued the
Amended Guidelines.

With guidelines in place, pilot projects testing the efficacy
of mandatory mediation started in December 1999 in selected
courts in Mandaluyong and Valenzuela Cities,
subsequently extending to courts in Pasay and Quezon Cities.
To further test the process, mediation conferences  were held
during the last week of December 1999 to the end of February
2000.

On January 21, 2000, we held a “Video-Tape Viewing of
Mandatory Mediation on Pre-Trial” which was taped in Canada and

. . . we have a long-term mission
to perform to relieve the frustrations

of runaway costs of litigation
and of clogged dockets in the courts.
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presented by DCA Zenaida Elepaño who attended the CJEI Court
Administration and Management Program in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

On March 17, 2000, we asked Dr. David Matz,  of the Graduate
Program in Dispute Resolution at the University of
Massachusetts in Boston, to lecture on Court-Referred Mediation.
The objective was to present the concept of mediation and its
advantages to other Judges who were not involved in the pilot
projects.  We met resistance from the judges who felt that Mediation
was just an additional layer in the judicial process, if not a threat to
their authority.

Realizing the need for an awareness campaign, we conducted
an Orientation Program on Mediation for Judges and Court
Personnel in October 2000.  The objective was to introduce to them
the theoretical and practical aspects of Mediation.

Subsequently, 14 training Seminars and Workshops for
Mediators were completed from November 2000 to February
2001 in Metro Manila, Cebu, and Davao. We have trained a total
of 359 mediators out of the 1,000 or so needed for a nationwide
application.

The training strategy included basic seminar-workshops,
Internship programs in selected courts, refresher courses, as
well as Advocate Forums for judges, the bar, the academe, the
NGOs, and media.  These extended up to March 2001. The
purpose of the forums was to increase public awareness of the
concept and advantages of Mediation.

The forums reached a high point on March 21, 2001, when
we held a Mediation Conference and Workshop at the Manila
Hotel, with President Arroyo and Chief Justice Davide as our
Guests of Honor.  The goal was to provide a consultative and
collaborative approach and a broad-based consensus towards
building this judicial reform initiative.  We were gratified to
hear President Arroyo express the solidarity of the executive
branch of the government with the judiciary in developing the
use of mediation as a means of diverting cases from the courts.
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PHILJA encourages other departments of government to develop
their own ADR programs. The Department of Justice is already doing
so.

Thereafter, as part of its Centennial celebrations, the Supreme
Court authorized the conduct of Settlement Weeks from March 26
to April 6, 2001, in the courts of Metro Manila, Cebu, and Davao to
test the efficacy of Mediation.  With the success rate reported at
85 percent, the Chief Justice announced that the mediation weeks
confirmed the power of mediation as a tool for achieving justice.

But the initiatives did not end there.  Another step was needed
– the institutionalization of Mediation as part of the justice system
through an organization network.   With foresight, the Chief Justice
launched the Philippine Mediation Center on April 6, 2001, which
he globally called the “Peace for Mankind Center.”

However, it was not until October 16, 2001, that the Court
formally established the Philippine Mediation Center through
an en banc Resolution.  That Resolution  designated the Academy
as the component unit of the Supreme Court for court-referred,
court-related mediation cases and other forms of Alternative
Dispute Resolution mechanisms.

The gap between April 6, the date of the launch of the
Center, and October 16, when the Center was formally
established, seemed interminably long, but a more wholistic
approach required other administrative structures to be studied
and put in place.  Dean delos Angeles, Chair of the ADR
subcommittee, will expound on all of these shortly.

I know that our Mediators themselves, especially those from
Cebu, had shown a bit of impatience, but today we are happy
that all the Metro Manila Mediators will receive their Certificates
of Accreditation from the Chief Justice.  Those for Cebu and
Davao mediators will follow.

For the success of our aggregate efforts in this initial
Mediation Project, we thank all our volunteer mediators for
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their enthusiasm and dedication.  We specially thank the Chief
Justice and the Supreme Court for having given this judicial
reform initiative their indispensable imprimatur. We also thank
our ADR Subcommittee, our lecturers, facilitators, and the entire
PHILJA complement for their commitment.

Nor should we forget our partners in this effort.  For having
pioneered with us, we reiterate our deepest appreciation to the
Singapore Mediation Center, the UNDP, the USAID, The Asia
Foundation, AGILE, PHIL-EXPORT-TAPS, and Ms. Annabelle
Abaya, our consultant.  All have been of invaluable assistance in
building the country’s capability for mediation.

Today, we again make history, as we operationalize and energize
the Philippine Mediation Center, and professionalize the practice
of mediation. The new era of Mediation has arrived.

In operationalizing the Philippine Mediation Center, the
Academy is privileged to have as its partner the Philippine
Mediation Foundation, Inc., a leader in ADR Advocacy. It will
assist in establishing mediation centers throughout the country
and in providing the necessary instruction and comprehensive
training for all stakeholders in mediation.

Another indispensable partner is the Office of the Court
Administrator under the leadership of Justice Presbitero
Velasco. By providing the organizational platform and establishing
coordination with the mediation units, the OCA will strengthen the
role of judges and court personnel in making mediation a self-
sustaining and perpetual initiative for the Judiciary.

Jointly and severally, we have a long-term mission to perform
to relieve the frustrations of runaway costs of litigation and of
clogged dockets in the courts.  Let us march forward and cultivate
the field of mediation that is as much concerned with changing the
attitudes of people as it is about resolving disputes.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Launching of the Philippine
Mediation Center held on April 6, 2001, at the Citibank Towers,
Makati City.

Launching the
Philippine Mediation Center∗∗∗∗∗

It all started with a vision:  the vision of eased court dockets and
expeditious, non-adversarial disposition of cases.

It all started with a mission:  the mission mandated by the
Supreme Court to the Philippine Judicial Academy in 1997 to
conduct an in-depth examination of our present legal and
judicial system for the purpose of upgrading, improving, and
reforming it to meet the changes in and challenges of the new
millennium.’’

It is this vision and this mission that started PHILJA on the
road to Mediation.

Clogged dockets and long-drawn-out litigation have been
the bane of the justice system in the Philippines for a  long
time.  It is not fair to lay the blame on the judges and the courts
alone for many of the members of the Bench do endeavor to
decide and to resolve cases expeditiously.  Then, too,
considering our adversarial system, there will always be
pending cases.  The desideratum is to unceasingly explore
measures to minimize the problem.

Thus, PHILJA embarked on the novel project of court-
referred mediation for three purposes:  (1) to improve access
to justice; (2) to provide litigants with quick and fair processes
for the resolution of their disputes through mediation; and (3)
to assist the courts in declogging their dockets.

PHILJA went through a cautiously gradual process.  In 1999,
we held the first seminar-workshop for Prospective Mediators
under the Supreme Court-United Nations Development Program
(UNDP).  This was followed by pilot projects in selected courts in
Metro Manila, eventually branching out to Cebu and Davao.
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Encouraged by the results, we went on to train selected volunteer-
mediators.  They went through basic seminar workshops, internship
programs, and refresher courses under the intense tutelage of our
Mediation Consultant, Ms. Annabelle T. Abaya, and the painstaking
guidance of Dean Eduardo de los Angeles, Chairman of the PHILJA
subcommittee on ADR.

We then conducted Advocates Forums for judges, lawyers, the
academe, NGOs, and media.  The purpose was to increase public
awareness of the concept and advantages of mediation.

We also held a Mediation and Conference Workshop geared
towards increasing public awareness and acceptance by all
stakeholders in the administration of justice.  We held
workshops to provide a consultative and collaborative approach
in gathering inputs for the development of policy
recommendations to be submitted to the Supreme Court.  The
goal is a broad-based consensus towards building this judicial
reform initiative.

As we complete today the holding of Settlement Weeks,
partial results will be presented to the Chief Justice later in this
program.  For the cases referred to mediation, the percentage
of success, as of yesterday, was around 80 percent, despite the
basic problems that loudly call for solution.  I refer to the
hesitation of litigants, the resistance of some lawyers, and the
propensity to ask for postponements or resetting for one reason
or another.  That is why, in spite of the cases selected by the
Judges for mediation, many had to be referred back to the courts
without the benefit of mediation, while others had to be reset.

This emphasizes the need for a social attitude and a
community disposition.  I refer to the willingness and
preparedness to resolve disputes and controversies rationally
without resorting to the rather cumbersome and expensive
mechanisms of the formal judicial system.  I refer also to the need
for the wisdom, understanding, and cooperation of the members
of the Bar.   A capacity and tolerance for dialogue and the nature
to seek mediation in good faith must be fostered in all.
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We are now ready to move on to the next logical phase – to
institutionalize Mediation as part of the justice system through
the Philippine Mediation Center, which we are launching this
evening.  This is the culminating step that will ensure the
sustainability of the Mediation project.  It will continue to
promote the use of mediation as an alternative to lengthy and
costly litigation.

The Philippine Mediation Center Foundation, Inc. has
offered to provide the Academy technical assistance in
accomplishing the Academy’s objective to promote court-
related mediation and to implement the pertinent provisions
of the 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure on alternative modes of
dispute resolution.  PHILJA, with the approval of the Chief
Justice, has accepted this offer.

We have, Mr. Chief Justice, pursued with vigor the initial
steps in applying mediation in our courts. Everything has been
on schedule, in line with your action plan for judicial reforms.

We publicly acknowledge the invaluable support and
unflagging interest of our partners in judicial reform and in the
Mediation Center.  Under the umbrella of the USAID, we have
the privilege of working hand-in-hand, sharing both travails
and fulfillments, with The Asia Foundation, AGILE and PHIL-
EXPORT-TAPS.  The success of these initial efforts is theirs as
well.

The spadework has been done, but the real work has just
begun.  We plant today the seed of the Philippine Mediation
Center that will complement the functions of the courts.  We
have yet to see it grow, achieve efficiency, and bring about
greater acceptability of the mediation process  in order to bring
justice closer to our people and to help unburden our courts, and
divert cases  from them, as well.

For the honor and privilege of all your support in this pioneering
judicial reform initiative – past, present, and future, we hope – please
accept the Philippine Judicial Academy’s sincerest appreciation.
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∗ Message delivered at the Launch of the Court of Appeals Mediation
Project held on August 28, 2002, at the Session Hall, Court of Appeals,
Manila.

Court of Appeals Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is overwhelmed with gratitude
for the launch of Appeals Court Mediation – the culmination of
activities that started as a germ of an idea and transformed into
a significant event in the history of Philippine Mediation.

It all started with the paper study on Docket Decongestion
in the Court of Appeals prepared by DCA Reynaldo Suarez and
Attorney Patrick V. Santo, at the instance of AGILE, in
collaboration with PHILJA.  That study proposed a diversion to
an alternative mode as a possible approach to  decongesting
the dockets of the Court of Appeals and the pilot testing of
mediation.

In some of our official trips abroad, we found that Appellate
Mediation has been successful in the United States, Canada,
and Israel.  We are optimistic that, with the backgrounder we
heard, the history that has been recounted, the step-by-step
cautious process that has been followed, the receptiveness
which the project has received from all quarters, and the
commitment of all concerned, we will have our own success
story, Philippine style.

The Chief Justice, in pursuit of the Supreme Court’s judicial
reform efforts, has made mediation one of the principal activities

. . . a Filipino judicial philosophy that seeks
to end disputes with the least expense
in terms of time, money and emotion,

and with the most just resolution.
The time is ripe for mediation.
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under the Action Program for Judicial Reform to address case
congestion and delay.  In this, he enjoys the full cooperation of the
entire judiciary.  The result, as we have witnessed in the other
mediation projects of the Court, has been nothing but phenomenal.
We foresee a similar outcome in the implementation of this
pioneering project in the second highest court of the land.

Aside from the support of the Supreme Court, mediation has
received a much-needed boost with the involvement of beneficent
partners.  We started in 1998 with PHILEXPORT-TAPS, followed by
The Asia Foundation, USAID, represented here today by Mr. Robert
Wuertz, and AGILE, represented by Attorney George Carmona, its
consultants and staff.  The Philippine Mediation Foundation, Inc.,
also an indispensable partner of the Court and the Academy in its
overall Mediation project, saw Dean Eduardo delos Angeles, its
President, and its key personnel and staff, coordinate with the other
offices to ensure its smooth implementation.

We also acknowledge the indispensable role of their Honors,
the Court of Appeals Justices, for their willingness to bring about
change.

Finally, at the apex of this endeavor, we salute the Court of
Appeals Mediators who have been primed and trained for the
task at hand.  They hold the key to the success of Settlement
Month, and we are confident that they will all perform
splendidly.

We also look forward to the cooperation of our parties/
litigants and all stakeholders knowing that they, too, would be
happy to leave their disputes behind and look to the future.

The Philippine Mediation Center will provide logistical and
technical support; the Philippine Mediation Foundation, Inc.
(PMFI) will man the PMC unit and supervise day-to-day
operations.

To conclude, let me quote from the Keynote Address of the
Chief Justice during the Mediation Conference and Workshop held
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in Manila on March 21, 2001.  He said:  “It is high time that we x x x
build upon our x x x traditions to create a Filipino judicial philosophy
that seeks to end disputes with the least expense in terms of time,
money and emotion, and with the most just resolution.  The time is
ripe for mediation.”  Indeed, even at the Appellate Court, there is
no better time than now to adopt mediation as an alternative to,
or hand-in-hand with, the traditional court system.
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∗ Welcome Remarks delivered at the Faculty Development Program
on Court-Annexed Mediation and Judicial Settlement Conference (The
Canada-Philippines JURIS ADR Model Courts Project)  held on February
16-20, 2004, at the Discovery Suites, Ortigas Center, Pasig City.

Faculty Development
on Court-Annexed Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

We welcome you warmly to JURIS, which stands for the Justice
Reform Initiatives Support Project.  It is a five-year bilateral
project of the Canadian and Philippine governments.  Its goal is
to contribute to Philippine efforts at improving the quality of
judicial services and access to justice.  We welcome again the
members of the Canadian delegation and thank them most
sincerely for bringing to us a topnotch faculty all the way from
Canada.

We welcome our judges, mediators, and lawyers who will
participate in this Faculty Development Program on Court-
Annexed Mediation and Judicial Settlement Conference, in the
implementation of JURIS.

I will have to repeat some of the remarks I made yesterday as
many participants are here with us for the first time today.

It all started with a vision: the vision of eased court dockets
and expeditious disposition of cases.

It all started with a mission: the mission additionally mandated
in 1997 by the Supreme Court to the Philippine Judicial Academy
“to conduct an in-depth examination of our present legal and judicial

It all started with a vision:
the vision of eased court dockets

and expeditious disposition of cases.
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system for the purpose of upgrading, improving and reforming it to
meet the changes in and challenges of the new millennium.”

That vision and mission started the Philippine Judicial Academy
on the novel project of court-annexed mediation.  Through a
gradual process, PHILJA conducted several pilot tests followed by
intense trainings of volunteer mediators, the chosen ones being
with us today.  Advocates’ fora were held to increase public
awareness and acceptance by all stakeholders in the administration
of justice.  Workshops were held with the goal of establishing a
broad-based consensus towards building this judicial reform
initiative and of providing a consultative and collaborative approach
in gathering inputs for the development of policy recommendations
to the Supreme Court.

Encouraged by the results,  Philippine Mediation Center
Units for the lower courts were established in 2001.  Soon, the
institutionalization of Mediation in the Court of Appeals will
become a reality.

We are now ready to move on to the next logical phase—
JURIS.  It aims to promote a range of sustainable, demonstrably
effective, and equitable court-based ADR methods of fair,
expeditious, and affordable handling of cases.

The novel concept of JURIS, which will be explained by other
speakers later, is the establishment of the two systems, court-
annexed mediation and judicial settlement processes, using
the two-judges approach, a system which we saw successfully
practiced in Canada.  We are pilot-testing this in ADR Model
Courts in two selected sites, Bacolod, Negros Occidental, and
San Fernando, Pampanga, and hope to replicate it in twelve
other sites.  That is the reason why, with your help, we will
have training programs for lawyers, judges, mediators, and court
personnel in those areas, with a timetable extending up to May,
but excluding March.

We have chosen those two pilot areas because their track
record has shown receptiveness to change, willingness to be flexible,
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and openness to opportunities and challenges.  These will have to
be matched by the capable leadership of the Executive Judges, the
diligence and industry of the supporting court personnel, and the
indispensable cooperation of other stakeholders in the justice
system, including the community.

Apropos to this project, we are happy to report that the
Supreme Court en banc in A.M. No. 04-1-12-SC, dated January 20,
2004, has approved the “Guidelines for the Implementation of an
Enhanced Pre-Trial Proceeding Through Conciliation and Neutral
Evaluation.” This was submitted to the Court by the Design and
Management Committee and embodies the ADR Model Courts
concept.  We have thus met one of the Performance Indicators in
the Logical Framework Analysis (LFA) that we submitted to CIDA,
showing that we are on track.

We are, therefore, moving on to the next logical step, which
is the present Faculty Development Program.  Since yesterday,
everyone has been working hard on finalizing the course design,
content, and materials for each of the three stakeholder groups –
Judges, Lawyers and Mediators – in the Model ADR court sites.  That
includes familiarizing you, as future faculty members, with the
knowledge elements of the courses, the exercises and the role plays,
skills training with respect to those roles, and your roles and
responsibilities as coaches/facilitators.

As selected participants in this program, you will be part of
the faculty that will provide training to the different
stakeholders.  You will be trainers yourselves.  Broadly, we trust
that the Program will produce as outputs:

1. The introduction of changes to the standard legal process
in ADR Model Courts;

2. A decreased proportion of cases for trial in our  Model
Courts;

3. A decreased proportion of appealed cases coming from
Model Courts;
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4. An increased number of judges at ease with ADR;

5. An increased number of mediators trained in ADR
techniques;

6. An increased number of lawyers, court personnel, and
the community as well, oriented in ADR benefits/
strategies and use; and

7. A number of PHILJA Faculty trained in new or revised ADR-
related education programs.

It is an exciting development to see an idea slowly evolving
into  concrete results.  And for the honor and privilege of all
your support in this pioneering judicial reform initiative – past,
present, and future – please accept the Academy’s sincerest
appreciation.  We have a long-term mission to perform – to
relieve the frustrations of steep costs of litigation and a clogged
public court system.  Let us march forward and onward,
cultivating the field of alternative solutions, however daunting, yet
promising, if we all put our hearts and will into it.  The future of the
ADR Model Courts is here and now.
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∗ A Presentation at the International Conference and Showcase on
Judicial Reforms held on November 29, 2005, at the Makati Shangri-
La Hotel, Makati City.

The Philippine Experience:
Making CAM Work∗∗∗∗∗

A. Definition

Court-Annexed Mediation (CAM), as practiced in the
Philippines, is an enhanced pre-trial procedure that involves
settling mediatable cases filed in court with the assistance of a
mediator accredited by the Philippine Supreme Court.  The
mediator assists party litigants to identify issues and develop
proposals to resolve their disputes.  Since the installation of
the JURIS  Project in 2003, the process has come to include
Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR).  Mediation has also moved
upward from the trial court level to the Appeals Court level.

CAM is a landmark component of the Action Plan for Judicial
Reform (APJR).  It is achieving some of the APJR goals, such as
strengthening access to justice; reducing case decongestion,
and accelerating the disposal of cases, as its instrumental value.
As its intrinsic value, it is empowering disputants to settle their
own disputes by means that are “affordable, accessible, and
acceptable.”

. . . court-annexed mediation
is hardly a panacea

for the resolution of all disputes,
but it provides an alternative venue.

Settlement can actually happen
within one’s lifetime.

Intergenerational litigation would,
hopefully, be a thing of the past.
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B. Historical Perspective

In 1996, the Philippine Judicial Academy was established. In 1997,
the Supreme Court directed PHILJA to “conduct an in-depth
examination of our present legal and judicial system for the purpose
of upgrading, improving, and reforming it to meet the changes in
and challenges of the new millennium.”  What better means than
through court-annexed mediation aimed at declogging the heavy
dockets of our courts and giving our judges quality time for the
rendition of persuasive decisions!  The Academy pilot-tested it in
selected courts in Metro Manila, with the second testing showing
an 85 percent success rate.

C. Designation of the Philippine Judicial Academy

On October 16, 2001, the Supreme Court of the Philippines
designated the Philippine Judicial Academy (PHILJA) as its
component unit for court-referred, court-related mediation cases
and other ADR mechanisms.  It also established the Philippine
Mediation Center and directed PHILJA to set up PMC Units around
the country.

D. Compliance and Procedure

The Academy took one step at a time.

Since then, we have established 27 Mediation Center Units in
Metro Manila, Metro Cebu, Metro Davao, and adjacent sites
covering 305 Regional Trial Courts (RTCs) and 117 first level
courts.  Since the JURIS Project started in 2002, we have
established two JURIS model court sites in San Fernando,
Pampanga, Island of Luzon, and in Bacolod City in the Visayan
Islands, embracing 46 RTCs and 38 first level courts.  These Centers
are now operational and render daily mediation services in their
respective areas.

Acceding to requests for the opening of Mediation Centers,
we have expanded CAM to Tacloban City in the Visayas and
Cagayan de Oro in Mindanao.  The JURIS Project is also opening
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new sites in Baguio City,  the capital of the Cordillera Autonomous
Region, and is linking up with CAM in Cagayan de Oro for its Judicial
Dispute Resolution (JDR) component.

PMC Units operate under the control and supervision of
PHILJA in coordination with the Office of the Court
Administrator, through the Executive Judges.  The Mediation
Center is run by a Unit Coordinator, an officer in charge, and a
Daily Supervisor, who are assisted by judicial officials and court
personnel.

E. The Mediation Center

This is run by a Unit Coordinator, an officer in charge, and a Daily
Supervisor. Judicial officials and court personnel assist them.

F. Mediatable Cases

• All civil cases, settlement of estates; cases covered by
the Rule on Summary Procedure, except those which
by law may not be compromised

• Cases covered by the Lupong Tagapamayapa under the
Katarungang Pambarangay Law

• Civil aspect of BP Blg. 22 cases

• Civil aspect of quasi-offenses under Title 14 of the
Revised Penal Code

• Civil aspect of Estafa and Libel cases where damages are
sought (A.M. No. 04-2-04-SC, dated July 20, 2004, effective
August 16, 2004)

G. The Mediation Process

Making mediation a part of pre-trial also helps make the project
work.  Upon appearance of the parties during pre-trial, in cases
covered by mediation, the judge immediately directs the parties
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(with or without counsel) to appear before the mediation center
unit located in the courthouse.  This referral is mandatory. If
Mediation succeeds, a Compromise Agreement signed by the
parties and counsel is furnished the court.  If mediation is not
successful, the case is returned to the court, which shall then
set the case for resumption of pre-trial and, thereafter, to try
and decide the case on its merits in areas not covered by JURIS.
Where JURIS is in place, JDR ensues.

H. The Mediators

The effectiveness of court-annexed mediation rests heavily on
mediators.  We have professional mediators who have
undergone basic training for five days  and an Internship Program
for one month under the guidance of mentors.  During this
period, they handle actual court cases.  They are accredited by
the Supreme Court. They are officers of the court in the
performance of their functions.  They are bound by a Code of
Ethical Standards for Mediators.  They must be ready to serve
pro bono,  or at a reduced rate, for the financially disadvantaged
in society.  Only those accredited by the Court are qualified to
mediate in court-annexed mediation.

We now have 311 mediators and 216 newly trained
mediators.

I. The Mediation Fund

On August 16, 2004, the Supreme Court amended the Rules on
Legal Fees and adjusted the method of collection as well as the
amended amount of mediation fee to be collected. The
collection of the mediation fee is automatic at the time of filing
of all mediatable cases.

Mediation fees are collected even in areas where there are no
PMC units in order to build up a Mediation Fund.  This shall be utilized
for the promotion of court-annexed mediation, training of
mediators, payment of mediators’ fees, operating expenses of PMC
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units, advocacy and promotion of CAM and other relevant modes
of ADR, and other authorized expenses.

To ensure access to justice, pauper litigants are exempted from
contributing to the Mediation Fund. Also exempted are the Republic
of the Philippines, and the provincial and municipal Treasurer or
Assessor.

J. The Mediation Fees

These are collected in the trial court and in the appellate court
levels.  In the trial courts, in civil cases, they are collected upon
the filing of a complaint and an answer with a mediatable
permissive or compulsory counterclaim.  In criminal cases, upon
the filing of a complaint or information for offenses covered by
the KB Law, violation of BP Blg. 22, estafa and libel cases where
damages are sought; and for quasi-offenses under Title 14,
Revised Penal Code.

Fees are also collected in appeals from the first level courts to
the Regional Trial Courts, and in appeals from the Regional Trial
Court to the Court of Appeals or Sandiganbayan.  In the Court of
Appeals, fees are collected upon the filing of a mediatable case,
special civil action, comment/answer to the petition, and the
appellee’s brief.

K. Essentials to Make CAM Work

1. A Rule of Court

This requires courts to “consider the posibility of an amicable
settlement or of a submission to alternative modes of dispute
resolution (Section 2(a), Rule 18).

2. Leadership and Support

The leadership of the Chief Justice, the guidance, the support,  and
the receptiveness of the highest Court of the land to innovative
reforms is a must.  Administrative Circulars, Guidelines on
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procedures to be followed, declaration of Settlement Periods,
amendments of the Rules of Court on Mediation fees, all emanated
from the Court upon PHILJA’s recommendation.  Now
institutionalized, CAM has become a landmark program of the
Supreme Court, through PHILJA.

3. Collaboration with Development Partners

Development partners have lent us all the assistance possible.
I would like to make special mention of the USAID and The Asia
Foundation, which have been mainly responsible for our CAM
endeavors from pilot-testing to implementation, to expansion, and
onward to the elevation of the mediation effort to the Court of
Appeals in Manila (Luzon), in Cebu City (Visayas), and in Cagayan
de Oro City (Mindanao).

4. Strong support from within the Judiciary

This is also essential due to institutional relationships, among
others, with the Office of the Court Administrator (OCA) which
assists in implementation; the Executive Judges who direct the
judges and other court personnel in areas where PMC units
exist;  the Presiding Judge who refers cases to mediation; the
court personnel who assist in said referral and prepare the
inventory of cases and monthly reports; and the clerk in charge.
All have been instrumental in ensuring the effectiveness of
CAM.

5. Understanding by Lawyers of their Role

A significant Guideline contributory to making CAM work was
issued by the Supreme Court on March 9, 2004. It requires
parties’  counsel in court-annexed mediation cases to prepare
the client for mediation, to participate in the mediation session, to
assist in the preparation of the Compromise Agreement, and to
provide guidance in compliance with the terms of judgment on a
compromise.  The guideline was essential because of resistance
encountered from the legal profession.
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6.  The Working Committees

The ADR Committee and the Design and Management Committee
have spearheaded, managed, and monitored all efforts. The
Academy owes them a debt of gratitude for making CAM work.

L. The JURIS Project

This is the Justice Reform Initiatives Support Project in support of
the APJR.  It is a five-year bilateral project started in 2002 funded
by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), with
the National Judicial Institute (NJI) as the Canadian Executing
Agency, and with PHILJA as partner.  It is designed to strengthen the
use of mediation through combined mechanisms of CAM and
Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR).  If mediation fails in the pre-trial
stage, the case is brought back to court for the JDR process. The
judge becomes a conciliator, mediator, or neutral evaluator. The
proceedings remain confidential.  If JDR fails, the case goes to the
pair Judge for trial in order to preserve confidentiality.

A total of 31 model courts in two pilot sites have adopted and
institutionalized the use of CAM and JDR.  PHILJA-NJI are
strengthening family courts and the family mediation program
through this project. The project has shown considerable
success and is becoming part of the judicial landscape.

M. The Appeals Court Mediation Project

Encouraged by the success of CAM, we started the appeals Court
Mediation Project (ACM) in 2003.  It is an extension of CAM to
the appellate level. It is now institutionalized and mediation is
in full swing.  Pilot testing in 2003 showed a success rate of 67
percent.

N. The SWS Survey

Undertaken in 2004 as an independent evaluation, it showed
the overall satisfaction of judges, lawyers, and litigants with
the process and the experience.
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O. Lessons Learned

• There is need for the cooperation of all stakeholders
(judges, lawyers, the public, local governments,
litigants) and for collaboration with the units, officials, and
personnel of the judiciary.

• The organizational structure in place has to be converted
into a more permanent one, with a separate budget for
the mediation centers.

• Mediators must have proper qualifications and must
have undergone comprehensive training.  There should
also be continued recruitment and training.

• Mediation fees and the fee structure for mediators are
crucial considerations.

• Proper techniques must be prescribed for evaluation,
measuring success, and tracking impact. A data
collection system should be designed to track various
performance indicators such as decreased dockets.

• There is need to integrate the curriculum for CAM, JURIS,
and ACM programs.

• Manuals should be prepared for the guidance of
mediators and all stakeholders.

• Systems, operations, and procedures should be
improved.

• An independent evaluation is best conducted that will
assess the impact of mediation on the speed of dispute
resolution, on costs of litigation, and on quality of
dispute resolution services.

• Submission of reports, including financial reports, in
prescribed forms should be submitted for proper
tracking and improvement of processes.
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P. Planning for the Future

Our blueprint of action includes the opening up of additional sites
all over the country with a target of at least one Mediation Center
Unit in each of the 13 judicial regions.

• We will have to strengthen the organizational structure of
the Philippine Mediation Center and all its units nationwide.

• We will have to sustain the expansion of the program.  We
will have to determine the sufficiency and viability of the
fees that are now being collected under the provision of
Rule 141 of the Rules of Court.

• We will need legislation that will institutionalize
Mediation Centers and provide them with their own
budget.  Until we have that budget, we will have to ask
the indulgence of our development partners under the
continued Action Plan for Judicial Reforms.

• We will have to arrive at the proper and reasonable
fees to be paid our court-annexed mediators.

• We will enhance Family Mediation.

• We will expand the cases to be covered by mediation.

• We will integrate technology and computerize amenable
aspects of the process to create uniformity and reduce
costs.

• We will continue to examine program goals; program
policies and procedures; qualifications and
competencies of mediators; feedback from attorneys,
parties, program users; and settlement rates.

• We will continue with periodic and independent review
to determine the program’s viability and its benefit to
the court and to the public it serves.
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Q. Conclusion

This then is how we have made Court-Annexed Mediation work
and how we will continue to make it work in the Philippines, with
faithful dedication to the effort, and with a firm belief in its potential
to reduce the backlog of the courts, to raise the rate of disposal of
cases, and to empower our people to settle their own disputes.

We realize that court-annexed mediation is hardly a panacea
for the resolution of all disputes, but it provides an alternative
venue.  Settlement can actually happen within one’s lifetime.
Intergenerational litigation would, hopefully, be a thing of the past.
It was our hero, Jose P. Rizal, who commented on “cases that last
an eternity handed down from fathers to sons and grandsons.”

The Philippine Judicial Academy, as the component unit for
Mediation of the Supreme Court, is committed to make Court-
Annexed Mediation work.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Action Planning
Workshop on the Mediation Project in Trial Courts held on July 26-
27, 2004, at the Manila Pavilion Hotel, Manila.

The Mediation Project
in Trial Courts∗∗∗∗∗

While traveling over the weekend, I watched the movie  “Jose Rizal,”
and I was reminded of the famous saying, “Ang hindi marunong
lumingon sa pinanggalingan, hindi makararating sa paroroonan.”  A
close translation would be an equally famous quotation that says,
“The past is prologue.”

These background thoughts are what bring us together for the
next two days.  We welcome you all to what we may call the
Yesterday, the Today, and the Tomorrow of court-annexed
mediation. We will evaluate the project from its inception by
the Academy in 1999 until the present. We will endeavor to
formulate solutions to the problems that have arisen as articulated
in the evaluation workshops conducted in Davao, Cebu, and Metro
Manila. We will constructively recommend concrete measures to
implement the solutions formulated during this exercise.

For having made the past and present activities possible, we
will never tire to thank the United States Agency for International
Development, represented here by Mr. Daryl Veal, and The Asia
Foundation.  They pioneered with us in the uncharted waters of
ADR in the Philippines, and have extended their unstinted support
since then.  We hope and pray that this partnership will continue

Indeed, we have initiated
the paradigm shift from the adversarial
and confrontational to the conciliatory

and participatory.
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until court-annexed mediation is institutionalized throughout the
country.

We could have undertaken the evaluation ourselves. But since
we may be too near the trees to see the forest, we have availed of
the services of the Social Weather Stations (SWS) for an
independent, objective, and professional appraisal. We are
therefore, particularly anxious to hear from the SWS the Mediation
Survey Results of the survey the Chief Justice himself had authorized.
To further ensure objectivity, we have also invited as our participants
those who have not been directly involved in our mediation activities
to give us fresh insights.

How has mediation impacted on Access to Justice and on the
caseload of the courts? How efficacious have been the Philippine
Mediation Center Units and their personnel?  All these we propose
to address in an effort to arrive at recommendations and solutions
to ensure the success of mediation.

Indeed, we have initiated the paradigm shift from the
adversarial and confrontational to the conciliatory and
participatory.  We have made a breakthrough.  We are expanding
geographically and professionally towards the attainment of a two-
pronged goal—to decongest court dockets and to empower our
people to settle their disputes and craft their own terms of
settlement; and to bring peace to the family, to the community,
and to the country.

And so, with faith in ourselves and in the efficacy of court-
annexed mediation, let us move on and move forward.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Seminar-Workshop for Executive
Judges held on July 23, 2003, at the PHILJA Development Center,
Tagaytay City.

Seminar-Workshop
for Executive Judges on Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

Executive Judges have always been close to the heart of the
Academy.  We have empathized with you for the work you have
to perform over and above your adjudicative functions.  So it
was that since 1996, shortly after we had been established by
an administrative issuance of the Supreme Court, one of our
first seminars was for Executive Judges.  Since then we have
held no less than eleven programs for you as a group or have
involved you in Orientation Programs for  newly appointed
judges.   There was a brief gap for a time; but with the advent of
the New Guidelines tremendously increasing the scope of your
functions and responsibilities, the time is ripe to have all of
you with us once again.

You have also been our partners in our quest for quality
continuing judicial education.  When we pioneered in distance
education in 2002, we called on you to lead in that effort.  Now,
with the Court’s New Guidelines, you will also be involved in
the conduct of continuing judicial education with the
prerogative to initiate, propose, and supervise the
implementation of professional development programs that
the Academy may undertake, in coordination with OCA.

We do not claim that mediation
is the panacea for all judicial shortfalls,

but we do say that it is a change
that could revolutionize

the administration of justice.
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I will not belabor your powers, prerogatives, and duties that
must have been fully discussed, but allow me to appeal to your full
cooperation with respect to court-annexed mediation, which is a
centerpiece of the Action Plan for Judicial Reform (APJR) of the
Chief Justice, of the Court, and of the Academy.

Mediation is the wave of the future.  And the future is now for
our judicial system.  We have encountered resistance because of
reluctance to change. But when we think of the ultimate gains,
which is the speedier disposal of cases and the decongestion of
court dockets, we cannot but, at the very least, give it a fighting
chance.

May we then ask of you, for the attainment of the goal that we
all desire, that you take the following into consideration:

For areas where we have established PMC Units, there is need
for a constant stream of case referral to mediation.  As Executive
Judges, you play a key role in bringing that about.  PHILJA made the
rounds of Mediation Center Units in Metro Manila, Metro Cebu,
and Metro Davao, and observed that PMC units with low outputs
are those with slow or no referrals from Judges.

Think of the Philippine Mediation Center Units that have been
opened in some of our courts as already a part of our judicial system,
and extend all assistance possible.  San Juan, Quezon City, Pasig,
Parañaque, Caloocan, Manila, and Makati are among the top
performing PMC Units in Metro Manila; this is attributable to the
fact that their Executive Judges had extended them full support.
The dockets of these courts have also reportedly improved.

There can also be incremental benefits.  When the Academy
was thinking who  to send to Sydney, Australia, for the exchange
programs for justices and judges which training included the
observation of ADR mechanisms, the choice was one of you,
Judge Ralph Lee, for his efforts to promote mediation at the
Metropolitan Trial Court of Quezon City.  Further, when the
PHILJA Board of Trustees was deliberating on who to appoint to
represent the First Level trial courts, the choice again was  Judge
Lee. Now he is a member of the Academy’s governing board.
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We would also like to ask you to designate a good clerk-in-
charge for the PMC Unit.  A poorly performing clerk-in-charge will
greatly affect the efficiency of the Center.

Again, you can exceedingly help in designating space for the
PMC Unit.  In this regard, we would like to acknowledge the
assistance of Judge Simeon Dumdum, Jr., Executive Judge in
Cebu City, who provided adequate quarters for the use of our
accredited Mediators in Cebu.  Judge Edgardo Lloren of the RTC,
and Judge Isabelo Sabanal of the MTCC of Cagayan de Oro were
also instrumental in allocating a Mediation Room in the Hall of
Justice there.

Finally, we urge you, as Executive Judges, to be effective
advocates  of mediation and to promote it in your respective
areas.  You could do so much if you would only try.

We do not claim that mediation is the panacea for all judicial
shortfalls, but we do say that it is a change that could
revolutionize the administration of justice.  Think of having
manageable court dockets and, concomitantly, the luxury of
time to pen well-reasoned quality decisions.

May I then leave you with these thoughts and with the
urgent appeal that you all join the universal trend towards ADR,
including mediation, that is well-nigh irreversible.

On behalf of the Academy, may I say that we all trust that
you enjoyed the learning experience; that you welcomed the
brief respite from your regular activities; and that you will go
back to your respective stations empowered to start a new
beginning in the exercise of effective leadership in court
administration and management, as well as in court-annexed
mediation.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Course on Court-Annexed
Mediation and Judicial Settlement Conference for Judges, Clerks
of Court, and Branch Clerks of Court (The Canada-Philippines
JURIS ADR Model Courts Projects for Bacolod City and San
Fernando, Pampanga) held on April 14-16, 2004, at the L’ Fisher
Hotel, Bacolod City.

CAM Training Courses
for Judges,Clerks of Court

and Branch Clerks of Court∗∗∗∗∗

With this three-day training course for judges successfully
completed, we can say that JURIS is well on its way to full
implementation.  We had our Faculty Development Workshop in
February 2004, in Manila, where the initial training program for the
ADR Model Court sites was finalized and training  materials were
developed.  We held Training Courses for Lawyers in Bacolod and
in San Fernando, Pampanga, in February 2004.  The Training Courses
for court-accredited mediators will follow on April 20-23 in Bacolod,
and on April 27-30 in San Fernando, Pampanga.  In addition, an
orientation program for court personnel is scheduled sometime in
May.  Before long, we shall have completed the training programs
for all stakeholders—judges, mediators, lawyers, and court
personnel.  All bodes well.

We have learned the difference between judicial-facilitated and
mediator-facilitated settlement.  Come June 5 to July 15, the dates
for the commencement of the ADR Model Courts Pilot Project, you
will have had the splendid opportunity to apply the knowledge and
skills you have had acquired, and to enhance your communication

Truly, the judge becomes an adjudicator
and a dispute resolution professional.
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skills.  We will also ask you to mark July 1, 2004, as the red-letter
day for the formal launching of the ADR Model Courts Pilot Project
in San Fernando, Pampanga, with the Chief Justice as our Special
Guest.

For the information of our Canadian Faculty, we named our
mediators “court-accredited mediators” because we   recommend
those who pass the PHILJA-JURIS courses to the Supreme Court
for accreditation.  In this respect, our court-annexed mediators are
distinguished from private mediators who handle ADR cases before
these reach the courts, under the new PCADR law, and who need
not be court-accredited.

It is time to express our sincerest appreciation to Justice Lyn
Macdonald of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Saskatchewan,
Canada, who was with us during the Faculty Development Program
last February; to Justice Lorna Lee Snowie of the Superior Court of
Justice of Ontario, Canada, whom we watched in action in Ontario
expertly convincing parties-litigants to settle their cases; and to
Justice Suzanne Courteau of the Superior Court of Quebec, Canada,
which we understand conduct its settlement conferencing in French
and which is governed by its own Rules of Practice of the Superior
Court of Quebec in Civil Matters.  They are, indeed, worthy
representatives of the Canadian judiciary who have given us the
intellectual framework in judicial dispute resolution as applied to
their own respective experience.  Coming now to the academe, we
would also like to thank Professor John Manwaring of the Faculty
of Common Law, University of Ottawa, for guiding our working
groups in the dynamics of dispute resolution.  We note that he is
the only “rose” among our Canadian friends and is definitely
outnumbered by our lady Justices in the Canadian Faculty.  NJI, I
understand, will aim for gender balance next time around.

And so, after this training course, I trust that our judges, clerks
of court, and branch clerks of court are now fully aware of the
scope of JURIS and will be bright and ready for the commencement
and the formal launch of the project.
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We are all experimenting with a bold initiative—the combined
court-referred mediation and judicial dispute resolution.  We are
testing the  flexibility of our own judiciary to adapt to a changing
system of dispute resolution.  We are expanding both the
adjudicative and facilitative aspects of judicial roles. Truly, the judge
becomes an adjudicator and a dispute resolution professional.
Herein lies the innovative features of this experiment, in addition
to the introduction of a new model of education that focuses on
intensive skills development.  The innovations are as exciting as
they are challenging.  And we express the confidence that the
judges, the lawyers, the mediators, and court personnel in the two
model court sites will be equal to the call for meaningful change.

Woven into the project would also be an accompanying
communications strategy that will project certain important themes
and messages to the general public to ensure awareness and
acceptance.  Further included is the development and installation
of a research program, which will serve as a monitoring and
evaluation mechanism.

In other words, we are leaving no stone unturned.  Most of the
needed components are being put in place.  We are privileged to
have the needed policy support from the Supreme Court, the Office
of the Court Administrator, and the Program Management Office.
Thank you all for joining the Academy and the National Judicial
Institute in this undertaking.

It is most apropos at this point to thank again the Canadian
Government, through the NJI, its executing agency, for supporting
this aspect of the Philippine Judiciary’s Action Plan for Judicial
Reform, for having taken interest in this novel initiative, for providing
us with the wherewithal, and for enabling us to benefit from the
knowledge and expertise of the Canadian judiciary, their academe,
and the National Judicial Institute.

Let us continue to join hands and aim for meaningful access to
justice and decongestion of court dockets through court-annexed
mediation and judicial dispute resolution.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Mediators’ Training
Course on Court-Annexed Mediation and Judicial Settlement
Conference (The Canada-Philippines JURIS ADR Model Courts Project
for Bacolod City and San Fernando, Pampanga) held on April 27-30,
2004, at the Holiday Inn Resort, Clark Field, Angeles City, Pampanga.

Intensive Skills Training
for Court-Accredited Mediators∗∗∗∗∗

We are getting close to completing our training courses for the
model court component of the JURIS Project.  You will recall
that JURIS is a five-year joint undertaking of the Canadian and
Philippine Governments, with the National Judicial Institute as
the Canadian Executing Agency. The main goal of the model
courts in two selected sites is to implement and to test effective
ADR approaches for subsequent replication in other courts.  It
includes programs aimed at ensuring effective court diversion
systems, developing management approaches, and addressing
court decongestion.  Its main feature is a combined court-
annexed mediation and judicial settlement process, the latter
aspect being the new role for judges who will act as mediator,
conciliator, or neutral evaluator, in addition to their adjudicative
functions.

We have hurdled the stages of planning, programming,
setting up of the management structure, and have entered the
intensive skills training phase.  Initially and jointly, PHILJA and
NJI started with a Faculty Development Program on Court-
Annexed Mediation and Judicial Settlement Conference in February

In no case shall there be private mediation
 for cases already filed in court.

Nor shall mediation proceedings for private
mediation be done inside any PMC unit

or in any other area within the court premises.
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2004.  We followed this up with training courses for lawyers in the
same month, with courses for judges, clerks of court, and branch
clerks of court on April 14 to 16, 2004, in Bacolod City.  Last week,
we focused on courses for mediators also in Bacolod City, and this
week for mediators in this city.  We will then follow through with
orientation and workshops for court personnel in May 2004.  You
will have noted that the selected pilot sites are your city and Bacolod
City, and that we are involving all stakeholders in a hectic pace of
activity.

Come June 15 to July 15, 2004, on which dates the
commencement of the ADR Model Courts Pilot Project has been
scheduled, you will have had the splendid opportunity to apply
the knowledge and skills that you have acquired, and to enhance
your communication skills.  We will also ask all of you to mark
July 1, 2004, as the red-letter day for the formal launching of
the ADR Model Courts Pilot Project here in San Fernando,
Pampanga, with the Chief Justice as our Special Guest.

The present course, a four-day Intensive Skills Training for court-
accredited mediators, will actually involve not only training but also
coaching and ensuring quality control of their work.

After this exercise, we hope to be able to call all of you
“accredited Mediators” because those who make the grade will
be recommended by the Academy for accreditation by the
Supreme Court.  The period of accreditation is for two years,
renewable for a like period if one maintains good standing.  As
accredited mediators, you will be distinct from private mediators
who will handle private mediation cases under the new ADR
Act of 2004 or other cases before these enter the court system.
You will be provided IDs and given the privilege to be considered
as officers of the Court when performing your court-annexed
mediation functions.  You will have your own Code of Ethical
Standards.  You will be occupying a prestigious position.
Compensation may not be competitive with private mediation
but the opportunity to be of public service within a court
environment, and the realization that you are directly addressing
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the problem of court decongestion and thereby contributing to the
effective dispensation of justice, can more than make up
psychologically for the difference.

There is a caveat, however, provided by the Implementing Rules
and Regulations on Mediation in the Trial Courts. In time, should
you also become a practicing private mediator, it will be your
primary duty as a court-annexed accredited mediator to give
priority to court-annexed cases, and to ensure that there will be no
conflict between your duties as an accredited court-annexed
mediator and as a private mediator.  In no case shall there be private
mediation for cases already filed in court.  Nor shall mediation
proceedings for private mediation be done inside any PMC unit or
in any other area within the court premises.

The Academy thanks you all for signing up as mediators and we
look forward to recommending you to the Supreme Court for
accreditation.  Of course, as the project develops, we will need
more mediators, more training courses, and more trainors, some
of whom will hopefully come from your ranks.

We are confident that, as prospective mediators, you will
do your level best to learn the fundamentals of the mediation
process, to acquire the necessary strategies and skills, to
appreciate the values of mediation, to conduct mediation
proceedings with the utmost degree of professionalism and
dedication, and to give your utmost for court-annexed
mediation linked with Judicial Dispute Resolution.

A warm welcome then to something new, something
exciting, something surely challenging. More specially, we
welcome you to the leadership role that you will assume in this
golden era of judicial reform.
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∗ Message delivered at the Launching of the Third Justice on Wheels
Mobile Court held on September 21, 2007, at Taytay, Rizal.

Mobile Court-Annexed Mediation
– – – – – An Overview∗∗∗∗∗–––––

Today we launch another innovation in Court-Annexed
Mediation (CAM), the Mobile Court-Annexed Mediation
(MCAM), a project of the Ad Hoc Committee on Justice on
Wheels, chaired by Justice Consuelo Ynares-Santiago.

Court-Annexed Mediation, a mediation process conducted
under the auspices of the court, is governed by the Supreme
Court rules and guidelines and by the ADR Act of 2004. Court-
Annexed Mediation is distinguished from private mediation where
the disputant’s case is not yet before the court.

CAM has seen several versions since PHILJA pilot-tested it in
1999. Through the years, we saw the growth of Court-Annexed
Mediation proper, of Appellate Court Mediation, and of Judicial
Dispute Resolution.

Pursuant to the directive of the Supreme Court making
PHILJA the component unit of the Court in respect of ADR
mechanisms, we have established 117 Mediation Centers in 12
out of 14 Judicial Regions, including six units that handle JDR.

In the past six years, a total of 81,863 cases were referred to
mediation: 50 percent  of these cases have undergone
mediation, 70 percent of which have been settled.

Notwithstanding these accomplishments, many places still
lack mediation units partly due to the high standards and
procedures that accompany the establishment of mediation centers,
the time that it takes to training mediators, as well as the shortage
of resources. In fact, in many of the sites, we have had to rely on
the assistance of local governments, and we are truly grateful for
their help.
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It was, thus, with open arms that the Philippine Judicial Academy,
welcomed the concept of MCAM, starting with the Province of Rizal
which does not have a single PMC Unit.

It is an exciting, novel, and challenging project, and for having
conceptualized it, the credit goes to ACA Nimfa C. Vilches, with the
approval of our Chairperson, Justice Ynares-Santiago. In fact,
mediation was meant to be part of the Justice on Wheels (JOW)
project as practiced in the World Bank-sponsored project in
Guatemala, proof of it being that the buses themselves have been
originally equipped with both a courtroom and a mediation room,
with complete facilities and equipment conducive to settling issues
and disagreements.

For this special CAM project, each mobile court bus is considered
as a mobile PMC Unit manned by a Presiding Judge, a Clerk of Court,
a Mediation Supervisor, a Mediation Staff, four Accredited
Mediators, and such other personnel as may be needed by the
Technical Working Group, headed by ACA Vilches.

The mediation proceedings and other relevant ADR mechanisms
in place will continue, pursuant to existing and applicable
implementing rules and regulations and other guidelines and
issuances of the Supreme Court on CAM. From the issuance of the
Order of Referral by the judge to the PMC, the selection of
mediators, the conduct of the mediation proceedings up to the
writing of the Compromise Agreements,  the same rules for a
regular mediation proceeding  conducted in a PMC Unit will be
followed.

The duties and responsibilities of the mediators, mediation staff,
clerks of court, and judges remain unchanged. Mediators shall
continue to be bound by ethical standards expected of officers of
the court. The rules on the confidentiality of information, records
and documents obtained in the course of the proceedings shall be
strictly observed. Likewise, the existing grievance machinery of the
PMC as to erring mediators will continue to be available.
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The main objectives of the mobile courts are to literally improve
physical access to court services especially by the marginalized; to
spread the benefits of CAM to the countryside and the rural areas
particularly in places where there are no mediation units; and to
help unclog the dockets of first and second level courts.

In the province of Rizal, for example, the first and second level
courts have a total caseload of 27, 142 cases as of May 2007, with
the Municipal Trial Court (MTC ) of Taytay, Rizal, having its own
caseload of 2,530 as of March 2007.  It is thus hoped that with
MCAM brought to Rizal, the dockets of their first and second level
courts will be considerably reduced.

It is a challenging undertaking, but we see no reason why the
success of the quiet revolution in the traditional court system that
mediation had brought about cannot be replicated in the mobile
courts.

Experience has been that when we piloted CAM in the different
areas of the country, the beginning always showed a high rate of
performance and achievement. Somehow, the performance rates
go down as time goes by.

It is this ningas congon habit that we must overcome. The
cooperation of everyone, not only of those directly involved but
also of other stakeholders, is needed.

Mobile Court-Annexed Mediation is an exciting innovation, and
with all of us manning the wheels, or assisting in one way or another,
success should be ours. I know that we can place our trust in
ourselves with His help from above.

Mabuhay ang  Mobile Court-Annexed Mediation! Mabuhay
ang probinsya ng Rizal! Mabuhay kayong lahat!
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∗ Delivered at the Launch of the Court of Appeals Mediation Project
and the Inauguration of its Mediation Center held on August 31,
2005, at the Court of Appeals, Ma. Orosa St., Ermita, Manila.

Institutionalizing
Appellate Court Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

We celebrate today a landmark undertaking–the
institutionalization of Appellate Court Mediation, the launch
of the Court of Appeals Mediation Center, the unveiling of its
marker, and the presentation of select Court of Appeals
mediators.

We stress that this is a significant expansion of our innovative
court-annexed mediation program, consistently  strengthened under
Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide Jr.’s bigger picture of the Action
Program for Judicial Reform.  Today’s inauguration carries the
process one step further – from the trial courts to the appellate
court.  We started with Manila.  We plan to continue with the Court
of Appeals in Cebu and with the Court of Appeals in Cagayan de
Oro.

We express our heartfelt thanks to Chief Justice Davide for
honoring this event with the prestige of his person and high
office.  We present this as a tribute to his inspiring and exemplary
leadership at the helm of the Judiciary, and for all the invaluable
support that he has consistently given our mediation programs
– be they problems or solutions, successes or frustrations.   It is
one sendoff to him on his forthcoming retirement, an event we
do not look forward to but which we, too, must accept under
compulsion.

We thank our steady partners – the United States Agency
for International Development, and The Asia Foundation,
through its Country Representative, Dr. Steven Rood, and others
before them who expended needed resources pioneering with us
in this novel and far-reaching project.  Without their unflagging
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support and assistance, we could not have accomplished all that
was done in a span of  three years.

We thank the Court of Appeals for providing suitable space
for the Center, starting from former Presiding Justice Cancio C.
Garcia, and followed through by Presiding Justice Romeo A.
Brawner, the Court of Appeals Justices, the Clerks of Court, and
other personnel.  They, too, have come to believe in the prospects
of mediation in the appellate court level after seeing the  pilot test
results.

Again, we must express our heartfelt appreciation to the
USAID and The Asia Foundation, under their Legal Accountability
and Dispute Resolution (LADR) Program, for providing the
infrastructure for the Center.  It will be the envy of other
Mediation Centers which are making do  with inadequate space,
facilities, and equipment.

We commend the able leadership and competent
management, from start to the present, and hopefully, also for
the future, of our Project Coordinator, Chairman Alfredo F.
Tadiar.  He continues to pursue, with the Academy, his crusade
for court-annexed mediation that he started years ago at the
College of Law, University of the Philippines.

We acknowledge the support and cooperation of the
Appellate Court Mediators, who went through a stringent
training process with dedication and with belief in the
worthiness of the project.  Tested, too, in the process was
PHILJA’s training capacity to develop a strong and committed
team of Court of Appeals Mediators and a core of Court of
Appeals Mediation Faculty.

We express our appreciation for the consistent assistance
given by our Mediation Committees, led by Dean Eduardo de
los Angeles, and for the  able support of the project staff.  The
success of everyone’s efforts is evident in this significant celebration,
through the special roles and responsibilities displayed by
implementing organizations in today’s program.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the  Family Court Mediation Seminar
held on August 23-25, 2007, at The Pearl Manila, Taft Avenue,
Manila.

On Family Court MediationOn Family Court MediationOn Family Court MediationOn Family Court MediationOn Family Court Mediation∗∗∗∗∗

Hearty Greetings and a special welcome to our Family Court
Judges from the NCJR.  I greet Professor Candelaria, who leads
our Research, Publications and Linkages Office and DCA
Bernardo T. Ponferrada, who heads our Philippine Mediation
Center. I also greet our Judge Nimfa C. Vilches, who seems well
acclimated to her new job as our Assistant Court Administrator
but whom we miss on the Bench.  I greet Judge Rose Pison, who
retired much too early but who, we are happy, became more
active with PHILJA. I also greet our Moderator, Atty. Mark
Polonan, who has a special avocation for Mediation.  Likewise,
I greet my co-workers in PHILJA.

With this Seminar, I feel very glad to note that Family Court
Mediation is on its way to full realization.   Family Mediation
has occupied our attention for the past two years, and we have
had the wonderful opportunity of having sent representatives
to Family Mediation Conferences in Canada led by Professor
Sedfrey M. Candelaria who heads PHILJA’s Department of Special
Areas of Concern.  He, ACA Nimfa C. Vilches, and Judge Rosalina
L. Pison have since implemented the lessons learned in training
programs that the Academy conducts throughout the country,
particularly, in the five Regional Multi-Sectoral Seminar-
Workshops on Juvenile and Domestic Relations Justice
(Advanced Level), in partnership with UNICEF.

Family Court Judges have innate talentsFamily Court Judges have innate talentsFamily Court Judges have innate talentsFamily Court Judges have innate talentsFamily Court Judges have innate talents
to become excellent mediators,to become excellent mediators,to become excellent mediators,to become excellent mediators,to become excellent mediators,

particularly in taking stockparticularly in taking stockparticularly in taking stockparticularly in taking stockparticularly in taking stock
of the distinctiveness of Family Court cases.of the distinctiveness of Family Court cases.of the distinctiveness of Family Court cases.of the distinctiveness of Family Court cases.of the distinctiveness of Family Court cases.
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In fact, we will soon pilot-test Court-Annexed Mediation on
Wheels or Mobile Court-Annexed Mediation in Bulacan and Rizal, a
brainchild of our active and innovative ACA Vilches.  There is no
stopping Court-Annexed Mediation, and we ask you to open your
hearts and embrace it.   In other words, think Court-Annexed
Mediation.  Be attracted to it.  That is the secret to success.

With the seminars recently held and those still to come, we
will soon see a concept realized not only in specific educational
programs, but also in actual practice.  For having made all these
possible, we acknowledge the support of The Asia Foundation.  It
has been our partner from the pilot-test Mediation in 1999 until
today when we are evolving towards more specialized mediation
in the form of Commercial Mediation and even Environmental
Mediation.

It is well known that Family Court Judges have innate talents
to become excellent mediators, particularly in taking stock of the
distinctiveness of Family Court cases.  Besides, the Rule on
Declaration of Nullity of Void Marriages and Annulment of
Voidable Marriages specifically provides that at the pre-trial,
the court “(a) may refer the issues to a mediator who shall assist
the parties in reaching an agreement on matters not prohibited
by law.”

In addition, the Rule on Custody of Minors and Writ of
Habeas Corpus in Relation to Custody of Minors, provides “that
at the pre-trial, the parties may agree on the custody of the
minor, and if the parties fail to agree, the court may refer the
matter to a mediator x x x.”

We trust that you will continue to give this well-earned
reputation full fruition with the range of topics offered you in
this seminar-workshop for the next three days.

We are confident that the objectives of this educational
course will be met, starting with understanding and appreciating
the concept, precepts, and procedure relating to Family Court
Mediation; being informed of relevant jurisprudence regarding
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Family Court cases; becoming aware of the requirements and
ethical considerations in family mediation cases; having the
techniques and standard guides in crafting compromise
agreements in family mediation that are the “Exhibits A” for
successful mediation; even as far as familiarizing yourselves
with the administrative aspects of CAM.  With daily practice and
dedication, we can confidently look forward to your acquiring the
necessary skills and achieving the necessary expertise in Family
Mediation.

All these with the end result of heart-warming stories of
families restored to harmony and the decongestion of family
court dockets through CAM, specially with statistics revealing
that there are still 32,386 family court cases pending nationwide
as of July 17, 2007.  It is a cause for envy that our participants in
study tours to Canada had observed that its judges lay claim to
the absence of backlogs which they attribute, among others, to
the proactive use of ADR mechanisms and effective case
management.

May I then close this message by saying Yours sincerely, as in a
letter, for the success of Family Court Mediation; for the perennial
pursuit of Excellence in the judiciary; and for our Family Court judges
and personnel, that they may lead the Bench in becoming
personifications of innovativeness and of able change management.
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∗ Response on her conferment of the degree of Doctor of Laws,  honoris
causa, by the San Beda College, held on February 16, 2005, at the
Abbey Church of Our Lady of Monserrat, Mendiola Street, Manila.

Law as a “Healing Profession”””””     
∗∗∗∗∗

It gives me a sense of belonging to be among you once again,
this time to be singularly honored with the title of “Doctor” in
the very important discipline of the law.  May the Almighty
grant you the recompense that I myself cannot adequately give
except to pledge to try and deserve your trust and confidence.

Being privileged to be in an educational institution, let me
indulge briefly in some advocacy education borne out by what
we, in the Philippine Judicial Academy, believe to be the need
to transform law into a “healing profession.”  After all, a “doctor”
means a “healer” and with this doctorate degree, it would mean
a “doctor” with the touch of a teacher helping to educate.

Time was when law was exclusively considered as a litigious
profession.  “I will see you in court” was a common challenge in
a then adversarial universe.

That is becoming a thing of the past.  A paradigm shift is slowly
evolving.  There is a changing intellectual landscape.  While never
intended to supplant court litigation, the wave of the future looks
to more conciliatory approaches and to the diversion of cases from
the court system through modes of alternative dispute resolution
or ADR.

The goal would be to shift their mindset
 from being skilled duelists and aggressive lawyers

to approaching law practice from a different perspective –
from the confrontational to the more reconciliatory.
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What is Alternative Dispute Resolution?  It refers to “any
process or procedure used to resolve a dispute or controversy, other
than by adjudication of a presiding judge of a court x x x , in which
a neutral third party participates to assist in the resolution of issues
(Sec. 3(a), RA No. 9285).  The process is informal and non-
confrontational.  It is not the role of the Mediator to say who is
right or wrong.  It is for the Mediator to find out what the real
interests of the parties are and assist them to arrive at a settlement
that is then submitted to the judge for approval.  If mediation fails,
the case is returned to the court and proceeds to trial.  Mediation
is a complement to and not a replacement of the court system.

In 1997, the Supreme Court tasked the Philippine Judicial
Academy as its education arm, “to consider an in-depth
examination of our present legal and judicial system for the
purpose of upgrading, improving, and reforming it to meet the
changes in and challenges of the new millennium.”  Pursuant to
that mandate, the Academy initiated court-annexed mediation
in 1999, launched the Philippine Mediation Center on April 6,
2001, and since then pursued the program with vigor as one of
its landmark reform projects.

The Academy is indeed privileged that Chief Justice Hilario
G. Davide, Jr., who has honored us with his presence this
afternoon, and the Supreme Court, have fully supported this
program, have approved the institutionalization of court-annexed
mediation as part of the official court process, and have included
it as a major component of the Action Plan for Judicial Reform
(APJR).  A Supreme Court Decision rendered on March 26, 2003,
has also encouraged the use of ADR methods for being “more
productive of goodwill and lasting relationships.”

Congress has also promoted ADR as a method of resolving
controversies when it passed Republic Act No. 9285 that enlists
active private sector participation in the settlement of disputes
through ADR. This law refers to private mediation services
offered by mediators or mediation service providers outside
the court system.  It aims to prevent cases from reaching the courts.
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Very soon, mediation will be institutionalized in the Court of
Appeals.  Also in the pipeline is Family Mediation being undertaken
in the Academy’s ongoing series of trainings for our Family Courts.
In keeping with the information age, we are ambitiously eyeing e-
Mediation, or mediation via the internet, in line with Chief Justice
Davide’s directive that the Academy be transformed into an e-
Academy by December 20, 2005, the date of his compulsory
retirement.

The Mandatory Continuing Legal Education (MCLE) Rules also
require that out of the 36  hours of continuing legal education every
three years, lawyers must undergo 5 hours of education in ADR.

In the Justice to Justice Dialogue on The Role of the Judiciary in
a Global Economy, held only last February 10-11, 2005, ADR was
mentioned as having tremendous potential for spurring and
supporting economic development.

The Chamber to Chamber Dialogue between the Courts and
the business sector encourages the inclusion of mediation and
arbitration provisions in business contracts.

You must have also noticed that the membership of the
peace panel working for a solution to the Mindanao conflict
now includes individuals skilled in conflict resolution, which
may still save the day for that elusive peace that we are all
praying for.

The march towards mediation is irreversible, and yet, we
still encounter resistance on the part of practicing lawyers.  They,
too, must make a paradigm shift from being adversarial
contenders to becoming constructive problem solvers.  The
Supreme Court, in A.M. No. 4-3-15-SC, March 23,  2004, set
Guidelines for Parties’ Counsel in Court-Annexed Mediation
Cases.  Among others, it exhorted counsel to “drop their
combative role in adjudication and view the new role in
mediation as a collaborator with other counsel in working
together towards the common goal of helping clients resolve
their differences to their mutual advantage.”  The Court further
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said “Where before the lawyer was clearly dominant in judicial trials,
the lawyer must now accept a less directive role to allow the parties
more opportunities to craft their own agreement.”  He must shift
gears.  The Circular also quoted a sentiment from David R. Brink
reading:  “I envision the day when attorneys will be viewed as
counselors, problem solvers, and deliverers of prompt, appropriate
and affordable justice.”

Judges, too, should welcome this shift in our judicial culture.
Mediation is not adding another layer to the judicial process
but rather subtracting cases away from the courts and unclogging
their dockets.  Statistics for the past 3 years show an average
success rate of disposition of cases at approximately 80 percent.
The beneficial net effect would be to decrease judges’
workload; allow more time for rendition of quality decisions;
lessen useless appeals; and ultimately speed up the
dispensation of justice.  In other words, mediation can offer a
solution to the crisis of judicial overload.

But the target should not be the Bar and Bench alone. There
is need for courses in law schools to educate the next generation
of lawyers in the dynamics of negotiation; in working out an
effective compromise agreement; in mediation, settlement
techniques, and arbitration, and not solely in the intricacies of
trial procedure and evidence.  Inform them that it is not only
through the courts that their clients can ventilate their
grievances.  The goal would be to shift their mindset from being
skilled duelists and aggressive lawyers to approaching law
practice from a different perspective – from the confrontational
to the more reconciliatory.

For the thinking has been advanced that the law curriculum
may have worked against public interest because it unwittingly
encouraged massive litigation which has led to the sorry state
of our jam-packed judicial system.

The Academy likewise extends its invitation to as many of you
as possible to become mediation advocates or advocates for peace.
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With a community of mediation advocates, the end result would
be a less litigious society, a more harmonious populace, and a
happier attitude for our people.  Law students can, early on, be
instruments of peace.  Lawyers can become the catalysts and
menders of broken relationships and can affirm the nobility of the
legal profession.   Judges can be creative advocates for a
reconciliatory approach to dispute resolution.  Parties-litigants can
be spared the mental and emotional stress of protracted litigation,
which can even outlive them.  They will realize that early resolution
can be more cost-effective than trial.  They can put their lives back
in order earlier and move on with their disputes behind them.
Because they are present during mediation sessions, they will be
able to understand the strengths, weaknesses, and difficulties of
their own cases.  The final determination of their differences rests
in their hands.  Instead of a win or lose situation, a win-win solution
can be arrived at and peace of mind generated among litigants
themselves. Society is benefited.  Our people are empowered.

Most significant in all these is that law becomes the
disputants’ instrument for healing of relations.  It thus becomes
more of a “healing profession” and an instrument of harmony
and progress.

As I leave you with these thoughts, allow me again to extend
my sincerest gratitude to the Board of Trustees, the Abbot
Chancellor, and the Rector-President of San Beda College for
this great honor.  I felt close enough to the College through the
consortium agreement entered into between the Philippine
Judicial Academy and the San Beda Graduate School of Law on
August 11, 2004.  I feel closer now that I have become a Bedan.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Conference on
Arbitration for the Judiciary held on March 23-24, 2006, at the
Intercontinental Manila, Makati City.

Arbitration and the Courts∗∗∗∗∗

It all started with Court-Annexed Mediation in 1998, a new field in
the Philippines, which is now in place, is on track, and is ready for
expansion throughout the country with continued training of more
court-accredited mediators.  In time, we hope that it will not only
be an alternative mechanism but the mainstream.

This is also an introductory activity for the establishment of
Court-Annexed Arbitration, alongside voluntary arbitration, and
complementary to Court-Annexed Mediation (CAM).

The project on arbitration came about from discussions
between the Academy, led by Dean Eduardo delos Angeles, Chair
of our ADR and DMC Committees, and the Kuala Lumpur Regional
Centre for Arbitration (KLRCA), led by its Director, Dato’ Syed Ahmad
Idid, to respond to a felt need to disseminate understanding of
arbitration as an ADR mechanism, as a private form of dispute
resolution, and as a process already used worldwide, considering
the growing proliferation of international contracts with mandatory
arbitration clauses.

Joining us in the planning were the Philippine Dispute Resolution
Center, Inc., (PDCI) headed by its President, Atty. Eduardo R. Ceniza,
and the Chartered Institute of Arbitration, led by its Resident

With the enactment of Republic Act No. 9285,
the ADR Act of 2004,

that promotes mediation and arbitration in the country,
we have thought the time ripe to start
with a companion sphere of interest

– the arbitral process already used worldwide.
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Representative to the Regional Sub-committee, Atty. Mario E.
Valderrama.

We are grateful to them all for their interest in assisting the
Academy in its first venture into arbitration – not for purposes of
training arbitrators but to familiarize our participants with possible
court involvement in arbitration proceedings.

The emphasis would be on some aspects of both domestic and
international arbitration, on how domestic courts can assist arbitral
tribunals, and on how they can enforce or vacate arbitral awards.
We already know, for example, of provisions dealing directly with
the enforceability of arbitration clauses in contracts regarding
construction and the jurisdiction of the CIAC.

While an arbitral process is, indeed, separate and distinct from
a court proceeding, there can be interaction between courts and
arbitral tribunals such as in the review of arbitral decisions, their
binding effect, the injunctive powers of courts over arbitral
proceedings, and arbitral proceedings as raising prejudicial
questions. Domestic courts can have a supervisory and supportive
role to play.

By the end of the activity, it is expected that our judges shall
have increased their knowledge and understanding of arbitration
as an ADR mechanism, the interim measures available during an
arbitral proceeding, as well as the recognition, confirmation, and
enforcement of international arbitral awards.

Indeed, new developments in a globalized landscape come so
thick and fast that it is imperative to keep abreast.  We trust that
this is one Academy activity that provides such opportunity as we
look forward to two full days of increasing our knowledge base on
Arbitration and the Courts.

We welcome you warmly then to this Conference on Arbitration
intended for our Justices of the Court of Appeals, our Commercial
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Court Judges, and our Executive Judges who had expressed, in a
survey, their interest in the subject matter.

We thank the USAID and The Asia Foundation, for their
sustained partnership and collaboration through the years under
the USAID Legal Accountability and Dispute Resolution (LADR)
Program which is implemented by the Foundation.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the JURIS
Project Field Visit to Bacolod held on June 24, 2003, at Bacolod City.

Introducing the JURIS Project∗∗∗∗∗

The Academy is pleased to be with you all today to introduce
the Justice Reform Initiatives Support Project, felicitously
acronymed JURIS.  The Project was formally launched last June
19, 2003, by the Chargé d’Affaires of the Canadian Embassy and
our own Chief Justice.  Its Canadian Executing Agency is the
National Judicial Institute of Canada (NJI), some of whose
officials are here with us this afternoon.  With us as partners of
the Project is the Alternative Law Groups (ALG).  Other partners
are the Office of the Court Administrator, represented by DCA
Perez, and the Program Management Office (PMO).

JURIS is a five-year CAD$7 million (approximately P270
million) bilateral project funded by the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA).  It supports PHILJA’s work on
Alternative Dispute Resolution, mainly court-annexed
mediation, and judicial education, as well as the advocacy for
reforms led by the Alternative Law Groups (ALG).

We are deeply grateful to the Canadian Government and CIDA
for this grant aimed to further strengthen PHILJA’s institutional
capacity to deliver its mandate.  This is not the first time either
since, in the last four years, CIDA has supported a training

Merely adding more courts and using traditional ways
have proved inadequate to solve the critical

and real problem of court congestion and delay.
Let us innovate; let us change; let us look forward

to having only 100 cases or so, in each court’s docket.
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programme for eight PHILJA representatives at the Commonwealth
Judicial Education Institute in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and has donated
computers to PHILJA for its training center in Tagaytay.

One of the important components of JURIS is the establishment
of ADR Model Courts in two selected sites, Malolos, Bulacan, and
Bacolod, Negros Oriental, in line with PHILJA’s program to expand
mediation nationwide.

We have chosen Bacolod, Negros Oriental, as one of the
sites of our ADR Model Courts for the following reasons: (1) You
have shown good leadership and have been innovative. (2) You have
shown receptiveness to change and willingness to be flexible and
open to opportunities and challenges.

What then is the form and shape of these ADR Model Courts?
This will, of course, evolve as the project proceeds but let me
give you some of the basics.

Objective

We start with the basic objective, to strengthen court-annexed
mediation and contribute to declogging the dockets of the
courts.  PHILJA started with Court-Annexed Mediation in 2001.
As a sequel, where mediation is unsuccessful and the case is
returned to the courts, we are introducing Case Flow
Management that we are pilot-testing in Pasay City, beginning
next month.

Coverage

And now we welcome the JURIS ADR Model Courts to strengthen
court-annexed mediation and to reduce docket congestion.

Indeed, hefty caseloads should be reduced so that our
judges could have more time to render well-studied decisions
and lead less stressful judicial lives.  For purposes of effective
monitoring, we will select courts based on their caseload on being
contiguous to one another.
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The Process

How do we envision the process?  Ms. Kathleen Lauder and Justice
Snowie will be giving the particulars, but broadly speaking, I might
say:

1. From the filing of the case, it goes to what may be a preliminary
conference where the branch clerk of court determines
whether the case is mediatable or not, and then gives it a color
code: green for “yes,” red for “no,” and yellow for “referral to
the judge for determination.”

2. The case then proceeds to Pre-Trial where the judge issues an
order referring the case to the Philippine Mediation Center.
Mediation fees are paid.  Mediation is undertaken for 30 days.

3. If mediation is successful, a compromise agreement is crafted
and submitted to the court for approval.  If it is not successful,
the case is returned to the court for continuation of pre-trial.

4. It is at this stage of the pre-trial that new initiatives for the
ADR Model Courts are introduced and judicial education
for judges is enhanced.

• Mediation is made mandatory and sanctions attached
to mediation referrals;

• Settlement skills are developed and judges are trained
on the strategies of mediation so that may meaningfully
direct referrals;

• For study is the desirability of having a pre-trial judge
different from the trial judge, to avoid the criticism that
a judge has pre-judged the case.

• There is a mid-case pre-trial stage, meaning that even
during the lifetime of the case there will be active
judicial settlement conferencing.  Again, the judge who
handles this is different from the judge who  tries the
case.
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• Settlement weeks are held for which training is provided;

• Branch clerks of court will gather baseline data  required
for the project, such as caseload, case dispositions, and
the like.

5. The Judicial Education Component will come in, not only
for Mediation proper that will also include the recruitment of
mediators, pursuant to present practice, but will also target
training for judges under a new curriculum and course modules
to be designed, since judges are crucial to making mediation
either a promising prospect or an ineffective exercise.  The
training for mediation will include not only the cognitive
element but also the behavioral or attitudinal demands of
mediation.

A Design Committee will be constituted to craft the shape
and form of the ADR Model Courts.  A Philippine team will then
go to Canada to observe the practices there, gather those
adaptable to the local situation, and with all these inputs,
finalize the setup and formally launch the ADR Model Courts,
hopefully, by November 2003.

Overall, we will work on the institutionalization and
organization of the Philippine Mediation Center. We will seek
the necessary Administrative Order from the Supreme Court
authorizing the launch of the ADR Model Courts and prescribing
the Guidelines.  We will also recommend to the Supreme Court
the adoption of revised rules if and when necessary, and if
warranted, the possibility of expanding the cases referrable to
mediation.  Also needing consideration is whether a business
plan for mediators could be crafted so that they could dedicate
themselves to this endeavor.  The matter of fees should also be
studied as this has been a deterrent factor to the success of
mediation in some cases.  There is also the ambitious plan of
re-orienting the curriculum in law schools so that the training
of law students will not be confined only to the adversarial and
litigious approach, but would also orient them to a broader
societal outlook.
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At the proper time, the courts of Bacolod will be privileged to
pilot-test the ADR Model Courts, with all the innovations in
techniques and approaches introduced.  Between now and then,
the enhanced judicial education component will be
commenced.

Merely adding more courts and using traditional ways have
proved inadequate to solve the critical and real problem of court
congestion and delay.  Let us innovate; let us change; let us look
forward to having only 100 cases or so, in each court’s docket.  We
are confident that Bacolod judges, court personnel, the bar, and all
stakeholders in the province will be equal to the challenge, and that
from their experience and example, more model courts can be
replicated nationwide.  That judges of model courts will echo what
they learned to judges and court personnel of non-model courts is
also expected.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Fourth Joint Project Steering
Committee of JURIS held on April 6, 2006, at the Makati Shangri-la
Hotel, Makati City.

Achieving JURIS Goals and Objectives∗∗∗∗∗

Looking Ahead

We look forward to the activities of Year 5 as set forth in the
Annual Work Plan of JURIS, particularly regarding the
deployment of adequate resources for study missions to
Canada, return visits to the Philippines, new approaches to
education, course and faculty development, the expansion of
JDR, advanced learning, best practices, continued exploration
for new grounds, and innovations on existing structures.

Year four of the project evidences the progress made in
achieving the planned essential outputs and in performing what
had been set out in the Logical Framework Analysis (LFA).

In Judicial Education

Notably, a revised curriculum is in place with the integration of
skills-based methodologies, social context and gender issues.
Ahead of engaging the skills-based Education Coordinator,
PHILJA has embarked on skills-based judicial education, the
latest of which is the production of video training modules on
the handling of child sexual abuse and exploitation cases.

Spearheaded by the ADR Department, the skills-based
mediation curricula for CAM, ACM, and JURIS are now being
integrated.

In Judicial Dispute Resolution

Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR), calibrated to the Philippines,
is the most significant innovation introduced by JURIS to our
courts. It is gaining adherents and champions and requests for
its expansion in other areas continue to be received.  There has
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been an increase in the number of judges interested to conduct
JDR.  What is more, judges of the first and second level courts
share their knowledge and skills and act as coaches and mentors
to judges of the same level. This is an innovative “peer to peer”
judges training methodology, also introduced by JURIS.

This emphasis on enhanced training in JDR has led us to
express our concerns to the Supreme Court with respect to
judges who are encouraged to conduct settlement without the
necessary training for it and thereafter are allowed to conduct
trial themselves.  Such situation affects the confidentiality
aspect that JDR seeks to preserve and undermines the true and
genuine spirit of mediation.

In Research

We endorse study on the following:

1. Impact of mediation, CAM, and JDR on the overall caseload
of courts with PMC Units and model court sites;

2. Indigenous modes of dispute settlement and harmonization
of formal ADR and indigenous modes in sites with a large
indigenous population;

3. Disposition of BP 22 cases where the settlement of the civil
aspect goes beyond one year;

4. Development of a Performance Standard for JDR, to give
judges additional incentives for performing a good job
regardless of success in settlement.

Re PHILJA-ALG Interaction

1. The ALGs were represented in the First Faculty
Development Workshop held by PHILJA and NJI in
November 2005 with the NJI, represented by Mr. George
Thomson and Prof. Brettel Dawson; and Fourth Study Tour
to Ottawa, Toronto, and Stratford, Ontario, Canada, in June
2005.
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2. The independence of the Judiciary is a primordial consideration.
We recall the caveat of Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. who
said that ALG advocacy in six priority bills cannot be binding on
the Supreme Court because it cannot propose bills (Highlights
of JPSC Third Meeting, March 17, 2005, p. 8).  High profile cases
also continue to be filed by the ALGs in the Supreme Court,
among the latest being on the President’s Executive Order No.
464, and the constitutionality of Presidential Proclamation No
1017.

3. Gender Dimensions – PHILJA’s involvement will be guided by
the Supreme Court’s Gender and Development Plan (GAD) and
the policies of the Court’s Committee on Gender
Responsiveness in the Judiciary (CGRJ).  Any gender course
to be developed, by the Gender Adviser, whether in the
social context portion of the JDR Training, or in courses for
the Family Law and in PHILJA modules, will have to be
approved by PHILJA’s Academic Council.

Action Plan

1. Expand the scope of mediatable criminal cases since 60-70
percent of judges’ caseload involve criminal cases.

2. Study the feasibility of an ADR Bill institutionalizing the
Philippine Mediation Center, defining its powers and
functions, and appropriating funds therefor as a general
sustaining fund in the event that collections for the
Mediation Fund fall short of what is expected.

3. Formulate fee structures that will ensure sustainable
operations of mediation centers in various courts including
that in the Court of Appeals.

4. Implement the formulation of guidelines for the resolution
of cases undergoing JDR.

5. Move forward with Family Mediation, and look into specialized
mediation such as in Environmental Law and Commercial Law.
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Life After JURIS

1. Fee revenues are expected to be derived from the
Mediation Fund to answer for the sustainability of JURIS-
JDR even after 2008, as well as those of Court-Annexed
Mediation  and Appellate Court Mediation.  It should be
recalled, however, that the Fund will also be utilized for
the training of mediators, operating expenses of the
Centers, supplies and equipment, expense allowances and
miscellaneous expenses (Rule 141, Section 9).

2. Philippine trainers capable of replacing Canadian technical
advisors are being developed.

3. Affordability of judicial services by the poor is assured by
the provision in Rule 141, Section 9), that a pauper litigant
and an accused-appellant are exempt from contributing to
the Mediation Fund.

PHILJA is privileged to be a partner in the JURIS Project
funded by the  Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA), represented here by Mr Frank Gillis, and to collaborate
with the National Judicial Institute (NJI) of Canada, represented
by Prof. Brettel Dawson and Mr. Rick Sunstrum.  We thank them
all for this significant partnership and professional friendship.

The prospects look bright and busy, indeed!  Mabuhay to
the JURIS Project!
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Launch of the Judicial Dispute
Resolution Process in JURIS Pilot ADR Model Courts held on August
27, 2004, at the Garden Royale, Bacolod City, Negros Occidental.

Launch of the JDR Mechanism in
JURIS Pilot Model Courts∗∗∗∗∗

Somehow, conflicts seem to be an inevitable part of human
relationships.  It is to help resolve these conflicts once they
enter the court system that we are launching today a new conflict
resolution mechanism, Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR).  It is a
mechanism borrowed from the Canadian judicial system  which we
have tailored to our unique judicial culture and environment.  It
comes as a second phase if settlement is not arrived at during the
first phase of mediation and the case is returned to the court for
further pre-trial proceedings.  The judge then assumes a more active
role of conciliating, evaluating, and mediating.

We thus make a paradigm shift from the traditional, purely
adversarial and competitive method of conflict management
to a more cooperative, more collaborative, friendlier, and more
conciliatory approach. In other words, we shift from a ‘’fight–
fight’’ encounter to a ‘’win–win” solution.

We manifested positive signs of these innovative solutions
in the approximately 124 cases, some of them multiple suits,
that were settled through mediation in less than a month during
the internship program of our mediator–trainees here in Bacolod.
A BP No. 22 case, with 132 counts, was settled by Mediator-Trainee

. . . a paradigm shift from the traditional,
purely adversarial and competitive method

of conflict management to a more cooperative,
more collaborative, friendlier,

and more conciliatory approach.
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Assistant Prosecutor Elmira Maglasang.   It involved the amount of
PhP20M payable over five years.  Judges are happy that cases are
diverted from the court system and the trial process is shortened.
Litigants are delighted over the speedy resolution of their conflicts.
The entire judicial system benefits through the reduction of court
dockets.  The community profits from the goodwill and trust that
have been restored. So encouraging have prospects been that we
continue to receive requests  from different judicial regions for the
establishment of Mediation Center Units. We can only promise to
honor their requests in time.

For traveling with us on the road to Mediation, we thank the
Canadian Government, through His Excellency Ambassador
Sutherland, for the concept that is JURIS and for the technical
and logistical support for the project.

We thank the Chief Justice for empowering this landmark
judicial reform effort in his Davide Watch, from the time of its
inception to its overall sustainability; for seeing us through
every step of the way, to help us address issues, assume risks,
and overcome resistance.

 We thank Governor Maranon for providing  a wide room for
the Mediation Center in the Provincial Administration Building,
which renovation is almost 75 percent complete. Mayor
Leonardia of Bacolod City, in turn, has promised to provide the
Center with additional personnel.

We thank our participating judges, particularly, the
Executive Judges, for being receptive to novel conflict
management procedures.  We thank our court personnel for
gamely accepting new responsibilities. We thank our 58
mediator-interns for picking up the challenge of a new calling
— service to the judiciary.  We thank our trainers and coaches
for exhibiting and providing their acquired skills. We thank the
Development Bank of the Philippines for its cooperation.  We
thank Atty. Gilfredo Geolingo, IBP President, for his active role
at the Lawyers’ Training and Litigants’ Counsel Training; and for
coming up with a pamphlet on Mediation, the very first one by
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an IBP Chapter.  We thank Ms. Vilmi Quipit and Dr. Michael Oliver
for devoting a whole month to the training program.  We thank
all other contributors and stakeholders, for their genuine
involvement and interest.

We began the story of enhanced pre-trial procedure, first in
Pampanga, and today, in Bacolod City.  We now move to the
implementation stage at both sites.  We will follow through, monitor,
and refine procedures as they continue to evolve.   Concurrently,
to meet the time frame of the JURIS Project, we will move to other
sites selected by the Design and Management Committee: Baguio
in Luzon, Tacloban City in the Visayas, Zamboanga City in the Ninth
Judicial region and General Santos City in the 11th Judicial Region,
the latter two in Mindanao.  All these sites will encompass adjoining
places as satellite mediation areas.

Developments are encouraging and exciting; a great deal of
work lies ahead. In the interim, and with goals in mind, it is apropos
to proudly proclaim:  Mabuhay ang Mediation diri sa Bacolod kag
sa bilog nga Negros Occidental!
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Fifth JPSC Meeting of JURIS held
on April 13, 2007, at the Fine Dine Room, Golf Clubhouse, Camp
John Hay, Baguio City.

“Firsts” at the
Fifth JPSC Meeting of JURIS∗∗∗∗∗

We are happy to see a series of firsts in this Fifth JPSC meeting. Our
relatively new Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno chairs the JPSC meeting
for the first time.  It is also the first time that our Canadian partners
and friends, Mr. Frank Gillis, Mr. Tom Carroll, Mr. Richard Sunstrum,
Ms. Brettel Dawson, and Ms. Lydia Kinyatti are  together with us.
It is also the first time that we hold the JPSC meeting in our beautiful
summer capital,  Baguio City.  It is also the first time that Court
Administrator Lock joins us in a JPSC meeting.  For these “firsts,” I
think we can give ourselves a big hand.

Year 5 of the CIDA-funded project was an activity-laden year
for the Philippine Judicial Academy in terms of both Enhanced
Judicial Education and institutionalization of ADR.

1. Enhanced Judicial Education – We have continued to enhance
judicial education and training through the delivery of gender-
sensitive and socially responsive programs as well as the
utilization of adult skills-based methodology within the PHILJA
curriculum.  Actually, their inclusion have always been part of
PHILJA’s philosophy of judicial education, its priorities and
delivery systems.

Having readily lent themselves to ADR ,
the first level courts have been the biggest

beneficiaries since they handle most
of the BP Blg. 22 cases.
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2. Originally, the judicial education component was to “strengthen
the capacity of PHILJA to deliver educational programs for
judges and court personnel relating primarily to court-based
and court-annexed mediation and other forms of ADR.” As the
work progressed, however, particularly with the versions of the
LFA, the non-ADR judicial education component was included.

3. Institutionalized ADR – We have institutionalized ADR in five
model court sites and their adjacent areas.  This takes the form
of the improved delivery of CAM and JDR services and increased
capacity of judges, court officials, and mediators in the delivery
and management of those services.  Even at the outset of the
project,  Kathleen Lauder had already stressed the need for
sustainability and effectiveness even after the termination of
JURIS.

As Chief Justice Puno had stated at the Briefing for him last
March 26, these are all breakthroughs.  He mentioned that utilizing
social context in decision making was pioneered in Canada.  He
also stressed that these developments are significant in the context
of developing countries.

The performance indicators for both activities have been met
by the high satisfaction ratings from participant evaluations in
judicial education programs and, in so far as ADR is concerned, by
the high settlement rates that continue to be achieved in both CAM
and JURIS model court sites.  Having readily lent themselves to ADR,
the first level courts have been the biggest beneficiaries since they
handle most of the BP Blg. 22 cases.  Overall  results can still be
improved if gaps  are remedied.

The training modules for the ADR programs have all been
integrated and implemented.   We look forward to the Resource
Guide on Gender for ADR Trainers, which will be a supplement to
the integrated curriculum for mediation training.

We will continue to enhance public and professional
acceptance and application of ADR, including responsiveness to
gender equality and access to justice by the poor and the
marginalized.  In this respect, the full support of the Supreme Court,
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through its Committee on Gender Responsiveness in the Judiciary
(CGRJ), and the Court’s own Access to the Poor Project in
collaboration with the European Union, ensure the success of these
components of the JURIS Project.   In fact, in partnership with the
Ateneo Human Rights Center, UNIFEM, and the CGRJ, PHILJA
recently held a series of four seminar workshops on CEDAW, Gender
Sensitivity and the Courts.  The participants were research attorneys,
Executive Judges, and Vice Executive Judges of the NCJR.  Atty.
Eleanor Conda, a convenor of the ALGs and JURIS Gender Adviser,
was a Resource Person.

Nor was it the first time that we focused on gender issues.  As
early as 1999, three years after PHILJA’s establishment, we held
the first Gender Sensitivity Seminar for the Philippine Judiciary, and
had consistently included it and related concerns in our educational
modules through the years.

We also look forward to the installation of JDR in Makati City,
an urban area, where CAM has proven successful, with a settlement
success rate of 56 percent.  We believe with JURIS that the
mainstreaming of JDR in Metro Manila would have a far-reaching
impact on the future of ADR in Philippine courts.  Just as important
is to decide how best to maximize the combination of CAM and
JDR in areas where they presently exist.

We will continue to cooperate with the ALGs particularly in the
gender sensitivity and social responsiveness aspects of judicial
education.  In fact, ALG and PHILJA share a common advocacy–
ensuring access to justice.

We support and welcome the JURIS-projected ADR Website,
the Database for ADR Statistics, and the Sourcebook on Alternatives
to Formal Dispute Resolution Mechanisms.  The Database or ADR
Statistics will hopefully establish the linkage between ADR, through
CAM and JDR, with case decongestion and access to justice for low-
income households, otherwise the result would be more
impoverishment. All three projects will be lasting legacies of the
CIDA–JURIS–NJI Project.  CIDA has, indeed, carved a niche in the
history of judicial reform efforts in the Philippines.
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As we continue to move the process forward, we look to the
wisdom, the leadership, the guiding hand, and the ultimate authority
of the Supreme Court; to the unstinted cooperation of the Office
of the Court Administrator; to the invaluable assistance of Judges
and court personnel; and to the increased acceptance of ADR by
lawyers, litigants, the general public and other stakeholders; all of
which are crucial in the concerted effort to make ADR a principal
tool in case decongestion and access to justice.  The time is now
for the invaluable cooperation of all sectors so as not to lose
momentum and so that the initiative and responsibility of the Court
would not go to waste.

PHILJA is truly grateful to the Canadian Government for this
joint project with the Philippine Government that has made its
indelible mark in the APJR of the Supreme Court of the Philippines.
Judicial Dispute Resolution, a uniquely JURIS contribution to dispute
resolution, is now in place to boost the determined efforts of the
Supreme Court at decongesting court dockets and strengthening
access to justice, also a common objective of the Philippine and
Canadian Governments.  We invite you all to the JURIS observation
tour of JDR this afternoon for, as the saying goes,  seeing is knowing
and believing.

The Academy will stand by its commitment to manage and
operate ADR at national and local levels, as best as it can, with
appropriate staffing at the central office and in the respective units.
We need the invaluable cooperation of all stakeholders.

The Academy has surely learned and profited from the study
tours to Canada, from the technical expertise and assistance of
our Canadian counterparts, and specially from the interaction with
esteemed Justices and Professors from Canada.  Truly, the NJI has
successfully crossed international borders in judicial education.  In
the process, we are thankful that PHILJA has earned recognition as
a judicial institution and has been privileged to be an active partner
in this major undertaking, thanks to CIDA, the policy support of the
Supreme Court, and all your abiding confidence.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the JURIS Partners Forum held on
November 6, 2007, at the Claremont Room, Discovery Suites, Ortigas
Center, Pasig City.

JURIS Partners Forum∗∗∗∗∗

Today is both a happy and sad occasion.

It seems incredible that the CIDA-funded Justice Reform
Initiative Support (JURIS) project, which began in February 2003
with the National Judicial Institute (NJI) as the Canadian
executing agency, is soon to end. Time has, indeed, flown.

We are happy that pilot-testing of Judicial Dispute
Resolution (JDR) has been successful in our five model court
sites. Out of 117 Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) units
established throughout the country, six will be JDR units,
including that of Makati, with one Appellate Court unit. There
will soon be three Appellate Court units after the training we
are conducting this month in Cebu and Cagayan de Oro, with
the assistance of The Asia Foundation (TAF).

It is unfortunate that due to circumstances beyond our
control, we could not establish more JDR units. However, we
are happy that aside from the establishment of the sixth unit in
Makati City, programs have been devised and are ongoing and there
is every promise for success. Doubts were expressed by Makati
judges; some were even asking why Makati was the choice; but

There was a lot of resistance
to Court-Annexed Mediation in the beginning,

but having seen its benefits in unclogged court dockets
and improved access to justice by the marginalized,

areas without mediation units
now clamor for their establishment.
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they are ready to meet the challenge. If successful, which it should
be, it will have far-reaching impact on the future of ADR in Philippine
courts.

But that is generally the case. There was a lot of resistance to
Court-Annexed Mediation in the beginning, but having seen its
benefits in unclogged court dockets and improved access to justice
by the marginalized, areas without mediation units now clamor for
their establishment.

We feel sad that the project is nearing its end but we are happy,
as well, because of its cumulative accomplishments and results.
We have developed a “made in the Philippines” model for ADR.
Court-Annexed Mediation has taken one step further by enhancing
the capability of judges as they make a final attempt at the pre-
trial stage to settle disputes where mediation fails.

We have improved educational methodology and strengthened
our support for reforms promoting access to justice.

We will face, with determination and confidence, the serious
challenges of organizational sustainability and financial
sustainability of our JDR model courts, and will furnish the
necessary management support. In this regard, we have made
arrangements with TAF for basic management training of
Philippine Mediation Center units staff nationwide. The budget
for the PMC units  provides for a Mediation Staff Officer, a
Mediation Staff Assistant, and possibly a Mediation Aide for
the JDR model courts, as agreed upon. We will focus on the
collection of fees and on the referral of cases to mediation by
judges.

We will continue with the implementation of new judicial
education methodologies like skills-based education and new
approaches to ethics education for judges, both of which were
the main thrusts in the recently concluded International
Organization for Judicial Training (IOJT) Conference in Barcelona,
Spain, showing that the NJI has crossed international borders in
judicial education.
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For now, we cannot assure the conduct of JDR training the way
that NJI has done.  In time, however, we could think of simpler, less
costly but effective ways.

Problems there were indeed, but all were solved in due time
with mutual understanding and with patience. Challenges were also
met.

A crucial decision still has to be made by both the ADR and
PMC Committees on the appropriate level of fees for mediators.

We reiterate our appreciation to the Canadian Government;
to the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) for their
full support; to the Canadian Justices for their unrelenting effort in
seeing the project through; to Mr. George Thomson and Prof. Brettel
Dawson for their commitment to the success of both the Judicial
Education and ADR components of the project; and to the local NJI
Office for overseeing the activities for the ADR Website, the
Database Research and Technical Study for ADR statistics, and the
Sourcebook on Alternatives to Formal Dispute Resolution
Mechanisms.

We thank one and all for a great cooperative endeavor. In
fact, at the Board of Governors meeting in Barcelona last October
20, where Mr. George Thomson was present, I had occasion to
mention that the Canadian-Philippine joint venture could well
be a model for partnerships between developing and developed
countries.

We can all bask in the thought that CIDA is leaving a lasting
legacy of achievement that fostered the Action Program for
Judicial Reform (APJR) efforts of the Philippine Supreme Court.
Perhaps, we can continue to look forward to other areas of
future collaboration.
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∗ Closing Remarks delivered at the Sixth Joint Project Steering
Committee Meeting held on April 2, 2008, at the Baguio Country
Club, Baguio City.

JURIS Project: The Closure∗∗∗∗∗

The lessons learned, the knowledge gained,
the friendships made,

the work with the ALG’s cooperations extended,
all augur well for the continuity, improvement,

strengthening, and sustainability of the innovation
that is JDR, the lasting legacy

that the JURIS is leaving to all of us.

It is with mixed feelings that I give these Closing Remarks.  It is
pleasant in the sense that we are brought together once again,
the Supreme Court, JURIS, CIDA, NJI, ALG, and PHILJA, but sad
that this would be the sixth and last Joint Project Steering
Committee Meeting.

It has been a fruitful five-year collaboration and we feel
gratified not only because of the principal role that PHILJA has
played but also because of the success of the innovative ADR
mechanism introduced by JURIS NJI – Judicial Dispute
Resolution.

I recall that when Mr. George Thomson and I were still
conceptualizing what exactly was to be done we had a choice of
either expanding mediation throughout the country or introducing
something new. It would have been easier just to expand, but we
opted to innovate and resolved to push through with JDR.

JDR has not been without its problems, particularly, with respect
to accounting and auditing processes that are rigidly observed within
the judicial system, but we have overcome them as best as we could
to bring about workable solutions.
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 It is significant that the JURIS project was really joint in concept,
in undertaking and in implementation. Court-Annexed Mediation
(CAM) was not conducted really separately, nor Judicial Dispute
Resolution, actually independently. It was a combined undertaking
aimed at the same objective, and that is how it is going to be even
after the formal closure of the JURIS project. In fact, there will be
a common Operations Manual for both CAM and JDR for the
utilization of all PMC Units nationwide. The basic process remains–
that of Court-Annexed Mediation failing which would open the
doors to Judicial Dispute Resolution.

Significant also is the parallel growth of CAM and JDR. All of
the 13 Judicial Regions including the National Capital Judicial
Region already have at least one PMC Unit staffed with a
Mediation Staff Officer, a Mediation Staff Assistant, and a
Mediation Aide. The six JURIS Model Court Sites  will not only
have the same personnel but will also have additional staff
familiar with the workings of JDR. With this setup, ADR will
then be in place in 13 judicial regions covering 798 courts all
over the country, with a total of 669 mediators and 193 judges
trained in JDR.

There is no question about the success of the JURIS project.
Statistics show a high settlement rate and speak eloquently of
the corresponding depletion of court dockets, one of the
principal aims of the project. For CAM, the success rate is 68
percent for year 2007, determined by getting the number of
successfully mediated cases over the number of failed or
unsuccessfully mediated cases. For JDR, the success rate is 53
percent for main sites and 74 percent for auxiliary sites.

In fact, many localities and judges are now asking that
mediation be started in their respective jurisdictions, unlike when
there was reluctance if not opposition. Dean delos Angeles, a
practicing attorney, has reported that even their clients are now
receptive to mediation.

The technical study on ADR also showed that ADR has
contributed to access to justice by ordinary citizens and the
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marginalized sector, with 69 percent stating there was fairness and
justness in the mediation process, and 59 percent saying there was
fairness and justness in the mediation outcome.

We thank CIDA for the Canadian mediation trainers who have
worked diligently on the project, providing us with a Consultant in
the interim. We thank NJI for initiating the ADR Website that is now
fully operational and for taking care of guidelines for CAM, JDR,
and ACM, with updates on CAM and JDR activities. We thank NJI
for the Casebook that gives varied significant mediation techniques
for the advanced training of mediators and for the ADR Sourcebook
with valuable insights and lessons. We thank NJI for donating their
10-year old van for PHILJA’s use which will be of help as one of
PHILJA’s three vehicles is in running condition only for Metro Manila
and not for out-of-town trips. We recall the inconvenience that
our faculty and staff suffered in one of our activities, also held in
Baguio, when they were stranded midway because of engine
trouble, resulting not only in personal inconvenience but also in
upsetting program schedules.

We thank CIDA, JURIS, and NJI for their confidence in PHILJA.
We specially thank Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno and the
Supreme Court for their continued indispensable support. The
five-year JURIS Project, described by Chief Justice Puno as one
of the best components of the Philippine Judicial Reform
Program, has truly been rich in experience and in learning for
the Academy.

Although the project has to fomally close, I am confident
that the close ties that have resulted from the Canadian-Filipino
partnership and the mutual respect exhibited by the Canadian
and Filipino faculty, will continue to endure. In fact, the NJI and
PHILJA will continue with the JEDNET (Judicial Educators
Network) project, involving Canada, the Philippines, and
Argentina, relative to the sharing of experience related to
innovations in judicial management or judicial education, or ideally,
a combination of both.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Seminar on
Environmental Law, “The Environment on the Scale” – Ipagtanggol
ang Kalikasan II, held on July 23-26, 2001, at the Legend Hotel,
Puerto Princesa City, Palawan.

Saving Nothing Less Than the Earth∗∗∗∗∗

It is said that “we tire quickly of new discoveries and inventions but
never of the beauty and wonder of living things.” It is for the
preservation of that beauty and wonder that brings us all to Puerto
Princesa City, Palawan, for this Seminar on Environmental Law.

Palawan is the perfect venue for it is a sanctuary of nature at
its best.

I was at El Nido, Palawan, in the islands of Miniloc and
Pangalusian some four years ago, and could not but be enthralled
by its towering cliffs, panoramic vistas and crystalline waters.
Miniloc was rightly called the Island of the Gods, and Pangalusian,
the Island of the Sun.  What was particularly striking was that
environmental safeguards were in place and the ideals of
conservation met, balanced with the demands of ecotourism.

This is why I consider this Seminar on Environmental Law
particularly significant – so that we may relate with our
environment, respect it, and preserve its perpetual existence.

But how has man reciprocated his dominion over land, sea,
and air?

This time, it is no abstract ideal
that our application of the laws will safeguard;

it is our very survival on this planet
which God has so lovingly touched
with his creative and saving Hand.
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Feria was, comparatively, a benign typhoon, for we have had
far more powerful visitations by these terrible tropical phenomena,
but the unprecedented happened – floods occurred even in Baguio
City.  Nature’s message is clear: Her bounty, we have repaid with
arrant abuse.  It is payback time and the costs are woefully high.

T ime was when environmental concerns were the
preoccupation of idealists who had hardly anything better to do.
Now, the case for ecology is urgent and the threat is too real, too
grave to be taken nonchalantly.  Not too long ago, analysts warned
us that water was running in short supply and that soon, nations
would be jostling with each other – maybe even taking to the
warpath – for a few precious droplets.  And yet, we in the Philippines,
who are blessed with what may still be reasonably characterized
as an abundant supply of this vital resource, tend to dismiss the
threat.  The problem just does not strike us as real!  There is no
doubt, however, that things have gone awry with the world, and
something must be done, and soon! Rivers which once teemed with
aquatic life are biologically dead, all life smothered by unrelenting
silt and chemical effusions.  Wells from which fresh water once
gushed forth have turned dry. Mountains once crowned by verdant
forests are bare, their sides bearing the telltale, unmistakable signs
of erosion.  And isn’t the capital city, Manila, virtually a cesspool
whenever there is a downpour?

The environment is in much too precarious a situation as to
leave it only in the hands of those who care for it.  Within the social
order, there must be a response, and when one calls for the
rectification of the social order, one perforce invokes the formative
and directive power of the law.  This explains why we, men and
women of the law, its custodians and guardians, meet today under
the aegis of the Philippine Judicial Academy, the Tanggol Kalikasan,
and our cooperating agencies. Tanggol Kalikasan should indeed be
commended for the role that it has assumed as a “public interest
environmental law office,” the first of its kind, as far as I know.

Till now, we still have to see the full implementation of The
Clean Air Act, for example.  And even when there are rules, seeing
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to their determined and uncompromising application is quite a
different matter.  The rules protecting the last remaining forests
we have from ruthless predators is a case in point.

At this seminar, we will be familiarized with the laws already
passed to put the brakes on the recklessness with which we have
exploited our often non-renewable resources.  These laws are, to
be sure, as intricate and as delicate as the system they are designed
to protect.  But even more important is the aspiration of
transforming us all into ardent and zealous guardians of our
environment and of our natural resources.  That is the more difficult
goal, but it is absolutely necessary, for a perfunctory compliance
with the demands of the law and lip-service to its policies and
principles will no longer do.  Far too much damage has been done,
and far too much is at stake to allow us to rely on half-measures!

One female astronaut remarked, after having been to space
for some days, living in the cramped confines of a spaceship, that
when she looked down at our blue planet, it dawned on her what a
spaceship we earthlings are all in.  She recalled that while in space,
she had to take utmost care – as did all other astronauts – of the
spaceship, for in its tender and meticulous care lay their survival.
But if the earth is our common spaceship – as in fact it is for us
hurtling through the vast and uncharted expanse of space – then
nothing less is demanded of us.

I welcome you then to this venture – our common venture to
save nothing less than the earth.  We will do that not with prongs
and probes, but with the law which we, as members of the Bench
or officers of the court, are sworn to uphold.  This time, it is no
abstract ideal that our application of the laws will safeguard; it is
our very survival on this planet which God has so lovingly touched
with his creative and saving Hand.

May nothing less than this noble and urgent aspiration inspire
us all!
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Judges’
Forum on Environmental Protection: Philippine Environmental Law,
Practice, and the Role of Courts held on August 13-15, 2003, at the
PHILJA Development Center, Tagaytay City.

Working in Harmony
with Nature and Humanity∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is pleased and privileged to be able
to conduct this second judicial education activity on the
environment.  We held the first one almost exactly two years
ago, in Puerto Princesa City, Palawan, a place known as the last
frontier and at the forefront of an ongoing war between man
and nature.

We deeply thank the Asian Development Bank (ADB) through
Ms. Yue Lang Feng, its Senior Environment Specialist, for its
partnership and support.  Remarkably, ADB continues to address
its concern for environment catastrophe if no action is taken to
fight pollution and habitat destruction.

The role of the judiciary in the conservation of our natural
resources and environment cannot be overlooked nor
overemphasized.  Even international environmental
instruments recognize that an effective judiciary is essential
for environmental protection.

I recall that in our first seminar on the environment in
collaboration with Tanggol Kalikasan, a former prosecutor, of

Courts can definitely assist
in the environmental litigations that come before them.

. . .by balancing judiciously
conflicting interests between

the “god of gold and the god of nature.”
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course with due respect, complained of the lack of technical
knowledge and preparation of a judge in the actual trial of a case
involving an environment issue, and appealed for technical,
substantial, and procedural preparation before trying the case on
the merits.

In a short span of three days, therefore, we hope to be able to
work for an effective judiciary by lifting the level of our
consciousness of environmental concerns and institutional
structures.  We will dwell on Case Studies and Legal Issues faced
by the Courts with respect to the environment. We will consider
the Challenges, Reflections, and the Adoption of Resolutions that
we will be submitting to the Chief Justice on the third day.  We will
also be benefiting from the insights of Justice Reynato S. Puno, an
international lecturer on the environment.

Let us realize that the Philippines has become a bio-diversity
hotspot and understand the socio-economic factors that impinge
on the survival of that bio-diversity. Let us be aware of the
destructive outcomes of dynamite fishing, muro-ami, and poor
waste management. Unregulated development and waste dumping
have assaulted our natural habitat.  The treasures of our rain forests
are vanishing.  We miss the scent of pines as we ascend the Pines
City.  We miss the twinkling glow of fireflies on summer evenings,
and the sight of butterflies flying free, not caged in artificial nettings.

We are faced with many environmental challenges – from
cleaning the Pasig River to protecting the forests and purifying
the air; from watching out for destructive infrastructure and
energy projects to confronting laws that exacerbate the garbage
crisis.  There is an urgent need to balance economic and
ecological concerns.  Genetically modified crops, aimed at
fighting poverty, are now considered as risks to the
environment.

Water shortage has become a worrisome problem for the new
millennium and has to be addressed through proper planning and
management of water resources.  Our marine environment is
suffering from pollution from industries, resorts, and fishponds.
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We have to undertake environmental and economic initiatives;
our people must be educated on the importance of natural
treasures; we have to be ready to make difficult  choices.  There
has to be a continuing partnership between government,
communities, advocates, and the courts, in fact with all of
mankind, to maintain the balance between animals on land,
birds in the air, water, and land, and to maintain awareness of the
indiscriminate action by people that disturb this balance.

Courts can definitely assist in the environmental litigations that
come before them. They can do so by balancing judiciously
conflicting interests between the “god of gold and the god of
nature,” as uniquely termed by Justice Puno; by understanding
the economic imbalance, in the interpretation of Environmental
Laws, between plaintiffs, who can be large corporations, and
defendants who can be farmers, indigenous peoples, or small
communities by properly appreciating the causes of action in
environmental torts; by a proper understanding of “standing to
sue”; by  realizing the new directions in the still slightly known
“citizen suit” provisions in environmental statutes, as well as
the concept of Strategic Legal Actions Against Public
Participation (SLAPP); by using discretion in the  issuance of
Temporary Restraining Orders in relation to RA No. 8975 and
the  exception that it provides.

Through judicious decisions, courts can help protect our
marine resources and forests; prevent illegal fishing and
poaching vis-a-vis the aspect of plea bargaining; curb illegal
cutting, gathering and collecting of timber or other forest
products; and be more prudent in ordering the release of seized
products that may be used as evidence.  Experience has been
that significant penalties imposed on violators relate to a lower
level of destruction.

We have need for progressive judges and prosecutors, for
creative remedies, and for new precedents and important legal
principles because of the novelty and complexity of environmental
disputes.  Even first level and second level judges can create new
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law, with the Supreme Court as a court of last resort.  There is no
stemming the tide of more environmental cases eventually finding
their way in court dockets with the passage of various environmental
laws and regulations.

And speaking of innovativeness that courts can adopt, Chief
Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr.  has again taken a new course in
reconnecting the ties between man and nature through
Administrative Circular No. 17-2003 dated March 12, 2003, which
orders the planting of trees in DENR–designated areas by persons
under probation.

As you resolve environmental disputes, I will also ask of you to
be open to ADR processes and court-referred mediation as
proactive alternatives for resolving conflicts.  We now have
mandatory pre-trial in civil and criminal cases, and mandatory
referral to mediation.  These provide windows of opportunity
in resolving conflicts in a non-adversarial manner and make for
speedier settlement.

All these, of course, are in compliance with the commitment
in our Constitution that “the State shall protect and advance
the right of the people to a balanced and healthful ecology in
accord with the rhythm and harmony of nature,”1  and other
constitutional provisions on the protection of our environment.

I now enlist your wholehearted cooperation in providing a
distinctive learning environment in this three-day seminar-
workshop, with focus on our right to life, to breathe clean air, to
eat healthy food, to drink safe water, and to be provided proper
shelter.  It is time that we earnestly work together in harmony with
nature and humanity.

1. Art. II, Sec. 16.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Environmental Law Training of Trainers Seminar-Workshop, with
Experiential Learning held on October 13-14, 2004, at the PHILJA
Development Center, Tagaytay City.

1. PHILIPPINE CONSTITUTION, Art. II, Sec. 16.

The Right to Live
in a Healthy Environment:

An Holistic Approach∗∗∗∗∗

The right to live in a healthy environment is now an
acknowledged economic and social right.  It is guaranteed no
less by the 1987 Constitution that explicitly lays down the policy
that:

The State shall protect and advance the right of the people to a
balanced and healthful ecology in accord with the rhythm and
harmony of nature.1

It is in the recognition of these rights, the need to preserve
them and to identify issues and gaps, that we welcome you to
this Environmental Law Training of Trainers Seminar-Workshop
for an enlightened discussion on three important
environmental legislations:  the Clean Air Act (RA No. 8749),
the Clean Water Act (RA No. 9275), and the Ecological Solid
Waste Management Act (RA No. 9003).  We welcome our judges,
our prosecutors, and our representatives from the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources, the Department of the
Interior and Local Government, and the Haribon Foundation.

Seventeen sites around the country have been identified as hot
spots.  Among them, Taal Lake, whose scenic view we see from
Tagaytay, is dying just like Laguna Lake.  In other critical areas, Metro
Manila suffers from heavy air pollution, not to speak of a garbage
crisis that is associated with poverty.  We are faced with increased
production of solid and hazardous wastes and their liquid runoff
known as leachate which, with its contaminants, find their way into
groundwater, rivers, lakes, and bays.  Man stands indicted for seven
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deadly sins, namely, “deforestation, depletion of the ozone layer,
global warming, soil erosion, garbage and waste, air pollution, and
loss of biodiversity.”

We are thus grateful to The Asia Foundation, represented here
by its amiable Assistant Country Representative, Mr. Ky Johnson,
who has just recently assumed the functions of his office.  We
extend our appreciation to the United States–Asia Environmental
Partnership Program (US-AEP),  our developmental partners who
enabled the Academy to plan, design, and hold this Training of
Trainers Seminar-Workshop, with its expected outputs.

Significantly, this activity, headed by the Academy’s Research,
Publications and Linkages Office, lays claim to innovative features.
These are:

1. The experiential learning that is built-in ;

2. The multi-sectoral character of our participants that include
judges, prosecutors, and representatives of other
government institutions involved in the implementation of
environmental laws of our focus; and

3. The use of case studies which we hope will make for a more
interactive discussion, widen perspectives, and allow
broader exchange of views among our participants.

The immediate output will be the design of a Training Manual
on Environmental Law which you can all take pride in authorship.
That accomplishment you will present to Senior Associate Justice
Reynato S. Puno, who has graciously accepted our invitation to be
the Inspirational Speaker.

For community-based exposure and for a practical viewpoint,
we will visit an actual landfill site here in Tagaytay City.  Only a
month ago, the problems of waste disposal in this city were featured
on television.  Now we will have an on-site opportunity to observe
how the city is faring in its institutional capacity to manage its
system of solid waste management.  Additionally, we will have an
overview of  the watershed project in Montalban and the
environmental concerns faced by affected communities.
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In the long term and by way of Action Planning, we will look at
possible future directions as we revisit your Tagaytay Declaration
of Commitment adopted at the last Environment Seminar on August
15, 2003, for the purpose of re-identifying concrete action plans.

A balanced and healthful ecology is, indeed, indispensable to
our survival.  However, concerted action should not be confined to
a clean and green environment but should also encompass our
social and cultural environments which both condition the quality
of our life and our total well-being.  Let our shared burden be,
therefore, to adopt a holistic environmental approach to overall
quality living and to contribute to making our part of the world a
more sustainable place to live in.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Environmental Law Seminar for Judges in the Sierra Madre Area held
on March 29-30, 2005, at the PHILJA Development Center, Tagaytay
City.

Judicial Empowerment
for Environment Protection∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is delighted to have you all
with us for this Environmental Law Seminar customized for you,
our judges from the Sierra Madre area.

Why Sierra Madre?  Because this area is one of the
biodiversity-rich areas in our country that is threatened by illegal
logging and cyanide and dynamite fishing, indiscriminate
hunting, and conversion of forests into other land uses.

And why this forum?  Because the Academy, and our co-
sponsors, firmly believe that it is imperative that our judges be
made aware of their critical role in protecting the environment;
it is imperative that we empower them to discharge that role
by arming them with developments in legislation, rules,
jurisprudence, issues and concerns; and it is imperative that
we strengthen their capacity to adjudicate environmental
disputes brought before them.

Environmental laws and sanctions for their violations exist.
And yet, we are witnesses to ecological devastation,
depredation, and heightened calamities around us.

This scenario has influenced our choice of topics for this
seminar based on a survey of key environmental problems.  The

. . . it is imperative that our judges
be made aware of their critical role
in protecting the environment . . . .
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impression is that provisions of laws are wrongly applied by our
courts.  It is said that over 300 logging cases are getting stale in our
courts; that courts refuse to issue arrest warrants or indict illegal
loggers because the poor folk have no other means of livelihood;
that illegal logging goes on because it is abetted by local officials,
judges, prosecutors, policemen and corrupt environment officers.
It is also advanced that there is lack of concern for environmental
cases on the part of the judges and that these cases drag in court.
In disillusionment,  the question asked is whether there is lack of
access to environmental justice through our courts.  It is further
proposed that LGUs take over the administrative adjudication of
environmental cases as an alternative to judicial litigation.

Whether valid or not, these are wake-up calls.

At the end of the day, therefore, we trust that the Academy
shall have promoted the understanding among our judges of
environmental laws and, just as important, the management of
environmental cases.  Ultimately, we trust that all our efforts
would result in improved and informed decision-making on
environmental issues before the courts in the realization that
man’s very existence on earth is precariously hanging on the
balance.  The time is now for serious concern and for adequate
response.

At this point, may I be allowed to remind our judges to
furnish the Academy with the number, types, and status of
environmental cases in your respective courts so that we can
derive empirical data to help us determine whether to
recommend to our Supreme Court the designation of special
environmental salas in strategic areas.

Further, to ensure a more meaningful result, let us hear of
your Action Agenda in pursuit of our common goal, which is to
preserve our God-given natural heritage for present and future
generations. We would also be interested in your recommendations
on how to efficiently resolve environmental cases when you
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disclose your plans of action in your group reports or in the Plenary.
We will ask the Secretariat to see to their implementation.

Lastly, for having made this gathering possible and for their
institutional dedication and commitment, we laud our co-
organizers and express our sincerest appreciation to them,
principally to Haribon Foundation, which has brought us all together
for the next two days, and especially to the Royal Netherlands
Embassy, the United Nations Development Programme–Global
Environment Facility–Small Grants Programme, and the
International Visitor Program–Philippines Alumni Foundation, Inc.
As the logo of the International Visitor Program aptly reads:  “It
starts with me”; while that of Haribon proclaims “Protecting Nature;
Preserving Life.”

In essence, these quotes provide the backdrop for our goal in
this seminar—judicial empowerment for the enhanced protection
of the environment.
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∗ Message delivered at the Launch of the Book Green Justice held
on March 8, 2007, at the Boracay Function Room, EDSA Shangri-
La Hotel, Ortigas Center, Mandaluyong City, in collaboration with
the Haribon Foundation, International Visitor Program (IVP-Phil),
United Nations Development Programme–Global Environment
Facility–Small Grants Programme (UNDP-GEF-SGP), and the Royal
Kingdom of the Netherlands.

Green Justice∗∗∗∗∗

Mr. Webster captures the essence of the book we launch today,
Green Justice. This resource book provides immediate access to
current environmental laws under specific categories, related laws,
regulations, and policies, the corresponding table of penalties, and
excerpts of decisions in some of the landmark cases of the Supreme
Court, and other cases of import from various courts of the country.
Significant information and insights may also be gained from the
articles included therein. They will be valuable learning tools for
our judges handling environmental cases on illegal logging and illegal
fishing, towards conserving our threatened wildlife species, ensuring
the survival of our indigenous peoples and vulnerable local
communities, and safeguarding national integrated protected
areas.

 Hopefully, with this resource book, there will be no unwise
judge in environment-related cases but, instead will all be wise

There is no happiness, there is no liberty,
there is no enjoyment of life

unless a man can say
when he rises in the morning,

I shall be subject to the decision
of no unwise judge today.

Daniel Webster
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judges calibrating economic growth with the conservation of
Philippine biodiversity.  And as hopefully, may environmental
advocates find the book a rich source of research material.

This is what Green Justice is all about.  The country’s national
wealth is for all of us to protect and conserve, not only to sustain
us who live in the present but for us to bequeath as a legacy to the
future generation.

From Green Justice, we look forward to Green Benches, whose
principal exponent is our Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno.  The
groundwork has been laid and the empirical data  is being gathered
nationwide so that proper recommendations to the Supreme Court
can be made and Green Benches can soon become a reality.   The
Resource Book has been tested in the various environmental law
seminars for judges in 10 selected areas.  It has been a pleasure to
have worked with the Haribon Foundation in this endeavor.

The Green Judge will, we hope, be the wise judge.  We have
been appalled at happenings in some recent high profile
environmental cases.  Efforts, therefore, must continue so that
resolutions by all concerned agencies may ensure the
prevention of crimes against the environment and the
prosecution of those responsible for its wanton abuse and
destruction.  Thereby, we can all look forward to making the
sustainability of the environment our social responsibility.

We express our sincerest thanks to the United Nations
Development Programme “Global Environment Facility–Small
Grants Programme” (UNDP-GEF-SGP) and the International
Visitor Program–Philippines Alumni Foundation (IVP-Phils), our
partners in this project along with the Royal Kingdom of the
Netherlands.  We look forward to more collaborative endeavors.
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∗ Delivered at the Asian Justices Forum on the Environment – Sharing
Experience to Strengthen Environmental Adjudication in Asia held on
July 5-6, 2007, EDSA Shangri-la Hotel, Ortigas Centre, Mandaluyong
City.

Strengthening Court Capacity
on Environment Adjudication∗∗∗∗∗

I. ACTION AGENDA FOR CAPACITY BUILDING

OF PHILIPPINE JUDGES

Since 2001, the Philippine Judicial Academy (PHILJA) had always
advanced the cause of the environment within the judiciary.
Our objectives have consistently been:

1. To strengthen the capacity of our judges to effectively
adjudicate and manage environmental cases brought
before them;

2. To update them on developments in law, rules and
jurisprudence;

3. To pave the way for an improved and informed decision-
making on environmental issues before them; and

4. To increase their sensitivity levels in the resolution of
environmental disputes.

With the invaluable assistance of development partners,
we conducted 11 seminar-workshops/roundtable discussions
on environmental law for  selected judges in the different judicial

. . . the eventual goal should be for all courts
to handle environmental cases,

since environmental cases
can arise in any part of the country.
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regions.  We also conducted a workshop on different case studies
relating to environmental law.

A. Training and Curriculum Content

Our training programs included Orientation Programs for New
Judges where judges were given an Introduction to Environmental
Law.  Specialized trainings, which are usually multi-sectoral in
approach  to include prosecutors, Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR), environmental science experts, and non-
government organizations, were also held.

The Introduction to Environmental Law is usually a two-hour
session where we give a Situationer on Environmental issues; clarify
the jurisdiction of courts vis-à-vis DENR and other agencies of
government; and present case studies and a survey of
environmental laws.

The Specialized Training is an intensive three-day training using
the case study approach; again, a situationer is given on
environmental issues, such as those involving air, water and
land.  We give them the legal framework for the protection of
the environment and explain the role of Government
Implementing Agencies and of non-government organizations.
We also focus on procedural remedies and challenges in availing
of the remedies, and wind up with case studies.

The curriculum content covers both legal and non-legal
topics.  Legal topics include not only environmental laws of which
we have some of the most progressive, but also such subjects as:

1. Provisional Remedies in Environmental Cases;

2. Abatement of Nuisance, Environmental Torts and
Damages and Evidence;

3. Role of the Judiciary in Environmental Protection and
Problems Faced by the Courts in Fulfilling Their Role;

4. Challenges in Environmental Case Handling;
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5. Challenges in Effective Adjudication of Environmental
Cases in the Philippines; and

6. Problem Areas Encountered (Judiciary, Prosecution and
Enforcement).

Non-legal topics include discussions on:

1. Overview of the State of the Philippine Environment;

2. A Case Study on the Montalban Watershed;

3. International Environmental Principles and
Environmental Valuation;

4. Field Trip to Observe a Material Recovery Facility; and

5. Workshop on Designing a Training Manual on
Environmental Law

The participants in the different seminar-workshops were
judges, prosecutors, representatives from the DENR, and
representatives from Non-Government Organizations (NGOs).

These programs culminated in the publication of an
Environmental Law Training Manual in 2006; and an interactive
training tool and manual entitled Greening the Judiciary, in 2005.

Both manuals have been distributed to judges for their
guidance.  Both projects were supported by the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID), the United
States–Asia Environmental Program (US-AEP), and The Asia
Foundation, for which we will always be grateful.

The Environmental Law Training Manual includes the
following Chapters:

1. The Philippine Environment in Crisis:  An Overview;

2. Laws Created as a Response to the State of the
Environment;

3. Role and Participation of Government Implementing
Agencies/Offices;
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4. Remedies Available to Various Groups;

5. Challenges/Problems Encountered in Availing Remedies;

6. Role of Non-Government and People’s Organization; and

7. Case Studies.

The Greening the Judiciary manual covers:

1. Basic Environmental Concepts;

2. Understanding the Air We Breathe;

3. Understanding the Water We Drink;

4. Dangerous Climate Change;

5. The Carbon Trading Game;

6. An Introduction to Environmental Economics; and

7.  Environmental Legal Framework.

B. Moving Forward

The Action Plan for the Philippines judicial capacity building
program on the environment will, therefore, continue to be
guided by the contents of these two published manuals  and to
build on these, always cognizant of the need for environmental
expertise in environmental litigation.

For judges who have undergone basic training, we will
formulate advanced training courses, depending on their particular
need for knowledge of the jurisdictional area to which they have
been assigned and pertinent to the most prevalent cases filed.

We will continue to assist them in meeting the challenges and
problems encountered in availing of remedies, e.g., with respect to
technical and evidentiary considerations; poverty and access of the
people to the courts; court docket congestion; harassment suits;
and SLAPP or strategic lawsuits against public participation.
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We will also take cognizance of the need for specialized rules
and procedures to improve adjudication of environmental cases
such as standing to sue and class actions or citizen’s suits, as well
as rules for the efficient preservation, custody and presentation of
evidence in court, considering the practical problems involved
(particularly, the usually bulky nature of the evidence, e.g., logs,
fish, wildlife).

The training programs will continue to be multi-sectoral to
include prosecutors, government agencies, enforcement agencies,
people’s organizations, and public interest lawyers; as our
experience has been that this approach is more effective in the
interaction of participants leading to a better understanding of each
other’s viewpoints on environmental protection.

There are also key legal issues to be addressed such as, again,
those of standing to sue and class suits which are always raised in
forums.

In Illegal Logging Cases, a key issue would be:  Is constructive
possession sufficient as cause to file a case for violation of Section
68, Presidential Decree No. 705, as amended by Executive Order
No. 277?  How about the disposition of seized/confiscated forest
products during the pendency of the criminal case for violation of
the Forestry Law?

In Palawan Fishery Cases, an issue that has been raised is the
intervention or compromise by executive agencies in poaching cases
in order not to imperil diplomatic ties with foreign countries.

In forest management, an issue is the non-demarcation of
forest boundaries and national parks.
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II. GREENING THE JUDICIARY

The format for this presentation also includes a proposed judicial
capacity building program for environmental benches in the
Philippines.

In 1993, the Philippine Supreme Court issued Administrative
Order No. 15-13-93 designating special courts to handle violations
of the Forestry Code. This was in response to the number of cases
of violation of Forestry laws, in areas where violations were
rampant, as well as where resources were most abundant; as it is
here where conflicts and violations are most likely to occur.

On July 21, 2006, the Academy held a roundtable discussion on
green benches, also with the assistance of the Asian Environment
Compliance and Enforcement Network (AECEN), the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID), the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), and the Haribon Foundation. It
was an offshoot of the Asian Justices Workshop on the Environment
held in Bangkok on April 27-28, 2006.  Our objectives were to discuss
current issues and options to improve environmental adjudication
including the possibility of establishing or designating “green
benches,” in other words, an institutional change.

In the interim, we had to go into Data Inventory and Assessment
of Environmental Cases, including court dockets monitoring and
classification of environmental cases.  This had to be accomplished
in order to identify the type of violations of environmental laws
docketed in various courts (first, second, and appellate levels); to
guide the Supreme Court in locating “designated green benches”;
and to enhance the classification system and/or data disaggregation
on environmental law cases.

The Office of the Court Administrator (OCA) has helped us in
this regard.  Based on their current data, the scenario before us is
as follows:  (Powerpoint presentation)
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III. OPTIONS

The Philippine options would therefore be, first, to designate special
courts to hear environmental cases in the same manner that our
Supreme Court has designated special courts to hear cases involving
extrajudicial killings and enforced disappearance, and to hear
election cases.  The designation of judges to hear environmental
cases should be in strategically located courts justified by  empirical
data showing a high number of environmental cases. It is these
judges so designated who will be given progressive training. It would
not be specialization for them.  It would be in addition to their
regular tasks.  Of course, the eventual goal should be for all courts
to handle environmental cases, since environmental cases can arise
in any part of the country.

  A second option would be to expand the jurisdiction of forestry
courts to cover all environmental cases.  But this would mean a
more detailed study of the location of these courts vis-à-vis the
environmental cases pending in other areas.

The third option would be to designate special divisions in the
Court of Appeals to handle environmental cases.   Appellate courts
should also be equipped with technical skills to be able to handle
issues in appealed environmental cases.  The latest data furnished
the Academy by Presiding Justice Ruben T. Reyes of the Court of
Appeals derived from their Special Cases Section, shows that there
are “74 DENR cases” filed with the Court of Appeals from November
2001 to June 2007.  Since the cases are not really that many,
perhaps, the designation of one or two Appellate Court Divisions
for the purpose, should suffice. More detailed statistics will have
to be secured with respect to other types of environmental cases
as handled by trial court judges and appealed to the Court of
Appeals.

Studies by NGOs also disclose that a low number of cases are
being filed in court despite the high number of violations in the study
sites.  This is true in Mindanao.  In Palawan, it was also found that
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out of some 14,000 known incidents of fishery law violations over
a four-year period, only 40 arrests were made; 33 cases of which
reached the courts which resulted in five convictions.  These two
studies would indicate that the problem of handling environmental
cases may not be in the courts.

The suggestion has thus been made that we look beyond the
courts, particularly, in respect of enforcement and prosecution; and
that alternative modes of resolving cases be looked into, such as
court-annexed mediation and administrative adjudication,
especially if the dispute is between local groups and big companies.
This seems to be the system in the United States where the
Environmental Protection Agency, represented here by Judge Kathie
Stein, makes use of negotiated settlements in order to arrive at
mutually acceptable solutions to environmental disputes.
Resources permitting, the Academy can do its share by the training
of Mediators in Environmental Mediation, just as it is now
undertaking training in Family Mediation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Through progressive trainings and periodic curriculum reviews,
the PHILJA will continue to strengthen the capacity of our judges
on environmental adjudication.  And, when special courts on
the environment shall have been designated by the Supreme
Court, we will be ready to conduct the necessary and
appropriate training, based on existing modules, and profit  from
the invaluable experience that all of you have shared with us in
this Second Asian Justices Forum on the Environment.

Respectfully submitted.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Roundtable
Discussion on Strategy for Support to Environmental Courts held on
January 29, 2008, at the Justices’ Lounge, Seventh Floor, Annex
Building, Supreme Court, Manila.

When Nature Calls,
the Philippine Judiciary Listens ∗∗∗∗∗

. . . enhancing processes for the adjudication
of environmental cases, all for the protection

of the environment in our 7,107 islands,
if we are to survive.

PHILJA welcomes you warmly to this Roundtable Discussion on
Strategy for Support to Environmental Courts. This activity is
undertaken in partnership with the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), the Haribon Foundation, and
the Asian Environmental Compliance and Enforcement Network
(AECEN).  We are truly grateful for their consistent support for
our efforts at improving our in-country environmental
adjudication and the enforcement of environmental laws.

This Roundtable Discussion specifically aims to formulate the
next steps after the recent approval by the Supreme Court of
PHILJA’s recommendations for the designation of 117 trial courts
to handle all types of environmental cases, and for the raffling of
all appealed environmental cases in the Court of Appeals courtwide.
We are gratified that their establishment has received broad-based
commendation from environmentalists both here and abroad.

Truth to tell, we have been working on the idea of establishing
green benches even as early as July 2005, and it was Chief Justice
Reynato S. Puno himself who was determined to translate that idea
into reality.
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It did take the Academy time, however, as we had to build, with
the help of the Office of the Court Administrator and the AECEN-
USAID grant, a databank of existing environmental cases, which
we presented to the Asian Justices Forum on the Environment held
in the Philippines in July 2007.

It is now time to develop a road map for capacity building of
judges sitting in the designated courts, as well as of Appellate
Court Justices, to sustain the gains and momentum generated by
the Court’s initiative.

With your strategic support, we will be building on the series of
trainings that we had conducted over the years with selected judges
from different judicial regions as participants, numbering 11 seminar-
workshops on Environmental Law, in partnership with the Haribon
Foundation and UNDP-GEF-SGP.  Topics discussed were the State
of the Philippine Environment and the pertinent laws relating
thereto; the Role of the Judiciary in Environmental Protection; as
well as problems faced by the courts in fulfilling their role.

In 2006, we published the Environmental Law Training Manual,
followed by Greening the Judiciary, an interactive training tool
developed in coordination with the Ateneo de Manila University.
Both manuals were developed with the support of the USAID, the
US-AEP, and The Asia Foundation, and distributed to judges
nationwide for their guidance.

We had Roundtable Discussions on Environmental Dispute
Resolution in February 2005 and on Green Benches in July 2006,
both with the assistance of development partners.

Added to these was the participation in five international
conferences on Environmental Law by our selected
representatives.  Indeed, exchange of experiences with other
regions on environmental issues on such critical problems as
access to justice, standing to sue, accrual of cause of action,
discovery rule, environmental torts, citizens’ suits, and
harassment suits, among others, would be a good field for
strategic support.  This can also include the discussion of
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problems in environmental adjudication and litigation that consider
the balancing of environmental values with economic benefits,
cultural differences, and varied legal systems.

Of late, PHILJA has likewise included Environmental Law as one
of the topics for the Revised Benchbook for Trial Court Judges that
we are presently working on.

PHILJA’s Philippine Mediation Center will also look into the
possibility of utilizing Alternative Dispute Resolution mechanisms
in the resolution of environmental disputes to assist in their easier
and faster disposition.  For the purpose, it will be training Mediators
in Court-Annexed Environmental Mediation.  This is another area
lending itself strongly to strategic support.

Interestingly, last August 2007, we were requested by Judge
Scott Fulton of the US Environmental Appeals Board to join a
select group of judges, environmental trainers and judicial
trainers in reviewing a draft judges training program.  The draft
program attempts to address what it calls the following areas
of deficit that judges in developing countries frequently bring
to environmental case work:

1. Lack of familiarity with environmental phenomena;

2. Lack of awareness of the societal implications of
environmentally unsustainable development;

3. Lack of exposure to environmental law, which is still not
part of legal education curricula in many areas of the world;
and

4. Lack of experience in managing complex environmental
cases and in fashioning remedies in such cases.  We have
accepted the invitation and given our comments through
Professor Alfredo Tadiar, a member of our faculty.

Coming now to training methodologies, it would also be a good
game plan to develop judges-trainers who can share their first-hand
experience on substantive aspects and procedural legal issues
related to the environment.  Just as strategic would be the
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enhancement of professional competency through faculty
development activities, which we have started through our
Interactive Modules on the Environment, focused on legal and non-
legal environmental topics; the Introduction to Environmental
Economics and Environmental Legal Framework and the
Environmental Law Training of Trainers with Experiential Learning.

Programs will, of course, be participative and interactive.  We
have embarked on skills-based education, adopted adult learning
methodologies, and utilized case studies, to enliven the delivery of
our programs.  Seminars will be multi-sectoral in composition and
approach, with representatives of the prosecution service and other
executive agencies sharing their own problems, solutions, and
experiences.

PHILJA programs on the environment have been most ably
attended to by the Academy’s Special Areas of Concern Department,
headed by Prof. Sedfrey M. Candelaria, with the generous assistance
of development partners.

May I also mention that at the PHILJA Board of Trustees meeting
last January 17, 2008, Chief Justice Puno had made several
recommendations, namely, the modification of the Manual on Green
Benches, and the inclusion in training programs of topics on
presentation of evidence, procedural issues, and expeditious hearing
of cases in environmental courts.

Indeed, with 3,120 cases pending in the different judicial regions
as of November 2007, with some high-profile environmental
disputes, it is important that trial of environmental cases be fast-
tracked, as best as possible, and environmental cases attended to
with a greater sense of urgency, to give Mother Nature the justice
that she yearns for.

Developments look exciting and bright and chances of success
positive.  Welcome again to this cooperative effort at enhancing
processes for the adjudication of environmental cases, all for the
protection of the environment in our 7,107 islands, if we are to
survive.
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∗ Delivered at the Roundtable Discussion of Women Leaders in
Biodiversity Conservation held on September 16, 2008, at the
Conference Suite, Seventh Floor, Pan Pacific Hotel, Ermita, Manila.

Greening the Bench:
The Role of the

Philippine Judicial Academy∗∗∗∗∗

PHILJA is the mandated education arm of the Supreme Court and
the Court’s component unit for the implementation of Alternative
Dispute Resolution mechanisms.  In addition to its core programs
conducted regularly, the Academy holds special focus programs.
An essential subject in these special programs is the Environment.

Early on, PHILJA had recognized the importance of
environmental protection not only in our country but also in the
world.  As early as 2001, and in partnership with international
organizations, other government and non-government institutions
and the academe, PHILJA had embarked on a series of trainings,
seminar-workshops, and projects related to the environment.
These activities had contributed greatly to the increased awareness
among judges, including other components of the justice system,
of the substantive and procedural issues surrounding environment-
related concerns.

We have since strengthened our efforts with the publication of
three Manuals, namely, The Environment on the Scale (Ipagtanggol
ang Kalikasan II) in 2001; Greening the Judiciary,  which contains
Learning Modules on the Environment, in 2005; and the

. . . let us continue to be “Green Leaders”
not “Green Laggards.”
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Environmental Law Training Manual  in 2006.  The last two were
developed in coordination with the Ateneo de Manila University,
and with the support of the United States Agency for International
Development, the United States–Environmental Protection Agency,
and The Asia Foundation.

Paramount in our training philosophy is the Constitutional
provision mandating the State to “protect and advance the right of
the people to a balanced and healthful ecology in accord with the
rhythm and harmony of nature.”1

From the experience derived from training activities, we felt
the need for the establishment of environmental courts.  In 2005,
we were already working on the idea; now Chief Justice Reynato S.
Puno is himself determined to translate it into reality.

In coordination with the Office of the Court Administrator
(OCA), we prepared a databank or an inventory of existing
environmental law cases which we presented to the Asian Justices
Forum on the Environment held in the Philippines in July 2007.
Moreover, we utilized it as the basis of our recommendations to
the Court for improved environmental adjudication in the
Philippines.

The recommendations were approved by the Court in its
Resolution in A.M. No. 07-11-12-SC on November 20, 2007,  which
designated 117 environmental courts; considered all single sala first
and second level courts as special courts to hear and decide
environmental cases, and ordered the raffling of all appealed
environmental cases to the Court of Appeals, all divisions.

Since then, PHILJA’s action agenda has been for long-term
capacity building of Philippine environmental court judges, in order
to:

1. Strengthen their capacity to fast-track environmental cases
before them;

1. PHILIPPINE CONSTITUTION, Art. II, Sec. 16.
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2. Manage complex environmental cases and prescribe
remedies therefor;

3. Pave the way for improved and informed decision-making
on environmental issues; and, just as important,

4. Provide them with understanding and appreciation of the
philosophy behind environmental protection and
conservation.

With the help of the OCA, we conducted a survey to determine
the training needs of judges in environmental adjudication.  The
judges were required to describe the problems and issues they have
encountered in handling cases of violation of environmental laws;
to indicate the subjects they want discussed in environmental law
seminars; and to fill up a matrix describing the nature and details
of environmental law cases in their respective courts.  The survey
data now form the basis for PHILJA environmental training program
designs.

Last July 17-18, 2008, we held a multi-sectoral Consultative
Workshop on the Manual and Training Design for Green Courts
which, although primarily intended for work on the benchbook or
manual for judges, also aimed to gather significant inputs for
succeeding training programs.

This was followed by the seminar-workshop on Managing
Environmental Cases held on August 4-6, in collaboration with US-
EPA, the United States Appeals Board, as well as USAID and AECEN.
It was a pilot-testing program for judges, prosecutors and law
enforcement agencies, which provided additional tools through
hands-on exercises (like a simulated trial) and group discussions for
the efficient adjudication of environmental cases.  Focus was given
on scientific gathering and preservation of evidence, and applying
economic analysis of damages incurred by the injured parties.

The same activity also reviewed relevant environmental laws
and appropriate techniques in addressing environmental cases, using
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a hypothetical case problem and applying facilitation methods
adopted from a judicial training manual developed by the US-EPA.
The facilitators also stressed the importance of environmental
management through the use of the pre-trial method, alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms, discovery procedures, and summary
judgments as effective tools in environmental adjudication.

Resources permitting, the topic Environment will form one of
the chapters in PHILJA’s Revised Benchbook for Trial Court Judges,
upon the recommendation of the Committee Head, Chair Alfredo
F. Tadiar.

We will also look into the possibility of utilizing Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms in the resolution of
environmental disputes to assist in their easier and faster
disposition.  For the purpose, we will be training mediators in Court-
Annexed Environmental Mediation.

We will continue to expand capacity building on a multi-sectoral
level with the ultimate goal of “greening” all pillars of the justice
system, which includes enforcement and prosecution agencies, and
the community as well.

We have formulated the blueprint for a Capacity Enhancement
Training for Environmental Courts.  The target participants will be
100 environmental court judges and 136 single sala court judges
from the National Capital Judicial Region (NCJR), Luzon, Visayas
and Mindanao.  They will be clustered in four batches in separate
three-and-a-half-day seminars.  We are presently sourcing funds
for the budgetary requirement of approximately P3.7 million.  A
training manual, incorporating inputs from the various seminars
conducted, will also be in the planning stage.

In the immediate future, the PHILJA-Metrobank Foundation
Lecture on the topic The Future of Environmental Law and
Governance will be held in October 2008, at 2:00 p.m., at the
Malcolm Hall of the University of the Philippines, College of Law in
Diliman, Quezon City.  You are all cordially invited.
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With all of you joining us in this undertaking, PHILJA hopes to
achieve success in the common battle to save the environment and
to conserve our unique biodiversity.

Borrowing the terms from a recent issue of Newsweek, let us
continue to be “Green Leaders” not “Green Laggards.”

PHILJA gives you the assurance that “when nature calls, the
Philippine Judiciary listens.”
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at  the
Seminar on the Use of Forensic DNA Technology in the Justice
System held on March 15, 2000, at the  NISMED Auditorium,
University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City.

1. G.R. No. 144656, May 9, 2002, 382 SCRA 192.

Forensic DNA Technology
in the Justice System∗∗∗∗∗

We have an exciting and enlightening seminar topic – The Use of
Forensic DNA Technology in the Justice System.  We express our
sincere appreciation to Dr. Cora Ungria and the Natural Sciences
Research Institute (NSRI) who have kept the Academy and the
Judiciary on their radar screen for subjects of this nature.

It was almost exactly a year ago, on March 5, 2003, that we
gathered in this campus for a Symposium on Forensic DNA
Analysis and the Law.  We were introduced to the basic concepts
of DNA and its properties particularly relevant to forensic DNA
testing.

This second time around, emphasis would be on the
application of DNA in the courtroom, the admissibility of DNA
evidence and, in general, the value of DNA evidence in the
criminal justice system.

Just before our first symposium, the Supreme Court  decided
the Vallejo1 case and ruled that DNA profiles are admissible as

There are constitutional boundaries and legal issues,
however, in the use of DNA technology.

Issues of due process, violation of the rights
of the accused, and access to justice

 by the poor may arise.
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evidence in judicial proceedings.   It also prescribed the factors that
should be considered in assessing the probative value of DNA
evidence.

That was followed on May 19, 2004, by People v. Yatar,2  a per
curiam decision, affirming the death penalty sentence in a Rape
with Homicide case, where the Supreme Court upheld the use of
DNA testing stating that for purposes of criminal investigation, DNA
identification is a “fertile source of both inculpatory and exculpatory
evidence.”  It also cited the findings of our host Dr. Cora de Ungria
as the qualified prosecution expert witness.

On October 21, 2004, in Cabatania v. Court of Appeals,3 a
petition for review on certiorari under Rule 45, the High Court
ruled that “in this age of genetic profiling and DNA analysis, the
extremely subjective test of physical resemblance or similarity
of features will not suffice as evidence to prove paternity and
filiation before the courts of law.”

Cautiously but surely, therefore, led by our Supreme Court, the
use of DNA testing as a means of identification technology in the
justice system is recognized.  This then is the purpose of the two
symposiums we have held – to see to it that our trial judges will no
longer be mystified by the esoteric subject of DNA technology but
will be ready to confront it.

There are constitutional boundaries and legal issues, however,
in the use of DNA technology.  Issues of due process, violation of
the rights of the accused, and access to justice by the poor may
arise.  A poor accused may have no access to expert witnesses
because of the high cost of DNA profiling and testing.  The case of
People v. Yatar held that DNA tests were not violative of the
constitutional right against self-incrimination because said right
refers to testimonial compulsion.   Another constitutional right that
can be invoked is the right against unlawful search and seizure.

2. G.R. No. 150224, May 19, 2004, 428 SCRA 504.

3. G.R. No. 124814, October 21, 2004, 441 SCRA 96.
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Fishing expeditions for DNA fingerprints would fall under the
prohibition.  The right to privacy could also be invoked in the
gathering of DNA profiles,  and so with the right to presumption
of innocence on the contention that obtaining DNA samples
creates a presumption of guilt.

In fact, these rights are now being invoked in the Ecleo case in
Cebu.  In that case, the body of the woman, said to be the wife of
the accused, was exhumed in order to erase doubts as to her
identity.   Defense lawyers have opposed the prosecution bid for
DNA testing on the accused Ecleo and his minor children on the
grounds that it would be violative of their right to privacy, their
right against self-incrimination, and their right against involuntary
servitude as it would compel the accused to do something against
his will.  The Regional Trial Court will soon have to confront these
issues.

This was what I meant when I said that the seminar topic was
exciting and enlightening.  Evolving technical developments and
corollary constitutional issues that may be raised make it so.  We
are also working on a draft Rule on the Admissibility and Evaluation
of DNA Evidence for, as we all know, admissibility and credibility
are among the key factors in considering DNA evidence.

We hope that we will all enjoy learning in this seminar.  Actually,
it is more than learning.  We have convened here in the interest of
justice.

We express our appreciation again to Dr. de Ungria, to Atty.
Asplen, to the British Embassy for their thoughtful initiative,
and to all our participants for their interest and cooperation.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Symposium on Forensic DNA Analysis and the Law held on March 5,
2003, at the Natural Sciences Research Institute Conference Room,
University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City.

Judicial Education and Science Education∗∗∗∗∗

Dr. Francisco Nemenzo, President
University of the Philippines

H.E. Paul Sephen Diamon, the British Ambassador
H.E. Jan de Kok, Head of the European Commission
Justice Leonardo A. Quisumbing,

Associate Justice of the Supreme Court
Dr. John Buckleton and Dr. Sally Ann Harbison,

our distinguished scientists from the Institute of
Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)
of New Zealand

Dr. Emela Cao, Director of the Natural Sciences Research
Institute

Dr. Cora de Ungria, Head of the UP-DNA Analysis Laboratory
Our Moderator, Attorney Katrina Legarda
Your Honors, our dear Participants
Ladies and Gentlemen,

A very pleasant good morning!

The Philippine Judicial Academy (PHILJA), the education arm of
the Philippine Supreme Court, has always believed that Judicial
Education must include Science Education.  Our judges cannot be
science-illiterate.  If our courts are to deal effectively with cases

If our courts are to deal effectively
with cases involving science-related disputes,

the language of science must,
in some way, make its way into the judicial psyche.
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involving science-related disputes,  the language of science must,
in some way, make its way into the judicial psyche.  A working
knowledge of scientific principles that will, at least, allow judges to
make sense of scientific evidence, must be one important
development in judicial education.

This accounts for the topic of our symposium today – Forensic
DNA Analysis and the Law.  “Forensic” meaning that it is applicable
to a court of law.  The interaction of Science and Law, the application
of scientific knowledge to the forensic arena, and more specifically,
the appreciation of forensic DNA issues from both  scientific and
legal perspectives – these will be our menu for the day.

The use of DNA typing as a crime-solving tool is no longer novel.
Science tells us that with current DNA testing techniques, “it is
possible for a single person to be differentiated from all the people
that have ever lived using DNA (even) from a single hair root.”  DNA’s
power of discrimination between almost all individuals, combined
with its innate stability over time, is a veritable scientific
breakthrough.  We need only cite the examples of  the Kevin Green
and the Eddie Joe Lloyd stories which relate how innocent people
can be freed and guilty culprits identified.

In the Philippines, the reluctance of the judicial system to accept
DNA typing has eroded.  The Supreme Court had recently paved
the way for the admissibility of DNA testing in evidence.  In the
March 2001 case of Tijing v. Court of Appeals,1 a petition for habeas
corpus, the ponente Justice Leonardo A. Quisumbing, had occasion
to state that “as the appropriate case comes, courts shall not
hesitate to rule on the admissibility of DNA evidence.”  He also
predicted that “in the future, DNA testing would be useful to all
concerned in the prompt resolution of parentage and identity
issues.”

Shortly thereafter, in the May 2002 case of People v. Vallejo,2

an en banc and per curiam case of rape with homicide, the Supreme

1. G.R. No.25901, March 8, 2001, 354 SCRA 17.

2. G.R. No. 144656, May 9, 2002, 382 SCRA 192.
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Court laid down guidelines in assessing the probative value of DNA
evidence, pronounced the accused guilty, and sentenced him to the
supreme penalty of death.  The evidence showed, among others,
that the DNA profile of the accused was found through the vaginal
swabs taken from the victim.

Indeed, the use of DNA evidence can become crucial in
establishing guilt beyond reasonable doubt, particularly, in
cases where the death penalty is imposable.  It could prevent
wrongful convictions and exonerate the innocent.  However,
there are still some significant questions: Would post-
conviction requests for DNA testing be allowed in this
jurisdiction considering the number of convicts in death row?
If so, what restrictions are best imposed?

All the foregoing define the purpose of this symposium.

To all who made this possible and, on behalf of the Academy,
we now recite our litany of thanks:

To the Natural Sciences Research Institute and the DNA
Analysis Laboratory, for extending the benefits of this series
of DNA seminars to our Judges, and for opening their
laboratory to us.  We congratulate the Institute for their
unrelenting efforts in developing the science of forensic
DNA in the Philippines.  We had earlier discussed with Dr.
Ungria a workshop on Bioscience and Biotechnology, which
has been postponed to September of this year, when we
hope to go a little bit farther in our Science Education for
judges to ambitiously include the topics Cloning and the
Human Genome;

To our forensic scientists, Dr. Buckleton and Dr. Harbison, all
the way from New Zealand, who will  educate and
demystify us on DNA; translate science into layman’s English
to enable us lay people, with no specific scientific training,
to understand how the process works; and advise us on the
capabilities and limitations of current techniques;
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To the British Embassy and the European Commission, for
having expanded the scope of their sponsorship to include
the Academy and our judges;

To Mr. Justice Leonardo Quisumbing, for being one with us in
broadening our scientific knowledge;

To Atty. Jose Ochave, for his scientific-mindedness, and for
spearheading and putting this symposium together;

To our judges themselves for their keen interest in
participating and learning about DNA.  We regret that due
to logistical constraints we could not accommodate all who
wanted to join.

As an output of this symposium, we anticipate the ability of
our judges to understand, assess, and ably interpret the
probative value of DNA evidence and the legal and policy issues
involved.  Overall, we look forward to the strengthening of the
country’s judicial system where the truth-seeking function of our
courts is facilitated by forensic analysis that will yield reliable results
in both civil and criminal disputes.  Verily, science and law are
interacting, and Science Education has found its way into Judicial
Education.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Conference-Workshop on Bioscience and Biotechnology (Science and
the Law) held on August 26-29, 2003, at the PHILJA Development
Center,  Tagaytay City.

Science and the Law∗∗∗∗∗

It is my pleasure and privilege to welcome you all to this
Conference-Workshop on “Bioscience and Biotechnology,
Science and the Law.”

We specially welcome our partner, EINSHAC, the Einstein
Institute for Science, Health and the Courts, and its Faculty
Advisors headed by Dr. Franklin Zweig, who are collaborating
with us in this partnership between Science and the Law.  Dr.
Zweig is not a stranger to us, having delivered the Fourth
Centenary Lecture on November 14, 2000, on the topic “Life
Technologies and the Rule of Law.”

Our other EINSHAC Faculty Advisors are: Justice Thomas E.
Hollenhorst, Associate Justice of the U.S. Court of Appeals,
Fourth Appellate District; Dr. Lyn Jorde, a Professor in the
Department of Human Genetics at the University of Utah School
of Medicine; and Mr. Alan McHughen,  Associate Plant
Biotechnologist, College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences,
Botany and Plant Sciences, University of California.

We warmly welcome Mr. Robert Wuertz , Democracy Officer
of USAID, and thank him most sincerely for making possible
this four-day interaction between Science and Law.

For if the law is to guarantee for society the order
and stability that allow its members to flourish

 and  to live life as fully as possible,
then the law cannot be oblivious of science.
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We thank Undersecretary Rogelio Panlasigue who represents
the Secretary of Science and Technology, for gracing these Opening
Ceremonies and extending a cooperative hand from the executive
department.

We thank them all profusely for having made this pioneering
venture possible.

Not without reason has it been wryly said that in contrast to
the leaps and bounds that science takes, the law almost always
arrives late and breathless.  One will not be hard put to find
examples.  Is it not a fact, for one, that many of our judges must
strain and stretch the provisions of a Civil Code last amended in
the middle of the 20th century to resolve disputes of the 21st

century meaningfully?  In several respects, the law’s attitude
towards science and to the technology it spawns has been
guarded, to say the least, if not suspicious.  For years now, the
police have usefully employed polygraph tests in the conduct
of investigations, but jurisprudence remains unclear and
unsettled about a judge’s authority to admit the results of what
is commonly called a “lie detector test” in evidence.

The law cannot but respond to the progress of science. For
if the law is to guarantee for society the order and stability that
allow its members to flourish and  to live life as fully as possible,
then the law cannot be oblivious of science.  By harnessing the
immense resources of science and technology, the courts are
more competently and credibly able to administer justice
through the thoughtful and intelligent application of the law.

Last March 5, 2003, in collaboration with the Natural Sciences
Research Institute of the University of the Philippines, the
Philippine Judicial Academy held a Symposium on Forensic DNA
Analysis and the Law – that exciting but recondite field of DNA
technology.   In other jurisdictions, DNA testing has become almost
standard procedure whenever identity is in issue.  In the Philippines,
only recently, the Supreme Court has paved the way for the
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admissibility of DNA testing in evidence,1  and has laid down the
guidelines in assessing the probative value of DNA evidence.2

Also quite recently, the world listened in awe as scientists
announced the completion of the human genome project – an
international research effort aimed at mapping and
documenting humanity’s genetic resources.  Not too long ago,
it seemed to belong to the realm of science fiction more than
to any serious scientific enterprise!  Not any more.  There is
need for us to have a working familiarity with the Human
Genome Project and the issues of genetics that will present
themselves in the courtroom.  For its scope is pervasive and its
potential legal implications are vast.

For the next few days, the Supreme Court of the
Philippines, through the Philippine Judicial Academy, takes
Philippine judges through a discussion of a wide spectrum of
issues and concerns in bio-technology and bio-engineering.

One of our government agencies recently announced that
genetically modified corn will soon be available to farmers.
Almost immediately, there was a flurry of activity and of
activism: While government endeavored to drum up support
for its new project, activists both in the agricultural sector and
outside it loudly protested the novelty.  The rhetoric was not
always enlightening, and despite the frenzied speeches and
published material, it was not always easy to learn from either
side of the debate what the promise of the new breed of corn
was, and where lurked the threat!

I have no pretensions about the seminar we commence
today being the definitive course on bio-science, bio-
technology and the law.  While I have the highest esteem and
regard for our judges who must resolve questions, both simple

1. Tijing v. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 125901, March 8, 2001, 354
SCRA 17.

2. People v. Vallejo, G.R. No. 144656, May 9, 2002, 382 SCRA 192.
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and intricate, I do not expect them to leave this seminar with
mastery of what is admittedly a difficult subject.  But I am glad
that the Philippine Judicial Academy can rightly claim that it has
not been remiss in its bounden duty of advancing the knowledge
and the understanding of members of the Bench.  I am particularly
happy that linking up with EINSHAC has allowed us to offer you
rich fare through this seminar.

We will not allow the law to arrive on the science scene late
and breathless.  The program we start today that will commence a
series of echo-programs will allow jurisprudence in this jurisdiction
to arrive promptly and adequately!
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Training Seminar
for Judges on Corporate Law, Insolvency and Rehabilitation held on
November 28-29, 2000, at the Development Academy of the
Philippines, Tagaytay City.

On Corporate Law, Insolvency
and Rehabilitation∗∗∗∗∗

We welcome and congratulate you, our Judges, whose Branches
have been designated to try and decide Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) cases transferred to the Regional Trial Courts
(RTCs), pursuant to Republic Act No. 8799, the Securities
Regulation Code.  Of course, opinions vary as to whether the
emerging trend for the shifting of quasi-judicial adjudication
back to the courts exercised by administrative agencies is the
better approach or not.

We know that not too many judges were happy over the new
Code. It seemed to many that, in its haste to rid the SEC of its
adjudicative responsibilities, the Legislature laid yet another burden
on the already bent shoulders of RTC judges.  Looked at more
positively, however, as I think was the true sentiment of Congress,
the change in jurisdiction is a vote of confidence in favor of the
judiciary. More directly yet,  it is an expression of faith in the
capability of our trial court judges to address the recondite issues
of corporate adjudication.

For all of you, it may mean more work. It may also mean an
initial imbalance of caseload; but all that can be offset by the

While the judge is most familiar
with adversarial proceedings . . .

rehabilitation cases and related matters
 call for a different culture,

a different judicial disposition and attitude.
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thought that you have the  honor of having been deliberately
selected to handle these cases.

At the outset, I must express the Supreme Court’s and PHILJA’s
sincerest appreciation for the invaluable assistance of the United
States Agency for International Development–Accelerating Growth,
Investment and Liberalization with Equity (USAID-AGILE),
represented here by our Moderator of the Day, Atty. Carmona, and
of the Asian Development Bank, represented by Attorney Elsie
Araneta of the Office of the General Counsel.

There is hardly any area of law more directly related to the
fate and future of business in this jurisdiction as the law on
corporations and related business organizations.  The
corporation is, in itself, a most interesting entity. Engendered
solely by the creativity of legal thought, it assumes a life and
status of its own, often impinging in significant ways on the
lives of natural persons of flesh and blood.  The economic well-
being of our country, therefore of millions of Filipinos, is
inseparable from the prosperity of corporations and the
flourishing of corporate life in this country.

This means then that you, the judges whom the Supreme
Court has designated to adjudicate corporate issues, will resolve
disputes and rule on matters of vital concern to our country.
True, indeed, corporation cases often involve staggering
amounts and tremendous assets, as well as staggering losses.
Yet, more important is the impact your decisions will have on
the lives of our people.  Henceforth, the business world will
look to you.  Cases expeditiously dealt with, hearings and trials
competently directed and managed, decisions justly and
persuasively written will inspire confidence on the part of the
business community.  Any sign of inefficiency and ineptitude in
the courts will most certainly have a chilling effect on the
enthusiasm of investors and corporate personages.

As yet another responsibility is brought before the Bench
at which you preside, the Philippine Judicial Academy offers
you its assistance.  Let it not be said of the Supreme Court that
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it expects the best of our judges without offering them the
wherewithal to success.  We have done our best to prepare a
course for you that will aid you in the discharge of your duties
relative to corporate adjudication.  While emphasis is given
legal knowledge, both substantive and procedural, we have
also seen to the inclusion of a session on the tools of corporate
business.  A judge who presides over the resolution of corporate
issues must have at least a modest familiarity with the tools of the
trade. Then, too, there is the important matter of the culture of
the court when it sits in matters such as rehabilitation.  While the
judge is most familiar with adversarial proceedings – as it is this
option of adjudication for which we have opted in this jurisdiction
– rehabilitation cases and related matters call for a different culture,
a different judicial disposition and attitude.

Because of the nature of corporations, and the financial
interests at stake in them, the temptation to be less than
truthful, if not patently dishonest, will be frequent and
sometimes irresistible.  It is our ardent plea that you keep
undimmed  the nation’s confidence and trust in the judiciary.  If
you and I are concerned, as we ought to be, with the apparently
dismal future of our economy, and are determined, again as we
should be, to do  something about it – for our nation in crisis
and for our own children – then presiding with competence,
with fairness, with efficiency, and with promptness in corporate
adjudication is your golden chance. I pray you, do not scuttle it!

PHILJA can only plan, facilitate, and expedite judicial training.
Work in the field is addressed to your individual capabilities,
resourcefulness, and ingenuity.   We wish you all the best in this,
your new challenge.
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∗ Opening and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Seminar on
Corporate Governance and Securities Regulation for Commercial Court
Judges held on February 25-March 1, 2002, at the Marriot Hotel,
Cebu City.

On Corporate Governance
and Securities Regulation∗∗∗∗∗

The Academy is pleased to see you all again, this time in Module
2 of our training program on ‘’Corporate Governance and
Securities Regulation.’’  A special finale of this activity will be a
Dialogue between the Chief Justice and our commercial court
judges.

We acknowledge anew the invaluable cooperation of the
Asian Development Bank that will be represented here later in
the week by two lady attorneys from the Office of the Corporate
Counsel,  Atty. Claire Wee and Atty. Elsie Araneta.  Upon their
request, the message of the bank will be delivered by Ms. Evelyn
T. Dumdum, Program Director of the Program Management
Office, Judicial Reform Program of the Supreme Court.

We reiterate our gratitude to the RVR–Center for Corporate
Responsibility of the Asian Institute of Management for lending
their expertise in structuring the business component of the
program including the ladderized approach to the subject of
corporate governance.  We also acknowledge the assistance of
the USAID-AGILE, under its Law and Economics program, in
designing the module on the law.  We welcome our new partners in
this undertaking, the APEC Financial Regulators Training Initiatives
and their Securities Trainers that will give an added dimension to
the entire corporate program by focusing on the resolution of
securities disputes.

Our common concern in drawing up the program was, and is,
how to equip our commercial court judges with a balanced mix of
business, law, financial, technical, and economics tools.  This  will
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serve as a basis for exercising judicial discretion, making judgment
calls and, in general, building up judicial capability in the effective
and efficient resolution of commercial disputes.

Speaking of effectiveness, and in order to determine the impact
of this particular educational program, we are particularly
interested in determining whether you had encountered cases where
you applied what you had learned in that seminar last November
12-16, 2001, at the Holiday Inn at Clark Field, Pampanga.  What
was the nature of those cases?  If you had written decisions, we
would like you to furnish us with copies.

We have also noted from the data you gave us in the first
module that some of your caseloads include only one or three
commercial law cases. If this situation has persisted for a year
or so, do you think there would still be need to designate your
courts as commercial courts? On the other hand, those who are
swamped with commercial cases, what are your suggestions to
lighten your load?  Will there be need for an additional court?

We will be giving you a survey form that we ask you to fill
out here, as completely as possible, without prejudice to your
giving us additional data after you return to your respective
salas.  The questionnaire is designed to help the program
organizers solve problems that you face or are likely to face.
We will do this through additional training programs or
distribution of resource materials.

There is work to be done,  in fact, a lot of work, as there is a
lot to learn.  Our judicial culture has always valued hard work and
efficiency.  This is what makes law and judging fascinating. We ask
you to embark on this second exercise, with a will and a way, that
will increase judicial knowledge and promote a holistic corporate
culture that will, in turn, contribute to a stable business environment
and advance economic growth.

It is a fact that the judiciary plays an essential role in the world
of business and that a well-functioning judiciary is essential to
economic development.  Your cases expeditiously dealt with, your
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hearings and trials competently directed and managed, your
decisions justly and persuasively written – all these will restore
confidence in our courts by the business community.

Before I close, let me just give a few reminders on house rules,
some of which are listed in your programs.  This may sound like a
broken record, but regrettably, we have observed some breaches.
May I enumerate them:

1. Observe punctuality.

2. Attend all sessions regularly to entitle you to Certificates
of Completion.

3. Wear your IDs all the time, also for security considerations.

4. Formal business attire is our dress code.

5. Put your cell phones in silent mode in order not to disrupt
proceedings.

6. Fill out evaluation forms upon distribution.

7. Prepare well for your written evaluative exercises on the
last day.

Your performance will appear on the database that PHILJA
submits to the Judicial and Bar Council.  If you need any help in
administrative matters, please feel free to call the Secretariat.

That said, it is now my privilege to open this seminar on
“Corporate Governance and Securities Regulation” specially
designed for you.  Welcome all.
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∗ Welcome Remarks delivered at the Discussion Session on Anti-Money
Laundering (Court of Appeals and the Sandiganbayan) held on
October 26, 2004, at the Court of Appeals Session Hall, Manila.

Anti-Money Laundering∗∗∗∗∗

Since the attacks of September 11, money laundering has
received increased attention.  To broaden understanding of its
nature, its processes and procedures, its implications, its
connection to terrorist activities, and its potential social and
economic impacts, the Philippine Judicial Academy welcomed
the opportunity to hold this Discussion Session on Anti-Money
Laundering for the Court of Appeals and the Sandiganbayan.
Little did we think that the topic would be so timely considering
bristling contemporary events.  In fact, the efficacy of the Anti
Money-Laundering Act (AMLA) is being put to the test.

Actually, soon after the passage of the AMLA, and consistent
with the Academy’s policy to update our courts on latest
developments in law and jurisprudence, we included the topic
in Discussion Sessions with the Court of Appeals and in our
Regional Career Enhancement Programs (RJCEPs) for trial court
judges.

Of note is the fact that jurisdiction over money laundering
cases rests with the Regional Trial Courts, while those
committed by public officers and private persons, in conspiracy
with such public officers, are under the jurisdiction of the
Sandiganbayan.

. . . the judiciary . . . will do its part
to combat money laundering,

curb unexplained wealth,
and help win the war against terrorism,

all within the Rule of Law.
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On June 1, 2004, in A.M. No. 04-4-197-RTC, the Supreme Court
designated the special commercial courts created under
Administrative Circular No. 08-2001 as special anti-money
laundering courts to speed up the disposition of cases involving the
flow of dirty money.  To the credit of the Supreme Court, this
designation is considered as a first among Asian countries.

The Anti-Money Laundering Council (AMLC) is authorized to
apply to the Court of Appeals, ex parte, for the freezing of any
monetary instrument or property alleged to be the proceeds of any
unlawful activity, which order shall issue upon determination of
probable cause and for a period of 20 days.   We have read of the
recent freeze order in a high-profile case on unexplained wealth,
which proceeded from this Court, speaking through Madame Justice
Marina Buzon.  Also reported is one anti-money laundering case
each in the Regional Trial Courts of Makati and Lapu-Lapu City in
Cebu.  The latter court took cognizance in September 2004 of a
charge against a Cebu-based businessman for laundering some P2
million in ransom money paid by the family of a Japanese national.
Approximately 23 civil forfeiture cases, related to money laundering,
are now pending in the courts.

Beginning tomorrow, and again, in partnership with the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), the Academy will be conducting a
seminar-workshop on Anti-Money Laundering for our special Anti-
Money Laundering Courts.  This program for trial judges will also
include the procedural aspect of AMLA and the detection of the
paper trail of illegitimate money.

We sincerely thank the USAID, represented by Mr. Michael
Yates, its Mission Director; the ADB, represented by Ms.
Shamshad Akhtar, Director General of the Asian Development
Bank;  and the AMLC for partnering with us and providing the
means for this Session with the Appellate Court and the
Sandiganbayan;  for the seminar-workshop for trial court judges
starting tomorrow; and for bringing resource persons from
abroad to shed further light on the subject.  The PHILJA Faculty,
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particularly the Head and Members of the Commercial Law
Department, are also on board.

What would also be important, but which has not been factored
in, is the preparation of a Handbook for the guidance of the Bench
in dealing with Anti-Money Laundering Cases.  Of course, the entire
proceedings today will be recorded and will eventually be the topic
of a PHILJA Judicial Journal.

Time will allow us only a general overview but enough to provide
us with a broad understanding of the history of money laundering;
of the Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001 (RA No. 9160); and of
the amendments introduced in 2003, including its confidentiality
provisions; its Implementing Rules and Regulations, its common
predicate offenses; its connection to terrorist financing; and
counter measures, like civil forfeiture, that can be taken.

Time permitting, we hope to comprehend as well the global
impact of national and international anti-money laundering,
the anti-money laundering initiatives of international
organizations, and the international framework for mutual legal
assistance.

We trust that, with concerted efforts, the Philippines would
soon be stricken off the list of the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) of non-cooperative countries and territories (NCCT) in
the fight against money laundering; and will cease to be number
17 among the top 20 origins of laundered money.  In so far as
the Judiciary is concerned, it will do its part to combat money
laundering, curb unexplained wealth, and help win the war
against terrorism, all within the Rule of Law.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Seminar-Workshop on Law and
Economic Development Issues for the Philippine Judiciary held on
December 13-14, 2006, at the College of Saint Benilde (CSB) Hotel,
Arellano Avenue, corner Estrada Street, Malate, Manila.

The Linkage Between Law
and Economics∗∗∗∗∗

This two-day seminar-workshop on Law and Economic
Development Issues for the Philippine Judiciary is offered by the
Academy through the PHILJA Department of Special Areas of
Concern, headed by Professor Sedfrey M. Candelaria.  It is a
joint undertaking with the United Kingdom, the Faculty Team
of the Ateneo Law School and the Ateneo de Manila University,
all of whom have been instrumental in conceptualizing and
implementing this project.

We express our profound appreciation to the British
Embassy for  this partnership and the continuing efforts to train
the members of the judiciary not only in the traditional areas of
law, but also in allied disciplines such as economics and
development studies.

The first time PHILJA held a seminar on the subject was way
back on April 28-30, 1999, at the Days Hotel in Tagaytay City,
which we entitled Pre-Test of a Seminar on Law, Economics and
Justice for Members of the Judiciary.  Why so?  For our belief has
always been that there are vital linkages between law,
economics, and justice.

For the rational study of the law
the black letter man may be the man

of the present but the man of the future
is the man of statistics

and the master of economics . . . .
Oliver Wendell Holmes
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What do you, as judges, have to do with these matters?  It is
the realization that law is also interdisciplinary.  Good judges know
a little of everything, as they should, for everyday, they are faced
with  challenges which touch upon the different facets of human
living.    This had been stressed by former Chief Justice Panganiban
in his eloquent pronouncements.

Rapid advances in Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) bring us closer to becoming a global society. This will be the
setting for new issues that judges will have to adjudicate and,
hopefully,  will be comfortable with after availing of this course.
With developments happening so swiftly, our country has to keep
pace with the rest of the world.  In fact, Economic Integration is
one of the main topics of the 12th ASEAN summit which was
postponed to January of next year.

Our Constitution has 54 sections that have to do with the
economy.  The present trend in legislation is increasingly dominated
by economic legislation.  Many of our Supreme Court decisions on
judicial review have dealt with the 1987 Constitution as it affects
economic policies, thereby highlighting the “law and economics”
component in judicial review. The consensus is that some of its
provisions on the economy and foreign investments need
amendment.

Of recent vintage, Chief Justice Artemio Panganiban has also
articulated his philosophy on Liberty and Prosperity, which has been
translated into economic prosperity.  It clarifies that courts play a
significant role in pushing progress forward not only as guardians
of civil and political liberties but also as protectors of economic
rights.

We have also seen of late, how such an institution as the
Professional Regulation Commission could have a deep impact
on economic performance.   Rampant cheating would make
suspect licenses held by engineers, architects, nurses, and
doctors.  The entire manpower industry would be affected, as
well as all other industries where the work of licensed professionals
is critical.  In fact, the report is that the American National Council
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of State Boards of Nursing hesitated to include the Philippines as
an accredited venue of the US licensure exam for foreign nurses.

As an additional learning tool, this seminar provides you with a
Bench Book on Law and Economics ably conceptualized and
prepared to better equip our judges to face the law and economics
issues of the times.  The Bench Book has an eclectic approach that
incorporates constitutional analysis, statutory analysis, and even
policy analysis.  So informative and comprehensive is the course
that Ambassador Beckingham and I both remarked at the launch of
the project last October 5, 2006, that we ourselves would want to
be participants.

In previous seminars, we had also expanded our target
participants by including research attorneys in the appellate
courts.  It is important, as well, for them to understand the
basic economic concepts in the economic analysis of the law.

Our long-term objective then is that we may all confidently
face the emerging economic issues of the times; learn how the
economic analysis of law could affect legal reasoning; and know
how these concepts and processes can be put to practical use in
improving one’s adjudicating skills.  This is the thrust of judicial
learning.

As far back as 1897, Oliver Wendell Holmes had articulated
in The Path of the Law, “For the rational study of the law, the black
letter man may be the man of the present but the man of the future
is the man of statistics and the master of economics x x x.”

We may not become masters in economics but, hopefully, we
will continue to be students of law and economics, of their interplay
and interaction, as they relate to the dispensation of justice.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Roundtable Discussion on Law
and Economic Development Issues for the Philippine Judiciary held
on April 19, 2007, at Camp John Hay Manor Hotel, Baguio City.

The Courts and the Economy∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy, in partnership with the British
Embassy, the Ateneo School of Law, and the Ateneo de Manila
Department of Economics are pleased and honored to hold this
Roundtable Discussion on Law and Economics on the  theme Courts
and the Economy.  What makes it specially significant is that we are
holding it with Supreme Court and Court of Appeals Justices and
representatives from the private sector, business, and the academe.

This is the culminating activity for PHILJA’s capacity building
project on Law and Economic Development Issues for the Philippine
Judiciary that we launched in October 2006.  The Academy has held
two two-day seminar workshops for research attorneys of the
appellate courts in November 2006;  for commercial court judges
in December 2006; and for the Court of Tax Appeals Justices and
Court Attorneys only last March 2007.

Our basic objectives have been to increase our judges’ working
knowledge not only of basic economics but also of the interplay
between law and economics.  This is in line with the overarching
goal of the Academy to stretch economic literacy by equipping our
judges and court attorneys with the necessary knowledge to address
economic-oriented issues and to correlate such knowledge with
good decision making and consistent jurisprudence.

For having made this series possible, we reiterate our profound
appreciation to the British Embassy through His Excellency,

 . . . a positive relationship exists
between the quality of the judicial system

and the level of foreign investments.
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Ambassador Beckingham, and to the Ateneo School of Law and
Department of Economics.  We assure His Excellency that the
Manual of Reference on Law and Economics that will be formally
presented later will be made available to all concerned to serve as
their “bible” in treading  the less familiar waters of law and
economic development.

Recognizing the need for an efficient administration of justice
for long-term economic growth, the Supreme Court designated 68
special commercial courts in the different judicial regions. It has
promulgated new procedural rules on Corporate Rehabilitation and
on Intra-Corporate Controversies through the Revision of Rules
Committee headed by then Justice, now Chief Justice Puno,  aimed
at  encouraging the speedier resolution of cases.  It has held several
chamber-to-chamber dialogues with the business community
knowing that networking with business and corporate leaders could
benefit the courts.

It has recognized the judiciary’s role in alleviating poverty
through improved access of the poor to judicial services by means
of its Alternative Dispute Resolution strategies that  include Court-
Annexed Mediation, Appellate Court Mediation, and Judicial Dispute
Resolution.  It has embarked on its Justice on Wheels Project aimed
at bringing justice closer to the hinterlands.  It is active in the Access
to Justice for the Poor Project funded by the  European Commission
and has issued, on March 13, 2007, the Information, Education, and
Communication (IEC) Guidelines for Municipal Court Information
Officers.

From a broad spectrum, under Supreme Court leadership, all
courts in the Philippines abide by the Rule of Law that admittedly
now plays a pivotal role in the promotion of effective economic
governance.

Governance has become the order of the day.  In the past,
governance was left to the executive and legislative branches of
government.  The judiciary is now being called upon to participate
in governance as it relates to the pursuit of economic development.
The lecture tomorrow, at the Court of Appeals Auditorium, of our
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Metrobank Professorial Chair Holder Justice Sixto Marella will dwell
on Corporate Governance.  Additionally, as a paradigm shift, court
management and governance is now also being stressed in the
economic cost of time, money, and effort in all judicial endeavors.

The key role of the judiciary in the economic well-being of the
country has also been articulated by the world’s leading
developmental institutions like the World Bank, the United Nations
Development Program, and the Asian Development Bank. They have
declared the need for a “well-functioning judicial system that
enables the State to regulate the economy and empower private
individuals to contribute to economic development by confidently
engaging in business, investments, and other transactions.”

The recent roundtable discussion between Philippine and
American commercial court judges on February 27, 2007, also
brought out the international consensus on the central role played
by the judiciary in creating a good business environment.

It is also accepted that a positive relationship exists between
the quality of the judicial system and the level of foreign
investments.  As a recent example – extrajudicial killings are said to
be hurting  the inflow of investments to the country.  The Supreme
Court responded by issuing Administrative Order 25-1997 on March
1, 2007, designating specific court branches to handle such cases.
PHILJA, too, has reacted by scheduling three batches of  training
programs for the judges so designated.

And so today, the interaction continues.  We thank you all for
sharing your vision for effective economic governance through an
enhanced and mutually beneficial interaction between the courts
and the different sectors of the economy.

For the rest of the morning, let us all look forward to another
of Chief Justice Puno’s characteristically enlightening
pronouncements, and to a stimulating exchange of views on Courts
and the Economy.
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∗ Opening and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Competence
Seminar on Intellectual Property held on November 20-21, 2001, at
the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Competence Seminar
on Intellectual Property∗∗∗∗∗

Intellectual Property has always received its share of attention
in educational programs of the Philippine Judicial Academy.

As early as July 1-4, 1997, in a Judicial Career Development
Program for our Judges, we had included a discussion on
“Intellectual Property Rights and the Courts.”  Director Ignacio
S. Sapalo was our lecturer while Judge Reynaldo S. Daway was
one of our discussants.  That was soon after President Fidel V.
Ramos had signed into law on June 6, 1997, Republic Act No.
8293 or the Intellectual Property Code.

Before then, the Supreme Court, through Administrative
Order No. 113-95, had designated special courts to handle and
speed up the disposition of IPR cases.  That was followed by
Administrative Order No. 104-96  issued on October 21, 1996,
adding violations of certain provisions of the Revised Penal
Code to the jurisdiction of the courts previously designated,
and excluding Metropolitan Trial Courts and Municipal Trial
Courts in Cities from handling these cases.

On January 21-30, 1999, we had likewise included the topic
“Significant Features of and Jurisprudence in Intellectual
Property Law” in the Third Conference for Appellate Justices.
Director Ignacio Sapalo was kind enough to be our lecturer
again.

It is in our best interests then that . . .
 the regime of intellectual property
enjoy the full protection of the law.
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Of late, intellectual property – once virtually terra incognita to
most lawyers – has achieved greater prominence.  This is true in
the more developed countries of the world, and perhaps more so
in developing countries like ours. After all, not a few third world
countries have earned the dubious distinction of being on the watch
list for intellectual property violations. Something need be said
outright, and it is that poverty and underdevelopment do not
constitute valid excuses for infringement, not in law, neither in
morals.  While it can always be suggested that advances made
available by technological inventiveness, and even by literary
creativity, may reach the grassroots were we to cut corners, in the
end, we protect our interests best by unwavering commitment to
the laws and guarantees of intellectual property protection.

The achievements of our countrymen in the field of letters and
in the vast domain of science and technology more than establish
that we are an inventive and creative people.  The literary output
of our authors is prodigious;  the inventions of our scientists –
though not always appreciated immediately – sooner or later
capture the imagination of the world.  If miscreants in our local
computer schools have produced a virus that threatened the whole
of cyberspace, the very same ingenuity can so easily produce
beneficial and profitable results.  It is in our best interests then
that, in this country, the regime of intellectual property enjoy the
full protection of the law.  If we seek the benefits of the law’s sway,
we must, it stands to reason, submit ourselves to it.

But a broader, constitutional perspective for intellectual
property is in order.  Article XIV, Section 13 directs that the State
“protect and secure the exclusive rights of scientists, investors,
artists, and other gifted citizens to their intellectual property
and creations, particularly when beneficial to the people, for
such period as may be allowed by law.”  This is the constitutional
basis – and imperative – for all intellectual property legislation
in municipal law.  Section 10 of the same article directs that the
state support invention and the development of indigenous
scientific and technological capability, and their application to
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the country’s national life.  A sound hermeneutics of these articles
unmistakably points to the reason that the State confers the
monopolies of intellectual property rights on inventors and writers,
so that their inventions and literary products may ultimately benefit
the people and enhance national life.  It then becomes clear why
the law must be vigilant over the prerogatives conferred by
intellectual property law.  There must be incentive so that men and
women of letters, of the sciences, and of technology contribute
the output of vision, prowess and expertise to national life. If we
but take a look at how inventions have made life richer, more
productive, and less tedious, then we would hardly need convincing
that every incentive must be afforded the creative and the
ingenious.

Ultimately, the intellectual property judge tasked with applying
our laws on copyright, patents, trademarks, and technology transfer
is protecting not principally the interest of those whose rights to
their intellectual creations are guaranteed  by law, but the interest
of the nation as a whole, and even of the world, that stands to be
enriched by every meaningful exercise of genius and vision.

PHILJA is most gratified to take a lead role in this effort.

With these background thoughts, I am privileged to declare this
“Competence Seminar on Intellectual Property” open.   Let us all
work together to make it enriching and engaging.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Second Advanced Course on
Intellectual Property Law for Commercial Court Judges cum Colloquim
on Current Issues in Intellectual Property Law held on November 26-
28, 2008, at the Discovery Suites, Ortigas, Pasig City.

In Partnership with the
Intellectual Property Community∗∗∗∗∗

Today’s significant activity marks the Academy’s continuing
partnership with the Intellectual Property Office of the Philippines,
its Research and Training Institute, and the U.S. Department of
Commerce–Commercial Law Development Program.

Last September 10, 2009, we inked an Understanding with the
Intellectual Property Philippines that established our cooperation
on an Education and Training Program for Judges and Court
Personnel on Intellectual Property. In the words of our innovative
IP Philippines Director General Adrian S. Cristobal, Jr., “it is only
with the support of the Judiciary that we can have an IP system
that promotes creativity, a society that values intellectual property
rights, and a country that uses IP for social and economic
development.”  This second advanced Course on Intellectual
Property Law cum Colloquium that we are holding in the next few
days will provide, we trust, the needed impetus in the pursuit of
these objectives.

Actually, we held a first Advanced Course in 2006, which tackled
the basic information on the three main categories of intellectual
property law,  namely,  trademarks,  patents  and  copyrights,  as
well  as emerging trends in the field of intellectual property.

Indeed, there is a “climate change”
in the realm of intellectual property.
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This time we will dwell on specific legal issues common in
intellectual property litigation across the three categories.  Among
these are:  the scope and nature of the protection provided by the
different intellectual property rights; differentiating between
trademark and copyright protection; judging trademark validity;
dealing with applications for and implementation of search warrants
of search and seizure involving infringement of intellectual property
rights, as well as the nature and extent of copyright protection over
software and functional objects.

A special feature is introduced in the form of a colloquium,
such as what we are holding today, that aims to contextualize the
learning of our commercial court judges and to provide  them with
regional and international perspectives, all towards enhancing their
adjudication skills.

Also a novel feature is the peer-to-peer sharing, considering
that some of you have gained extensive experience in handling
IP cases. This is in addition to mock trials, exercises, panel
discussions, and open forums, which are all part of PHILJA’s
educational thrust in skills-based training for judges and court
personnel.  These will address the need to enhance expertise
in IP cases as well as cultivate awareness in the emerging area
of knowledge management, both electronic and indigenous.

Hopefully, we will go a step further after the seminar with
the publication of a desk book that will include the lectures,
articles of the presenters, copies of the laws and jurisprudence
cited by the presenters as well as discussions held during
training.  The desk book will be a collaborative publication of
the PHILJA and Intellectual Property Philippines.  Ambitiously,
too, we are looking forward to the creation of an internet-based
clearing house.

Indeed, there is a “climate change” in the realm of
intellectual property.  It used to be thought of as a technical
subject, as an esoteric branch of law concerned with a small
sector of society. Not anymore.  Its growing importance in
today’s global economies is now recognized.  It is not, however, an
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end in itself.  It is an instrumentality for achieving certain public
policies, paramount of which is the Constitutional provision that
“the State shall protect and secure the exclusive rights of scientists,
inventors, artists, and other gifted citizens to their intellectual
property and creations, particularly when beneficial to the people”
(Article XIV, Section 13).

Thus, we now see society’s growing interest in patents and
copyrights, as a natural outcome of our recognition of our own
people’s creativity, both youth and adult.  We are also aware
that with increasing use of patents and copyrights, there is also,
unfortunately, a corresponding increase of violators. There is
need, therefore, for increasing awareness of the importance of
Intellectual Property Rights and of the value of the products of
human creativity which they protect.

Let us then look forward to accomplishing the objectives of
the Course, particularly considering the technical issues and
the difficult determinations of fact that the Intellectual Property
Law exacts from our judges and legal practitioners.  No
diagnostic instrument may be able to measure with precision
the positive change that this activity will cause.  We will look
forward to our judges’ orders and decisions that will hasten the
resolution of IPR cases, and that will leave an indelible mark
not only in the lives of court litigants but also in the overall
justice and economic environment of the country.

Let us rise to the challenges of the times and work to de-list
the Philippines from the watch list of IPR violators;  to lessen
the relatively high piracy rate particularly in respect of software;
and to strive for an effective intellectual and industrial property
protection system crucial to national development and
enhancement of investors’ confidence.  Let us boost, as well,
the inventiveness and productivity of every Filipino.  You, our
participants, are the hope for the enforcement and protection
of intellectual property rights in a global economy.
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∗ Welcome and Statement of Purpose delivered at the First Judicial
Seminar on Indigenous Peoples’ Rights (Regions III and IV) held on
February 18-19, 2002, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay
City.

Seminar on Indigenous Peoples’ Rights∗∗∗∗∗

The Philippine Judicial Academy is pleased to welcome you to
the First Judicial Seminar on Indigenous Peoples’ Rights.

Doubly pleased are we to be able to accomplish this in
partnership with The Asia Foundation.  This attests to the
recognition by both organizations of the need for judicial
education as it relates to a  disadvantaged sector of society.

We have selected you, in consultation with the National
Commission on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) and its list of
ethnolinguistic groups all over the country, as participants for
the first batch covering Regions III and IV, or Central and
Southern Luzon.  Three other clusters will follow: the Ilocos
Region and the Cagayan Valley (Regions 9, 10, 11 and 12).

The raison d’etre for this exercise is anchored on section 22,
Chapter II of the Constitution, which provides that “The State
shall recognize and promote the rights of indigenous cultural
minorities within the framework of national unity and
development.”  National unity, for our country is a wonderful blend
of various ethnic minorities and indigenous groups; development –
because the country’s stability and growth also depends on our
indigenous people’s access to justice.

. . .  for our country is a wonderful blend of various ethnic
minorities and indigenous groups;
 . . . because the country’s stability

and growth also depends on our indigenous people’s
access to justice.
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It follows that Republic Act No. 8371 or The Indigenous Peoples
Rights Act of 1997 (IPRA) was a step in the right direction and a
laudable piece of legislation that addressed the ‘’centuries-old
neglect’’ of our indigenous peoples.  Of late, however, some of its
provisions have been constitutionally challenged in Isagani Cruz v.
Secretary of the Environment and Natural Resources, et al.1  It was
the resolution of the Supreme Court in that case, although it had
dismissed the petition because the necessary majority was not
obtained, that the IPRA gained judicial prominence. The different
opinions of the Justices are gems in Philippine jurisprudence.

And so it is that this judicial seminar was conceived to introduce
judges to the Act: to bring to their attention the constitutional
nuances that led to a seven-to-seven vote in the Supreme Court;
to familiarize them with the procedure in resolving cases under the
law; and to acquaint them with the administrative machinery set
up by law to administer the Act.  Fr.  Ranhilio Aquino, Head of our
Academic Office, and Professor Candelaria, Head of the Department
of Special Areas of Concern,  have designed the program precisely
to enable judges to make the beneficial provisions of the law more
accessible to indigenous peoples through adjudicative action.  This
is where, as judges, you come in.

Additionally, for an international flavor, Fr. Aquino, a member
of the Third Philippine Judicial Delegation to the Federal Court of
Australia last October 2001, will walk you through  ‘’The Australian
Experience’’ and its Native Title practices and procedure.

And to inspire you at the end of the seminar, you will be hearing
from Ambassador Howard Q. Dee, former Presidential Adviser for
Indigenous Peoples’ Affairs, who will speak of his actual experience
in the field.

The next two days promise to be an intellectual adventure into
a relatively unexplored field, and we trust that you will emerge from
this seminar ready for the resolution of conflicts and disputes
involving cultural minorities.  Hopefully, as you appropriately

1. G.R. No. 135385, December 6, 2000, 347 SCRA 128.
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adjudicate cases before your respective courts, our indigenous
peoples or cultural minorities will no longer feel marginalized nor
deprived.  Your assistance will allow them to enjoy the full measure
of internationally recognized human rights and freedoms, as well
as to help and preserve and develop their cultural integrity.

In this, the Academy trusts.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Launching of the
Capacity Building  on Public and International Law Issues for the
Philippine Judiciary held on December 12, 2007, at the Justices’
Lounge, Supreme Court, Manila.

Capacity Building on Public
and Private International Law∗∗∗∗∗

Welcome to the Launching of the Capacity Building on Public and
Private International Law Issues for the Philippine Judiciary, another
major activity with the British Embassy and the Ateneo Law School.

It is also a logical sequel to our successful run on the Capacity
Building on Law and Economic Development, similarly sponsored,
held in December 2006.  Significantly, it enhances the bilateral ties
between the United Kingdom and the Philippines. We are honored,
indeed, and very appreciative of these collaborative efforts for our
justices, judges, and court personnel.

As entitled, International Law has two broad areas – public and
private.  Public refers to relations among states, although it can
govern relations between individuals and states as well;  while
private refers to private rights and interests, often referred to as
conflict of laws.

Time was when International Law was treated as an exotic
branch of the law.  However, globalization is slowly shifting legal
paradigms and realities by opening more opportunities for
interactions between States, international organizations,
multinational firms, and even private individuals.  Not very long ago,

. . . we open our horizons
to international commercial arbitration,

to corporate governance, to foreign direct investment
and globalization, and to privatization . . . .
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our perception was limited to what existed in our domestic legal
horizon.  But with legal and geopolitical boundaries slowly being
erased by transnational activities, we must train our legal and judicial
telescopes towards judging beyond borders.

Aware of this trend, PHILJA embarked on the field of
International Law, specifically: (1) in International Criminal Law,
when we sent, on February 19, 2007, a delegation of magistrates
to The Hague headed by Supreme Court Justice Adolfo S. Azcuna,
for a course on International Criminal Law for Justices and Judges;
(2) in International Human Rights Law, which has been the main
concern of PHILJA’s Department of International Law and Human
Rights Law since the inception of the Academy; and (3) in
International Humanitarian Law:  A Field Guide to the Basics, which
was the topic of the lecture given by Justice Adolfo S. Azcuna only
last November 22, 2007, and wherein Chief Justice Puno, in his
Message, urged the observance of the IHL to protect non-
combatants, particularly, the civilians.

We are thus happy to launch this project, further on
International Law, to enhance the capacity of justices, judges, and
court attorneys in resolving public and private international law
issues with commercial and economic implications.  It will be
another exciting development as we open our horizons to
international commercial arbitration, to corporate governance, to
foreign direct investment and globalization, and to privatization,
among others.

We look forward to another significant undertaking when the
course proper starts in early 2008.

Again, our appreciation to Ambassador Beckingham for his
continued interest in the subject, and to the Ateneo Law School
and its Center for international Economic Law for this joint
endeavor with PHILJA, in pursuit of quality and innovative judicial
education.  The roundtable discussions and seminar-workshop
components are in line with the skills-based education that PHILJA
has been promoting to make its programs more interactive and
geared towards adult education.
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We thank you all for your valued cooperation to help make our
judges aware of their important role in a progressive and
economically stable society where benefits flow down to the
grassroots and the gap is narrowed between the rich and the poor.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the First Seminar-Workshop on Public
and Private International Law Issues for the Philippine Judiciary
(Supreme Court Research Attorneys) held on January 24-25, 2008,
at the Training Center, Centennial Building, Supreme Court, Manila.

1. Philippine Constitution, Art. II, Sec. 3.

Building Lawyers’ Capacities
in International Law∗∗∗∗∗

We welcome you to this first seminar-workshop on Capacity
Building on Public and Private International Law Issues for the
Philippine Judiciary, starting with you, the Research Attorneys
of the Supreme Court.

As Research Attorneys, you perform essential functions in
the offices of your individual Justices and are called upon to
study high-profile subjects.  International Law, both public and
private, is one such subject matter, and we trust that during this
two-day seminar-workshop you will acquire a wealth of
knowledge.

International Law has been considered an exotic subject in
the past but times have changed, particularly because of
globalization. As you know,  International Law is considered as
part of the law of the land.1  Judges are now judging across
borders.  Domestic courts are now being called upon  to enforce
foreign judgments.  These are some of the reasons that make
necessary a deeper look into the public and private domains of
international law. Add to this the expansion of the Philippine
economy, which according to NEDA is the fastest in two decades,
resulting in spending for infrastructure projects on roads, ports, and
bridges, which attract foreign investors.

Judges are now judging across borders.
Domestic courts are now being called upon

to enforce foreign judgments.
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Judicial education does not teach you what to do in specific
situations. Rather, it provides you with the fundamentals for
understanding and analyzing the facts and the relevant legal
provisions and then exercising sound judgment. This two-day activity
is skills-based. You will have group work to resolve hypothetical
problems.  You will be given an overview on Public International
Law and Private International Law and their bearing on commercial
and economic implications.  You will be exposed to International
Arbitration Law that has assumed prominence in recent years, with
the PIATCO case as a concrete example.  Corporate social
responsibility, that has vested certain entities such as banks and
insurance companies with public interest and not just  profit-making,
is also included.  Fresh topics will dwell on Competition Law and
Public Procurement.  How many problems on public procurement
has the Supreme Court  been confronted with, and even now, for
our miscellaneous building projects!  To top it all, you will also be
briefed on how to understand life and nature in our world that is
now facing the problem of global warming, which has brought about
an international environmental law.

For the long term, you will be furnished with a Reference
Manual containing the basic principles of International Law in
relation to Commercial Law.  The Academy will be using this
material for continuing judicial education, just as you will use it
for your future research.

We wish you all the best and trust that our past evaluation
analysis will show that you have attained the proper research
perspective that will hopefully serve as appetizer for continued
studies and readings on such an important and intriguing subject
as International Law, public and private.

One challenge is to maintain the sustainability,
effectiveness, impact, and ongoing effective delivery of justice
through quality resolutions and decisions and good
jurisprudence.  We should also bear in mind that building our
capacity to respond to major social changes should be a continuing
effort.
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∗ Opening and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Computer
Training and Proficiency Seminar for Court of Appeals and
Sandiganbayan Justices held on June 4, 2004, at the Philippine
Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Computer Literacy Beckons∗∗∗∗∗

We are happy to see our colleagues from the Court of Appeals
and the Sandiganbayan and to welcome you to this Hands-on
Computer Training for Proficiency.

The meeting of the Academy’s Board of Trustees on April
10, 2002, was felicitous, for it was there that then Presiding
Justice Ma. Alicia Austria Martinez of the Court of Appeals and
Presiding Justice Francis Garchitorena of the Sandiganbayan
envisioned computer literacy for their respective courts.

And why not?  Our children, even our grandchildren, are
adept at computer technology.  To them it has become second
nature.  Really, the tide has changed.  It is they who are teaching
us now a thing or two.

One day is actually not enough to build proficiency.  But this
day’s activities will encourage us to acquire and develop new
skills.

For we cannot consign ourselves to antiquity.  We have to prime
ourselves to meet the challenges of a technology-driven world.
Otherwise, we will stagnate or be left by the wayside.  Mobile
telephones, teleconferencing, video-teleconferencing, the internet,
are already very much a part of our lives.  We cannot be bystanders

We cannot be bystanders to,
nor be nonchalant about,

the spectacular challenges brought
about by the technology revolution.
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to, nor be nonchalant about, the spectacular challenges brought
about by the technology revolution.

We are challenged.  We accept it.  Despite the pressures of
adjudication, we shall adopt a positive attitude.  We shall indulge in
individual capacity building.  We shall energize ourselves and leave
conservatism behind.  We shall progress into the exciting world of
word processing, powerpoint, and computer-aided legal research.
We shall realize the power of computers.  We can then start calling
ourselves ‘’high-tech,’’ with the high touch, starting today.

 And so, we invite you to move away from the pressures of city
life and its polluted atmosphere.  Instead, in the exclusivity and the
serenity of PHILJA in Tagaytay, with donated computers from
partners in judicial reform like the Canadian Embassy, let us have
fun as we learn something that will change our daily lives and,
particularly, increase our work efficiency and productivity.
Computer literacy beckons all of us.  It is a catalyst for improved
learning that we trust you will find enjoyable and beneficial.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Seminar for Supreme Court, Court
of Appeals and Sandiganbayan Attorneys, Phase 1 held on December
13-14, 1999, at the Court of Appeals Auditorium and Justices’
Lounge, Manila.

Seminar for Attorneys of the
Supreme Court, Court of Appeals

and Sandiganbayan∗∗∗∗∗

Today, we write a page in history with the first In-House Seminar
for you, our attorneys from the Supreme Court, Court of
Appeals, and Sandiganbayan. We greet you a hearty welcome.

I also greet our Professorial Lecturers with us in this joint
session.  We  thank them sincerely for continuing to lend us
their expertise and for their dedication to the cause of quality
judicial education in the pursuit of excellence.

The significance of this activity is underscored by the fact
that the Chief Justice himself has shown direct interest in this
program.  That is the upside.  The downside is that a lot more
will be expected of you from many quarters after this academic
exercise. This is to be expected in the natural scheme of things.

For justice speedily dispensed has been the long-standing
desideratum.  Our people constantly remind us in the courts
that “justice delayed is justice denied.”  It is not as easy
convincing them that “hasty justice is faulty justice.”  It is a fact,
however, that to serve its purpose as an organizing and ordering
institution, the law must be promptly and determinedly
administered and implemented.

Our Chief Justice has enunciated
a vision of excellence in the judiciary.

We, at PHILJA, are happy to be one with him,
one with our faculty, and one with you in this pursuit.
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The Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, and Sandiganbayan
are, without doubt, expected to set the example in the expeditious
disposition of cases.  Like the Chief Justice, who exhibits leadership
by example, our highest courts must follow suit.  We know that the
Supreme Court has earnestly and sincerely addressed this concern.
The SC-UNDP Management Study of the Judiciary amply records
different proposals and attempts at addressing the matter of delay.
Regrettably, the lasting solution eludes us.  There is no letup in the
number of cases filed in our courts.   An increasingly litigious society
leaves a paper trail of clogged dockets and unresolved cases.

This is the reason for the direct interest of the Chief Justice.

PHILJA has always directed its endeavors at two fronts: the
enhancement of professional competence and the cultivation
of desirable values.  These concerns are reflected in this program
designed for you.  By being reminded of the ethical precepts
and norms of conduct to which you are bound by the Lawyer’s
Oath, it is our common hope that the public renews its faith and
trust in the judiciary. By being trained in the skills, particularly
in research, analysis and reporting, you will contribute towards the
speedy, competent and trustworthy resolution of cases.

Court attorneys can either do too much or too little. They
do too much when they actually pen decisions, which they
should not.  They do too little when they are assigned chores
other than research, analysis and reporting.  Aristotle reminds
us that, as in many good things, virtue is to be found in the
midst of these extremes.  This seminar-workshop, we hope,
will help you find that golden mean.

When court attorneys study the cases assigned them with
diligence and assiduousness, research comprehensively and
exhaustively, and write case studies convincingly and
accurately, there will be little reason for cases to go unresolved
before the very courts looked up to by the whole country, and
to which you all belong.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Fourth
Civil Service Commission Legal Practitioners’  Conference (MCLE-
Compliant) held on November 18-22, 2002, at the International
Center (Angelo King), Manila.

Continuing Legal Education
for CSC Lawyers∗∗∗∗∗

Ladies and Gentlemen, Legal Practitioners of the Civil Service
Commission, a pleasant morning, and a warm welcome to this
Conference that our Academic Affairs Office has structured
specially for you.

It has been two years since we first collaborated with the
Commission to provide training to those involved in the
discharge of the CSC adjudicatory functions by virtue of a
Supreme Court Resolution on July 7, 1999, which expanded
PHILJA’s educational activities to quasi-judicial agencies. We
had also had a high-level meeting to address serious concerns
of the Commission and higher tribunals.

On August 8, 2000, the Supreme Court issued Bar Matter
No. 850 adopting the rules on continuing legal education for
practicing members of the Bar.  Incidentally, when continuing
legal education was initially proposed by the Integrated Bar of
the Philippines, the matter was referred to the Academy for
comment and recommendation.  We endorsed it as feasible,
and thereafter, we had the privilege of participating in the
drafting of rules with the Supreme Court Committee on Legal
Education.

. . . to ensure that throughout their career,
 practicing members of the Bar

keep abreast with law and jurisprudence,
maintain the ethics of the profession,

and enhance the standards in the practice of law.
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We are, indeed, happy that despite initial opposition, CLE has
gained acceptance, and compliance is assured as evidenced by your
keen interest in attending a seminar like this.  And rightly so, for the
purpose of CLE is to ensure that throughout their career, practicing
members of the Bar keep abreast with law and jurisprudence,
maintain the ethics of the profession, and enhance the standards
in the practice of law.

This seminar will enable you to comply with MCLE requirements.
For we are pleased to inform you that in another en banc resolution,
the Court had approved the omnibus accreditation of all PHILJA
programs for purposes of compliance with MCLE requirements, for
lawyers who take part in the Academy’s programs.  Indeed, by
reason of its mandate, PHILJA keeps abreast with the latest trends
and methodologies  in continuing judicial and legal education in
order to maintain the quality of its programs.

For the next five days, you will have a full schedule ahead on a
wide variety of topics, compliant with MCLE requirements.  You
will have topnotch lecturers, the cream of the crop.  Practical
exercises will enhance substantive subjects and make for a
balanced learning experience.

The program includes a flavor of the day – extradition
juxtaposed with sovereignty. This legal curiosity rose into
prominence, not only because of the Mark Jimenez case but
also because of the ruling of a Canadian Appellate Court denying
the request of the Philippine Government for the extradition
of a prime suspect in the assassination of former Antique
Governor Evelio Javier in 1986.

Indeed, there is nary a dull moment in law.  This seminar
will prove that point.  It will provide rich knowledge,  cultivate
desirable values, as well as ably hone skills.  As we comply with
MCLE requirements, we will also review something old like
Pre-Trial; learn something new like E-Commerce; be introduced
to something out-of-the-ordinary like Law and Social Control;
and try some stimulating and challenging topics like Mediation and
Conciliation.
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I congratulate you all for occupying strategic positions in an
administrative tribunal. Although not a court, it is part of the
total justice system since its concern is the implementation of
law and the dispensation of justice.  We wish you all the best
and salute you in the realization that your work of adjudication
constitutes a significant part of your functions and has bearing,
in several respects, not only on the operations of government but
on the lives of our citizens.

I am confident that we can all look forward to a revitalized
Civil Service Commission under the capable leadership of its
Chairman and Commissioners, and competently bolstered by
its Legal Practitioners.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Career
Enhancement Program for Attorneys of Court of Appeals,
Sandiganbayan, Court of Tax Appeals, and Quasi-Judicial Bodies
(MCLE-Compliant) held on May 13-14, 2003, at the Garden Plaza
Hotel, Manila.

Career Enhancement for Attorneys
of Quasi-Judicial Bodies∗∗∗∗∗

Ladies and Gentlemen, lawyers all, of the Court of Appeals, the
Sandiganbayan, and quasi-judicial bodies, namely, the Bureau
of Customs, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and the LTFRB – a very
pleasant morning and a warm welcome to the Career
Enhancement Program for Attorneys.

The program is MCLE-compliant.  This is because since
August 8, 2000, the Supreme Court en banc issued Bar Matter
No. 850 adopting the rules on continuing legal education for
members of the Integrated Bar of the Philippines (IBP).  The
purpose is “to ensure that throughout their career, members of
the Bar keep abreast with law and jurisprudence, maintain the
ethics of the profession, and enhance the standards of the
practice of law.” Every three  years, at least 36 hours of continuing
legal education activities composed of Legal Ethics, ADR, substantial
and procedural laws and jurisprudence, legal writing and oral
advocacy, and international law and international conventions must
be complied with.  In this regard, I am pleased to inform you that
the Supreme Court has approved the omnibus accreditation of all
PHILJA programs for purposes of compliance with MCLE
requirements insofar as lawyers who take part in the Academy’s
programs are concerned.

Actually, section 1(c), Rule 7 of the MCLE Revised Rules,
approved on August 22, 2000, exempts “ incumbent court
lawyers covered by the Philippine Judicial Academy program
of continuing judicial education” from the MCLE.  It is important
to note, however, that it is not only incumbency as court lawyers
that is the criterion.  They must be covered by the Academy’s
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programs in continuing judicial education and, more importantly,
they must undertake these programs, their attendance must be
recorded, and thereafter submitted to the MCLE.  It is the Academy
that is tasked to submit to the MCLE Office this list of court lawyers
who participate in its programs.

Furthermore, attendance in the Academy programs is
mandatory.  Failure to attend the programs, as prescribed by
the Academy itself, shall be deemed to be non-compliance with
MCLE requirements.  Participation in programs  organized by
other offices or agencies, other than the Philippine Judicial
Academy, does not exempt them from MCLE compliance unless
such programs are conducted in collaboration with the Academy.

For lawyers of quasi-judicial agencies, the Academy has
been providing training to those involved in the discharge of its
adjudicatory functions by virtue of a Resolution of the Supreme
Court en banc on July 7, 1999, expanding the scope of PHILJA’s
educational activities to quasi-judicial agencies.

For all of you attending this Career Enhancement Program,
therefore, you are entitled to claim participatory “credit units”
for “credit hours” computed on the basis of actual time spent in
this education activity.

Who then are these “court lawyers covered by the
Academy’s programs?  This was a question propounded by the
MCLE Office itself last March 25, 2003, to the Academy.  We
replied thus:

1. Clerks of Court, Assistant Clerks of Court, Division Clerks
of Court, Assistant Division Clerks of Court, and Deputy
Clerks of Court in the Supreme Court, the Court of
Appeals, and the Sandiganbayan;

2. Court Attorneys serving as legal researchers of the
Justices of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeals, and
the Sandiganbayan;

3. Clerks of Court, Deputy Clerks of Court, and other
lawyers in the Court of Tax Appeals;
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4. Clerks of Court, Assistant Clerks of Court, and Branch Clerks
of Court of Regional Trial Courts, and Shari’a District Courts;

5. Clerks of Court of Metropolitan Trial Courts with 7-12, and
13-30 salas;

6. Clerks of Court in Municipal Trial Courts in Cities, who are
lawyers;

7. In general, other lawyers who perform legal research,
render legal opinion, and  discharge other functions
requiring legal knowledge (e.g., lawyers in the OCA,
the Office of the Chief Attorney, and the PHILJA, etc.)

But even without MCLE requirements, it is now
conventional wisdom that continuing legal and judicial
education is imperative.  The concept of judicial education is
that it must include three general areas of concern:  knowledge,
skills, conduct and values.  In other words, it must be cognitive,
it must be affective and behavioral, and it must include skills
development.  The Career Enhancement Program designed by
our Academic Affairs Office covers all these.

But let us not be content to feed our minds with bits of fact
and information.  We must diligently digest what is taught us,
sift them, and analyze them.  Lectures cannot cover all possible
situations. We must improve our skills by thinking carefully and
systematically,  remembering that these can vary with time and
circumstances. Let us welcome new opportunities and challenges.
Let us be holistic in our approach to continuing education by keeping
track of basic values to guide our actions.  Let us be virtuous, have
good habits and  self-discipline, as we continue our efforts at self-
improvement.

Profit as much as possible from this program.  Academy
programs, when imbibed, can be the recipe for success in your
daily tasks.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the
Seminar-Workshop for OCA Lawyers-Evaluators held on June 9-10,
2003, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Seminar for OCA Lawyers-Evaluators∗∗∗∗∗

Welcome to this first seminar-workshop for OCA Lawyers–
Evaluators.  You hold the unique distinction of being not only
lawyers but evaluators as well.

What brought this about?  We trace our roots to the
Resolution of the Supreme Court en banc (A.M. No. 02-9-02-SC)
issued last December 10, 2002.  This spawned from another
Court Resolution directing the automatic conversion of some
administrative cases – against justices of the Court of Appeals
and the Sandiganbayan, judges of regular and special Courts,
and court officials who are lawyers – as disciplinary proceedings
against them both as officials and as members of the Bar.

Not only is this approach unprecedented.  It is innovative
and with far-reaching consequences as well.  The automatic
conversion stresses the importance that the Supreme Court
places on both judicial and legal ethics.  It emphasizes that the
two are intertwined.  For, indeed, judges and justices are
lawyers, and if they err in their capacity as such, they too, would
be transgressing legal bounds.

Being members of the administrative arm of the Court, on
OCA lawyers-evaluators falls the awesome responsibility of
assisting the Court in determining the truth or falsity of the

. . . that you may be efficient
and effective evaluators

of cases that can affect the life,
 liberty, honor, and property of judges

and lawyers alike.
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complaints filed.  Involving as these charges do the very officials of
the courts, assessment of the validity of those charges must be
done with caution and circumspection.

This seminar is not to say that you want in competence.  Its
thrust is to increase your knowledge of substantive and
procedural law, to upgrade your skills, and to enhance your
own values and work ethic. Knowing of the transgressions
committed you cannot but learn from them, and also learn to avoid
them.

Many administrative cases decided by our highest court,
which has disciplinary authority over erring members of the
Bench and the Bar, have been referred to the OCA for evaluation,
report and recommendation.  In fact, this is almost s.o.p.  And more
often than not, the OCA recommendation is adopted by the court,
especially as to the narration of facts and antecedents, although
the Court may differ as to the imposable penalties.

And so it is that the same Resolution that I had previously
mentioned  directed that OCA coordinate immediately with
the Academy for the purposes of (a) holding a seminar-
workshop for OCA lawyer-evaluators and (b) drafting the
guidelines in the implementation of the resolution of
September 17, 2002. However, we have not yet seen this last
resolution nor are we aware that the implementing guidelines
have already been issued by OCA.

At any rate, the Academy’s mandate is clear: to design this
training program that you may be efficient and effective
evaluators of cases that can affect the life, liberty, honor, and
property of judges and lawyers alike.

Such vital topics have been deliberately chosen: An Analytic
Approach to the Code of Judicial Conduct and the Code of
Professional Responsibility; Judicial Reasoning and Case
Analysis; Jurisprudence on Sanctions and Penalties Against
Judges and Court Officials in Administrative and Disciplinary
Cases, as well as Resolution Writing. Our lecturers and panel
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discussants have been carefully selected to ensure  quality and
relevance.

As the term implies, to evaluate is to appraise, to assess, to
analyze, to sift fact from fiction, and to reason out, applying law
and jurisprudence, all for the purpose of arriving at the truth.
Your evaluations, therefore, must be characterized by precision
and clarity as they will test the validity of your
recommendations.  I am sure it is music to your ears when the
Court pronounces in black and white that it agrees with the
recommendations of OCA.  Sub-silencio, credit goes as well to
you as its lawyers-evaluators.

Make the most of this two-day learning experience.  Think
not of it as a burden or as a chore or even as R & R.  Rather, think
of it as an opportunity to expand your intellectual horizons and
make you dependable and reliable public servants, accountable
to our institution, our people, our conscience, and our God.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Career
Enhancement Program for Attorneys of the Supreme Court and  Court
of Appeals (MCLE Compliant) held on January 7-8, 2004, at the
Manila Pavilion Hotel, Manila.

Career Enhancement
for Attorneys of the Supreme Court

and the Court of Appeals∗∗∗∗∗

This is actually the third in a series of Career Enhancement
Programs for Attorneys of our higher courts.  The first batch,
held on November 5-6, 2003, included four lawyers from the
Court of Tax Appeals, 39 from the Supreme Court, and 61 from
the Court of Appeals, or 104 in all.  For the second batch on
December 3-4, 2003, 74  lawyers from the Supreme Court and 55
from the Court of Appeals, or a total of 129, attended. This time
around, there should be approximately 120 of you, in even
numbers from the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals.

We are glad that the general evaluation as well as the
individual evaluation of lecturers in the two seminars was
positive.  We utilized the Mandatory Continuing Legal Education
(MCLE) Education Activity Evaluation Form for the purpose.  The
parallel sessions that the Academic Affairs Office introduced
have also been well received since the groups have become
smaller and more manageable.   We trust that this favorable
trend will continue until we shall have covered approximately
124 more.

Actually, this series of career enhancement programs is not
only in compliance with the Academy’s mandate to provide
continuing legal education to lawyers in the courts but also in
response to requests from court lawyers themselves.

Unfortunately, we had to decline requests for inclusion from
a Branch Clerk of Court of a Regional Trial Court in Pasig City
(Letter, Atty. Rolando R. Torres, Jr., Branch Clerk of Court, RTC,
Br. 164, Pasig City), and from an Assistant Clerk of Court of the
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same court (Letter, Nov. 19, 2003, Atty. Minerva L. Velasco) for
inclusion in this program, because this is intended for attorneys of
superior/collegiate courts only.  Seminars for attorneys of lower
courts are included in our Regional Judicial Career Enhancement
Programs (RJCEPs).

But there is a question repeatedly asked up to now:  Are court
lawyers required to comply with MCLE requirements?  Some of the
Evaluation sheets that we have received have expressed
apprehension about compliance with MCLE requirements for the
first three-year period.  Court of Appeals Attorneys had also
requested “a seminar that would allow full compliance with the
MCLE requirement for all court attorneys in the Court of Appeals”
(Ltr, Oct. 1, 2003, from Court of Appeals Lawyers League to the
PHILJA Chancellor).

The question is squarely answered by Section 1 (c), Rule 7, of
Bar Matter No. 850, which provides that “incumbent court lawyers
covered by the Philippine Judicial Academy program of continuing
judicial education” are exempted from the MCLE.  The MCLE
Implementing Regulations reiterate the same exemption.

However, to be entitled to this exemption it is incumbent upon
court attorneys to comply with prescribed PHILJA educational
programs.  And as required by the MCLE, PHILJA must certify to the
court lawyers’ attendance and compliance.

In reply to a written query from the then MCLE Committee,
PHILJA clarified that the term “court lawyers” include:

1. Clerks of Court, Assistant Clerks of Court, Division Clerks
of Court, Assistant Division Clerks of Court, Deputy
Clerks of Court in the Supreme Court, the Court of
Appeals, and the Sandiganbayan;

2. Court Attorneys serving as legal researchers of the
Justices of the Supreme Court, Court of Appeals, and
the Sandiganbayan;

3. Clerks of Court, Deputy Clerks of Court, and other
lawyers in the Court of Tax Appeals;
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4. Clerks of Court, Assistant Clerks of Court, and Branch
Clerks of Court of Regional Trial Courts, and Shari’a
District Courts;

5. Clerks of Court of Metropolitan Trial Courts with 7-12, and
13-30 salas;

6. Clerks of Court in Municipal Trial Courts in Cities, who are
lawyers;

7. In general, other lawyers who perform legal research,
render legal opinion, and  discharge other functions
requiring legal knowledge (e.g., lawyers in PET, SET, HRET,
OCA, Office of the Chief Attorney, PHILJA, etc.)

Justice Carolina G. Aquino, Chair of the MCLE Committee,
concurred in this enumeration in her letter to the Chancellor.
Since then, PHILJA has added lawyers from the PET, SET, and
HRET.

The Chief Administrative Officer of the Supreme Court, Atty.
Eden Candelaria, has submitted a list of incumbent lawyers in
the Supreme Court and lower courts, as of July 22, 2003, who
are covered by the PHILJA programs, for purposes of exemption
from the MCLE requirements.  This list likewise includes the
Justices and other officials of the Court, some of the lawyers in
the Supreme Court and lower courts designated as Judicial Staff
Officers, Executive Officers and/or Legal Researchers.

We trust that with these basic considerations, your
apprehension about meeting the deadline for compliance with
MCLE requirements for the fast approaching first compliance
period will now be allayed.

These then are the thoughts that I would like to leave with
you.  I trust that, like your predecessors in these programs, you
have found the modules enlightening and profitable and that
you have built your own repertoire of newly acquired
knowledge and skills.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Seminar
for Court of Tax Appeals Attorneys on Recent Developments in Tax
Laws and Jurisprudence held on October 19-21, 2005, at the PHILJA
Development Center, Tagaytay City.

The Significant Role of the
Court of Tax Appeals∗∗∗∗∗

In the same way that taxes are the lifeblood of the state, so
may it also be said that continuing professional education is
the lifeblood of professional competence, efficiency and
effectiveness.

It was with pleasure, therefore, that the Academy hearkened
to the request of Mr. Presiding Justice Ernesto Acosta to hold this
stand-alone seminar for the CTA Court Attorneys.  We commend
you all for your desire to enhance the horizons of your knowledge.

With the passage of Republic Act No. 9282 early in 2004, the
Court of Tax Appeals has been elevated to the same rank and
level as the Court of Appeals.  The entire Court deserves our
congratulations.  It is a recognition of the significant role that
the CTA plays in sustaining the various economic and social
development activities of the government.  On the other hand,
the reality is that taxation is unwelcome to the individual who has
to part with some of his money as his contribution in support of
the government.  Therein lies the continuing need for the CTA to
play a balancing role.

Under your amendatory Act, the CTA now has exclusive original
jurisdiction over all criminal cases involving violations of specified
laws;  appellate jurisdiction on decisions of the regular courts in
criminal cases depending on the amount of taxes and fees claimed;
and exclusive appellate jurisdiction in criminal offenses.

With this expanded jurisdiction and increased responsibility, this
seminar for you, the CTA Court attorneys,  assumes significance.
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We are also happy to welcome the representatives from the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, who have come in their own quest for
knowledge.

In the grant of exclusive original jurisdiction over criminal
offenses arising from violations of enumerated laws, as well as
appellate jurisdiction over decisions of Regional Trial Courts in
specified criminal cases, there is a provision that reads, “no
right to reserve the filing of a civil action separately from the
criminal action will be recognized.”  This is a welcome provision
in that it veers away from the present procedure in Rule 111 of
the Rules of Court that has triggered a series of controversies in
its interpretation.

The session on the new expanded e-Vat law this afternoon will
surely be thought-provoking and enlightening. The divergence of
opinions given by the Justices of the Supreme Court on its
constitutionality highlights the in-depth study being given the
controversy.  The law’s impact on various aspects of the economy,
already in distress, on our credit rating, on the stock market, vis-à-
vis the rise in oil prices, emphasizes the difficulty of arriving at
unanimity.  It is essential to balance the need to generate more
revenues for the government and its effect on the consuming public.
Thus, the question has been raised, is it really “constitutionality” or
is it “wisdom” of the law that is the real issue?

Considering the variety and importance of our interesting topics,
our Commercial Law Department, headed by Dean Cesar Villanueva
who is our Moderator for the day, and our Academic Affairs Office
have thought it best that the format of this seminar veer away from
pure lecture.  We would like it to be as interactive as possible
between participants and resource speakers, with disputed
questions raised and possible solutions proposed.  You will note
the Panel of Reactors for almost every session.  Hypotheticals and
exercises aimed at skills upgrading will also  be given.
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As we look forward to closer links with the Court of Tax Appeals,
we have recently recommended to the Supreme Court the inclusion
of the CTA as member of the Academy’s Board of Trustees to ensure
the representation of the entire hierarchy of our courts in the
governing board of the Academy.  We are awaiting the resolution
of the Supreme Court.

There is a classic quote from Chief Justice John Marshall that
reads, “The power to tax involves the power to destroy.”  Mr. Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes, on the other hand, stated that “the power
to tax is not the power to destroy while this court sits.”  Reconciling
those thoughts could well be the mandate of the Court of Tax
Appeals.  It is a tremendous responsibility that you share, as court
attorneys. We are confident that the Court of Tax Appeals will meet
all expectations.

Let us then join hands in saying  -  God bless our country, our
people, our leaders that be, and let us look forward to a
mollifying solution to the contentious expanded e-Vat law soon.
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∗ Opening and Welcome  Remarks delivered at the Seminar-Workshop
for Clerks of Court of the Regional Trial Courts and Court of Tax
Appeals held on February 23-26, 1999, at the Philippine Judicial
Academy, Tagaytay  City.

Seminar for RTC
and CTA Clerks of Court∗∗∗∗∗

The positions that you occupy
in the court system are strategic

to the judicial system.
Your office is the core of activities,

both adjudicative and administrative.

Somehow, I feel a certain closeness to you, our Clerks of Court.
That is because, in 1991, I was privileged to chair the Committee
which put together the Manual for Clerks of Court intended for
your use and benefit and that of other court personnel. I trust
that you have found that Manual handy in helping you achieve
a “properly oriented, well-ordered and efficiently managed
conduct of court business.” I have also noted that Decisions of
the Supreme Court cite the Manual every now and then.

But that manual is eight years old. Far-reaching changes
have occurred since then. We are in the age of computer
technology and globalization that are bound to affect the judicial
system.

That is the reason for our written assignment – to propose
revisions to your Manual. We encourage you to give your inputs.
What changes would you like to introduce? What improvements
do you suggest? How can it be made more responsive to your
needs?  We look forward to your insights. Feel free to write us,
even after this Seminar, as we go about the process of revision.
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The positions that you occupy in the court system are strategic
to the judicial system. Your office is the core of activities, both
adjudicative and administrative. You are the frontliners among
court personnel. Litigants come into contact with you first before
they even get to see the Presiding Judge. The efficacy of the Courts
is tied up with your performance. Default in the exercise of your
functions and the effectiveness of the Court suffers. Slacken in your
docket and records management responsibilities, or in the
safekeeping of court exhibits, or in the moneys collected, and you
hamper the prompt and proper administration of justice. Display a
poor sense of values and you undermine the image of the court. In
fact, you can not evade responsibility for the low marks that courts
had received in past surveys. It is heartening to note, however, that
this seems to be changing now with the public perception looking
more positive.

However, sad to say, we still have administrative cases being
decided against court personnel, including Clerks and Branch Clerks
of Court. In your handouts, you will find a very recent case,
promulgated on February 2, 1999, that resulted in the dismissal of
a Branch Clerk of Court of a Metropolitan Trial Court for failure to
deposit fiduciary funds in an authorized Government depository as
required by rules and regulations. This seminar aims to help you
avoid pitfalls such as this. We must aim for zero administrative cases
against court personnel.

It would be impossible to give you detailed instructions on do’s
and don’ts.  A great deal will depend on your own work ethic,
character, and self-discipline. Let me just reiterate the five senses
that I feel you should be imbued with as you exercise your functions:

1. A Sense of Vision – that all Courts, in which all of you play
a key role, become respected bastions of justice;

2. A Sense of Mission – that you, and inspired by you, other
court personnel, through such virtues as integrity,
responsibility and dependability, can earn a social
climate of confidence in the Courts;
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3. A Sense of Performance – that you go about your duties
working as a team and interacting effectively and
creditably with your Presiding Judge, other personnel,
and the public as a whole;

4. A Sense of Quality – that you will not be satisfied with
mediocre or lackadaisical service but will always strive
to project the best in you;

5. A Sense of Achievement – that you will always pride
yourselves in taking proper initiatives, being resourceful,
improving judicial service, and in being told at the end of
the day “well done, carry on as good and faithful officers
of the Court.”

We are confident that you can do it. This seminar-workshop
will help you do it.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the SEC Hearing Officers Training,
Bankruptcy and Adjudicative Skills Seminar (Phase 1) held on
December 1-3, 1999, at the Philippine Judicial Academy, Tagaytay
City.

Seminar for SEC Hearing Officers∗∗∗∗∗

We bid you all a warm welcome to the Philippine Judicial
Academy. PHILJA was established in 1996 through
Administrative Order No. 35-96 of the Supreme Court.  It was
institutionalized thereafter in 1998 by virtue of Republic Act
No. 8557 (RA No. 8557).  Thus it is that PHILJA has both a judicial
and legislative charter.

Under both charters, PHILJA’s mandate is to formulate and
implement a continuing program of judicial education for
justices, judges, court personnel and lawyers. An
institutionalized, integrated, professionalized, and continuing
system of judicial education is prescribed.  While the judicial
charter confined itself to incumbents, RA No. 8557 went farther
by requiring aspirants to judicial posts as well to undergo a
PHILJA training program as soon as PHILJA shall have been fully
organized with its composition of Professorial Lecturers.

Our present seminar is noteworthy.  This is the first
educational program that PHILJA offers for quasi-judicial
agencies pursuant to a Supreme Court mandate in the SC
Resolution in A.M. No. 99-7-02-PHILJA,  dated July 6, 1999,
requiring the inclusion of quasi-judicial agencies, including the
Commission on Elections, in the continuing education programs

. . . there is need to strengthen
desirable attitudes

and values in all those
who serve the cause of justice.
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of PHILJA.  PHILJA’s role in this seminar, therefore, is prescribed
and is not incidental.

While quasi-judicial bodies, strictly speaking, are not courts, nor
do they form part of the judiciary, they are really integral to the
justice system, since they apply laws specially directed at some
specialized concerns. This is the reason for PHILJA’s concern and
interest, because the Academy’s contribution to nation building
consists in improving, through education, the delivery of justice.

We also welcome this first undertaking in collaboration with
the USAID, particularly, its project on Accelerating Growth
Investment and Liberalization with Equity (AGILE) and in
cooperation with the Ateneo Center for Continuing Legal
Education.  We are happy that there, too, is interest in the continuing
professionalization of the officers of quasi-judicial bodies. This
collaborative effort is in keeping with the evolving opinion in many
jurisdictions that continuing judicial education is the fulcrum of
judicial reform.

It is also fitting that our first beneficiaries should be you,  the
Hearing Officers in the different departments of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), who conduct hearings and
investigations of cases filed with the Commission. We are also happy
to note that we have with us SEC Commissioners and Executive
Directors.  There is no question that the SEC is a quasi-judicial body.
It has ample regulatory and adjudicative functions.  Its en banc
rulings, orders, and decisions are appealable to the Court of Appeals
and reviewable in appropriate cases by the Supreme Court pursuant
to the 1997 Rules of Civil Procedure.  There is no question either
that the SEC plays a pivotal role in protecting the public from
fraudulent schemes in dealings with the securities, and in
encouraging investments contributive to the growth of the national
economy.

The SEC has original and exclusive jurisdiction to hear and
decide cases enumerated in Presidential Decree No. 902-A, as
amended by PD No. 1758.  It is this question of jurisdiction vis-
à-vis regular courts and other governmental agencies that has
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spawned a lot of controversy on the one hand, but enriched judicial
literature on the other.

Herein lies the significance of this seminar.  It is a training
program aimed at developing your adjudicative skills as Hearing
Officers.  We have tailored the educational module to your
needs in consultation with the USAID and SEC itself.  The program
allows you to learn from those who sit on the reviewing courts,
and to be cognizant of the perspectives that their members
have.  Ethical considerations in the performance of your
functions are stressed for there is need to strengthen desirable
attitudes and values in all those who serve the cause of justice.

As a specialized topic, we will zero in on bankruptcy, geared
towards our own laws on Insolvency and Suspension of
Payments, and where SEC jurisdiction and that of regular courts
can also cause problems.  Cases on this subject could increase,
given the reportedly precarious condition of some of our
business enterprises.

On the last day, we will give you written evaluative
exercises to determine how much you have absorbed and
learned.  You will be graded accordingly.

With these introductory remarks, welcome again to this
academic exercise.  We trust that you will find it fruitful and
that you will return to your posts, thereafter, better equipped
to continue with challenging and, we trust, rewarding tasks.
We invite you to continue being one with us in our vision of
excellence in our courts and in our quasi-judicial agencies.
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∗ Opening Remarks delivered at the Philippine Association of Court
Social Workers (PACSW) First National Convention and Seminar held
on September 11-12, 1997, at the Star Plaza Hotel, Dagupan City.

National Convention
of Court Social Workers∗∗∗∗∗

We declare open the First National Convention and Skills
Update of the Philippine Association of Court Social Workers
and we congratulate you for your first-ever national gathering.

As Social Workers or Social Welfare Officers, known in the
staffing pattern of the Courts as Staff Assistant V (Social
Workers), you have  felt the need to band together and bring to
the fore not only your role and goals but also your specific place
in the judicial and societal scheme of things.

Time was when there was no question about the strategic
nature of your position when the Juvenile and Domestic
Relations Courts were existing. But with the abolition of these
courts by Presidential Decree No. 603, somehow, you felt that
you were being taken for granted or not being accorded the
true stature of your profession.

Your position in the staffing pattern of the Courts had their
“job description” yes, but you relate to us that some of you are
relegated to clerical work, a completely alien task to your
particular skills. And what is appalling is that your positions are
given to unqualified individuals, simply because the Regional
Trial Courts concerned have not been assigned to handle
juvenile and domestic relations cases.

And so it is that on these two days, you will make known
your place in the sun; you will reaffirm in your hearts and minds,
as you have just done, your ethical standards, and confront the
problems posed in applying them. You will update yourselves
on laws and jurisprudence affecting your functions, sharpen
your skills in social work methods, derive an understanding of
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the provisions of the Special Protection against Child Abuse,
Exploitation and Discrimination Act (RA No. 7610), in so far as
relevant to you.   You will define your relationship with different
government agencies and even with the Courts and your
Presiding Judges; all these in order to improve your present job
abilities and the delivery of your services within the sphere of
your professional responsibility.

We commend you for seeking professional growth and
development; for addressing your problems head-on; for
focusing on your objectives, as well as understanding your
weaknesses; and for realizing that your work also impacts on
society as a whole. Your desire for self-assessment, your
perception on the need to learn, and your determination to
advance professionally, individually, and collectively are truly
laudable objectives.

PHILJA and the IJA wish you a fulfilling and stimulating
seminar.  Know that we stand ready to assist in your career
development and professional growth through quality education.
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∗ Opening and Welcome Remarks delivered at the Fourth Seminar-
Workshop on Case Management for Family Court Social Workers
(Level 2) held on July 15-19, 2002, at the Bayview Park Hotel, Manila.

Family Court Social Workers
and Case Management∗∗∗∗∗

Welcome all to this seminar-workshop on Case Management
for Family Court Social Workers.  I am privileged to acknowledge
the presence of the representatives of our co-sponsors for this
activity, the United Nations Children’s Fund, and the AKAP-
Ateneo Human Rights Center.

In 1997, I addressed our social workers at your first-ever
National Convention in Dagupan City. At that time, there were
basic problems concerning role delineations and you were
anxious to find your place in the scheme of things.  The years
have settled this basic concern and I am glad that you are now in
the higher level of Case Management, which we have termed
Level 2.

I am particularly happy that the Academy has kept faith with
you all this while in the fulfillment of its mandated task to accord
quality judicial education to our judges and court personnel.
We had also included you in our multi-sectoral seminars on the
Juvenile Justice System in cooperation with the UNICEF.

We cannot stress Case Management enough.  Faulty case
management is a major cause of docket congestion in our courts.

Faulty case management is a major cause
of docket congestion in our courts.

In your case, it is the management
of your case study reports

that assumes great importance.
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In your case, it is the management of your case study reports that
assumes great importance.  This starts from interviews with your
subjects and extends to the writing of the case study report.  Delay
this and the case is prolonged.  Do this inefficiently and the
administration of justice suffers. Your role may be
recommendatory, but that does not detract from the importance
of managing your own responsibilities properly.  In fact, case
management has been assumed such an important concern that
in all attempts at current-day judicial reform, both local and
global, court management and case flow management have their
own separate niche.

Presently, the Academy is preparing a pilot project for selected
courts on court and case flow management.  Only last month, with
the assistance of the Asian Development Bank, we sent a delegation
to Japan on this specific topic.  Since inception, the Academy has
also had a standing curricular department on Court Management.
We are, therefore, pleased to be in partnership with the DSWD on
this vital topic for the career development of our Family Court Social
Workers.

On the overall aspect, family courts exist in our country mainly
because of the fact that while the family is the bedrock of Philippine
society, it is not free of difficulties.

In each family court, the social worker represents the human
face of a justice system widely perceived to be rigid and
impassive. It is a system that works in spite of imperfections
not attributable to a single factor or problems that may be
systemic or personal.  This seminar-workshop is intended to
address both concerns.

In the next five days, seven modules will be presented,
ranging from self-improvement and behavioral modification
to hands-on application of acquired skills in case management
and preparation of case study reports.  There will also be
lectures on the rules affecting children, such as the examination
of a child witness, juveniles in conflict with the law, and the
commitment of children.  These were promulgated by the
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Supreme Court to further its macro objective to improve access to
justice.  These informative aspects will be supplemented by an
application of the Rules in a workshop on hypothetical cases.  The
curriculum is rounded and balanced and aims to assist you perform
your tasks.  It is for you to learn, imbibe, and apply.

This seminar-workshop offers you all an opportunity to learn
and enhance your skills in managing cases involving families,
women and children, while it allows you to strengthen the bonds
among you who share a common passion to serve.

Again, we thank the DSWD, UNICEF, and the AKAP-AHRC for
making this seminar-workshop possible. And let me
congratulate you, our participants.  Your interest in your career
enhancement is emphasized by your presence despite the
strong rains and dreary weather of the last few days.  We trust
that whatever benefits you acquire here would trickle down to
those whom we all serve – the people.  In the ultimate analysis,
it is your personal commitment and  dedication to your tasks
that will count.
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∗ Opening Remarks and Statement of Purpose delivered at the Skills
Enhancement on Case Management for Family Court Social Workers
(Level 2) for Regions I-IV held on August 19-23, 2002, at the Philippine
Judicial Academy, Tagaytay City.

Social Workers in Family Courts∗∗∗∗∗

We start from the premise that Social Work is a profession.
We shall, therefore, first introduce you to your Professional
Self.  At the seminar last July for Family Court Social Workers for
the NCJR, we learned that Social Workers are more concerned
with the handling of cases affecting the “self” of a person than
necessarily arriving at the truth; that they emphasize the psycho-
social impact, not the event per se; and that they are more
concerned with “behavior” as distinguished from “feeling.”
These are good guiding overall parameters.

Through the years, due recognition has been given your
position not only in the Family Courts Act but also in the Rules
recently promulgated by the Supreme Court.  This is a mixed
blessing, the upside.  The downside is that you have expanded
responsibilities.  Hence, there is a  need for a Social Worker to
be truly qualified for the position.  In fact, the Convention of
the Rights of the Child also speaks of the suitability of the “staff”
of institutions and courts of law, that necessarily includes social
workers.

It is for this reason that we have this seminar on Skills
Enhancement on Case Management which emphasizes the need
for efficient and effective management aimed to strengthen
court social services throughout the land.

For our social workers, this translates into the proper conduct
of interviews, which is your primary tool.  It would mean the careful
crafting of social case studies, child study reports, and intake
assessments.  It would mean the prudent handling of cases involving
families, women and children, including, as your program pinpoints,
child abuse, domestic violence, and marital problems.  It would
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mean developing a sensitivity for conflicting emotions that tug at
the heart and soul of the young and the old alike.  It will include
active membership in the Diversion Committee where you will
interact with other stakeholders in the juvenile justice system.   In
the future, we hope that  you will eventually be able to act as
mediators helping in the early resolution of disputes and diverting
cases away from the court system.

Regarding children, your primary management concern would
be the “best interests of the child,” as provided for in the
Convention on the Rights of the Child.

For a legal background and a balanced approach, the course
includes updates on the recently promulgated Rules on
Children, the latest jurisprudence on the subject, as well as
jurisdiction issues.  These will be capped by a workshop on
hypothetical cases.

You have an impressive faculty that will provide you with
the necessary information and tools and that will discuss your
problems and concerns.  I am confident that you will be in good
hands.

From the personal aspect, we urge you not to forget self-
management and performance management.  Determine your
own weaknesses and strengths.  Continue developing your
capabilities.  It is the balancing of your time and your effective
performance that will determine the impact of your
contribution to the cause of social services and of access to
justice.

We express our sincerest appreciation to our co-sponsoring
organizations, principally, the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF), the Department of Social Welfare and Development
(DSWD), and the Adhikain Para sa Karapatang Pambata–Ateneo
Human Rights Center (AKAP-AHRC).
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∗ Message delivered at the Seminar on Skills Enhancement on Case
Management for Family Court Social Workers held on February 1-5,
2004, at The Pearl Manila Hotel, Manila.

Being a Professional Social Worker∗∗∗∗∗

I am glad to be with you even if it be only towards the end of
your present seminar.  Gladder still to know of the progress that
you have made – from our very first seminar in Dagupan City in
1997, seven years ago.  I recall that your first problem then was
the non-delineation of functions between court social workers
and Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD)
social workers.  The other problem was that, to your chagrin,
social workers in the courts were given assignments other than
what their positions required.

Those problems have since been ironed out.  You are now
considered as professional social workers.  You have now been
given, and have now found, your own niche within the judicial
structure.  The importance of your position has also received
recognition especially with the advent of Family Courts.  Chief
Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. himself said, in his Inspirational
Message on  November 23, 2000, at the Development Academy
of the Philippines, Tagaytay, “Court Social Workers of Family
Courts are the Pillars of the Filipino Family in Courts of Law.”

The Supreme Court has been just as supportive.  In
Administrative Matter No. 00-8-03-SC, the duties of Social
Workers of the Family Courts or Regional Trial Courts under the
Family Courts Act of 1997 were clarified, once and for all.  This

They adhere to values
and abide by professional ethics.

They are the human resource
to social welfare agencies.
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Resolution has authorized you, in your own right, in the first instance
and independently of the DSWD, to act on your own to handle all
social services required in all cases, including adoption cases, falling
within the jurisdiction of the Family Courts filed with and pending
before either the designated Family Courts or the regular Regional
Trial Courts.  The need to coordinate with DSWD has also been
done away with.  You can now act independently.

But this measure of autonomy and expanded authority carry
concomitant responsibilities.  You must have the necessary
academic preparation in behavioral sciences, be qualified  social
workers, and have the necessary motivation for social work
action.

This is where this skills enhancement seminar on case
management becomes relevant – to help build your capability
to discharge your functions and responsibilities.  It is the fourth
seminar, Level 1, (nine in all if we consider all of the seminars
for social workers), which the Academy has offered on this
particular aspect.  In this regard, again, we express our
appreciation to the UNICEF for seeing the relevance of this
training program and lending us their invaluable assistance.

There is another point that needs to be addressed with
respect to the term social welfare officers.  At a meeting with
the Research Group of the PHILJA JRO, Ms. Thelma L. Mendoza,
former Chairperson of the Board for Social Workers of the
Professional Regulation Commission, and a former Professor
of Social Work at the U.P. College of Social Work and Community
Development, called attention to the need to distinguish
between the terms social welfare officers and social workers.
Social welfare is the field where social workers practice.  We
speak of social welfare policies, programs, and services.  On
the other hand,  social work practice  employs professional
practitioners with specific academic training  and with the
required social work experience and skills.  They must pass a
Board Examination by virtue of Republic Act No. 4373 that
regulates the practice of social work.  They must be registered.
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They adhere to values and abide by professional ethics.  They are
the human resource to social welfare agencies.

And so, in line with what has been emphasized, we trust that
this seminar will prove fruitful and profitable.  Training in  Case
Management is required of professional social workers.  After
training comes field application.  In between trainings, we are
confident that you will use your creativity to respond to problems
and to take advantage of opportunities as they arise.  Not every
variation in circumstance can be taught.  You have to reason out
logically from basic principles.  You have to learn from experience
as well.  In the process, let us not forget our values and a healthy
work ethic.  Let us all remember that “social work is an interrelated
system of values, theory and practice,” where principles of human
rights and social justice play important roles.

In behalf of the Academy, we wish you a successful convention-
seminar in April and, till our next seminar, all the best.
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∗ Compilation of Messages for Justice Ameurfina A. Melencio
Herrera upon her retirement as PHILJA Chancellor from 1996 to
2009.

Messages on the Retirement of Justice
Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera∗∗∗∗∗

I would like to therefore take this opportunity to pay homage to
your tireless efforts in helping strengthen the capabilities of the
Philippine judiciary, and your unwavering commitment to
excellence, to intellectual rigour, and to justice.  I look forward to
continuing to work closely with the Academy and with Justice
Azcuna, and will be glad to have his support in our cooperation
with the Philippines in these essential areas.

ALISTAIR MACDONALD
Ambassador, Head of Delegation

European Union

Your openness and availability have created a culture of continuous
improvement, and PHILJA has evolved and prospered under your
leadership into a modern, progressive institution offering a wide
range of programs throughout the Philippines. The subject matter
dealt with, the variety of audiences addressed, the number of
programs presented and their quality are all impressive. As the
Founding Chancellor Emeritus and Chair of the Academic Council,
you have played a key role in giving life to the motto of PHILJA: “In
Pursuit of Excellence in the Judiciary” x x x.

x x x in the long and proud tradition of the Aguinaldo, Melencio
and Herrera families, your life has been one of continuous public
service and your tenure at PHILJA has been instrumental in the
development of better-educated judges, an independent judiciary
and judicial system, and a stronger democracy. It has been a true
privilege and an honor to work with you.

Justice BRIAN W. LENNOX
Executive Director

National Judicial Institute
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I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you over our years together
in JURIS and our various adventures with IOJT and JEDNET. I have
learned a great deal from you about steadfastness, the honour of
law and judging, collaboration and institution building.

Professor T. BRETTEL DAWSON
Academic Director

National Judicial Institute

The Academy’s training has given countless individuals a deeper
understanding of human rights law and Philippine legal
remedies to address the incidence of extrajudicial killings.

Ambassador ROD SMITH
Australian Embassy, Manila

It has been a great privilege to collaborate with you and the
Philippine Judicial Academy in strengthening environmental
adjudication in the Philippines, and promoting innovative
models for judiciaries in Asia.

PAUL B. VIOLETTE
Asian Environmental Compliance

and Enforcement Network (AECEN)

How can you retire? You are the linchpin of international judicial
education and a model to us all. Having said that, I totally
understand your need for a little private life after so much devotion
to your country and your judiciary.

Judge SANDRA OXNER
Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute

Halifax, Nova Scotia
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I have greatly enjoyed the opportunity I have had to work with you
and the Academy over the last few years x x x.

x x x I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all the
best.  x x x I am in no doubt that your wisdom and experience will
continue to be called on by the Philippine Government and Judiciary.

Ambassador PETER BECKINGHAM
British Embassy, Manila
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∗ Delivered at Justice Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera’s Retirement
Program held on May 29, 2009, at the Session Hall, Supreme Court,
Padre Faura Street, Manila.

Response:
Retirement as PHILJA Chancellor∗∗∗∗∗

It is with thanksgiving and humility
that I stand before you this afternoon.

Grateful for this tribute to me
and all your praise and accolade.

Humbled by the trust
you have bestowed all these years.

Mindful that you have made
a special effort to come and share with me

my momentous 87th year.
So advanced in years am I, indeed,

that it is really time for change;
hence, my relinquishment of the Chancellor’s position

and heeding my doctors’ cautionary advice.

The Past

Today, I am highly privileged to be standing at the same venue where
the Court had met in 1992 in a special en banc session for my
retirement as Supreme Court Associate Justice. In the few
succeeding years, I found myself still engaged in legal pursuits,
such as arbitration; but at the same time I did enjoy the flowers,
so to speak.

I was disengaged from this situation, by then Chief Justice
Andres R. Narvasa, for committee meetings on the possibility
of making the then existing training for judges more formally
structured and effective. It was the road less travelled then,
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with many of our newly appointed judges left to learn the ropes by
themselves. After positive recommendation from the committee,
the Philippine Judicial Academy was born. Justice Irene Cortes was
appointed Vice Chancellor, to take charge of the academic
component, but we regretfully lost her after a year or so. While I
was tasked to head the Academy and I was grateful for the
confidence in me, it was not without hesitation and apprehension
on my part that I accepted the position of Chancellor since I was
not an academician.

After I took the Bar in 1947, our family moved to New York,
where my late father was Philippine Consul General, and who was
also previously an Associate Justice of the Court of Appeals. I recall
having asked him whether I should opt for a master’s degree. Since
I had told him that I was more of a student than a teacher, we
decided that I would no longer take post-graduate studies.  But, as
fate would have it, I landed in the academe, but not before saying
fervent prayers for the capacity to meet the challenging
responsibilities, and banking on hands-on training along the way.
As the poet, Robert Frost, in his poem The Road Not Taken had said:

x x x x

Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I –

I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.

My life had taken a 360-degree turn.  Given the authority by
Chief Justice Narvasa, I visited the Federal Judicial Center in
Washington, D.C., which provides federal judges with a range
of services including continuing judicial education, in order to
acquire valuable knowledge and insights for the grand task
ahead.  Fears had to be overcome.  Challenges and obstacles
had to be met. It was hard to break the worry habit.  Vitality
sagged every now and then with each passing year.  But with
prayer power, and having been blessed with the ongoing
invaluable support we needed from all sectors, particularly,
from our dedicated officials starting from those whom we called
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the ‘’origs.’’;  our development partners; the Supreme Court; and
our five Chief Justices; we managed.

Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa was responsible for the
donation to the Court by President Fidel V. Ramos of the Training
Center in Tagaytay City, upon the recommendation of then
Presidential Legal Counsel Justice Antonio T. Carpio who later on
became a Consultant for the PDCI. Chief Justice Marcelo B. Fernan,
as Senate President, took the lead in the passage of Republic Act
No. 8557, the legislative charter of the Academy.  Chief Justice
Hilario G. Davide sparked the appeal to the Japanese Government
to fund the building of an Academy Training Center in Tagaytay.
Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban successfully followed it up
through then Japanese Ambassador Ryuichiro Yamazaki. Our
incumbent Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno has been helping bridge
all difficulties surrounding procurement measures and time
expeditiousness, and addressing the many problems being met in
putting up the new building.  Expected for completion by December
21 of this year, the Training Center is as much their legacy as that of
the Associate Justices and officials of the court.

We had small beginnings, but the possibilities were infinite,
specially considering that the Academy was established at a
time when judicial competence, in terms of continuing
education, was a very new concept.  The Supreme Court had
become aware of the new challenge to address the continuing
professional development for the judiciary.

Thus, early on in 1997, we had an Appellate Justices
Conference with U.S. Judge Clifford Wallace of the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals who exchanged views with the Court of
Appeals Justices on the intricacies of the appellate justice
system.   Aware of the developmental goal of judicial education,
which is to support judicial reform, we had submitted in 1998
recommendations to the Court through our Judicial Reforms
Committee. These recommendations included proposals for the
institution of Bar reforms; the elimination of labor cases from
the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court; the placing under
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the Office of the Chief Justice of the Public and Information Office
which had been created under the Office of the Court
Administrator; the decriminalization of BP 22 cases; and even
then, the creation of small claims courts.  In 1988, we held an
Orientation Session for Newly Appointed Justices of the Court
of Appeals, which would be good to revive.  As early as 1999, we
held the first-of-a kind gender sensitivity seminar  to enable our
judges to look into gender issues from a human rights development
perspective.

In 1997, Chief Justice Narvasa issued a directive to “conduct
an in-depth examination of our present legal and judicial system
for the purpose of upgrading, improving and reforming it to
meet the challenges of the new millennium.”  Thus, we
recommended to the Court the adoption of Alternative Dispute
Resolution.  Court-Annexed Mediation, with its different
mechanisms, has now been institutionalized, a landmark project
of the Academy.  The PHILJA-Philippine Mediation Center Office
(PHILJA-PMCO) is in full swing, its progress has been
commended, and mediation units are now in place in all judicial
regions.  Our five-year partnership with CIDA on the JURIS project
resulted in the adoption of Judicial Dispute Resolution, which
is now part of the prevailing Mediation mechanisms.

In PHILJA’s 13 years of existence, we have conducted a total
of 1,021 seminars for 119,382 judicial officers and personnel
who have consistently given the seminars high marks of
profitability.  The journey towards judicial excellence and
towards promoting the distinctive skills of judges and their
attitudes relating to fair trials and equality before the law, has
not always been smooth-sailing, but through the commitment
and resolve of our officials, our corps of professors and our
staff, success has been achieved, and continuing judicial
education is now an integral part of the judicial system.

Our judges, particularly the newly appointed ones, can look
forward to the Academy’s orientation, capacity or skills-building
and enhancement programs as we continue to care for their judicial
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training and professional competence.  Our training programs for
incumbent judges continue to evolve to meet the needs of the times.
For all of them, we have started work on the Revision of the
Philippine Benchbook for Trial Court Judges, so also with Casebooks
on the various fields of Law. Our academic offerings have
incorporated elements not previously associated with legal matters
such as economics, forensics, conflict resolution, and access to
justice studies.  All these were done with the goal of having well-
selected, well-trained and well-motivated judges, and enhancing
their performance and professional competence through effective
delivery of our programs.

Nevertheless, as the saying goes, “Good judges can be made,
but they make themselves through learning, rather than being
taught.”

We have also strengthened our linkages with other judicial
institutions around the world for knowledge exchange on
judicial education approaches, broadening the scope of our
training programs, and sharing the PHILJA experience.  We were
invited to lecture before an international audience on the
establishment, development and management of a judicial
institution.  We sent participants to the Commonwealth Judicial
Education Institute to take part in the Intensive Study
Programme for Judicial Educators. Whenever possible, PHILJA
officials and personnel attended seminars abroad, coming back
with increased awareness of the best practices of other judicial
institutions.

We conducted an international conference on the
International Criminal Court with the assistance of the Italian
Embassy, and sponsored research studies for the Marshall
Islands Code of Conduct.  We would have assisted Palau and
Palestine in their judicial education component were it not for
lack of funds for the purpose. We conduct the Distinguished
Lecture Series with outstanding speakers from abroad and
locally, on various timely topics, with our local experts serving
as reactors.  And in collaboration with the Government of the
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United Kingdom, we launched six video training modules on
“Improving Judicial Proceedings Involving Child Sexual Abuse
and Exploitation Cases,” now valuable training tools for Family
Court judges and personnel.

Though receiving praise as one of the world leaders in
developing judicial education, we nevertheless realize the need
to continue evaluating our programs in order to assess the impact
of judicial education on judicial performance from a systemic point
of view.

We have somehow coped with the information age and the
advances in technology by having e-delivery of judicial courses, by
holding video conferences as well as employing electronic
communications through the use of fax machines and the
internet.  We are also working on a PHILJA Website Editorial
Board with the help of MISO. Lately, we have also successfully
pilot-tested paperless meetings for four of our standing
committees, thereby saving the felling of 23 precious trees in a
year.  In the office itself, we have installed Digital Information
Boards in strategic places that reduced the use of paper for
intra-office communication.  Further, we have started to
“digitize” our records.

Consistent with the National Consultative Summit for
Extralegal Killings and Enforced Disappearances held in 2007,
involving as they do human rights issues, and with the help of
development partners, principally The Asia Foundation, AusAid,
and the CHR, we have conducted 17 batches of multi-sectoral
and skills-building seminar-workshops in 11 regions. We need
to cover only two more judicial regions in four batches, after
which we shall have covered the entire country.  The latest
innovation is the inclusion of representatives from local
government units to inform them of the need for a holistic
approach among government agencies and various levels of
government, and the need to address the problems that account
for the low rate of conviction.
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We are attuned to the non-sectarian Moral Force Movement
and the need for moral revival, proposed by Chief Justice Puno,
through training programs on the New Code of Judicial Conduct
for the Philippine Judiciary and the Code of Conduct for Court
Personnel.  The objective is to guide them to act in conformity
with the standards of goodness or righteousness, and to bring
about a moral revival, with consistency in their thoughts, actions
and values in the realization that quality justice begins with ethics.
In fact, as early as 1999, we had stressed the importance of Values
Education as an element in judicial reform.

So is PHILJA up-to-date on capacity building on Environmental
Laws for judges of our green courts and multi-sectoral participants.
In line with the message of Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno in the
recent Forum on Environmental Justice: Upholding the Right to a
Balanced and Healthful Ecology, judges will continue to be trained
in the speedy resolution of environmental law cases; on how to
protect the people’s rights to a balanced ecology; on the use of
mediation in environmental disputes to shorten litigation; and on
how to make environmental justice a reality.

We continue to turn out our regular publications – the PHILJA
Judicial Journal, the PHILJA Bulletin, and the PHILJA Fax/
Electronics Alerts, not to speak of the PHILJA Website, and other
special publications.

Institutional administration has neither been neglected by
way of corporate planning and regularly conducted HRD
sessions, all aimed at strengthening the capabilities of PHILJA
personnel to bring about a performing, efficient, and effective
judicial academy. An Operations Manual has recently been
completed to strengthen the administrative and operational
aspects of the Academy.

The Present

And for now, in line with our uncompromising pursuit of
excellence, allow us to indulge in the privilege of presenting to
the Chief Justice and the Court the following publications:
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(1) Fundamentals of Decision Writing for Judges, the presentation
to be made by retired Supreme Court Justice Hugo Gutierrez,
Chair of the committee; and which is ready for mailing to all
judges and court attorneys;

(2) Casebook and Handbook on Commercial Law, also in CD format.
This will be presented by Dean Cesar L. Villanueva, head of the
PHILJA Commercial Law Department.  The CD format that will
be sent to the judges;

(3) Manual for Executive Judges, to be presented by DCA
Ponferrada, the committee Vice Chair, in lieu of Justice
Alfredo Benipayo, who is still indisposed.  This will also be
ready for mailing to all Executive Judges;

(4) A Judicial Help Book on the Trial of Cases under RA No. 9208:
“The Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003,” also ready for
mailing, will be presented by Fr. Ranhilio Callangan Aquino,
Chair of PHILJA’s Department of Jurisprudence and Legal
Philosophy;

(5) The Handbook on Marriage, for the guidance of our trial
court judges, to be presented by Justice Delilah V. Magtolis,
who chaired the committee;

(6) The Handbook and Operations Manual of the Academy, also
to be presented by Justice Delilah V. Magtolis, Chair of the
Operations Manual Group; and

(7) The 2008 PHILJA Annual Report, with Justice Marina L. Buzon,
the Academy’s Executive Secretary and Chair of the Annual
Report Group, as the presenter.

The Future

Looking now towards the future, I am not truly bidding farewell.
Having been asked by our incoming Chancellor, Justice Adolfo
S. Azcuna, to be the co-Chair of the committee implementing
the construction of the PHILJA Training Center in Tagaytay City,
I take to mean attendance at weekly meetings, weakening age
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permitting.

Still on the future, I am confident that the Academy will be
in capable old hands and excellent new ones.  The journey will
continue the PHILJA way, bringing about new heights of
excellence.  There will be “new people, new blood, new ideas and
new energy,” specially considering the sterling qualifications and
dynamic leadership of our incoming Chancellor, Mr. Justice Adolfo
S. Azcuna.  Everything bodes well for the PHILJA that has been, for
the PHILJA that is, and the PHILJA that will be, cognizant of the fact
that continuing judicial education is at the heart of fostering
excellence in the judiciary.

• To Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno for this program of
signal recognition, which is another highlight in my life;

• To Chief Justice Puno, to their Honors of the Supreme
Court, to our retired Chief Justices, for the privilege
given to serve justice through judicial education in a
world of challenge and constant change; for the
conferment of the title of Founding Chancellor Emeritus
upon the recommendation of the PHILJA Academic
Council; and for the edifying Plaque of Appreciation;

• To the Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute for
the Right Honorable Telford Georges’ Award which I had
the honor to receive from Chief Justice Puno;

• To the Japanese Government for their Non-Project Grant
Assistance Counter Value Fund (NPGA-CVF), enabling
us to build the PHILJA Training Center in Tagaytay City
after working on it for 10 years.

• To the Philippine Women Judges Association, also for
their thoughtful Plaque of Appreciation; with its
continuing exemplary leadership and its
characteristically enthusiastic membership;

• To our judges and court personnel for having accepted
judicial education as part of judicial life;
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• To our development partners,  United States Agency  for
International Development (USAID), The Asia Foundation
(TAF), United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), Asian
Environmental Compliance  and Enforcement Network
(AECEN), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
Australian International Development (AUSAID),  the World
Bank,  the Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute
(CJEI), the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA),  American Bar Association-Rule of Law Initiative
(ABA-ROLI),  the European Union,  the Delegation of the
European Commission to the Philippines,  and the
Metrobank Foundation,  for their strong and productive
cooperation,  and for tirelessly assisting judicial education
in the Philippines to gather considerable momentum;

• To the PHILJA Corps of Professors,  for their unceasing
efforts to improve the professional competence and
performance of judges;

• To the PHILJA Consultants for their equal concern for
the important role of continuing judicial education;

• To the PHILJA Team for their commitment and
dedication and their enthusiastic initiatives on the
occasion of the Academy’s 13th anniversary celebration
and this retirement ceremony;

• To our versatile Father Ranhilio Aquino for the inspiring
doxology by the Cagayan State University and St. Paul
University Philippines Ensemble, and for his high
compliments in his Standard Today column issue of
March 23, 2009;

• To our Supreme Court Choir for its special rendition,
confirming their richly-deserved high reputation earned
through the years;

• To colleagues and friends for their understanding
whenever I had to embarrassingly say “no” for health
reasons;
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• To my own family for their love and dedication,  and whose
concern has known no bounds; and

• To each and everyone of you present, for having helped
PHILJA promote judicial education as an agent of
leadership and change;

To them all I express my sincerest and utmost gratitude, and
for being with me today as I enter a new phase in life.  I will surely
miss you all, but with the Almighty willing, I hope to see you all
again when I reach 90 years!

Maraming salamat po.
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Republic of the PhilippinesRepublic of the PhilippinesRepublic of the PhilippinesRepublic of the PhilippinesRepublic of the Philippines
Supreme CourtSupreme CourtSupreme CourtSupreme CourtSupreme Court

The  Honorable  Chief Justice
and  Associate Justices of the Supreme Court

present this

PLAQUE OF APPRECIATION∗∗∗∗∗

to the

HONORABLE AMEURFINA A. MELENCIO HERRERA

on the occasion of Her Honor’s retirement as
FOUNDING CHANCELLOR OF THE PHILIPPINE JUDICIAL ACADEMY

In recognition of

Her exemplary leadership as Founding Chancellor
of the Philippine Judicial Academy from March 12, 1996,

to the present, in the crafting and development of training
and capacity building programs for justices, judges and

court personnel, which programs have been consistently
rated excellent for increasing the participants’ awareness

of recent laws and jurisprudence and enhancing
their skills for optimum judicial performance;

Her zealousness in the promotion of judicial education
and the establishment of linkages with international

organizations, in her capacity as the Executive Committee
Chairperson of the Asia Pacific Judicial Educators Forum (APJEP),

Deputy Regional President for Asia and the Pacific

∗ Read by Associate Justice Consuelo Ynares-Santiago.
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of the International Organization for Judicial Training (IOJT), and
Partner of the Judicial Educators Network (JEDNET);

Her dynamic efforts that brought PHILJA international
recognition for having a “most advanced and sophisticated

structure of judicial education” and for its being named
“one of the world leaders in judicial education” by the

Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute based in Canada; and
for the special notice given to PHILJA at the Ninth Conference of

Chief Justices of Asia and the Pacific for its ‘’critical role in
elevating the standards of judicial education’’;

Her deep commitment to judicial reform manifested
by the introduction, under her leadership, of Court-Annexed
Mediation, Appellate Court Mediation, and Judicial Dispute

Resolution, all of which are successfully resulting in the
decongestion of court dockets;

Her unquestioned credibility, dignity, and integrity,
shaped by a remarkable upbringing, sterling character

and brilliance of mind; sharpened by exceptional education and
scholarly pursuits; crowned by a distinguished judicial experience

that have all marked her illustrious and unsullied career as
Lawyer, Judge, Justice and Chancellor,

and have made her a sought-after authority by regional
and international judicial institutions on the many phases of

judicial education, from the establishment of a judicial institution
to the planning, implementation, and development of training

programs;

Her being an exemplar of hard work, dedication and
commitment, despite the odds and the difficulties

that the Academy had to hurdle to achieve its present stature
among international judicial institutions and, above all,

for remaining a model of dignity and gentility behind her
courageous and deliberate resolve to fulfill the

Academy’s mandate;

and
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WITH PROFOUND GRATITUDE, in recognition of her 43 years of
distinguished public service—several years as law

clerk-stenographer at the Court of Appeals and private secretary
to both the Philippine Consul General in New York and the
Philippine Minister Delegate to the United Nations in Paris,

France; 8 years as Judge in Quezon  and Manila; a little over 5
years as Court of Appeals Associate Justice; 13 years as Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court, and 13 years of service rendered to

PHILJA as its Founding Chancellor, which fruits have greatly
benefited the entire Judiciary and redounded as blessings to the

nation she has served so well with selfless, unblemished, and
ceaseless devotion.

Given at the Supreme Court, Manila, Philippines,
on this special occasion, on this 29th day of May,

in the year of our Lord 2009.

Hon. Reynato S. Puno
Chief Justice

ASSOCIATE JUSTICES

Hon. Leonardo A. Quisumbing
Hon. Consuelo Ynares-Santiago

Hon. Antonio T. Carpio
Hon. Renato C. Corona

Hon.Conchita Carpio Morales
Hon. Minita V. Chico-Nazario
Hon. Presbitero J. Velasco, Jr.

Hon. Antonio Eduardo B. Nachura
Hon. Teresita J. Leonardo-De Castro

Hon. Arturo D. Brion
Hon. Diosdado M. Peralta

Hon. Lucas P. Bersamin
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∗ Response delivered at the U.P. Alumni Council Meeting held on
June 22, 2007, at the Bahay ng Alumni, Diliman, Quezon City, on
her awarding as one of the Most Distinguished U.P.  Alumni for
2007.

Kagalingang Pandaigdig;
Damdaming Pilipino∗∗∗∗∗

As one of the diamond jubilarians belonging to Class’47 of the
U.P. College of Law, I am highly honored, indeed, to have been
given  this magnanimous recognition from our Alma Mater, the
University of the Philippines.  I sincerely thank my fellow
jubilarians and peers for having nominated me for this
prestigious award, and the U.P. Alumni Association Board of
Directors for their selection.

I am doubly honored to be one of the three honorees for
Year 2007 of the U.P. College of Law, the first outstanding
professional awardee being Justice Florentino P. Feliciano, Ll.B.
’52, my colleague in the Supreme Court and in the House of
Representatives Electoral Tribunal; and the second outstanding
professional awardee being our distinguished Professor Ruben
T. Balane, Ll.B. ’66, a leading Professorial Lecturer of the
Philippine Judicial Academy and a member of its Civil Law
Department.

I am thrice honored for being among the awardees in the
different fields of education.  I find it remarkable that we have
outstanding graduate awardees, our 16-year old awardee, Ms.

 . . . good lawyer is one who is passionately devoted
– consecrated in fact –

to everything that the law stands for
and endeavors to achieve in human society:

decency, order, respect for the dignity of each person
and regard for the rights of all.
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Mikaela Irene D. Fudolig, BS Physics, summa cum laude, and Mr.
Michael B.Gamalinde, BS Biology, summa cum laude. How can it be
said that we are weak in the sciences with their singular
performance?  They are the symbols of the youth taking over
from our generation to be the light of tomorrow.

It was Justice George A. Malcolm who said that the particular
mission of the University of the Philippines College of Law is
not only to teach law but to teach good law.  Equipped with the
fundamentals of good legal education, I set out in the world into
the diplomatic world of the Consulate General of New York, thence
to law practice, and thence to the judiciary, starting as a judge of
the Court of First Instance and finally receiving the honor of a seat
in the highest court of the land.  All these gave me ample opportunity
to ask myself what a “good lawyer” truly is.

To be a good lawyer is to have a healthy respect for the law
that neither exaggerates its powers nor underrates its role in human
society.   There is hardly any arguing the obvious point that human
society would not be possible without law.  Whoever, therefore,
has scant regard for the law and its institutions cannot be a good
lawyer.  Whoever fosters among the members of society derision
for the courts – notwithstanding the failings of judges – cannot be
a good lawyer.  Whoever sets himself on winning a case by means
both foul and fair, or by striving if not circumventing the law and its
processes cannot, by any means, be a good lawyer.

Above all, a good lawyer is one who is passionately devoted –
consecrated in fact – to everything that the law stands for and
endeavors to achieve in human society:  decency, order, respect
for the dignity of each person and regard for the rights of all.
Take these away and we will not have the good lawyer, I believe,
that the revered Justice Malcolm had in mind as alumni and
alumnae of the College of Law of this university.

It has been 60 years from our graduation in 1947.  We have
now earned the title of diamond jubilarians, octogenarians all, living
the life of the mind, with parallel emphasis on the physical, thanks
to a higher power bigger than ourselves.
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Our diamond years bring back memories.  I had chosen judgeship
as my career and I have lived it as a career.  I traversed the different
rungs in the judiciary ladder – starting in 1965 in the Court of First
Instance of far-flung Aurora, Baler, Quezon.  That was the time when
first appointments to the Bench were away from one’s place of
residence.  After a distant assignment, we were moved gradually
to the urban areas after acquiring some judicial experience.  That
was true of Justice Cecilia Muñoz Palma, who was first assigned to
Dumaguete, and of Justice Corazon Juliano Agrava, who was
assigned to Davao.  That was also the period when female judges
were scarce and their number be counted on  one’s fingers.  That
was the pioneering era for female women judges.  The situation
has been gradually improving; now, 28 percent of judges are female.

In 1979 I was privileged to be appointed to the Supreme Court
as its 98th Justice and the second woman justice in our high court, I
had likewise been appointed Chairperson of the Second Division in
1988 and Senior Associate Justice until my retirement in 1992.

While in the Supreme Court, I was twice Chairman of the
Committee on Bar Examinations in 1980 and 1981 where we
continued to aim for good lawyers, and  to preserve the integrity
and credibility of Bar examinations as paramount
considerations.  I was also Examiner in Mercantile Law in 1960
while still a practicing lawyer; in Criminal Law in 1974; and again
in Mercantile Law in 1992, while already with the  Supreme
Court.

As chair of the House of Representatives Electoral Tribunal
in 1988, we disposed of every one of the 50 electoral cases
before the end of the term of the then House of Representatives,
and  assiduously worked for the sanctity of the immaculate
ballot and defended the independence of that Electoral
Tribunal.

All these at a time when women were outnumbered in the
legal profession.  Now we are seeing a change in trend with
more women taking up law.
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Retirement from the Supreme Court did not bring an end to my
career in the judiciary – as I first believed it would.  Four years after,
or in 1996, Chief Justice Andres R. Narvasa asked me to serve as
the first Chancellor, and Justice Irene Cortes as first Vice Chancellor,
of the Philippine Judicial Academy, the institution originally
conceived by the Supreme Court and then established by legislative
charter, to provide candidates for the judiciary with the necessary
preparation and formation, and to assist judges and justices through
continuing judicial education.  It was a different challenge altogether
– one totally new to me, for although I had always delighted in
being a student, I was never a career academic.  But gathering some
well-qualified and dedicated associates, we navigated the uncharted
waters of judicial education in the Philippines; till one day, the polled
citizens of this country recognized our pioneering labors by giving
us a vote of confidence that surpassed all other offices and agencies
in the Philippine judiciary.  Similarly, the Academy is acknowledged
as one of the premier institutions of judicial education worldwide,
particularly, in the Asia Pacific region.

Last month, the Academy was visited by two judicial educators
from Bangladesh who were interested in our judicial education
programs.  Only last week we had a visit from Indonesian justices
and judges who were particularly interested in the Academy’s
organizational setup and in our judicial education modules.  In
September of this year, we are expecting judicial educators from
Guam.

It gives me particular satisfaction to declare that the
Supreme Court has been unrelenting in dealing severely with
incompetent judges; nor has it been remiss in the task of
assisting them to achieve a desirable level of competence,
principally through judicial education.  In this respect, I would
like to express deep gratitude to the members of our Corps of
Professors who have given PHILJA that degree of distinction it
presently enjoys.

The Academy continues to discharge its mission of providing
continuing judicial education to justices, judges, court personnel
and lawyers aspiring for judicial posts. It has been true to its vision
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to ensure that the judiciary remains strong, independent,
competent, effective, credible and accessible through quality
judicial education. It has employed innovations in education such
as e-learning programs and video conferences.  It has kept judges
current with developments, the latest being its seminar-workshops
on Wildlife Crime for judges, prosecutors, and lawyers; on Election
Laws for specially designated judges and their clerks of court; and
on  Extrajudicial Killings and Enforced Disappearances for specially
designated judges.

In line with the Supreme Court’s Action Plan for Judicial Reform,
PHILJA is itself actively involved in judicial reforms, not merely by
an alternative way of doing things, but of thinking things.

In addition to training, and long before Congress passed the
law on voluntary mediation, PHILJA was designated as the Supreme
Court’s component unit for Alternative Dispute Resolution designed
to settle disputes through court-annexed mediation aimed to unclog
overloaded court dockets and to improve the masses’ greater access
to justice and at least cost.  Together with our development partners
such as the USAID, The Asia Foundation, and the Canadian
International Development Agency, we have established 113
Mediation Center units all over the country.  We continue to conduct
training programs for mediators, whom we recommend to the
Supreme Court for appropriate accreditation.  We also hold
advocacy programs for lawyers, litigants, and other stakeholders.
Appellate Court Mediation is also in place, as well as Judicial Dispute
Resolution conducted by judges themselves.  Very soon, we aim to
introduce Court-annexed Arbitration.

There were hurdles to be sure, and we were warned that
the Bar would be adamant against mediation as this would pose
a serious threat to the “per appearance” charges on clients;  but
I had every confidence that there was nobility in the heart of
every lawyer. I can say that we have made headway in
convincing law practitioners that a well-settled case through
court-annexed mediation can bring in better returns for both
litigant and lawyer than a long-drawn-out court case can.
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Mediation and other forms of alternative dispute resolution
will, of course, never be substitutes for courts, but they will, we
trust, leave our courts with more time to devote to cases that truly
need court adjudication and resolution.

The diamond jubilarians of the College of Law, Class ’47,
earnestly hope that our University, the University of the
Philippines, gets the fiscal autonomy that it rightfully deserves
under our female President, Madame President Emerlinda
Roman, to enable it to continuously upgrade its learning
environment and to maintain its ranking as the premiere
university in the country.

And lastly, diamond years are also for acknowledging. I
return to the University of the Philippines with gratitude for
having empowered me to pursue a career on the Bench.  I claim
neither academic nor professional superiority over my
colleagues and my fellow jubilarians in the U.P. College of Law;
rather, I return with gratitude for the passion for the law, the
faith in its institutions, and the consecration to the cause of
justice that were sown in my mind and heart at this university.
My life has been dedicated mainly to years of serving the people
through the judiciary, which is the judiciary’s avowed important
tradition.
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∗ Outline of lecture delivered at the Pre-Judicature Program (Phase I)
on June 19-30, 2000, at the Court of Appeals Auditorium, Court of
Appeals, Manila.

History and Traditions
of the Philippine Judiciary∗∗∗∗∗

Pre-Spanish Period

• Judicial authority resided in the tribal datu assisted by
a council of elders.

• Tribal datu acted as one-man dispenser of “justice.”

• All trials held in public. Litigants pleaded their own case
and presented their witnesses.

• In civil cases, the Barangay leaders summoned
opponents and endeavoured to have them arrive at a
settlement.  If they could not agree, an oath was
administered that they would abide by what was
determined.

• In criminal cases, wide distinctions were made owing
to the rank of the victim and of his assailant. Trial by
ordeal was resorted to in case of doubt as to the guilty
person, such as (1) river ordeal; (2) boiling water ordeal,
or (3) candle ordeal.

Spanish Colonial Era 1583-1898

Real Audencia de Manila (The Royal Audiencia)

• Established in the interest of “good government and
the administration of justice.” Fused executive and
judicial functions.

• Separation of powers: unknown at the time of the
Audiencia.  Governor-General – the president of the
Audiencia.
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• Appellate jurisdiction over civil and criminal cases decided
by alcaldes mayores, corregidores and magistrados of the
provinces.

• Original jurisdiction over all criminal cases within five
leagues of the City of Manila.

• Highest judicial body was the Supreme Court of Spain,
which exercised appellate jurisdiction over the
decisions of Audiencia.

• On appeal, the decision rendered by the Audiencia was
executed with the prevailing party putting up a bond to
indemnify the opposing party in case of reversal by the
Supreme Court of Spain.

Composition of the Audiencia:

• The Governor-General as (nominal) President.

• Oidores: men learned in the law; appointed by the King
and a counter-balance to government abuse.

• Fiscal: tasked with the prosecution and promotion of
Royal interests; the government’s attorney-general.

• Attorneys: examined and licensed by the Audiencia;
under strict ethical norms.

Some of the Audiencia’s Concerns:

• “Our said president and auditors shall always take great
care to be informed of the crimes and abuses which
shall be committed, or have been committed against
the natives who shall be under our royal crown x x x.”

• “We ordain and command that all criminal cases which
shall come for judgment, from all parts of their
jurisdiction, before our said Audiencia, of whatever
nature or importance they may be, shall be tried,
decided and determined as on examination and review
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before our said Audiencia.  The sentence accordingly given
shall be executed and carried into effect duly, without
process of appeal  (Royal Decree, 1583)

The Residencia: judicial scrutiny of official conduct

• In the case of the governor-general, conducted at the
end of his term.

• Scrutinized conduct of the official during his tenure, and
could impose penalties, including imprisonment and fines.

• Entertained complaints even from the natives (indios).

• Usually conducted by an oidor of the Audiencia.

• Reviewed by the Audiencia itself.

• Also tainted with the bigotry of the successors of officials
acting out of personal enmity towards predecessors.

The Aguinaldo Government Era

The Malolos Constitution on the Judiciary

• The First Philippine Congress, meeting in Malolos,
Bulacan, adopted and promulgated the Malolos
Constitution on January 21, 1899.

• Article 77: “The power to apply the laws in civil and
criminal cases in the name of the nation shall belong
exclusively to the courts.”

• Article 79: “The exercise of the judicial power resides
in one Supreme Court of Justice and in the tribunals
prescribed by the laws.’’

• Article 81: ‘’Any citizen may bring a public action against
all the members of the Judicial Department for offenses
which they may commit in the exercise of their power.”
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• In August 1899, Apolinario Mabini was elected as the first
Chief Justice by the National Assembly, but such election
was later nullified by President Aguinaldo.

The American Military Government (1898-1900)

• The United States formally occupied the City of Manila
on August 13, 1898. By that time the Audiencia had
ceased to function.  The next day, Major-General Wesley
Meritt established the American military government.
Organized were military commissions or courts-martial
and provost courts.

• May 29, 1899 – General Elwell Otis, the second U.S.
Military Governor of the Philippines, issued General
Order No. 20 reconstituting the Audiencia Territorial de
Manila, or the Supreme Court of Manila, with the
jurisdiction it possessed prior to August 13, 1898, except
insofar as it might be modified by authority of the United
States.

• June 15, 1899 – Establishment of the courts of first
instance and the justice of the peace courts.  Several
General Orders followed reopening of inferior civil
courts in certain regions.

• Don Cayetano Arellano was appointed by the Military
Governor as President of the Supreme Court.

• A centennial vignette relates that Major General Otis
had increased the salaries of Supreme Court Justices
and officials by 20 percent to meet the increasing
demands of living.   Arellano, on behalf of his associates,
wrote Otis a thank you letter.

• The first Arellano Court was more of an extension of
the military authority of the United States Army and
was not considered as a judicial body, as it is known
today.
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The Second Philippine Commission (1900)

• April 7, 1900 – Civil government was established with
President William McKinley’s Instructions to the Second
Philippine Commission.

• Judge William Howard Taft, Judge Henry Ide; Bernard
Moses, Gen. Luke Wright and Dean C. Worcester

• Instruction to the Commission: to create a strong and
efficient judiciary.

• Aim of the Commission: to create a new Supreme Court
and lower courts to replace those established by the
military administration.

• Bar Association of Manila’s submission to the
Commission: all prospective appointees to the Bench
should be Filipinos.

• Taft’s reply: “Due to the training of Filipino lawyers
under the defective Spanish system, the proposal would
not promote confidence in the judiciary.”

Judiciary Hierarchy Under the Second Philippine Commission:

• June 11, 1901 – Enactment of Act No. 136, also known as
the Judiciary Law. Provided for and ushered in the
organization of a complete system of civil courts in the
Philippines.

• The Supreme Court

• Provincial Courts of First Instance

• Justice of the Peace Courts

• It is on June 11, 1901, that we mark the establishment
and organization of the Supreme Court of the
Philippines.

Composition: One Chief Justice, six Associate judges.
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Appointed by the Commission and holding office at its pleasure.
Sitting at Manila, Iloilo and Cebu.

At any time “for any satisfactory reason” the Court could
assign any of its members to hear any pending case in any Court
of First Instance, or to hold a term of the Court in any CFI.

Audiencia was abolished and old Spanish judicial system was
phased out.

Administrative supervision of lower courts: Department of
Justice.

Cayetano Arellano:  Chief Justice of the First Supreme Court of
the Philippines

Named on June 15, 1901, by President William McKinley

• Chief Justice of the Provisional Supreme Court created
by the military in 1899.

• Magistrado Suplente of the Audiencia Territorial de
Manila in 1981.

• Held in high esteem by both Spaniards and Americans.

• Appointed ahead of four American Justices in the Court.

• Interestingly, Secretary of Foreign Affairs and then
Secretary of Justice during the Revolutionary
Government of Gen. Emilio Aguinaldo.  Assisted Felipe
G. Calderon in drafting the Malolos Constitution.

• “Elegant and aristocratic, yet disarmingly self-effacing.”

• The Arellano Court has been characterized as “an
extremely conservative tribunal.”

• Separation of powers strictly applied: The Governor-
General could act “without interference on the part of
the judicial power.”
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The Arellano Court

• Covered a period of 20 years marked by significant political
developments: Filipinos’ continuing quest for
independence.

• The integrity of the members of the Court is beyond
question: guided by the strength of principled
convictions.

• Justice Victoriano Mapa on Chief Justice Arellano: “The
decisions of Chief Justice Arellano are of such value
and quality both in form and substance, that it is hard to
say which to admire more, whether the profoundness
and wisdom of their doctrines or the elegant phrases
and concise clearness which characterize their logical
and brilliant exposition.”

The Supreme Court, ca. 1902

• In 1902, the U.S. Congress enacted the Philippine Bill of
1902, the second organic Act of the Philippines.

• Ratified the jurisdiction previously exercised by the
courts under Act No. 136.

• Appointment of the Chief Justice and the Associate
Justices of the Supreme Court – by the President of the
United States, subject to the confirmation of the U.S.
Senate.

• Appointments to lower courts: the Governor-General.

• Review of the judgments by the Supreme Court of the
Philippine Islands by the United States Supreme Court.

• Political climate: Some Governors-General like Harrison
favored and fostered Philippine independence; others
like Wood were reticent about it and were for reining in
the beginnings of self-rule.
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Filipinization of the Legal and Judicial System:

• 1909-1910: committee appointed to draft and revise codes.
Principal output: The Administrative Code of 1917.

• March 20, 1947: Executive Order No. 48 created the
Bocobo Commission: Jorge Bocobo, Pedro Ylagan,
Francisco Capistrano, Arturo Tolentino (appointed in
1948); later: Carmelino Alvendia and Guillermo
Guevarra.

• Product: The “New” Civil Code; drafted over a period of
eight months, considered by Congress over a year,
signed into law as RA No. 386; came into effect August
30, 1950.

• Characterized as the first “brown race civil code.”

Filipinization of the Supreme Court:

• Predominantly American membership until the
Commonwealth.

• 1901-1925: 11 Filipino Justices and 20 Americans.

• Most prominent : Justice George A. Malcolm.

• 1935 Constitution: required Filipino citizenship for
membership in the court.

• Four sitting American Justices resigned from the Court.

Philippine Law: As Mestizo as the Filipino

• Justice George Malcolm in Illinois Law Review:
“Generally, the foundation of the substantive law (of
the Philippines) is the Civil Law with the adjective law
replica of Anglo-American statutes.”

• Justice Malcolm in In re: Schoop (1920): The Philippine
legal system basically follows English common law.
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• Justice Trent: “The law on damages in this jurisdiction was
conceived in the womb of the Civil Law.”

• Essential features of common law found here: (1) court’s
inherent equitable powers, (2) judge’s power of civil
contempt, (3) doctrine of stare decisis.

Mr. Justice George A. Malcolm
Appointed to the Supreme Court on July 9, 1917

• Before his appointment to the Court, sought after for
his legal advice because of his comprehensive
knowledge of the law.  Served for 18 years on the
Supreme Court.

• Lobbied for the opening of a law school in the
Philippines.

• As a law professor, he taught the first and second
Presidents of the Republic, numerous cabinet officers
and heads of offices, three Speakers, many senators
and congressmen and 10  justices of the Supreme Court.

• Became the High Court ’s “constitutionalist-in-
residence.”

• Noted for his defense of fundamental freedoms.

• First suggested, as early as 1928, the integration of the
Philippine Bar.

Barcelon v. Baker, 5 Phil 87 (1905)
Precursor of Doctrine on the Power of the Executive

• On recommendation of the Philippine Commission, the
Governor-General suspended the privilege of the writ
of habeas corpus in the provinces of Batangas and
Cavite.

• Issue: Did the Governor-General have factual basis for
this proclamation?
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• Holding: There can be no right to contest the acts of the
Executive, lest he be impeded from acting with dispatch.
The judiciary does not have the data and resources that
the Executive and Legislative have.

• Subsequently used to sustain President Marcos’ exercise
of his commander-in-chief powers.

Judicial Appointments as Stakes in Lottery?
Concepcion v. Paredes, 42 Phil. 599 (1921)

• The statute under question called for the lottery of
judicial offices.

• The Court struck the statute down.  It held it to be
contrary to the organic law.  “It is beyond the power of
any branch of the government of the Philippine Islands
to exercise its functions in any other way than that
prescribed by the organic laws xxx.”

• “Chance has been substituted for executive judgment.
Appointment by lot is not appointment by the Governor-
General.  Appointment by lot is not appointment with
the advice and consent of the Philippine Senate.  To
leave the selection of a person for a given judicial office
to lot is not to appoint, but is to gamble with the office.”

Mr. Chief Justice Victorino Mapa (1920)

• Appointed to the Court in 1901; judicial career
interrupted by Cabinet service as Secretary of Justice in
1913; appointed Chief Justice seven years later;

• Bachelor of Arts from UST at 13; Bachelor of Philosophy,
and Bachelor of Laws and Jurisprudence at 25.

• Was part of President Emilio Aguinaldo’s revolutionary
government; President of the Revolutionary Tribunal
of Justice;

• As associate justice, set a trend for concise logic.
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• Because of ill health, sat for only one year as Chief
Justice.

Mr. Chief Justice Manuel Araullo (1921)
The just judge

• A former Relator de la Real Audiencia de Manila, and judge-
at-large of the Audiencia de Manila;

• Professor of Law at the Universidad Pontifica de Santo
Tomas;

• Head of the Sala de la Civil of the Supreme Court as
organized by the American military authorities in 1899;

• As CFI judge of Manila, acquitted Lope K. Santos and
Fernando Ma. Guerrero of libel, earning the title
“the just judge.”

• During his term as Chief Justice, the Supreme Court
established its independence from the Executive.

Compelling the Legislature?
Alejandrino v. Quezon, 46 Phil. 83 (1924)

• A fellow senator had belittled him on the floor for being
an appointive member.  Alejandrino attacked his
detractor with a cane.  The Chamber found Alejandrino
liable for “disorderly behaviour” and suspended him
for one year.  Alejandrino asked the Supreme Court to
vacate the Senate’s order.  He prayed for a Writ of
Mandamus.

• The Court declined, although it conceded that the
Senate was without authority to suspend one of its
members for a year. “Conceding therefore that the power
of the Senate to punish its members for disorderly behavior
does not authorize it to suspend an appointive member
from the exercise of his office for one year, yet the writ
prayed for cannot issue for the all-conclusive reason that
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the Supreme Court  does not possess the power of coercion
to make the Philippine Senate take any particular action.”

The last of the Spanish-trained Chief Justices:
Mr. Chief Justice Ramon Ramon Avanceña (1924-1941)

• An expert in civil and in criminal law.

• Second to Arellano in the length of stint as Chief Justice:
16 years.

• 1898: Political and legal adviser of the Philippine
Revolutionary Government in Panay.

• 1913: Attorney-General.

• As an associate justice, a frequent dissenter.

• Maintained the independence of the Supreme Court.

• Was succeeded by Jose P. Laurel at the inception of the
Japanese occupation.

Taking a President to Task – Cuevo v. Barredo, 65 Phil. 290 (1938)

• The lower courts had earlier exonerated an employer
whose employee drowned while trying to retrieve a
floating log from the swollen Pasig River on orders of
his employer.

• Quezon lambasted the lower courts: “seventeenth
century judges interpreting twentieth century laws.”

• The Supreme Court reversed the lower courts but
scolded the President.  Through Mr. Justice Laurel, it
said:

If it is ever necessary to make vehement affirmation
during the formative period in our political history,
it is that the judiciary is independent of the executive
no less than of the legislative departments of
government – independent in the performance of
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its functions, undeterred by any consideration x x x
unafraid of criticism in the accomplishment of its
sworn duty as it sees and understands it.

• Quezon apologized! Said he: “Justice Laurel wields the most
powerful pen in our Supreme Court.”

The Era of the Commonwealth (1935-1946)

• March 24, 1934 – U.S.  73rd Congress passed the Tydings-
McDuffie Law.

• Called for the adoption of a constitution to replace the
Jones Law.  A constitutional convention was called; 202
delegates elected from all over the country.  Its output:
The Constitution of 1935.  This took effect on November
15, 1935, upon the inauguration of the Commonwealth
of the Philippines. The same constitution, with few
amendments, became that of the Republic upon its
inauguration on July 4, 1946.

• A unicameral legislature replaced the bicameral
legislature of the Jones Law.  Two houses were restored
in 1941.

• Article VIII, Section 1, vests judicial power in one
Supreme Court and in such inferior courts as may be
established by law.

• Membership of the  Supreme Court increased to eleven,
from seven under Act 136; provisions for judicial
independence; security of tenure; diminution of
compensation during continuance in office prohibited;
removal by impeachment; consultation before opinion-
writing; requirement to state the facts and the law; two-
thirds of all members required to declare a law
unconstitutional.

• Transfer of lower court judges prohibited except with
the approval of the Supreme Court.
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• President Roosevelt, upon formal presentation of the
Commonwealth Constitution, appointed Claro M. Recto
to the Supreme Court.

• End of participation of Americans in the Supreme Court.
Four sitting American Justices resigned.

On Influence-Peddling, Designated Judges and Judicial Oddities
of the Time

• Justice Claro M. Recto served barely a year, then retired.
He desired to return to private practice.

• The designation of acting justices was not improper at
that time.  Judge Pedro Concepcion and Judge Antonio
Horilleno were designated to sit as temporary
substitutes of some members of the Supreme Court
who were inhibited from taking part in the
deliberations.

• Members of the National Assembly demanded of
President Quezon that only their recommendees be
appointed justices of the peace. Quezon retorted
angrily: “Life, property rights, the very happiness and
welfare of our people will depend largely upon the kind
of men I appoint to the bench.  The responsibility for all
appointments is mine as chief executive, and of no one
else, and God helping me, I shall perform it to the best
of my ability without fear or favor.”

Solving the Backlog of Cases, and Strengthening Lower Courts

• Even during the American regime, Governor-General
Smith introduced a legal provision calculated to
expedite the work of the courts.  No judge could draw
his salary unless he certified that he had already decided
all cases submitted for decision 90 days or more.

• Commonwealth Act (CA) No. 3 approved on December
31, 1935 – Reduced membership of Supreme Court from
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11 to seven; jurisdiction limited to cases enumerated in
Section 2, Article VIII of the 1935 Constitution; cases
involving only errors or question of law; functioned only
en banc.

• CA No. 3 – Court of Appeals was created as a court of
last resort on question of fact; 11 members.  Increased
to 15 by CA No. 269 on April 7, 1938, and divisions from
two to three.  Increased to 19 in 1941 by virtue of EO No.
395.

• CA No. 348, August 19, 1938; and CA No. 545, May 26,
1940 – Nine positions of judges-at-large created.

• CA No. 254, March 4, 1938 – Two more Judges added to
Court of Industrial Relations.

• CA No. 361, August 22, 1938 – One more Judge of Manila
Municipal Court added.

• Composition of judicial branch at the close of 1938:
seven Supreme Court Justices; 15 Court of Appeals
Justices; 62 Judges of the Court of First Instance; 3 Judges
of the Court of Industrial Relations, 737 Justices of the
Peace; and 10 Judges of chartered cities.

The Period of the Japanese Occupation (1941-1945)

• Justice Jose P. Laurel took over as Chief Justice after the
retirement of Justice Avanceña, 1941.  Never confirmed
because of the Japanese Occupation.

• Immediately prior to his departure for Corregidor,
President Quezon swore in Justice Laurel as Secretary
of Justice.  Jose Abad Santos sworn in as Chief Justice.

• Although Quezon had intended Chief Justice Abad
Santos to join him in exile to represent the Judiciary,
the Chief Justice elected to stay.
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• Asked to induce General Manuel Roxas to surrender, Abad
Santos refused.

• Abad Santos was taken to Mindanao, and there executed.

Deciding on the Status of the Acts of the Second Philippine
Republic (The Japanese-time Government)

• The Supreme Court ruled that the wartime republic was
de facto government.  Its municipal laws could be given
effect under the present dispensation.

• Those of a political nature: abrogated.

• The Commonwealth Constitution as a technical law: not
effective during the Japanese occupation.

• But law punishing treasonous acts against the legitimate
government of the Philippines: held to remain in force
and effect during the period of the Japanese occupation.

• Leading case: Co Kim Cham v. Valden Tan Keh, 75 Phil
113;  Alcantara v. Director of Prisons, 75 Phil 749; Laurel
v. Misa, 777 Phil 856.

The People’s Court

• Liberation came in 1945.  The ‘’treasonable collaboration
issue’’ emerged.

• September 25, 1945 – CA No. 682 created a People’s
Court composed of a Presiding Judge and 14 Associate
Justices.  Appointed by the President with the consent
of the Commission on Appointments.

• Jurisdiction to try and decide all cases of crimes against
national security for acts committed giving aid and
comfort to the enemy during the Japanese occupation
or between December 8, 1941, and September 2, 1945.
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• The Court existed and the Judges served until the President
had certified that all cases filed within the period had been
tried and disposed of.

• Independence of the Judiciary was preserved in that Judges
of the People’s Court were removable only for cause and
in the manner provided for in existing laws.

• Decisions and final orders of the People’s Court en banc
were subject to review by the Supreme Court in
accordance with Rule 46 of the old Rules of Court; and
those of any division thereof appealable to the
Supreme Court under Rule 42.

• Work of the People’s Court terminated when amnesty
was proclaimed by President Manuel Roxas in 1948.

Only ONE Supreme Court: Vargas v. Rilloraza, 80 Phil 297 (1948)

• The Supreme Court was set to hear collaboration cases.

• Some of the members of the Court, however, had
participated in the Occupation Government.

• Solution:  To designate ad hoc members of the Court
from the lower courts solely for the collaboration cases.

• Result:  Two Supreme Courts – the regular court, and
the temporary court for collaboration cases.

• Holding of the Court: Unconstitutional!  There can be
only One Supreme Court. Moreover, members of the
Court were to be appointed with the concurrence of
the Commission on Appointments and not merely
designated.

Under the Republic
After Independence Day (1946-1972)

• July 4, 1946 – Proclamation of the Independence of the
Philippines.
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• Supreme Court – reconstituted to its composition of the
Chief Justice and 10 Associate Justices, pursuant to Section
4, Article VIII of the 1935 Constitution.

• Manuel V. Moran appointed on July 9, 1945, as the 17th

Chief Justice.  Known for his dissenting opinion in Cuevo v.
Barredo, 65 Phil 290 (1938); author of the Laws of Evidence
and Comments on the Rules of Court.

• Court of Appeals re-organized.  Abolished under EO No.
37, dated March 10, 1945, by President Sergio Osmeña
in the exercise of his emergency powers due to the
emergency conditions prevailing at the end of the war.
RA No. 52 repealed EO No. 37.  Membership included
one Presiding Justice and 14 Associate Justices.

Judiciary Act of 1948 (Republic Act No. 296)

• The Judiciary Act of 1948 (Republic Act No. 296) was
enacted on June 17, 1948.  Courts covered were the
Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, the Courts of First
Instance, the Municipal Courts and the Justice of the
Peace Courts.  Supreme Court was required to sit en
banc, instead of in two divisions.

• 1946 to 1972 – The most senior justice was appointed
Chief Justice whenever a vacancy occurred.  Thus,
Justice Ricardo Paras succeeded Chief Justice Moran;
Justice Cezar Bengzon succeeded Chief Justice Paras in
1961; and Justice Roberto Concepcion succeeded Chief
Justice Bengzon after the latter was appointed to the
International Court of Justice in 1966.

• The Court of Appeals retained its composition of one
Presiding Justice and 14 Associate Justices.

• Courts of First Instance included District Judges, Judges-
at-large and Cadastral Judges. Sixteen judicial districts
were created.
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• A Justice of the Peace and an Auxiliary Justice of the Peace
was appointed to  each municipality and municipal district.
Changes on June 22, 1963, by virtue of RA No. 3828: Justices
of the Peace were thereafter to be known Municipal Judges
and the Justice of the Peace Courts as Municipal Courts.
The designation of a Municipal Judge in chartered cities
was changed to that of City Judge.

• Courts of special jurisdiction were created much later:

1. Juvenile and Domestic Relations Courts in Manila
(September 9, 1955); in Iloilo and in Quezon City (June
18, 1966); in Baguio (July 21, 1972); in Naga and Iriga
(September 30, 1972).

2. The Court of Tax Appeals, created by RA No. 1125 on
June 16, 1954.  A court of appellate jurisdiction to
review decisions of the Collector of Internal Revenue,
the Collector of Customs, and the provincial and City
Board of Assessment Appeals.  It consisted of a
Presiding Judge and two Associate Judges.

3. Circuit Criminal Courts were created by RA No. 5179
on August 8, 1967, to try and decide certain criminal
cases like those committed by public officers; crimes
against property as defined and penalized under the
Revised Penal Code; violations of RA No. 3019 or the
Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act and certain
provisions of the Tariff Code and the National Internal
Revenue Code.

4. RA No. 6031 passed on August 4, 1969, converted
Municipal and City Courts into courts of record and
provided for appeals to the Court of First Instance.

Purpose – to expedite the administration of justice by
eliminating trial de novo in the Court of First Instance
of cases appealed from municipal and city courts.
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• Revised Rules of Court – The revision of the Rules of Court
adopted and promulgated in 1940 pursuant to Section 13,
Article VIII of the Constitution was completed in 1963 and
took effect on January 1, 1964.

The People’s First Encounter with the Philippine Judiciary: From
Justice of the Peace to First Level Trial Courts

• A justice of the peace was primarily a ‘’keeper’’ or a
‘’guarantor’’ of the peace.  In earlier times he did not have
to be a lawyer.  It was enough that he was respected by
the community.

• The Justice of the Peace court was not a court of record.
While proceedings were judicial, it was not as formal as
those in higher courts.

• But Justices of the Peace were highly respected members
of the community.

• There are vestiges of the earlier Justice of the Peace Courts
in our present first level trial courts: non-lawyers may
appear in assistance to litigants; some cases are disposed
of in a summary manner; in some cases, there is now
reference to court-referred mediation.

From ‘’Court of Appeals” to ‘’Intermediate Appellate Court’’
to ‘’Court of Appeals’’

• RA No. 296 created the Court of Appeals.

• On August 10, 1981, the Judiciary Reorganization Act
created the Intermediate Appellate Court, thus amending
RA No. 296.

• This reorganization was an attempt at subdividing the court
into a civil section and criminal section.

• Executive Order No. 33 of the Aquino Government created
the “Court of Appeals’” and thus amended the Judiciary
Reorganization Act.
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• Once more, the Court of Appeals consists of a Presiding
Justice and 50 Associate Justices.

• Recently, distinct divisions to sit in Southern Philippines were
legislated to exist. This amendment had yet to be
implemented.

Martial Law Period (1972 – 1986)

• September 21, 1972 – Proclamation No. 1081 instituted a
Martial Law regime in the country.

• General Order No. 3 severely curtailed the power of the
courts over cases questioning the validity of Proclamation
No. 1081 and of orders, decrees, and other directives issued
thereunder.

• Aquino v. Ponce Enrile, 59 SCRA 183 (1974), citing Lansang
v. Garcia, established the existence of the legal
conditions for validity; upheld the validity of
Proclamation No. 1081.

• Aquino v. Military Commission No. 2, 63 SCRA 546 (1975)
upheld the ouster of jurisdiction in national security
cases from civil courts in favor of military tribunals.

• De la Llana v. Alba, 112 SCRA 294 (1983), upheld the
Judicial Reorganization Law, BP Blg 129, as
constitutional.

• November 30, 1972 – Constitutional Convention
approved its Proposed Constitution of the Republic of
the Philippines.

• January 17, 1973 – Proclamation No. 1102 was issued by
President Marcos announcing that the proposed
Constitution had been ratified by an overwhelming vote
of the members of the Citizen Assemblies.

• March 31, 1973 – Javellana v. Executive Secretary, 50 SCRA
30, 141 (1973), ruled that “there is no further judicial
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obstacle to the new Constitution being considered in force
and effect.”

• Presidential Decree No. 1949 – established the Judiciary
Development Fund, and has become an important tool
in the achievement of the Judiciary’s goals.

• The 1973 Constitution:

1. Vested judicial power on the judiciary’s goals in one
Supreme Court and in such inferior courts as may
be established by law.  Members of the Supreme
Court and Judges of inferior courts appointed by
the President. The  Batasang Pambansa  given the
power to define, prescribe, and apportion the
jurisdiction of the various courts, but may not
deprive the Supreme Court of its jurisdiction over
specified cases.

2.   Supreme Court – A Chief Justice and 14 Associate
Justices,  sitting en banc or in two divisions.

3. Batasang Pambansa prescribes the qualifications of
judges of inferior courts.

4. Retirement age lowered to 65 from 70 under the
1935 Constitution but option given to stay in office
until 70 to incumbents at the time of the effectivity
of the 1973 Constitution. A  January 1980
amendment restored the retirement age of 70.

5. Departed from the 1935 Constitution which
considered a tax on the salary of members of the
judiciary as a decrease in their compensation.

Post -EDSA Revolution (1986 – 1998)

• Most drastic reorganization of the Philippine Judiciary.

• February 24, 1986 – Proclamation No. 1 issued by
President Corazon C. Aquino requiring that ‘’all
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appointive public officials submit their courtesy
resignations beginning with the members of the
Supreme Court.’’

• Justices and judges from the highest to the lowest level
placed their offices at the disposal of the President.

• Special committee consisting of former Chief Justice
Roberto Concepcion and Justice J.B.L. Reyes, among
others, formed to undertake the reorganization.

• First to be reappointed to the reorganized Court were
Justice Claudio Teehankee, and the next day, Justice
Vicente Abad Santos.  Then came, in the order of
seniority, Justices Jose Y. Feria, Pedro L. Yap, Marcelo B.
Fernan, and Andres R. Narvasa, all newcomers.  They
were followed by Justices Ameurfina M. Herrera, Nestor
B. Alampay, Hugo E. Gutierrez, Jr.,  Isagani A. Cruz, and
Edgardo L. Paras.  Membership was limited to 11 because
of the original plan to keep the composition under the
1935 Constitution. Plan eventually abandoned.  15-
member Supreme Court completed in January 1987.

• April 2, 1986 – Justice Claudio Teehankee appointed as
Chief Justice.

• July 28, 1986 – EO No. 33, issued by President Aquino,
amended Batas Pambansa Blg. 129, the Judiciary
Reorganization Act; reverted the Intermediate
Appellate Court to its original name of Court of Appeals;
increased the number of divisions to 17 with a total
complement of 51 members.  Changed were ten
divisions of five members each under BP Blg. 129.

• Lower courts also reorganized with new appointees to
all court levels.  Incumbent judges of the Court of Tax
Appeals and the Shari’a Courts were retained.

• January 31, 1987 – Reorganization completed.  Governing
laws for the Philippine Judiciary were: (1) Judiciary Act
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of 1948, as amended; (2) BP Blg. 129 enacted on August
10, 1981, effective on January 17, 1983, as amended by
EO No. 33 issued on July 28, 1986.

• Lawyers’ League for Better Philippines, et al. v. President
Aquino (G.R. No. 73748, May 22, 1986 (Resolution) – Ruled
that the Aquino Government was not merely a de facto
government but a de jure government; and that its
legitimacy was not a justiciable matter, but belonged to
the realm of politics with only the Filipino people as the
judge.

The 1987 Constitution

• February 2, 1987 – 1987 Constitution ratified by the
Filipino people.

• Significant features for the Philippine Judiciary:
 Political question doctrine – Judicial power was

defined as “the duty of the courts of justice to settle
actual controversies involving rights which are
legally demandable and enforceable, and to
determine whether or not there has been a grave
abuse of discretion amounting to lack or excess of
jurisdiction on the part of any branch or
instrumentality of the Government.”

 Fiscal autonomy – Once appropriations have been
allotted to the judiciary, the same shall be
automatically and regularly released; legislature
enjoined from reducing the judiciary’s appropriation
below the amount appropriated for the previous
year.

 Judicial and Bar Council – Seven members.  Main
function:  to screen and recommend appointees to
the judiciary; prepare a list of at least three
nominees for every vacancy from which the
President makes a choice.
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 Electoral Tribunals of the Senate and House of
Representatives restored.  Three Justices of the
Supreme Court designated by the Chief Justice as
members of each tribunals. Act as sole judge of
contests relating to the election, returns, and
qualifications of the members.

 Presidential Electoral Tribunal – Upon the Supreme
Court was placed the responsibility of sitting as the sole
judge of all contests relating to the election, returns,
and qualifications of the President and Vice President.

 Review of Martial Law Proclamation – Supreme Court
may review sufficiency of factual basis of proclamation
of martial law or suspension of writ of habeas corpus.
Ruling in Lansang-Garcia case, 42 SCRA 448 (1972)
reiterated.

 No administrative functions – Members of the
Supreme Court and other courts are not to be
designated to any agency performing quasi-judicial
or administrative functions.

 Appointments – Supreme Court authorized to
appoint all officials and employees of the judiciary
in accordance with the Civil Service Law.

 Security of tenure of incumbents – Members of the
Bench hold office during good behavior until they
reach the age of 70 years or become incapacitated
to discharge the duties of their office.

 Discipline – Supreme Court en banc given power to
discipline judges of lower courts or order their
dismissal by a vote of a majority of the members
who actually took part in the deliberations.

 Reorganization – “No law shall be passed
reorganizing the Judiciary when it undermines the
security of tenure of the members.’’
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 Period for deciding – Supreme Court: 24 months; all
lower collegiate courts: 12 months; all other lower
courts: 3 months, all from date of submission, i.e.,
upon the filing of the last pleading, brief, or
memorandum.

Composition of the Supreme Court Seesawed

• June 11, 1901, Act 136, Judiciary Law  = 7

• February 8, 1935,  Constitution             = 11 en banc or
in 2 divisions

• December 31, 1935, Comm. Act. 3       = 7

• Post July 4, 1946, Proclamation            = 11 of
Independence en banc

• June 17, 1948 – Judiciary Act                  = 11

• January 17, 1973                                          = 15 en banc or
in 2 divisions

• 1987 Constitution                                       = 15 en banc or
in divisions
of 3, 5, or 7,
at its discretion

Lady Justices of the Supreme Court

• 1973 – 1978      Cecilia Muñoz Palma

• 1979 – 1992     Ameurfina A. Melencio Hererra

• 1987 – 1991      Irene R. Cortes

• 1987 – 1993     Carolina C. Griño Aquino

• 1991 – 1999     Flerida Ruth P. Romero

• 1999 – 2001     Minerva Gonzaga Reyes

• 1999 – 2009     Consuelo Ynares-Santiago
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Judicial Reforms
The Teehankee Court (1986–April 18, 1988)

• Reestablished the traditional role of the Judiciary as the
third great and independent department of government
committed to the Rule of Law and the protection of human
rights.

• Took an active role in the reorganization of lower courts in
1986.

• Deserves much credit in the restoration of public
confidence in the courts.

• August 13, 1986 – Reorganized the Committee on the
Revision of the Rules of Court. Revised Rules on
Evidence finally approved by the Court on March 14,
1989, to take effect on July 1, 1989.

• Office of the Court Administrator continued to function
as the administrative arm of the Supreme Court in its
supervision over all courts and their personnel.

• February 1988 – International Conference on
Constitutional Issues sponsored by the Supreme Court.
Topics included Human Rights, the Role of the Military
in a Constitutional Democracy, with leading
constitutional experts as participants.

Judicial Reforms
The Yap Court (April 19, 1998–June 30, 1998)

• Chief Justice Yap served for barely three months;  not
enough time to lay down his own policies for judicial
reform.

• Much of his tenure was occupied with the defense of
the Court against the impeachment charge filed against
members by Raul Gonzales after the Court had limited
the latter ’s powers as Special Prosecutor in the
Tanodbayan (Zaldivar v. Sandiganbayan, 166 SCRA 316).
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The impeachment charges were dismissed by the House of
Representatives and, much later, so were those filed by
Eugene Tan whom the Court suspended as the President
of the Integrated of the Bar of the Philippines on complaint
of some of its employees.

• June 21, 1998 – Code of Professional Responsibility was
promulgated by the Court.

Judicial Reforms
The Fernan Court (1998–1991)

• Worked incessantly for judicial reforms with three main
objectives:  an independent judiciary, a moral judiciary
and an efficient judiciary.

• September 22, 1988 – continuous trial system was put
into operation in 84 selected pilot courts; departed from
the “piece-meal” trial.  No postponements allowed
except for meritorious reasons.

• October 11, 1988 – Administrative Circular No. 6
provided for the Orientation and Immersion Programs
for newly appointed Judges, and the Judicial Career
Development Program for senior Judges.

• June 1989 – Administrative Circular No. 7 and 7-B created
the Judicial Planning Development and Implementation
Office as a monitoring system for the performance of
individual judges and their courts.

• July 3, 1989 – Administrative Circular No. 29 directed
trial judges of the lower courts other than the RTCs and
the Shari’a District Courts to hold regular dialogues with
Barangay Captains and other Katarungan Barangay
officials on the provisions of the law.

• September 5, 1989 – Code of Judicial Conduct adopted and
took effect on October 20, 1989.  Also applicable to all
judges is RA No. 6713 which establishes other ethical
standards.
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Judicial Reforms
The Narvasa Court (November 30, 1991–November 30, 1998)

• 1992-1993 – Controversy rocked the Judiciary.  Unsigned
“poison pen” letters were circulated directed against
some members and officials of the Court.  Vice President
Estrada joined the fray with his phrase “hoodlums in robes.”

• February 2, 1993 – Ad Hoc Committee created to ascertain
the truth of the widely publicized allegations of judicial
corruption.  On May 7, 1993, the Committee submitted its
Record and Recommendation; it had held 24 closed-door
sessions with 71 witnesses. It looked into the socalled
“hoodlums in robes” exposed by then Vice President
Joseph Estrada; the drug cases; the controversy over
Justice Gutierrez’s decision in the PLDT case; the
“Magnificent Seven” so called in the  Regional Trial Courts
of Makati; exonerated some, recommended further
investigation by the Office of the Court Administrator with
respect to others.  Recommended studies on feasibility of
a constitutionally created independent Office of the Judicial
Ombudsman in the long-term, and in the short-term, the
creation of a continuing body to which the public may air
their grievances and submit the appropriate report and
recommendation to the Court.

• January 1996 – Authored the “Handbook on The Courts
and the Criminal Justice System,” an invaluable primer
explaining lucidly the judicial process and the workings
of the Criminal Justice System.

• March 12, 1996 – Administrative Order No. 35-96
formally established the Philippine Judicial Academy
as the education arm of the Supreme Court, charged
with the formulation and implementation of an
institutionalized, integrated, professionalized and
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continuing system of judicial education for justices, judges,
court personnel and lawyers.

• Chief Justice Narvasa named Father of the ‘’Philippine
Judicial Academy.’’

• July 24, 1996 – Reorganization of the Office of the Court
Administrator (OCA) – Strengthened by creating two
positions of Assistant Court Administrator with staff
functions. This is in addition to the positions of Deputy
Court Administrators who supervise specific judicial
regions.  OCA also evaluates administrative complaints
against judges and court personnel.

• Implementation of Halls of Justice Program in cooperation
with the Department of Justice and the Department of
Public Works and Communications.

• April 8, 1997 – The Court approved the proposed 1997 Rules
of Civil Procedure.

• October 1-November 26, 1998 – Centennial Lecture Series
held in honor of Chief Justice Narvasa; the first in the history
of the Judiciary.

Judicial Reforms
The Davide Court (1998 – to the present)

• The “Davide Watch”  articulated the vision and mission
of Chief Justice Hilario G. Davide, Jr. during his tenure.

• Established standards by which performance would be
weighed.

• Committed to uncompromising pursuit of judicial and
legal reforms.

• In one year’s time, his pro-active stance and hands-on
policy had made an impact on all sectors of society and
improved public perception of the Judiciary.
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• His grassroots approach and dialogues with lower court
judges and court personnel have elicited cooperation and
understanding and generated goodwill.

• A balance is being struck between transparency and
accountability  on the one hand, and confidentiality of
the judicial process on the other.

• Fiscal autonomy has been made manifest in improved
benefits received and in the upgrading and reclassification
of judicial positions.

• Committees, headed by incumbent members of the Court,
have been formed to attend closely to particular concerns.

• “Boundless support and assistance” committed to the
Philippine Judicial Academy.

• Members of the Court had participated in international
conferences to observe current judicial trends and gain
insights into international best practices.

• February 9,1999 – Resolution in A.M. No. 99-1-13-SC
transferred to the Regional Trial Courts all cases filed
with First Level Courts which should properly be filed
with the Family Courts.

• June 8, 1999 – Resolution in A.M. No. 99-4-06-SC
authorized the creation of the Shari’a Appellate Court
established by RA No. 6734.

• November 22, 1999 – Resolution in A.M. No. 99-11-02-
SC designated certain branches of the Regional Trial
Courts in specified cities as special courts for drug cases.

• Administrative Circulars issued aimed at the speedy and
proper administration of justice and improvement of
conduct of court personnel.

• The Public Information Office was formally established
under the Office of the Chief Justice as an effective system
of information dissemination.
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• A Blueprint of Action was released, an output of the SC-
UNDP Project that proposed a set of initiatives for the
Judiciary in pursuing legal and judicial reforms within
sustainable human development (SHD) dimensions.
Justice Josue N. Bellosillo headed the SC-UNDP project.

• International partnerships being forged for continued
judicial enhancement.

Recent Legislation Affecting Courts

• Republic Act No. 7691, March 25, 1994, expanded
jurisdiction of First Level Courts in civil actions and
criminal cases, thus amending BP Blg. 129, or the
Judiciary Reorganization Act of 1980. The Supreme Court
may also assign these courts to hear and determine
cadastral or land registration cases covering lots where
there is no controversy or opposition, or contested lots
where the value of the property does not exceed
P100,000.00.

• Administrative Circular No. 09-94 issued by Chief Justice
Narvasa on June 14, 1994, established guidelines for
the implementation of RA No. 7691.

• Republic Act No. 7902, February 23, 1995, expanded the
jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals, thus amending BP
Blg. 129.  It now has exclusive appellate jurisdiction over
all final judgments, decisions or awards of Regional Trial
Courts and quasi-judicial agencies, such as the Civil
Service Commission.

• Republic Act No. 7975, May 6, 1995 – Two more Divisions
were added to the original three of Sandiganbayan. It
also limited the exclusive original jurisdiction of that
Court to cases involving public officers occupying positions
with salary grade 27 or higher.

• Republic Act No. 8246, December 30, 1996, increased the
number of Court of Appeals Justices from 51 to 69,
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amending BP Blg. 129.  It now has 23 Divisions, each
composed of three members.  Regional Circuit Courts
of Appeals may be set up under the law.

• Republic Act No. 8369, October 28, 1997, the Family Courts
Act of 1997, establishes Family Courts in every province
and city in the country.  It was enacted pursuant to state
policies to protect the rights and promote the welfare of
children and to preserve family solidarity. Pending the
establishment of Family Courts, the Supreme Court has
designated one Family Court in specified cities from
Regional Trial Courts branches.

Travails and Shadows

• 1926: Justice Norberto Romualdez had asked his niece,
Estela, to help correct Bar Examination booklets in
Political Law. Estela conspired with an examinee,
Mabunay, to alter his grades, increasing his average to
75 percent.  Estela and Mabunay were prosecuted, and
Justice Romualdez resigned “out of delicadeza.”

• 1979: Justice Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera resigned
from the Bar Examination Committee, complaining that
the examination booklet in one subject of a son of
Justice Ericta had been prematurely decoded.  All the
members of the Court resigned. Only those, however,
of Justices Vicente G. Ericta and Ramon Fernandez were
accepted by President Ferdinand E. Marcos.

• 1999:  Justice Fidel Purisima, as Bar Committee
Chairman, did not reveal to the Court until much later
that his nephew was an examinee. When he finally
informed the Court, he was replaced  as Bar Chairman and
awarded only half of the honorarium due him. A committee
was formed to study reforms in the Bar Examination.
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Traditions I

Two prominent figures:

• Dr. Antonio de Morga

 Noted scholar and historian

 An oidor of the Royal Audiencia

 Wrote an early history of the Philippines, “Sucesos de
las Islas Filipinas”

• Simon de Anda y Salazar

 Well-known soldier

 Fought the British during their occupation of Manila
(18th  century)

 Jurist

 Prominent oidor of the Royal Audiencia

A Tradition of Erudition

United States v. Abalos, 1 Phil 73 (1901), ponencia of Chief Justice
Cayetano Arellano

• “Are decisions rendered by a judge who continues to act in
good faith – and is recognized to have jurisdiction – despite
abolition of his court by statute void?

• It is a universally professed doctrine that the acts of judges,
considered such by common error, whether there be color
of title or not (as in this case there was), are valid and
effective in favor of the public welfare. This, according to
the phrase of one law, is the humane course, one which
can injure no one, and brings no discredit upon the
administration of justice. On the other hand, much harm
would result to the prejudice of the public, wholly free from
blame and unchargeable with any responsibility, if by the
rigor of the law such acts must be declared null, solely upon
the ground that the judges were, according to the intent of
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the legislator, to cease to be such after the 16th of June
last.”  (at 76)

Arellano Takes Issue with Manresa:  Conde v. Abaya, 13 Phil 249
(March 23, 1909)

• Issue: M is the mother of C, a natural child, now deceased.
M survives both C and F, the supposed natural father.  May
M bring an action for the acknowledgment of the natural
filiation so to appear in C’s behalf to receive the inheritance
from F?

• Manresa: The mother may.  Acknowledgment can only be
demanded by the natural child and his descendants whom
it shall benefit. When the descendants are minors, persons
who legally represent them may so make the demand.

• Arellano: “The above doctrine, advanced by one of the most
eminent commentators of the Civil Code, lacks legal and
doctrinal foundation. The power to transmit the right of
such action by the natural child to his descendants can not
be sustained under the law, and still less to his mother.”

A Tradition of Upholding the Constitution

Mr. Justice George A. Malcolm –  “constitutionalist-in-residence”
of the High Court:

• “The interests of society and the maintenance of good
government demand a full discussion of public affairs.
Complete liberty to comment on the conduct of public men
is a scalpel in the case of free speech.  The sharp incision
of its probe relieves the abscesses of officialdom.  Men in
public life may suffer under a hostile and unjust accusation;
the wound can be assuaged with the balm of a clear
conscience.  A public official must not be too thin-skinned
with reference to comment upon his official acts.  Only
thus can the intelligence and dignity of the individual be
exalted.”  United States v. Bustos,  37 Phil. 733 (1918)
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A Tradition of Courage and Heroism

Chief Justice Jose Abad Santos
‘’Your father died a glorious death.’’

• Served under three administrations: Wood Administration
(1922), Stimson (1928), and Quezon – at the time of the
Japanese occupation was virtually the President of the
Commonwealth of the Philippines.

• The only Filipino to sit on the Supreme Court who obtained
his legal education completely in the United States: LL.B.,
Northwestern University (1904); LL.M.,  George Washington
University  (1909);

• To his son: “Do not cry.  Show these people you are brave.
It is a rare opportunity to die for one’s country.  Not
everybody is given the chance.”

A Tradition of Courage and Heroism
Marcelo Fernan refuses to cooperate with putschists

• After Corazon C. Aquino was sworn in as President, a
section of the restive military launched several coup
attempts.

• Among the most serious of these was that of December
1989.

• At the height of the coup, the rebel leaders asked Chief
Justice Marcelo Fernan to head the government,
promising him support.

• Chief Justice Fernan flatly refused.  He decided that he had
sworn to uphold and to defend the constitution.

Traditions II

The Philippine Judiciary has adhered to the following
fundamental traditions:
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• Independence and immunity from undue influence but
without sacrificing comity with the other departments and
agencies of government.

• Separation of powers and system of checks and balances.

• Utmost competence and unassailable integrity. A few have
erred but the many remain steadfast and committed.

• Pursuit of Excellence, which should be the hallmark of every
Judge.

• Fair, speedy and inexpensive delivery of justice.

• Supremacy of the Rule of Law except, perhaps, during the
days of perceived subservience to a strong executive.

• Impartiality, which is the life of justice.

Traditions III

The Philippine Judiciary has had its own role models, among
them:

• Chief Justice Cayetano Arellano, noted for his “legal
acuity” and imposing presence.

• Chief Justice Roberto Concepcion and Justice Jose B.L.
Reyes, both legendary figures of the Philippine Bench
and with lifetimes dedicated to the Rule of Law, the
independence of the judiciary, and the protection of
civil liberties.

• Chief Justice Jose Abad Santos, known for his patriotism
and heroism.

• Justice George A. Malcolm, although not a Filipino, was
a friend of Filipinos, erudite, and a noted
constitutionalist.

• Justice Jose P. Laurel, one of our outstanding
constitutionalists, wielded a mighty pen.
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• Chief Justice Jose Yulo, with his quiet ways, endeavored to
keep the confidence of the people in the Judiciary during
the Japanese Occupation.

• Chief Justice Cesar Bengzon, with his intellectual stature,
was the only Filipino to become a member of the
international Court of Justice at The Hague.

• Chief Justice Fred Ruiz Castro, with a sharp judicial mind,
and an eloquent writing style, was principal sponsor of
the Integrated Bar of the Philippines.

• Chief Justice Claudio Teehankee, “the bright light in the dark
night.”

• Chief Justice Marcelo Fernan, a persistent crusader for
judicial reforms even while he was already Senate
President.

• Mme. Justice Irene R. Cortes, for her incisive mind,
scholarly attributes, and her sense of humor.

Towards the Future (I)

• Judicial Education:  There is now a premium on judicial
education which has been institutionalized through the
Philippine Judicial Academy.

• Studies on the Judiciary: Among the most recent of these
are the SC-UNDP study on court management and the
ongoing World Bank-assisted studies on judicial
communication, management, case flow, etc.

• Selection process: Aside from scrutiny by the Judicial
and Bar Council, aspirants must first complete the
prescribed course of study by the Philippine Judicial
Academy.

Towards the Future (II)

• Court Technology; Most of the courts in the Philippines
have yet to be equipped with computers.  The Management
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Information Systems Office of the Supreme Court oversees
the computerization program of the courts.

• Adoption of special rules and technology for vulnerable
sectors: Proposals have been drafted and submitted to the
Supreme Court to render courts more friendly to vulnerable
sectors, such as brutalized children.

• Attention to Shari’a courts:  The Supreme Court has paid
more attention to the Shari’a courts through special
training programs.  This is the judiciary’s own attempt to
establish solidarity with the Muslim population.

The Future

With the careful selection of the men and women who will
compose the Philippine Judiciary, whose fealty to the rule of
law is unquestioned, with intellectual stature, moral attributes,
courage, independence, and impartiality, there is every reason
to look forward to a bright future – a judiciary discharging its
traditional role as the third grand independent branch of
government that is credible, accessible, efficient, and enjoys
the confidence of the people.
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DOs and DON’Ts for Judges
(Based on a survey of Supreme Court Decisions

in Administrative Cases)

DOs

1. Be conversant with basic legal principles and elementary
procedural rules. Gross ignorance of the law has received
severe sanctions from the Supreme Court.

2. Keep abreast with developments in law and jurisprudence.

3. Administer justice without unnecessary delay and without
sacrificing the fundamental requirements of due process
and the need to seek the truth. Be diligent in endeavoring
to ascertain the facts in every case.

4. Observe utmost diligence and dedication in the
performance of your judicial functions.

5. Adhere to high ethical standards. Endeavor to possess the
highest standard of morality and decency.  The image of a
court of justice is mirrored in your conduct, official or
otherwise.

6. Uphold the integrity and independence of the judiciary at
all times.

7. Observe courtesy and civility in addressing counsel, litigants,
or witnesses. Use temperate language and avoid belligerent
behavior.

The public looks up to the judge
not only as the dispenser of justice,

or as the final arbiter
in the settlement of disputes,

but also as a model of conduct
with or sans his judicial robes.
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8. Decide cases and incidental motions within the reglementary
period. Failure to decide even a single case within that period
can mean gross inefficiency, and if administratively charged,
may merit fine or suspension without pay. If you feel you need
more time, ask the Supreme Court for extension, which is
invariably given provided that the request is seasonably made.

9. Take down notes during trial so you can proceed to prepare
your decisions even without the transcripts. The Supreme
Court has held that the three-month reglementary period
continues to run, with or without them.

10. Remain in full control of the proceedings in your court. Adopt
a strict policy on postponements to avoid unnecessary delays
in court proceedings.

11. Manage your dockets properly and efficiently so that you may
accomplish your work with reasonable dispatch. Effective
management of dockets is also your responsibility as a judge.

12. Keep an accurate inventory of your cases so you can monitor
their inflow and outflow. And, as administrator of your
courts, adopt a system of records management so that court
records are not misplaced or unaccounted for. See to it that
the personnel of your courts perform their duties well in
this regard.

13. Regulate your extrajudicial activities to minimize the risk
of conflict with your judicial duties.

DON’Ts

1. Do not allow lawyers and litigants to run your courts.

2. Do not be guilty of unauthorized absences and habitual
tardiness.

3. Do not serve as executor, administrator, trustee, guardian or
other fiduciary. It can conflict with your judicial duties.
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4. Avoid any conduct, act, or omission that would violate the norm
of public accountability and diminish or tend to diminish the
faith of the people in the judiciary.

5. Do not be swayed by partisan interests, public opinion, or fear
or criticism in your judicial actuations.

6. Do not submit falsified monthly certificates of service. This
undermines and reflects on the honesty and integrity of a
judge. It is also a ground for administrative sanction. A
certificate of service should not be made merely as a means
to one’s paycheck.

7. Do not take refuge behind the supposed mistakes or
inefficiency of court personnel in the management of your
courts.  You are the one unequivocally responsible for the
proper discharge of administrative responsibilities in the
management of your courts.

8. Do not use your court chambers as your residence nor court
facilities for purposes other than that for which they have
been built. This degrades the dignity of our halls of justice.

9. Do not practice law nor give professional advice to clients.

10. Avoid fraternizing with litigants before your courts.
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∗ Message delivered at the Opening of the PHILJA Photo Exhibit:
“14 Years of Partnership – 14 Years  in the Pursuit of Excellence”
held on March 12, 2010, at the Old Session Hall, Old Supreme
Court Building, Taft Avenue, Manila.

Portraits of Praise:
A Toast to the Academy∗∗∗∗∗

Chief Justice Reynato S. Puno
Supreme Court

Pictures, they say, never lie. I would like to think this is the
reason the Philippine Judicial Academy chose to tell us the story
of its 14 years through an exhibit of photographs. Thus, today,
we find ourselves surrounded by pictures that  paint us a portrait
of the institution that is the Philippine Judicial Academy.

We look at these photos, and the first image we see are
people.  We see personalities such as Founding Chancellor
Emeritus Justice Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera, who built the
Academy as its first chancellor, leading the institution for 13
years. We see former Chief Justices Andres R. Narvasa, Hilario
G. Davide, Jr. and Artemio V. Panganiban, who successively saw
through the birth, growth, and development of the Academy.
Aside from showing images of the past, these photos also paint
those of the present, showing us the face of the incumbent
Chancellor, Justice Adolfo S. Azcuna, who in a few month’s time
will be celebrating his one year as head of the Academy,
together with the faces of officials, professors, and staff who
make up the PHILJA family. We see faces of Justices, judges,
and court personnel taking the roles of professors and
participants alike. We also see faces of nonjudicial personalities,
such as those from the government as well as from the private
sector, lending their expertise in their respective fields in
support of our judicial education program. There are also the
faces of partners such as members of the academe and the
international community, whose invaluable assistance has made
many programs of the PHILJA possible.
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Next, we see in these photos programs that lie at the core of
the Academy as the premiere training school for justices, judges,
court personnel, lawyers, and aspirants to judicial posts. We see
the Judicial Career Enhancement Program and Orientation Seminar-
Workshops for Executive Judges and Vice Executive Judges and for
Newly Appointed Judges and Clerks of Court.  We see the Court
Personnel Development program, which aims to enhance and
update officers and staffs of our courts on skills, values, systems,
and procedures for a more effective performance of their duties.
We see the Pre-Judicature Program for lawyers who wish to join
the Judiciary. We see special programs for lawyers and laypersons
alike, programs that address current trends and emerging issues in
different areas of law. We see Court-Annexed Mediation, Appellate
Court Mediation, and Justice Reform Initiatives Support (JURIS)
programs under the able aegis of the Philippine Mediation Center.
These programs have successfully promoted and developed
effective alternatives to litigation, both on the trial and the
appellate levels, successfully mediating almost 23,000 cases in the
past year alone.

The photos in this exhibit also point us to places where the
PHILJA has gone. We see the Academy’s corps of professors,
officials, and staff travel to different regions within the country
to bring our judicial education programs to as many members
of the Judiciary and other stakeholders as possible.  We see the
same people join our mobile court bus in its tour of courts and
jails all over Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao under the Enhanced
Justice on Wheels Program (EJOW) of the Supreme Court.
Indeed, the mobile court-annexed mediation program and the
information drive for barangay officials, two of the six
components of the EJOW, have significantly contributed to the
success of the EJOW Program.  Under this program, 5,361 cases
have been successfully mediated and a total of 11,900 barangay
officials oriented on the Court’s judicial reform programs by
the end of 2009.

Members of the Academy have also gone overseas to learn
from best practices abroad as part of the Academy’s ceaseless
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search for ways to improve the quality of the  judicial education it
offers. And, as a testament to how far the Academy has gone, it
has also been invited by foreign judiciaries to share its secrets of
success in creating and nurturing an effective judicial training
program.  With such growth in a little over a decade, the
Academy has consequently expanded its resources, adding to
its  Supreme Court Centennial Building office another set of
offices in the Supreme Court–Court of Appeals (SC-CA) Building,
as well as another home in Tagaytay where the construction of
the PHILJA Development Center is nearing completion.

On the surface, these images of personalities, programs,
and places are what we see from these photos.  But, as another
saying goes, pictures say a thousand words. Indeed, literally,
there are words underneath the photos before us, beyond the
images we initially see.

The images of people speak of partnership. The story of the
Academy’s success is a story of sharing talent, time, and treasure
across sectors to produce and develop an education arm that is
as effective as it is efficient. Truly, in its young life, the Academy
has been graced by some of the best and the brightest minds in
the legal profession. It has been held together by people whose
determination is matched by their diligence. And it has drawn
the support of organizations that have with them the desire
and the resources to contribute to the Academy’s success. To
date, the Academy has teamed up with over 100 other
organizations and institutions.

The images of programs speak of performance. Throughout
the years, the Academy has always delivered. From its maiden
year in 1996 — in which a then lean PHILJA team successfully
prepared curricula, designed instructional modules to achieve
the objectives of the PHILJA Charter, and  conducted 11 seminar-
workshops — to the past year in which 6,655 participants
attended its core and special programs, while around 7,000
participated in its seminars and lecture series, the Academy has
consistently lived up to its goal to serve the Judiciary through the
training of its members. Likewise, the Academy has not limited itself
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to conducting trainings and lectures; it has created such publications
as the Manual for Executive Judges, Fundamentals of Decision
Writing for Judges, and Annotation of the Code of Conduct for Court
Personnel, among many others, to make such resources available
to all.

Finally, the images of places speak of progress, taking us to
heights the Academy has reached since its creation. From such
modest beginnings, the PHILJA has truly gone a long way. Of all
our judicial institutions, it enjoys the highest esteem based on
a survey of lawyers and judges. It has earned accolades from
international institutions such as the National Association of
State Judicial Educators in the U.S., the Commonwealth Judicial
Education Institute in Canada, and the World Bank.  But the
Academy did not have an easy ride to success. It also had to
overcome its own sets of obstacles, but it was able to hurdle
them to get to where it is today.

We are gathered here on the 14th year of the Philippine
Judicial Academy, to make a toast to its triumph. I personally
thank the Academy for its active cooperation in the Supreme
Court’s programs of reforms. Your participation not only
augments the Court’s resources, but also raises its hopes, for
the example of work ethic you have shown inspires us to do as
well.

Thank you and congratulations to the men and women of
the PHILJA.
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PROFILE

Ameurfina A. Melencio Herrera
Retired Justice of the Supreme Court

Founding Chancellor Emeritus, PHILJA

Madame Justice Herrera was appointed Chancellor of the Philippine
Judicial Academy in March 1996, four years after her retirement
from the Supreme Court where, as Senior Associate Justice, she
rendered distinguished service from 1979 to 1992.  The second
woman to be appointed to the High Court, she would have been
the first woman Chief Justice, had not unforeseen circumstances
intervened. She has been hailed as a “shining apostle in the legal
profession” for her impeccable intellectual credentials, integrity,
morality and righteousness. She is an indisputable role model for
women all over the world, an inspiration and symbol of distinction
and eminence. Her name ‘’Ameurfina,’’ representing America,
Europe and Filipinas, fittingly confirms the merging of the best of
both worlds in her personal life and profession.

Described as the illustrious granddaughter of the President of
the First Philippine Republic, General Emilio Aguinaldo, Mme. Justice
Herrera cut a fulfilling and fruitful career on the Bench from the
then Court of First instance of Baler, Quezon, to the highest court
of the land. She rendered landmark decisions as Justice of the
Supreme Court and was the indefatigable Chairperson of the Court’s
Second Division. She also chaired  the House of Representatives
Electoral Tribunal until she retired in 1992. She is a forerunner in
bar reforms and is the recipient of numerous awards both here and
abroad.

Under her innovative leadership, the Academy introduced
Court-Annexed Mediation (CAM), Appellate Court Mediation (ACM),
Mobile Court-Annexed Mediation (MCAM) and Judicial Dispute
Resolution (JDR), the latter in partnership with the National Judicial
Institute of Canada. All these have since successfully resulted in
the decongestion of court dockets and speedier resolution of
disputes.
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During her incumbency, PHILJA received international
recognition as one of the world leaders  in judicial education, being
also involved in international organizations such as the Asia Pacific
Judicial Educators’ Forum (APJEF) and the International Organization
for Judicial Training (IOJT).  Justice Herrera was Chairperson of
APJEF’s Executive Committee and IOJT’s Deputy Regional President
Australasia region.

The Philippine Bar Association, in awarding Justice Herrera a
Plaque of Appreciation in 1991, aptly described her thus: “Born of
patrician stock, bred in gentility, raised in affluence, steeped in
academics, and enveloped in historical prominence.  She is her own
light despite the long shadow cast by her grandfather, the first
Philippine President Emilio Aguinaldo; her father, Ambassador Jose
P. Melencio, and her husband, U.P. Chancellor, Dr. Florentino B.
Herrera, Jr.  Yet, she is the guardian of the legacy of her lineage as
she brings forth into full flowering, through her actuations and court
adjudications, the justice that heroes dream of and the freedom
that martyrs die for.”

In May 2009, Justice Herrera retired as Chancellor of the
Philippine Judicial Academy. In a special ceremony, she was awarded
a Plaque of Appreciation by the Supreme Court en banc; conferred
the title Founding Chancellor Emeritus of the Philippine Judicial
Academy; and presented the prestigious  Right Honourable Telford
Georges’ Award of the Commonwealth Judicial Education Institute
(CJEI) based in Canada. All these were fitting tributes for her long
and distinguished years of service to the Philippine Judiciary and to
her lifelong vigor in the promotion of excellence through judicial
education.

She continues to be involved in PHILJA activities.
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